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PREFACE

The Joint International Symposium on Molten Salts is a joint
effort between the Electrochemical Society and the ElecLrochemical
Society of Japan. Since 1976 the Electrochemical Society has
sponsored five international symposia on molten salts; the current
symposium is the sixth symposium in this series. In 1983 the Molten
Salt Committee of the Electrochemical Society of Japan chaired by
Professor N. Watanabe sponsored the First International Symposium on
Molten Salt Chemistry and Technology; the current symposium is also
the second symposium in that series. This collaboration between the
two societies has resulted in one of the largest meetings ever
devoted to molten salts; 123 papers will be presented at this
Symposium of which over 80% are included in the proceedings volume.
The presence of many papers from countries other than the U.S. and
Japan is a good indicator of the increased interest throughout the
world in molten salt chemistry and its applications to areas such as

batteries and fuel cells, production of light metals,
eiectrodeposition of refractory metals, synthesis of new materials,
thermal energy storage as well as other uses.

I would like to express my appreciation to the Cochairmen of this
Symposium, Milton Blander, Hironao Kojima, Zensaku Kozuka, Marie-
Louise Saboungi, Nobuatsu Watanabe as well as to the other editors of
this volume who, in addition to Drs. Blander and Saboungi, include
Drs. Charles Hussey, Charmaine Mamantov and John Wilkes. The timely
work by this group of editors is making it possible to provide this
volume in time for the Symposium. The assistance of Dr. George
Shankle, Robert Walton, Connie Robledo and Renee Thomas is also
gratefully acknowledged.

Gleb Mamantov
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DEDICATION
PROFESSOR HAKCN FLOOD

The Joint International Symposium on Molten Salts wishes to
dedicate this volume to one of the founding fathers :f modern molten
salt chemistry, professor Hakon Flood, Trondheim, Norway.

H~kon Flood was born September 25, 1905 and graduated from the
Norwegian Institute of Technology, Trondheim in 1930, majoring in
inorganic chemistry and electrochemistry.

Flood spent the year 1930-1931 in Berlin at the famous institute
of Professor Max Volmer. Returning home in 1932, he became a
research associate at his alma mater. In 1933 he was granted a leave
of absence and returned to Volmer's institute to finish his Docr, s
Thesis. The topic was: Trbpfchenbildung in Ubersattigten D5mo'e,.
Pr~dikat: Mit Auszeichnung bestanden. Hakon Flood was appoilted
Docent (associate professor) in inorganic chemistry at The Noroegian
Institute of Technology in 1935 and held this position until he was
appointed full professor in inorganic chemistry at the same
university in 1953.

Professor Flood's scientific production in the years following
the completion of his studies in Berlin is mainly in the field of
phase kinetics. However, In the late thirties he became interested
in certain asoects of analytical chemistry and in several papers ne
made important contributions to the theory of potentiometric
titration. In this period Flood also took up the study of
vanadium-oxyhalides, a study which was later expanded to a more
general study of oxide systems containing vanadium. This worK
resulted in one of the first papers or semi-conducting
nonstoichiometric compounds. During the early forties most of
Professor Flood's scientific production was in rhe fie;d o&
analytical chemistry. Among his papers from this per'od are
picneering contributions to caper chromatograpnv.

Later in the fo rties Professor 'l,;od turned toward the area of
research for which ne nas pecome best Known: Hign-temcerature and
molten salt chemistr, . n this field ne has wor widesoread
international recognition, and he has created what may oe called a
Norwegian school in the field of the chemistry of molten salts. The
first part of Professor Flood's high-temperature chemistry period is
mainly devoted to acid-base reactions in oxide systems. In this
field he has made contributions to the elucidation and definition of

fundamental concepts, which have resulted in -ext books on inorganic
chemistry referring to "The Flood-Lux" concep: of acid base reactions
in oxide systems. In 1949 The Norwegian Institute of Silicate
Chemistry was established through funds granted from The Royai
Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. In
recognition of his achievements in this field of research, Flood was
appointed the director of this institute in addition to continuing in
his position in inorganic chemistry at The Technical University of
Norway. At this time Professor Flood's research facilh7ies were
greatly improved and his inspiring leadership attracted a numue- of
students and young scientists to work with him.
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A majcr problem which engaged Flood's group in the following
years was the thermodynamics of molten salt mixtures. Some of the
early papers on activIty-composition relations in molten salt
mixtures by Flood and his co-workers are now considered classic
contributions to the lIlrature in this field, and a large number of
later publications by Flood and his co-workers have served to test
and further elucidate some of the theories formulated in the earlier
papers.

Professor Flood has also maintained an interest in onase-
transition reactions and in the formation of defects in solids. A
considerable part of his research work in high temperature chemistry
has also been directly related to industrial problems.

Professor Flood's success ;n creating an internationally-Known
Norwegian school of molten salt chmisry testifies to his rare
combination of intellectual capacity with the inspiring personality
which ignites in his students and associates the enthusiasm and
scientific curiosity which are so typical of Flood. The stimulating
atmosphere in Flood's institute in Trondheim not only has provided an
exceilent starting point for many young Norwegians who are now
engaged in research and teaching in the field of high-temperature
chemistry, but has also provided for foreign visitors the kind of
surroundings in which they worked happily and productively and from
which they emerged with renewed scientific enthusiasm.

vi
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MAX BREDIG AWARD ACCEPTANCE SPEECH

CREATINC A CRYSTAL BALL FOR MOLTEN SALT SOLUTIONS

Milton Blander
Argonne National Laboratory

Chemical Technology Division
Materials Science and Technology Program

Argonne, Illinois 60439-4837

The two parts of the title, "Max Bredig Award" and "Molten Salt Chem-
istry," define the double honor I feel in accepting this award. First, I am honored
because it bears the name of Max Bredig. He was a warm and gentle person
who influenced me with his definitive scientific views, which emphasized accuracv

of measurements as well as caution and precision in the description of results.
When we were colleagues at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), about
thirty years ago, he encouraged me to examine the concepts of complex ions in
order to better define this loosely used term, which was too often a catchall
to "explain" the unexplainable. Second, I am honored because the core of my
scientific work has been molten salt chemistry and this award lends support to

my choice of methods and views, which have proven to be productive and useful

in technology.

Over the years, my work has focused on a number of different topics. It

would not be possible to discuss them all. Instead, I would like to emphasize two
general thoughts that I have often called upon to guide my thinking. The first
is that molten salts are relatively simple as a solvent and should be relatively
simple to model theoretically. I remember returning home from an interview for
a position to do research on molten salts with the reactor group led by Warren
Grimes at ORNL. On the flight, I asked myself why I had the feeling that
molten salts are difficult, "gunky" materials to study when many of them can
be represented by a simple collection of charged spheres. At that point, I decided
to accept the position. The second thought, which is implied by the title of my

talk, sounds obvious, but is one that is too little followed. It is, that concepts
and theories developed to describe molten salts (or any other materials for that
matter) should ultimately provide the means for making predictions far beyond
the scope of the information used to deduce them. Too many "theories" in the
early days of molten salt research could only describe past results, but not predict

anything to cume. A "crystal ball" was needed to predict future experiments
and properties of technological materials. It is not only the complexity or beauty



of concepts and theories which makes them important, it is the ability to use

them to make scientifically and technologically useful predictions a priori.

In my early work at ORNL I became intrigued by the properties of a par-
ticular cla,, of ternary molten fluoride phase diagrams of interest for nuclear
reactors. These contained two alkali fluorides mixed with ZrF 4 , BeF 2 , UF 4 or
ThF4 . Figure 1 exhibits the topology of one of these phase diagrams, that for
the LiF-RbF-BeF 2] system. The liquidus isotherms (which are also isoactivity
curves) for LiF are strongly bowed in a manner which clearly indicates strong
positive deviations from ideal solution behavior, whereas the RbF liquidus in-
dicates somewhat negative deviations from ideal solution behavior. Thus, in a
single system, two different components exhibited opposite deviations from ideal
behavior. This property was contrary to common beliefs of solution chemists.
A cursory investigation uncovered many systems like this. The closeness of the
properties of the LiF-BeF 2 system to those of silicates led to the realization that
many important silicate and oxide systems, e.g., CaO-FeO-SiO 2, behaved in a
similar manner. In an extreme case, the positive deviations of FeO were so large
in the CaO-FeO-P 2 0 5 system that a miscibility gap was present. I was to return
to silicates twenty-five years later. The magnitude of the effect seemed to be
related to the differences in the stabilities of the compounds such as, Rb 2BeF 4
and Li 2 BeF 4 . It became obvious that the controlling factor was the sign and
magnitude of the free energy change of the corresponding metathetical reaction,

LiF(f) f IRb 2BeF4 ()iRbF(1) - 1 Li 2BeF 4(f) (1
2 2

which is positive and large. The dissolution of LiF in Rb 2 BeF 4 can be defined in
terms of reaction (1) and the standard free energies of solution of RbF(f) (AG)
and 'Lt 2BeF4 (t)(AG,) in Rb 2 BeF 4 . If AG' is positive and very large and the
values of AG, and AG , for the corresponding binary systems are relatively
small (which is commonly true), then LiF will have large positive deviations
from ideal behavior. Correspondingly, RbF would exhibit negative deviations
from ideal behavior. This sort of analysis provided a rationalization of the odd
behavior of these systems.

Another observation was that these systems resembled reciprocal systems,
which have at least two cations and two anions. For example, we see in Figure
2 that some of the characteristics of the phase diagram for the Li + , K';F ,
C1- reciprocal system2 parallel those of the lower portion of the LiF-RbF-BeF 2

system in Figure 1. In fact, the deviations from ideality are so large in the
Ag , K+/NO3, C1 reciprocal system that there is a low solubility of AgCI in
KNO 3 and a liquid-liquid ternary miscibility gap. For this latter type of system I
deduced a simple method for calculating the enthalpy and standard free energy



of solution by consideration of three steps. 3,4 For solid AgCl in KNO 3 , these

steps are
.4gCI(s) . KNO1 (e), 'KCI(f) 4 .4gNOi(f) (2)

KC'I(i) .K'Cl(x, diln in KNO3 j) (3)

AgNO 3 (() -.AqNO-(xc dln in KN03) (4)

Thus, the free energy and enthalpy would be

AG A G RTInKsp (5)

AHj -A, + A H* AH (6)

where the asterisk (*) denotes a standard value. Equations (3), (4), and (5)
provide an exact method for calculating the solubility product. In general, the
largest contributions come from the metathetical reaction (Eq. (2)). Steps such

as Eqs. (3) and (4) are generally relatively small for insoluble materials such as
AgCI.

In 1956 I discovered a key paper by Flood, Forland, and Grjotheim (FF(;), s

who had used a simple cycle to deduce an important equation for reciprocal
systems. For example, for the Li ', K I/F - , CI- system, the total excess free

energy of mixing (A(G) of the three components LiF, KF, and KCI is given by
five terms

AG z =XL,,XcIAG'- f Xf, XKXFAF i XLXKXCIACI

t XFXCIXLAL, + XFXCIXKAK (7)

where AG' is the standard free energy change for the metathetical reaction LiF

- KCI - KF + LiCI, and A, is a "regular" solution interaction parameter for
the binary system containing two salts with the common ion i. Equation (7),
although inexact, contained within it all the concepts implicit in the exact Eqs.

(5) and (6). More important, it showed promise for calculating thermodynamic
properties at all concentrations. When calculating the ratios of activities of
components, the authors were successful. However, Eq. (7) did not work for the
calculation of absolute values of activities of components. They considered the
use of quasichemical theory (QCT) to explain discrepancies between the phase

diagram for the LiV, K+/F - , C1- system and that predicted by Eq. (7). For
example, Eq. (7) leads to the prediction of a nonexistent miscibility gap and
to higher liquidus temperatures than those measured. Flood et a!. calculated
the magnitude of the correction to the total excess free energy of mixing from
the QCT and found it to be small. As a consequence, they did not explore the

QCT further. After considerable study, we 6 realized that the phase relations
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considered are not controlled by the magnitude of the total excess free energy,
but by the magnitude of the first derivatives related to the activity coefficients
of a component and to the second derivatives which define an inflection in the
free energy ,if mixing antd ini' ibility gaps. A series expansion of the equations
deduced fron the QCT led to a term which can be added to Eq. (7) in an ad

hoc initnner

.( % -G(;b. (Eq. 7) XI,XKXFX(t 2ZRT

where Z is a nearest neighbor coordination number. From the empirical comnbi-
nation of the QCT theory and the four binary terms containing A, in Eq. (7),
one can obtain a usefil approximation 2 for the tipper consolute temperature
(the temperature below which one has a miscibility gap)

AG _ AA+ t A+ I3 AC t ADR 2R

From Eq. (7), the coefficient of Tc would be 4.0, and the apparent value of T"
would be about 38% higher than that calculated from Eq. (9), Values of T(.
calculated from Eq. (9) are consistent with a large number of iieasureinents of

miscibility gaps. Up to this point, the equations have been deduced in an ad
hoc way by combining the QCT (which does not take coulomb interactions into
account) with the four binary terms deduced by FFG. As will be discussed later,
these results are a natural consequence of the conformal ionic solution theory,
which was the first solution theory to specifically take coulomb interactions into

account.

In effect, the term expressed in Eq. (8) is a first correction term for non-
random mixing of the ions. In dilute solutions, it became obvious that the QCT
would provide a means for defining and understanding the thermodynamic prop-
erties of one type of "complex ion." Because of the loose usage of this term, I
generally referred to these as associated species. A generalization of the QCT'
led to expressions for the formation of associated species of A' and C ions in
a solvent BD

A t ±nC :-AC,1 n 1) (10)

where the At and C- ions on the left-hand side denote ions laving only solvent

ions as near neighbors. Formation constants for any value of n were deduced.
For example, for n = 1 and 2, the formation constants K1I, are

Kit - Z(Jfjj 1) (11)

K12 Z(Z 2 (3 
2 31, 1 (12)
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In the above equations, 31,, is exp (- AAIn/RT), where AAn is a specific bond
free energy for the n'th C ion bonded to an A' ion. These association constants
caln be defined exactly by the limit of derivatives of activity coefficients at infinite
diluti'ii. For ('xample, for a solution of the salts AD (AgNO 3 ) and BC (KCI) in
the ,,olvent BD (KNO:t

lin (d InimA) -Ki, (13)X4 , ,l _0 ( X c-

where XA, is the cation fraction of A' and Xc- is the anion fraction of C-.
Equation (13) and analogous equations for other species involving higher deriva-
tives serve to define association or "complexing"constants and provided insights
into the meaning of this class of "complex ions." For example, the -1 in paren-
theses in Eq. (11) leads to unusual properties for K1 1 when 311 is not much
larger than unity. In addition, when AA 1 1 is positive (denoting repulsion be-
tween A' and C ) and 01, is less than unity, one obtains a negative value of
K I,. This leads to problems in defining the standard free energy of association.
These peculiarities are due to the fact that, in an ideal solution, K11 is zero
even though AC species are formed by random encounters of A + and C- ions
and that fewer than this number of AC pairs are formed when AA 1 is positive.
An analogous peculiarity is present for virial coefficients of gases (which can be
defined as the negative of an association constant) and, indeed, there is a posi-
tive second virial coefficient for helium because of the predominance of repulsive
forces.

At about the same time, an important experimental technique used to study
solubility products of silver halides was reported by Flengas and Rideal.8 An

adaptation of their technique proved to be ideal for the study of associated
species in nitrate melts.) Studies of a large number of melts indicated that the
specific bond free energies, AAI,, were independent of temperature when the
associating ions were spherical. As a consequence, these formation constants at
all temperatures can be predicted from measurements at a single temperature.
This was true not only in molten salts, but also in metallurgical systems. An ex-
tension of the generalized QCT 7 led to the coordinat.:;n cluster theory (CCT),l
which applies to dilute solutions of a solute in ionic or metallic solvents. With
the CCT, it was demonstrated that one can use thermodynamic measurements
for solutions of oxygen and sulfur in alloys at one temperature to predict them
at all other temperatures.

Perhaps the most important development in molten salt solution chemistry
was the conformal ionic solution (CIS) theory'' by Reiss and coworkers. This
statistical-mechanical perturbation theory uses the most fundamental property
of a simple salt; that is, that it is composed of spherical ions which interact
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with a spherically symmietric pair potential. In the original paper, only hard
sphere ions in a binary salt were considered in deducing an equation for the first
pl.Iynnii ter n for excess free energies of mixing of two saits AX a'id BX

111 '1, . .2 (14)

where FtT.V) and d, are constants and a,4 is an interinic distance. It was
later shown that the theory was valid for a much more general potential 12.11

and that the aext two higher order terms were proportional to a function of
interionic distances. The importance of the CIS theory stems from the fact that
it demonstrated that one could represent the excess solution properties of ionic
systems by a polynomial similar to that used for nonionic mixtures. The theory
provided fundamental support for many of the intuitive ideas which had been
developed for molten salt chemistry without specifically including the charge-
charge interactions between ions.

Despite its importance, the CIS theory for binary systems could never lead
to predictions a priori because no ionic pair potential is accurate enough to
reliably evaluate the coefficient F(T,V). This failing concerned ne for about
a year before I realized that a way around this problem for multicomponent
systems is to express the thermodynamic properties of such solutions in term of
the properties of the lower order systems without identifying the pair potential.
In collaboration with S. J. Yosini, this was done for ternary reciprocal systems, ' '
and it was shown that (for example, in the Li', K F . Cl system) the CIS
theory led to all the terms in Eq. (7) as well as to a term proportional to
XfLXKXhX('I(AG ")2 similar to that in Eq. (8). The proportionality constant
is related to a large number of complex integrals, which have not yet been
evaluated. However, because of its similarity to the term deduced from the
Q CT, we felt it safe to approximate this constant by the same proportionality
constant as that in Eq. (8). The equation was used to calculate the phase
diagraii of the Li

4 , K 'F , (I system (Figurt 3),' which reproduces tl,

features and complex topology of the measurements surprisingly well (Figure
2).

Little was done on this subject until my collaoration with NI.-L. Salbmngi
starting in 1971, which led to some of the most important papers oii molten
salts in which I have been invol-ed. Our work, which created a major part of
the "crystal ball," was concerned with testing and generalizing the CIS theory
for various applications and for making predictions a priori. The use of the (IS
theory for reciprocal systems led to excellent correspondence with measured
phase diagrams for simple systems,4," and empirical ext(nsions of tle theory
were used to calculate phase diagrams for the more complex charge asyiinietric
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systems. 6 Of course, in addition to phase diagrams, the theory provides a pre-
diction of all the chemical properties of all the solution components. We also

extended the CIS theory for additive ternary systems (A' , B, C' 'X )17 to
ol tain tl equation

AXXBC ,X XjX, (15)

%-Ay k

where it was shown that the ternary interaction terms are related to the terms
a,), b,,, c,1 by the expressions

1/ +b /3] b1/3 + b /3 b /3 , /3 (6
A B ACb) (BA BC) (bAC BC)(6

B, (c,jc,k)1/
2  (17)

Thus the properties of the ternary system could be predicted solely from data
on the subsidiary binaries. Equation (15) has been empirically extended and
used for asymmetrically charged multicomponent systems. Equations (15), (7).

and (8) and their empirical extensions have proven to be useful in a number
of technologies for making predictions of phase diagrams and of chemical equi-
libria in molten salts. In addition, even when enough accurate information is
not available for prediction, such equations, because of their thermodynamic
self-consistency, can aid experimentalists by greatly minimizing the number of
measurements necessary to characterize the chemistry and phase relations of any
given system. An extension of the equations for ternary reciprocal systems to
higher order systems by Saboungi' 8 has proven to be important for predictions
in complex multicomponent systems.

One class of systems which has proven to be difficult to characterize are the

ordered solutions. Examples of such systems are the chloroaluminates, silicates,
and fluoroberyllates (e.g., NaCI-AICI 3 , CaO-SiO 2 , and NaF-BeF 2). These have

often been characterized by the formation of complex ions (e.g., AIC14 I SiOl I

and BeF 2-) in basic melts and clusters and chains in acid melts. Our molecu-
lar dynamics calculations have been used to characterize some of the structural
properties of these ordered or complex ion forming melts."9 '2 ° However, theo-
ries for such solutions are inadequate for characterizing their thermodynamic
properties, which cannot be represented at all by the use of polynomials for the
excess free energies. This difficulty arises from the tendency to have "V" shaped
enthalpies of mixing and "m" shaped entropies of mixing. In collaboration with
Pelton, 21 ,22 an empirical extension of quasichemical theory has led to a unique,
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but preliminary, method for accurately describing the thermodynamic properties
of a number of binary silicates as a function of concentration and temperature
using only a -mall number (3-7) of parameters. More important, we have de-
v'l,,tped an emtpirical 'onnLining rule that leads to pre(lictions of the solution

prop(rties of nmlticomipone t systems from the subsidiary binaries. This rule
is (1) consistent with the prelictions of the CIS theory in basic solutions and
(2) Consistent with all available data. Thus, we have developed a method for

predicting the properties of such multicomponent solutions a priori from data on
lower order systems. Much more work on ordered solutions is needed to reduce
the empiricism.

In conclusion, because of time and space limitations, I have glossed over
many details and ignored work which I feel is important. In particular, I have
not discussed my own applications of some of these concepts to submerged arc
flux welding 23 and pyrometallurgical chemistry. 24 These concepts have also been
helpful in understanding the high temperature condensation processes in coal

combustion, 2 5 as well as in the formation of meteorites and all other condensed
matter in our solar system2 6 . These applications underscore my belief that more
"crystal bails" are needed to permit us to predict the properties of scientifically

and technologically important materials. The urge for precision and care which
Max Bredig displayed is a precursor to creating such "crystal balls."
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Fig. 1. M\easurd Phase Diagramn of the LiF-fIR F-fleF2 Ternary System.'
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A THERMODYNAMIC DATABASE FOR MULTICOMPONENT

MOLTEN SALT SOLUTIONS

Arthur D_ PELTON

Centre de Recherche en Calcul Thermochimique
Ecole Polylechnique de Montreal

P.O. Box 6079, Station A, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3C 3A7

ABSTRACT

Thermodynamic properties and phase diagrams of over 200
binary and ternary molten salt systems have been critically

and systematically evaluated to obtain binary and ternary
coefficients of polynomial expansions for the excess
thermodynamic properties. An equation is presented which
permits the thermodynamic properties of multicomponent
molten salt solutions to be calculated from these binary and
ternary coefficients which are stored in a computer
database. An interactive free-energy minimization program,
which permits automatic access to these data as well as to

extensive stored data on other compounds and solutions,
allows the calculation of complex multiphase equilibria
involving multicomponent molten salt solutions. The data
base is publicly accessible through the F*A*C*T computer
system.

INTRODUCTION

For a great many binary molten salt solutions, simple
polynomial expansions in the ionic fractions provide a good
representation of the excess Gibbs energy. Least-squares
techniques have been developed (1) which permit coefficients
of such empirical expansions to be determined by a
simultaneous optimization of all available thermodynamic and

phase diagram data.

Models have been developed to permit the properties of

ternary common-ion (2-4) and reciprocal (5. 6) molten salt
solutions to be calculated from the binary coefficients.
Empirical ternary coefficients may also be included in these

equations.

Saboungi (7) has extended the Conformal Ionic Solution
(CIS) Theory to mullicomponent molten salt solutions.

In the present article we give a general equation for

calculating the Gibbs energy of a multicomponent molten salt
solution from binary and ternary coetticients. This

equation essentially reduces to that of Saboungi (7) for
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reciprocal ternary sub-systems, whereas for common-ion
sub-systems it reduces to one of two geometrical models"
(2, 3) coomnonty used to represent multicomponent Gibbs
energies. With this method of calculation, any number of
empirical binary or ternary terms can be used in the
expansions. The equation is well-suited to use with computer
databases. The calculation method has proven to be very
successful for a wide variety of simple molten salt
solutions.

Many binary and ternary molten salt systems are being
systematically evaluated in order to build up a database of
binary and ternary coefficients. The data are accessible to
users of the F*A*C*T (Facility for the Analysis of Chemical
Thermodynamics) computer system (8) along with an extensive
database of thermodynamic properties of other compounds and
solutions. An interactive free-energy minimization program
with automatic data access permits the calculation of
complex mulliphase equilibria involving multicomponent
molten salt solutions.

CALCULATION METHOD

A notation similar, but not identical, to that of
Saboungi (7) will be used.

Cations are denoted by A. B, C .. _. (or alternatively c,
c', c") and anions by X, Y, Z .... (or alternatively a, a',
a"). Ionic charges are denoted by qA, qB. qx, qy, _

Cationic and anionic site fractions are denoted by Xc
and Xa. For example-

XA = nA/(n A + n. + nc + ... ) 1

X = nx/(n + ny + nz + ... ) [21

where n i is the number of moles of ion i in solution.

Equivalent cationic and anionic fractions are denoted by
Yc and Ya. For example:

YA = AnA/(qAnA + q~nB + '" ) [3]

YX =qxnx/(qxnx + -... ) (4)
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All thermodynamic properties in this article are

expressed per equivalent of solution. One equivalent of

solution contains

(1 q X 
) - I 

moles of cations and (!2 qa X a
) 1 

moles of anions

c a

The Gibbs energy per equivalent of solution may be

written as:

g = Y a gc/a 
+ Ag(ideal) + gE [5]

c a

where the summation is over all cation-anion pairs and g c/a

represents the standard Gibbs energy per equivalent of the

neutral salt consisting of cations, c. agd anions, a.

-Ag(ideal) is the ideal mixing term, and g is the excess

Gibbs energy.

Ideal mixing term

The expression for the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing is

obtained from the Temkin model. The number of cation and

anion sites are always equal to the numbers of cations and

anions. All cations and anions mix randomfy on their

respective sites regardless of their charges. This gives,
for the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing per equivalent:

Ag(ideal)/RT = (q cX c)l(X clnX c) + (q aX a)-l(X alnX a) [6]

c c a a

Binary common-ion systems

In a binary common-anion system A,B/X containing one
anion and two cations, the excess Gibbs energy per

equivalent is expressed as a polynomial in the equivalent

calionic fractions:

gE E AB/X yi [7]
i1 j1 ij A a

where the $A8/X are constant binary coefficients obtained by

filling experimental data. The corresponding expression for

a common-cation binary system A/X,Y is:

gE I; A/XY yi yj

i1 j-'1 II X Y

For example, In the system K,Li/C0 3 a least-squares

optimization of available phase diagram and thermodynamic

data (9) gives, for the liquid solution

14



gE = YKYLi[(_13780+8.197T)+(-5500-2.329T)YLi] J/equiv. (9]

That is:

1KLiC03 - (-13780+8.197T) and KLi/C03 - (-5500-2 329T)

In this example, the data considered by the
least-squares optimization program were calorimetric data
for liquid-liquid mixing (10), and the measured phase
diagram (11, 12). Gibbs energies of fusion of the
components were taken from (13). The resultant optimized
equation [9) reproduces the measured phase diagram very well
as can be seen in the computer-generated diagram in Fig. 1.
The measured enihalpy of mixing (10) is also reproduced very
closely by eq [9].

The least-squares optimization technique also gives
properties of solid compounds and solutions in the system.
In the present example, the Gibbs energy of formation ol the
compound KLiCO3  from the pure liquid carbonates was given
as:

-Gform 89654 + 78.136 T J/mol [10]

Ternary common-ion systems

For a large number of ternary common-ion molten salt
systems, we have had much success in expressing the excess
Gibbs energy per equivalent by the following expression
first proposed by Kohler (2). For a common-cation system
A/XY.Z:

gE = E + (yy+yz)2 g + g X [11]gE (Y+Y) A/XY +gA/YZ +Y+) gA/X

where gE is the excess Gibbs ener y in the ternary solution
at point p in Fig. 2a, and g/xY, /YZ and gk/xz are the
excess Gibbs energies in the three bigary systems at points
z, x and y. The factors (Ya + Ya') in eq [101 are obtained
from regular solution theory. Eq [10] is exact if the
solution is strictly regular.

If the binary excess Gibbs energies are expressed as
polynomials as in eqs [7, 81 then eq. [111 can be written as
follows- In eq [121 "ternary terms" have also been added.

a [a i 1>1 1 /aa

+ E E /XYZYiY yk [12]
i 1 j 1 k>1 tIlk Y 1
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The #A/XYZ are ternary coefficients obtained by filting

experimental ternary data. All the ternary termg become
zero in the binary sub-systems. An expression for g of a
common-anion system ABC/X can be written similarly

As an example, the computer-generated liquidus surface
of the K/F.BrI system is shown in Fig. 3 Binary terms
were first obtained by least-squares optimization of all

available binary thermodynamic and phase diagram data (14).
Application (15) of eq [121 with no ternary terms then gave
a calculated ternary liquidus surface which agreed
everywhere within 10 with the reported (16) liquidus. This
is approximately equal to the experimental error limits.
The calculated minimum in the univariant line was 536 C. In
order to make this minimum coincident with the measured
minimum at 529 C, a small ternary term

K/F~rl yFrY = - 6500 YFYBrYI J/equiv.
111 F rI FB

was included.

In addition to the Kohler equation, a number of other
equations ma1 be used ior ternary common-ion salt solutions.
In the equation proposed by Toop (a), gE ai point p in Fig.
2b is related to the values of g in the three binary
systems at the points z, y and x by the equation:

gE = (yy/lYy+yz))g /xy + (yz/yyzg/ + (y + 2g

[13]

As in the case of the Kohler equation. eq [131 is exact if

the solution is strictly regular. If the binary excess
Gibbs energies are expressed as polynomials, then eq [13]
can be expanded in terms of the binary coefficients and
ternary terms can be added as was done in eq [121 for the
Kohler equation.

The asymmetric Toop equation (Fig. 2b) is generally more
appropriate than the symmetric Kohler equation (Fig. 2a)
when one of the three components is chemically different
from the other two. For example, in the K/SO4 , F, Cl system
one might choose the divalent sulphate as the "asymmetric
component" A/q AX1/q in Fig. 2b. However, because eqs [111

and [13] become identical when the solutions are regular.
for a large number of molten salt systems in which the
binary g functions are well represented by 2- or 3-term
polynomials the use of either eq 111] or 1131 will give very
similar results for the ternary system.
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Other "geometric equations", such as the "Muggianu
equation" in which gE in the ternary solution is related to
values of gE in the three binaries at the ends of
perpendiculars dropped from the ternary composition point,
are discussed by (17).

The CIS Theory (4) also provides a similar equation for
calculating g in a ternary system from binary parameters
This theory has the advantage over the above-mentioned
"geometric equations" of having a sounder theoretical basis.

Again, for most simple molten salt solutions which d
not require more than 3 parameters in the binary g

expansions, all these ternary equations yield very similar
and equally good results.

Multicomponent common-ion systems

For a multicomponent common-cation system, A/XY,ZW....
the Kohier equation (121 may be extended-
gE = E [E E--,# aa'(yYa)2(y /(Ya+Ya )(a/(Ya+Ya)]

a>a j a a a aI( '

+ E E E E 0#A/aa'a"y+Y+Ya,,)
3 (Y/(Y+Y+Y,,))'

a>a'a" i>1 j'1 k1i Jk " (

(Ya./(Ya+Y.+Ya.))J (Ya,(Ya+Ya.+Yaa))k] [14]

where the first summation is over all binary sub-systems and
the second summation is over all ternary sub-systems. Eq
[14] permits multicomponent thermodynamic properties to be
calculated from binary (and if available, ternary)
coefficients. An analogous expression can be written for
common-cation systems.

Similar multicomponent versions of the Toop and other
ternary equations can also be derived. In particular, we
have devised a consistent "multicomponent Kohler/Toop"
equation for the case in which some of the ternary
sub-systems have been expressed by means of the Kohler



equation while others have been expressed via the Toop
equation. Essentially, the method consists in dividing all
components into two groups (for example, all divalent salts
in one group and all monovalent salts in the other). A
ternary sub-system in which al three components are members

ot the same group is treated by means of the Kohler
equation, while a ternary sub-system with two components
from one group and one from the other is expressed via the
Toop equation. For the sake of brevity, the general

expression will not be reproduced here.

Reciprocal ternary systems A.BXY
For common-ion systems, the terms containing g c/a in eq

(5] have no influence upon the activities of the salts in
the solution This is no longer true in the case of a
reciprocal ternary system which is defined as one containing
two cations and two anions.

Writing eq 15] for the system AB/XY, substituting eq

[6] for Ag(ideal), and differentiating to obtain the
activity of the sail B1/q Y1/q yields

RTInaB 1 /q B Y 1 /q Y = -YAYx (gB/Y1qA/X-gA/y'ga/X) + (RT/qAI)nXB

+ (RT/qy)lnXy gE [15]
+ 1/qBY 1/qy

The term k parentheses in eq [15] is the Gibbs energy

change Ag , for the "exchange reaction":

a X +A Y = A X +B Y [6I/q BX1/qx+A1/q AY1/qy A1/q A 1/qx+B1/q BY1/qy [6

If AgEX , 0, then AI/qAX1/q and B1/q BYl/q are called the

"stable pair" From eq [15] it is seen that in this case
there will be a positive contribution to RTInaB, 1/ BY 1 /qY .

which varies directly with AgEX. Hence, for the two salts
forming the stable pair, positive deviations will be
observed. Similarly, for the other two salts which form the
unstable pair, negative deviations will be observed. These
deviations are gengrally larger than the deviations
resulting from the g term.

The composition of a reciprocal ternary system is most

conveniently represented on a square as in Fig 4 The
excess Gibbs energy per equivalent may be written by summing
the excess Gibbs energies of the four binaries, each
weighted by the appropriate ionic fraction, and including
reciprocal ternary terms:
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i i 1 i 1 1 I

+ Y E A/XY yi yl + yB E L $B/XY yi Yil1 1 1 k il il1 j 1 i1 Y

1 i 1 k 1 1 1 iykk Y^ Y
"

The CIS theory (5, 6) predicIs hiB, pression for gE

with one reciprocal ternary term 11 1  which is usually
denoted by A. Since the formation of a reciprocal ternary

solution involves changes in the number of cation-anion
pairs, whereas the formation of a common-ion ternary
solution involves only changes in the number of
second-nearest- neighbor cation-cation or anion-anion pairs.
it is expected that non-random mixing effects will be
greater in the former, and consequently the importance of
ternary terms will be greater. The flrst term in a Taylor
expansion of an expression resulting from simple
quasichemical theory (18) gives the following approximate
expression for A resulting from non-random effects

A -(AgEX)
2
/2ZRT [18]

where Z is a coordination number.

If no experimental reciprocal ternary data are
available, then A can be approximated by eq [181. If data
are available, then A and other reciprocal ternary terms if
warranted, can be considered as adjustable parameters

As an example, the compufer-generaled liquidus surface
for the NaK/F.Cl system is compared with the reported phase
diagram (19) in Fig. 4. Binary terms were first obtained by
least-squares optimization of binary data Ag was

obtained from tabulations (13) of data for the pure salts.
and A was estimated from eq 1181. Agreement between the
calculated and reported diagrams is good. Positive
deviations along the "stable diagonal" between the stable
pair, NaF and KCI, are clearly seen in Fig. 4, while
negative deviations for NaCl and KF are also evident.
Calculated reciprocal !erpry phase diagrams are very
sensitive to the value of Ag
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In general, we have found that good calculations of
reciprocal ternary phase diag ms can be obtained as long as
Ag is not too large. As Ag becomes larger, the tendency
to non-randomness becomes greater, and a simple Ag(idea:)
term with a polynomial correction term no longer provides a
sufficient description We are currently working on a model
involving a more complete application of the quasichemical

theory to reciprocal Rlt solutions. As a rule of thumb, we
have found that if Ag is so large that a miscibility gap

appears along the stable diagonal, then the simple model can
no longer be expected to provide a quantitatively correct

description.

General multicomponent system

We can now combine the above equations into one general

equation for the Gibbs energy per equivalent of a
mrLIlicomponent molten salt solution involving binary le;ms
as well as common-ion and reciprocal ternary terms

-1 -1
g = YY gc/a

+
RT [(YqcX c ) (X clnX c)+(EqaXa) (EXa InXa)]

ca c c a a

cc'/a i j 2-i-I
+EY[a E ( E E C, YCYC'(Yc+Y.)

a C'C' i 1 1'1 i

cc'c"/a i i k 3-i-I-k
+ i 1 jlk 1 lijkc

/c/aa' i i 2-i-I+ EY c
[ 

Y Y I: ij Y a Ya '(Y a+ Ya
' )

c a>a' 1 j 1

+ E c/aa'a"
'  i I k 3-i-j-kE i jk Y a Y 

a'Y a-(Y a+ Ya'+Y a '" )
)

i.1 j 11 aa a a a

cc'/aa' i j k f
+ E . E Y: E E i; ijkf YCYC' Y a Ya' ) [19]

C>C a>a' i 1 1 1 ki 1  1
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Eq [191 incorporates the Kohler equation [141 for the
mullicomponent common-ion systems. The more general
expression incorporating the Kohler/Toop formalism mentioned
above is actually used in our database but, for the sake of

brevity, will not be reproduced here.

Expressions for the partial Gibbs energies of all
neutral salts have been derived from eq [191. Again,
because of space restrictions, these will not be reproduced
here but will be reported elsewhere.

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT

Least-squares optimizations have been systematically

performed for all common-ion binary systems involving the
alkali halides AX (A - Li. Na, K, Rb, Cs: X - F, Cl. Br. I)
(14) as well as for all binary common-ion systems involving
the cations (Li. Na. K) and the anions (F, Cl. NO 3 . OH. C03,

S0 4 ) (9) for a total of 124 binary systems Exhaustive
literature surveys of all thermodynamic and phase diagram
data were performed. The optimizations provided the binary
parameters of eqs [6, 71 for all binary liquid phases as
well as expressions for the thermodynamic properties of all
solid phases. This work was supported by the American
Ceramic Society All evaluations are scheduled to appear in

"Phase Diagrams for Ceramists". Many other binary salt
systems have similarly been evaluated (20).

The 60 common-ion ternary systems involving the alkali
halides have been systematically evaluated (15). For the
approximately 40 systems for which ternary liquidus surfaces
have been reported, eq [12] with no ternary terms reproduced
the liquidus surface within experimental error limits in
nearly every case. One small ternary term, 0111, was

included in 8 systems for which the liquidus measurements
were very accurate. The other common-ion and reciprocal

ternary systems involving the 124 binary systems mentioned
above are being systematically evaluated. Results are
invariably very good for the common-ion systems andE re also
very good for the reciprocal systems as long as Ag is not
so large as to provoke liquid immiscibility. Many other
ternary systems have also been evaluated (20).

All evaluated binary, ternary and reciprocal ternary
coefficients are being stored in a computer database which
forms part of the F*A*C*T (Facility for the Analysis of
Chemical Thermodynamics) on-line computer system (8) The
data are accessible along with data on several thousand
inorganic compounds and other solutions. Thermodynamic
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properties of multicomponent salt solutions are calculated
from the binary and ternary coefficients via eq [191
(extended to include the more general Kohler/Toop
formalism). An interactive free-energy minimization program
known as EOUILIB permits users of F*A*C*T to access all the
data automatically and to perform complex multiphase,
multicomponent equilibrium calculations for a wide variety
of constraints. The EQUILIB program is based upon the
SOLGASMIX program of G. Eriksson (21).

SAMPLE CALCULATION

A sample calculation using the program EQUILIB is shown
in Tables I and II. Interactive input and output are shown
for a calculation involving a gas/molten salt equilibrium
similar to that encountered in a carbonate fuel cell

In Table I, the reactants are entered as a gas phase
consisting of 9.8 mol CO, 7.5 mol C02, etc along with a
small amount of Li 2 CO 3 , K 2 C0 3 and Na 2 CO 3 which will form the
molten salt phase. The reactants are to be equilibrated at
973 K at a pressure of 10 atm.

The "possible products" are then listed. These are
simply all compounds and solutions containing the input
elements for which there are data in the F*A*C*T database.
In Table I the list has been abbreviated, but we see that
there are data for 289 pure compounds as well as for the
multicomponent salt solution LiNaK/OH,S04 ,CO 3 . The user
has chosen to consider species 1 to 120 (all gaseous
species) the molten salt solution (species 290-298) as well
as species 243, 268, 281 which are th, solid carbonates.

Data are then automatically retrieved from the
databases. The calculated equilibrium compositions are
shown in the output of Table II. There are 85.697 moles of
gas phase formed containing 41.727'0 H 2 , 37.732' H2 0, etc.
The amounts of volatile Li- and K-containing gaseous species
such as KOH(H2 0), LiOH(H2 0), KOH and LiOH can be read from
this output. (There were actually 120 species in the
calculated gas phase. The output list in Table II has been
shortened.) There are also 0.22375 moles of a molten salt
solution formed whose composition can be read from the
output listing. It can be see how much hydroxide and
sulfate enters the molten salt phase. Finally, we see that
zero moles of the solid carbonates precipitate.
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TABLE I

Input to the P*A*L*1 Program E.QUIl.lB for an Eqiiibriim Gas-Salt
Calculation Involving a Iulticomponeot Molten Salt Solution.

ulbiti ENTER REA 1SE *lk;F FREES' -RETUFN FOR L ,4r tj

7

93 10W2"

4 X*O*HNtJ

S MOt &1 GAS
8 KII[ 391 CAS

10 K ClGA I
11 (CC63725*02 61'n
12 (C*H43326*O 6i GA C 3
I" Ht 6 A
14 H29*34 61 GAS
15 S20 91GA -q- r4 -i 2Y'
16 S*03 Gi GAS 29, 1- 001
17 6*02 91 jAS 298.0 h 1E
is 5*0 G1 GAS o

243 K2C$! S
1 

'00I' ,99- 11'4,(244 N (O) S; Si 50. 2-;
245 9(0W S2 SOL I D -
246 K202 SI SOLID '9',
'47 K20 51 SOLID8 f
246 W*2 51 SOLID 199 C r5
249 9*8 S11 SX ID b 9%. 9
250 K S51 SOL ID L; '7-I 31os
251 NA2S*04 51 IHENARCITrL t8
252 14425104S2S:-? 0 ,3

MOLTEN SALT 50501174
290 LU*OIH
291 NA*0*6
292 WIN*
293 LISC*C3
294 N&2CII'
295 K27*C3
296 : 4

2961 QP2y
587SF COD CN1;EFS CuF SFC1S BE5 70CIERED OF SEtTER -5LF-
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AI. I N

t~t 1 L Li. fi Nllt i~ti)M IE IN 'I'll 1' IABIlE

9,8 CeO + 7.5 C102 + 59.4 H2 27.7 920 + 2.3 H2 + 0.1 LI2CS03 + 0.1 K2CC03 + 0.02 N2C$02

85.697 aol ( 0.417-7 H2
+ 0.377'2 H20
+ 0.65bIQE-0: CH
+ 0.67281E-.1 C02
+ 0.4941SE-Df CO
+ 0.34812E-02 +2S
+ 0.19443E-04 COS
+ 0.13689E-05 KOH:H20)

+ 0.77637E-06 LiOH(H20)
+ 0.75659E-06 C299

+ 0.34233E-06 l(CH9
+ 0.29490E-06 CH20

+ 0,27313E-Oo C4HS
+ 0,13951E-06 C2H4
+ 0,49322E-07 LiOH

+ 0.17672E-41 03
+ 0,10943E-43 C4
+ 0.41322E-44 C51

( 973.0, 10,0 ,G)

+ 0.22373 aol ( 0.43900 Li2C03
+ 0.43884 KM003
+ 0.87832E-01 "aCO3
+ 0.15606E-01 LiOH
+ 0.15600E-01 KOH
+ 0.31224E-02 NaOH
+ 0.55912E-07 Li2SO4
+ 0,55891E-07 K2S04
+ 0.11186E-07 a2S4)

( 973.0, 10.0 ,SOLN 2)

+ 0.OOOOOE+00 ool K2C03
( 973.0, 10.0 .Sl, 0.25389

+ 0.000000+0 aol Li2C03
( 973.0p 10.0 ,S3, 0.987IE-01)

+ O,00000E+O0 ool Na2C03
973.09 10.0 .S2, 0.12001E-01)
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QUASICHEMICAL MOVEL FOR SILICATE MELTS

A.E. Grau* and S.N. Flengas

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

The concentration dependence of the partial molar properties

of binary silicate melts is predicted by means of a thc.rodynamic

model based on the change in short-range bonding energies which is

taking place when M4 reacts with Sf02. The model may be considered

as an extension of the treatment by Toop and Samis.

The expressions derived for the activities of the MO and
SiO 2 components contain an equilibrium constant K as the only

adjustable parameter. The calculation of the enthalpies and entro-

pies of mixing needs a second interaction parameter, b.

The model has been applied to available data on the systems
PbO-SiO 2 , FeO-SiO 2 , CaO-SiO 2, MnO-SiO 2 and SnO-SiO 2 , and was found to

predict the activity isotherms over the available composition range,
Including the SiO 2 rich melts for which other theoretical models are

insensitive. The derived expressions also predict the concentration

dependence of the partial molar enthalpy and entropy of mixing of PbO

in the PbO-SiO 2 system. The latter is the only system for which such
data have been accurately obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Considering pure molten silica, it is generally accepted that

each silicon is surrounded by 4 oxygen atoms, and that each oxygen is

shared between 2 silicon atoms, the basic structural unit being the
tetrahedrally coordinated Sf04 . These tetrahedra share corners with

each other and the structure of silica may be broadly described as a
three-dimensional complex network characterized by the strongly cova-
lent bonding between the Si and 0 atoms. The high viscosity and low

vapour pressure of liquid silica indicates a continuity in the Si-O
bonding throughout its structure, thus implying the absence of
regions of tower covalency or of ionic behaviour.

When a metal oxide is added to molten silica, the resulting
reaction causes drastic changes in the properties as evidenced by

dramatic decreases in viscosity, the appearance of ionic conductance

* Present address: Quebec Iron and Titanium, Sorel, P.Q., Canada.
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and the decrease in surface tension. This reaction is generally
taken to involve d disruption in the continuity of the covalent bonds
in silica due to interaction with oxygen supplied by the disso-
ciating metal oxide, and may be w.rtten as,

-O-Si-O--Si-O- + MO + -0-Si-O* ... M . Q.. Si- 0(1

I I I I
O 0 0 V
I I I I

Reaction (1) has been represented by Fincham and Richardson
(1) as a reaction between the doubly bonded oxygen O**, found within

I I
the sequence -Si-O-Si-, with "ionic" oxygen o- supplied y the

dissociating MO, which creates "semi-ionic" singly bonded oxygen

atoms 0* found in the sequence Si-O* ... M. Reaction (1) has also
been written as (1,2)

O** + 0
2-  

+ 2 O* (2)

Toop and Samis (2) introduced the concept that reaction (2)
represents an equilibrium between the various kinds of oxygen and

calculated the relative distribution of a number of complex poly-

silicate anion species by assigning arbitrary values to the corres-
ponding equilibrium constant K. According to the authors such
species are created when the continuous silicate network is

fragmented by the addition of a metal oxide.

In several recent publications (3-13) the thermodynamic pro-

perties of binary silicate melts have been interpreted in terms of
polymer theory involving polysilicate anions.

Masson and co-workers (3-7) applied the concept of equilibrium
to the calculations of the concentration of linoir or branched polv-

silicate anions of the general formula l calcuLated th

"free" oxygen ion concentration which remains after the proposed
poly-anions have reached equilibrium.

Activities of metal oxides in the silicate melts were obtained
through the expression

fo = N02- (3)

which was derived on the assumption that Temkin's (14) Ideal solution

model was applicable.
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In this paper it is shown that the concentration dependence of
the thermodynamic properties of binary silicate melts such as activi-
ties, enthalpies and entropies of mixing may be predicted from a
simple thermodynamic model which is based on the equilibrium between
the characteristic oxygen species proposed by Toop and Samls (2).
The agreement between activity isotherms c' culated from theory, with
the experimentally obtained values, for a number of metal oxide-
silica binary systems is excellent, even for silica rich compositions
where other thermodynamic models are in poor agreement with the
experimental data.

THERBODYNABI C TREATMENT

According to reaction (I), the addition of a metal oxide to
pure silica results in the disruption of the continuity of the
Si-O-Sl covalent type bonds which are responsible for the three
dimensional network structure of silica. Each 0

2- 
supplied by the

metal oxide d'3rupts two Si-O bonds in SiO2 and causes the localiza-
tion of paired electrono, t:Ith th, result that the two Si-0* bonds
produced upon reaction acquire a more ionic' character.

One important characteristic of reaction (1) is that the
510,, coordination which exlsts inl pure molten S10 2 is also preserved
in the MUO-Sip 2 melts.

Considering reaction (1), because of the characteristic tetra-
hedral coordination of silicon and the well established strength of
the covalent and semi-ionic bonds between silicon and oxygen, it will
be assumed that the interactions between any oxygen species and the
surrounding atoms are determined primarily by short range forces bet-
ween nearest neighbours. Bonding energies representing pairs of the
type Si-o**, M-U, SiU* and >-O* which are present, respectively, in
the conf iurations Si-O-Si, M-0-M, and Si-O-B will be taken as
ceistint and as being concentration independent. Thus the changes in
bonding energy which take place during the mixing of MO with S102,
are localized to the type of atomic pairs which are directly affected
by the reaction, and should be independent of the detailed structure
of the possible potysilicate anions created during reaction.

The silicate melt reaches a state of minimum free energy by
equilibrating the characteristic oxygen species 0*, 0** and 0

2

shown in reaction (2).

For the evaluation of the activities the standard states are
established at unit oxygen qpecies fractions. Thus, for doubly
bonded oxygen 0**, the standard state is the state of oxygen in pure
SiU2 , for which N ** = 1. Similarly, the standard states for 0* and
02- 

are, respectlvely, their states in the stoichiometric orl-

silicate melt M2SiU4, and in pure metat oxide MO.



Under the previously stated assumptions the species activity
coefficients should he constant for all compositions, and activities

could be equated to oxygen species fractions, except for compositions
very near to pure meLte oxide and to pure silica where deviations
from the assumptions underlying the model should be expected.

The equilibrium constant for reaction (2) may be written as

V2

K (4)

NO** NO0

where, N (s are specie fractions and the equilibrium constant K
should be constant and composition independent at constant
temperature.

The species fractions N N * and N 2- may be calculated by
following the mass balance intVoduc;d by Too and Samis (2) and the
results are shown in Table I.

The quantity a found in Table I is the "degree of reaction"
representing the fraction of MO reacted per mole of MO added to the
melt.

By substitution in equation (4) of the corresponding species
fractions Ni, the expression for the equilibrium constant is obtained
as

K =4 12 O(5)(1 - a)• (2Xsio - 10
)

This equilibrium constant is the reciprocal of that used by
Toop and Samis (2) and characterizes a MO-SiO 2 binary system at a
given temperature.

From equation (5)

+ 02 ( MO XSo (Y - 4 (6)
2X (K - 4 ) K (1 + XS 10 2

where 0 a 4 I.

Plots of a versus composition generated for selected values of
K are shown in Fig. I. It may be seen that very large K values
correspond to totally reacted silicate systems in which the maximum

amount of the orthosilicate species SiO* is present. K values bet-
ween 100 and I represent various equilibrium conditions, while
smaller values of K indicate a tendency towards immiscibility.



TABLE I

Number of Various Oxygen Species Present
in 1 g mole of Melt at Equilibrium

Before mixing After mixing

2 X02 . N (2 X - aXM)'

SW2 Si')2  MU0

0* 2 iXm 0 .N

02 -  X N (1 - a)XMo N

(N is the Avogadro tiumber)

Number of characteristic bonds at equilibrium

Bond Type Before mixing After Mixing Bond Energy

si-O 4
Xsi N ( 4

XSiO 2aXMo )N CSi-O

M-0 zX N z( - C)XMoN M-0

S--0 2 cX1 1 0 N Siu-o*

M-o* 2 
aXNMoN 'Mo.

(N is the Avogadro number)

XSiO2 oand "NO are initial 'noles of S102 and MO per mole of solu-

The degree of reaction a may also be used to determine the
number of the different kinds of bonds present in a system at
equilibrium. Thus, each doubly bonded oxygen O** corresponds to two
Si-O type bonds, and each "free" oxygen ion 02

- 
determines the

existence of z M-0 type bonds. The coordination number z for oxygen
In the metal oxide is taken to remain unchanged in the molten solu-
tion. Finally, each singly bonded oxygen 0* creates one M-O* and one
SiO* type bonds.

The numbers of the different kinds of bonds at equilibrium per
mole of silicate containing XMO moles of MO and XS102 moles of
Sif 2 are also shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Plots of the degree of reaction a versus

composition (XMo for selced values of K.

CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF THE SOLUTION PROPERTIES

For the calculation of the enthalpy change during mixing,

reaction (I) can be taken as the exchange reaction

Si-O + M - 0 . M-O* + 5f-0* (7)

(as in pure (as in the
SiO2 and MO) reacted system)

The internal energy change during mixing 6Emx, per grao-mole
of solution may be written as

amix solution - (O MO 
- XSio 2 ESiO2  (8)

where Kso I t Kn ho' and F are respectively, the internal
energy contents per inole, an QLs are mole fractions.

If it is considered that the mixing process affects only the
energy of the bonds shown in Table 1, then equation (8) may be writ-
ten as
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Arnix = N[(4X -2 OaX )c + z(I - I)X C
Sio 2  HO SI-I) MO M-0

+ 2ax, E 2 aX c
Mo - M Si-O*

N[4X - _ + 7X_7 (9)
Sio 2 Si-C - MU M-0 9

which is readily reduced to

Aa:n CLX IN(2 E _ + 2 _ - 2 i - zr _)] (lI)
MO t-o* si-o* si-i) M-



Under the postulates of this model the term in parentheses is
constant for a given temperature and independent ot concentration,
and may be replaced by an interaction parameter h which is charac-
teristic of the metal oxide added. b can also be interpreted as the

heat of reaction when I g mole of MO r-ict-t tli 11, wiiL L
according to reaction ().

As pressure-volUme effects on the energy of mixing of liquid
silicates are negligibly small, equation (9) becomes,

AHmix = XMO (I1)

where Alk, is the enthalpy change for the mixing process. Combination
of equations (6) and (I i ' ,

K( i * st)

lmix = b -(K- ) (I - is) (1)

where 
2(K - 4)

B 8X MO XSiQ2 K - 4 /2

(1 + sio 2)2 K

Plots of Am /b versus composition generated tor a number ofmix "
selected K values are shown in Figure 2. It is seen that the totally
reacted systems are represented by very large values of K and show a
characteristic orthosilicate peak at X = 0.667.

To calculate the partial molar heat of mixing for MO, the
right hand side of equation (11) is multiplied by No 4 ne • , and
then partially differentiated. The resulting expression is,

[(n + )A)1 (14)

-"M n TH "to '-iO 2  mix' n S0

Introducing equation (6), it is readily shown that:

-- K 1- 4(K - 4) XSiO2 (2 - 3XM)1=H bt + KB (2 - X (15)
MO 2(K - 4) KB 2 - X ).Me

Plots of AH l for various selected values of K are included in Fig.MO.>I/b,
3. It ts seen that for a totally reacted system, All,1 0 becomes zero

at X M, 0.667, and tor all concentrations where KMo 0.067, lJi- is

equal to h.

For a reacting system, the total entropy of mixing Is also doe

to reaction (1) and may be calculated following the same treatment as

15
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Fig. 3. Plots of /b versus composition (XMo) at
selected K-v lues.

for the enthalpy of mixing, with the main difference that the inter-
action parameter b should now be replaced by an entropy parameter.
If 6 is taken to represent the entropy change when one mole of MO
reacts totally with SiO 2 following reaction (1), then

AS mix =ax MO6 (16)

The partial molar entropy of mixing for MO can be obtala.d by
partial differentiation as

K ( 3 4(K - 4) XSiO2(2 
- 3X MOAS MO = 6 2(K - ) - B + K.B(2 - X O , )

The values calculated from equation (17) which is similar in
form to to expression (15), represent the change of entropy due to
reaction (1) when the number of reaction units is proportional to the
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degree of reaction a. The latter is defined by the value of the
equilibrium constant K for a given system at a given temperature.

The molar and partial molar entropies of mixing calculated by
this model account for the randomness in the system.

For example, the partial molar free energy of mixing for any
of the oxygen specie present is given as

AG = . RT In N (18)

and the corresponding partial molar entropies of mixing are given by
expressions of the type,

dln Ni

AS = - R In NI - RT dT (19)

The latter expression contains the configurational term for entropy,
in which N is a temperature and composition dependent quantity.

It should be emphasized that the term ASi for an oxygen spe-
cies does not represent the partial molar entropy of MO as this is
obtained by partial differentiation of the total entropy change of
the system.

The partial molar free energy of mixing G mix for MO can be
obtained by combining the partial molar enthalpies and entropies of
mixing according to the Gibbs-Helmholtz relationship,

l-Gjo = -HMo - TASMO (20)

From equations (15) and (17) the following expresion is
obtained.

[ 4(K - 4) X (2 - 3X ) K
AG (b - 6T) I1-B + KS1BMO KB " (2 - NMO), 2(- K - 4)

(21)

The term b - ST represents the "standard" free energy change
for reactions (2) and therefore it can be equated to - RT in K.

The expression for the activity of the metal oxide in the
solution, a , referred to the pure liquid MO as the standard state,
is readily erived from equation (21) as,

K 4(K - 4) X 2 3X I ) n (22)
In aMO =2(K -4) - B + X) In (22)

where the value of the term B is given in equation (13).
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From equation (22) it is readily seen that the concentration
dependence ut activities is predicted using K as the only adjustable
parameter. For large K values the a, 0 term becomes zero for the com-

position range defined by 0 XMO 0U.67. For compositions more
basic than the ortho-silicate XMO > 0.667, aMO becomes unity. For
low values of K near unity the activities for dilute solutions of MO
show pronounced positive deviations from ideality.

In general, high K-values indicate a highly reacted system,
while low K-values indicate a tendency towards immiscibility.

With regard to the activities of MO, it is evident that, as
the temperature Is increased, both the oxygan 2-esure in equilibzlum
with the molten silicate and the "oxygen anion activities" in the
melts should increase. Such an increase should be accompanied by a
decrease in the K values and should describe the weakening of the
bonds which are binding the oxygen species in the melts. This
decrease in the K-values with increasing temperature is consistent
with the observed exothermic enthalpies of mixing and the negative b
values which are calculated for binary silicate systems.

Limiting values for the activities of MO should not be calcu-
latcd from equation (22) because for very dilute solutions the
astsliption that the equilibrium constant K is truly independent of

c01'entration should no longer be valid.

Thus, at compositions representing very dilute solutions of MO
in Sic 2 , all the oxygen anions supplied by MO should be trapped
within the Si-O*-M type configurations and the "free" oxygen anion
population should be approaching zero.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4c shows a comparison between experimental (15) acti-
vity data for PbO at 1000C and the calculated values as predicted
from equation (22) with a value of K = 20. It may be seen that the
agreement is excellent within the entire concentration range for

which the system was investigated. The b value which is calculated
from equation (15) from a single experimentally measured value of the
partial molar heat of mixi.ig and the previously obtained value K =

20, is b = - 3,600 cal.mole - .

These two values for K and b may be used in equation 15 to
predict the partial mole heats of mixing over the entire con-
centration range. In Fig. 4a the points are experimental and the
solid line represents the calculated partial molar heats of mixing.
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Fig. 4. (a) Plot of _. versus X h  for the PbO-SiO 2 system.
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0
from theory (Eqn. (15)).

Points are taken from experimental data.

(b) Plot of S versis X for the PbO-SiO 2 system.
Solid lineprs calculate from theory (Eqn. (17)).
Points represent experimental data.

(e) Plot of .versus e for the PbO SiO 2 system.
Solid lines calculale from theory (Eqn. (22)).
Points represent experimental data.
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It should be emphasized that the Ph(-SiO2 binary system is the
only system for which complete thermodynamic data are available in
the literature. Partial molar enthalpies of mixing measured both
calorimetrically (16) and electrochemically (15) are in good
agreement. Also recent activity data for Pbo reported by various

authors (15,17,18) are in good agreement.

Comparison between data from various sources is shown in Figs.

4a, 4b, and 4c.

Accordingly, the partial molar entropies of mixing for PbO

have been calculated with confidence and the results are included in

Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4b the points represent the experimentally obained
entropy values while the line is calculated from the thermodynamic
model.

Values of the parameter 6 are obtai;-.' by combining the K and
b values, according to

- RT In K = b - T6 (22)

For T 
= 

1273*K, K = 20 and b = 3,600 cal/mole, 5 is found to be equal
to 3.1 e.u. The good agreement between the experimental data for the
partial molar entropies of mixing of PbO and the curve predicted by
equation (22) Is shown in Fig. 4b.

Activities of FeO referred to the pure liquid FeO as the stan-
dard state have been determined in the temperature range 1250-1400%(
by equilibrating CO-CO 2 (19) and H2-H2 O (20) gas mixtures with melts

contained in iron crucibles. More recently, activities of FeO have
been measured in the range 1785-1960

'C (21) by equilibrating molten
levitated beads of iron with liquid FeO-SiO 2 slags and by analyzing

for the oxygen content in the iron.

Because of the non-stoichiometry of FeO, the system is not a

true binary and may be considered as a ternary containing FeO,

Si0 2 and small amounts of Fe 20 3. Several attempts (3,22) have been
made to correct the published data for the effect of the non-
stoichiometry of FeO but it is felt that such corrections could
introduce deviations larger than the inherent uncertainty in the
experimental data.

The activity plot of Fig. 5 indicates the good agreement bet-
ween the experimental activities at 1300

0
C and at 1785'C with those

predicted from equation (22) with K values of 8 and 5, respectively.

From tile expression

d in K b

dT RT (23)
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Fig. 5. Plots of a versus X for the FeO-SiO 2

system at M 5 C and 1568C, respectively.
Points are experimental, solid lines are
calculated from equation (22).

and the available K values at Lwo different tempertures, an approxi-

mate value of the parameter b for this system is given as -b,270
cal/mole. The correspondtng approximate value of 6 is 0.2 e.u.

The activities of CoO in CoO-SiO 2 melts have been measured at
15OO°C by equilibrating melts held in Pt-Rh containers with known
oxygen potentials (23). The original data are given with respect to
the solid CoO as the standard state and have been recalculated with
reference to pure supercooled liquid Coo (23). For this conversion
the entropy of fusion of Co) has been taken (4) to be the same as
for FeO, as 4.25 e.u. The experiments could only cover the con-
centration range between 53 and 7U mole 7 CoO.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the experimental activi-
ties at 1500C (referred to liquid CoO) and those predicted by

equation (22) with K = 7. In view of the apparent uncertainty of
these data, the agreement is acceptable.
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Fig. 6. Plot of a versus X for the CoO-SIu 2 system
a CoO) Cooat [Suo C. Points are experimental. Solid line

i- calculated from equation (22) with K 
= 

7.

Activities of the MnO at IbUUC referred to pure solid Mno as
the standard state, have been determined by equilibrating various gas
mixtires of H2 -C0 2-N 2 with solid Hn and Liquid sldgs containing MnO

and SiO2 (24). The accurate conversion of these data to activities
referring to pure supercooled Mn() at 1600 0

C is difficult because of
the .rck of know ,l*Ig( on the heat ot fusion of MnO and the uncer-
tainty rugarding the melting point of the oxide. However, it has
been assumed (4), that the entropy of fusion of MnO is the same as
for FeO, e.g. 4.5 e.u., and that the melting point is 1875*C (25).
The activities with regard to molten MnO as the reference state have
been calculated trm the wet i-known expression.

(a ) A(;

In Mfo liq . tusion (24)
In so I . I(
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Figure 7 Mhows i comparison between the converted experimental
activities and tile values predicted by equation (22) with K - 19. it

may be seen that the agreement is satisfactory in the concentration
range for which the oxperimental data are available.

1.00

o Richardson et a1(, 2 4 )1650C

0.80 x from phase diagram

- calculated, K=19

0.60 0

0
C 0
20.40

0.20

0 I I
0 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

XMnO

Fig. 7. Plot of a 1  versus X for the MnO-SiO 2 system
Mnn(

at 1650 C. Points are experimental. Solid line

is calculated from equation (22) with K 
= 19.

Activities of CaO have not been experimentally determined with

respect to the pure liquid oxide as the reference state. The only

data available representing the mixing of supercooled CaO are the
free energies of mixing at 1600

0
C estimated by Darken and Gurry (26)

from which activities for both components may be obtained (21,23). A

comparison between these approximate activities of Cao and those

obtained from equation (22) with K 
= 

200 is shown in Fig. 8.

The CaO-SiO 2 binary is a highly reacted system In which tile
almost complete formation of the orthosilicate configuration is
observed at 67 mole % CaO.
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is calculated from equation (22) with K = 22.

The activities of SnO in the binary SnO-SiO2 system have been
obtained (27) in this laboratory from emf measurements.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the experimental activi-

ties of SnO at 1O00C, with respect to molten SnO as the state of
reference, and those calculated from equation (22) using a K-value
equal to 2.7.

Such a low K-value suggests that SnO is one of the most acidic
oxides with respect to silica.
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REACTIVITY SCALE IN BINARY SILICATE MELTS

The energy released during the mixing of a metal oxide with
silica according to reaction (1) is represented by the interaction
parameter b. The magnitude of b depends upon the ability of the
metal oxide to release its oxygen, which reacts with silica in order
to form the SiO-O*-M type configurations. The overall energy for a
configuration of the type Si-O*-M depends upon the competing interac-
tions of the oxygen with the surrounding Si and M atoms and is
expected to decrease proportionally with the formation potential of
the metal-oxygen atom pair.

Metal oxides having strong metal to oxygen interactions are
less effective as oxygen donors than those in which the interactions
are weak. Since the strength of the metal to oxygen bond is expected
to be inversely proportional to the interatomic distance d, the
interaction parameter b should change in proportion to-1/d.
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If the entropy change associated with reaction (1) is taken to
be small, the "standard" free energy change, which is equal to -RT In

K, could be approximated by b. Then, the value of the quantity -RT

in K should also be proportional to the reciprocal of the metal-
oxygen distance d in the pure solid metal oxide. This assumption
appears to be valid in the case of the FeO-SiO 2 system for which the
available data indicate an Potropy ' parameter of only 0.2 e.u. Low
values of 6 can also be expected for the remaining metal oxides
having the same NzCl cubic structure.

The plot of -RT In K versus l/d shown in Fig. 10 includes only
cubic metal oxides like Cao, FeO, MnO and CoO, and the relationship

appears to be linear.

A cubic oxide like PbO, which has a layer structure, does not
behave in this manner and is expected to indicate different trends.

Approximate K values for the binary silicates containing other
cubic oxides like NiO, MgO, SrO and BaO, for which experimental acti-
vities are not available, may be obtained by extrapolation in Fig.

10. Such K-values may be used in equation (22) to predict the acti-
vities of the metal oxides with respect to pure liquid oxides as the
reference states.

Thus, estimated activity isotherms for the systems BaO-SiO 2
and SrO-SiO 2 at 1900*C, are shown in Fig. 11.

A summary of the experimentally available, as well as extrapo-

lated K-values for the various cubic systems, are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Scale of Basicity of Cubic Metal Oxides Towards Silica

Metal Inter-atomic Metal-oxygen -RT In K,
oxides Equil. constant distance attraction or b,

K d(A
0
) z

2
/d cal/mole

BaO 11,000 (1873K) 2.771 1.44 -34,500
SrO 1,300 (1873K) 2.560 1.54 -26,600
Cao 200 (1873K) 2.406 1.6b -19,700

MnO 19 (1923K) 2.218 1.80 -11,300
FeO 6.5 (1873K) 2.148 1.84 -6,700
Coo 7 (1773K) 2.127 1.87 -6,800
NIO 2 (2000K) 2.071 1.93 -2,600
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Table 2 also includes a list of interatomic distances and of
atom-pair potentials, expressed as z

2
/d, where z is the valence of a

metal cation. The last column, which represents either b or - RI in
K, may be taken to represent a "basicity" or "reactivity" scale for
the various metal oxides listed. This scale is a measure of the abi-
lity of a given metal oxide to disrupt the silicate network.

1.0

08 /k-SrO-So 2

0 0.6 - 8OO-Si0 /

BaO
0

04 -

0.2 -

0 0 1 1/

02 0.4 06 0.8 1O

XMO

Fig. Ii. Actvity isotherms for the molten systems BaO-
SiO 2 and SrO-Si 2 at 1900'C estimated from the
K-values shjwn in Fig. I0.

CONCUTS IoNS

The equilibrium constant concept for binary silirate melt-
introduced by Toop and Samis (12) has been employed for the deriva-
tion of inalytical expressions which describe the concentration

dependence (if partial molar properties, such as, activities, the par-
tial molar enthalpics and entropies ot mixing. The thermodynamic
model is capable of describing within the i-,its of experimental
zncertaintv the concentration dependence of these properties.
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For the calculation of the activities it is only necessary to
use the equilibrium constant K as an adjustable parameter. However,
once K for a given binary system has ,een calculated from activity
data, the heats of mixing for the sysLem may be calculated over its

entire concentration range using one additional adjustable parameter,
b, which has a unique value for each binary silicate system.

.1 The partial molar entropies of mixing are then readily
calculated.

In comparison with available experimental data the present
thermodynamic model has been found capable of expressing, within the
limits of experimental error the concentration dependence of the
molar and partial molar properties in binary silicate melts over a
wide composition range, including the SiO 2 rich regions for which
most polymeric type thermodynamic models are non-applicable. The
present model should be unrealistic for dilute solutions particularly
in systems which are characterized by low K-values. In composition
ranges near pure MO and near pure SiO 2 the assumption that K is a

concentration independent quantity should not be expected to be
valid.

In recent papers by Dron (28-30), the concept of an
equilibrium between the various oxygen species proposed by Fincham
and Richardson (I) and by Toop and Samis (2), has been expanded to

account for possible differences in the thermodynamic states of
doubly bonded oxygen, in accordance with the number of the reacted
oxygen atoms carried by the adjacent silicon atoms. However, the
treatment of such multiple equilibria requires the use of several
equilibrium constants and general applicability becomes questionable.

In their modified quasichemical approach, pair-bonding
enthalpy and non-configurational entropy contributions associated
with reaction (1) have also been considered by Pelton and Blander

(3-32). It is shown that the thermodynamic properties of binary (31)
and higher order systems (32) may be expressed by semi-empirical

equations which are suitable for data treatment and computer
optimization.

The simple thermodynamic model developed in this paper shows
that the properties of silicate melts are determined primarily by the
interaction of oxygen ions with silica. These interactions involve
only nearest neighbours and the magnitude of the partial molar pro-
perties appear to depend on the degree of completion of reaction (2)

which represents the equilibrium between the various oxygen species.
Because of the predominance of such short range interactions, the
thermodynamic treatment does not require the exact knowledge of the
detailed structure of the poly-silicate complex configurations that
may form during reaction.
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THERMODYNAMlC PROPERTIES OF THE MOLTEN PbO-PbCl, SOLUTIONS

A. Hacetoglu* and S.N. Flengas
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science,

University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S IA4

ABSTRACT

Partial molar and integral molar properties of mixing for the
PbO-PbCI 2 melts have been investigated by using solid electrolyte
galvanic cells of the type:

Ni-NiO/CaO - ZrO 2/PbO - PbCl 2/Pb

The thermodynamic properties, such as activities and the par-
tial molar enthalpies of mixing, calculated from the measured cell
potentials show pronounced negative deviations from ideality.

To explain this behaviour and to predict the concentration
dependence of the thermodynamic properties of these solutions, a
theoretical model based on a number of possible rea!ction mechanisms
has been developed.

It is shown that in a non-ideal solution, the activity of any
component A B is given as:

xy

aA B = (NX+ Y
B A B )equilibriumxy

where N A+ and N - are respectively the cation and anion fractions in
a solution whicA has reached the ionic composition representing aspecific reaction mechanism at equilibrium.

From the activity data, the limiting experimental conditions
for removing the oxygen impurity from PbCI 2 melts, and for recovery
of Pb and 02 by fused salt electrolysis have been established.

INTRODUCTION

The PbO-PbCl 2 molten solutions represent the only metal oxide-
metal chloride system in which oxide solubility occurs over a wide
concentration and temperature range at relatively low temperatures.

* Cyanamide of Canada, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada.
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Recently the phase diagram ot the system has been revised by

Renauld et al. (I) and significant ditferences from the earlier work

by Ruer (2) and Varuni (3) have been found. At a temperature of

7U'C, the range of Liquid solutions extends from pure PbC1 2 to about

80 mole % PbO.

Activities of PbO in this system have been measured electro-

chemically by Sugawara et al. (4) at temperatures between 506 and

1063*C.

In the present investigation the reversible emf of the cell,

(+)Pb(!iq)PbO:: - PbCl 21 _ )/ZrO 2 - CaO/NiO , Nis(-)

was measured for PbO compositions varying between pure PbO to I mole
% PbO, and in the temperature range 450 to 950C.

From the results the thermodynamic properties of PbO and of

PbC1 2 in the PbO-PbCL 2 melts have been calculated. In addition to
its theoretical significance, the thermodynamic information may be

used to predict the limiting equilibrium conditions fir the chlorina-

tion of l'bo at high temperature,, for the preparation of pure

PbC 2 through the electruchemical removal of an oxygen impurity and

lor til recovery of etallic Lead by tused salt electrolysis ot the

PbO-i'bCl2 solutions in tile temperature range 500 to oU)C.

EKPER IMENTAL,

The design of tile cell for the emf measurements is given in

Fig. 1. The reference electrode consisted of a Cao stabilized zir-
conia tube containing 13 mole % Cao, closed at one end, having a

total length of about 30 cm. To make this electrode, nickel wire I

mm in diameter having a spiral end was inserted into the zirconia

tube and was covered with 2 to 3 cm of a compacted mixture of Ni and

Nio powders. The open end of this tube was closed with a glass bell

cemented into place and the entire system could be evacuated and

sealed urqder vacuum. During its operation the thermal decomposition

of Nim at the temperattire ot the experiment established the oxygen

gas pressure and the ef Ineasutrements did not contain errors due to

mixed poteltials which are created by non-equilibrium oxygen pressure

conditions (5).

The indicator electrode was molten lead in contact with the
'hoi 'bCI re el t coltained in i zirclia crticible. Electrical contact

to the lead was through iridium wire, about I ma in diameter and I)

cm lon)_, connected to a platioinm wire lead.

The entire electrode assembly, including the crucible with the

s-I t mixture, was placed in a silica tube closed at one end. The top
of this tube was covered with a nickel plate machined to contain
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cntry porLs for the various celt components, as shown in Fig. I.

Vacuum t I ght seal was provided by De Khot insky cement covering tile
entire surface ot tile top plate and all openings. To prevent tile
escape of the volatile PhCd 2 from the zirconia crucible containing

the I'hU-PbCl 2 elt, the top of the crucible was also closed with a
boroni nitride lid machined to tit tightly. This lid had openings for

the insertion of the reference electrode and the other cell com-

ponents shown in Fig. I. A further precaution against possible vola-
tilization of PbC 2 was provided by operating the Indicator electrode

compartment under a static blanket of purified argon. A gas valve,

connected in parallel with the argon supply to the cell, maintained a

slightly positive gas pressure while it prevented the flow of gas and
created semi-static conditions.

Materials losses due to possible volatilization were deter-

mined by weighing the contents of the crucible before and after a
run, during dummy runs that duplicated the experimental conditions in
terms of melt composition, temperature and duration. No significant
loss of materials was observed. For example, for a total melt weight

of 50 grams containing 70 mole t PbCI 2 , at a temperature of 75
0
'C,

over a period of 10 hours the weight loss was only 0.2 gram.

Accordingly, melt compositions did not have to be corrected for

lossus due to volatilization.

The lIbo and I'bCl2 used ror dihese experiments were anhydroos
high purity reagents ,rod argon was dehydrated and oxygen puritied by

us ing tie appropriate getters (Ti pellets at luJooC).

Potential measurements taken during a heating and cooling
cycle at each composition, were in agreement to within ±2 milli-

volts. Maximum duration of a run was about 10 hours.

RESULTS AND DATA TREATMENt

Reversible potentials were measured as a function of tem-
perature and composition and the results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The data have been calculated by least squares to correspond to

linear equations of the form:

E (in mV) = A - BT (1)

where A and B are constants for a given composition and T is given in
degrees Kelvin. The constants, and the calculated standird and maxi-

ino deviations, are given in Table 1.

The activities ot PbO were calculated from time Nernst equation

given as:

(I, - E° ) - RT/ZF In a2)
Nio PhD Pbo
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TABLE I

emf Measkurements Representing the overall Cell Reaction

Nt(s) + (PbO)in PbO-PbCl 2  NtO(s) + 1bI

Note: Negative emf values imply a reversal in the electrode reaction.

E = A - BT

T Standard Maximum

XpbO  Temp. Range A B deviation deviation
(K) (mV) (mv) (mY)

0.01 778-914 -15.933 0.15322 ± 0.90 ± 1.5

0.05 778-873 -39.228 0.05184 ± 1.16 t 2.5
0.1 762-874 -32.380 0.02944 t 1.34 t 2.9

0.2 775-874 -14.103 0.00106 t 0.92 ± 1.6

0.3 474-926 19.579 0.01716 t 2.08 t 3.6
0.4 781-935 29.452 0.000066 t 0.30 t 0.5

0.5 921-1010 78.821 0.01374 t 0.88 ± 1.6
0.6 956-1062 117.207 0.02322 t 0.51 t 1.3

0.7 967-1064 158.435 0.03938 t 0.34 t 1.2
0.8 1016-1094 204.462 0.06705 t 1.03 t 1.7

1.0 160-1371 222.98 0.05052 t 0.57 t 1.0

TABLE 2

Standard Electrode Potentials

Cell Potential

Electrode Temp. E' = A' - B°T Standard Maximum
Range Ao B- Deviation Deviation

(*K) (mV) (mY) (mv)

Ni + 1/2 02(, ,lt) 911- 1,210.83 0.43993 ± 0.57 ± 1.0

NIO (5) 1376

Pb + 1/2 )2 at) 11r0- 987.5 0.38941 t 0.51 t 0.8
1) (1)(5)

(  
a

"(1) + 11
2
(g lat) 773- 1,742.5 0.602 - -

PbCl?( 1 9)
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where a is tile activity of PbO calculated with respect to pure
sotten as the standard state. R and F have the values of 1.987
cal.moLe

1 
and 23,066 cal.volt - 1 , respectively. E is given in volts

and F and E;b  are respectively the formation potentials of pure~Ni PhO
solid NhO and pure molten PbO at the same temperature as T. T is

given in degrees Kelvin.

The formation potentials for pure solid NiO at various tem-
peratures have been established in previous investigations (5-11).

With regard to pure molten PbO the standard Gibbs free energies
reported by several investigators (12-14) and by Charette and Flengas

(5) are in substantial agreement to within 2 to 4 mV. Accordingly,
the standard formation potentials for NIO and for PbO used for the
calculation of the activities from equation (2) are those reported in
our previous work (5). The latter were obtained by emf measurements
in closed cells similar to those used in the present investigation.

The data for the standard potentials of NiO and PbO are given in
Table 2.

The activities of PbO at the selected temperatures of 750'C
and 850'C are given In Table 3. The activities of Pb( 2 which are
also included in Table 3, have been calculated using the well known

Cibbs-Dothem relationship (15).

TABLE 3

750'C 850°C

x ipbo AH PbO**

aPbo a pbCl2 a Pbo apbci2 Kcal!mol

0.1 0.005 0.890 0.008 0.899 -11.80

0.2 0.010 0.765 n.2i 0.796 -10.90
0.3 0.022 0.620 0.035 0.660 -9.40
0.4 0.045 0.440 0.065 0.475 -8.90

0.50 0.085 0.240 0.15 0.300 -6.60

0.60 0.160 0.110 0.200 0.150 -4.80
0.7 0.280 0.035 0.325 0.060 -2.90
0.P 0.450 0.0110 0.480 0.018 -0.80
0.9 - - (0.760)* (0.001)*

* Extrapolated

** The uncertainty in the values of the partial molar
heats of mixing Is about -1.0 Kcal/mole.
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The partial molar entlialples of mixing for PbO, given in Table
3, have been calculated from the A-constants which are presented in
Table 1, using the readily derived expression:

Ali Pb 46,132 (A - U.2233) (3)

These values are given in cals.mole -1 and may be converted to S.I.
units by multiplication with 4.184 Joules.

Activities of PbO in this system reported by Sugawars et al.

(4) are in disagreement with the present result-,, particularly at

high PbO contents. For solutions containing more than 80 mole % of
PbO, the reported activities are greater than unity, which is ther-
modynamically impossible for the chosen reference states which were
the same as in the present calculations. For compositions lower than
30 mole % PbO, there is better agreement with the presunt results,
although the temperature dependences of the emi's differ.

Activity isotherms for the PbO and the PbCl 2 components are
shown in Fig. 4. Activities calculated by Sugawara et al. (4) are
also included for comparison.

DISCUSSION

The pronounced negative deviations from ideality shown by the
activity data in Table 3 and by the strongly exothermic partial molar
heats of mixing for PbO, are indicative of strong interactions bet-
ween the solute ions in the PbO-PbCl 2 melts.

The result of such interactions could be the formation of
complex oxychioride configurations of the general type,

(Pb p0 qCl )(2p - 2q-r)

similar to the incongruently melting compounds 3PbCI 2.2PbO,
PbCl 2.PbO, PbCl2 .2PbO and PbCl 2.4PbO, which have been identified as
existing in a solid state within the phase diagran of the system
(1-3).

Considering a solution which initially contains nj and
n2 moles of PbO and PbCl 2, respectively, it will be assumed that a
complex forming reaction is taking place until equilibrium is
reached.

I,' a is the fraction of the Initial oxygen which has reacted
and has bee n incorporated in the complex oxycliloride, then the
enthalpy change for the formation of the solution is given as:

Mm n1a AHr (4)
5
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where &11° 
is the enthalpy change for the formation of one mole of

oxychloride species containing one gram-atom of oxygen, such as in

(Pb p/qO-Clr/q)(2P - 2q -

The "reaction" part of the enthalpy of mixing is considered to
he a major contribution to the total energy released during mixing,
and any other secondary interactions between the solute atoms in the
reacted system will not be taken into account.

The total entropy of mixing is considered to consist of two
major contributions; the entropy for the foruation of the amount of
oxychloride complex present at equilibrium and the configurational
contribution for the random mixing of the various species i prc,;it
at equilibrium.

The total entropy of mixing may be written as:

AS = n1 a AS - R n1 Ihn Ni  (5)

where , and N, are, r,..pecttvely, the number of moles and the ionic
fractions of species i present in the mixture at equilibrium.

Combination of equations (4) and (5) into the Gibbs-Helmholtz
relationship yields the the Gibbs free energy of mixing as:

6G nla (r - TASr) + RT Z ni In N, (6)

n r )I

where

All* - TAS* = - RT in K (7)
r r

K is the equilibrium constant for a given oxychloride formation reac-
tion, which is specific to each system.

The expression for the activities of PbO is obtained by par-
tial differentiation of equation (7) with respect to nj at constant
n2 and under the restriction that:

Y Ni = i, at equilibrium (8)

The final equation takes the form:

N dnn,+ a In K (9)
FPbO 1 dO:)n12
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It is readily seen that the expression for the activity of PbO
contains the equilibriun, constant K as the only adjustable parameter

The solution of equatiot (9) is readily found by considering
the mass balances representing various reaction mechanisms.
Irrespective of the scheme chosen, the expression for the activity is
found to have the following form:

a1pbo ' (Npb2+ " No2-)at equil. (10)

In equation (10), N 2+ and N0 2 - are respectively the ionicfractions for Pb2+ and 02 n a molten mixture of PbO and PbCI 2 which

has reacted internally in accordance with a specific reaction mecha-
nism and has reached a state of equilibrium.

From similar considerations it may be shown that the activity
of PbCI 2 is given by the expression:

a =(N 2+ N
2 

-
PbCl 2  Pb Cl at equil. (11)

For the PbO-PbCl 2 solutions several reaction mechanisms have
been considered, such as the formation of the complex oxychlorides,
Pb20Cl , Pb2O

2
+, PbCI 2O

2 - , as well as the compositions representing
the various incongruently melting compounds mentioned earlier.

From all these possible schemes the experimental data appear
to be best represented by the reaction:

2Pb
2+ 

+ 02 - 
+ Cl- = 'b 2OC

+  
(12)

The mass balance representing equation (12) is given in Table
4. The equilibrium constant is written as:

N +
K = Pbz OCi (13)

N' P 2 NCl-

tor which the expressions for the ionic fractions are given in Table
4.

D)egees of reaction a have been estimated for various selected
K values from equation (13), and are given in Table 5.

From the equilibrium ion-fractions given in Table 4, the acti-
vities for PbO and PbC 2 are readily calculated as:

a - 2aX 1  _XY - a)(1
Pbo I -aX 1  - + X 2 - 2aX 1  (14)

and
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TABLE 4

Ionic Composition of the PbO-PbCl 2 Molten Solutions
Representing the Reaction

2Pb2+ + 02- + 2C1 Pb2OCl
+ + Cl-

Melt composition when reaction hasreached equilibrium

Compo- No of Nol mole i-nbers
sition moles fractions at equilibrium Ion fractions

PbO n1  X 1 Pb2 +  
= Npb2+ =

n 1 + n 2 - 2an l  I - 2aXj
1 -aX I

PbC 2  n2  X 2  npb 2 0Cl+ = an, N b ax
Pb?~lPb2Cl I -aX,Ph 2 OCI

n0 2- "n(1 - a) ,N0 2-

Xj(1 - a)
I + X2 - 2aX 1

nCl- 2n 2 - an, NC1- =

2X, - aX 1
1 + X 2 - 2aX,

a I - 2aX l  2X2 - aX1  2PbC 2  I - aX 1  I + X 2 - 2aXI (15)

where X 1 and X2 in these expressions are respectively the primary
mole fractions of PbO and PbCI 2 in the "unreacted" mixture.

The activity isotherms shown in Fig. 4 were calculated from
equations (14) and (15) (solid lines), while the points are experi-
mental. The 1023 isotherm was calculated from the a-values
corresponding to K 

= 
15. The isotherm at 1123K was calculated from

the a-values based on K = 10.

it should be noticed that at constant composition the activity
of a bO increases as K decreases.
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TABLE 5

Dependence of Degree of Reaction a on the Equilibrium Constant, K,

at Various Compositions, for the Reaction

Pb2+ + 02- + CI- + Pb2OCI
+

K 1 10 15 100 1,000 10,000

PbO ( E E C

0.0 1 1 1 1 i 1 1

0.1 0.32183 0.81296 0.86579 0.97676 0.99762 0.99976 1

0.2 0.30941 0.78486 0.84143 0.97038 0.99691 0.99969 1

0.3 0.29576 0.74659 0.80520 0.95713 0.99525 0.99952 1

0.4 0.28035 0.69702 0.75367 0.92370 0.98886 0.99881 1

0.5 0.26216 0.63809 0.68849 0.84653 0.93307 0.96991 1

0.6 0.23926 0.57257 0.61545 0.74321 0.80369 0.82380 0.83333

0.7 0.20976 0.49620 0.53292 0.64094 0.69062 0.70674 0.7142857

0.8 0.16765 0.37906 0.40544 0.47618 0.49709 0.49970 0.50000

0.9 0.09229 0.19302 0.20171 0.21883 0.22188 0.22219 0.22222

1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The integral enthalpy of mixing for the system were calculated
from the expression:

At! = X I l + X 2 Al PbC 2  (16)m +pb x2 pb

For the calculation the partial molar enthalpies of mixing for

Ph7 2 were obt.ined fru th, partial molar enthalpies of mixing of

PbO using the Gibbs-Dubem relationship.

The results of these calculations are given in Fig. 5. On

this graph points are experimental, while the dotted line has been

derived from equation (4) written in the form:

All aX1 1 t
°  

(17)

m r

which represents the enthalpy of mixing per mole of solution.

For the calculation the degrees of reaction, based on reaction

(12) for K = 10, have been used. The value for the M' term which

must be common for all compositions is -13,500 cals.mole
-

I.
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.-xplalin this behaviour and to predict the concentration dependence of
the activities of PbO and of PbC1 2 of the enthalpies and of the
entropies of mixing, a thermodynamic model based on the presence of
strong complex oxychloride species has bee. developed. In this model
the concentration dependence of the activities at each temperature
requires the equilibrium constant K as the only adjustable parameter.

The concentration dependence of the enthalpy of mixing is predicted
from equation (17) in which the only other adjustable parameter is
the term All', which, however, is constant over the entire compositionr

I

r;lnge . The ca lculat ion of the ent ropies of mixing does not require

any other adjustable parameters. K and AS' are related by equation
(7) and AS" cannot be adjusted independentfy.

r

It Is shown that in non-ideal solutions the activity of any
component A B is expressed by the simple r-lationship:x y

A (N+ - Y _A YB B) Aequ i Ilthr ikir

In this expression N + and N - are the respective cation and anion

fraictions ill a Solutonwhici ha,; the ionic composition corresponding
to a specific reaction mechanists at equilihrium.

Thus Temkin's rule (16) is of general validity to ideal and
non-ideal solutions, providing that the correct reaction mechanism
and dissociation schemues are formulated.

In this treatment non-ideality is attributed to changes in the
composition of a solution as the result of complex forming reactions.
The theory does not account for secondary interactions between the

reaction preducts. Equilibrium Ion fractions of the assumed ionic
forms are used throughout, the basic assumption being that the reac-

tivi, of the simple ionic species like Pb
2 , 02- or Cl- has been

satisfied through the formation of the complex and that all other
interactions are not too significant.

;nder such circumstances, the equilibrium constant K is
expected to be composition independent ind to depend only on tem-
pprature over the composition range within which the above assunp-
tions are valid.
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CONDENSED AND GASEOUS PRODUCTS CHEMISTRY IN THE

COMBUSTION AND GASIFICATION OF HIGH-SULFUR COAL

S. Sinha, K. Natesan, and M. Blander

Argo;i)e National Laboratory

9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT

A recently developed computer program. based on geometric pro-
graminiug, is used to calculate condensed and gaseous products chem-
istry in the combustion or conversion of high-sulfur Illinois .-6 coal.
Under 30 air-excess and 30'( air-deficient conditions. product chemo-
istries )%ere calculated as a function of temperature. For the tnmpera-
ture ranges of 1800-1100 K, condensed phases are saturated with solid
silica, and the major "Na" and "Cl" bearing gaseous species are NaCI
and HCI. The concentration of sulfates (under oxidizing conditions) or
sulfides (under reducing conditions) in the silica-saturated molten sil-
icate solutions increases progressively with a decrease in temperature.
The liquid condensates appear to be more complex than believed, and

'hot corrosion" by silicates could be important.

INTRODUCTION

Combustion and gasification of coal is of considerable importance in indrius rl
power generation. The presence of elements, such as. for example, S. Na. an,! (2;.
in relatively small amounts in coal, often leads to the formation of thin layers
of molten condensates, and results in accelerated deterioration of downstre~,in
conipolents in these industrial processes.

';ome experimental studies of the chemistry of these industrial processes arc
vaiiable. Unfortunately, the global chenistry of all the gaseous and condensed

products are not available because of the difficulties inherent in performing catcu-
lations in very complex systems. Comprehensive understanding of all th, Chem-
istry is essential in order to explain and predict the corrosive behavior of the
combustion and gasification products. The present work describes the iehods
we are developing to calculate the total chemistry of coal combustion and gasifi
cation systens.
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Typically, in such systems, one must consider a large number of elements, 13-
15, which form as many as 300-500 species distributed between several condensed
phases and a gaseous phase. Furthermore, nonequilibrium conditions are possible
due to kinetic factors. Treatment of such a complex system poses -nany difficulties
for researchers of this area.

In the present work, we shall discuss the use of a recently developed com-
puter program, based on geometric prograintning, to calculate the chemistry of
this system. This program is capable of handling up to 300 species, including 150
condensed phases and several solution phases. As a first approximration in thi,
initial paper, the solution phase will be assumed to be ideal and. fort uitously. the
condensed phase constituents can be chosen in a manner which makes this a rea-
sonable approximation. We shall calculate the composition of all the equilibrium
products as a function of temperature for the temperature range of 1800- 1100 K
(1527-827 C). In addition, we shall incorporate an expected nonequilibrium Con-
dition to illustrate the feasibility of using such options in our methods. R1sult,
are presented as a function of decreasing temperature to simulate the condition
in which the hot combustion or gasification products are cooling as they vias
through downstream components away fr,;n the hot zone.

CALCULATIONAL PLAN

The compu t er program is based on an unique algorithm which utilizes geo-
metric programming (1). The program is linked to a critically analyzed data base
consisting of the thermodynamic properties of about 1800 species (2). We sl,!l
not describe the details here because of space limitations, but the program is
capable of handling large chemical systems.

To illustrate our method, high-sulfur Illinois . 6 coal was chosen for the
present work. Table 1 gives the composition of this coal which has 3.41 wt'( S. The
theoretical oxygen requirement for combustion is the amount of oxygen required
to convert the carbon, sulfur, and hydrogen to carbon-dioxide, sulfur-dioxide, and
water, respectively, minus the free oxygen present in coal. In our calculatioms.

30c excess and 30'( deficient 02 as dry air is supplied to d duce the chemisl ries
for oxidizing and reducing conditions, respectively. Table 2 shows the selected
species in the solution phases under oxidizing and reducing conditions. Tlhnse
solution phases are chosen by performing several trial calcu ations. with several
possible combinations of components of solution phases, based on a knowledge
of solution chemistry and the tendency of components to form. Ideal solutions
are assumed for the present illustrative calculations. Solution components were
chosen in a manner which best illustrates the chemical properties and sinult an,-
ously formed solutions that do not deviate greatly from ideality. This procedure
was a reasonably good approximation for most of the temperatures for which we
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performed calculations. Nonideality of the solutions will be considered in future
work.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Oxidizing Conditions: Figures 1 and 2 and Table 3 show the results for
oxidizing conditions. Of the 120 gaseous species in the results of these calcula-
tions, only the most important species are shown in Figure 1. Under equilibrium
conditions, very sharp changes in the partial pressures of several species occur
around 1390 K in Figure 1 (continuous lines ). This is the temperature where the
glassy Ai 20 3 .Na 2O-6SiO 2 (s) forms by reaction of solids with the solution phase.
Figure 2 shows that the solution phase disappears at this temperature (at about
1390 K) and Na2SO4(s) or an Na 2 SO 4 rich liquid solution does not form under
equilibrium conditions to temperatures as low as 1100 K (Table 3). However, in
reai systems the formation of glassy Al 2 0 3 .Na 2 O.6SiO 2 (s) from two or more con-
densed ",,hases is probably very slow because the two phases have to be in contact
to react. Hence calculations were repeated for the non-equilibrium case where
the glassy A12 0:i.NazO.6SiO 2 (s) does not form. Such a case simulates one kinetic
constraint in a realistic practical environment. Figure 2 shows that, under this
constraint, the corrosive solution phase extends to temperatures as low as 1160 K.

The major gaseous carriers of sodim and chlorine are NaCI and HCI under
all conditions (Figure 1). Under nonequilibrium conditions, the concentration of
NaCl(g) below 1390 K is higher than those under equilibrium conditions. The
relative concentrations of Na 2 0.2SiO 2 (l) and Na 2 SO 4 (1) in the solution phaso
(Figure 2) vary drastically as the temperature of the solution phase changes fron
1800 K to 1100 K. The solution is high in Na 2 0.2SiO 2 (l) and 'FeO.SiO (I) above
1600 K: at 1250 K the solution phase is largely Na 2 SO 4 (l). Within the temperature
range of 1600 K to 1160 K (under nonequilibrium conditions), the concentration
of Na 2 SO 4 (l) increases from a mole fraction of less than 0.01 to almost 1, with a
corresponding decrease of Na 2 0.2SiO 2 (l) to less than 0.01. The concentration of
NaCI(l) stays around 0.001 below 1350 K. It may be noted that the condensed
phases are saturated with SiO 2 (s) at all temperatures. Because of the assumption
of ideal solution of species in the solution phase, the exact values of concentrations
in tlte real nonideal solution phase is likely to be somewhat different. The con-
centiations are least accurate from about 1350-1500 K because of the deviatihue-
from ideality expected. However, the general nature of results at the teniperatures
where Na20.2SiO 2 (l) or Na 2 SO 4 (l) is in dilute solution will be very similar in both
ideal and nonideal solution phases. Consequently, the general pattern of variai-
tions in the concentrations of silicates and sulfates as a function of temperature
will be similar to Figure 2 in practical cases.



These results present an approximate, but general, belia ior uf solution phases
under oxidizing conditions: the solution phase becomes progressively more con-
centrated in Na 2 SO 4 (l) as the temperature of the gaseous and condensed phase
decreases from 1800 K (1323'C) to around 1200 K (923 C). The compositional
changes reflect differences in the corrosive behavior. The silicate liquid may be
even more corrosive than sulfates because of the high temperatures and because
the solubility of protective oxide coatings of metals of construction in combustion
systems is likely to be higher in silicates than in sulfates. Our results make it
clear that for coal combustion, the corrosive liquids are not just simple sulfates.
but are much more complex liquids than have been considered heretofore.

Reducing Conditions: Results of calculations under reducing conditions
are presented in Figure 3 and Table 4. Again, only the most important gascot-
species are shown in Figure 3. Calculations are repeated for nonequilibriin coniti-
tions where the glassy A 2 03.Na 2 0-6SiO2 (s) is not allowed to form below 1390 K.

The condensed phases are saturated with SiO 2 (s) at all temperatures (Ta-
ble 4). The partial pressure of NaCl(g) in the gaseous phases at 1100 K (923 - (')
is almost one order of magnitude higher under reducing conditions (Figure 3)
than for oxidizing conditions (Figure 1). At high temperatures tlhe solutior: pha,
is largely 'FeO.SiOW(l) and Na 2 O.2SiO 2(l) and is largely FeS(l) at low temulora-
tures. Considerable amounts of S as FeS(1) or Na 2 S(l) are present in the liqidI

phase at all temperatures. The concentration of S bearing speces under reduc-
ing conditions in the solution phase is much higher (0.1 at 1800 K) than the S
bearing species Na 2 SO;(I) (less than 0.001 at ISO1 K) under oxilizing cotidih,.
At 1300 K, the concen:ration of S as FeS(I) in the solution phase is 0.33 :m":der
nonequilibrium conditions. For 1800-1400 K. The concentration of "Fe" in lie
solution phase increases with a decrease in temperatures. The solution phaso is

present below 1100 K (923 C) under nonequilibriuni conditions, and even under
equilibrium conditions, the solution phase exists down to temperatures as low as

1260 K (987C).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Co.-rosive molten condensates from the conibsstion of coal unider oxiiizi:,:
conditions are much more complex than has been considered previously. _Mixi .is
of silicates and sulfates are probable: these could be more corrosive than s:mfates.
Under reducing conditions, molten sulfides appear to be presmn down t very
low temperatures. Such chemistries would have to be dealt with in coal civer-
sion processes. Thus, our preliminary calculations provide us with the abil:fy to
calculate the global chemistry in the oxidation of coal. Further work, which Ic-
curately represents the complex nonideal solutims, which includes silicate,. amnd



which incorporates kinetic effects on the chemistry will greatly enuance our abil-
ity to analyze the global chemistry in coal combustion and conversion and aid in
developing methods for minimizing corrosion.
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Table 1. The Composition of High Sulfur Illinois #6 Coal
Used For the Present Work

w t / Ash

C 60.15 SiO 2  45.57

H 4.25 Fe2 0 3  15.80

N 0.97 A120 3  17.99

S 3.41 CaO 6.88

Cl1 0.05 MgO 1.09

H20 10.54 So 3  4.22

0 7.33 Na2O 4.84

Ash 13.30

Table 2. The Solution Phases for the Oxidizing and Reducing Condiions

Solution Phase for Solution Phase for
Oxiding Conditions Reducing Conditions

1. Na 2O.2SiO 2(l) 1. Na 2O.2SiO 2(l)

2. Na2 SO 4 (l) 2. MgO.SiO 2(l)

4. Na 2S(l) 4. Na 2 S(l) or FeS(1)
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Table 3. Approximate Amounts and Temperature Ranges of Stability of
Solid Condensed Phases Under Oxidizing Conditions'

1800 K 1400 K 1100 K

SiO 2 (s) 75.0 68.5 52.7
52.2

A12 0 3 -Na 2 O.6SiO 2 (s) 1.7
0

NaSO 4 (s) 0.
7.4

Ai 2 0 3 .2CaO.SiO 2 (s) 8.1 8.3

CaSO4(s) 13.3

11.4

A12 0 3.SiO2 (s) 17.9
16 7

3AI 2 0 3 .2SiO 2 (s) 3 .9 5.4

A12 0 3 -MgO(s) 4.2

MgO.SiO 2 (s) 4.2 3.4

2.9

Fe 30 4 (s) 8.8

Fe20 3 (s) 13.6 11.0

9.4

'The numerical values are % moles of the corresponding species in the mixture of
all the condensed phases excluding the solution phase. Equilibrium and nonequi-
librium (see text) values at 1100 K are above and below the lines, respectively.
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Table 4. Approximate Amounts and Temperature Ranges of Stability of
Solid Condensed Phases Under Reducing Conditions*

1800 K 1400 K 1100 K

SiO2(S) 77.0 79.2 28.5
56.2

Al 2 0 3 -Na2 O-6Si0 2 (S) 13-.7.
0

Fe S(s) 35.0
15.2

A12 0 3 -Si0 2 (s) 6.8

17. 0

3A12 0 3 .2Si0 2 (s) 9.0 8.2

A12 0 3 .2CaO.5i0 2 (s) 14.0 12.6 -10.6-
8.8

MgO0*Si0 2 (s) 5.5
2.8

Al2 OsvFeO (s)

'The numerical vailues are '7 moles of the corresponding species in the mixture of
all the condensed phases excluding the solution phase. Equilibrium and nonequi-
librium (see text) values at 1100 K are above and below the lines, respectively.
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A MODEL AND DATA FOR -

FREEZING TEMPERATURE LOWERING OF 4 TO 7
COMPONENT MOLTEN SALT MIXTURES

H. William Prengle, Jr. and Sandeep P. Shah
Chemical Engineering Department

Wayne F. Wentworth
Chemistry Department

University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004 USA

ABSTRACT

Research was conducted to find molten salt mixtures,
compatible with alkali metal sulfates, as media for ammon-
ium hydrogen sulfate reactions. Mixtures of mono- and di-
valent metal sulfates having freezing temperatures of '- 55( K
were sought, pure sulfates melt at 1000 to 1300 K. Nine
divalent metal sulfates with three alkali metal sulfates
were used.

For interpretation of experimental data a thermodynamic
model was developed, the key parameter being the "excess
ent'-opy-enthalpy function", positive values of the excess
function produce greatest effect. Results gave for 4-
components 640 K; for 5-components 631 K; for 6-components
596 K; and 7-components 593 K.

INTRODUCTION

The Ammonium-Hydrogen-Sulfate (AIIS) energy storage cycle was pro-
posed 11 years ago by Wentworth and Chen (1), followed by process con-
figurations proposed by Prengle and coworkers (2,3). The duplex modi-
fication of the cycle proposed by Prengle in 1984 is based on conduct-
ing the two endothermic chemical reactions (4) in a compatible molten
salt (CMS) mixture. The first reaction (450-600 K) produces NI3 , 1120,
and S207

- 2 by reaction of ammonium hydrogen sulfate with an alkali
metal sulfate, and the second (650-950 K) produces SO3 by decomposition
of the pyrosulfate. The duplex version of the cycle contemplates using
the sensible energy in the excess CMS immediately; whereas the exo-
thermic recombination of the three product molecules would be accom-
plished for later use of the stored energy.

The research described in this paper concerns the search for (NS
mixtures of alkali metal, alkaline earth, and transition metal sulfates
which could be used as reaction media for the two reaction steps men-
tioned above. Specifically, the objective of the work was to discover
mixtures of mono- and divalent metal sulfates with freezing tempera-
turo5 of I S50 K, a significant lowering as the pure components melt
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in the range of 1000-1300 K.

LITERATURE SEARCH

Data on thirty-two sulfate eutectic mixtures were obtained from
the literature (5,6,7), including the alkali metal components Li, Na,
K, the alkaline earths Mg, Ca, Ba, and the transition metals Zn, Cu,
Cd, Pb, Co and Mn. It was hoped that some preliminary answers would
be revealed to the three questions: -the possible amount of freezing
temperature lowering, -the effect of specific metal ions, and -the
number required to get 500-600 degree lowering.

By analogy with the thermodynamic mixing property, a preliminary
lowering criterion can be defined. For example, for a local minimum
enthalpy, the mixing property, AHM , will be,

A-V = Z Xi(n i - Hi) (1)

where X., Hi., H. are the mole fraction, partial mole enthalpy, and
pure component enthalpy respectively. Similarly, for a molten salt
eutectic mixture freezing temperature will be,

ATf = Z Xi(Tf - Tfi) (2)

and, Z Xi(Tf - Tfi)/ ATf = XiJ i = 1 (3)

each term in the series representing the fraction lowering, F., of the
freezing temperature for a given component. Using this methoa of
analysis, Table 1 presents the results for mixtures of alkali metal and
alkaline earth sulfates, indicating that in a preliminary way Li' had
the greatest effect, K+ was next highest, and Na and Ba+2 were lowest.

The remaining eighteen mixtures of alkali metal sulfates with
Group IB, IIB and VIB, VIIB and VIII were analyzed similarly. As a
preliminary guide to further experimental work, the final ranking of
the components, based on all thirty-two mixtures, in descending order
with some overlap was,

&(Li)>F(K)> (Zn)>E(8g)

(Pb} > (Cd) > (Ca) > E(Na) > (Ba)

(Cu) > & (Co) > (Nn)
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Table i - . Contributions of Alkali Metal and Alkaline Earths

Mixture C(Li) Yb(Na) E,(K) td(Ng) e(Ca) Ef(Ba)

Ll 0.636 0.364 - - - -

L2 0.748 - 0.2523 - - -

L3 - 0.345 0.65 - - -

LA 0.744 0.084 0.172 - - -

Conclusion: &a > C b

L12 - - 0.623 0.377 - -

L8 - 0.482 - 0.518 -

L7 - - 0.520 - - 0.480

L20 0.657 - - 0.343 - -

L17 0.687 - - - 0.313 -

L16 0.502 - - - 0.498

L28 - 0.483 - 0.392 0.125

L30 - - 0.186 0.748 0.066 -

L29 - 0.255 - - 0.585 0.160

L32 - 0.320 0.334 0.342 - -

Conclusion: E. > Ec > Ed > e > E b > Ef

EXPERIMENTAL

The search to find the desired 550 K freezing temperature mix-
ture(s) resulted in measurements on 45 four-seven component mixtures
of Li+ , Na+ , K+ sulfates with Mg+2, Ca+2  Ba+ 2 alkaline earth sulfates,
arl seven transition metal sulfatcs, Cdl, Co+ 2 , Cr+2 , Cu+ 2 , !'n+2 ,
Pb' 2 , and Zn+ 2 . The sulfates used were reagent grade of 994% purity.
Mixtures of known composition were made up, melted, and held in liquid
phases for % 12 hours to insure ionic equilibrium, prior to determin-
ation of the cooling curve by electrical conductivity.

Figure 1 displays a typical conductivity-temperature plot, as In X
vs. l/T, indicating an observed hysteresis cooling-heating curve.
Since primary interest is in the occurrence of solidification from the
liquid phase, the values of T and T were taken as more meaningful to
the objectives of the project. Sinuftaneously the cooling curve deriv-
ative was determined and recorded electronically, displayed in Figure
2, permitting a more precise determination of the difference AT=T 0 -T f.
This difference was used as a guide for successive estimation of new
compositions closer to the eutectic point. Details of the equipment
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used are prei 'nted by, Shah (8).

Tf- LOWERING .MODEL,

As the experimental work progressed it was apparent that a model
for calculation of the excess entropy and enthalpy was needed to guide
the composition choices, a criterion more precise than the F. ordering.
Consider the T-S loop cy,_le shown in Figure 3, starting withthe pure
components in the solid phase of a eutectic mixture. As the solid
phase is heterogeneous a generalized composition dependent structure
is not possible; inst. id the pure components were chosen arbitrarily
as the starting point. Progressing around the cycle, points 1 to 4,
the sum of the entropy terms and the correspondi nig enthal py ter!s, are
given by,

T* * Tf
E i +e + .S x e -l - AS = 0 (4a)

[ Pi pc a L i pA * a

X.C T )+!I f + p xiC T -iT-I .m = 0 (4b)
Ipci f V) 1 i f

where AS = Z X.AS ., All I 7 Xi I., and T = H"Ii / i Solvinga i mii m I ni m a

for ASm and A!! gives,m m

* M +F
AS m(at Tf) = kSm +AS <AL C >fu - (4c

E *

Al Ia(at Tf= ,,Ifm + 11 + <C 1>(T T f (4d)

where, <AC > C X. - Z Xp , the difference between the crystaL
p r~l i pLi'

and liquid heat capacities. Combining by T ,Sm - i
I T*f 

m

-A+ "+fAS pe + f p Tf + p f

The two heat capacity terms can be combined, letting

fT (T *
'I f<ACp>gi - - <Cp>

p T P T f

AT
TT<AC ,Lf T Tf_+ ,'I" - TL)

Sf<Ap P{' " T'- -- " - T.

= 'f<, Cp>!eO (1 + f-l - 'T (b

also letting, y T- ; g = Tf<ACp>[ei(1 + y) - YJ; Y 0.10 to 0.50,

tn (I + y) - y y - ay2 
- = _-. -a (5c)

where a = 0.422 tO.037, and g -ay2<ACp, Tf (5d)
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Substituting into 5a and solving for Tf gives,

All* (I + 11 A )
= , 1, M (Se)f AS [1 + 1 (ASl - ay 2

AC >)]
M I

F * - M [- .Letting ul t ;? - a-) <L / / ASm

then, Tf = Allm (1 + ul (1 + ) = (1 + u 1 1l + / 2( = T -

T f =

or, I = -1 (+ui)/(l+u:) I 1 u - 02 + [higher order terms]
T

The quantity of interest is the fraction depression of T , called
= (1-). Ncg-':cing the higher order terms gives,

A ~ 1 : I ',~ 1C H(aup- Ul = --- r'iS~ - av<A C"' - IIt / ,'II (6;i)

m

Inserting The ideal entropy of mixing and the excess entro-).v, \_2 in
terms of , and defining "I" - (SE - Il/T-) gives the model equation,

L LR + *; F ,~ /S'= -- (-ZI X.fnX. ) * / S a .... " ' *(ui (s )
.1 1 i p 2

a mF

The magnitude of the excess property function, g , being determined
primarily by the liquid nhase excess entropy, which can be positive or
negative depending on the liquid nhase molecular configuration. For a
given experimental mixture, knoing rt, <ACp, and S the value of
the excess function can he obtained, Pi'F * 2

., * '; + R' X. inXi a! T<C > (0c)

It is obvious that a positive excess function is desirable to obtain
larger a-values.

TH1E CORRELATIO PAIR

As a consequence of the model, combined with a Scatchard ftinction,
a correlation pair results for the freezing temperature lowering as a
function of the thermodynamic variables. Examination of the I-
function fEon. 6b) indicates that it is a cubic-in-r, for which the
real root 0<a<1 is desired, and in this region can be represented by a
quadratic rather than a cubic. Defining,

w AS m/cACp>, and ' ( -' _ RE Xi .i)/ASm  (7a

followed by mathematical simplification of 6b leads to the dimension-
less form,
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a= 7(zw) /9 - w/6 (71)

or the lineariz:ed form,

-j= 7(-/wYi-/9 - 1/6 (7c)

Neither eqjuations 6c or 7a,h) arc predictive of E, both requiring
experimental data; however, once a few values of the excess function
arc known as a function of composition for a particular group of
mixtures, a pseudo-hi nary Scatchard (9) function can he used to
correlate thle Values,

XXN7 A011I a1(X1 - XI) + a2 X - X2 (d

Laluations 7a or h and 7d constitute the correlation pair of equations.
for the CaIse Of Sul fate Mixtures, Ni and X2 were taken ZIs N and Nd
the mole fractions of the mono- and divalent metal s;ulfm d'

SES ye I LT

ls i o model equation Oc , values of the excess funct ion were cal -
cul1at ed for the th irty-two literature and the forty- five experimentail
ixturc for the dival1ect metals with alkali meta~l suilfates, some

caepositivye values, others negative values aIS indicated,

1191 tvixeIvX .c negat i ve v ale

barium 75% cadm.i um 78',
calcium of all cobalt of all
l ead pos i t i vc copper negat ive
inc valIutes magnesi um valu tes

manganese

A test of the t-correlation is presented as Figure I for the liter-
aitu-re plus expeCrimenltal mi xtures with positive excess functi on values.
1The Computer generated curve as f(zw) gives a very good fit, r=().985.

The positivye '- vkalues were correlated as suggested I1w a Scatchard
function giving,

l'l.J/gmol K) = A 5
d [1 ai(N d + a 2 (N\ - N)

d m d ) m d

(r =0.990)

I'lots of '/N N Xd vs (Nm - Nd )and vs .i N are shown as Figures;

5al) the latter plot inctng that greatest temperature 1 owcri ng
shouild occur iii the ,i ci n itv of N = 0.20 and 0.80.

As; rega rcs our, exper imentallY incasoured free: ing t emerattores , two
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ternary mixtures reported in the literature (4,6) served as the lowest
temperature starting point: 1) -an alkali metal sulfate mixture,
X(Li) 0.780, X(Na) 0.085, X(K) 0.135, rf = 785 K; and 2) -a mixture
with zinc sulfate, X(Na) 0.190, X(K) 0.258, X(Zn) 0.552, Tf = 661 K,
the effect of zinc being rather striking. Table 2 summarizes the
'best' 4,5 and 7 component mixtures, and Figure 6 is a plot showing
the convergence of 6-component mixtures to eutectic compositions.

Table 2. Lowest Tf for 4, 5, and 7 Component Mixtures

N Composition Xi  Xm  C4 T ,K Tf

4 (Li) 0.3247 (Na) 0.1579 0.5567 0.4123 1103 649
(K) 0.0741 (Zn) 0.4433

5 (Li) 0.3268 (Na) 0.1586 0.5602 0.4550 1158 631
(K) 0.0746 (7n) 0.3556
(Ca) 0.0842

7 (Li) 0.1600 (Na) 0.2600 0.6800 0.5220 1221 593
(K) 0.2600 (Ca) 0.0150
(Ba) 0.0100 (lg) 0.0385
(Zn) 0.2065

The research to date has achieved Tf values in the vicinity of 590 K,
lower values should follow with additional work.

DISCUSSION

Three items are believed to be significant from the work, the fact
that: 1) -the mixture freezing point can be reduced more than 0 of
the linear combination freezing point, 2) -the proposed model can be
used to guide the search to the composition regions where greatest
lowering can be expected, and 3) -statistically the mono- and divalent
sulfate mixtures involved showcd significant excess entropy and en-
thalpy. Concerning the latter matter, Lursden (11) and Bloom (12),
following Hlildebrand (10) have viewed molten salt mixtures as 'regular'
solutions; however, it was expected that the mixtures investigated in
this work would show excess entropy. The choice of the definition of
the excess function, ,: = SL - II/T*, was a matter of mathematical
convenience, as individually SI' and IIl5 can not be separated. Those
mixtures with positive excess function showed values of 0 < 'F < 4,
J/gmol K, which is considered to be primarily entropy, as enthalpy is
small when divided by T*.
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THERMODYNAMICS OF I-METHYL-3-ETHYLIMIDAZOLIUM

CHLORIDE -- ALUMINUM CHLORIDE MIXTURES

C. J. Dymek, Jr., C. L. Hussey, J. S. Wilkes and H. A. Oye*

The Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory
United States Air Force Academy
Colorado Springs CO 80840-6528

ABSTRACT

A thermodynamic model for liquid mixtue of i-methyl-3-
ethylimidazolium chloride - aluminum chloride is presented.
The model is based on EMF and vapor pressure measurements.
It assumes the presence of the anions, Cl-, AlCl4-, A12CI7-,
A13C1lo-, as well as A12 CI6 and equilibria between them.
The most remarkable feature of this system is the strong
dependence of AIC1 3 activity on composition in the acidic
region and the presence of A13C110 - as a dominant species
around 75 mol % AlCl3

INTRODUCTION

Melt mixtures of l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride (MEICI) --

aluminum chloride are molten at room temperature for aluminum
chloride concentrations between 30 and 67 mole 7. (1). Its Lewis
acidity varies within a wide range from the very basic melt with
excess MEICI to the acidic melts with excess aluminum chloride. The
melt mixtures are of interest as a battery electrolyte, a solvent for
unusual oxidation states, and as a homogeneous catalyst foi- organic
reactions.

Recently the melts have been characterized thermodynamically

between 46 and 68 mole % AlCl 3 by EMF measurements using aluminum
electrodes (2). A study extended further into the acidic range is of
importance to obtain a complete thermodynamic description of the
melts and to clarify which species are present throughout the
composition range. Using a vapor pressure method, activities with
respect to liquid aluminum chloride can be calculated and a thermo-
dynamic model can be constructed which predicts vapor pressure,
activities, and the EMF's of galvanic cells.

*Permanent Address: The Technical University of Norway, N-7034

Trondheim-NTH, NORWAY
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EXPERIMENTAL

The vapor oressure was obtained by a boiling point method. The
principle and theory of tnis method aie been given by Motzfeldt,
Kvande, and Wahlbeck (3) and only a snort outline is presented here.
The sample is contained in a cell with a capillary opening, in the
present case made from pyrex glass (cf. Fig. 1). The eii is placed
in a recording thermobalance and brought to tempe,-ature inae, N2
pressure. Theoretical treatment of the transport processes (3) gave
the following expression for the rate of weight crange w:

P e ( /B ) ) 2()-w = C[( exp-/ f

In this equation, Pf is the external pressure, ano P is the
equilibrium vapor pressure of the melt. The parameters A, B, and C
are related to gas ciffusivity, heat transfer and gas viscosity,
respe-tively, but for the present purpose may be considered empirical
constants for a given experiment at constant temperature. What is
important here is that Eqn. I allows calculation of P from the
experimental quantities, Pf and w.

A commercial thermogravimetrical analyzer was used for our
studies (Perkin-Elmer TGA7 Thermogravimetric analyzer). It was
connected to a MENSOR Quartz manometer/controller" with a nitrogen
reservoir and a vacuum pump. The TGA7 was fully computerized but
could only take total weight of 5 grams including the crucible. To
accommodate the crucible and achieve a larger zone of constant
temperature, the low-temperature furnace of the TGA7 was replaced
with a larger Furnace made of a quartz tube with externally wound D.2
mm Pt wire having the same resistance as the original Furnace, 8.50.

In earlier work on chloroaluminates (4,5,6), the initial outer
pressure was larger than the vapor pressure and the outer pressure
was then steowise cwereo, the weight loss increasing markedly when
the outer pressure becomes lower than the equilibrium vapor
pressure. The vapor pressure was obtained by a fitting of the mass
loss data to Eqn. 1. As the evaporating gas had a composition
different from that of the melt, a continuous change in melt
composition resulted. This was accounted for by correction
procedures (5,6).

The problem with a changing composition of the melt during the
present experiment is much more serious due to the smaller sample
size (2 g versus 40 g) and a very strong dependence of vapor pressure

on composition. Using the procedure mentioned above led to having to
"chase" a rapidly diminishing pressure. The resulting break in the
weight loss curve was not sufficiently pronounced and the correction
procedure was difficult to employ. It was then decided to change the
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procedure and turn this apparent weakness of the present set-up into
an advantage.

The first modification was to lower the initial externa' Qressure
below the equilibrium pressure, and then let the sample boil itself
toward the composition which corresponds to the external oressure.
The equilibrium pressure was determined from the weight loss as
follows:

In the chosen pressure range where Pf < P, 'En. 1 's simplifies

to

-w = .[Pexp (W/B)j2 - PfU' (2)

neglecting diffusive gas flow.

As the weight change Aw for one experiment with constant Pf is
small relative to the total weight and the gas consists only of
aluminum chloride

AXA = k' 1w (3)

where k. . XA(l-XA) + (I-XA) 2 (MMEICI/MACIC3)
w

where M is the molecular weight of the suoscrioted species, XA
denotes the stoichiometric mole fraction of AIC 3 = nAlCl3/(nAlCl3 +
nMEICI), and w is the sample weight.

For a limited range, the vapor pressure tf AlC16 's assumed to
follow the relation

d In P = k" d XA (4)

Eqns. 2-4 gives the following differential equation for the weight
change rate

-w = CEP ealW eW pf2] (5)

0
where Po is the pressure at the start of the exoerment at t~me tro
and zw=o, a=2k'k" and cx=2/B. This equation can ;nly be solved for

jiwj < I, so that

e zw  I + aw
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This gives

. CP2 ea~w - CP2

_w 0 f (6)

1 + aCP
2  ealw

and integration of Eqn. 6 gives:

aw 0 f I t 7 )
2 2 P,

CP a CP P

The quantities Po and a can be obtained in an iterative f~shioi
and the constants C and a by fitting of Eqn. 5, 6 or 7. A two point
fitting is.most easily done by the use of Eqn. 5 as the experiments
give both w and Aw and no apzoxlmation is involved. The fitting is
done for t=o where aw=o and for the end time, t.

After determination of c and C, Aw for w = -0.1 mg/min is

calculated. The composition of the melt which has this weight change
.w is now taken to be the melt which has a vapor pressure PF. The

rationale for setting = -0.1 mg/min instead of 0 was justified from

calibration experiments with ethyleneglycol combined with the fact

that Eqn. 5 will extrapolate the data too far due to neglect of

diffusive gas flow. Examples of experimental data are shown in Fig.

2. This procedure worked well for external gas pressures in the
range 0.4 - 0.7 atm., but at lower .external pressures, the time t for

w = -0.1 mg/min becomes exceedingly long making the extrapolation

procedure uncertain.

In the second modification, the initial external pressure was

again lowered below the equilibrium vapor pressure resulting in

boil-off of AIC1 3. But the external pressure was increased in steps

until boiling stopped as indicated by the levelling off of the rate

of weight loss. The composition at that point corresponded to a melt
which had the vapor pressure Pf. For both methods, melt mixtures

from 80 to 66 mol % could be studied with a single experimental

sample. It was however necessary to raise the temperature when the

vapor pressure became too low for easy measurements (< 0.05 atm).

III. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL AND CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURES

The model assumed the following melt species to be present in the
melt: l-methyl-3-ethyllmidazolium (MEI+), Cl-, AIC14 -, A12CI7-,

A13Cl 10-, and A12C16 .
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Three independent equi libria are formulated between the species:

al a605
AIC14 - = C- 0.5 A12 CI6  - KI  (8)

a4

a4 a6
0 .5

A12C17 - : AIC14- + 0.5 Al2CI6  - KII (9)
a7

a7 a60.5
A13C110 - = A12Ci 7- + 0.5 A12Cl6  - KIIl (10)

alO

where
ai = Yi Xi (11)

the subscriot referring to the number of Cl's present in each species,
and

e HiO (To) aSiOR(To) IR Ln T 12)Ki =e pRT R + R To  + T T

where T is the temperature of the experiment and To is the standard
temperature.

Xi is defined as a modified Temkin ion fraction (7). i.e. as an
anion fraction where the neutral A12 CI6 is counted among the anions.
From this definition the following mass balance equilibria are
obtained:

X4 + 2X7 + 3XI 0 + X6 (2 - XA)I(I - XA) = XA/(l - XA )  (13)

and I+ X4 - K7 + 00 ( 6 (14)

where XA is defined as at Eqn. 3.

Presently the activity coefficients Yi in EQn. 5 are set equal to
unity. This is equivalent to setting them to be constant and
incorporating them into the equilibrium constants. The .Cp'i in Eon.
12 is set equal to zero. Knowing Kl, KII. and Kill, as functions of
temperature, Eqns. 8-14 can then be used to calculate the five ion
fractions as well as the activity a6.
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The program MODFIT (8) Programmed for a personal computer was

used to determine the equilibrium constants KI , <1!, and Kii , by
minimi zing

F = Z(1og a6  exp] - log a6  [calcl)l

This criteria is eaui,alent to a relative least square fit of the

ialues proper. out avoids the very small numbers for basic melts.

T7le e~oerimental total vapor pressures were conver-ed to

activities jtil'Zinq data from the JANAF tables (9) as .ell as
-onsidering the cma" acmount of AIC1 3 In the vacor pni;e:

AIC1 3  (1) = AlCl 3  (g)

5= exo (76.65 - 13159.6 T-
1  

- 9.474 lrT 7.73 i0-3n

_ 3 .903 .10-6T2 , i.3.10-)T
3 

- 0.1929.1,)-12T
4
}

2 AIC1 3  (g) = A12C1 6  (g) (16)

= eo -23.6162 + 15588.4.T
- 1 

+ 0.5482 lnT + 3.32.10-
3
T

- .96.12-5 T2 0.774.10-9T3 - 0.137.0-tT
4
}

- : vitv / a6  :s tien given as:

B - 1B
2 

- a.P 2.,

, , A-7 2<16 K

.nee B = tot <! 6" As the internal transcoct rnmter of ME! i;
nitj (IC,11), the EMF data can ce transfered to activitj z! the

relationship (12):

d In a6 = - L1 + 2xA]

The Integration constant w~s chosen so that this EMF data
overlaps with the vapor pressure data.

Although Eqns. 8-14 are a straightforward set of equations to
solve for the anion fract~ons and the a6 activity in an iterative
fashion, the solution may easily diverge if proper starting values

and restrictive conditions are lot Introduced, especially near the
equivalence points, XA(eq) = 0.50, 0.667 and 0.75. The following
procedure was successful. Close to the equivalence points, XA
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XA(eq)±O.0 2 , the majority species was first calculated for the
equivalence composition assuming only tne three most prominelt

species present. Then the second most orominent soecies was

calculated for the same composition. The three -caning scecIes
were calculated from Eqns. 8-10. A better value FCr the second

species was then calculated from Eqn. 13 by requiring the 'atio

between the two most orominent soecies to be uncnanged, and in
improved value was tren octained for the first soec'es from 2 n. 4.

The process was repeated unti' all mole fractions changed with less

than ±0.00001. Further acart fom the equivalence noint, the
iteration procedure was less critical and the starting ,ajes were

calculated considering on!y the two major soecies. Using this

procedure the final result f)r each composition was Jsually ;Dtained
with less than 10 iterations. 7o find tne best :et of K:, KII, ar-n
K1 II, the constants were first varied one at a time and afterwards
all constants were varied simultaneousv.

!V. RESULTS

The original EMF data were averaged from two or three
independent experiments and integrated to obtain activities Jslng

Eqn. 18 and are given below. or the three jif4e~en terberitures,
the activities of A12C1 6 for XA = 9.60 have been aTb'trarily set

equal to unity.

40'C

XA 0.4745 0.4798 .4853 0.4903 '4952

log a6 -29.983 -29.755 -29.446 -29.085 -28 533

0.5204 0.5310 ).5415 G.5504 0.5595 '.5691

-1.869 -1.465 -i.168 0.902 -'J 695 -'.506

3.5798 0.5904 0.6003 0.6102 0.6205 ).6308

-0.324 -0.141 0.041 0.209 0.430 0.689

0.6411 0.6511 0.6612 0.6714
1.039 1.435 2.036 2.873

50°C

XA 0.4850 0.4906 ).49d3 .521' 0.5288 05387

log a6 -29.222 -2-.567 -28.:48 -i.806 -1.541 -1.283

0.5509 0.5598 0.5698 0.5791 0.5897 0.5999
-0.972 -0.767 -0.562 -0.372 -0.175 0.002
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60°C

XA 0.4648 0.4691 0.4751 0.4800 0.4852 0.4902
log a6 -29.205 -29.082 -28.854 -28.597 -28.279 -27.890

0.4952 0.5198 0.5312 0.5410 0.5512 0.5597
-27.263 -1.852 -1.442 -1.176 -0.926 -0.736

0.5711 0.5784 0.5867 0.6001 0.6103 0.6212
-0.4858 -0.3416 -0.'898 0.0046 0.2353 0.4782

0.6296 0.6410 0.6503 0.6605 0.6713 0.6804
0.683 1.009 1.397 1.898 2.505 3.120

0.6909
3.871

The vapor oressure data were transformed into a6 by Eqn. 17
ignoring the presence of AICi3 i.e. a6 = Ptot/K9 K8

2 :

t°C 206 236 267 191 191 191
XA 0.7572 0.7281 0.7114 0.7788 0.7665 0.7383
log a6  -0.611 -0.961 -1.360 -0.427 -0.552 -1.030

219 219 265
0.7233 0.7118 0.7049

-1.278 -1.676 -1.701

In order to get a smooth overlap between the EMF and the vapor
pressure data, the value 6.5 was subtracted from all log a6 data
obtained by EMF measurement. The fit gave the following parameters:

I iI III
AH (kJ) 55.40 2.81 6.21
AS (J/K) -191 -53 0.9
log K (40°C) -19.2 -3.2 -i.0

with a standard deviation in the fit equal to 0.107. Figure 3 shows
the activity a6 for t=40°C and t=250°C and the calculated
concentration of the different species for t=250'C. It must,
however, be stressed that the data are preliminary and more accurate
data are expected to be obtained after oerforming further
experiments. It should also be remembered that the mole fraction is
calculated assuming the activity coefficients to be constants.
Higher polymeric anions with four or more Al atoms may also be
present.

Nevertheless three features stand out:
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1. Acidic melts are stab'e versus gaseous decomposition up to ?t
least 300°C even if they attain a dark color.

2. Not only is the activity change tremendous around 50 mol
AIC 3 , but the AiC1 3 activity changes much more strongly with
composition in the acidic region than for alkali chlorcaluminate
melts.

3. Substantial amounts of higher polymers like AlICII O- must be
present to explain the strong cnange in AlCI 3 activity around XA
0.75.

Raman spectroscopic studies are under way to clarify the presence
of higher polymers.
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VAP
1ORIZATION op wATER FROM HYD)ROUS MELTS

AND CONCENTRATED ELECTROLYTE AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
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Department of Industrial Cheist ry,
Faculty of Engineering, Kxobe U]niversity

Ro'skodai, Nada, Kohi', f~r7 Japoirt

ABISTRACTI

Vapor- pressure of hydrous rnrlts arid veryN coriceritrut id
electrolyte aqueous solution were measured with the sys-
temls ZnCI2-HZ() and Ca('l 2 -H2O. The mieasuremnents we~re
made at various temperatures in the composition rarige of
r(water/elec(trolyte(,)z l.27-20.O for 7n('12-1120, or r=4.23-30.0
for CaCI 2 -H2O by the transpiration method. From the
temperature dependence of the vapor prr-ssure, the e n-
thalpy and entropy of vaporization were determined. The
correlation between theiii showed two d ifferenit t ypi's of
linearity indicating Barclay -Butler rule for, each system.
To explain these results , the existence of different kids
of ion-water interactions were proposed.

INTR ODPU CTION

Hydrous melts and very concentrated electrolyte aqueous solo-
tion, containing hydrate melts, arc- situated risc the end of the(

concentration scale of the electrolyte in molten salts-water systemns,
if it coiuld be allowed not to take account of the difference in temn-
perature (1). Therefore, they have two kinds of aspects, as a mnl-
ten salt and art e I rolyte aqueous solution. The studies on these
regions are expected to do much for- both of molten salt chemistry
and aqueous solution chemistry. Especially, the investigatiiri s on
the chemical or physical behavior of water in these systemis are
very interesting and important in order to understand the
properties of water in molten salts at high temperature or in the
hydration sheath around ions of dilute aqueous solutions. In thorn,
most of water molecules are uinder, re(-stric-tion oif ions and the
water-ion i nteraitins are highly assmciated with ion -non interact ions.

For the purpose of studying the physiro-chemnical propertios
of water in hydrouns melts and very concentrated aqjueous solilt ions,

the vapor pressures of water for the systems Zn( l-H2() and CSCI2-
H-20 were measured over a comrrplete concentrat ion ranlge, as far as
they were stable liquids at various temperatures of :10-145 OC, by
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using the transpiration method.

EXPPRIMENTAI

The preparation of hydrous molts and the concentrated solu-
Lions was reported earlier (2).

The Vapor pressure oF water over the eletctrolyte-water sys-
terns were determined by the transpiration method using a Karl-
Fischer automai~tic titrator. 1The apparatus for the measu rement. is

shown in Figil. N2 gas was used as a carrier gas, The dried
and prehecated carrier gas was first equilbrated with the
electrolyte-water systems at a known temperature in the sample
chamiber, and finally passed thbrough anhydrous mtethariol in the cell
of Karl-Fischer automatic titrator for the measurements at low teni-
peratu res , or through a cold trap, cooled with liquid nitrogen, for
those at high temperature. On the latter ease, after flowing carrier
gas for the given period of timte, the cold-trapped water was heated
and cvaporated to put into the cell of ti trator with carrier gas',
flow. Samples were maintained at the known temperatures with a
water bath Or an electric furnace thermo-controlted. To prevent
the vapor from condensation, the paths were ke.pt at 5 O(C higher
than measuring temperature . The equilibrated vapor pressure was
deterniined as the value at. the plateau on the plot oif vapoir pres-
sure v.s. flow-rate 'f carrier gas (3). Testing the accuracy of this
method, mreasu rvienits were made with pure water at different ter-
peratures.

lESUJ.LTS AND) DISCtUSSION

Transpiration measur-ements were made mainly (in the systems
of ZniClz-112O arid CaCI2-1120 in the temperature ranges of 30- [45 0C,
for, the former systems arid '30-120 OC for the latter. Their- ceot-
position ranges, were 1.27-20.0t for ZnCI2-lliO arid 4.23-30.0 for CaC12 -
142) Of water/electrolyte ratio (t). On being maeasured under these
conidi tio ns, all the sanip les were stable as li qid s. Howevyer, rioit all
comaposit ion s could be I inyes tigated at all tornpe ratu res because of
the litimitfionis or their mtelt ing point or soluibility. Btefore and
after the measuremenit, the chanige of the composition was rieg ligib lo.

The va riat ion s of vapor pressure with the coatporition are
shown Pig.2. For CIC12-hz() systetti, the linear'ity of vapor presslire
in the mnole ratio of water were kept. tip toi r25. For '/nC12-llzO sys-
tem, the linearity coo Id riot be recognized , as had been reported
with nitrate-waler systems by Tripp (4). The relationshtip betweenr
activity coefficient of water arid contposition for the h yd rous mielts
was shown in Fig.3. The, activity coesfficienit was so smrall that it
indicated water nuolectiles intensively restricted with ions, atnd that
Of Cadli - iH2 was smialler than that of ZriCl,- ltiO by 1I Ffctor' of
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about two at i'orresponhlirg miole rtotin in th hi,witiposition rainge up

to- ca. x-=6.

F~romi the data on the temperature dependenice of vapor, pr's -

so r~e, avot-age en thalpy arid entr-opy of vaporization wer-e detor'riin(d
by the ordinavy method. IHe plots, of the en hal py of VarpoiivatiOri
v.s. compositin at-( Lrivei in Fig.4 and 'i. Ino spite i)f b'-ing)
de0termined in diffotrerit tcm'iieatutire ranges,, the, plots fow' em-h y-
tems atre cotrrelated by a single line. 1-owe.ve-r', th e i'or'r'elitinii for'
Ca('l2-1laO remaiwrkably differ-s fr-orr that for, I/if-Cit t has a miaxi-
morn at ca. t-=6 in the plots. lFor- /ntIz-11fO, the, eiithallpv nryis
with the decroeaiof wiiter'- interit irid the o i, ~IinshOWs ado
Celfinihe shliIder' 'it i:

'fI'ritriitv (If %oaizationi for' thesev sy'stilissimdsiiilr
coir'atiriwith their r'imioiitiori to that 'if the otith.-lpi. Fhe, plots

of -'nt 'urpy v.s. orithalpy of k~iot'i/:it jun, f arr'lki~ '-ttiitler' pfIf , -1 T."

shown in Fig.80. With hith s ' Ostrirs, tl- ve i% yetw'' d ifferni t straio.hIl
lines (listirigilish(ed by the' 'omrposit onran gi' s.( fri tti' 'n''t
those compiitosition, each coril'elatiiri shows 't' CC lti'if' %r'Ito IIIr
which .p'essHi siilar pl 'c'ss of Vi i'.'ts i rlh it is ug
gested that water' nroles,, in thiso -Iiiimpoisit si 'il~m si' liiiri
siriat- r'eshr'icionir (51. fin othor a'i'hit siiisCh:i! air-iir i

tei'a,'tion chiarigis M t-=2.8 foir' /n('12-H2i Irnd i'
0

fir I 'i' 2 -- i

Piurrii these r'('1olt.s, it is rirefideId lhat t i i,, -,)is'i iritera%-
tionis in the ('A'12f-1 2 ()C ;stcni are- wea;kcriiii hiY in( ra:si rig 'at i-
anrion irrh'ra'tin ;It, I Water' content region 1-;, tIll r'0-;' o
the wvater iiioec'iifs iii fbi' /nit'IZ-ffi' s' \sterii ;it- Lt'ippd Ariiorli_ ill-

le ss thainr:-.

Ihipo-t'' aithr' Mili.kIrthei 'riw'l'rin (,r' nata hii a.iit

dairierital ircinttir P-sr'iii' I (f;.rit \o:fI'C'itu'

1. J. Br':A'iirtirI, I rir'g Chll ii. Acki ~v. 7 f tC

97, flItm'I t.
71. ft. T. ;, fe r a-l I rid I I IC i , 711 ,p i 1 o'IIIs. ICe' v. I o, 10 : Ct I V

5. If. I.. hFricliiiu ri ' tn] '. V. htiishriuir, in I't i'' -f: C. tkM ,
od.) Pi'iiii . f97m.
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF MOLTEN MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE

HYDRATES IN PRESENCE OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE

H,-H. Emons, A. Dittrich, and W. Voigt

Bergakademie Freiberg, Sektion Chemie
Leipziger Str., Freiberg 9200, GCermntny

ABSTRACT

Vapour pressure measurements had been performed in the ternary

system xKCI (Ix(x MgCI. - R H0jI u. tc a maximum tempera
ture of 523 K. The investigated compositions varied between
0 1 x - 0.3 and 4.6 - R ! 6.0. From the experimental vapour
pressures water activities, enthalpies of evaporation, and partial
molar excess entropies of water were calculated. The present re
suits confirm the appearance of direct cation-anion contacts withn
the concentration range of molten hydrates due to HIO - Cl' ex
change reactions in the first coordination sphere of M9.

1. Introduction

Molten salt hydrates represent a class of liquids interconnecting features of

aqueous solutions and molten salts. Rtcently. we proposed to define the con

centration range of molten hydrates more generally as a range, which is

characterized by a quantitative predominance of ion-water contact interac-

tions .1,2 . A peculiar transition behaviour in the concentration dependence

of thermodynamic properties is observed within this range. The sharpness

of this transition is related to the strength of ion water and cation anlo"

interactions. Its position on the concentration scale corresponds *( tre

average hydration number of the strongest hydrating ion.

In this respect, MgCI 2 can be considered as a model substance, consisting

of a strongly hydrating cation with almost no tendency to associate with the

anion in aqueous solutions 3,4 . In agreement with the primary hydration

number of Mg 
2 , 

at a molar H 20 MgCI 2 ratio R m 6. distinct changes in the

partial molar quantities of water were revealed from vapour pressure mea

surements in the binary system MgCI 2 -H 2 0 2.5,6

On the other hand, the properties of the anhydrous molten mixtures MgCt 2

ACI (AIK,Rb.Cs) are governed by the formation of t rt,-,,al. ,

chlorocomplexes of magnesium 7.8 .

There arises the question, whl r' chlorocomplex formation becomes important

in the range of molten hydrates of MgCI 2 . A ligand exchange H2 Ow-CI at

the Mg ions should be reflected in a relative increase of the water activity.

Thus, in this work the influence of KCI on the vapour pressure of molten
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magnesium chloride hydrates has been investigated for molar H20 MgCI 2

ratos between six and four. Tab. I gives a summary of the compositions.

which are covered by our measurements.

2. Experimental

The preparation and analysis of magnesium chloride hydrates have been

described previously '9. Reagent grade KCI (VEB Jenapharm Laborchemie

Apolda) was recrystallized and dried to constant weight at 473 K.
Aliquots of magnesium chloride, potassium chloride and water were weighed

directly into the teflon vessel of the autoclave to give a sample of the

desired bulk composition.

A detailed description of the apparatus for vapour pressure measurements

and the procedure used is given in g .

In this study some improvements were introduced increasing the accuracy

of the experiments. Two wire circuits of the Pt-100 resistance thermometers

were r,-:l LeJ by four wire arrangements and all measurements of voltage

were performed in both current directions to COmDensate thermoelectric
eff" "', -he sa iple, ..ere hr)-,ene(usi , " :-i LEf ,

evacuatiri the a 'i . 1 i P1 ,, fc:r the -- "'e , , -

slight shifts in bulk composition ( 0.5 per cent; the quantity of water va

pour, exhausted during the evacuation.was weighed after freezing out at

liquid nitrogen temperature.

For all compositions given in Tab. I a vapour pressure polytherm was deter

mined with temperature steps of about 12 K until a maximum temperature of

523 K. The experiments were started at a temperature about 10 K above the

crystallization temperature according the phase diagram of D'ANS and

SYPIENA 10 .

In order to ensure a temperature interval of at least 50 K the maximum con-

centratiori of KCI was limited to 30 mol-% related to the anhydrous salt mix-

ture.

3. Calculation of the water activit from va our pressure

For the calculation of the water activities from the measured vapour pressures

Pw Eq. (I) was applied.

In wlp ~tlp ;5 )~.yf V'-V' dp. V dp (11

P11 P
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Eq.( 1) yields the water activity aw at the vapour pressure of pure water pi
at the given temperature, where V w is the partial molar volume of water. T the

absolute temperature and R the general gas constant (8.31144 J mol 
1 

K ) . The0

subscripts have the following meaning standard state; * pure water;
' liquid phase and; " gas phase.

For a satisfactor) accuracy in the analytical solution of the first integral of
Eq. (1) up to 523 K - our upper limit in the experiments - it was necessary to

take into account the third virial coefficient of water steam (Eq.(2)).

V' RTp . B - C pw (21

where B and C is the second and third virial coefficient, respectively. The

numerical values of B and C as a function of temperature were determined by
means of multilinear regression of the PVT data of water steam 11 from 373

to 573 K. The obtained power series are given by -q.(3) and (1).

8 m
3 

kg, -a 0 - a T a2 T
2  

a 3 T
3 
- a 4 T a 5 T 53)

a 0  -3.14697 E I a 3.37919 E 8

a 1 7.6319 4 E 2 a. -7.71229 EtO

a 2  -7.26904 E 5 a5  6.78403 E12

C m
3  

(kg bar)': a - a', T - a T
2  

(4)

a' - -1.0333 E 3 a' 1.26910 a' - -3.97580 E 2

At temperatures e 523 K Eq.(2) to (4) represent the original data 11 within

error limits of 0.155,

From Eq.(1) it follows that the partial molar volume of water in the liquid

phase has to be included into the calculation. Different approximations were

used for this quantity in the literature. The reason has to be seen in a lack

of precise and extensive volumetric data of water-salt systems at temperatures

above 373 K and high concentrations. At lower concentrations the most reliable

approach consists of the use of the molar volume of pure water V,' (e.g. 12,

13,14:).

The relative contribution of the second integral in Eq.1(t) increases with rising

vapour pressure difference between salt solution and pure water. In the case

of a magnesium chloride hexahydrate melt, with its low water activity, it amounts
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to only 0.3 per cent at 423 K, but 1.5 per cent at 523 K already. Accordingly.

at higher temperatures the necessary attention has to be directed to the

partial molar volume of water to allow an exact calculation of the water acti-

vity from vapour pressure data.

For molten hydrates, containing strongly hydrated cations as Mg . a vigorous

decrease of the partial molar volume of water should be expected. AKSMANOVIC

and KREY /15r reported a,, eqation for tre density of MgCl 2-H 2 0. which

we used to calculate the partial molar volume of water. A general plot is

given in Fig. 1. With rising temperature. the influence of the salt concentra

tion on V' increases, but its maximum variation remains smaller than 10i . At

the end of the compiled concentration range (45 wts - 8.6 mol MgCI 2 kg H 20)
ti' .vMertaint, 1!; t~e dirv,!. drrl~at2.e .jt'i rro;,'. t. .- . I. ' ' ,:

Cons .. e-t ,', the cros-in l-;,ir t at a oat C , 2 2

In the ternary system, KCI NlgCI 2 -H 2 0. ,he partial molar volume of water was

considered as to be not influenced by the added KCI.

4. Results and discussion

The experimental results are summarized in Tab.2 The molahties in column I

and 2 are corrected for the amount of water i the vapour phase.

The temperature dependence of the vapour pressure can be described by means

of relation (51,

In p- A0 . A T 15)

where p. is the vapour pressure in kPa. The numerical values of A, 2 A,

together with the standard deviation obtained from a linear regression are

listed in Tab.3.

Column 6 of Tab.2 contains the water activities ac 
O r r , 

recalculated to con

stant compositions of the sample and rounded molar ratios H2 0 %IgCl2
For the temperature dependence of the water activity at constant composition.

relation (6) was applied

in acrr A - At 'T 161
w f

The coefficients A' and A' are reported in Tab..

Fig.2 exhibits a graphical representation of the results at a molar H2 0 %IgCl2
ratio R=6.0. The logarithm of the water activity In acorr was plotted against

the reciprocal absolute temperature. 1 IT. The four polythermal data sets given

in Fig.2a scatter within ± 1.1 per cent around the regression line. This value
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can be considered as the reproducibility of our vapour pressure measure-

ments. In Fig.2b. the regression function from the present work (Fig.2a) is

plottnd together with previous data 4,16. The comparison between the two

figures points oit the higher accuracy of the recent cata.

Fig.2 reveals also an unexpected result Within the experimenta uncertainty

the water activity of a magnesium chloride hexahydrate melt is not changed

after addition of annydirous potassium chloride. The experimental results at

lower water contents are shown in Fig.3. Filled circles and their regression lines

(drawn as continuous lines) refer to a KCI content of x 0.3. whereas the

dashed lines represent the water activities in the binary system MgCI 2-H 20

at the same molar 1-120 
M

gCI 2 )ratio R.

At R 6 an increase of the water activity becomes evident after addition of

KCI. In Fig.4 the effect of composition variation is presented in form of iso

thermal plots. At a temperature of 473 K the relative increase of the water

activity referred to the corresponding pure magnesium chloride hydrate melt

is plotted. Fig4a demonstrates the effect of the addition of 30 moi-% KC( in

reia' I t" the molar H2 0 MgCI 2 ratio, whereas in Fig.4b the variation

of the water activity in reqard to the KCI content is given for constant
R t.6,

The most distinct effect was found at the lowest water content (Fig.4al and

after addition of the largest amount of KCI (Fig.4b). In spite of the higher

total salt content the water activity is increased by 14.5 per cent. This re

suit is in contrast to the common behaviour of aqueous solutions, where the

vapour pressure decreases with growing total salt concentration.

Returning to the question formulated in the introduction, from our results

it can be stated that in molten magnesium chloride hydrates ligand exchange

processes H20i--Cl become important. At R 6 the release of water from

the coordination sphere of 
M

g ions reaches such an extent that the water

activity is not only relatively increased, but absolutely.

Reactions of type Mt) can be formulated to describe the coordination compet-tion

between H20 and Cl

[Mg(-, 2 0) 6 r, Cl n-2mCI MglH20) 6 n m2Cn.m]2 n m - mH20 Il

This agrees with a recent raman spectroscopic investigation 17 , wh'ch proves

the existence of direct cation anion contacts in melts of magnesium. chloride

hydrates.



A displacement of equilibrium (13 to the right-hand side enhances the water

activity and should 2eL.fie re as the tOtal "at Iot l H 20 in the melt

is changed. Tab.5 gives the variation of this ratio in comparison to pure

magnesium chloride hydrate melt 4- With decreasing R we find increasing

values of e , which explains the enlargement of the effect observed in this

direction. At the instance of molten magnesium chloride hexahydrate, the

water activity increasing effect by reaction (I) is just compensated by the

simultaneous increase in total salt content. At still lower molar ratios

H 2 0 \igCl 2 reaction (II produces an absolute enhancement of vapour pressure.

The libration of coordinated water according to (I) is also clearly reflected

in the molar enthalpy of evaporation tHw as well as in the partial molar

excess entropy of water n, S
e 

. For the calculation of re-quantities Eq.171m w

and (51 were used. respectively.

AH T(V"-V w p dT 171

4mSeX:-RlIn ac
O rr  

In xw) RT din ac
O rr 

dT (8}

where x is the mole fraction of water on an ionized basis. The neededw

vapour pressures and water activities as well as their temperature depen

dencies were derived from Eq.(SI and (61, respectively.

In Fig. both a H and m S
e x 

are plotted against the KCI content at av w m w

H20 %gC2 ratio, R - 4.6 and 473 K.

The deviation of the points at x 0.15 (run 81 from the general tendency

exposes the sensitivity of these quantities to relative small errors in the

activity data. In preparation of run 8 obviously rest gas was not removed

completely from the reference s stem resulting in a slightly Irrger slope in

the temperature dependence of the water activity.

With increasing KCI concentration the absolute values of A H as well as

of &, m decreases, which is adequate to a s:r!.n of the ion water

interactions.

The present results confirm our general view of the concentration range of

molten hydrates as to bechraiter ized by dominant ion water contacts and the

appearance of direct cation-anion contacts due to coordination competition.
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Tab. I Bulk composib~ons of the inv~estigated samples in the System

R

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

6.0

5.5

5.0

4.6



Tab. 2: Experimental vapour pressures p. and water activities a.

aCOrr

m(MgCI 2 ) m(KCII T P, a aw

[mol kgH 2 03 [mol kgH 2 0] [K] [kPa]

1 2 3 4 5 6

MgCI 2  6H 20 (run 1)

9.253 433.60 103.6 0.1731 0.1732
9.286 502.95 686.2 0.2?38 0.2756
9.308 524.02 1104.7 0.3119 0.3148

AtgCI2  6H 20 (run 21

9.248 402.42 33.9 0.1315 0.1313
9.250 422.83 70.9 0.1560 0.1560
9.256 448.04 159.9 0.1896 0.1899
9.266 473.74 333.2 0.2283 0.2291
9.283 500.04 639.7 0.2685 0.2701

0.85(V gCl2  6H 2 0) * 0.15KCI (run 3)

9,267 1.635 434.09 103.8 0.1714 0.1722
9.270 1.636 446.65 153.9 0.1884 0.189
9.274 1.637 459.09 222.3 0.2064 0.2076
9.280 1.638 472.04 317.8 0.2254 0.2264
9.287 1.639 484.75 441.8 0.2446 0.246t
9.297 1.641 497.44 602.0 0.2644 0.2668
9.309 1.643 510.51 816.2 0.2865 0.2895
9.324 1.646 523.51 1089.6 0.3102 0.3138

0.70(IgCI, - 6H20) 0.30KCI (run 4)

9,281 3.977 469.23 294.1 0.2208 0.2224
9.287 3.980 481.68 407.2 0.2391 0.2410
9.294 3.983 494.26 553.3 0.2573 0.2596
9.305 3.988 507.41 751.1 0.2778 0.2806
9.318 3.993 520.67 1005.3 0.2995 0.3028

0.90(MgCI 2 - 4.6H 2 0) - 0. 10KCI (run 5)

12.099 1.345 462.35 127.6 0.1113 0.1 21
12.105 1.346 475.08 188.8 0.1271 0.1281
12.113 1.347 487.85 272.9 0.1441 0.1454
12.138 1.349 513.76 538.6 0,1819 0.1840
12.155 1.351 526.51 730.9 0.2021 0.2q.8
12.124 1.348 500.55 387.2 0.1630 0.1647

0.70(MgCI 2  4.6H 20) - 0.30KCI (run 6)

12.100 5.177 458.67 123.9 0.1167 0.1176
12.105 5.179 471.72 183.9 0.1323 0.1333
12.112 5.182 485.08 269.4 0.1496 0.1509
12.122 5.186 497.94 379.8 0.1672 0.1688
12.133 5.191 510.80 524.7 0.1857 0,1878
12.147 5,197 522.25 688.2 0.2030 0.2055
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Tab.2: continued

1 2 3 4 5 6

0.95(%19 CI2  4. 6H 2 0) - 0.05KCI (run 7)

12.126 0.637 459.28 113.1 0.1053 0.1067
12.131 0.637 471.61 166.2 0.1199 0.1216
12.139 0.638 484.13 240.2 0.1360 0.1379
12.151 0.638 497.44 347.2 0.1544 0.1567
12.165 0.639 510.37 484.2 0.1729 0.1757
12.183 0.640 523.03 655.7 0 1914 0.1948

0.S5(MigC(2 - 4.6H 20 0 0. 15KCI (run 8)
12.081 2,130 459.53 117.5 0.1088 0.1092

12.086 2,131 472.67 178.2 0M1258 0.1263
12.094 2,132 485.41 257.9 0.1425 0.1432
12.104 2.134 498.77 371.6 0.1613 0.1624
12.116 2.136 511.24 512.4 0.1802 0.1817
12.134 2.139 523.85 706.3 0.2033 0.2053

0.80(kgCI2  4 6H 2 01 - 0.20KCI (run 91)

12.084 3.022 459.26 122.6 0.1142 0.1146
12.090 3.023 473.33 188.1 0.1311 0.1317
12.097 3.025 486.57 273.8 0.179 0.1488
12.107 3.027 498.95 383.4 0.1659 0.1671
12.120 3.031 512.38 538.1 0.1857 0,1873
12.13S 3.034 523.94 708.3 0.2035 0.2056

0.75(MgCI2  4.6H 20) - 0.25KCI (run 101
12.086 4.031 458.33 121.1 0.1150 0.1155

12.091 4,033 471.83 182.9 0.1312 0.1319
12.099 4.035 485,36 268.9 0.1486 0.1495
12.108 4.038 498.58 383.2 0.1668 0.1681
12.120 4.042 511.12 524.4 0.1847 0.1863
12.134 4.047 522.86 695.0 0.2030 0.2051

0.70(MgCI 2 - 5.0H 20) 0.30KCI (run 11)

11.141 4.783 460.78 152.5 0.1372 0.1385
11.146 4.785 473.06 218.3 0.1526 0.1540
11.152 4.788 485.38 306.6 0.1690 0.1708
11.161 4.792 497.83 423.3 0.1863 0.1883
11.172 4.797 511.67 594.4 0.2069 0.2094
11.184 4.802 522.82 770.5 0.2245 0.2275

0.70(MgCI2 + 5.5H 2 0) + 0 30KCI (run 12
10.074 4.325 458.54 179.1 0.1687 0.1679

10.078 4.327 470.21 249.7 0.1843 0.1837

10.083 4.329 482,94 350.1 0.2014 0.2010

10.092 4.333 497.55 505.9 0.2228 0.2228

10.101 4.337 510-90 692.8 0.2430 0.2434

10.112 4.341 522.71 902A3 0.2619 0.2626
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Tab.3: Regression coefficients of Eq.(5)

run A0 A I  [ K] )

I and 2 18,518 -6026.S 0.014

3 18.395 -5966.7 0.005

4 18.117 -5833.0 0,002

5 19.183 -6624.3 0.007

6 18.918 -6464.3 0.005

7 19.172 -6630.5 0.007

8 19.322 -6686.0 0.005

9 19.027 -6528.0 0.004

.C 18.952 -6485.3 0.005

11 18.676 -6287.4 0.003

12 18.357 -6036.7 0.003

1) Er - [ZIn pw(exp) - In p (call I (n-2J)l 2

with n number of experimental points
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Tab.4 Regression Ecoeffici~ntS of Eq. ()

run A0  At (K] ell

I and 2 1.7050 -1504.4 0.008

3 1.7346 -1518.0 0.004

4 1.6109 -1461.7 0.002

5 2.7616 2287.9 0.003

6 2.4465 2104.1 0.001

7 2.7174 -2275.1 0.002

8 2,8751 -2338.8 0.005

9 2,5709 -2180.1 0.002

10 2.4895 -2130.5 0.001

11 2.1993 -1925.0 0.002

12 1.8503 -1667.1 0.002

) (fn a corr(exp- In acorr,,), ( 2))1] 2

w %
*ith n - number of experimental points
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Tab.5: The change of the CI /H 20 ratio in the system

(xKCI - l-x)(MgCI2  R H2 0)) in comparison to the pur-e

magnesiuim chloride hydrate melt

R

0.15 0. 3C

6.0 0.030 0.072

5.5 0.032 0.078

5.0 0.035 0.06

4.6 0.038 0.093

1-3



Fig. I Concentration dependence of the partial molar volume of water

V, at several temperatures (1(1 in the system MgCI 2 -H 2 0
(473 K = max. compiled temperature; dashed straight line limit

of the compiled concentration range 115,1
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F I y. 2a : Experinental results for 'ofCl + (I-x) lgCl 2 *6.C

(continuous line refers to th, regressior line ol runs andr

Present work: x=O (run 1 and 2:.

x=o0.15 (run 3)

o x=0.30D (run 4)

- 1,2

in acorr

-1,4-

-1,6

-2,0

1,9 2l , /T -l1O3  2,52,1 2,3 [1/K]
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Fi',,. 2b Evveri~nertal re~ults for *Oc -' 4:
lie re e% tc thle I- 1 f n s i2

Prev C~s data: x * ro
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Fig. 3 Experimental results for fxKCI (I-x) (MgCI 2 ' R H 201)

(filled circles and continuous lines refer to x 0.3. whereas

dashed lines represent the binary system (NlgCl 2  R H 2 0)

taken from 91

-1,25

W = 60

-2,25

1,9 2,0 2,1 [ilK]J 2,
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Fig.4 Isothermal representation of the variation of water actvity in

the system (xKC - (I-x)(AMgCI
2  R H

2
0)) at T - 473 K

a) Dependence on the molar b) Dependence on the KCI

ratio H 2 0 MgCl
2 
at x = 0.3 content at R 4.6

15- 9 a)

Aw[0%] x 0,3

5 /0
00/

I I . II I

6,0 5,0 R 4,0

15 .o b)

Aew/%] R = 4,6 .-
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Fig. 5 Dependence of the molar enthalpy of evaporation A vH w and the

partial molar excess entropy of water A Se
x 

on the KCI content
in the system (xKCI (l-x)(MgCl2  R H2 0)) at R 4.6 and

T =73 K
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STORING ENERGY AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURES: A STUDY OF THE MELTING-
FREEZING EQUILIBRIA OF (CaCl2 , 6H20) - (K*, N1 4')(Cl

- , 
NOI) MIXTURES

J. Guion, A. Jaffrin, M. LaUgt, and M. Teisseire

Laboratoire d'Ecothermique C.N.R.S.
B.P. 21, 06561 Valbonne, Cedex, Fiance

ABSTRACT

This paper reports on research into storing energy at
ambient temperatures by use of phase change materials
mainly based upon CaCI, 6120. This process has a highly
reversible solid-liquid equilibria that will not degrade
for thousands of cycles. Different compositions, from pure
stabilized calcium chloride hexahydrate (phase transition
G = 28.2'C, 8H - 190 200 J/g) to multicomponent solutions

with KC1 and NH 4CI (existence of two eutectic alley.
22.5-25'C temperature range, and 6H = 19().-2O) J/g), have
been studied and characterized b differential scanning
calorimetry. Solutions containing nitrate ion and showing
the existence of an anion exchange reaction lead to the

formation of an eutectic compound (phase transition 0 =
I '"C and AB = 170-180 J/g). From a rough analysis of the
C signals, which are very sensitive to slight composition
cbanges. the influence of several parameters on the
behavior of these solutions 0 was studied.

INTRODUCTION

Various attempts have been made at storing energy from the sun as
a free primary energy source and storing it for low temperature
applications such as heating or cooling of buildings and growing of
plants in well-controlled greenhouses. We have oriented our research
toward efficient and low-cost devices using phase change matelials
(PCM) as storing materials. For the applications mentioned above,

the main objective is temperature regulation near ambient
temperature, using the latent heat involved in th1 phase tLansitions:
solid-liquid in the storing part and liquid solid in the lestitnting
part. Many studies have been completed using salt hydrates: such PCM
present a much highel thermal capacity (sensible an( latent he.st)
than raw materials such as rocks, pebbles ot concrete, and even
water. This reduces by a factor of 5 to 2(0 the weights and voluices
of thermal storage e qjUiLed fol equai perrfomran e. The hoi e of PCM
depends upon many parameters: trailsit ion tempelatte domi in.
transition enthalpy, thermal stability, and ost. ''hi plp' I deals
with calcium chlolide hesalivdrate solutions for ise iii the, , ,

temperature applications.



CALCIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE

Figure 1 represents part of the phase diagram of CaC12-H20,
showing the existence of two compounds: hexahydrate A (CaCl,, 6H20)
and tetrahydrate B (CaC1 2, 4H 20). The tetrahydrate exists under
three allotropic forms, the stable one being the a variety.

The liquidus branches of A and B (m-tetrahydrate) join at a
peritectic point, P, which means that, starting with a solid of
composition A, if melted and then cooled, one will observe formation
of tetrahydrate B. This salt has a higher density than that of the

liquid in equilibrium, and settles down, giving rise to a segregation
phenomenon. Unfortunately, the enthalpy transition of the
tetrahydrate is much lower than that of the hexahydrate. Moreover,
the tetrahydrate will melt again, only at a higher temperature than
the melting temperature (29.2°C) of A.

Another common feature observed for salt hydrates is the
subcooling phenomenon. For chemically pure calcium chloride
hexahydrate, it is very easy to get a temperature of 10 to 15*C below
the melting temperature without freezing. Many studies concerning
nucleation and suppression of segregation effects have been
attempted. A variety of nucleating agents have been tested and may
play a role in preventing subcooling (1-5). One of them, strontium
chloride hexahydrate, is an epitaxial agent of calcium chloride
hexahydrate with very similar crystal parameters, which may explain
its possible nucleation effect. However, it is generally used in
proportions less than saturation, which means that it might also
slightly modify the phase diagram (6). Controversies still exist on

the exact mechanism responsible for the suppression of subcooling
(5-7).

Since the peritectic composition P is very near the composition
of hexahydrate, this compound is often referred to as "quasi-

congruent melting" compound. This may only be approached with
additives which modify the phase diagram, resulting in a decrease in
the melting temperature moving the relative position of P compared to
pure A. Among the most effective additives are strontium chloride
hexahydrate and potassium chloride; however, it is not certain
whether, after many cycles, gradually increasing amounts of

tetrahydrate B are formed.

Another method, referred to as the "extra water principle."
simply consists of adding some water in order to operate with the P

composition. This addition lowers the melting temperature by 1-2*C
and reduces the latent heat by 20-30%, but does not give complete
freedom from the segregation phenomenon. Many thickening agents have
been claimed as effective for preventing this phenomenon. A critical
examination shows very little to moderate success of the solutions

•..:mmm~mmm m mmmmmmm m• m mmml m m



proposed for another attractive salt hydrate, the Glauber's salt
(sodium sulfate dodecahydrate) (9). We have been lucky enough to
find a successful agent for calcium chloride hexahydrate, consisting

of a special variety of diatomaceous earth, containing mainly
acicular "synedra," with a needleoform of 5000 A length with arrays
of regularly matched holes of 50 A diameter. The effectiveness of
such stabilizing agent - 10% by weight of calcium chloride - has been
clearly demonstrated over thousands of cycles, and solar houses
equipped with this storing material - patented under the trade name
of chliarolithe (from Greek: warm stone) - in different
configurations have been operating without any alteration of tile PCM
for nine years. How the stabilizing agent works is not yet
completely understood, but the role of diatomites is generally
thought of as being twofold:

1. The mechanical dispersion in mass, their distribution preventing

any settling down of tetrahydrate, and then allowing its eventual
redissolution upon heating, if ever formed. However, it is
difficult to understand why other diatomaceous varieties
(cylindrical or spiral shapes) with comparable macrophysical
properties (density) do not exhibit the same behavior.

2. The microporous properties, favoring preferential nucleation of
hexahydrate and orienting crystalline growth of this compound.
This is quite difficult to prove. We tried some experiments with

crystallization of calcium chloride hexahydrate solutions, in x-
ray Guinier-Simon cells, equipped for work in controlled
atmospheres and varying temperatures with time. While the
thermal properties evaluated from slow heating rates with PISC
calorimetry - 3'C per hour - showed a reversible melting-freezing
transition process according to the typical curve of Figure 2,
for the same sample of chliarolithe the x-ray diagrams did not
show any lines before we reached a temperature of -11C. The
only compound identified is CaCl2 , 6H 20, but these observations
occurred far below the interesting melting zone.

SOLUTIONS RICH IN CALCIUM CHLORIDE WITH AMMONIUM AND POTASSIUM
CHLORIDE ADDITIVES

For some building applications and greenhouse regulations, there
is need for PCM melting in the 18-25'C range. The strategy followed
was to take calcium chloride hexahydrate as the basic component and
to try several additives in order to get lower melting temperatures

and a "fair" latent transition heat.

After several experiments involving the "extra water principle"
(8) and following one observation about two not well-defined
compositions of CaCI 2, 6H20, KCI, and NH 4CI mixtures (10), we pursued
the exploration of this pseudo-ternary system. Working in the corner
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of a rich CaCI2 , 6H20 component, within the estimated maximum
solubilities area of both NH4 C1 and KCl, either along constant CaCl2

compositions or constant KCl/NH 4CI molar ratio lines, we were able to
correlate the variations of CP curves that were very sensitive to
even slight composition changes, to the possible existence of a
smooth eutectic valley. On Figure 2, we represented two CP signals
and their relative contents, which may be compared to the values
observed for pure CaC12 , 6H20 and the technical chliarolithe. The

curves are highly reproducible, and the melting temperatures obtained
from intersection of the basis line with the extrapolated tangent at
the first inflection point - onset temperature - gives 22.5'C for the
eutectic "temperature." Figure 3 shows the C P signal corresponding
to the eutectic composition (MU 124, n. . ,a 6 = 1, n., , . 0.242,
nKC1 = 0.096), for which the total 6H transition value is: 190-200

3/g.

It is worthwhile emphasizing how difficult it is to clearly
identify what the solid phases in equilibrium in the transition zone
are, while experimental x-ray work is still progressing. When
cycled, the composition corresponding to MU 124 gives the extended
horizontal melting level temperature versus time, at least for the
first cycles. As before, segregation and subcooling might easily be

observed and this makes it compulsory, for long term industrial
applications, to introduce diatomites as a stabilizer.

Observations, related to the experiments where the exact ratio of
water to calcium chloride was not correctly adjusted to get the

hexahydrate compound, led us to explore a small part of the
quaternary system CaCi 2, H20, KC1 and NH 4C1. Surprisingly, within a
narrow composition domain, we observed again the probable formation

of an eutectic compound, with a melting temperature of 23.9*C and a
heat content of 190-200 J/g (see Cp curve for the compound MU 106 on

Figure 3, nc., I = 0.430, nm o = 2.44, ncl F 0.040, and nsx NC =

0.101). This composition h~s been tested for stability towards
segregation; with a water deficit of 5.3% compared to hexahydrate
composition, we could not trigger any undesirable tetrahydrate, even

by introducing external germs of this last compound. It is to be
noted that the total 6H content of 190-200 J/g is quite similar to

that of chliarolithe, and this fact may be related to the high
endothermic effect observed on solubilization of NH 4CI and KCl.

RECIPROCAL SOLUTIONS RICH IN CALCIUM CHLORIDE WITH AMMONIUM,
POTASSIUM CHLORIDES, AND NITRATES

Starting from the eutectic composition related to CaCl 2, 6H20,
NH4C1, KCI, we added various quantities of either ammonium or

potassium nitrate. The corresponding C versus temperature curves
generally showed two peaks, sometimes tfree, more or less separated.
The onset temperatures were difficult to determine, for the shape of
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the C, signals was similar to that in solutions where an excess of
water as compared to hexahydrate was introduced (8); this resulted in
observation of a pronounced drag effect before the first melting
peak, reducing the latent heat content of these solutions.

We systematically analyzed the influence of the different
parameters governing the behavior of these reciprocal solutions where
the water content is critical. All these solutions were prepared
with diatomites as a stabilizer and with pure CaC12 , 2 H20.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the importance of the 6H content
corresponding to the "drag zone," of the eutectic peak (UHml), and of
the second peak (MHm2) with the deficit in moles % telative to
calcium chloride hexahydrate composition. The diag etfect decreases
linearly with increasing lack of water, while the relative importance
of AHml and AHm2 changes ftom almost pure eutectic (S 29) to a signal
where the second peak becomes predominant, all the other parameters

being fixed.

Figure 5 shows the influence of the number of moles of NO, for a
given initial deficit of water of 3%, nccl , nNH C), nFC] being
fixed. This influence is also illustrated in Figure 6, corresponding

to solutions with an initial water deficit of 8%, for the evolution
of the Cr signals. S 59 with no nitrate is very near the eutectic
(em = 23.9°C) already mentioned; increasing the nitrate content
results in the decrease of this peak and the progressive formation of

an intermediate peak (S 57, nN0 - = 0.02). Both peaks decrease
gradually from S 56 (nNO- = 0.06) to S 58 (n,,- = 0.12), while the
eutectic compound (0m = 19.7*C, 6H = 170 J/g) growth becomes more
pronounced. Variations of ammonium chloride initial content, or
potassium chloride/ammonium chloride ratio, other parameters being
held constant, show that the drag effect is constant, and that the
relative importance of the two peaks may vary.

These experimental observations can be partly accounted for by

the the exchange reaction:

CaCl2' 6H 20 + 2NH 4 NO 3  Ca(NO0)2, 4H2 0 21120 2NH4 Cl

The formation of the calcium nitrate tetrahydrate is accompanied by
the formation of two water molecules. This may explain the drag

effect observed and its correlative reduction when the initial water
content of the solutions is decreased. This evidently holds if KNO,
is used instead of NH4NO 3. The above reaction leads also to the
formation of NH4C1 (or KCI), thus modifying the KC1/NHCl latio,
which is critical for reaching the exact eutectic composition
(11,12). Such solutions have been actually tested in full-scale
greenhouses and have worked well foi two years, thus, allowing 40%
energy savings.
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Fig. 3. Cp signals for the two
eutectic compositions

Mu 124 and Mu 106.
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THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF EXCHANGE INTEGRALS IN SPLTS

H.Sevki Darendelioglu

Selcuk University, Department of PhysicsZindankate,konyaTjrkey

ABSTRACT

The exchange interrals of the crystal salts were investioated makin,
use of Fourier !iethod.The mathematical relotions between the exhcnoe
integrals were found out by determining the statility conditions 'or the
.agnetic ,nodes,fol lowing the requirement for which the quadratic Corn
must be definite positive The magnetic 'odes 4nd the exchanqe 'ntelrals
which are the solutions of an eigen value pro:e,we-,-e studied tneoret -
tally in case of magnetite crystal.

IT PDDUDCT ION

The signs and magnitudes of the exchanee intelrais are extrenly

important in deteriining the transition tenperature, toe namnetlic sttc-
tures and indeed practically all of the fundamental proberties of the
substancesln principle, the exchange integrals are of course calcu

t
atie

bDt i, praytice most calculations car caim omy qgalitative arcurac,
althiugr the methods and 3 ,ruacnes are steadily iprovn:.ln ths on3e,
we discuss the pr--,., Df determininn the relations be'wee, ecnaiqe
integrals of ae)Fc+ ions of magnetite crystal by what m1rmt be cyllet
Fourier Metnodil;. Tno values are established by cc Pinino teoetica
relations between toe eKctange integrals and various ohviical Orctfes
such as the Noel Point, with exoerimental data on these prooerties.

The exshange integrals of substances oay be obtained by divers,
metnods. Many Substances are studied by theoretiral methods Sch as Fuyie
metc,do2, spin-dispersion method3 or by experimental metriods 1.
neutron diffractior,neat capacity easurement,4 etc.r rojrier c-,d
one wri.s Just tne second order terns in the nhmiltorian exressi ,.
In othe, wordsnone considers an hamiItOnian epressin as oi lo-s:

in this stud, wt nave useJ this form of Hamiltonsan in which all ova-
r 'ts V the second order are 'ust the scalar product of the two tase
vectors hav;ng the same representation.Tne spins beino considered as
axial vectors.one writes Jour the hanilthiar exoressirn i arnt rne,
spin reversal and symmetry operations uf t ie crystal or?;.

ANALYSIS IF FUnIEx 71ETH"'

The most General expres_ion of the second order of_;he if.ract or
enery between spins S an S' located at the mositichs 7 . 0 7 e

ii dyadic notation(5 by

13,,



w -gz ) , T i ' 1 I )

Here the dyadic A R.R') is defined as

1A1R(T') I*WT7a )i,i 1,2,3) (2)
1,3 131 3

where W1  are scalar coefficients,-7i and V. are vertors having the

following property:

ao 7" (3)

The nine-component dyadic A(RR
-
) may be decomposed into a symmetrical

part and an antisynwetricnl part, and then may be expressed in the
following form:

The interaction synbolised by g is called 3s._gtr4ic or scalar interaction"

Since g is a scalar and the scalar product S(R).S (R) is invariant under

the action of rotation orerations.The energy -2q is just the difference bet-
ween the singlet state energy and triplet state enery. The second tern

results from spin-spin orbit interaction,denotes antisymmetric coupling
.4t is also, L~lled "antisymneetric exchange" because of the fact when the scins
S" , and S'') are exchanged,tis term change the sign.It is introducg: y

Dzialosninski and Horiya(b).The third term denotes the anisotrooy.Here (P,9'
is a secono order dyadic.

'9r-' '' (if we neglect toe constant terns) we obtain for hR

'A is crystaline field energy of the spin at the position R. This energy
proportional to crystaline field tensor and has the svymretry elements of

point R. So we can write the Hamiltonian for the system:

P ,,°: R' 7

'We now consider isotropic exchange energy which is also known as Heisenberg-
N~el energy HN'

H -21 gR.RS(R).S'(') 8)
R,R'

Let us write again the above expression in terms of unitary spins:

H ¢=-2
Z 

gR R
O 

g)
'
O

'
(') 9

A _ .-, 9R,R ' -

Where
0 " 

(R)= S{R)/S(R) and pR,R'= S(R)gRR'S' 
(
1)

On the other hand,the equation of the spin motion:

zZ -tR)-= 2

In static equilibrium the first term of the Eq. ,13 mus
t 
be zero. This
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indicates tat-?(-R- must be parallel to Y gR ' S'(R). So using the
unitary spins we may write: R'

g
WhereX R is a constant of proportionality. Be usinq Eq.(il), the Eq(9) be-
comes

0 : =_ 2 (12)
R RR R

It follows from Eq.(12) that IR may be thought of 2 the contribution to
the exchange energy arising from the interaction of SR vith all neigbourino
spins.On the other hand, because of R  is the same for every crystallo-
graphically equivalent atoms.

Let us number i (or j)= 1,2,3.. .n the different Bravais lattices of
magnetic Atoss.Here n is the numberof independent sub-lattices.Multiplying
the tenm by the term exs3ZTik and summing over all Pi, we get:

\T (-k e 7 .(-

keere Ti(k)= zP iexpMlTK ?7

Since Ti(k is the Fourier transfn~jation of the unit spin C ,P and q
depends only on the distance (f - R1, one has:

e, 2 ,Rp, expj-.--

R i ?k iP - R1

This sum is evaluated by fixing the atom at the position"I and by summln5
on 3 atoms % of lattice j. The equation syste- 13 may be rewritten as
matr1v ecuatio as fclows:

JE(7) -XT 7': c 16,

where E(k) is a hermitian matrix of which elements ayee , the
Eqg15) ('\) s a diagonal nutrix with elements T., T 1 "defined

by the Eqg l4) is a couomb vector component.c is, given ; the
Fourier inverse transformation of 1 k/:

In resolvino the equation(16), we obtain the information about spins orien-

tation from the eigen vectors.By means of the eigen values, we obtain the

propagation vectors which corresponds to every magnetic mode.Finally.vsinc
the stabiiity conditions, we obtain rne relations in the form of inequalities

between the exchange integrals. The spins having the same phase are located
on the same crystallographic planes. The phase eoression of the spins
located on such planes is given by the term exp2 ik.2. Vector k(n,k,l which
defines the direction of propagation of the snins waves is a so;,tions of
the equation:

-4o0 = L Xv! C (116)

In order to study the stability conditions of the syste-, te quadratic

form the coefficient of which are the second derivatives of must be
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positive.This requirement yields tne relations beteen the exchanic- Intel-
rals.

APPLICATIDN TC (4e)Fe*
3 

IONS OF MAGNETITE ,"5TL

Firstly,we shall discuss the solid phase i.e. crystal pnase rather
than molter phase. Our test material is fa pjs maginilte 'sn55  . .I.
crystal belos to the space qrou Ina -(D!, and the - cO' in-s are7
spread out in the following manner.

9(2,1/4,1/4) 10(1,2,3,4,34 ' ll( ,3 '4,3l4) 12 I12,1 4,1 4! V,

Tne matrix elements for these ios defined 3y the Eq. 15. are:

e 9  = e 9 ,' + e j t + e c

anere e9 ,9 u Zg99 aCos_

e, 9 n 9 cCos'Z

ancl toe other fl rix elenens are:

The i ne,aCtior ,atrin t f ned n the Eq. 16. :aoe,

,e,,
T2eade ayer, t tea lri2

The reader "a0 .;eCK that tsr mat-inl

1 1

m-.-



.;etelI, diaq4noI I Zes E

,'Cre n =4 n is tee diagonal matrix formed by the followving values

\~FZ e9 9+ "4 L+" 1 q1

- e .e 5"- 1 A -na v~ ,,,ic(24,

)5A 1 91 Cl +C~

Th g'' -2!C1 *i'ei) vectos s Aia" are tine ncIjr~ns Iftre -atrix
""TF T,1,L -, , i respectielv.

t s', o- 1~ Icns!5J~rel thne ,,ound'ate eIler Va ,,r o tn s.,st-e-'

'lenrseie Irs ' 01 c vnlstoss s s ,je AS ir C,* s,d'ize in
Tabi 1, As seer, in tine tstlr, in 1 ne 'in n- tre 33-1, tr'anes
carellel tII 23 -jIa nes . nu -,na5Ce ea 'n Si in ke I n,, te to Ccs 2X - v

'n qva;"aIt fo''n,tne ceflic its f 3,e t"> C le 71 je'':I-
.r- 0' 1C' , ,,'"ve'o -C'""j states tine ->

+ utpY rts1 -a' - l 8,arlt-
"rr ann ate '< -'L11, !L a K 'es.etj

T< -hat II ra re ' eS tnl e TI ',d',- AF * al -

"d 1' I a,, ar-' +1 -, -I )-L l r

361 y,''a 1 + + 1+

used sinn It is diffiult to, esti-mate tine ayr-r->,iatinn, as trere 'isq
esas t So Al as a standara of nsoarisnn,

IC genera' , ee may say that tne "'leirlar -'''' is used user tse'e
''rnre tbf'a C one 0' inip,"Dis tn"ir cnsine-aah -a-e snipsistinn -ea

ass n~unuate miethods are a-e+Ie C;,- snly tne case -C ncerest-neltour-ir-
tenantioss only. -nere are a number of e-asples in the wheateuer'e
near---'eiqt ;,r aplproximnatuion are apolieJ In s-,ste-s cIhinin nave fl;t" -are

se;of istenantions.
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APPLI CATION OF A MODIFIED LINDEMANN'S MELTIM; INORML'l.A
TO ISENTROPIC AND ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBII.ITIES OF

MOLTEN SAITS AT THEIR MEL TING POINTS

T. Iida, T. Mizobuchi, and Z. Norita

Department of Metallurgical Engineering

Faculty of Engineering, Osaka ULniver. itv
2-i, Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565, .lapan

ABSTRACT

Simple equations for the isentropic and isothermal compres-
sibilities of molten salts at their melting points have been
derived bv combinilg Einstein's formula for the compressi-
bilitv of a solid with a modified versin at Lindemann's

melting formula by the authors. These equations are similar
to both expressions derived on the basis ot a statistical
fluctuation theory, i.e. Cahn -lilliard theory, and a hard-

sphere model.

INTfRODUCTION

The motions of molecules in liquids are very complicated, since
they are time dependent. It would appear, however, that sne properties
of Liquids are mainly dominated by the simple oscillatory motion of
molecules. For eximple, the viscosity of simple liquids (i), the com-
pressibility and thermal conductivitv of non-metals (2,3) ore, respec-
tivelv, expressed in terms of the fundamental frequencV of interm,lec-
(Jar vibration. In calculatlag the above properties of liquids,
Lindemann's melting formula (4) has frequentlv been used for the fre-
quency of vibration (1-3). UnIortunatelv, Lindemann's formula provid-
only rough values for the ave rage frequency of vibrat ta.n of sl,,ids at
their melting points (4-7). Therefore, to evalu;ate the lateruuar
frequencies of liquids at their melting pointts, we have 7,1di!itd
Lindemann's formula using the surface tension of a liquid 18-1).

In this paper, simple equations for the isentropic ind istherm l
compressibilities of molten salts at their melting points have been
derived by combining Einstein's compressibilit% formula an d a) ritdil led

Lindemann's formula of the authors. In additioln, the eqluation1 t i -,s-
thermal compressibilitv is compared with both expressions derived ,:
the basis of a statistical fluctuation theorv, i.e. ('thn-Hilli jrd
theory (10-13), and a hard-sphere model (10, 11,21).
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DERIVATION OF LIQUID COMPRESSIBILITY

EQUATIONS AT THE MELTING POINT

Einstein proposed n simple relation between the compressibility of

a solid and the characteristic frequencies ol molecules ll-.,13). The
relation mac he written as

C. (
V = Mal/3 eQ/6 - (I/

where . is thet -,aUll ireqlencv of intermolecular vibrition, >1 the molec-

uIar we i ght lo rmil Ia we ight, the density, <5 the isentropic comprvs-
siilitv, and (i (i= 1, ... , 5) a constant which is roughly the saume
for all materials.

According to I.indemann, the intermolecular frequency of solids at
their melting points is given by

m 1/ 2)

where T, is the absolute melting temperature, and Vm the molar volume
at temperature 'r,.

Combining eqns. (1) and (2), we have an expression for isentropic

compressibility.

C IVm 3 )

KS Tm

This simple relationship has long been known (7). Figure I indicates
this relationship for various molten salts. As can be seen fi im Figure
1, this relationship is not satisfactory at all, though it is said that

the relationship holds approximately for liquids at or near their melt-
ing points (7). Incidentall y, on the basis of the relationship in Fig-
ure I, molten salts can be divided into some groups. For eampe,
alkali halides lie on their own straight line. THie need sr this cli-
sill ation can be attributed to the types of intormolecuI r farce, pres-
ent within these molten salts.

Since Lindemann's melting formula is inadequ.te, e n. 1) would, as
a result, also seem to he inadequate. The average frequency of inter-
molecular vibration of liquids at their melting points is r1c1soncib]V
given bv Lindemann's formuli as modil led by the authors (8-1(,). The

modified lindemain's formula is

=/

where is the surface tension of a liquid at its meltinc point. (I'he

value of (&, is approximatelv h.8 - 10 " 1 for pure liquid metals h).
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Combining eqns.(1) and (4), we have a simple expression for the
isentropic compressibility of a liquid at its melting point.

= c v l (5)
KS = y

Figure 2 shows this relationship. As is clear from Figure 2, eqn.(5)
provides good results for various molten salts with a slope of 6.0 10

- IC

(molI
/
3) as the constant of proportionality between isentropic compres-

sibility and the grouping (Vml/3/).

It may be expected that the compressibility of molten salts is
roughly given as a function of the reciprocal of surface tension, since
molten salts have similar values of VmlY. Figure 3 indicates a correla-
tion between the isentropic compressibility and the reciprocal of sur-
face tension of molten salts at their melting points. As can be seen,
the expected correlation is roughly true for molten salts.

The isothermal compressibility KT can easily be calculated using the
well-known thermodynamic relationship (17)

T )<S(6)

where Cp and Cv are heat capacities :t constant pressure and constant
volume, respectively. As exhibited in Figures 4 and 5, the values of
C /Cv are approximatcly equal to 1.45 for all. molten salts at or near
their melting points. (The values of Cp/C, are about equal to 1.15 for
all liquid metals (17,18).)

Substituting eqn. (5) into eqn. (6), we have an expression for the
isothermal compressibility of molten salts at their melting points.

= CpVm1/ ". 8.7 1 , (in S1 units) (7)
KT (in

or

CTf - 8.7 × 10-lVm 1/3 (8)

According to Cahn-Hilliard theory based on a statistical fluctua-

tion in number density, the product of the isothermal compressibilitv
and surface tension of a liquid near its triple point is expressed as
(10-13)

T Y 7 -10- L (9)

where L is the surface (interface) thickness.

An analogous expression to eqn. (9) has been proposed on the basis
of a hard-sphere model, and is given by (10-12)
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a(2- 3n+ 
3 )

T 4(1 + 2,1)2 (10)

where a is an effective molecular diameter, and - the Dackina fraction.
Near the triple point, with ' taken as 0.45 (it would appear that the

value of n fur liquids is roughly equal to 0.45 over a wide range of

temperature (19-21), eqn. (10) yields approximately

KTY 5 l0-
2
a (l)

Eqn.(8) by the authors is similar to independently derived relations,
eqns.(9) and (11).

From eqns.(8), (9), and (11), we have simple expressions for L and
a, respectively.

L 1.2 I l0-
8
Vml

/ 3  
(12)

a I .7 - l0-
8
Vm 1/3 (13)

Using these equations, the surface thickness and the effective molecular

diameter can be evaluated from the molar volume, which can be measured
experimentally.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Simple equations for the isentropic and isothermal compressi-
bilities of molten salts at their melting points have been derived by
combining Einstein's formula and a modified Lindemann's melting formula

by the authors. These equations are similar to the relations derived

from dissimilar routes.

(2) The surface thickness and the effective molecular diameter of
molten salts can be evaluated from the molar volume obtained experimen-

tally.
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Figure 1. The isentropic compressibilities of molten salts at
their melting points as a function of (Vm/Tm).
Identification numbers are:
1. LiF 2. NaF 3. KF 4. LiC. 5. NaC, 6. KC, 7. CsC.
8. Nal 9. KI 10. LiBr 11. NaBr 12. KBr 13. CsBr
14. >lgC 2  15. MgBr 2  16. MgI 2  17. CaC, 2  18. CaBr:
19. Cal 2  20. SrC;2  21. SrBr- 22. SrI; 23. BaC;
24. BaBr 2  25. Bal 2  26. ZnC; 2  27. Znl_ 28. CdC"'
29. CdBr 2  30. CdI 2  31. HgC 2 32. HgBr 2  33. Hg
34. PbC 2  35. LiNO 3  36. NaNO 3  37. KNO-, 38. A5 NO 3
Open circles represent alkali halides in Figures I to 5. !)ta,
except for those for MgC, 2 , are taken from lanz ((;. J. Janz,
Molten salts handbook, 252 (1967), Academic Press, New York).
Data for MgC;2 from Ejima and Ogasawara (T. Ejima and '. O(asawara,
J. Japan Inst. Metals, 41, 778 (1977)).
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Figure 2. The isentropic compressibilities Ot molten salts at
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in Figure 1.
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THERMODYNAMIC PREDICTION OF SULFIDE CAPACITIES
IN Na 2 0-SiO2 MELTS

R. G. Reddy, M1. Blander,' and B. Chen
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Reno, Nevada 89557-0047
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Chemical Technology Division/
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ABSTRACT

Sulfide capacities of Na 2 0-SiO 2 melts at 1473 and 1623 K were calcu-
lated a priori from a model using free energies of formation of Na 2 S
and Na 2 0 and the activities of Na 2 0 in the binary Na 2 O-SiO 2 melts.
Our calculations are in excellent agreement with available experimen-
tal data and appear to be more more accurate than currently used
empirical predictions of sulfide capacities, based on correlations with
optical basicities using Pauling electronegativities.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, in industrial steelmaking, there has been increasing interest in treat-
ing hot metal with soda ash because it provides the possibility of removing sulfur
and phosphorus from hot metal simultaneously. More attention has been paid to
desulfurization than to dephosphorization. Sulfide capacities (which are a mea-
sure of the ability of a slag to remove sulfur from metal) of Na 2 0-SiO 2 melts were
experimentally determined by several investigators.(1-10) Comparison of the ex-
perimental data showed poor agreement among the various investigators, and also
data are available only in a limited range of slag composition and temperature.
A number of empirical correlations have been proposed between sulfide capacity
and the basicity of slags. Very recently, we showed that sulfide capacities can
be calculated a priori, based on a simple solution model and on a knowledge of
the chemical and solution properties of sulfides and oxides. (11,12) Predictions of
sulfide capacities, based on empirical correlations with basicity or optical basicity
are far less accurate than those deduced from our method. In this paper, we

present calculations of sulfide capacities of Na 2 0-SiO 2 melts at the temperatures
1473 and 1623 K.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The sulfide equilibrium reaction can be written as

Na 2o() 1/2S2 (g) T Na2S() - 1/202(g) (1)

The equilibrium constant for reaction (1) is given by

-- , ./2 (2)

a PSJ / aNa.,O

Fincham and Richardson (13) defined the sulfide capacity, CS , in terms of mea-
surable quantities

Cs =- (wt'S)(Th2 (3)

Combining equations (2) and (3), the following relation can be obtained

Cs = KN,- a.No (wt-S) (4)
aNa2S

Equation (4) can be used to calculate Cs with the knowledge of K,,a a.,ao, and
a method of obtaining the relation between a'a 2 s and (wt S). The method of
obtaining this relationship and calculating Cs has been fully discussed. (11. 12)

For basic melts in the composition range 0 < Xsio, < 0.33SiO 2 in the Na 2 0-
SiO 2 binary system, the solution is considered to be a terna-y mixture of Na 20.
Na 4 SiO 4 , and Na 2 S. The equation for Cs can then be written as

Cs = 100. Ws • KNa" aNa (0 2X o (5)

where W is the average molecular weight of the solution and where W, is the
molecular weight of the compound i.

For the composition range 0.33 < Xsjo, < 0.5 SiO 2 in the Na 2 0-SiO 2 system.
the solution is a mixture of sulfide anions with silicate polymer anions. Using
polymer solution theory. we obtain an equatiop for Cs written as

CS = 100 - KW aN , K- -_X i a2 S ()

where 0s is the volume fraction of S2- sites defined here as 4Ps - ns, sn-

is the number of monomer sulfide sites and nsi is the number of polymer sites.

The relationship between Vs and aN02 S was obtained from the adaptation of
Flory's approximation for polymer-monomer mixtures to silicate melts. (14) One
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tenmperatuire and for X.%,,() 00.9, the sulfide capaiicity inicreases with an increas~e
inl temperature. However. the( effect of tem~perat ure onl sulfidle capacity is not very
large. This observation can be explainedI by considering two independlent factors.
K-,-, and~ av,,,. At hiighier concent rations (i.e.. aN.i 1). the equi libriuimi con-
stant, K,-,, governs the temperature dependence of the sulfide Capacity; whereas.
at low concenitrations oif No,,0 inI 'Na,0-SO i0c mets, the differenices of the actI ivjtv,
of Na 2O p re(loinin ate ly control theI( ten l, rot I ore decpcerolen ce of Sulfide ca pac It ieS
(i.e., the activity of No 0 in creases wit I I an in cre ase in temlperature).

A cotlilarisoii of thiese sulfide capacities with the sulfide capacities of other
binary sy .stemis, which were calculatedI in our previous pulicat ions, (11.12) i
presenited in Table HI. Although these cannot ho compihared directly becaulse of
temperature differences, it is clear that the( sulide capacities of hypothetical puire
Molten 'Na2 0 is1 hig~her thtan all thre other oxides. However, for a conmposit ion
of Xs4io, > 0.33, the sulfidle Capacities are higher than those in t]-e (?aO-Si0 2
and MgO-SiO2 , systemns andI lower thtan ill()-( in the M110-SiO 2 and FeO-Si102
Systenms. With aii increcase in the S 102 concent rat ion. the sullfide capacit ic of
-Na .r-SiO2 solutionIs 'leCrease very significantly because of The very large decrease
ill the activities Of Na 2 0.

From our results, it is clear that sulfidle capacities of slags are directly ri-!at-!
to two independent cqiant it ies, (1) thle equihibritini constant, K- a. and (2) the
activity of Na, 0. This leads to the conclusion that sulfide capacities Cannot IOe
empi~irically correlated using a single paramecter. Such as basicity. but ineeds to
be predictedI in a mocre fuitidamental manner. uin~ig known t lierrnodynatuic d!ata
arid data nit solutions. This point can be illustrated by a compamrison of the

abalale data arid our prelictedl sulfide capacities Of N\a2 O-SiO2 , wvith those hal '
otl emipirical conlcep)ts of' optical h)asicity proposedi lvy Sosinsky and Sorrnirerville.
(22) These are given at 1623 andl 1473 Ki in Figures la andl lb. As Coarl )e een

from the figures. empirical optical basicity vausdiffer sie'nlifial icT1 1f
experimental dat a and front our rutsat t lie Conliposit ions arid tera1perat1ares
c ontsi dered.

C( ) NC LUS I0)N.:

The miethod we piropose for calcullating, Cg ill slags a priori is shownl to be'
iii very good agreemeont with available exper iimental dtrta. The sul1fideV capacitie's

Of N12 0-Si0 2 Melts are directly proport ional to two independent factors (a) the
equilibrium constant tKanard (b) thle activity oif Na 2 0, arid cannot be eini ically
correlatedI withI aiiy Single paramnefer, such as hasicit v
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Table 1. Free Energy of Formation of Na 2 S and -Na2 O

1473 K 1623 K

.Na2 S -49,195 -31.137

Na 2 O0 -41,913 -33,257

A G' (reaction (1)) -7.282 -0.609

K~a12.03 7.76



TableI 11. Sulfi'l (7 Veitivs of Biim~ry Silicate

Systemn MlcY Percent Basic Oxide
100) 50 50 ((expt)

1923 1K

Ca0-SiB 2  0.476 1.4,5x10O 2.01lxl0 '(10.20)

.\11O-SiO 2  0.146 4.2l 103 3.3rxio '(IS)
FeB-SiB 2  S. C 3x1 I2 7.52x10
NW)B-Si0 2  1.4I Ixilo 2 G)wx10 6 5\10 ) 21)
MgS (solidl)

17973 1K

CaB-SiB, 0.290 4. , lo 10 7 i.1,0 -17.19.20)
N\Iln-siB2  7,.91 10 2 2.35xo10 21) 31 io ; I)
FCB-SiB 2  4.56-.10 -

2  3.73x1(1 3 .5x10 l( 15)

(51.67 i!
MgB-'-SiB 2  7 .7 Gx10 ' 4-02-,io
NMgS (Solid)

1023 K

Na12 0-SiO2  401 ().52\10-1  3.C9SXlo 116I)

1173 K

Na2 O-SiO 2 622 3.SlxO3. l (9)
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X-RAY STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF
MOLTEN KF-KX(X=Cl,Br, AND I) SYSTEMS

Yoshihiro OKAMOTO, Kazuo IGARASHI, and Junichi MOCHINAGA

Department of Synthetic Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering
Chiba University, Chiba-shi 260, Japan

ABSTRACT

The structures of molten KF-KX(X=CI, Br, and I)
systems with the common cation were investigated by
an X-ray diffraction method and the short range
structures obtained were compared with those found
in the pure melts and the molten alkali halide
mixtures with the common anion. The nearest neigh-
bor configurations of the unlike ion pairs were
similar to those in the pure melts. On the other
hand, the nearest distances between like ions changed
by mixing, as well as the systems with the common
anion.

1.INTRODUCTION

In recent years, molten alkali halide mixtures have
been proposed for use as heat transfer medium and as elec-
trolyte in molten salt batteries. The structure of the
melt is important information. However, although there
have been many studies on the structures of the pure melts,
only a few studies on the structures of the mixture melts
have been carried out. Therefore, there are few data to
discuss the properties of the melts based on microscopic
observation.

Okada et al.(1) investigated the structure of molten
LiCI-KCl(eutectic composition) system by the X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis with the aid of molecular dynamics simula-
tion. According to the report, the nearest neighbor dis-
tances of the unlike ion pairs such as Li -Cl and K -CI -

were almost the same as those in the pure melts. On the
other hand, the nearest distances of the like ion pairs
such as K + -K+ and Cl--CI- etc. changed by mixing. Recent-
ly, Igarashi et al.(2)(3) investigated the structures of
molten LiF-NaF(3:2), LiF-KF(l:l), and LiF-KF-NaF(eutectic
composition), called FLINAK, systems by the X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis and obtained ' similar conclusion. They
were all the mixtures with the common anion. The similar
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results can also be expected in the mixtures: with the
common cation.

In this work, we chose molten KF-IKX(X=Cl,Br, and I)
systems, which contain K+ ion as the common cation. The
mole ratios were i:l for KF-KCI and KF-KBr systems, and 1:2
for KF-KI system, which were close to each eutectic compo-
sition.

2. EXPERIMEN FAL

Chemicals KF, KCI, KBr, and KI were of analytical
reagent grade and were dried at 400 °C under reduced pres-
sure for 10 hours. They were weighed to the prescribed
composition in an atmosphere of dried N2 gas, and in a
platinum crucible. Experimental temperatures were 660 °C
for KF-KCI system, 700 °C for KF-KBr systen., and 600 OC for
KF-KI system.

Prior to the measurement, the moisture was removed
thoroughly from the air-ticht sample chamber. The measure-
ment was carried out in an atmosphere of dry He gas. The
temperature was controlled to maximum error of 10 °C. X-
ray scattering intensity was measured on a diffractometer
having O-6 type parafocusing reflection :eometrv usingMouKx
beam. Scattering beam was monochromatized with a curved
graphite crystal. Intensity data were collected over the
range of scattering angle 30 to 540 for KF-KCI and K-KBr
systems, and 40 to 45 for KF-KI system, respectively.
These values correspond to 14.3 and 12.5 as the maximum>
value defined by the following equation.

S = 4r sin /A,

where 26 is the scattering angle, and 2 is the wavelength.
The corrections for background, polarization, absorp-

tion, and Compton radiation were applied to the observed
data by usual methods(5). Corrected data were scaled to
the independent scattering factor for stoichiometric unit
by the combined use of the imh angle region method and
Krogh-Moe-Norman method. 1he reduced intensity function
Si(S) and the correlation function ;(r) were 'alculatel by
the following equaticns.

G) . S) S) dS

S i(S ) q[Io'(S)/ 2 ) i.

and



where Po is the number of stoichiometric unit per A- , Km
the effective electron number in the atom m, f the inde-
pendent scattering intensity, I.e(S) the total coherent
intensity, and Smax the maximum value of S reached in the
experiment.

Parameters used in the calculations are listed in fable
I.

3. RESULTS

(1)KF-KCI(I:l) system

Si(S) and G(r) curves for molten KF-KCI(l:l) system at
660 0C are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a), respectively.
G(r) has the peaks at r=3.10, 3.70, and 4.05 A, and the
shoulder at near 2.60 A.

Zarzycki(6) investigated the structure of the pure KF
melt and reported that the nearest neighbor distance of K+-
F- interaction was 2.65 A. Takagi et al.(7) reported that
the nearest neighbor distance of K+ -C- interaction was
3.05 A in the pure KCI melt. From those results, the
shoulder at near 2.60 A and the peak at 3.10 A seem to
correspond to the nearest K +-F and K +-C - interactions,
respectively. The peaks at 3.70 and 4.05 A seem to due to
the interactions of the like ion pairs such as K + -K + and
Cl--CY-. In order to separate and determine those contri-
butions, the following equation pro osed by Narten et
al,(8) was applied to the observed Si(S) curve beyond S=2.0
A

Si(S) fN(S)] fS)f(S) cxp (- ,,') sinl

where Nik represents the number of interaction between
ions i and k, bik the temperature factor, and rik the
average distance *etween ions i and k.

Structural parameters were obtained by the least
squares method. Those are listed in Table 2. The neareast
distances of K+ -F and K+ -Cl- interactions were 2.62 and
3.13 A, and these values were almost the same as those in
the pure melts. On the other hand, the nearest distances
of K -K + and Cl--Cl- interactions were 4.02 and 3.k9 A, and
these values were shorter than those in the pure melts.

The calculated Si(S) curve is shown in Fig. -(a).

(2)KF-KBr(I:I) system



Si(S) and G(r) curves for molten KF-KBr(1:l) system at
700 °C are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), respectively.
G(r) has the peak at 3.25 A, and the shoulders at near 2.70
and 4.15 A.

The shoulder at 2.70 A seems to correspond to the
nearest K+-F - interaction. According to the study on the
structure of the pure KBr melt by Ohno et al .(9), the
nearest distance of K+-Br - interaction was 3.18 A in the
G(r). The peak at 3.25 A seems to correspond to that
interaction. The shouldEr at near 4.15 A seems to due to
the interactions of the like ion pairs.

As well as the foregoing system, the least squares
fitting 1was applied to the observed Si(S) curve beyond
S-2.0 A - , and the structural parameters were obtained.
Those are listed in Table 3. rhe nearest distances of K + -

F and K-8r interactions were in good agreement with
those in the pure melts, while those of K +_ K+ and Br--Br-
interactions were 4.12 and 4.23 A , ind these values were
shorter than those in the pure melts.

The calculated Si(S) curve is shown in Fig. 1(b).

(3)KF-KI(1:2) system

Si(S) and G(r) curves for molten KF-KI(I:2) system at
600 °C are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c), respectively.
G(r) has the peak at 3.55 A, and the shoulders at 2.o5 A and
near 4.70 A.

The shoulder at 2.65 A seems to correspord to the
nearest K +-F interaction. The peak at 1.55 A seems to
correspond to K+-I - interaction. The distance of this
interaction reported by Antonov(10) was 3.52 A. The shoul-
der at near 4.70 A seems to due to the interactions of the
like ion pairs.

The curve fitting for the observed Si(S) as well as
the foregoing two systems was carried out. In the calcula-
tion, the contribution of K +_ K+ interaction to the total
intensity was so small that it was neglected and only l--l-
interaction was considered as the interaction of the like
ion pair. The structural parameters obtained are listed in
Table 4. The nearest distances of the unlike ion pairs
were almost the same as those in the pure melts, while that
of 1--I- interaction was 4.64 A. This value was slightly
shorter than that in the pure melt.

The calculated Si(S) curve is shown in Fig. 1(-).

4.DISCUSSION

Some experimental studies on the structures have been
performed for alkali halide pure and mixture melts, and are
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listed in Table 5. The nearest neighbor distances of K+-X -

(X=F, Cl, Br, and I) interactions obtained were found to be
almost the same as those in the pure melts and the mixture
melts with the common anion such as LiCI-KCl and LiF-KF
systems. The distances of the like icn pairs were found to
be ijihtly Thrtr than those in the pure melts. These
results show that the conclusion reported for the mixture
melt of alkali chlorides by Okada et al. and for the mix-
ture melts of alkali fluorides by Igarashi et al. applied
well to the present systems. The nearest neighbor struc-
ture of the unlike ion pair unchanged by mixing, while the
nearest distance of the like ion pair changed.

Moreover influenceoi temperature should be consid-
ered in connection with the results in this work, because
the experimental temperature in each system is considerably
lower than the melting point of the constituent salt. As
shown in Fable 5, it seems that the nearest neighbor struc-
tures between unlike ions were not appreciably influenced
by the temperature, while the nearest distances between
like ions obviously became shortened with a decrease of
temperature. Molar volume of the melt is relatively sensi-
tive to the structure, and generally .',, r, : < as tempera-
ture '!Is;. The decrease of the second interionic dis-
tance seems to be occurred with the decrease of the :nolar
volume.

5.CONCLUSION

(1)In the mixture melts with the common cation, as well as
the melts with the common anion the nearest neighbor struc-
tures between unlike ions were similar to those in the pure
melts.

(2)The nearest distances between like ionswere slightly
shorter than those in the pure melts. [his fact is asso-
ciated closely with the temperature, and irAV!s the
decrease of the molar volume.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF MOLTEN CaCl 2 -KCl SYSTEM

Kazuo IGARASHI, Yoshihiro OKAMOTO, and
Juni;hi MOCHINAGA
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Chiba University, Chiba-shi, Chiba 260, Japan

ABSTRACT

Structure of molten CaCI -KCl mixtures with the
compositions of 1:1, 1:2, ani 1:3 as mole ratio of
CaCl 2 to KCI was investigated by the radial distribu-
tion function based on X-ray diffraction intensities
and was analyzed by the correlaton method. +-The
nearest neighbor distances of Ca -C- and K -CI
pairs in the three melts were 2.76-2.78 and 3.08 A,
rpspectively. The first coordination number of the
K -C1 pair was ca. 4 in the three mixtures. On the
ot $r hand, the coordination number of the nearest
Ca -Cl pair increased from 5.5 for the 1:1 melt to
5.8 for the 1:3 melt. Similarly, a slight increase
of the nearest Cl -C1 disti~ce was observed. These
results suggest that the Ca ions surrounded octahe-
drally by the Cl ions increase with increasing KCI
concentration.

INTRODUCTION

A number of physicochemical properties on molten CaCl-
KCI system have been investigated[l-13], but a concordant
conclusion on the structure of the melt has not yet obtain-
ed from their studies. Emnns et al.[l-4] have suggested
the 2xistence of the complex species such as CaCl- and
CaCl ions in the melt. On the other hand, Grjot~eim et
al.[-8] have considered that the molten CaCl -KCI system
does not deviate significantly from random cation mixture.
A similar conclusion has also been reported by Ejima et
al.[9,10].

Brooker[14] hia studied the structure of molten
CaCI2 -CsCl(l:2) system by Raman spectroscopy and reported
the existence of tetrahedrally shaped species.

0 Raman spectrum for molten CaCI -KCI(l:2) mixture at
600 C has been measured by Umesaki[l1! in which the Raman
bands have been observed at 110-300 cm . He has suggested
that these bands observed are attributable to ., octahedral
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complex species formed in the melt.
In the previous study[16], we analyzed by an X-ray

diffraction method the structure of the (CaCl ) - (NaCl) lx
melts with the compositions of X=2/3, 1/2, 1A 1/3. In
these moltg mixtures, the ccordination number of Cl- ions
around a Ca ion was found to be about six.

In the present paper, the structures of molten CaCl -

KCI(mole ratios 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3) mixtures were investi-
gated by the X-ray diffraction analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL

CaCI2 and KCI of analytical reagent grade were used
and dried by heating under reduced pressure for 7-8 hours.
Prescribed amounts of CaCl and KC1 were weighed in a dry
box and melted in a fuseA silica (.ucible under argon
atmosphere at temperature above melting point according to
the phase diagram[17]. After mixing for 10 min., the melts
were quenched to prevent the segregation.

X-ray scattering intensities were measured by an X-ray
diffractometer having a parafocusing reflection geometry,
with a curved graphite monochromator6  Ths observable
ranges of tge scattering angle were 3 f0550 for the 1:1
mixture and 3 -eG48 for the others, corresponding to the
ranges from 0.93 to 13.5(13.0)A- in S(S=47rsine/A) for MoK.
radiation(A=0.7107 A). The measurements were made by using
a step-scanning technique w~th fixed count. The expegimen-
tal temperatures were 7g5 C for the 1:1 melt, 750 C for
the 1:2 melt, and 650 C for the 1:3 melt and were main-
tained within maximum error 8 0 C by a temperature con-
trolled device.

The experimental intensity data were corrected for
background, polarization absorption, and Compton radiation
by the usual methods[18j and were normalized to the inde-
pendent scattering factor for the stoichiometric unit using
both the Krogh-Moe-Norman[19,20] and high angle region
methods. The radial distribution function D(r), average
correlation function G(r), and intensity function i(S) are
given by the following expressions,

D(K=n~ ( R)2 -4- > S i(S) i n (r.9 dS,

G(r) 1 > (K-)2/ 2n(zir K, S-i(,S sin (rS) dS,

I,

where Po is the average electron density, R the effective
electron number in the atom m, fm(S) the independent atomic
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scattering intensity, and ICh(S) the total coherent inten-
sity. The densities of e Yhese melts jere 8aken from
Lillebuen's density data[21]; 1.793 g cm (785 C) for the
1:1 melt, 1.725(750) for the 1:2 melt, and 1.726(650) for
the 1:3 melt.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reduced intensity curves S.i(S) are shown in Fig. 1
together with those of molten KCI[22] and CaCl 2 [16]. A
slight shift to the lower angle side and a faster decay of
amplitude of the S.i(S) curves occurred with increasing KCl
concentration. The small peak at about 3 A found in the
KCI melt have appeared as the shoulder at almost the same
position in the S.i(S) curves of the mixtures.

Figure 2 shows D(r) curves and functions D(r)/r ob-
tained by Fourier transformation of the reduced intensities
S.i(S). The G(r) -urves are shown in Fig. 3 together with
those of molten KCi and CaCl 2 as well as S.i(S) curves.
The first peaks in G(r) for the mixtures changed to a
slightly longer position with increase of KCI concentra-
tion. And their peak heights became progressively lower.

(1) 1:1 system
The first and second peaks in G(r) as shown in Fig.

3(b) were observed at r=2.85 and 3.55 A, respectively. It
seems that t first peat at 2.85 A contains contributions
from both Ca -Cl and K -C1 pairs. Analysis of the first
peak of D(r) for pure melt gives the nearest neighbor
distance and coordination number of unlike ion pair. How-
ever, in a multi-component system with the similar nearest
neighbor distances of unlike ion pairs it is difficult to
separate these correlations from the analysis of D(r). In
order to determine these correlations quantitatively the
correlation method based on Debye equation was applied to
the observed S.i(S) curve. It has been known[23,24] that
in molten binary systems, the nearest neighbor distances
and coordination numbers of unlike ion pairs are little
affected by mixing. We, thus, set initial values in this
calculation on the basis of the short range structure of
molten CaCl [16,25,26] and KCI[22,27-29],+ The cilculation
was performid for the correlations of Ca -Cl , K -C1 , and
C1 -Cl 2firs using the range of the observed S.i(S) beyond
S=3.5 A because other correlations have little contribu-
tions in this region of S. The structural parameters were
determined by the least squares fit and were shown in Table
1. The fit between the calculated values and observed ones
was evaluated by R factor, which was 0.33 in this calcula-
tion. Comparison of the calculated S.i(S) with the ob-
served one is shown in Fig. 4(a).
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+The nearest neighbor distanc2+and coordination number
of K -CI pair and the nearest Ca -CI distance in the 1:1
melt were found to be almost equal to those in pure KCl 2d
CaCI melts. But the first coordination number of Ca -
CI fair seems to be slightly larger than that of the pure
melt. The second peak position in G(r) i3 considerably
shorter than the analyzed distance of the CI--CI pair.
This is so iiecause the second peak has contributions from th,
unl ike ion pairs. A sinai tal I between the first and second
peaks suggests this.

(2) 1:2 system
The first and second peaks in G(r) as seen in Fig.

3(c) are observed at 2.90 and 3.60 A, respectively. These
are slightly longer than those in the 1:1 system.

The three correlations as well as the 1:1 mixture were
analyzed hv the same method. The structural parameters
obtained were listed in Table 2. The R value in this calcu-
lation was 0.28. The comparison of the observed S.i(S)
with calculated one is hown in Fig. 4(b)

Surroundings of K ions in the 1:2 melt were the same
as those in2 $he 1:1 melt. But the first coordination
number of Ca -Cl pair tends to increase with increasing
KCI concentration.

Emons et al.[l-41 have suggested from studie§ of the
physical properties that species such as CaCI4  anion
exists predominantly in the melt of this composition.
Brooker[14] has studied the structure of molten CaCI -
CsCI(I:2) system by Raman spectroscopy and reported te
existence of tetrahedrally shaped species. The result was
expected the formation of similar species in the molten
CaCl -KCl(l:2) mixture. If the complex anion as was ex-
pe $id exists in the melt, the number of Cl ions around a
Ca ion is four and the secondpeak corresponding to the
contribution of the nearest Cl -Cl pair is predicted to
appear to the position at r=4.5 A from the distance ratio
of the tetrahedral arrangement. However, the assumed re-
sult differs from the measured one. This means that

very few of tetrahedral complex species are formed in
this melt. Our result suggests the existence of octahed-
rally shaped species rather than tetrahedral species

as reported by Umesaki[15].

(3) 1:3 system
As seen in Fig. 3(d), G(r) has the first peaks at 2.95

A and broad second peak at about 3.95 A. The short range
structure of this melt was analyzed the same way. The
structural parameters determined are shown in Table 3. The
R value was 0.28 in this calculation. The comparison of
the observed S.i(S) with calculated one is shown in Fig.
4(c). The result has revealed that the surroundings of the
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K+ ions did not change with the incrEase of KCl ,mccntrs-
tion, but the surroundings of Ca ions became mr.
octahedral.
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Table I Structural parameters of molten CaCl; K(I

(1:1) system at 785"C

i -j r ,. r ,, A r °" •

C C- 5 5 2. 7 7 0. 24

K' -CI- 3. 9 3.08 0 . 35
CI1- Cl- 6. 8 3. 8 0 0. 4 1;

idb'e 2 Structural Parameters of molten CaCli K(I

(1:2) system at 7;(0C

n ,r , j r A r

('a' t 5 . f 2 . 7 t, (). 2 3

K' CI - . 9 "3. 08 0. 3 3

CI Cl- 7. 4 3. 79 0. 48
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Table 3 Structural parameters of molten Ca('12 -KCIl

(1:1) system at 050*C

i- n jl r , 'Ar 3 '

Ca'- C 1 5. 8 2. 7 8 0. 2 4
K- CI 4. 0 3. 0 8 . 3

Cl - Cl 8. 1 3. 8 5 . 0

0b

0

40

0 / 4 1

Fig. 1 Reduced intensty curves S.i(S) of molten
CaC 2 (16), CaCl 2 -KC1 mixtures, and KCI(22).

a; CaCI., b; 1:1, c; 1:2, d; 1:3, e; KCI.
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AB INITIO MOLECULAR ORBITAL INVESTIGATION OF THE

STRUCTURE OF A12F7 and AI 2CI 7

Larry A. Curtiss
Chemical Technology Division/

Materials Science and Technology Program
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

The structures of A12 F7 and A12 CI have been investigated using ab
initio molecular orbital theory including the effects of polarization
functions in the basis sets. The A12 F7 ion is found to have a linear
or nearly linear Al-F-Al bridge while AI2 CI is found to have a bent
Al-Cl-Al bridge with a significant barrier to inversion (4 kcal/mol).
Structures with two and three halogen atoms in the bridge were also
investigated and found to be less stable than the structures with one
halogen atom in the bridge.

INTRODUCTION
The existence of the A12 Cl- ion in chloroaluminate melts has been investi-

gated both experimentally (1-5) and theoretically (6). From Raman spectroscopic
studies (1-3) it has been concluded that A12 CI7 consists of two AIC14 tetrahe-
dra sharing one corner. Infrared studies (4) have indicated that Li+ stabilizes a
bent Al-Cl-Al bridge while a linear (or slightly bent bridge) is preferred with the
larger alkali cations. In solids containing A12 CI7, the bent bridge is preferred (7).
A theoretical study (6) using the semiempirical MNDO method has found the
isolated Al 2 Cl- ion to have an Al-Cl-Al bridging angle of 1250. Introduction of
counterions about the anion in the calculations led to little change in the bridging
angle. No spectroscopic evidence has been reported for the existence of A12F 7

in fluoride melts as AlF 4 has been found to be in equilibrium with octahedrally
coordinated AlF3 -

.

In the work reported in this paper we have used ab initio molecular orbital
theory to investigate the structure of the A12 F7 and Al2 Cl ions. A previous ab

initio study (8) on a series of AX' - anions (A = Be, B, Mg, Al; X = F, Cl)
has given a good account of the structural and vibrational properties of these
ionic species. We have considered configurations with the AX 4 tetrahedra having
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corner, edge, and face bridging, i.e., of the type AI-X-AI, AI-X 2-AI, and AI-X 3 -A,

respectively. The purpose of this work was to determine at a first principles level

whether the Al-Cl-Al bridge in Al 2 CI- is linear or bent in the absence of any

counterions and the relative energies of the different bridging configurations. The

A12 F 7 anion was included in this study to determine the effects of the smaller

anion size on the bridge structure. Comparison is made with the results of the

MNDO calculations and the spectroscopic studies on the structure of the bridge

in AI 2 C 7 .

THEORETICAL METHODS

All of the calculations were done at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of calculation

(9). Three basis sets were used. They are the minimal STO-3G basis set (10),

the split-valence 3-21G basis (11), and the polarized split-valence 6-31G* basis

set (12). The geometries of the AI2 F 7 and AI 2 CI- anions were optimized at the
STO-3G and 3-21G basis set levels. The more accurate 6-31G* basis set was
used to calculate the energies of the 3-21G equilibrium structures (referred to

a HF/6-31G*//HF/3-21G). The STO-3G and 3-21G basis sets have previously

given reasonable structures for other aluminum halide anions and neutral metal
halide complexes (8,13).

The structures for A1 2F 7 and AlzC17 are illustrated in Fig. 1. Five corner

bridged A1 2X 7 structures, 1 , were optimized: (a) a D3d structure with a linear

AI-X-AI bridge and a staggered arrangement of the terminal -AIX 3 groups, (b)
a D3h structure with a linear AI-X-Al bridge and an eclipsed arrangement of

the terminal -AIX 3 groups, (c) a C. structure with a bent AI-X-AI bridge and
a "staggered" arrangement of -AIX 3 groups, (d) a C2 , structure with a bent AI-

X-Al bridge and an "eclipsed" arrangement of the -AIX 3 group, and (e) a C 2

structure obtained from the Cz structure by rotation of the -AIX 3 groups about

the A1-Xbr axes (Xb, = bridging X atom) in opposite directions. An edge-bridged
structure having a C, configuration [Fig. 1, 2(C,)j and a face-bridged structure

having a C2 , configuration [Fig. 1, 3(C 2 ,)! were also geometry optimized to assess

the energies of these other bridging possibilities relative to that in the structures
of type 1. All of the A12 X_ structures were fully optimized within the given

symmetry constraints with the exception that the angles between the X-AI-Xbr

planes were held fixed at 1200 for each of the terminal X3 AI- groups in the C,

C 2 , and C 2, structures. Relaxation of this constraint led to little change in the
energy when tested.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total energies of the STO-3G and 3-21G optimized structures of A12 F 7

and A12 CI are given in Table I. This table also contains 6-31G* energies at the
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3-21G geometries (HF/6-31G*//HF/3-21G). The relative energies of the different
structures are tabulated in Table II. Optimized geometries for the 1(D3d) and
1(C8 ) structures of A12Cl and the 1(D 3d) structure of Al 2 F 7 are given in Fig. 2.

We now discuss the results for the two anions.

AI 2 F . The calculations indicate that a linear or nearly linear Al-F-Al bridge is
favored for A12 F7. At the 3-21G level no minimum in the potential energy surface
was found for the nonlinear bridge structure l(C,). The geometrical parameters
of the equilibrium I(D3d) structure are given in Fig. 1. The eclipsed form 1(D3h)
is 0.4 kcal/mol less stable (see Table II, 6-31G*) indicating a small barrier to
rotation. The smaller basis set, STO-3G, gives a minimum for the nonlinear Al-
F-Al structure (Al-F-Al angle of 1580), but it is only 0.1 kcal/mol more stable
than the linear D3d structure. We also carried out 6-31G* calculations at the
STO-3G geometries (HF/6-31G*//HF/STO-3G). The results of these calculations
(not included in Table I) indicated that the nonlinear structure is favored by 0.2
kcal/mol when polarization functions are included in the calculation. Hence, the
6-31G* results, which are expected to be the most reliable, suggest that corner-
bridged Al 2 F- has a nearly linear Al-F-Al bridge in the absence of any counterions.

The results in Table II also indicate that at the HF/6-31G*//HF/3-21G level
the Al 2 F- structures with two and three fluorines in the bridge are 12.7 and 29.1
kcal/mol less stable, respectively, than the configuration with a single fluorine
in the bridge. The energy differences are much less at the STO-3G and 3-21G
levels indicating that polarization functions are important in obtaining an accurate
description of the bridges.

A12Cl7. In contrast to A12F-, a nonlinear Al-Cl-Al bridge is favored for A12 C17
with a significant barrier to inversion. The STO-3G and 3-21G geometries of the
l(D3d) and l(C,) structures for A12 Cl7 are given in Fig. 2. The Al-Cl-Al angle
is 131.60 (3-21G) in the C, structure. The C 2, structure illustrated in Fig. 1
has a Al-Cl-Al bond angie of 137.80 and is 0.4 kcal/mol less stable (3-21G) than
the C, structure. We also considered an alternative C2, structure which has both
-AICI 3 groups rotated by 1800 from what is shown in Fig. 1. This configuration is
0.7 kcal/mol less stable (3-21G) than the C, structure. There is, in addition, the
possibility that AI2CI 7 may have a C2 structure derived from the 1(C 2,) structure
by rotation of the -AIC13 groups in opposite directions. Geometry optimization of
the C2 structure for A12Cl7 indicated that it was nearly equivalent in energy to
the C, structure (see Tables I and II). The Al-Cl-Al bond angle in the C 2 structure
is 132.40 (3-21G). The closeness in energy (0.4 kcal/mol at the 3-21G level) of the
C2U, C2 , and C, structures reflects the small barrier to internal rotation in the
AI 2 CI7 anion.

The HF/6-31G*//HF/3-21G barrier to inversion from the nonlinear to linear
bridged structure is about 4 kcal/mol if it is taken to be the difference between the
i(C.) and 1(D3d) structures. This is an estimated number as it was not possible to
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do the 6-31G* calculation on the C, structure of A12 CI7. The 4 kcal/mol value for
the inversion barrier is estimated from the 6-31G* energy of the 1(D3d) structure
relative to the I(C 2 .) structure (3.6 kcal/mol) (14) and the HF/3-21G//HF/3-21G
energy for the difference between the C, and C2, forms (0.4 kcal/mol). The barrier
to inversion is much smaller at the 3-21G level (1 kcal/mol). This indicates the
importance of the polarization functions, which are present in the 6-31G* basis,
to the description of the bridge.

The edge- and face-bridged structures of A12 CI7 are 40.2 and 47.1 kcal/mol
less stable than the corner-bridged structure at the 3-21G level. No further cal-
culations were done at the 6-31G* level because these structures were clearly less
stable than the corner-bridged structure.

The inversion barrier for structure 1 of 4 kcal/mol is close to the value of 5.2
kcal/mol found by Davis et al. (6) using the MNDO semiempirical method. The
two theoretical methods also find approximately the same Al-Cl-Al bond angle
for the free ion (1310 from the ab initio calculations and 124' from the MNDO
method). However, preliminary results (15) at the ab initio level indicate that
introduction of an alkali cation, which bridges the two -AICl3 groups, significantly
reduces the Al-Cl-Al angle (30'-40'), whereas the MNDO calculations indicate the
presence of such a cation has little effect on the angle (1'-2'). The results of both
sets of theoretical calculations disagree with the infrared study of IHvistendahl et
al. (5) who find a linear or nearly linear structure for A12 C17 in chloroaluminate
melts containing cations larger Li . If the predicted barrier is correct it is unlikely
that a linear-averaged structure would be observed.

Finally, we explore the reason for the different AI 2 F- and Al 2 Cl- structures.
In a classical picture, two of the factors determining whether the AI-X-AI bridge
is bent or linear are the Al-Al repulsion and the polarizability of the halide anion.
The longer Al-Al distance and larger anion polarizability in Al 2 Cl7 than in A12 F7
are consistent with the predictions here of a bent bridge in A12 CIT and a linear
bridge in Al 2F-. This picture is also consistent with the linear bridge found in
AI 2H7 (16-17) and the bent bridge found in AI2 Br7 (18).

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from this ab initio molecular orbital
study of the structure of the A12 F- and A12 C 7 anions.

1) The AI2 CI7 anion is predicted in the absence of any cations to have a bent
bridge with an Al-CI-Al angle of about 131and a barrier to inversion of 4 kcal/mol.
The Al-CI distance in the bridge is about 0.15 A longer than in the terminal -AIC13
groups. Three different bent bridge structures (C,, C2 , and C2 ), all related by
internal rotation, differ by less than 0.4 kcal/mol in energy.

2) The AI2F- anion is found to have a linear or nearly linear Al-F-Al bridge with
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at most a very small barrier to inversion (less than 0.2 kcal/mol). The preference

for a linear bridge in A12F7 is attributed to increased Al-Al repulsion and smaller

anion polarizability compared to that in Al 2 CI-.

3) The edge- and face-bridged structures (2 and 3) are predicted to be less stable

than the corner-bridged structures for both AI2 F 7 and A12 C17. For A12 CI7 they

are less stable by more than 40 kcal/mol. For A12 F7 the edge-bridged structure

is predicted to be about 13 kcal/mol less stable and the face-bridged structure 29

kcal/mol less stable
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Table I. Total Energiesa of A12 F 7 and Al 2 Ci7 Anions

HF/STO-3G// HF/3-21G// HF/6-31G'//
Anion Structure HF/STO-3G HF/3-21G HF/3-21G

A12F7 I (D3d) -1164.62264 -1174,25585 -1180.58495

1 (D3h) -1164.62212 - 1174.25510 -1180.58439
_(CI) -1164.62275 __ b

1 (C2,,) -1164.62213 __C

2 (CI) -1164.62512 -1174.24802 -1180.56466

3 (C 2 ,) -1164.63464 -1174.24758 -1180.53851

A12 C17 1 (D3d) -3660.81451 -3682.95323 -3700.82967

1 (D3h) -3660.81415 -3682.95293 --

1 (C.) -3660.81820 -3682.95481 --

_ (C 2 ) -3660.81716 2682.95410 -3700.83545

- (C2) - 3660.81824 -3682.95486 - -

2 (C-) -3660.78540 - 3 6 8 2 .8 9 0 6 6 d
3 (CUv) -3660.73074 -3682.87907 --

aIn atomic units (I a.u. 627.5 kcalf/mol). Structures illuntrated in Figs. I

and 2.

6C , D3d.

'Ch, D3h.

d3-21G energy at the STO-3G geometry (HF/3-21G//HF/STO-3G).
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Table II. Relative Energies' of AI 2 F+ and A12 C17 Anions

HF/STO-3G// HF/3-21G// HF/6-31G'/
Anion Structure HF/STO-3G HF/3-21G HF/3-21G

AI2 F- I (D3d) 0.1 0.0 0.0
1 (D 3h) 0.4 0.5 0.4

_ (C I) 0.0 b

I (C 2,' 0.4 .C -

_ (C,) -1.5 4.9 12.7
3 (C 2,) -7.5 5.2 29.1

A12CI+ 1 (D3d) 2.3 1.0 3.6
I (D 34) 2.5 1.2

(C,) 0.0 0.0 (-o. 4 )d

1 (C 2 V) 0.7 0.4 0.0
1(C 2 ) 0.0 0.0
2 (C,) 20.6 40.2 e

--

_ (C 2v) 54.9 47.5 --

'In kcal/mol. Calculated from total energies in Table I.

bC - D3d.

CC2 -- D3h.

dEstimated relative energy from 3-21G results for 1 (C,) and I (C 2,) structures.

'3-21G energy at the STO-3G geometry.
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Fig. 1 Structures of A12X 7 having corner (1), edge (2), and face (3) bridging.
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F 104.80 F

1.620 \ -4 N 15.9(1.652).,, J- F Al
,/,as " 1.689

F" '\ (1.731)F
F

Cl. 1o5.2 cI

2.88\ (104.7) o n

(:"2 2) "1i.,~,,,'x 2230 C- Al
Cl Cl2. 08 6AI 33 Al

cco

133.6

(131.6)

Cl2 Cl2  Cl4

r(AICII) r(AIC12 ) r(AICl3) r(AIC14 )

STO-3G 2.086 2.089 2.087 2.089
3-21G 2.199 2.203 2.200 2.203

< CIIAIC16 < C 2 AICIb < C13AIClb < CI4AICb

STO-3G 105.60 104.80 105.60 103.93

3-21G 105.10 104.30 105.20 103.30

Fig. 2 STO-3G and 3-21G optimized geometries for AI2 F [( 1 (D3d) structure]

and A12 C- [(D3d) and 1(C,) structures]. Bondlengths in angstroms and

bondangles in degrees (3-21G values in parentheses; values in the table

are for the C, structure).
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ABSTRACT

We give a short review of the progress done recently in the inter-
pretation of the structure of molten divalent cation chlorides and
of the stability of chloro complexes in molten salt mixtures.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years neutron scattering experiments from isotropically

enriched samples have yielded a large amount of structural informa-
tion on molten divalent cation chlorides, namely BaC 2 (1). SrC12
(2), ZnCI2 (3), CaCl 2 (4), MgCI2. and MnCl2 (5).

The experimental results show a close connection between the
structural properties in the melt and the behavior of these systems
in the hot solid phase, where a variety of interesting phenomena.
like fast ionic conduction or glass transition are observed.
Similar liquid structures are found for BaCI2 and SrCl2 . both
crystallizing in a fluorite type structure at high temperature.
Like other fluorite type materials, they undergo a transition to a
high conductivity phase (superionic) before melting. The increase
of conductivity is related to the high concentration of anionic
defects (6). The disorder of the anionic component and the crystal-
line order of the cations are reflected in the liquid in the high
degree of short range order for the metal ions in comparison with
the chlorine ions.

A very different structure is observed in liquid ZnCl2, whose
glass forming tendencies are well-known (7.8). MgCl2 and MnCl2 have
some similarities with the ZnCI2 structure. In the liquid phase one
observer a very well defined local structure of chlorines arranged
in a tetrahedral Locrdination around the zinc ion with a close
similarity to the local structure of the glass. The existence of
these tetrahedral units is confirmed by spectroscopic data (9).
Moreover, the addition of excess chlorine breaks the bridging of the
tetrahedral units and modes are observed related to the [ZnCI 4]

2 -

complexes (10).

Complexes are also found in some of the molten mixtures of
polyvalent cation halides and alkali halides upon addition of alkali
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halide. The experiments (11) and computer simulation (12) show for
instance for mixtures of AIC13 and alkali halides the existence of
complexes in which halogen ions are coordinated in a tetrahedral
configuration around the polyvalent cation. There are, however, a
number of systems like CaCl 2 -2LiCl , where complexes are not re-
vealed at all. In CaC12-2KC1 coexistence of sixfold and fourfold
coordinated configurations around the calcium ions is observed (13).

For a liquid dichloride a first interpretation of the differ-
ence of the structural properties can be obtained just looking at
the classification scheme of crystalline structures and molecular
shapes for sp bonded AB 2 compounds (14-16). The increasing ionicity
corresponds in the crystal to an increase in the coordination number
and in the molecules to a transition from a linear to a bent mole-
cule.

In this scheme SrCI 2 and BaCI 2 lie in the high ionicity limit,
and ZnCl 2 , MgCl 2 and MnCI 2 in the low ionicity limit. It is inter-
esting to note that the low ionicity limit seems to favor the
formation of complexes.

A more accurate analysis of the liquid structure could be
attempted of course by using the statistical mechanical theories and
computer simulation. We give now a short review of the progress
done for some of the compounds and mixtures just mentioned.

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF MOLTEN Sr(L 2

Detailed simulation work on molten SrCl 2 has been done by de Leeuw
(17) assuming a rigid ion potential. McGreevy and Mitchell (2)
found a significant disagreement with their neutron scattering data.
A refined liquid theory has been applied by Pastore et al. (18), and
a careful analysis has been performed.

The indications, which come out, are that the rigid ionic model
gives reasonable agreement with the thermodynamics of the liquid,
but large discrepancies are found in the Sr-Sr pair distribution

function. The main conclusions of the work of Pastore et al. can be
summarized as follows:

1. The Sr-Sr correlations, which are most sensitive to the
model of interionic forces, are dominant. They determine the main
features of the liquid structure. Moreover, the cation short range
order drives the transition to the crystal in the superionic phase
(19).

2. A simple classical jellium model wo-
1
' in reproducing the

Sr-Sr structure when the cation-cation Coulomb repulsion is

screened by the electronic dielectric constant of the material.
This suggests an important role of the distortions of the electronic
shells in determining the correlations.
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STRUCTURE AND INTERIONIC FORCES IN MOLTEN ZnCI 2

Simulation of liquid ZnC1 2 with a rigid ionic model has been done by
Woodcock et al. (20) and most recently by Gardner and Heyes (21).
This model gives a reasonable agreement with the gross features of
the Zn-Cl and CI-Cl pair correlations. but it fails completely in
the prediction of the Zn-Zn structure. This means that the model is
not able to reproduce one of the most important conclusions of the
experimental work; the close similarity between the local structure
of the liquid and the glass (3.7.8). As proposed by Desa et al.
(8). this structure can be seen as a distorted random close packing
of chlorine ions with a Cl-Cl coordination number of the order of 8-
10. The Zn ions are occupying the tetrahedral holes in such way as
to maximize corner sharing of the resulting ZnCl 4 tetrahedra at the
expense of edge or face sharing.

Theoretical work has been done by Ballone et al. (22). They
examined a number of different models. starting from the simple
charged hard sphere model, and then introducing non-additive ex-
cluded volume effects and an effective screening. Now the anion-
anion correlations are the dominant ones, and by choosing suitable
values of the non-additive ionic radii the authors are able to
reproduce the local tetrahedral coordination. Finally, with the
introduction of a distance dependent dielectric screening they get
very reasonable results. They conclude that the Zn-Zn correlations
reflect mostly the real binding forces, even if a combination of
nor-additivity of ionic radii and an effective r-dependent dielec-
tric screening can give a reasonable account of the correlations.

STABILITY OF CHLORO COMPLEXES IN MOLTEN SALT MIXTURES

A number of experiments on molten mixtures of polyvalent cation
halides and alkali halides, as said in the introduction, indicate
the existence of units of halogen ions coordinated in a fourfold
configuration around the polyvalent cation. For instance the
existence of [AlCl 4 ]- units in molten LiCI-AICl 3 has been directly
established by Biggin et al. (11) by neutron scattering experiments.
On the other hand in recent work with Raman spectroscopy, Sakai et
al. (13) did not reveal complexes in systems like CaCl 2 -2LiCl.
CaCl2-2NaCl. SrCl2-2KCl and SrCl2-2RbCl. As mentioned above, in
CaC 2-2KCI there is a coexistence of sixfold and fourfold coordina-
tion for the calcium ions.

Saboungi et al. (12) showed by computer simulation on an AICl 3 -
NaCl mixture that an ionic model can reproduce structural features
of a complexing liquid. A similar kind of approach has been devel-
oped by Akdeniz et al. (23). They applied a simple ionic model to
the solutions of divalent cation chlorides (MCI2) in molten alkali
chlorides. They evaluated the complex stability as a function of
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the alkali chloride solvent and of the solute concentration. The

complexes are dissociated when the solute concentration exceeds the
"stoichiometric" composition 1/3. but it is also found tht the
stability is determined by the ionic screening length of the solu-
tion. A stability criterion is established in terms of a "critical"
ratio between the screening length and the M-Cl distance. The
dissociation of the complexes takes place when this ratio is less
than 1.60. In the table below the values of the ratio for different
MCl-alkali chloride mixtures are given. The prediction of complex
forming (above the line) and non forming (below the line) are in
agreement with the experiments.

TABL E I

Li Na K Rb Cs

Be 1.93 1.96 1.Q9 2.01 2.03

Mg 1.69 1.71 1.74 1.75 1.77

Ca 1.58 r 1.60 1.62 1.63 1.64

Sr 1.53 1.55 1.57 1.58 1.60

Ba 1.49 1.51 1.53 1.54 1.55
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we presert first results of the small angle
X-ray scattering and the pVTx behaviour of fluid KxKClIlx
solutions. In the salt rich solutions Guinier type scat-
tering is observed. From this an electronic radius of
gyration Re-1O R is determined which gives a first appro-
ximate measure of the extent of local density inhomoge-
neities around localized electronic states. Approaching
the metal-nonmetal transition region the scattering law
changes. Based on the pVTx results the thermodynamic equa-
tion of state has been determined the first time for a
metal-molten salt solution. It is compared with a simple
model calculation which is found to be in good agreement
with the experimental values over the whole composition
range.

INTRODUCTION

Most alkali metal (M) - alkalihalide (MX) solutions exhibit soino-
dal decomposition into separate liquid phases below a critical tempera-
ture Tc (11. Above this critical point a continuous transformation from
metallic (M) to nonmetallic (NM) states occurs with varying composition.
This change in the electron-ion coupling strongly influences the micro-
scopic structure (2) and offers a continuous challenge for the theore-
tical modelling of the thermodynamics of these systems (3).

Recent spectrcscopic experiments (4) and theoretical studies (5.6)
demonstrate that at very high metal dilution predominantly F-center
iiKe iocalized states form. With increasing metal concentration inter-
action between F-centers may lead to spin-paired (7) associated F-cer-
ter dimers or dielectrons. i.e. two electrons localized in the same
anion vacancy. This defect model was successfully applied to salt rich
solutions to explain the thermodynamic,optical,and electronic transport
properties (8). Recent quantum molecular dynamics calculations by
Selloni et al.(6) also predict the occurrence of dielectron complexes
in a singlet ground state. At higher metal concentrations approaching
the NM-M transition it was first suggested from ESR measurements that
higher associated localized states with an electron distribution com-
parable to metal cluster states might occur (7).
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In relation with these problems the present study is concerned
with the following main objectives. We have been interested in a direct
information, as much as possible, on the local microscopic structure of
aggregated localized states and their structural changes approaching
the NM-M transition region. For this aim we have started small angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments on KxKCII-x solutions. First pre-
liminary results have peen obtained in the salt rich solutions up to
the critical point (xc = .39. Tc = 7880 C). In a second experiment we
have studied the pVTx-behaviour of KxKCll- x over the whole composition
range from pure salt to pure metal. From this we have determined the
thermodynamic equation of state which is presented for the first time
for a M-MX solution. For a quantitative theoretical description of the
electronic and thermodynamic characteri;tics of these solutions the
equation of state offers a crucial test. In both experiments we have
selected the K-KCl system as this is a favourite model fluid in the
current theoretical investigations of M-MX solutions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The limited Page number does not allow a detailed description of
the experimental techniques and of the data and error analysis. So we
sketch here only the principles of the applied methods and concentrate
on some important points of the sample cell constructions dictated by
the high temperature conditions.

A. SAXS-EXPERIMENT

Due to the high temperature requirements of the sample we had to
apply a transmission method. For intensity reasons we have chosen slit-
collimation and constructed a high temperature Kratky camera (9) with
the following diffraction geometry: Cu-K. X-ray source, grapnite mono-
chromator, slit-collimation system, high temperature-nigh vacuum fur-
nace with sample cell and beam stop, position sensitive detector. The
sample in the shape of a thin slab is fixed and perpendicular to the
incoming beam with an asymmetric scattering geometry. The principle of
construction of the sample cell is shown in Fig.1. The liquid film is
confined between two circular windows 1.4 from sapphire or B4C. which
have a thickness of 60 pm or 400 pm, respectively, in the range of the
X-ray beam. The windows are pressed against a Ta-ring 3 to achieve a
vacuum tight sealing of the sample. The optimum scattering thickness of
the film of P-1 (u = linear absorption coefficient) is defined by a Mo-
ring spacer 2.

In order to determine the coherent scattering intensity the data
nave been correLted for absorption (empty container and container plus
sample absorption), polarization, inelastic and multiple scattering -
for details see e.g.(l -. The background scattering of the solvent

which is mainly determined by the number-number fluctuations SNN(Q) and
is proportional to the isothermal compressibility T in the long wave-
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length limit has been calculated from the corresponding analytical ex-
pression (11) and the XT-data determined from the pVTx-measurements be-
low. This contribution has been subtracted from the total coherent in-
tensities. With the slit-collimation used here the deconvolution of the
measured intensities is a major correction. For this aim the weight
function W(y) (9) which contains the smearing of the intensities due
to the finite slit length and the detector entrance slit has been deter-
mined experimentally. It is well approximated by a Gaussian. The over-
all uncertainty of the finally corrected intensities is estimated to be
below 5% as long as the counting statistics is better than 2%. For fur-
ther details of this experiment, results, and data evaluation see (12).

B. pVTx-EXPERIMENT

The pVT-data at different metal mole fractions x (O x±.1) have
been measured in an internally heated high pressure vessel. compressed
argon gas being the oressurizing medium. At constant x the pressure and
temperature dependence of the molar volume of mixing, Vm(p.T,x), has
been determined by a dilatometric technique as sketched in Fig.2. The
fluid sample is contained in a stainless steel bellows I closed at the
too end by a cone fitting 2. The volume change Vm(p,T,x) of the liquid
mixture is monitored by a thermostated inductive device 3 inside a high
pressure capillary at the cold end of the high pressure vessel. The re-
solution and reproducibility of this dilatation measurement is found
to be ±10 pm and the whole setup has been calibrated up to high tempe-
ratures and pressures with a dummy steel cell. With a filling volume of
-2.5 cm3 the maximum absolute error of the Vm(p.Txl results is esti-
mated to be t1.1%. For pure K and KCI the results reported here agree
with the corresponding literature data. (13) and (14) respectively, to
oetter than ±0.6%. In addition we have measured the pressure dependence
of the phase diagram which is obtained from clear kinks observed in the
Vm(p,T,xl curves when crossing the phase boundaries. This independent
information gives a valuable insight into the thermodynamic consistency
of the pressure dependence of the phase boundary and the value of the
molar excess volume near the critical point (15). Details of the re-
sults and the experimental techniques are described in a separate paper
(16).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SAXS-RESULTS

As discussed in the introduction, in the salt rich solutions elec-
tron localization in the form of different defect states leads to inho-
mogeneities in the local electron distribution Oe(R). This is probed by
the X-rays. For the interpretation of the small angle X-ray scattering
due to these inhomogeneities we start from the following basic relation
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for the elastic scattering intensity 1(Q) (9):

I(Ql) NIF(Q)12(1 + ;g(R)exp(-iQ-R)d R). [i

Here Q is the scattering vector and N is the number of defects (par-
ticles). The structure factor IF(Q)I, which is the Fourier transform

of Oe(R), describes the intraparticle scattering. The integral in Eq.
13] gives the interparticle scattering determined by the Fourier trans-

form of the pair distribution function g(R). As a first approximation

for salt rich solutions we may consider a two phase model: we assume
that we have N identical spherical particles which are not strongly
correlated and wi.,cn have a homogeneous scattering length density Deo
embedded in a solution (matrix) of homogeneous scattering length densi-

ty Pes. Then JF(Q)) may be written as:
2R2

-22 2 QRe 2
IF(Q)

2  
( -o )2 S(Q) (A ) 2exp(

-  
3- . 2

Here the scattering function S(Q) has been approximated oy the Guinie,
scattering law (17), where the electron radius of gyration, Re , for a
spherical symmetric charge distribution around a defect is given by:

<R ee (R)dR/; R2 ne(R)dR. 3
0 0

The following discussion is based on these relations. Fig.3 snows a
Guinier plot, lnI(Q) vs. Q

2
, of the SAXS-results of KxKC1_- at a con-

stant temperature of -775
0
C for three selected compositions x .07.

.10. and .17. The intensities are in relative units. Below x .10 a
Guinier type behaviour is observed over the whote Q-range. From a best
linear fit of the data (full curve) a radius of gyration of Re-1O 9 is

found. This gives a first rough estimate of the extent of the inhomo-
geneity of the charge distribution around defect states like F-centers
or dimers. Localized electrons in F-center or dimer states are stabi-

lized by interaction with ions in first and second neighbor cation and
anion shells, respectively, and thus may influence the local density
over this distance range. Taking this into account the magnitude of Re
is not unreasonable.

In order to get a more quantitative insight into Oe(R) improve-
ments of the present results are necessary. First the scattering range
has to be extended to lower Q-vaiues which is possible with the B4C-

cells and is currently undertaken. In a further step. variation of the
scattering contrast Ape is considered. This is possible by isomorphous
substitution - exchanging the cation while keeping the anion the same,
e.g. comparison of NaX with KX systems - or by varying the scattering
length itself - anomalous scattering - at different energies using a
synchrotron light source. In particular this last technique offers
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completely new possibilities. Improvements in these directions are in
preparation.

With further increase of the metal concentration above x = 0.10
clear deviations from Guinier behaviour are observed. This is demon-
strated by the upper curve in Fig.3 for x = .17. Concerning this con-
centration range the following considerations are of interest. In the
more concentrated solutions the average separation between localized

states is reduced and so interparticle scattering may come into play.
Another interesting possibility is that the scattering law changes ap-
proaching the NM-M transition region. From the electronic properties

we expect this to occur around XNMM~O.Sxc (18). If cluster aggrega-
tion or diffusion limited aggregation are the dominant cnanges in the
local structure during the NM-M transition the small angle scattering
should follow a characteristic power law, S(Q)-Q

-
d (see, e.g.. (19)).

For the understanding of the M-NM transition mechanism in fluid systems
this problem may be of particular interest. Discussing the small angle
scattering in the intermediate concentration region of the NM-M transi-
tion, a further complication arises from the nearby critical point (xc
.39) and the extension of the critical scattering below xc. Going from
salt rich solutions towards the consolute composition xc the scattering
law changes and snows the characteristic Ornstein-ZerniKe benaviour.
i.e.

S(Q (1 + E2Q2)1 4i

with the critical correlation length &. This is demonstrated in Fig.4
for three temperatures above Tc and x = xc. Here the corrected experi-
mental intensities (points) are compared with the calculated intensi-
ties according to 74], where the latter have been smeared with the
experimentally determined weight function W(y) (full curves). These
curves have been normalized at Q-0.35 R-i and thus r is the only fitting
parameter. The t-values determined in this way range from 25 R (T2TC)
to 13 A (T-Tc 50 K). A more detailed study of the SAXS of KxKC1I- x in

comparison with the corresponding neutron results of Chieux et al.(20)
for K-KBr is in progress.

B. pVTx-RESULTS

The molar volume of KxKC11-x (0.x,1l) has been measured as a func-
tion of temperature up to 920

0
C and at 8 different pressures up to

1600 bar (16). A selection of these results at 850C and three diffe-
rent pressures is presented in Fig.5 as a function of the mole fraction
x. In the salt and metal rich end Vm shows ideal mixing behaviour with-
in the experimental error of 1.1%. whereas a slight but positive excess
volume is observed in the composition range of the miscibility gap. In

a first short publication (15) we presented a small negative excess vo-
lume in the salt rich end. In further measurements we could not repro-
duce this part which explains the changed data around x-0.1 as presented
in Fig.5. In the previous paper (15) we have discussed the thermodynamic
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consistency of the measured pressure dependence of the miscibility gap.

e.g. 3Tc/ap>O, with the observed positive excess volume near the criti-
cal point. We have also given the partial molar volumes VK and VKC1 de-
rived from Vm(p,T.x). In the fellowi;g we focus on the thermodynamic
equation of state for KxKCI.x.

The thermodynamic equation of state,

(aUIdV)T = T(aSIaV)T - p = T(p/T) V - 0, 15'

relates the internal pressure. Pi 
= 

( U/V)1 . v,,tn the isochoric tMer-
mal pressure coefficient, (ap/pT) V . and the total pressure o. Tne ther-
mal pressure coefficient is given by the isobaric expansivity. and
the isothermal compressibility. XT:

( 40I;T) = -( VIST) D /(VIao) T  = Lp / T' -6-

With the high density of data points for Vm(D.Tx) recorded at diffe-
fent T and o it is possible to determine ,*p and .T from tnese measure-
m *nts with sufficient accuracy and to calculate (vU/

4
V)T according to ea.

51 with an uncertainty of ] . Tni i nrontep' i' rig.E ..hee the
internal pressure of KxKCiix at 800 bar and 8500C is plotted versus x

(open circles). Over the whole composition range a negative excess in-
ternal pressure - difference Detween experimental result and dasned line -
is found with a minimum value of about -1.5 Kbar.

Hoizhey and Schirmacner recently published a simple model for tne
calculation of the thermodynamic properties of liquid M-MX solutions
wnich qualitatively describes the onase separation in these systems

(21). The main ingredients of this model are the following. The inter-
action between the metal cation and the halogen anion is treated via
an electronically screened Coulomb potential and a hard core repulsion.
The screening length X(x) is assumed to vary linearly with composition
between the limits of the salt, kMX, and the metal. kM. i.e.:

i(x) MX ( A, m ,- ,l1 7

Using a parameterization for the correlation function of concentrat'.-
fluctuations they find the following analytical expression for the ex-
cess internal energy 0Ax,

Uex 
=  

(-Ae
2
/o)(1-x)(exp(-\(x)a) - exp(-'MXC))" .8m

which is a mean field type approximation. In ea. 8- A is a snort range
order parameter of the order of 1, o is a common hard sohere diameter
of the ions, and e is the electron charge.

I order to test this model on the measured pVTx-oata. we nave
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CaiCblated the excess internal pressure. px fr-o, ea. 8 accoroing to

)ex = luex, -)T=A 2 ( 1xi-m.. TM e-
i m "- - e(-x V ~

For rMXT. Vm) and ,r1 (T ,Vm ) wie nave taken the ata iv tc a I e x 0res s icnrs o
the Denye-Hvuckel and Tnornas-Fermi model. resoect-velv (see. e.g. Z2)).
In a first rougn approximation we set A=1 arc esimaten 3 R from tne
ionic radii of K" and C'r. These calculated values of ot are inc' ucec
in Fig.6 (fu'l~ iine). Tre agr~eement cetrween this S4MQoe 'roce' Ca-CL a-
tion and the exoerimenta results is surorising~y gooc.
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S'IRHLTURE AND THERIuDYNAMI(CS OF MEIAL-SALI SOLU11oNS:
THE THE-E'ETI CAL VI EWE-uINF

Gilles Chabrier
I). 11. M. Universite Claude beinard-Lyon I

t,1t,2, Viijeurbanne Cedex, France

ABSTRACT

The structure and thermodynamics of solutions of alkali
metals and their halides are calculated on the basis of a
simple two fluid (ion election) reference system and a second
oider perturbatiot expansion in the ion-electron couplino.

The misci, iiity cap olue rved in th[ee s,,iutions is ellonce,J
thereticril[y and expljined in terms or screeninc ienlns and
coirelatioij ierit hs, for which we obt. in explicit expressions.

I. THE. MuLEL

The metal-salt solutions are recarded as beinq composed of Ni
positive ions of charge Zle and N, neqative ions of charce 2,e in a
volume ii: the rcorrespondinq number densities and concentrations are
defined as P -N 1i and x =N /N(o:I,2), with N=NI+N . the excess of
positive charQe is compensated by the conduction eiertrrs which are
assumed to provide a riqid, uniform rackgtound of charQe eo ensurino
overall charqe neutrality: 0

t 2z + CDz Ii

The total hamiltonian of the system ii, written as the sun, of three
terms (i:

H k--i; + H~ep + V,-,

where H.. is the hamiltonian for the ions in a neutraiizinq uniform
backgrold, H is the familiar jell ium hani ii'oriar for the elect orE
in a uniform ,ckurord which exac'lv (areA']Js the previcus one, while

V. describes the ior-electron interaction minus the interaction
Aeruy of the ions with their associated backoround.

1.1 THE IONIC HAMILToNIAN

The ions are assumed to interact pairwise via the simple model
potential (2):

'Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Rochester, Rochester, Now Y,rk 14u,'-7ull
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Ud 0(r V. V(r) 1

whtere the sho-rt ranqe repulsion V (r) acts only between opposLitely

charuled ionS., jnfd is taken to he 8f exponential form:

V (r) (A%- . ) AexK r/j 41

The potenitial (I) is a Simrdii ed versiwt of the usural Epo:rf-Huuujins,
Mayer po)t errS ia) t Fr the oissime~ters A and r,0 we have chosen the
values-, of the conplete FLI F rn ~et alcrrespond inn to the pur e
moltet n -,al1t ").

Thu ion i(.n hamilton ion hence finally reads:

where K. represents the kinetic enezoy of the ions aid o . denotes
tile hou4jer component of the ionic c harqe density. 11he c~lrespond inci
ionic ipair c-Lielation functions Q (r) and their Fourier transforms
the ionic, structure factors I I<) Rave been calculated in the
fraimework of tile hvperrretted S-Adin equations (HNC . supplemented by
the Oriittein-Zernicke relations between the direct correlation
funct ions C (r) and the total correlation functions h 'r) =a fr)-

~ (r) ex~ f~ V~n U (rp) - C a

Fi Qur e I corrpa res thI e Fstruct ure fact ors i suled r om the i mi delI
hasiilhoniari V1' with thc, expe rimental results oihtained by neutron
cliffct i erri for K<- i(c1 and Rh-Rhtr( SI The poorer aur cement for Rb-
kiPri is. the conseqcuence of the hiqhei polarisability of this system.
nrct incLudeci in our model,



1.2. THE ION-ELECTRON INTERACTION

The term V. of eqn, [2] can be split in two terms:
se

where v (K) is the dimensionless Fourier transform of the ion-
electron pseudopoteritial v (r), and U is the structure independent
contribution (1,4):

The hamiltonian specified by eoqs. [2]. [5], [7] is in fact quite

general and describes a number of coulombic systems besides metal-salt
solutions M MIX : liquid metals (limit xzl), molten salts (limit
x=r), binary ailoys (for which Z Z2 10), and binary ionic mixtures, ir,
which the short range repulsive term may be omitted, the electron-ion

interaction being purely coulombic.

For the ion-electron pseudo-potentials occurring in eqns. [7],

(8], we have chosen the Ashcroft empty core form 17] for the cation,
with a core diameter determined at the melting point of the pure

metal, usinq the sum rule for the compressibility (5). The anion-

electron pseudo-potential has been chosen to be an interpolation

between the Ashcroft and Shaw t6) forms (7i:

V (r er

91

ZzeL r r > r z

For r 2 we have chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, the ionic Faulina
radiu . t will be the only adjustable parameter in our perturbation
theory, The coordinates of the critical point which terminates the
miscibility qap will depend sensitively on t, as we will see later.
Let us note that the special case E=O corresponds to the empty rore.
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1.3 THE ELECTRON GAS

The thermodynamic properties of the uniform electron gas depend on
the usual density parameter r and the degeneracy parameter defined
by:

r [10]

where a is the Bohr radius and kT rte - is the Fermi
temperaure. In the Metal-salt solutions, as the metallic mole
fraction decreases, the density parameter r increases (r =- in the
pure salt!) while the Fermi temperature decieases. As a Fonsequence,
the electron gas becomes more and more correlated while finite
temperature corrections become non--negligible. To describe this
weakly degenerate electron gas, we have used the most accurate
equation of state presently available, calculated in a wide range of
densities (10).

II. THERMODYNAMICS

The thermodynamic properties of the metal-salt solutions described
by the hamiltonian (2] are calculated by a perturbation expansion in
the ion-electron coupling v.. In the zeroth order the electronic and
ionic components, neutraliz by their respective uniform backqrounds,
are assumed to be completely decoupled so that the Helmholtz free
energy of this reference system is given by:

F'°) F, -, [1]

The ionic contribution Is calculated from classical statistical
mechanics, using the pair distribution functions obtained in JI(4).
An interesting property of the HNC closure, beside the fact that it is
especially adapted to coulombic systems, is that it allows a direct
calculation of the excess chemical potentials u , from the partial
pair correlation functions [9]. Hence the excegs (i.e. non ideal)
free enthalpy per ion follows directly from:

(A

N4T [12]

The further contributions to the free enerqy are calculated using
the standard coupling constant integration:
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P FP = . F(A=c') + < V1, AA
0

where Fvt=O)-F.+F is the free enerqy of the rererence system, whereas
denotes th c-nonical average taken over the perturbated

hamiltonian. To first order in the coupling, the free energy is:

F F, + F_ . <v1,.> f14)

with

<- Y 2_ L
2o3

The second order ion-electron contribution is calculated in the linear
response approximation for the Induced electron density <pk which
y i elds:

(0)

the S (k) denote the partial structure factors of the unperturbed
ionicOluid calculated in I. For the dielectric function t ik) we
have chosen the zero-temperature form proposed by Ichimaru 3 d Utsumi
(1I), which is well ada ipted to the highly correlated reaime ir '>11.

Bv t uao.atinq Ihe p, tturhation expansion at the frep eoteryiv Itter
the second order, we restrict ourselves to linear screen i tie
dvsoript ion of the ion ele,tron cuplirq. This is a ,riori

inappli:3bte in the regime or low metallic ,:oncentrations. However,
since the weight of the electronic contribution to the thermodynamics
of a metal-salt solution decreases with decreasing metal concentration
x, we have used the results of second order perturbation theory
throuqhout the ent ire rainge of concentration.

In that case the total free energy finally reads:

F (2- F.; + F , uo + F (IN
e_ 0

All other thermodynamic properties of the system can be derived froim
the free energy expression [[7., by takicq the appropriate derivatives
with respect to the thermodynamic variables 0, T and x. The excess
Cibbs free energy of mixing is defined in the usual way as
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where G (T,?,x) -F _(' ,).).4 Qmis the molar free energy of the
mixturemat the conc~ntration x. In practice, for fixed values of T
and x, the molar volume n is varied to yield a prescribed value of
the total pressure P. AlT the results presented here are for P=0.
The molar volumes at zero pressure calculated from the second order
perturbation theory are listed in tables for several values of the
concentration, together with the various contributions to the equation
of state, for the system KxKC 1 -x , with =0.

1 37.045 4.627 -14.608 -0.920 19.665 -4.135
0.8 32.868 4.790 -5.385 -0.796 10.734 1 -4.550
0.6 32.072 5.229 -0.869 -0.756 i 4.437 -3.807
0.4 39.275 6.404 0.437 -0.633 0.850 I -1.786
0.2 53.203 8.928 0.895 -0.304 -0.135 -0.445
0.2 62.767 12.028 0.361 -0.122 -0.133 -0.107
0 78.901 - 0 0 0 0 J

TABLE I

Molar Volumes and Various Contributions to the EOS at Zero
Pressure for K KC11 x with &=0, at T=1250K. r is Defined by Eqn. r[lj.
The Subscripts and Superscripts i.e. (1), (2) 8enote Respectively Ions,
Electrons, First and Second Order.

For the pure metal, the calculated molar volume is very sensitive to
the second order term in pressure, due to the fact that the zeroth and
first order contributions are of opposite signs. The calculated molar
volume (which is independent 9f r at x=1l is considerably smaller than
the experimenta! value (68 cm /mOle at T=1250K(. This defect may be
attributed to a poor -onverqence nf the perturbation series for the
pressure in the high temperature r,7ng- of expanded liquid mea-s (11).

For the pure sdlt, the alulqteJ molar volume is larger Than its
experiment3i value for KC-'£'t.20cm 'mOle at T=12tOK). But we have
checked1 that this d ierepincy is -'sectially du- to our ,eql - of Van
d]er Waals interartcins in the ion, p,tential model ,f ,jris -

Th excess molir voliJme of mi[i×ii All is defined a:
m
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S ( ) xQ.(P~oT 1)..) _ (4_n)f (Po,T, =o) ~191

The most strickinq result of our calculation is its prediction of a
large negative excess volume at intermediate concentrations, as shown
on figure 2. Although the large .hsoliite values of these excess
volumes may be attributed to the crudeness of our model (especially the
density independence of the pseudopotvntials), we believe the siqn of

the excess volume is real. This I, to bp checked by experimpnts. Let
us note too that the results are sensitive to the value assumed
for .

I1. MISCIBILITY GAP - CRITICAL BEHAVIOR

The various contributions to AG are plotted in fiqure 3 as a
function of the molar fract ion x ro a typical state of Kx KCI . To
zeroth order, when 6G is lust the sum of independent ionic anox
electronic contributlons, AG is a convex function of x so that the• m
solution would be thermodynamically unstable at all concentrations.
But when the first and second order corrections due to the electron-
ion :oupling are added, AG becomes concave, sianaiina that the
solution is aoinq to stabiTize. This behaviour contrasts with the

case of binary ionic mixtures (61M) or metallic alloys where the ionic
contribution always tends to stabilize the mixture (12,13).

As figure 4 shows for one value of i, as I takes nonzero values,
AG builds Lp a convex portion on the salt-rich side. siqnal inr phasem
separation. The concentrations of the coexisting liquid phases are
determiner] by the usual double tangent construction. The critical
coordinates Tc and x arc sensitive to E and are compared to the
experimental values n'the case of K KCI in table 2. While the
calculated critical temperature can 6e bioAqht into agreement by an
adequate choice of E, the correspondinq critical concentration x is
too small. This is probably a consequence of the inadequacy of Linear
screening theory (and hence pseudo-potential approach) on the salt
rich side of the phase diaqram.

Figure 5 shows the results we get for K-KCl and Rb-RbBr for
different values of E.

& 0.01 0.05 0.2 0.333 Experlmentls))
T CK ... _1250 1650 2300 2500 1073
x 0.25 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.35
c

Table 2

Critical Coordinates for KxKCI1 x Calculated for Several Values
of x -
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The demixinq phenomena can be explained in terms of screenina

lenqths. The metal-salt solutions are characterized by a competition

between a Debye-Huckel type screening between the ions and a Thomas-

Fermi type screening due to the rearrangement of the electronic

background around each charge. These two different kinds of screenino

are characterized by two screening lengths or, equivalently, two

dielectric functions. The electronic screening lenath is:

-+ - )[201

where u is the chemical potential of the continuous electron gas,

whereas u =3((' /C)/.3 denotes the bound electrons contribution to the

total electrochemical potential. Usino the Nozieres Pines (14)
approximation for the correlation energy of an electron fluid at zero

temperature, we obtain the tollowing analytical expression for

)' Zzr- -Mz0. r oo 68 -oOo s3)04 [21
= . ( o , o s r , r. _ .2 i 7 r .

M4 Z z - M I Z

where r' = r (I-IF, is the modified adius of the
pseudopotentoal f8l. The term 0.409 r a is the Thomas-Fermi

screening length squared, which becomes Yxact in the limit of weak
coupliny for the electron g.3s (r^ 0). The first term of eqn [21]

exposes the electrostrictive behavior in the response of the system,

because of the finite size of the ions in the ion-electron
interaction. Let us note that in the metal-salt solytions, because of
the strong variation of r along the phase dlaaram,A decreases

toS zeo Ti e
quickly from metallic values to zero. This phenomenon is usually
associated with the appearance of a local order (15). The screening
length loses its Significance in such situations. This is really

different for BIM or binary alloys where the electronic screening

length is always larger than the ionic one so that the screenino

effect is dominated by the ions.

For the ions the ionic screening length X; can be related to the

ionic correlation length, C through the equation:

2. 2- A. _1

Xx ~ x p C. IT ( 22]
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Here (. and q. denote respectively, the compressibility and the free
enthaiy density for the ions whereas'X. o/p designs the
compressibility of the perfert gas. A c can be shown to be equal to:

SCCC

where S (o) is the concentration-concentration structure factor at,cc
zero wage-vector which divernes at the critical point and 6' is the
expaneicr coefficient (6' = 1/o(ap o /X )p,T

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that our really simple model reproduces
qualitatively and at least semiquantitatively the structure and the
miscibility oap observed in metal-salt solutions. Moreover, we have
characterized this phenomenon through two screenina lengths, typical
of two different screeniq phenomena and a correlation lenoth. of
which the scalar value let us expect that the demixinq critical
behaviour of metal-salt solutions is orobably Isina like.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF COLLECTIVE MODES IN

METAL-MOLTEN-SALT MIXTURES AND MOLTEN-SALT MIXTURES

Gllle5 Chabrier

D. P. M. Universite Claude BeLnard-Lyon I
69622, Villeurtinne Cedex. France

ABSTRACT

We present the resul~tof a theoretical analysis of lonQ

wavelength collective modes in mixtures of metal-molten salts and

mixtures of salts. In the former case the calculations are madp

the assumption of a rigid background for the conduction

electrons, and extended ,, the metal-rich concentration range by

ia,U.-g into account the polarisability of the electron gas. The

most interesLin] nredlction of our analysis is that sound waves

should he overdamped oelow a criticat wavenumber for a certain

range of concentrations in the salt rich region of metal-sait

solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the following sections we give an analysis of collective modes

both in metal-salt mixtures and molten-salt mixtures. We use

linearized hydrodynamics, i.e. we focus on the long-wavelength, low-
frequency limit, and extend our analysis for higher frequencies, using

the generalized hydrodynamics, in the K-O limit. The long wavelength
domain is the region where collective modes occur. Moreover, in a

strongly coupled ionic fluid, the collision frequency is large
compared to all other characteristic frequencies and maintains the
system locally in thermodynamic equilibrium, so that the hydrodynamic
description of this high frequency mode is, at least qualitatively,

correct. For the sake of simplicity, temperature fluctuations will be

neglected throughout, so that the heat diffusion mode will never
appear in our analysis. This is also a reasonable approximation in

strongly coupled ionic systems where the potential energy dominates
the kinetic energy. in other words, we assume the specific heat ratio

y = c /c to be of order 1 (which is well verified for pure liquid
metal ),v

For the metal-salt mixtures, the analysis is first carried out for

the case of a rigid tckqround, which applies in the salt-rich phase,

and then extended to the situation where the polarisability of the gas

of conduction electrons can no longer be neglected (metal-rich phase).

*present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627-001)



For all these cases we have solved the equations of hydrodynamics
tot a charoed fluid (1, ;, which express the ,oneervation of mas

density, chare de-nsity, momuntum and enerqy density. This latter las

beer, iqnored, the coip] inn between temperature fluctuations and
fjctiad -ms -,1 the other vriahies tei-c n-ilect 1, as already
Rci t inne. TV. -F ,ut fi, of fhters: equat

fions yields the
Il/tyr-oi: lit r .*f which the zeros of the determinant determine

th, dispersion relation of the diflei,-nt collective modes. Our
purpose here is net to reproduce these calculations but just to

summari-ze our resul

IT. METAL-SALT SOLUTIONS - RIGID bACKGRuUND MODEL

We consider mixtures of the type M (MX) 1  where x is the mole
fraction of the alkali metal. The metNllic ilns have a mass M, and
carry a positive charqe Z~e, while the halogen have a mass m2 and
carry a negative charqe ' 2e. The number densities of both species are
respectively p and p,. It is convenient to choose as independent
variahles the temperature T and the macss and charoe densities:

L 2L

; =:Z -Z e-  [ Ii

The thermodynamic anential associated with these variables is the
Helmholtz free eneroy dpnsity f, from which all thermodynamic
quantities are derived. The two characteristic freouencies of our

two-component system are the hydrodynamic plasma frequency

whil> occurs narturaily in the lonq-time, coilision-domilated reoime,
and a freq,ency w , assciated to the mutual diffusion between the two
species cor, ePuivalently, the ionic conductivity c:

W,= L, Tr r

The determinant of the hydrodynamics matrix rsults, in that case, in a

cubic equat ion A -):

z3 + z (W + t Z(bc t C)+ [ ] f

with
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u is the elecrtrocromictL rttnf i:,i conruq.3 e to the charae density. b
ithe. I ngc'it ud iral kirlrem-f ic Cviscos ity, k. is the ircr 10 crerriinu

Lenoth, C l/?mrX is the 3ctu il velocity o4 the mixture (in tire
i5, ulpt inn y I r , a cl C' rei'i" .< t.- tne gcurj

ve-loc ity c in t he 1tire so It .c

In the jcr-wjoirci -Or limit, rho itre rcts or 141 re:

Ica it n ie ,j C . t hr roots; z, aid Z3 are, complex
c~ iteand CcrrtrKci t 1 two 0 ~ nrl~lfiodu-s of freer refr-y Sw .whjie

tire root z, c-rrespo-nds to the k-dr limit of cojllect ive difiusi~n mole.
In the oppnce ite limit uf the purr- molt~i E~ns It w A, the doubly

denenratet~rt2~ 2 0 is tire zer,, wa3venumrh'-r renant ift
prcpoqa-t ifl sroricvi 1l.('1., wif 7 , - -w corresponds to a fully damped.
rior-hydrodyri.smic. ciharcse itelaxao f-inn tro~e, with a relx.:rt ion timerI

11.1. METAl, RICH MIXTURES! (w "Wc

Per t rirt irIo orrourid t Iie nor, zero0 -rt we so] e cr usit 1 on 4 .,and
find a- purelv diffrrlive t'ride (zI in 16j) z -- L' M k. withi aj collectivle
LdiE fuiion constant Oiver t'y:

DM = C',

and two plasisco modes with the dispersion

and the damp inq

In the limit of the pure metalir tu,=0, we recover the result for the
OCP (91. The two main effects orf tle inclusion of salt- (t, .0 is to
lower the plasma frequency w and to make the dampinq of tR e plasmons
finite even at zero wave numgler, due- to inter diffusiion of the twoj
ionic species which dominates the purely viscous dampino in the pure
metal . More-over, asi W decreases due to the addition of salt, the k-
dependent term in [da lttecomres more andi more important , and the
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plasmon-like dispersion will eventually turn into an acoustic one.

[1.2 ,2ALT R ICH MIXTURES (ww

In this case, we solve the eqn. [4] by lookina for small

perturbations around the non-hydrodynamic fully damped charge

relaxation mode z F o . ollowing the analysis of Giaguinta et al.
(4), we distinguish tw

8 
wavenumber reqimes according to the relative

v3lues of the two charjcterIstic frequencies w and ck associated with
charge Lelaxation and sound propagat ion respec ively.

(i) At surficiently long wavelengths, such that k<k .1'c, theS 0 0
rrequency w 3ssociated with charqe relaxation dominates ail other
characterisic frequencies of the mixture. The tully damped rode has
,A rel.ixation time

where the two last terms represent corrections relative to the pure

molten 3alt, due to the presence of a finite concentration of metal.
The two remaining roots correspond to acoustic modes z = ic k-F/2

with a sound velocity

2.
C - 110]

and an attenuation

CxJ CAJ 0

Only the third term on thc RHS of [11] contributes in the pure molten
salt, whe[r charg, -ind density fluctuations are decoupled. The
Adition of -ome metal introduces a small couplinQ between these

fluctuations, and the attenuation remains finite as k-0. The coupling
between charge -nd mass tluctuations is also responsible for the
deviation of the sound velocity [10] from its value c' in the pure

salt. The most important result in this long wavelenqth regime is
that sound propagation is not possible at all concentrations. It is

possible only if the general dispersion relation [4] has t.:o complex
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coninat, rnt he condit ion for sound prropat ion is hence:

F - c'2 0 C k < 012

Retaininq only termIs uP to_ order kt . we obtain the followino
cond it ion,. tram vI, ii I. [42 1:

(w/u) < v 'Lly

This means that for a- a iven wave-nuIMher k (sinaller than kt there
t-xists a3 range (-, 1concntrations, del imited by the intequajlities:

(k V) < I 0 L 141

wr~erc Aill lct ive mo des are ove-rdamred Jr e UAuiaeniv, t t 3 -44Ve~n
motallic concentra t ion. sonund pre~panat ion is rxsssiole only it the
waventinher k is bdract thin ai critical vjij 'ue k c- k ~ .A

niqher metal1 concentrat ions. petacinon like molde? 0?,,q1.?iie '
while aIt Lower me7tal 'notrtions the mixture sustains sound wavesP-.
hut dIue to 43t 15r[ttio a~14]1, thorn is no. crossover f.)twrcen the
two types.- (, rof tn lie

(ii W Y lenaitts surf in ently short so tni!t e~. Ith-m 0

wa-ve I ret ncy ok do~min3tes the c-harge telax it ion trcq4'1ci' :
that cse the tomca. t ion time of the tuliv dampen -hiron odeis

(I cc0  C i Z)

Ithe tw-) rJIninino medeis are, sountd waves or, veil city

z C It

eeld jttenua3tion

7-C '2

The ma3in difference betfween the two req imes a nd ii lies in t ho
sou,-nd at tenuat ion F which is do~minaten by mutual dirfio ion rot kKe-



and by viscous forces for k<k . Moreover sound waves propagate at any
metal concentration as soon a? k>k and crossover directly into
plasmon modes in the metal-rich phase. The difference between the two
regimes is shown in figure I.

III. METAL-SALT SOLUTIONS. EFFECT OF ELECTRON SCREENING

In the metal rich phase the electron density is high and the
associated screening length I is of the order of the inter-ionic
spacing. Hence, whenever the wavenumber k is smaller than this
electronic screening wavenumber k e-/ e, the coupling of the
conduction electrons to the collective modes of the solution cannot be
ignored. But, because of the large ion to electron mass ratio, the
adiabatic approximation for the electron gas is justified, so that
frequencies characteristic of the fast electronic motions will never
appear in the equations. Moreover, in the metal rich phase, we expect
the ion-electron interaction to be weak so that we consider the
response of the electron gas in the linear screening approximation.

The electronic contributions to the total free energy density f
must be taken into account; this leads to a renormalization of the
chemical potentials w and uz . The characteristic frequency [4] is
changed to:

Wk= cr1 Tr ~V3~.) ][S

where p is now the renormalized electrochemicd! potential conjugate to
the chafge density and F (k) is an effective electronic dielectric
fn,': ion which accounts For the short-range non -3ulombiv part of the
i)n-electron couplin, ( ). Its long wavelength form det rm~nes the
!e.,fron screening wjveniumher hy the crol ion (k )14k e 'k For

k k we recw,ver the case of a riqid backqround described previously.
In thie p ,larisahle backgor-nd (k ':,k), the fundamental difference
arises fron ti.e f. thjt , k now vanishes with k, as:

Wk ~+UI ) r 19]

E,- th. thF- rhj-n, i. ion tl i n [41 t: kes the form:

z3-t

ke.' [201
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which is reminiscent of that for a neutral one component fluid, the

thermal diffusivity in the latter being replaced by the ionic

conductivity in the present case. Over the whole range of

concentrations, eqn [20] has two complex conjugate roots of the form

(101. corresponding to propagqting sound waves, and a purely

diffusive, real root, z = -Dk . The sound velocity is given by:

2. 7. W~J fI1.41C S  C + =

where x is the total (i.e. ionic plus electronic contributions)

compreshbility of the mixture. The sound attenuation is:

= .+ - [22]

where the collective diffusion constant is qiven by:

+ e [231

Cs

As expected, the main effect of electronic polarisability, which

occurs in the metal-rich side of the diagram is to transform the

plasmon-like modes of the rigid background into accoustic modes, as in

the pure metal (4).

IV. METAL-SALT SOLUTIONS. HIGH FREQUENCY BEHAVIOUR

In order to extend our analysis at higher frequencies, we outline
a generalized hydrodynamics description of longitudinal collective

modes in metal-salt solutions in the k-0 limit. In this limit, the

frequence w must be replaced by its frequency--dependent

generalizaton, i.e. after Laplace transform:

wo (Z) = 4 T T'(z) = / [7 (70 [24]

where M(z) is the memory function associ9 ted yit the frequency
dependent ionic-conductivity 0(z), and 6 Qi -w is the

difference between the kinetic plasma frequengy which occurs in the

short-timl, Vlaslov type, description of ionic dynamics (Op
4no az e) /m ), and the hydrodynamic plasma frequency. P

0 0 0

Single relaxation time approximation for M(t) yields:
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2 .2.

where o2(k) is easily calculated, using standard procedures (6,3),
and the relaxation time i can be determined from the static

conductivity via: " [ 26)]

o-= 0-(z =o)
4Tr M(o) 4 IT

The dispersion relation (41 becomes:

1z ~I+ m(z)] + z' +w z z + m(z)]J o [271

hence

In the pure metal we recover the undamped plasmon modes z=±iw A

perturbation calculation based on [28] shows that if some salt is
added, the plasmon frequency is slightly shifted to:

+ 
[29)

while the damping is given by

S - -[30]

P P

We see from [291 and [30] that the generalised hydrodynamics

calculation leads to a shift above the kinetic plasma frequency Q,

whereas the linearized hydrodynamics predicts a frequency below t~e

hydrodynamic plasma frequency. This is a wellknown failure of the

linearized hydrodynamics (7).
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On the salt-rich side, the main consequence of introducing a
frequency-dependent conductivity is to predict the existence of
plasmon modes, reminiscence of the 'optic' modes of the crystal. The
frequency of theze modes is given by:

U-)- C ) '2 S2-
? t [311

Comparing with e, [29], [30], we -ncl'-de that the plsmon modes of
the metal-rich region do not vanish at a salt concentration, such as
w =2w , as predicted by linearized hydrodynamics, but survive all the
wSy ito the salt-rich phase where they coincide with the familiar
'optic' modes of ionic systems.

V. MIXTURE OF MOLTEN-SALTS, MX 2-MX 3

We concentrate on mixtures of molten salts with the same cation M.
The independent thermodynamic variables are chosen to be the

temperature T, the m6ss density p , the charge density pZ and the
concentration x of particles X 3 , 9efined respectively as:

Z ; = -3 [32]

where pp z2e+o3 z e is the density of negative ions. The global
electroneuirality condition yields pz=O.

We lve the e '. i,_ _ of linearized hydrdynamics in a
siiar way to that in previous sections. We only have to add a

rre~l 7 , t rxJ (;, t r. The -oTvetive part

i is due to the total curreJ_ of negative charges, i being the
Mtutudl diffusion cuirnt 1--tween sp:ies 2 and o. InorinQ aaain the
enerjy 1:-i:,ivj'_ion >aw, ,,e teter ijarit of the hydrodynarmir matrix,
is ,jiveij iicw l,} - qu.i-tic equation: ( 1)

+ Z. [(V + + o - o [33)

The Viq are the elements of the generalized diffusion matrix
vas(o=,x; O=z,x,m). This latter is the product of the mobility



matrix A., at which elements are expressed in the Kubo linear

response 1heory as a correlation of the currents:

A Ot 3 ~~00 <>('x (1

and the inverse susceptibility matrix, related to the chemical

potentials via:

")__-
_-"f .. , , *., ; 4A - -: [35]

Then

Our X -[361

w and wI are the two characteristic relaxation frequencies given by:

W" = 470- [37ai

W' = A A [37b]

In the infinite wavelength limit, the four roots are easily
determined:

z 1  z- = Z = 0 z2  = 1-81

The dispersion and damping of these modes are detsrmined like
previously by standard perturbation up to order k , starting from
these zero wavenumber solutions. The fully damped mode (z2 = -w has
a relaxation time such that:

7- 1 + () + 0 (() 39 1

Factoring out this mode yields a cubic equation which oives the
three other mod~s6 disper ion relation. The discriminant of this
equation,A = 4k c + o(k ),is always positive, indicating the
existence of two complex conjugate roots corresponding to two
propagating sound waves z,.3 

= 
± ic k - r/2 and to a rea; root

corresponding to a fully mped diffusive mode z, - DK . The
velocity of the sound waves at zero wavenumber is
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and the sound altenuation is qiven by:

F - -i~P~ V~ (A kZ ) + [41)

where A=A is the mutual mobility of the two salts, dominated by
viscosltyX, charge diffusion and interspecies diffusion.

The moss interesting result is that this sound attenuation is of
the order k and does not include a constant (k independent term),
contrary to the case of molten--salt cc.bedded in a rigid background,
described in section I. Actually this constant term, proportional to
the free electrons density e . was responsible for the overda-pin of
sound propoqation [see eqn 11. In this case, although the overall
electroneutrality is insured, the local electroneutrality condition is
violated by any low frequency motion of the ions. The Iiqid
background then overdamps the oscillation in order to prevent *hi
local electroneutrality. Obviously, this phenomenon disappears in the
case of a polsrizahle background because of the spontaneous
rearranoement of the electrons, and in a mixture of molten salts
because of the absence of free electrors.

The othei typical result in our mixture2of molten-salts is the
appearance of a new diffusive mode z, = -Dk, - consequence of the extra
degree of freedom introduced by allowing mutual diffusion between the
species MX2 and MX3 .

A very crude analysis within the framework of generalized
hydrodynamics in the limit of zero wavenumber, like in lI, confirms
the existence of plasmon modes, remnant of the crystal optical modes.
Let us note as an interesting result that, if the ions )(, are replaced
by "massive" electrons, this model can be vitved as a special case of
metal-molten salts on the very salt-rich side of the phase diagram
where the elections are known to be trapped in localized defects as F
centers (8).

VI. CONCLUSION

The main predictions of our different analysis are the following
ones. For metal-salt solutions, in the rigid background model (valid
in the salt rich side), linearized hydrodynamics predict propagating
plsmon modes in the metal-rich region, up to a concentration such
that W C2w , while the generalized hydrodynamics show that these

'optic
9 

moses persist up to the pure salt. Their frequency lies above
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the kinetic plasma frequency 11 and their damping is dominated by
ionic conductivity (interdlffugion) and vanishes in the k-o limit only
for the pure metal. Interdiffuslon of the two species leads to a
fully damped charge relaxation mode which has a finite lifetime at
zero wavenumber for any non-vanishing salt concentration. Sound waves
propagate in the pure molten salt at long wavelengths but, as metal is
added, the acoustic modes cease to propagate below a critical
wavenumber k because of the coupling between charge and mass density.
This overdam~ing of propagating waves is the consequence of the
presence of a rigid electronic background of finite density. As soon
as eith~er the electron gas is more dense, i.e. in the region of higher
metallic concentrations, or the electrons are trapped in "F-centers'
defects and can be considered as massive negative particles, the sound
waves keep piopagating. However there could be a small region in the

h&ediaigram (for metillic coicttrat ions between 5 and 20%) where
'Ii" rigid elect run backgrcound might be vdlid and where an overdamping
'f thie s, unrl waver migiif be obser ved.

c-,creein1 by cont'uct icr electirons modifies the predict ions of the
ig !J h ji~krouid modol in, the, mel '-rich region, where the plasman

i- ~f' in y0yi odyi nic ci. oind waves.

nci , ii :xt 'irH of nol ti ei s-alt - , mn -t of the result s of the i id
I jr e !er"cv(I e-I, .c . t 1~- dhai g(- riLaxdt ic, mode and the two

'-~i, f i le c-ry:tal ovt ic -oe h-, two ruji
I *'-1'O~ ste "f S lirid W 'v- pr <pugot ion a* long

4. v' ! ,I i ti MP' 'it (c' cf a3 ''Il' j O ru) cr)- thermal
diffiivs md''li': to, the muiltual diffusion of the two species.
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ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION IN MOLTEN SODIUM CHLORIDE

C. M. Haarberg, K. S. Osen, and J. J. Egan

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Department of Applied Science

Upton, .I., NY 1197"

AB1STRAC r

The electrcnc cc %l':'vitv of molten NaCI was
determined as a fun-t on of the activity of Na at 850
and 900'C by using the Wagner polar tcat ion technique.
A new cell design, which prevented eveporat icn of Na,
was essential for obtaining good results.

INTRODUCTION AND THEORY

Dissolution of Na in molten NaCi gives rse ta rn n r-ase n 1:-
total electrical conductivity, which increases as the lt'-- .
increases. The same behavior has been found f r ,t her alkali mt,. -

dissolved in alkali halides as well as for utixU-2s ot a a -,e "Iti,

metals and alkaline earth halides. The increase in c , duct% i -v
believed to be electonic and may exceed the lcni ntctivi.v
Experimental results have been revewed by B:i an j Wa- r n
(2,3).

In cases where the ele-tro.ic ia r, of I
t
e , nd i iv vy ;s ,n.a ,

i.e., when the activity <f the metal is 1-W, die t do1t- , v
measurements must be repliced (u T- r-' . e'. Wn l l
developed theories for tresitrent ,f ei:
lytes which exhibit both ionic a d e n. d a
so-called polar izat ion techninq,;e has een 'd
electronic contribution to the total -,nd,-t iv; ! v , and . wo 1
(6,7,8,9) and Huggins et a). (110 ha, apl ied W- n r '
molten salts equil Ibrated with meta'.

The experimental relat ions h ip t :w. , n t av i-t1 I* rrr-,t a:d
potential can be determined for a ceoll sib a;

STa(s) haT Il 'Na - i 1 I ]

The tantalum electrode is made negatr e with rospe t - t e Na-ii
alloy which also determines the activity of Na in NaCI. T! :,- tunti al
across the cell is always lower than the decomposit i n voltage of the

salt. The concentration of electrons will build up at the negat ive
electrode (Ta), and the current thro-gh the rell is caused by the
concertraticn gradient of electrons. Ionic migrat ion is supressed and
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electronic conduction dominates. The activity of Na at the negative
electrode can be calculated from the measured potential. The activity
of Na in the alloy must then be known. The electronic conductivity
(Ke) can be calculated from the experimental current versus
potential curve from the following equation

Ke = G (2)

where G is the cell constant. Since the measured potential corre-
sponds to a certain activity of Na at the negative electrode, the
electronic conductivity can be determined as a function of the
activity of Na in NaCI. The theory for the polarization technique is
valid provided that the mobility of electrons is constant and inde-
pendent of the activity of Na.

Egan and Freyland (11) have developed a defect model for molten
NaBr-Na mixtures based on studies of solid alkali halides with excess
metal by Kr6ger (12) and Wagner (13). Upon dissolution of metal the
following is a qualitative description of what takes place. In the
pure stoichiometric salt the concentration of electrons and electron

holes is equal. When Na is added the concentration of electrons
increases. Upon further addition of Na the concentration of electrons
increases in proportion to the concentration of anion vacancies.
Formation of F-centers by association of electrons and anion vacancies
occurs upon even further addition of Na. At high activity of Na
F-center dimers are the predominant defects. The concentration of
defects as a function of the activity of Na is schematically presented
in Figure 1. Quantitative relationships are obtained by applying the
law of mass action. In particular, the concenLration ot electrons is
obtained as a function of Na activity. This model may also be applied
to similar systems such as NaCI-Na. The model provides a quantitative
correlation between the thermodynamic and optical, magnetic or

electrical properties of the systems.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental cell, which is shown in Figure 2, consists of a
tantalum crucible (6) containing NaCl (4) in contact with a Na-Bi
alloy(15 mol % Na) (5), a reference electrode with a Na-Bi alloy of
known composition (3) and an inert Ta electrcde in a sapphire tube (8)
of known geometry. The sapphire tube is filled with electrolyte, and
the Ta electrode and the sapphire tube form a vacuum tight seal pre-
venting the evaporation of Na. The activity of Na in the bulk NaCl
(4) is controlled by equilibration with the Na-Bi alloy (5) of known
activity. A constant current is applied through the cell making the
Ta cup positive and the Ta electrode inside the sapphire tube nega-
tive. The potential between the electrodes is measured as a function

of time, and the stationery value obtained after a long time (40 min)
is recorded. A series of such corresponding potential vers,!e cur'ent
data is measured so that the electronic conductivity can be calculated
as a function of potential according to equation 2. The cell constant
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is determined by the geometry of the sapphire capillary. AC
resistance measurements are also made periodically between the Ta
electrode and the large Ta cup as a control. The composition of the
Na-Bi alloy in the large Ta cup is also checked after each run by a
titration method involving the reference electrode. All Na is coulo-
metrically removed from the reference electrode and then added again
until the potential between the reference alloy and the larger Na-Bi
alloy is zero. The composition of the Na-Bi alloy is then known, and
the activity of Na is calculated from thermodynamic data for Na-Bi
alloys (14-17).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The currant versus potential data obtained for the NaCl-Na system
at 900°C are shown in Figure 3. Similar results were obtained at
850°C. The experimental data were fitted to a,, arbitrary exponential
equation, and the solid line in Figure 3 was calculated. The
derivative of the current with respect to the potential was calculated
for the I versus E curves for the potential region under study by
using a computer program. The electronic conductivity was calculated
according to equation (2),and the activity of Na was calculated as a
function of potential from the measured emf. The results are
presented in Figures 4 and 5 showing the relation between the
electronic conductivity and activity of Na in NaCI at 850 and 900°C.
Conductivity data at high activities from Bronstein and Bredig (18)
are given as a comparison, and by extending the present results to
high activities the agreement with literature data is reasonably
good. This agreement confirms the validity of the polarization
technique, and also implies that the election mobility does not vary
much with Na activity.

The present results supersede those reported by Davis et al. (8)
because Na did not evaporate from the sapphire capillary. However,
evaporation of Na from the crucible occured during the experiment at
900°C. This caused a change in the composition of the Na-Bi alloy,
corresponding to a drop in Na activity from 7.0.10

-
' to 6.5.10

-
. At

850°C, the alloy composition appeared to remain constant during the
experiment.

Values for the transport number of electrons can be calculated
from the following equation

te = Ke/(Ke + Kion) (3)

where Kion is the specific conductivity of pure NaCI, which has been
determined by Van Artsdalen and Yaffe (19). The calculated transport
number of electrons and the electronic conductivity are given as a
function of concentration and activity of Na in NaCl at 850 and 900°C
in Tablcs 1 and 2. The concentration cf excess Na is listed as 6,
which is used as a parameter in the defect model, defined as
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S= XNa/(l-XNa) (4)

where XNa is the mole fraction of Na in NaCI. Data for the activity

of Na in NaCI have been published by Smirnov et al. (20) and shown in

Figure 6 as Na activity versus S at 900°C. These results were used

for calculating & as a function of Na activity in Tables I and 2.

Recent experiments in other alkali halides suggest that iron is

more suitable than tantalum as the ;rert electrode. Transient

techniques may also be applied to the same cell, and such experiments

can hopefully make it possible to determine the electron diffusion

coefficient and mobility.
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Figure 3. Current Versus Potential from Polarization Experiment in
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Figure 4. Electronic Conductivity as a Function of Na Activity in
NaCI at 850'C.
Solid line - Calculated from polarization experiment.
Points - Data from Bronstein and Bredig (19).
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Table 1. Values for the Transport Number of Electrons and the
Electronic Conductivity as a Function of Excess Na (6) and
Na activity in NaCI at 850°C.

6 aNa te Ke Ch -'m"

.00016 .0005 .0013 .005

.00017 .0011 .0019 .007

.00019 .0025 .0029 .011

.00023 .0056 .0045 .017

.00032 .0129 .0072 .027

.00053 .0294 .0121 .046

.00103 .0673 .0225 .086

.00154 .1018 .0322 .125

.00191 .1251 .0391 .152

.00240 .1539 .0478 .188

.00305 .1893 .0589 .235

.00393 .2327 .0731 .296

.00513 .2862 .0913 .377

.00678 .3519 .1143 .484

.00907 .4328 .1432 .627

.01230 .5322 .1791 .818

.01688 .6545 .2228 1.075

Table 2. Values for the Transport Number of Electrons and the
Electronic Conductivity as a Function of Excess Na (6) and
Na activity in NaCI at 900°C.

6 aNa te Ke  .

.00014 .0007 .0020 .008

.00016 .0015 .0029 .011

.00019 .0032 .0044 .017

.00025 .0072 .0068 .026

.00039 .0158 .0108 .042

.00070 .0349 .0184 .072

.00149 .0770 .0348 .139

.00229 .1144 .0502 .204

.00289 .1395 .0609 .251

.00371 .1700 .0745 .311

.00480 .2C72 .0915 .389

.00630 .2526 .1129 .492

.00836 .3079 .1394 .626

.01122 .3753 .1720 .803

.01523 .4575 .2116 1.047

.02090 .5576 .2586 1.348

.02897 .6797 .3130 1.761
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Abstract

A partial structure factor analysis (based on the chlorine)
isotopic substitution method in neutron scattering
experiments) of the solutions Kx(KCI)I-x with x - 0.8 and
0.6 shows how strongly, the hot liquid metal can be
structured by the introduction of salt. The measurement
of the structure factor of pure liquid potassium up to
7000C is used in the discussion. Extended sound modes
measured in the metallic regime were similar to the
ones observed in pure metal. With the addition of salt,
strong damping effects are observed and related to the
structuring effect created by the salt.

The addition of salt in a liquid alkali metal generates, over
a concentration range which depends on the metal, a non-stability
domain (miscibility gap) together with a strong scattering regime
for conduction. Near the pure salt limit of the phase diagram, the
short range order is related to full ionic bondinz, the excess
electron becoming localized or solvated because of fluctuations or
the Coulombic potential assisted by local structure rearrangements
(1) (2). On the metal rich side, although thermodynamics (3)
predict a significant restructuring of the hot liquid metal by the
halogen ions, analysis of conductivity or excess magnetic
susceptibility data (4) indicated nearly free electron
behaviour down to a very large fraction of salt (x = 0.5).

Theoretical models based on a single electron screening theory
(5) can reproduce the stability conditions and take into account
the screening length with a continuous fluid of electrons
interacting with finite sized ions. They do not consider the
restructuring of the metal atoms by the halogen ions, so that the
dielectric behaviour cannot be well represented.
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In this paper we want to demonstrate how the restructuring of
the metal atoms by negative ions can be described as a local
structure with short range order and additional strong interactions
leading to medium range order. If these structural effects exist
in the system, then the dynamics should be strongly affected. The
existence of collective excitations in liquids, as a result of the
solid state collective modes, is now well established (6) (7). In
charged liquids, the appropriate dynamical variables (linked to
mass and charge fluctuations) must vary in some wavenumber ranges
related to the interactions existing in the system. It is there-
fore interesting to measure the collective modes because they point
to wavenumber and energy domains where collisional processes can be
involved and influence the transport properties. This could, in
our case, help indirectly to specify the behaviour of the electron.

After a detailed description of the microscopic structure of
the metal-molten salt solutions in the metal rich and strong
scattering regime, we shall present below an analysis of the
effect of salt addition on the low energy excitations connected to
the density response function of liquid alkali metals.

I. Structural modifications induced in hot alkali metal by
addition of salt

The structural information were obtained from neutron
scattering measurements. We shall not describe here the analysis
of the data, which will be presented in a specialized paper (8).
We only point out the extreme difficulty in measuring low
scatterers like potassium. Moreover, at high temperature, the
weakness of the interference signal makes it even more difficult to
separate it from the diffusion of the sample environment (furnace,
container) or from contributions due to small amounts of impurities
such as hydrogen. The measurement of the temperature dependence of
the structure factor of liquid Potassium allowed us, owing to the
relative simplicity of its analysis, to crosscheck the validity of
our data treatment. It also provides useful information for the
discussion of the metal partial structure factor in the metal-
molten salt mixture.

a) The pure metal structure

The structure factor of liquid K is known, not too far from
the melting point (9). We have measured its temperature dependence,
which is related to the density variation and to the number
fluctuations at the 0 - 0 limit (Q = (4n/X) sin 9, where X is the
neutron wavelength and 28 is the scattering angle). Comparison
between experimental data and recent theoretical calculation is
excellent (10). The calculation of the structure factor S(Q) at a
given density is made with an effective potential and a
self-consistent integral equation (HMSA). This gives better
results than the OCP model. The data are presented in figure 1.
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b) Structure of the solutions in the metallic conduction regime

(12) (a > 5.10
- 3 Q-1 cm-1)

The determination of the microscopic structure allows us to
obtain the local and the medium range order. Neutron scattering,
using isotopic substitution, is the only technique able to give
this type of information on a large momentum transfer range with
possible extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit (Q=O). Recent
improvements of the high flux reaetor instruments (ILL Grenoble)
have been described (11). They permit us to analyse the K (kci)
structure, i.e. one of the most difficult binary mixtures studiedX
up to now. Figures 2a and 2b give the three total structure
factors obtained by varying the chlorine isotopic composition at a
fixed salt concentration. The low statistical accuracy obtained
with the 37 CI sample comes from a corresponding relatively low
counting time. These structure factors are typical of Mx(MX)l.x
mixtures. The curves are more or less structured according to the
scattering length of the chlorine isotope as compared to that of
the alkali metal. The large diffusion at low momentum transfer is
due to fluctuations existing in the vicinity of the phase
separation region.

In figures 3a and 3b, we give the partial structure factors
extracted from the resolution of the linear system of equations
formed by the above total structure factors. These partial
structure factors are worth a few comments.

For the composition KO.8 (KCl)0 .2 ,the potassium partial
structure factor is not very different from that of the pure metal
given for comparison, except at low momentum transfer. There is a
correlation between the potassium and the chlorine partials, which
have similar peak positions but different peak intensities. The
ClK partial exhibits the enhanced stability of the unlike atom
interaction at a momentum transfer value slightly smaller than in
the case of pure molten salt (kN). Medium range order effects are
apparent in all partials at low momentum transfer. This produces a
hump at about 1 in the ClK partial.

The partial structure factors were also obtained for a higher
addition of salt into the metal, KO. 6 (KCI)0 .4 . The temperature was
kept equivalent for the two concentrations ((Texp - Tm.p)/Tm a
1.1). We see very significant differences between the partis at
80Z and 60% metal concentration : enchancement of structure of the
partials at large 0 values, symmetric pattern for the like-ion
partials, strong structuring of the KK partial at large 0,
accompanied by a significant decrease of the first peak intensity.
At 0 values around 1 A-1 a strong hump is now obtained in the ClK
partial but we shall not comment on it. The low Q part of this
diagram is still investigated for possible systematic errors.
At large 0 values, we have not yet quantified with accuracy the
nearest neighbour coordination number between unlike ions,
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corresponding to the characteristic wavenumber kN; nevertheless a
rough analysis gives a value of 4. This fourfold coordination
seems favourable in monovalent ionic systems in which Coulombic
forces are involved (2). A model for electron localization with
the assistance of neighbouring K+ ion relaxation gives a coor-
dination of four (1). In compounds where a partial covalent
contribution to the binding exists, a low coordination is favoured
(21 which could in turn favoir a high cationic mobility. Further
work is being done in order t- prove if small additions (< 10%) of
molten salt into a hot alkali metal could stabilize the fourfold
coordination at the same time as the metallic interaction between K
atoms decreases. Of course, such a structural effect in a metallic
liquid must influence its dynamics, in particular, the collective
particle motions.

II. Preliminaries on the dynamics of a hot alkali liquid perturbed
by dissolution of salt

Neutron scattering experiments allow us to measure the
coherent dynamic structure factor Scoh(Q,w) related to collective
particle motions in the system. The description of collective
fluctuations in a liquid is well analysed by the linearized
hydrodynamics as long as the wavelength of the fluctuation is much
greater than the atomic size. This is the case for light
scattering experiments where we can investigate heat and sound
modes. For neutron scattering the wavelength of the radiation
becomes of the order of the interatomic distances and the concept
of extended modes is introduced (15). Neutron scattering
experiments on molten Rb at temperaturesslightly above the melting
point, show the existence of such extended sound modes for 0 values
up to Qa = 1 (a, being the mean free path between collisions). The
data are well represented by three Lorentzian lines corresponding
to Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering or heat and sound modes,
respectively. In figure 4, the sound mode of liquid rubidium shows
a maximum at a 0 value corresponding to half of that of the maximum
in the structure factor (16). In ionic liquids, it has been proven
useful to introduce the mass density and charge density fluctuation
variables (2). SMN(Q,) is, at low Q and w, isomorphous to the
hydrodynamic structure factor of a monatomic liquid.

We also present in figure 4 some experimental results on a
solution of Rb0 .9(RbCl)0 .1,which is, in first approximation, of
purely metallic character, and on Rb0 .8 (RbBr)0 .2 samplewhich
should have the same structural properties as K0 .8 (KC1) 0 .2.
')etails on the experiment and its analysis are published separately
(17).

The dispersion of the mass density as a function of momentum
transfer given in figure 4 for the M-MX solutions is obtained from
the side peak positions in the inelastic scattering spectra
measured on a triple axis spectrometer. The positions obtained on
the enerwy losq and nn the energy gain side are represented
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separately. In the hydrodynamics regime, these positions at ± o
are related to the adiabatic sound velocity. Therefore the
knowledge of the pure metal sound velocity allows us to draw the
hydrodynamic regime limit in the case of the strongly metallic
concentration.

No significant difference is detected in the dispersioh law of
Rbo.g(RbCl)0.1 as compared to pure Rb. This confirms the
assumption that at this concentration, we remain in the metallic
regime. And the sound velocity should not vary much from the pure
metal one. At higher dilution of the metal, the results are not
equivalent. Although the weakening of the signal renders the data
analysis extremely difficult, some trends seem to be observed. A
gap seems to occur at 1 A-1. A similar one is observed in argon
(7). This might come from the coupling between collective
acoustic motion and the structure of the liquid shown in the
partial structure factors. Also interesting is the extrapolation
to the hydrodynamic regime. From the shape of the dispersion law,
one wonders if the isothermal sound velocity of this mixture does
not become anomalous.

Further studies should be made on the damping of the
collective modes, which might turn out to be of general importance
for the ionic and electrolytic liquids. Indeed, in a study of
collective excitations in electrolytic glasses at very low water
content, we detected (18) low frequency harmonic modes (up to 4
meV), in addition to the sound modes, and a damping of these modes
occurs at the glass transition. The structured picture of the M-MX
solutions in the strong scattering regime and its effect on
collective motions are beginning to be deciphered.
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ABSTRACT

The dynamic ionic conductivity of the molten salt
3 KN0 3 2 Ca(NO3). has been measured in the coaxial-
waveguide frequency range from 100 MHz to 18 GHz, at
temperatures between 422 K and 478 K. The conducti-
vity is found to display the dispersion that is
characteristic of the so-called "universal dielec-
tric response". A similar dispersion was observed
earlier within the glass-transformation temperature
range around 345 K, at frequencies below 1 MHz. The
present results are interpreted in terms of a simple
jump-relaxation model. The model involves only one
reorientational relaxation time. This time and its
temperature dependence turn out to be close to those
derived with the help of other techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The glass forming molten salt 3 KNO, 2 Ca(NO,)2 is
a simple ionic system with interesting dynamic properties.
Relaxation-type processes have been observed by different
techniques in this system (1-6), and the (average) relaxa-
tion time has been found to vary by more than ten orders
of magnitude, if the temperature is changed from 330 K to
650 K (7).

In 3 KNO 3"2 Ca(NO,)2, the glass transformation range
extends roughly from 330 K to 360 K (7). Within this range,
the system is known to show the characteristic features of
the so-called "universal dielectric response" (8), comzri-
sing in particular the power-law behavior of the frequen-
cy dependent electrical conductivity, 0'(v). The existing
data are limited to frequencies below 1 MHz (4). The shape
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of o'(v) has been described by a distribution of relaxation
times (7) and by a "fractional exponential" relaxation
function (9,7). These are however merely formal representa-
tions which do not a priori convey any microscopic insight
into the actual relaxation process.

The technique of Brillouin scattering has been
applied to analyze the structural relaxation in molten
3 KNO 3 -2 Ca(N0 3 )2 in the high-temperature, high-frequency
regime (5,6). The spectra yield the temperature depen-
dence of the velocity and attenuation of sound waves at
frequencies of about 10 GHz. The modulus representation
has been used to discuss the data, see (7), and it has
been argued that a single relaxation time should suffice
to describe the relaxation in the melt (5), at least if
the temperature is sufficiently high, i.e., at T - 473 K
(7). This assumption implies that the dynamic conducti-
vity should be constant, showing no dispersion at fre-
quencies close to the inverse of 2P times the relaxation
time (10).

In our present study we have measured the dynamic
conductivity of molten 3 KNO3 2 Ca(N0 3 ), at radio and
microwave frequencies in order to test the validity of
the above assumption and, more generally, to learn more
about the short-time relaxation processes in this mate-
rial. In the following we will show that even at 478 K
the conductivity is found to display the typical disper-
sion already known from the low-temperature, low-frequen-
cy conductivity spectra mentioned above (4). Our present
results will be interpreted in terms of a simple jump-
relaxation model. The model involves only one relaxation
time. This time and its temperature dependence turn out
to be close to those derived from the Brillouin scat-
tering data (6,7) and from the shear viscosity (7).

EXPERIMENTAL

The sample was prepared from reagent grade chemi-
cals. Ca(NO) 2 4 H.0 was dehydrated in a vacuum chamber
for four dcys, at temperatures increasing up to 220 'C.
During the dehydration process, it was intermittently
ground and analyzed gravimetrically. The KNO, was dried
at 180 'C for two days. The necessary amount of Ca(NOf 2
was then dissolved in the KNO, melt.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the experimental set-
up used for the high-frequency measurements. An hp 8350 B
sweep oscillator and an hp 8757 A scalar network analyzer



are both controlled by an hp 9000 (series 300) desk-
top computer. The arrangement of Fig. 1 permits
fully automated swept measurements. The quantities
measured are the absolute values of thV complex transmis-
sion and reflection factors, Itl and Irl, of the sample
part of the coaxial waveguide syslem. An exploded view
of the sample assembly is shown in Fig. 2, along with a
schematic representation of the nine individual travel-
ling waves in the various media, i.e., in air, in the
window material (teflon), and in the molten salt itself.
Let us denote the nine complex gmplitudes of the respec-
tive radial electric fields by Ec, to E0 . The measured
scalar quantities may now be written

A A

1E0 9/E0 1  (1)

and

= AoA~~ (2)

A A A A

The eight ratios, E0 /E0, to E0 9 /E 0 1 , are uniquely
determined by the dielectric and electric properties of
the materials involved and by the requirement that the
(transverse) electric and magnetic field components be
continuous at the interfaces. The continuity conditions
give us a set of eight simultaneous complex equationsA
which are linear in the eight ratios, E 0 2/1., to Ko/E 1,
but transcendental in the dielectric and electric proper-
ties of the sample. It is therefore not easily possible
to compute the complex permittivity, C(v), or the complex
conductivity, 0(v) =2nvE0 (v), directly from tj and
In . The setof quations i however easily solved for
the ratios, E0 2/E0 , to E0 9 /E,, if one assumes certain
values of the real parts of E(v) and 0(v), which are
called 'iv) and a'(v). Transformation networks (W,c')
-- (I, IrI ) may thus be prepared, and this has been
done for each frequency and each sample length. An
example is shown in Fig. 3. In the experiment both
permittivity and conductivity of the sample are automati-
cally read from the relevant network and immediately
plotted as functions of frequency.

RESULTS

Fig. 4 is a log-log plot of the conductivity, 0',
versu:3 frequency at 453 K. The figure shows that different
sample lengths yield consistent results. It also gives an
impression of the scatter of the experimental di+a. The
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mean values of the different 453 K runs are replotted in
Fig. 5, together with data obtained at 422 K and at 478 K.
It is evident that the spectra of Fig. 5 are very similar
to those of Ref. (4). It is also noticeable that a trend
already visible in the low-temperature results (4) is now
continued: with increasing temperature the increase of
o'(v) is found to begin at higher and higher frequency.

The relative permittivity, e'(v), is found to de-
crease continuously within the experimental frequency
range. At 453 K, for instance, it is 47 + 5 at 100 MHz
and 10 ± 4 at 18 GHz. The mutual consistency of the
conductivity and permittivity spectra has been checked
with the help of the Kramers-Kronig relations.

At sufficiently high frequency, when the relaxation
cannot follow the changing electric field any more, E'(v)
tends to a limiting value, c'(-). That value is not
causally related to the relaxation, but independent of
it. It is therefore sensible not to include E'(') when
plotting functions that characterize the relaxation. This
holds in particular true, if the relaxation is represen-
ted in the complex conductivity plane. In Fig. 6 we have
thus plotted a"(v)-(E 0e'( ) against 0'(v), at 453 K,
assuming e'(-) to be 7, 8, or 9. In each of these cases
we observe the formation of an almost circular arc in the
complex plane. The centers of the arcs are displaced
below the real axis.

The measurements are being continued in the rect-
angular-waveguide frequency range above 18.5 GHz in order
to determine e'(-) as accurately as possible a ,d to search
for a limiting high-frequency value of the conductivity,
o'(-). It will then be possible to choose the proper arc
of Fig. 6 and to complete it on its high-frequency,
high-conductivity side, until it meets the real axis
again at a'= c'(w).

DISCUSSION

The dispersion observed in the molten salt 3 KNO,
2 Ca(NO,) 2 , see Figs. 4 to 6, is of the general type
found also in many other ionic and polaronic conductors
including glassy and crystalline solid electrolytes.
The characteristics of the dispersion include the
power-law behavior of o'(v) at sufficiently low temper-
ature and the formation of almost circular arcs with
depressed centers in the complex planes of conducti-
vity, impedance, and permittivity. The generality of
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the phenomenon was first noticed by Jonscher (8) who
termed it "the universal dielectric response".

Microscopically, an understanding of the "universal
dielectric response" requires the solution of a complica-
ted many-particle problem. A very general model was put
forward by Ngai (11). However, the model does not give a
kinematic description of the microscopic dynamics. The
same is true of other models that have been proposed (12).

More recently, a rather simple kinematic jump-re-
laxation model has been suggested by one of us (K.F), see
(13,14). It applies to any structurally disordered system
of mobile charge carriers and is able to predict the main
features of the "universal dielectric response". In
particular, the solid lines of Figs. 5 and 6 have been
calculated from this model. In addition to the lines,
which fit the data very well, Fig. 5 also contains arrows
marking particular frequencies. These are defined by v =
l/(2Trr), where T is a reorientational relaxation time, see
below. Compared with the relaxation times obtained from
the shear viscosity and from Brillouin scattering (7), the
present values are shorter roughly by a factor of four,
but they have the same temperature dependence, see Fig. 7.

The basic idea of the jump-relaxation model is sket-
ched in Fig. 8. In the figure, the momentary position of a
mobile charge carrier (an ion) is denoted by A. The ion may
hop to a neighboring position B, which requires some acti-
vation energy A. Now the model assumes that, if the ion
resides at A, the neighborhood is structurally relaxed with
respect to A. The ion therefore experiences a "conditional
effective" single-particle potential which is normally
higher at B than at A, see Fig. 8 a. As a consequence, the
barrier height for a backward hop, 6, is smaller than A, at
least immediately after the hop from A to B.

Suppose the ion hops from A to B at time t = 0. We
then have to consider two competing relaxation processes
at times t > 0:

(i) The ion hops back to A. The correlated forward-back-
ward hopping sequence thus performed contributes to
the dynamic con9uctivity only at sufficiently high
frequencies, but not at low frequencies.

(ii) The neighborhood rel- s with respect to B. The re-
orientation of the n~ighborhood is characterized by
some reorientational relaxation time, , and results
.n the formation of a new absolute minimum of the
conditional effective potential at B. In this case
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the initial hop has eventually proved successful
and thus contributes to the dc conductivity.

It is important to note that the backward barrier
height, 6 BA(t), see Fig. 8 b, increases as the ion stays

at B. Therefore, the relaxation time of the back-hop
process increases. The relaxation is thus slowed down
as time goes by. The resulting spectra hence look as
if there were a "distribution of relaxation times".

The model considers the probability, W(t), that the
correlated backward hop has not yet been performed at time
t. A rate equation and simple geometrical arguments lead
to a closed algebraic expression for W(t), which makes use
of the exponential-integral function (14). A useful
approximation is

W(t) : exp(-2A(l-exp(-t/T)) (A-6)/kT) , (3)

where A is some constant of the order of one and T is
again the reorientational relaxation time of the neighbor-
hood- The approximation of Eq. (3) is valid, if (A-6)/kT ! 1.

Neglecting the finite duration of hops, the velocity
autocorrelation function of the hopping motion may now be
written

<v(O).v(t)>hops = const..t6(t)+W(t)1 (4)

where 6(t) is the delta function. The (frequency dependent)
coefficient of self-diffusion is obtained from Eq. (4) by
Fourier transformation, and the conductivity is formed with
the help of the Nernst-Einstein equation. Cross terms are
neglected. The procedure yields the expression

;(W) = (1+ JW(t)exp(-iwt)dt).C/(r-T). (5)
0

The solid lines of Figs. 5 and 6 have been obtained
with the particular parameter values A = 1, (6-6)/k=600 K,

and C = 8"10 -1(Ks)/(Qcm). Instead of Eq.(3) we have
however used the respective expression given in Ref. (14).
The optimum values of the relaxation time T are those
plotted in Fig. 7. Note the changing slope of log T versus
l/T. From our present data, this variation is found to be
quite similar as in Ref.(7), see Fig. 7. The temperature
dependence of the relaxation time shows that A is much
larger than kT (A = 9.5 kT at 493 K, see (7)). The differ-
ence, (A-6) c k-600 K, is thus found to be considerably
smaller than the barrier heights, A and 6, themselves.
Nevertheless it is this difference that causes the entire
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dispersion observed in the present study.

CONCLUSION

The dynanic conductivity of the simple molten salt
3 KNO 3 2 Ca(N03 )2 has been determined in the radio and
microwave frequency range up to 18 GHz. A pronounced
dispersion has been detected. The shape of the frequency
dependent conductivity is similar to that of the low-
temperature, low-frequency spectra (4) Th- present data
have been shown to be consistent with a simple jump-re-
laxation model (13,14). Application of the model yields a
reorientational relaxation time whose temperature depen-
dence is in agreement with results obtained earlier from
other techniques (7).
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BINARY MELTS CONTAINING
NbCI5 , TaCI 5 and NaCi-KCI(1:I)

Nobuaki Sato and Michio Nanjo
Research Institute of Mineral Dressing

and Metallurgy
Tohoku University,
Sendal 980, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

The specific electrical conductivity of the NbCl 5 -NaCl-KCl
(NaCI:KCI=1:1) pseudo binary system was measured because of interest
in the molten salt electrolysis of niobium from its chloride melts.

The phase diagrams of these systems have been determined by
differential thermal analysis. The results show a trend similar to
that of the NbCIs-NaCI and NbCI 5 -KCl systems.

The electrical conductivity of melts increases with the increase

in temperature. Two liquid phases were observed in the region rich
in NbCI 5 . Conductivities if pure NaCI 5 and TaCI 5 were determined
between the melting point and the boiling point using a pyrex glass

cell with a small cell constant.
In the same manner, the conductivity of the TaCI 5-NaCI-KCI pseudo

binary system was also considered with the goal of obtaining high
purity tantalum by molten salt electrolysis.

INTRODICTION

Niobium has recently become of major interest in high technoligy
applications such as nuclear reactors and as a superconductor
catalyst. Pure tantalum metal is also important as a capacitor.

Pyrochlore is the most important source of niobium because of its
great abundance and low tantalum content (1-4). A recent trend of
ore producing countries such as Brazil is that of exporting
ferroniobium instead of the ore. Imported ferroniobium accounts for
more than 60% of all niobium supplied to Japan.

As ferroniobium becomes a main source of the world's niobium
supply, investigation of niobium production directly from
ferroniobium is needed urgently. We have studied the chloride
process and molten salt technology which are the most applicable -o
purification and synthesis of new materials (5,6) These studies
present possible separation processes of niobium from ferroniobii
which yield pure niobium chloride. It is feasible Lo consider
producing niobium metal from niobium chloride by electrolysis in
molten chloride salts.

In this paper, the specific electrical conductivity and the phase

diagram of the NbCI 5-NaCl--KCI pseudo binary system were investigated.
Another pseudo binary system of TaCI5 -Na(I--KCI was also considered
for the production of high purity tantalum metal using chloride

electrolysis.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Chloride preparation
Anhydrous NbCl5 was prepared by reacting 99.7% niobii ' metal

powder with a small amount of carbon and dry C12 gas in a
chlorination apparatus at 300

0
C. Anhydrous TaCl5 was prepared in the

same manner using 99.5% tantalum metal. The mixture of NaCI and KCI
was dehydrated by passing dry HCI gas into the NaCl-KCl(1:l) melt at

750
0
C. These dehydrated chlorides were transfered to conductivity

cells or DTA cells in an argon filled dry box.

Conductivity Measurement

The conductivity cells (a) were made of pyrex glass or q'iartz
with a i mm diameter tungsten rod welded to tungsten foil as shown ia

Fig. I. The cell resistance (0.2-0.3S
-1) is negligible compared to

the salt bath resistance of 100-20O0S
- 

(cell constant=lO0-200cm-
1
).

Another type of pyrex glass cell (b) with a small cell constant

(-2.0cm
-

) was used for pure NbCl5 and TaCl5 because of their small
specific electrical conductivities (10-6 S/cm). Electrical
conductivity was measured by the AC bridge method at 1-10 kHz as

shown in Fig. 2.

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)
DTA was used to determine the phase diagrams. The cells were

made of pyrex glass or quartz with a thermocouple well at the bottom
(Fig.3). The cell was sealed under vacuum. The heating rate was

10
0
C/min.

NbCl 5 -NaCl-KCl(1:l) Pseudo Binary Phase Diagram
The phase diagram of this pseudo binary system is presented in

Fig.4. The melting points of each component (2041C for NbCI5 , 647
0
C

for NaCI-KCI (1:1)) agree with previously reported values (204 and
645

0
C) (7,8). Other studies report 1:1 compounds such as NaNbCl6

(tetragonal) and KNbCl 6 (cubic) in the NbCl 5 -NaCl and NbCI 5-KCI
binary systems (9-11). In the NbCl 5 rich region a, B, y, and ay
interphases were observed as in the NbCI5-KCl system. In the NaCI-
KCI rich region three transformations weLe observed as in the NbCl5 -

KCI system. Unfortunately there is no structural reference to the
above transformations. Two liquid phases are also observed in the

NbCl5 rich region.

Specific Electrical Conductivity of NbCI5 and TaCl5

The specific electrical conductivities of NbCI 5 at elevated
temperatures are shown in Fig. 5. The specific electrical
conductivity of pure NbCl 5 from 204

0
C (m.p.) to 253'C (b.p.) is

l.Dx10-
6
S/cm, a very low value, which is characteristic of molecular

melts. The conductivity of NbCl5 increases slightly with increasing
temperature. The value of 9.4xl0-

7
S/cm (218

0
L) shows good agreement

with that of Blitz (2.2x0-7S/cm at 22
0
'C)(I1). Often the very small

conductivity of NbCI 5 melt is augmented by the presence of highly
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conductive impurities such as HCl. However, since the measured
specific conductivities are in agreement, and the NbCl5 was prepared

in different ways, it is likely that the measured conductivity arises
only from the dissociation of NbCI5 itself.

Specific Electrical Conductivity of NbCl5 -NaCl-KCI Pseudo Binary
System

Figo6 shows the temperature dependence of the conductivity for
the NbCl5 -NaCl-KCl system. When a small amount (10mol%) of NaCl-KCl

is added to pure NbCl 5 , the conductivity rises to a very large value.
It also increases rapidly with increasing temperature. This suggests
that the conductivity mechanism changes from molecular NbCl5 to an
ionic species. From 80 to 60 mole% composition of NbCl 5 ,
conductivity changes only slightly. In this composition range there
are two liquid phases (Fig.4). The upper layer is pale brown , the
1-wer is black. Ine conductivity of the iatter liquid was measured
because the electrode made contact only with the heavier black
liquid. This phase corresponds to the (Na,K)NbCI6 eutectic melt. In
the NaCl-KCl rich region, conductivity increases with the increasing
concentration of ionic species.

The specific electrical conductivity isotherms for this system
are shown in Fig. 7. There are three regions to the composition
dependence of conductivity: I, a rapid increase region with low
conductivity; II, a flat region; III, a gradually increasing region
with high conductivity. Region I represents the transition from

molecular to ionic conductivity. Region II corresponds to the two
liquid phase of this system. Region III is influenced primarily by
the contribution of the increasing concentration of the NaCl-KCI
electrolyte.

The relation between log K ad 1,'T for NbCl5 -NaCI-KCi pseudo
binary system is linear for almost all compositions (Fig.8).
However, in the area of 90 mol% NbCI5 two slopes appear which

correspond to the changes of the melt structure. The activation
energy rf 3 kcal/mol is close to that of alkali halide melts.

The phase diagram and conductivity for the TaCl 5-NaCl-KCl pseudo
binary system will be presented in detail. Viscosities and densities
of the above systems will be also reported.
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ENRICHMENT OF Li-6

BY COUNTERCURRENT ELECTROMIGRATION OF MOLTEN LiNO3

Teruo Haibara, Osamu Odawara, Isao Okada
Department of Electronic Chemistry

Tokyo Institute of Technology
Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227, Japan

Masao Nomura, and Makoto Okamoto
Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors

Tokyo Institute of Technology
O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

ABSTRACT

The internal cation mobilities of the molten bi-
nary system (Na,NH 4 )NO have been determined
from the data on mobility ratios and electric
conductivities; the former and the latter have
been measured with the Klemm method and the
direct current method, respectively. In all ac-
cessible conditions, the mobility of NH 4 + ions
is greater than that of Na ions, that is, the
Chemla effect occurs. Based on this information,
the countercurrent electromigration method pre-
viously presented for enriching 6 Li has been
improved; in the previous study Li was enriched
in the region of molten LiNO 3 adjoining molten
NH 4NO 3 placed toward the cathode. In the pre-
sent study a small zone of NaNO 3 attempted to
form between these two melts in a separation
tube. By this method, the outflow of Li+ ions
into the cathode compartment by electromigration,
ghich is seriously unfavorgble to enrichment of
Li, can be prevented. Li has been enriched

from 7.4% to 73.0% in 25 days without any trou-
ble from material corrosion.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous study (1), we succeeded in enriching 6Li
by countercurrent electromigration; molten LiNO 3 and
NH 4NO 3 were arranged in a separation tube and a cathode
compartment, and heated at about 300'C and 180'C, respec-
tively. A part of the separation tube was packed with
alumina powde , and the boundary region between the two
salts, where Li was to be enriched, was formed near the
end part of the separation tube adjoining the cathode
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compartment.
The position of the boundary is settled by the balance

of electromigration flow and countercurrent flow. When
the electromigration flow overcomes the countercurrent
flow, Li ions flow into the cathode compartment and en-
richment of Li will not take place. However, maximum
electromigration flow is desirable for higher enrichment
of 6Li within the limit that this flow is balanced with
the counter flow.

In order to avoid an immediate outflow of Li + ions
into the cathode compartment by an uncontrollable over-
current flow, in the present study we have devised a way
of forming a small zone of another salt between the two
salts. The cation mobility of this third salt should be
intermediate between those of Li+ and NH 4 + ions. One of
the potential salts as the third salt is molten NaNO 3 . It
had been known that bL, < bN- at the whole concentration
region in the system (LNa)NO'3 (2) and that bL. < bNH4 at
all "'cessible conditions of concentration and temperature
in the system (Li,NH4 )NO3 (3), where bx is the internal
mobility of cation x. Thus, we have measured the internal
cation mobilities in the molten binary system (Na,NH 4 )NO3 .
After confirming that bNa < bNH4 in this mixture, we have
tried to enrich Li by using NaNO 3 as the third salt.

EXPERIMENTAL

Internal mobility in (Na,NH4)NO3 melt
The relative difference in ?he internal cation mobili-

ties in the molten binary system (Na,NH4 )NO3 was measured
with the Klemm method. The electromigration cell and the
procedure were similar to those previously used for the
study of (Li,NH4 )NO melts (3). The chemicals of reagent
grade were used. As the salt in the large cathode com-
partment, a mixture of (Na,NH 4 )NO3 of the eutectic composi-
tion (xNa=0.20) was employed. In the present study, an
ion chromatographic analyzer (IC500S) made by Yokogawa
Electric Corporation was used for quantitative analysis of
Na + and NH 4 + ions whereas in the previous study (3) the
flame spectrophotometry and the Kjeldahl method were
employed for the determination of Li and NH 4

+ ions,
respectively.

The electric conductivity was measured with a direct
current method by use of a cell of the type proposed by
Duke and Bissell (4). The cell was made of transparenz
silica. The cell constant was measured to be 14.40cm-
with a standard KCI aqueous solution. The NaNO 3 and
NH 4NO 3 were vacuum-dried at 120'C and 60'C, respectively,
overnight before use. These measurements were performed
in the temperature range of 160 to 180'C at xNa < 0.3 in
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the light of the phase diagram of this system (5) and the
thermal decomposition of NH 4 NO 3 (6).

Enrichment of 6 Li
An electromigration cell of a horizontal type was used

(Fig. 1). This was similar to those used in the previous
study (1). The part containing the anode compartment and
the separation tube was somewhat different from the pre-
vious one; the separation tube was inserted and connected
to the anode compartment tightly from the side wall and
the end of the tube was turned upward as shown in Fig. 1,
so that the cementation of the quartz wool by setting it
from the outside became much easier than in the previous
experiments. This quartz wool played a role in keeping
powder dense during electromigration, which is essen-
tially important for stable electromigration for a long
period. The separation tube was packed as densely as pos-
sible with alumina powder of ca. 50 um. The cell was
wound with the nichrome tape.

Lithium nitrate of reagent qrade was vacuum-dried
overnight at 120'C before use. It was rut into the hcated
separation tube through the larqg- anode compartment.
After it melted and spread over tie diaphragm, a small
amount of molten NH 4 NO 3 and ca. 0.4 1 of NaNO 3 were poured
into the cathode compartment. Then the electromigration
was started with increasing elertric current gradually to
ca. 350 mA. During the initial period of electromigration
for ca. 8 hrs., more NH 4 NO 3 melt was added to the planned
level.

About 30 g of NH 4NO3 melt was supplied per day to com-
pensate the expended NH 4NO due to the thermal- and
electro-decomposition. A small portion of NH 4 NO 3 melt in
the cathode compartment wis sampled for chemical analysis
of Li + and Na + ions with flame spectrophotometry at inter-
vals of a few days. For the initial few days 350 mA was
supplied and the Li+ and Na + contents in the cathode com-
partment increased considerably. Thus, it was lowered to
310 mA after 5 days from the beginning, and after that it
was not necessary to adjust the current. Main experimen-
tal conditions are given in Table 1.

After 25 days, the eictromigration was terminated,
all the NH 4NO 3 melt in the cathode compartment and the
LiNO3 melt in the anode compartment were taken out by
tilting the cell, and then the cell was allowed to codl.
After rewinding the nichrome tape, the separation tube was
cut into pieces for chemical analysis and the isotope
ratio measurement. The isotope ratio was measured with a
Varian MAT CH5 mass spectrometer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Internal mobility in (Na,NH4 )NO3 melt
The rela-ive difference, c, in the internal mobilities

of the two cations is defined as

= ( bNa - bNH4)/b, (1)

where b = XNab a + xNHbNH4 . The c values are calculated
from the amount of the ca ions in the separation tube and
the transported charge by use of an equation presented in
Ref. 7 . The internal mobilities of these ions are calcu-
lated from

bNa = ( K' / F )( 1 + XNH4c ) (2a)

and bNH4= ( <V / F )( 1 - XNa E ) , (2b)

where < and V are the conductivity and the molar volume of
the mixture, respectively, and F the Faraday constant.
The values of V for the mixture are evaluated from t.e two
neat salts on the assumption of the additivity of the
molar volume, which holds well for many mixture melts.
For this evaluation the data on the molar volume of neat
NH 4 NO 3 melt are taken from Ref. 8 and those of neat
NaNO 3 melt are extrapolated with respect to temperature
from those of the melt (9). The electric conductivities
measured for mixtures of some concentrations are given in
Table 2. Since NH4NO3 is slightly decomposable even at
the melting point and one of the decomposition products is
water (10), the bubble and the water are supposed to have
affected the conductivity measurement to some extent.
Therefore, the obtained data would not be so accurate as
those so far presented for such salts as alkali nitrate
melts.

The isotherms of bNa and bNl 4 are shown in Fig. 2. As
seen from Fig. 2, the mobility or the larger cation, NH 4

+

is greater than that of the smaller one, Na + , under all
the accessible conditions; the Chemla effect occurs. Thus,
as far as the mobilities are concerned, molten NaNO can
be used as the salt located between LiNO 3 and N!14 NO3 in
the separation tube. The reason why the Chemla effect oc-
curs in this system is quite similar to that in the
(Li,NH4 )NO3 system which was previously discussed (3).

Enrichment of 6Li
The distribution of the Li isotopes and the quantity

of Li + , Na + and NH 4
+ ions in the separation tube after

electromigration are shown in Fig. 3. Although Ni 4 NO
penetrated rather de-ply into the separation tube, Na
ions were located around the boundary region between li
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and Nil4 + ions. This shows that also in the ternary

mixture

bLi ' bNa ' bNH14

Since the electric current was quite high at the early
period of Plectromiiration, Na+ ions once enteri.,g the
separation tube woule flow out of the tube. And the
amounit of Na+ ions in the catholyte would increase. Thus,
at this stage the Na+ ions are supposed to have played a
role in preventing Li ions from flowing out in large
quantities into the cathode compartment. Another possible
merit of using NaNO is that the frontal part of LiNO.,
where enrichment of tLi is to be taken place, can be kept
at higher temperature. The isotope effect of Li + ios is
greater as temperature increases (11). When hiNO 3 is - n-
tiguous to 4 NO3 , the temperature of the adjoining part
cannot be raised so hinh as, e.g., 300 C, because of the
vigorous thermal decomposition of NH 4NO 3 (6). This merit
will be quantitatively evaluated by numerical simula-ion
of the uistribution of the chemical species and the Li
isotopes in the separation tube.

In the present run, 6Li has been most enriched in
raction No.5, whee the ratio 7 Li/6Li is 0.3701 (73.0
TLi) .

A distinct enrichiment of 7 Li is observed in fraction
No.17, where the cross sectional area changes drastically.
This kind of anomalous distribution of the isotopes was
observed also in the previous study (1 ). Klemm and Lund6n
have argued that this kind of nomdly is caused by the
temperature gradient and the higher isotope effect of Li +

ions at higher temperature (11) . As two tubes with con-
siderably different cross sections were connected, the
temperature at the part of a smaller cross section should
have been higher than that at the part of a larger ?ne.
The anomaly is not favorable to enrichment of Li:
however, this is not a serious prohlem. In the present
run, 6 Li can be enriched without any trouble on material
corros ion.

The temperature of the c~tholyte was kept at 1 70 C
which was about 10 C lower than in the previous run (I).
This could decrease the amount of the decomposition of
N114 NO 3 ; in the present run about 30q of N['4 NO 3 was con-
sumed per day whereas in a simi far previous run ( 1 ) a'out
40q was. Although the melt ing point of neat NH NO is
169.6CC (5), it could be kept in a molten state a 140 1 C
probably because of thi presence of water as its decom-
position product.

Addition of (N1 4 )2 S0 4 into N1 4 N0 3 in the cathode com-
partment is now planned since it depress the decomposi
tion of NH 4 NO3 to some extent (12).
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As the separation tube was directly heated with the
nichrome tape in the present run, it was difficult to keep
the temperature constant and to measure it accurately.
This disadvantage may be solved by using a double-walled
separation tube where also in the outer part LiNQ 3 melt
is added to keep the temperature in the inside part
constant.

A convenient means for detecting the boundary is now
sought; if this is found, it will become easier to manu-
ally set the electric current to its highest possible
lovQl, which is essentially favorable for high enrichment
of bLi.
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Fig. 2. Isotherms of internal cation mobility in the
system (Na,NH 4 )N0 3 .
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the Li isotopes and the ions
Li+ , Na + and NH + after the electrolysis.

The amount ot Li4 and NH 4 + per cm of tube length are
drawn upward and downward, respectively. The shadowed
part shows the amount of Na + . The abscissa is the dis-
tance from the cathode end of the separation tube.
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Table 1. Electromigration conditions.
------------------------------------------

Electric current (mA) 320
Current density (A/cm2 )

4.3 mm int. diam. 3.7
12.0 mm int. diam. 0.37

Voltage (V) 90-95
Duration (d) 25
Transported charge (C) 676x10

3

Hydraulic head (cm) 28-33
Cell material Quartz
Packing material Alumina

Grain size (urM) ca. 50
Temperature (C)

LiNO ca.300
NH4NO 3  ca.170

Amount of salt (g)
LiNO ca.160
NH 4N 3  ca.190

Separation column
Length (mm) 135+113
Int. diam (mm) (4.3)(12)

Isotope ratio, Li/6Li
Original 12.56
In most enriched fraction 0.3701
(%6 Li) (73.0)

Overall separation factor
between the most enriched
fraction and the feed 33.9

Table 2. Experimental data on specific conductivities
in the system (NaNH4 )YO3 .

<= aT + b ( K in s cm- ; T in K )

XNa a b temp. range (K)

0.000 3.70x10- 3  -1.28 443 - 453

0.103 3.44x10- 3  -1.18 433 - 453

0.217 3.53x10 - 3  -1.24 433 - 453

0.303 3.45x10- 3  -1.22 433 - 453
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THE CHEMLA EFFECT IN THE MOBILITIES
IN THE MOLTEN BINARY SYSTE4 NaOH-KOH

Chao-Chen Yang, Osamu Odawara,
and Isao Okada

Department of Electronic Chemistry
Tokyo Institute of Technology

Nagatsuta, Midori-ku
Yokohama 227, Japan

ABSTRACT

Internal mobility ratios of two cations in the molten
binary system (Na, K)OH have been measured with the

Klemm method. From these and available data on the
densities and conductivities, the internal mobilities of

Na+ and K
+ 

ions (bNa and bK, respectively) have been
calculated. The Chemla effect occurs except at high
concentration of Na+ ions. bNa and bK decrease with

decreasing concentrations of NaOH and KOH, respectively;

bNa is well expressed,except at a region of small molar
volume, by

bNa = [A/(V-Vo)}exp(-E/RT),

where A, V0 and E are constant independent of
temperature T and molar volume of the mixture V.
Negative deviation of bNa from this equation at low XNa

region is attributed to the free space effect traceable
to the small free space. The decrease of bK with an
increase of NaOH concentration may be interpreted
qualitatively by assuming that the OH- ions become less
mobile owing to the strong interaction with the Na

+

ions.

INTRODUMO CI

Molten alkali hydroxides are ionic liquids and therefore good
ionic conductors. However, fundamental properties of the melts
such as the structure and the mechanism of the ionic conduction
have not been much as investigated as other typical ionic melts
probably because of the technical difficulties due to the high
chemical aggressiveness of these melts.

The order of the molar conductivities, and therefore of the

internal cation mobilities b, of the following alkali hydroxides
is opposed to that of other usual melts:
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b(LiOH) < b(NaOH) b(KOH).

Thus, it is interesting to elucidate the mechanism of
the ionic conduction of the molten alkali hydroxides. For
this purpose, it is more informative to measure mobilities
in binary mixtures than in neat melts. The binary system
(Na,K)OH has been chosen for the present study, since data
on the densities and the conductivities (1)(2) are
available. For the measurement of ratios of the internal
mobilities of the two cations, the Klemm method,i.e., a
countercurrent electromigration method was employed. This
method is one of the most reliable and is insensitive to
a small amount of impurities such as water and carbonate
ions. This i.!Viit'ige is particul, lv imnortint for the present
case.

EXPERIMENTAL

The electromiqration cell shown in Fig. 1 was similar
to the one used for molten carbonates (3). The furnace
was a transparent one made by Trans. Temp. Co., U. S. A.

A mixture LiOH-NaOH-KOH of the eutectic composition
(9.5-49-41.5 mol %) (4) was used as the catholyte in the
large vessel, whichals0 played the roleof a heat bath for
the separation tube. These chemicals were made by Kanto
Chemical Co. Japan (LiOH H20: min. 95 % containing max.
0.5 1 Li 2 CO 3, NaOH: min. 97 % containing max. 0.8 % Na 2 CO 3

and KOH: min. 86 % containing max. 0.8 % K2 C0 3 ). Water
contained in these chemicals was mostly evaporated when
they were heated.

A mixture melt (NaOH-KOH) of a chosen concentration
was stored in another small vessel of alumina, and bubbled
at 723 K with dry N2 gas, which had passed through conc.
sulfuric acid and molecular sieve 4A, at least for 12 hr
for dehydration (5). The chemicals NaOH and KOH used in
this vessel were the ones made by Merck Co. Ltd. (NaOH:
min. 99 % containing max. 1% Na 2 CO 3 and KOH: min. 85 %
containing max. 1% K2 CO 3 ). Water content of the melt was
measured with Karl Fischer's method (e.g., for a 50-50 mol
% mixture less than 1.7%).

Two alumina tubes with different diameters (outer
dia. : 6 mm and 16 mm ; inner dia.: 4 mm and 10 mm,
respectively, g-alumina SSA-S made by Nihon Kagaku Togyo
Co. Ltd.) were connected with alumina cement (Aron Ceramic
D made by Toagosei Chemical, Japan) and employed as a
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separation tube. The separation tube was packed over 150
mm long with alumina powder of 150-180 urm. Both the ton
and the bottom of the diaphragm part of the powder were
installed with alumina wool for settling the powder.

The separation tube was put into the small vessel, and
after the diaphragm part was filled with the melt, the
tube was transferred into the electromigration cell con-
taining the catholyte of the ternary mixture. The
separation tube was set so that the connected part of the
two tubes was 2-3 cm above the level of the catholyte; by
this a possible short circuit between inside and outside
was avoided. Then, electromigration was started with
constant electric current of about 150 mA. Platinum wires
of 1 mm X were used as electrodes. A mixed gas
of 02 and hot water vapor was bubbled around the cathode.
Conversion of the electrodeposited metal into the original
hydroxide was expected to occur.

During electromigration, dry N 2 Qas was passed also
through the catholyte melt to remove the excess water.

After electromigration,of 2.5-3.0 hr, the separation
tube was taken out, cleaned on the otsie wall and cut
into pieces of ca. 10 mm long. The salt in each fraction
was dissolved into distilled water, and the content of the
cations was determined by flame spectrophotometry.

RESULTS

The relative difference in the internal mohilities of

the two cations is defined as

= (bNa - bK)/b (1)

where b=xNabNa + xKb K (XNa and x. are mole fractions of
NaOH and KOH, respectively). The C value can be calcu-
lated from the distribution of the cationic species in the
separation tube and the transported charge accordinq to a

formula given in Ref. (6).

Main experimental conditions and the rosults are miven
in Table 1. As the absolute values of c are large at most
concentrations, relatively small transported charges in
these experiments compared with those for alkali nitrates
may have been enough.

Internal mobilities of the two cations are calculated
from c and available data on the density and conductivity
(1)(2) by using
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bNa - ( x V/F)(1 + x.<r ) , (2a)

bK = ( x V/F)(1 - XNaE:) , (2b)

where V is the molar volume of the mixture and F the

Faraday constant.

DISCUSSION

The isotherms of ba and bk are shown in Fig. 2. The

bNa and bK decrease with decreasing xNa and X.,resoect-
ively. In a certain range of concentration the Chemla ef-

fect (7,8) o-:curs, that is, the internal mobility of the
smaller cation Na+ is smaller than that of the larger one
K
+
. The Chemla crossing point shifts toward higher con-

centration of the smaller cation, as temperaturc

increases; this is observed also in other binary systems.

We have found that, iii other mixture melts with a com-

mon anion such as alkali nitrates wh~reCoulombic interac-

tion between cations and anions is the predominant factor
influencing the mobilities, the cation internal mobilities
are well expressed by

b = [A/(V-V 0 )]exp(-E/RT) , (3)

where A, E, V0 are the parameters characteristic of the

cation of interest and almost independent of the co-

cations and temperature (9).

In order to see explicitly whether such an equation
holds, we have plotted the reciprocal values of bNa and bg

against V and found that b is well expressed wIth such

an equation except at low me i ar volume (as for bNa 1, see
Fig. 3). The solid lines are drawn with the parameters A
= 0.494 x 10-

1 1
m
5
V-

1
s
-1

, E = 11.34 ki mol- and V 0  = 11.51

x 10-m
3
mol

-
1. The negative deviation of bNa from Eq. (3

with the parameters given above is attributable to the

small effective free space. (In Fig.3 the negative devia-
tion appears as a positive one since the reciprocal of bNa

is taken.)

Our interpretation why bNa decreases with decreasing
xNa is quite similar to that often stated for other sys-

tems such as binary alkali nitrates (10).

It is rather surprising that the profile of the

isotherms of bK is quite different from that of bNa,
whereas the ionic sizes of these cations are not so

different. The profile for K
+ 

ions in the present system
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is quite different frcm that in the binary system (Na,
K)N0 3, and rather similar to that of self-diffusion coef-
ficients in glasses exhibiting the "mixed alkali effect" (11).

It is also surprising that the molar conductivity of
neat KOH is greater than that of neat NaOH. The external
cation transport numbers in NaOH and KOH have been
reported by Shvedov and Tvanov (10) to be 0.10 + 0.03 and
0.03 + 0.03, respectively. These suggest that the
mechanisms of ionic conduction may be considerably dif-
ferent in these melts.

It is known that in alkali chloride melts internal
mobilities are strongly related with a separating motion
of neighboring cations defined as the self-exchange
velocity (SEV) (11). Thus, the internal mobilities also
in the present system may be explained in terms of the
SEV. At high xK region, the motion of OH- ions may be
great and the contribution of this motion to the SEV in
K+-OH - pairs is much greater than that of the K+ ions. As
xK decreases, that is, xN increases, separating motion of
O- ions from K+ ions wL become less vigorous owing to
the stronger interaction between Na+ and OH- ions.
Therefore, with decreasing xK, bK considerably decreases.
This decrease of bK could not be attributed to the smaller
free space in the present case. If this were due to the
free space effect, the rate of decrease of bK would become
more sharp with decreasing xK. If it is assumed that, in
mixture melts, Na + , K+and Ol- ions move mainly in the Na+-OH -

and K+-OH - pairs, respectively, the rather strange
isotherm of bK can qualitatively be interpreted.

According to a study of infrared spectrometry on mol-
ten NaOH, the spectral data are interpreted in terms of
hydrogen bonding or polymer formation (12). This is not
inconsistent with the data on bNa in the present mixture.
It needs to be studied further in connection with the
ionic mobilities and the difference in the structure between Na0H
and KOH melts.

In conclusion, the profile of the isotherms of b a and
bK is quite different, and the Chemla effect clear y oc-
curs except at high concentration of NaOH. The profile of
b is similar to that found in other ionic melts such as
ahali nitrates, but that of bK is rather different
from those so far found. This is interpreted by

assuming that the external transport number of OH- ions in
the neat KOH is considerably great and decreases with in-
creasing concentration of NaOH.
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Table 1. Experimnta condit ions and rt:lat i.e

diffe-enc
- 

in internal cat ion mob 1 Ijt

XN a  ThFLI( hr

0.249 1 0 0q] i20 170 2.7 1
0 .249 * .O111 40 1 1 U1 2.('
0. 24) 0 .001 73 152 2. 7
0.241 ± 0.001 k,99 1442 2 3 ,
0.249 t 0.001 -45 1430 2. 3 .
0. 487 ± 0.00 3 470 1448 2 .7 .'454 + C '

0.487 ± 0.003 480 1423 2.8 4 41

0.487 ± ,).003 15 0 1462 2.7 1 ± - 1 )(
0.487 ± 0.003 518 1478 30 ', .

0.487 ± 0.003 593 1436 4.0 ' ,1 4 1
0.487 ± 0.003 645 1034 77 7 1 ±45 0 .19
0.487 ± 0.003 699 1465 2.7 0.1 )2P ±
0.487 ± 0.003 723 1320 2. )7 0 l ± .-0 . ,W
0.698 ± 0.001 697 1276 2.4 -0.781 + .00o 84

0.698 ± 0.001 735 1168 2. 3 o 8, ± i).1-)0 8' ;

0.698 ± 0.001 783 1651 2.4 0.4 6n( ± 0. 1 45
0.807 ± 0.003 723 1297 2. 3 -0.4612 ( 0.0310
0.807 ± 0.003 753 15 3 3 .0 -0.4802 ± 0.0180
0.807 ± 0.003 790 1326 2.3 -0.5463 ± 0.0222'

Q is the transported charge and t the duration.
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130

114~
06

0

00

Fiq. 1. Electromioiration cell

1: gas inlet ( 0 2 + H 2 0 ),2: gas inlet (N-,), 3:
Pt electrode , 4: Silicone stopper, 5: qraphtte
cover, 6: separation tube made of alumina, 7:
electric furnace, 8: alumina wool, 9: alumina
powder, 10: alumina vessel, 11: nichrome
heater, 12: alumina tube, 13: alumel-chromel
thermocouple, 14: catholyte melt of the eutectic
composition of (Li, Na, F)0li, 15: aas outlet
(N2 or H20).
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723 K

6-

673 K

E ""Q623 K

4

0,0

0 0.5 1.0

Fiq. 2. Tsother~as of internal mobilities of Na4 and K+
ions.

b for neat KOHI at 623 K, which is estimated fio
geextrapolbted conductivity data.
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The ire 's jre drawn according to I]q.(3) with the
qivr'2 ,aramters. The values corresponding to

the ('hnmla crossing point are marked.
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PREDICTION OF THlE OCCURRENCE OF THE ANION CHEMLA EFFECT
--SELF-EXCHANGE VELOCITY IN THE MOLTEN BINARY SYSTEM

Li(CI, Br) STUDIED BY MD SIMULATION

Sh i pri Bhal uja. A k i ti nh iisi itl

1) ( '), Ir t mi' t I IC i'i'tcc I iii1i 111'mI I iv 1

1 k v . I ni s t I t ii t , 1f ,( i t Ii
Nivl t I , id r -k il

\iikohirii 227 , Jiipaii

A BSTR ACT

Moi I cc iii a' r (I %.amln I is ( 111D) si 511litl ji 1i oI tht-

eqi mo I li ii ii.NtN ui' i I Ii -ind Ii. i c mc I t, fihis icc a
perfrtc med at iii0iu i 1,hi i t i--iiii Iii iii, I t
o f scu pai rii t I i n~ iipi o t ni i )f ;I J i f in I I) I i I i 1 I A cI t S

.SFV (if iJ-IBc ptills s c rcI'icr thin1 thii .,1 li -( 1

ilit er il mob S i cI i i . t b I iii , it s "I h, I I ic t " c

than that ofC I - I ,iin-, thIa t i. t hi ai" p ,I ( I.

e ft c, ct w I I I )ci - . I-o r c oiin pii r i si 1I sit-tiii it 1 11

oi p It r e 1,1 CI it anTI d .L i c tI U 1 1 i S ! I' Ici rI1 1

INTRODUCTION

Ii It c)rv Njit u s t ui d i Is, w- ha cc ivt, m(,in si i I l i t i I, I I m, i

i t i e Si I a i tj a i " tS i n ,Ia r ,Iii s m11 1 11 1 t i'i ti iii ri ' N, I i i t I
0 in! ci M )II I i ()n. in m ist 'if thi' S SI '1 %stP' th [wiN 1 i c I I I

I, 2) orcurs III S1iTmc I l cIii rit imn c l -, thait is, t i(

moi I i , %i t It c hc Iit a gc r ciit I in is c cc~it I i Ii~~ t a i it I t he

sm i in I' Ii (. r ] 1I i has 1ic i Ii ci I ctI Iii ii t I im -I hit-)
dii f f PrOiCn-i in tiii (mmcicN'1Iii ftc cs exercted '' 1.1 i li iil1
s m ii I I ait inrs hv t e an im)Ils .

I ti hiVC v ii oit n d i I h t I II mcIt t- I aI ka i I i i I I 'mt-d Ii ii i

ti it cs aic tciiei ri iat c i it h I hi' % i I , r i I t

scparat ing mot iiii if Ticithboicti cai in jl ;ill' it i i ll It1,c
* s t hc I sce I f - cx c hat TI gi Vclie i i t- ( ' CV ) ( l s ,h Ii h Iit 1 ii)

cc-i Init cii lix'b m Ii ei ii Ia, r dii vninit i S ( >111 si v)i I'it I omiiIi

fi (,c fcc r Bc i nit ,ir nna I moIii i I i t iio's (4 1 ~ h s It, n ii iciii i' i

liv thi' correCspodi niilz SE ' s ( )) .

I f tItce ChcniIit e cf I ii t i S ii li ti I 'i ill 11

hii p itiiiiiit I I 1)i f oci c's hi'i-iii w,~m k i ' it I i i Ill

a ccipllon c.-i L t )ii t ile ii ii n ' I on ( hep I ;I Iiii
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in the present study the SE\ 's i n the equ mola r mi \t ure f
Li CI a nd L i B r m eIt s h a ve beefn c aIc ulIa ted t o l e arin wh ether

the . i1 ai on1C1 (ehem I a e f feCct i n t he S L% s occurs. F r
C ompia r I a ii , t he SE V 's o f nea Lir L i C I a nid 1, iHr me- I s h i t
b ee n c a I c u I a t e Mi . ) s imul i at i oi o f P i Br mne I t () ) as , e, 1I
a s L iC'I m elIt h ad bee cn per for med : how eve r, t he S f\ Vf
al IkalIi b ro m ide mnelIt s haid notI been stu d ied.

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

For all the svstems, 432 ions we(re taken in the cubic
c ell I 1n t h ( c ase o f t he equi mol ar m ix ture , '-, I -i +,1 08

C I - a nd (1 08 B r -ion s were dli spo s i i t he- cel o I. hi e dge
lengt h L, of t he c u be is c aIc ulaited,( f roe -. t he liat i it 11,
detisi t ies ( 7, 8) . he pa r pitt a s of th hoBrtn - m

llugg inas t Y p~ we re1 ado pteod :

u. ( r) z-i z 2m r ( + A .b exp[ + ,
-jl c i /r , _ dI I' I

where z in the chrg umber~ e the e limentarv c ha itg
E)t hec pe r mi t t i vi tv of vacuum, ainu A the Paul ins, factor

Pa ram et er s b, , L' c and c d we r e t ak en f t im t h,. o

presented for the c rvstals b% I o si aund Fiii 1()9) f or th e
iixt u re th1e co0Inb iat io n role p reseFcn ted hr Lar sen o t ;II
10) was emploved. The pa ramet ers used are g ivcen i n T a 1l1e
I.The Ewirl method (1 I1 ) was emp loved for the iii luIa t i onT

of thle Cculombic fiorce. The MOl-simolair in were erore
with a constAnt enrYprocecicre. T he ste p t i me wins 4. fs.
The ave rage pressu re was 0. 24G for- LiP 1 0. 2 1 lPii f o r
L i Br a iid 0 .18 G;Pa fio r Li ((lI B r),i and( t rem pe rat ui e-,s
we(Ire 1004 K , I1)012 K ari d 00 1 K, r e sp)ert iv eIc. Afte- about
1 00 0 t imeo stLEp s f or e qu i ) i-ra t i on , t he c o nf i vimri t iori s f or

t he vfoll ow iTiig 3000 t i rnie s tep1)s w er e (omp c1 e d f o r a ,r i os
catlculatio-ns iof the propert ies for eaich svst em.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pair correlation function
T he c ha ra ct er is t ic v aIues of thle p)a ir ror reI at i oin

f un ct ious g Ir,) a re g iv en i n Tabl Ie 2., I n Fig. I., g r) a nd
t hec runni ng i nirdi nat i o numbier n( r) ire shown fur the un-

i ke ion p)a ir s. The lirsit1,ions of t heC f ir st ci Mi R M11
fu r gtCi atid g1,iBp are almoist the saime in the pore saIt s
and the mixture, while the peaik he ig h ts d ec(r eaiisc with inP.-
creasing conrent rat ion of iLiBr. S im i loit b eha v ior ha s b cti
observed in such systems is (Li., R 1) )Cl ( 3) . This can be
explained as. f o] Iows : wit h i n Creas-,inT1g concent rat ion oft
1,i B r, the average distance between nei ghhcritg ,i + i o ns
increarses, as is seen alsci from the positions of the first
maximum of g ~~r ) in Table 2, and the hal ide t on s ar e
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mo re StrUCturITed w i tc Ithle nea rest itecighho t I g i + Ion s h %
exlcer ieuc inrg Ies s interference Ifr om (,t h er s u rrun Ttd i ng Li1 4

in"1s . Th is f ea tu re d is t itct:I v elI appears alIso i n thet
se - e xc han ge yel1o c itv w hi ch w ill be s t ate (2( 1 a t e r

Angular correlation function
For far- Lthe(Ir intS ighIt Iiit to t he sho rt r a - truc t ur e

t he0 in go I r co r r- e a t I o n f uIT 1c L i on i 1 f I n c d i 1, 1 2 s

) 1 -(i lit C d 2

.it Ce st h n To rmalI iatLio I co Tis taIt t cI keo s, to iat

(il, - cIl = I it r d n (9 ) is t number of I a n Ion~s
acr-ouard iti L i + Io, . i L It it d I i tr in cIc N h )er t ,,t ei / 2 an)d

+ /2 0 R s; K is te p)o siion -,,h e r 14t 3- 1 "cses
00 t v t o - Lt e sec ond t i me a rd mat % ) e 14, 1 r dI fI Is I hIt ind(
o f t he n ei r ,sLt nei glih)ir i nt e raict ioo n(1 2) 1) 1 C

It neat sl aI t s i n r t h e m ix t uT r e a r e shc F 1 i I 2
Thet fti Ist peak post irIon i., lo ca teud r ,ucil 1020 +r
;Iod ( P Ii iI t hcc a SL'S . FIIs I Tnl I L te thu i ci th h i ch1
p rohahitit ec h i ITi s c -ortdc itcLd hr t Ie oie -t(tI']S
:I ea r I t r e g u I ai r - L e t r a h u d r aI LI v i n Ic c he - m~ 2i I ts

Self-exchange velocity (SEV)
T he v e rag e v el1ecty it oIF se)i cr a ttog mt i ,n rf ii it keU

pu c)i rs caIn h)e expressed iIt t crnmis t the selIf-, h esIit igr

v R (N , T~ I ( (3)
whIIerte N- is t hc :i ve r Igc d it tn c e h et , 2e Ti cilc Ik e inRS 10-
caIt:e d I t h i u d ist an ce N T hv t nrocos %,i t !ccr d 1 s t I ncc
from each Li + I occ are mnark ed . It h te laps 11) e , i rie , L te
m a r k e (I a ic i ocrc s w I I m c ve f t icmc t c R -, . T h , t r m ni e e d e I

f or t h iS m v u m erit i s T . ur corg the sa me tcmi. t1 eI os s oft
thITe c ooir d conatLinIg a nHi[S Ar cc ouicl tLh e e at ic )ItIs c m1 'ie n satifd
hi . t he aio in s2 et e r Iig tIti s ricg Iiuci tr !Ttt c )u t s (Ie,.

-The SEV 's for C1l-Li + iand Br--L i~ +pa irs are0 g i% yen in
T a ble 3 . The SEV was caleculite fitr the ;ric ion;,s cir-di nit -

ing tic toittL 1 1., 4 j200 L i + i ( ins fo r eca ch syv;te m. I n th e
mixture the 5EV o f C 1 .i+ piIrs i s gr e atcr t han t h at of

13-l + p ai rs. Thu s t he C hel e Ia fle CCt fccr t he SE V
0CC ITirS.

T hec S EV 's s c f ar c IIculIT aLei hI b v)3 s i mulr t i)icis wi thI th[Ie
Tics i -Fucci pcit enct ial1s (9) a rec p 1 t t el a g ai i ic st t l1e c x -
p er imen talI v ccl t at i nei ( I It e r no I ino 1) i 1 i t I i c ci I c g . I cct
these MD1 simucI at icun s L t e c h tom cd )rres s Itr es arc us icc) I I iii

L hIe ocr d r r o~ f 0 . I G Pa , %, he r ea as L li e I ii t oe t a I l ccl1ic I i tr e cs
t a ken ic i Ig . 2 a re t hose aIt a Inr1hiecit t prrscctr H lcw e vcr.,

ther e S eem ts To hcle s tr on g ccr r el I o irc he t weo v n Ii di ) . It IT(
h in pure Li Cl I s min imalIlIy greater L t Ian tI aLI it Uc pr e I , i B r
a t 10100 K , IIF the data ccit the cicnclc tivit ics andi t he dciii
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sit ies ii Ret . (8) a re taken. If t I (- i.ta are. t kc.i froI-
in, tIer rI r, rice (7), this rder is reverse .ust s, thec

S F V , it is slightly gri.:itcr in l, iCI thItn in L iW R, is shuwn
ii lahl I .

F,,r Iu r t h, i I n s I gh t , t t mot I on of d i t L i,n lil rs
s ex m i iI, . T vie e c, Iat i n f th e d i st an us ,f d I st i t

C]- and Br - lis n ithin tile respect i. R, ' s t t F C r , m
d .I st i C t L i + i I i it I heC Ii t t u r i s .1,o ii i't . 1 hi s
ti i n C ii l I is' i f iI I in L fur pr t( i sis ( 1 'I

(i Ft i I ii i hn w iih s t r s tth in R. ; it t t0 pa ss cs R I
Sr the f i rs t ime a I L v r p i s s a R f r t it I s t im' it

the t i me t (,si i I1 it i I t ig m ,, n I I - 1) t - nM i5 thu
oi si f i l o f iit' f irst nit, imu I 1 '(r-),

( tit) I wh i <l i ) I- - rs R 2 t, r thIt e t I, t im(. ;It th1 T tm
tI d) ind p a s  

s-, M t r t t I s t i me I t I lv C 'i t

mot ien L l-rc' s , .

( i i i r e C i t i t v tl' t i . i t I ,i i 1 T11 c i = n it 1 i ,,.it -
w Ilrd d ir c.-t i on ait Lthe Limo 1= 11 an d I o (s n o t p) .a IN
( n dfl+r in I lq !,)l I on 1) -Iir ,, , s .

( it i ) 1 t' i t i ) ,. sse, R h, , It I! I r i ,n .it
h i 1!) I =( n i ti1, a S 's R f ti I, I I t t I Irl e at thi i

t ( on.lli i n - ni k m)t in C -)r, es .

Th, - p i n11,s and - r, oc ss ,>I 'V- an I d i I
compare i in t h ni I rt c . In I ig. - r : c .,4 I h
,iiionis tturiinatin g tin i -pr,(tes, fr I he fir-CL t inmw t rf-

p l t t' l l a s t titrii This F i ou ri' sh a s I at thi 0-
prme)(s ,if (I' - i nIIs is iul t 1lii tha t I lr i [Is. i iis

is lieni, ust ', at tin S n i n imiier (n iin>it ( ' s I i
+  

I ults Ci

i nii e i nt' I I' ,sl i1 t' 
1  

jt i1 th i n i' r st Tw ai h ,,rin' u . I

ii ns t ian r i ns ii " ai, i np to n t h' st r n gi t Cnu I ,,n ii

it tri t ii . II C , ii o r ds, (I i- int s irt- 'tn r , ass.n iat i
w ith It I 

+  
i )i , l a n tl I. l ir I , it ;i r, .

Oln t it ot it, r haliI, t lie a i.i' age v I I itv l, I C - i i

thet, l-prnt, ss v I is gr eatter than thit of It i nITS; th,,
t'ec ( 1 391) 3) m aind (I 'i2 ± M I n s

-
I, respe( t i vte I'

a il( lit 0 ar a 11 v e iriiil eI juat oat v ( . 7'7±tt . (b) 0 .v +

w .Ite r v = I PT it , an vi a = '-V - I d i I
niassos f hi' C at i o ni l and an t ,t u t i .I ' ( i I

I i t ir ss t i ' vi I i i Is i i i1 Ir 1 V nid eiiiilt o t in tit t .I

5 i n , ' p I T - i,, i s Iilzh t , I e : I t a~l I[ I B I - i 11, i! I I
Sroalsonal~ h t e Lha t Iint 1111 1. -1r ( ess CI- i ,ns ,tIr. i , t O t er I ha

Br i iis i-r .

Cs t ii C,,it r i l i n (I thI 1 -0 i<.. ss i is Qr ' it 'r t han i

th t ot It1 i' l-lnrin c'ss in thi, r s n I mii tiii , oii 4l' ,'I
l ot 

-  
i ti r s Ir C Ini i tI in tIn it ff I I i lls i t 11 , Qh i 1 t h1
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L-process the Iel , c it tf the former is srri l1 r t h tn th ti
o( the lit ter.

Self-diffusion coefficient
The set f-d Iffusin c oefficietts , f the irs, , l c

been ev ua I ti t Lid I rom the me ITi sq ua;r d i sp ic emtint s , hi

have h eeni takeit (vcr 8 1s t Irm diIfur(-it 4) t i l) ,r1n4l1n -.
1' he e v a Ltiat ed v i t ii a Ir e i %t Ii ii [', 1)1 t. II It, t, i 1 I, e
experiitental values for LI Iil (14 ). This tabI s ' ,-, thElt

D oef C - ilts is g r It r t h.iI t t It I hr I its iI thE I) , -

turn as iwel I as ini t h( pure melts. lhJ t is I,, (h,', 1 1

e fo t d e s Ie)e t , c it i fo r th se I t -d I I I i t s i ,I t f i ' , ) .

T h e S o I - (I i I it a s i , n c , i l i e t t , t ct s t , , t i i , 1 ,

he ui t cr ii torf, i e t t the ani r i si I , t t i , ,'I -

L e I Ih r t o 1r€ll t . ,E t hei oi II I n -in r I .I i. I .d t

slt l-dit fus ior (IEfl ii I l tht sr-il,. 1 1i, ( Itil- I-

-; ill , -t tilu it i r o tI c E 1r ,i t b I ,i t I I - , f I ,1 -
slhie I (1 e ) o 11c 'liiitr II ~ II I tt

I I ) b I c il I d t i t I 
1  

thi I i ~ l ) f - ild tr

greater i- the pun ir.lt th 1  i n the iit ur .I t I.

h e exp I as l s, I i t i .ri i I

i ri t 1ti ii t u i it r t h it i i i I e* p a r 5 'if, u I i i t h . ,I I -

s m I t r in it h c i , t r t ! i t t h i t i. t n ] tIl

I ) rl ' s , t h , s , m " I ' , 1 t I s i I I t ,l l I "

it I Itlo pure sre t , IIt , 1 thE t I -11 T o p ,i ii I"
r m Ie r th in iii I t i l i t t I I Il s t1 1 ,1t1 I I I ,

Ui t lii Pt I t t h t h, tn i I I S I i '
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x h )rI imI t s , .

JThe c x p fnts es 1,f th ss ti ll, u .li 'J,' 1i' , -It i I~ I%, I

i n -A id f ,,r- 1'1)( S p , ia ; e a~ '-,, 1l' R, / s, (, iti, r (1 t 1[ 1 1 h -
ii f \ i ii I i . I i I , , J, , p ,
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Table 1. The parameters used for the MD simulat inn.

Table la

li-Li Cl -Cl Br-Br Li -Cl I li-Br CI-Br

A 2.00 0.75 (.75 1.375 1.375 0.75

G /pm 103.2 317.0 343.2 240. 1 253.2 130.1
C

/10-79J m
6  

0.073 111.0 185.0 2.000 2.50 141.0
d

/10- 9 9 j m
6  

0.030 223.0 42 3.0 2.40 3. 30 307. 1

b = 0.338 x 10 - 1 9  j

Table lb

System /pm L/pm Ref.

LiCI 34.2 2187.9 (7)
LiBr 35.3 2345.3 (7)

Li(Cl , Br) 34.8 2274.8 ( )

i00



Table 2. Characteristic values of the pair
correlation functions gij(r).

System i j R I  RMj g(rMl) R2  Rm1 g(rml)

(pm) (pm (pm) (pm)

Li(Cl, Br) Li Cl 188 219 4.29 279 353 0.42
Li Br 211 241 3.40 304 367 0.50
Li Li 327 385 1.80 477 553 0.72
Cl Cl 323 369 2.19 455 527 0.62
Br Br 350 397 2.13 491 577 0.65
Cl Br 335 381 2.14 469 551 0.63

LiCl Li Cl 192 223 3.72 281 353 0.46
Li Li 318 371 1.82 459 535 0.69
Cl Cl 324 373 2.13 455 537 0.65

LIBr Li Br 207 239 3.78 302 369 0.47

Li Li 341 397 1.79 494 573 0.70
Br Br 349 401 2.14 487 573 0.63

RI is the position where g(r) crosses unity fnr tho first
t i Me.

Table 3. Self-exchange velocity of neighborinp unlike
ions at about 1000 K.

System C--Li
+  

Br--Li'(m s -!

Li(Cl, Br) 119 134
LiCl 145 ---

LiBr --- 120

Table 4. Self-diffusion coefficients at about 1000 K.

System Li
+

109 C;- Br-(10
-  

m' s
-  

)

Li(Cl, Br) 10.5 7.0 4.7
LiC1 9.2 [14.21 8.2 [7.21 ---

LiBr 10.0 --- 6.2

The values in brackets are the experimentally
obtained ones at 1000 K at ambient pressure (14).
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Fig. Ia. Pair correlation function g1 1, 1 ( r) and running
coordination number n (r) of Li+ ions around a Cl- ion.
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Fig. lb. Pair correlation function g~igr(r) and running
coordination number n(r) of Li+ inns around a Br- ion.

- LiBr;-:Li (CI Br) .
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Fig. 2a. Angular correlation function P( 8) for
ZCI-Li-CI. 0 LiCl; 49 Li(C1, Br).
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Fig. 2b. Angular correlation function P(6 ) for
ZBr-Li-Br. 0 : LiBr; 0 : Li(Cl, Br).
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Fig. 5. Percentage of the halide ions terminating the 0-
process for the first time.
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STRUCTURE EFFECTS ON BNARV ORGANIC

CLASS FORMING MOLTEN SALT SOLUTION

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

A.M.Elias and M.E.Elias

Denartment of Chemistry, Lisbon University, FCL,
1294 Lisbnn Codex, Portuaal.

ABSTIACT

The viscosities and electrical conductances o
molten salts solutions in two superficially similar orca-
nic systems, Y-picclinium chloride+ a-oicclinium chlcride
and muinolinium chlcride+ a-micclinium chicride have been
measured and shcwn to have a characteristic behaviGr. In
the first case the cenductivitv and fluidit- increase as
4-methvrl-pvridinium chloride is added to the 2-nridinium-
chloride while with nuinolinium chloride addition for a
small concentration, 5.3% a maximum occurs followed by a
decrease. The differences are attributed to organic
complex formation and different geometric conficuration of
solute which can be seen to act as Lewis acids. Both fragi
le molten salt systems exhibit considerable reoions of
glass formation, and correlations o the transnort behavior
with glass transition temperatures can be made.

INTPODUCTION

In the literature on molten salts much attention has

been given to the problem of the structure of organic
systems (1-6) little attention, however, has been given to
the relation among glass-formation, cohesive parameters,
the structure of the melt involving ionic configuration and
transport properties of the solution mixtures.

In a previous study 2-methyl-pyridinium chloride
functions as strong Lewis base solvent with inorganic salts
(7,8); In addition, it has a good glass formation capability.
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The present work analyses the conseauences of reola-
cing the inoroanic salts bv two other oraanic comnounds,4-
methyl-ovridinium chloride and ouinolinium chloride and
shows the extent of structural and eneraetic asnects of
the basic mass transfer process and its relation to glass
formation.

EXPEPIMENTPL SECTION

2-methvl-pvridinium chloride, desionated hereafter
a-picHCl was prepared by combination of a-oicoline (t'luka)
with hydrochloric acid. The oroduct was nurified by distilla
tion as described elsewhere (7). This was follrwed by' a va-
cuum sublimation which yielded a white solid with mel-
tina noint 91-91.50C.. Both 4-mPthl-nvridiniun (,-nicHCl)
and auinolinium (QHCI) chlorides were nrenared in similar
procedures. The meltina ocints cf the final anhvdrous nrc-
ducts were 165.20 C. and 135 0 C., resnectivelv. The sublimed
materials were then melted dronwise into linuid nitrooen
and stored as dry beads for convenient manioulaticn.

Binary melts were nrenared by fusini the nreweiahed
comoonents under dry nitroqen and checkinq for weinht loss,
all operations beina carried out under nitrocen in a dry
box atmosphere. The transport properties were measured
immediately after the melt Prenaration.

Differential scannino calorimetr" (DSC) and differen
tial thermal analysis (DTA) were performed, resoectivel-, to
determine (a) the nhase dia-ram in the case c4 the nuincli-
nium and y-picclinium chlorides (b) the glass transition
temperatures of both systems. For DSC studies, samnles we-
re hermetically sealed into aluminium pans in a dry bcx and
scanned at 100 C., usinq the nerkin-Elmer DSC-l instrument.
Onlv one scan was nerformed on each sample to avoid the dan
ger of contamination bv the aluminium samole ran once mel-
tinq had occurred. The T values were determined by DTA o7

small samples contained in 4mm pyrex tubes scannino at 8°C.
min - I . EMv were recorded usina a Houston instrument X- v 3nCO
recorder.

Kinematic viscosities cf both ornanic binar, systems
were determine usiny a Ubbelohde canillarv viscometer with
C=4. 99&iO-2 cSt s- . Electrical cenductivities were deter-
mined on the samples usino the hybrid Ubbelohde cannillarv
viscocell with cell constant a=26.82 cm- (8).

All melts were hot-filtered before admission to the
measuring cell, both filtration and cell- fillino operations
beinm conducted in the dry, box. Flow times were measured by
a TC-13 Advanced Electronics LTD and conductivities were
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determined using a Wayne-Kerr B641 autobalance universal
bridge at 1592 Hz. The temnerature ccntrrl (+O.1°C) was
performed by a photodiode system described elsewhere (9).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature-kinematic viscosity data for the
system 0(-picHCI+QHCI are plotted in figure 1. Results
show a dependence which is typical for this sort of sys-
tems. Figure 2 and figure 3 present electrical conductivi-
ty and kinematic viscosity for c(-picHCl+ r-picHCl system
whose behavior also appearsasexpected. Isotherms of con-
ductivity and viscosity are represented in figures 4 and
5 for the last system. Conductivities shows a steadly in-
crease, as (-picHCl content increases and this is more
pronounced for higher temperatures. On the other hand,
viscosity shows a minimum around 20% in t-picHCl. Data for
this system only covers the range 0-35 % in -picHCl due
to the lack of homogeneity found beyond that composition.
The a-picHCI+QHCI system presents solubility for all ran-
ges of compositions. Viscosity isotherms for 0-picHCl+
QHCI (Fig.6.) show an almost steadly decrease between 0-
-60% in m-picHCl, the same applies in the range 0-5,3% in
QHCl, however the decrease is sharp coming to a minimum
around that composition. A range of constant viscosity is
found between 60 and 90% in 0 -picHCl.

A partial phase diagram for O -picHCl- 6-picHCl is
represented in figure 7 and the phase diagram for -picH2-
QHCl is represented in figure 8. Both diagrams present a
simple eutectic. In first case that point occurs for the
composition X=26% r-picHCl and in the second system for
38% in QHC1. In figure 7 is also shown glass transitiontem
perature, T the values of the ideal temperatures are
plotted in figure 9, for0(-picHCl+ r-picHCl. The values of
T and To for 0-picHCI+QHC1 are shown in figure 8. For
both cases the values of TO were computed at constant va-lues of B parameter making use of VTF equation

In W = A - (B/(T-To))

where W is a transport property and A is a constant.

Figure 10 and figure 2 11 present activation energy
as a function of (T/(T-T )) for both systems. Also, T -
-reduced Arrhenius plots are presented in igures 12 a~d
13.
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The minimum in viscosity w1ich occurs inc-pic1:2l-QHC.
for 5.3% QHCl is due to the break of the complex (7,10)
[ -picH...Cl.. .H 0(-picJ , which forms in molten X-picHCl.
This situation is not found in 'he systems containing

-picHCl. A minimum is found only at 20% of 4-methyl-pyri-
dinium chloride with a corresponding maximum in electrical
conductivity for the same composition. These features are
well correlated with glass transition parameters. In fact,
T and T for QHCI system present a minimum, for concentra-
t on 5.3A and then a systematic increase up to the value in
pure QHCI. In the case of r-picHCl system, for glass tran-
sition temperatures a minimum occurs in the region 20-30%
S-picHCl. The glass forming range in o-picHCl- r-picHCl

collapses for compositions higher than 35.5% in r-picHCl,
and F -picHCl itself is nonglass forming (11). The domain
of glass forming in O< -picHCl-QHCI system is from 40 to
100% in -picHCl and also QHC1 is nonglass forming (12).

Considering the activation energy E. in the case
of cI-picHCl+ -picHCl (figure 10) and E6 in the case of
O(-picHCI+QHCI (figure 11) as function of (1-(To/T)) , two
sets of straights lines are found and in both cases they
converge to the origin. The energetic parameter for conauc-
tivity shows a systematic increase from 0 to 35.5% in

-picHCl, on the other hand for the system containing
QHCI again a minimum in the energetic parameter for visco-
sity, occurs for 5.3% in QHCl (figure 11). This is due be-
cause the values of configurational entropy are higher in
QHC1 system than the values for r-picHCl containing system.
In fact, for this sort of liquid it is reasonable to assu-
me that C is approximately the same, so that relative
changes inp T and T may indeed be qualitatively estimated
from relativ chanqes in configurational entropy, Sc . So,
the collapse of the organic complex present in molten
0 -picHCl gives an increase in Sc. This is consistent
with Moynihan and Angell's (13)thesis that configurational
energy, Ec, determines T '

The range of constant kinematic viscosity shown by
the isotherms in the domain of composition X=0.0-60.0% in
2-methyl-pyridinium chloride is probably due to the occuren
ce of complex ionic species which lead to )he removal of
Cl and increase in T and Tg. The increase -)f viscosity
above x=40% in QHCl is mainly due to the molecular volume
of QHC1 in addition to the effect of Cl ion transfer; as
the composition approaches the pure component,fluidity de-
creases. In the first case configurational, translational,
and rotational energies are expetted to have lower values
than those for compositions X>40% jn cK-picHC1. Here, uns-
table ion complexes, like (QH)2 Cl and Cl x-picHC- may be
present, lowering the value of S. and increasing T

0
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If we consider the values of viscosity and the ddi
tity deviation for M-picHCI+QHC1, it is found that the
deviation is negative and this fact is in agreement with
the theory which relates organic cation dimensions with the
values of those differences. These negative differences (2)
are higher or lower when the organic cations are
more or less distinct. In the present study the dimension
(VM) of 2-methyl-pyridinium chloride is approximately half
of QHCI,

The fragility of the two systems (8,14) is apparent
from figures 12 and 13, T -reduced Arrhenius plots, in spi
te of the results reported in kinematic viscosity. This -
fragility is related to the facility with which the molecu
lar order can reorganize particularly in the intermediate
distance. In 0C-picHCl+ -picHCl the fragility in
the glass forming range is remarkably the same for the
different compositions we have studied (figure 13). In the
case of QHC1 system, fragility increases with QHC1 content
due to the shift (in the reduced Arrhenius plot for visco-
sities) toward the center of general pattern (figure 13). In
accordance with the complex formation decrease for X < 94.7%
m-picHCl in the glass forming range.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the consequences of the
-picHCl and QHCI addition to ok-picHCl depend on the re

lative compositions of the binary mixtures, and on the
concentration of organic complex species present in the
molten systems.

The increase in the QHCl content gives a rise of
fragility in the liquid structure of the systems, but in
the other hand the increase in (-picHCl content does not
significantly change the intermediate range order of the
systems. For this case the rate of temperature structural
degradation remains the same.
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Fig. 1. Arrhenius plot of kinematic viscosity for
solutions in the systemo(-picHC-4QHCl.
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Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot of electrical conduc-
tivity for solutions in the system D(-picHCI+
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Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot of kinematic
fluidity for solutions in the system
OK -picHC1+ Ll-picHCl.
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ABSTRACT

Modelling calculations of falling molten salt films in
direct absorption solar energy receivers fed directly to
questions concerning the reliability of the viscosity data
for the ternary carbonate eutectic. The present work was
undertaken to resolve this dilemma. A number of performance
problems were encountered. The resolution of these and the
results for viscosity measurements to 9000 C for this
molten carbonate system are reported. The results differ
markedly from the earlier work, and possible reasons for
this are examined.

INTRODUCTION

The molten ternary carbonate eutectic is of interest as a candi-
date heat transfer medium in solar energy storage applications( 1-3).
Doubts on the reliability of the previously measured values have
emerged in recent heat transfer calculations by Bohn, and quite inde
-pendently and almost concurrently, from viscosity data by Ejima and
Sato for molten Na 2 CO 3 . In the former it was found necessary to
assume viscosities approx. 3.5 times larger in order to bring the
modelling calculations into agreement with the observed thicknesses
of the flowing salt films. The present work was undertaken to try to
resolve this dilemma. The investigation was extended to include some
work with eutectics fom commercial grade quality carbonates, and
these results are also reported.
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EXPERIMENTAL

All measurements were made with the high temperature facility at
Tohoku University in which the damped oscillational technique and
working equations for calculating the viscosities on an absolute
basis are used. The viscometer, as seen from Figs. 1 and 2, is
computer-coupled for data acquisition and data reduction to final
values. For the torsion wire, the Kestin alloy (8% W - 92% Pt) was
used. This alloy has a stable constant of elasticity, a low internal
friction, and is easily annealed stress free(4,5).

Samples of the eutectic (mol %: Li 2 CO 3 ,43.5; Na 2 CO 3 ,31.5;
K2 CO 3 ,25.0; m.pt.3970 C) were prepared in kg. amounts from Reag-
ent Grade salts, and melted to gain sample homogeneity. To repress
decomposition, all transfers were under CO 2 atmospheres. For
further pretreatment of samples in the viscometer, see later.

In Fig.3 measurements for molten NaCl are shown. The performance
of the viscometer is thus confirmed to be within 2.5% of the recomme-
nded values from the Molten Salts Standard Program (6,8). However
when measurements were started with the eutectic, a series of perfor-
mance problems were encountered. As these appeared unique to work
with molten carbonates, the resolution of these were important steps
to meaningful results.

Log(visc) vs. T -1 Correlation: The temperature - viscosity data
for "well behaved" ionic salt systems generally may be expressed by
an exponential function of the form:

viscosity = A exp (E/RT)

and from this, the correlation:

log(visc) = constant + (E/R)[T - 11

provides a ready graphical check on the progress of the measurements,
i.e. ,a straight line having a slope of (E/R). In the early stages of
the present measurements with the molten eutectic, an apparent fail-
ure of this criterion was observed. As seen in Fig.4,the correlation
held well for measurements above 700 0 C, but failed quite abruptly
and dramatically at approx. 700 0 C. When measurements were extended
to lower temperatures, the slope changed as shown from positive to
negative values. When the cause for this "failure" was resolved, it
was found to be due not to anomalous melt properties, but rather to
the limitations of the viscometer. The dimensions of the crucible in
this series of measurements were [20mm i.d. x 88mm l, and this size is
suitable for fluids with viscosities up to :10 mPa-s. Apparently
in the work with the molten eutectic, this limit was being reached at
700 0 C, and being exceeded below this temperature. With larger cru-
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cibles meaningful measurements could be extended down to 600°C as
the lower limit. The physical limitations imposed by the hot zone
dimensions precluded further increases in crucible size; the temper-
ature range for the measurements in the present study was limited
accordingly.

Melt Creep:ln the damped oscillational technique, as in this work,
the molten salt is virtually hermetically sealed in the (cylindrical)
crucible via a tightly fitting cap. The viscosities are derived from
measurements of the damping effects of the fluid thus confined on
the oscillations of the crucible. With the molten carbonate, it was
found that the measured viscosity at each temperature did not remain
constant, but continued to vary. Inspection of the crucible "post
measurements" showed that the outer surfaces had been wetted by the
melt, and, indeed, a small pendant drop of the carbonate was hanging
externally on the crucible bottom. This melt creep complication was
resolved through a series of steps as follows. Melt treatment: The
eutectics were rigorously pretreated, as already noted, by heating un
der vacuum up to the melting point (397 0 C), and then CO 2 equili-
brated by bubbling the gas through the melt for = 12 hr at 7000.
An atmosphere of [helium with 50 Torr C0 21 was used in the visco-
meter during the measurements. This CO 2 partial pressure is larger
than the equilibrium dissociation pressures of molten carbonates at
these temperatures and yet less than the pressures that introduce
instability to the oscillations of the crucible. In this way the melt
compositions were effectively held invariant. Gold plating: To
minimize wetting by the molten carbonate, the nickel crucible sur-
faces were gold plated. Venting: Through a series of test measure-
ments, it was observed that the melt creep occurred principally in
the initial stages of a measurement series, i.e., as if melt degass-
ing was occurring, and this apparently led to a forced "gushing" of the
melt through the (machine 'hreaded) seal. Accordingly,two small holes
as vents were drilled in the crucible cap. The "vented cap" modific-
ation proved very effective in minimizing this "gushing" and was
used throughout the measurements reported herewith.

The overall weight loss from the crucible was thus minimized to
0.3% or less. Corrections for this were made in the iterative
calculations of viscosities.

A further correction, namely the "meniscus effect correction",
has been quantitatively examined by Brockner, Torklep, and Oye (10).
Under the conditions used in the present study ( refer: above), the
uncertainties due to this possible error source appear to be less
than 2%, i.e., well within the overall accuracy limits of t3% for the
present measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 lists the measured viscosities for Reagent Grade ter-
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nary carbonate eutectic. Each value is the average of 4 - 6 determin-
ations. Measurements were limited to = 650 0 C as the lower limit
so as to stay well above the cut-off of 6000 C (see,earlier). The
correlation from this data set, is:

visc(mPa.s) = 0.10120 exp(33400/RT)

where R = 8.3143 J K-imol - I . Use of this for extrapolations down
to 500 0 C, and lower receives firm support from the linearity of the
llog(visc) - T - j criterion.

In Fig.5, these results are compared with the measurements report-
ed earlier by Janz and Saegusa(ll). The confidence level in the pres-
ent work is high. The problem, thus, is to understand the factors in
the earlier work that led to such markedly lower values.

In the earlier work, melt densities (in the calculations) were
estimated from single salts data and theoretical principles. In the
present work, measured values(12) were used. The estimated densities
would lead to viscosities = 10% lower than the correct values.

A "voids effect" as a possible error source suggests itself dir-
ectly from a result found in the present study, namely the need for
the "vented cap" for measurements with the carbonate eutectic. The
adherence of the gases on the interior crucible walls (as a firmly
adsorbed gaseous film) would lead to a "voids effect".Since a radius
larger than the actual radius of the melt is now being "input" into
the working equations, the calculated viscosities would be smaller
than the true viscosities. Modelling calculations (based on the par-
ameters of the viscometer in the present work) show that for voids
equivalent melt radius decrease of = 20%. the calculated viscosi-
ties would be = 65% lower than the true (correct) values.

Additional factors as possible error sources could be listed, but
tfe magnitudes cannot be estimated quantitatively and further discus-
sion is deferred accordingly. From the preceding considerations, it
appears that the disagreement can be resolved in large part through
the possible presence of a firmly adsorbed gaseous film on the inner
crucible surface, and that this "voids effect" undoubtedly escaped
detection in the earlier study.

As stated earlier in the communication, measurements were extend-
ed to eutectics from commercial grade quality carbonate salts (over-
4l purity: 98.4%, based on carbonate content). Without the CO,)

equilibration of these ( see: melt treatment), meaningful measur:eme-
nts were not possible. After these were CO 2 equilibrated, the
viscosities were virtually the same as the values found for the
Reagent Grade ternary carbonate eutectic herewith (Table 1).
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ULTRASONIC AND ttYPERSONIC SPECTROSCOPY OF ALKALI
NITRATE SINGLE AND BINARY MELTS
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ABSTRACT

Sound propagation in the molten alkali nitrate single salts.I.iNO3, Na\03,
RbN03 and CsNO3and the binary melts,Na03-LiNO3, -RbN03 and -CuN03 , have
been s tud ied over the frequency range of 5-25 Mhz and 3-8 GH7 by means of
pulse and Brillouin scattering methods, respectively. A dispersion of sound

propagation is observed at the frequency between ultra- and hyper-sound
region for KN03, RbN3 and CsN03. The thermodynamic properties derived from
the sound velocity are approximately additive for the binary melts
investigated. The bulk viscosity, 1 i was derived from the
absorption coefficient determined. The value of d i /dT is negative and
temperature dependence of / q s is insigniIicant for the molten
alkali nitrate single salts. The bulk viscosity of the binary melt

decreases rapidly with the addition of the component having smaller bulk

viscosity in pure salt.

INTRODUCTION

Molten alkali nitrate mixtures have been considered as one of the
most promising candidates for a heat storage medium at high temperatures

because of its wide temperature range of chemical stabil ity. However, the
structure of molten alkali nitrate is not as simple as a typical ionic
melt such as an alkali halide because of the existence of asociated
species. Sonic spectroscopy is one of the most effective methods of

detecting the existence of associated species which cause the structural
relaxation in sound propagation. In the present study, sound velocities in

the molten alkali nitrate single salts, LiNO, , NaNO, , KNO, , RbNO, and

CsNO) and binary salts, NaNO, -LiNO, , NaNO -RbNO , NaNO -CsNO, have
been measured over the frequency ranges of 5-25MHz and 3-8GCIz by means
of pulse and Brillouin scattering methods, respectively. Ultrasonic and
hypersonic velocities measured are compared with each other to elucidate

the relaxation process of sound propagation in the melts. Ultrasonic
absorption coefficients have been measured to determine the bulk
viscosities for the binary melts. Relaxation times have been derived from the

hypersonic and ultrasonic velocities and bulk viscosity on the basis of
a relaxation theory with a single relaxation time. Thermodynamic
properties such as adiabatic compressibility , constant pressure heat

capacity, isothermal compressibility and internal pressure were obtained.
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EXPER I MENTAL

ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPY

The propagation velocity of ultrasound in molten alkali nitrate has been

measured by the use of a pulse method. Details of the pulse method was

described elsewhere
'
''. The sound pulses piezoelecrically generated by a

X-cut quartz crystal are introduced into the melts through a lower conduction
rod made of fused quartz. The sound pulses propagated through the melt

are received by an upper conduction rod made of fused quartz and is

transduced into electrical signals by a quartz crystal attached to the

end of the upper conduction rod. The sound velocity and absorption

coefficient are determined from the measured delay time and the amplitude

change accompanying the displacement of the spacing between the upper and

lower conduction rods. The measurement was carried out over the

temperatures ranging from the melting point of the salt to about 150K

above it. The maximum of the error is estimated to be less than 0.2%

for the sound velocity and 3% for the absorption coefficient determination.

BRILLOUIN SCATTERING METHOD

As predicted by Brillouin, the light scattered by a homogeneous liquid

consists of a central Rayleigh line with the same frequency as that of a

exciting fight, and a doublet of which the components are shifted in

frequency symmetrically from the frequency of the exciting light. The

latter is induced by the collision of a photon and a phonon in the

liquid under thermal equilibrium. The frequency shift A v between the

Briliouin peak is expressed as follows:

Av = L 2 v, n (V. /c)sin0 (1)

where v , is the frequency of the exciting light, n is the refractive

index of the liquid, V. and c are the velocities of sound wave and light

respectively, and 0 is the scattering angle. The frequency shift is also

equal to the frequency of sound wave which induces the light scattering. The

sound velocity can be obtained from the frequency shift and the scattering

ang le.

A schemati diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the

measurement of Brillouin scattering is shown in Fig. 1. The system is

composed of a light source, a high temperature cell, and a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. The light from the He-Ne gas laser is modulated to 225Hz

by the use of an optical chopper. The modulated light is then focused

upon the cell placed in an electric furnace. The light scattered at an

angle of 0 is focused on a pin hole with a collecting lens and is

collimated with a lens. The light passed through the interferometer is

focussed and is changed into electrical signals with a photomultiplier.

Reagent grade alkali nitrate is dried at 393K for 24 h in vacuo, melted

in argon atmosphere and filterd through a sintered Pyrex glass disk

to remove small suspended inclusions. The filtrate is poured into a

cylindrical cell made of Pyrex glass and the cell is sealed under vacuo.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SOUND VELOCITY AND ABSORPTION OF ALKALI NITRATE SINGLE SALTS
Frequency shifts of Brillouin peaks for molten alkali nit:-1es were

measured over the temperature range of their melting points to 820K at
scattering angles of 45, 90 and 135 deg. The velocity of hypersound was
determined from the observed frequency shifts in the sound frequency ranges

of 7-8 GHz for LiNO, , 2-7 GHz for NaNO, , and 3-8 GHz for CsNO, . In
these frequency ranges sound velocity appears to be independent of

frequency.

Ultrasonic velocity were measured in the frequency range of 5-25 MHz

for LiNO, , NaNO, and KNO3 ,and 5-15 MHz for RbNO, and CsNO, . The ultra-
sonic velocity does not exhibit frequency dependence for these salts.

The ultrasonic and hypersonic velocities obtained were plotted against
temperature and are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that both

ultrasonic and hypersonic velocities monotonously decrease with increasing
temperature. ifowever, in case of ultrasonic velocity a curve linear

relation is found for all the single salts investigated. As shown in Fig. 2

both ultrasonic and hypersonic velocities decrease with increasing
cation-size except for LiNO . When the hypersonic and ultrasonic

velocities are compared with each other for each alkali nitrate ,both
velocities agree well within the limit of the experimental error for molten
LiNO, and NaNO, . On the contrary, the difference between hypersonic and

ultrasonic velocities clearly exceeds the limit of the experimental error
for KNO, , RbNO and CsNO) . The observed dispersion of the sound

propagation indicates that the relaxation frequency of KNO, , RbNO, and
CsNO, are more than the highest of the ultrasonic measurement and less

than the lowest frquency of the Brillouin scattering measurement. The
relaxation frequencies of [.iNO3 and NaNO, are more than the highest

frequency of the Brillouin scattering measurement. Relaxation behavior of
the single salt will be examined in detail later in this section.

The absorption coefficient, a of the ultrasound was determined over
the frequency range of 5-25 MHz for molten alkali nitrate single salts. The

ratio of the absorption coefficient to the square of the frequency, f are

plotted against temperature and shown in Fig. 3. The value of a/f'
decreases monotonously with increasing temperature. The bulk viscosity was
determined from the absorption coefficient measured by the use of the
following equation,

7 = 4i. ((1.., a. ) - I)/3 (2)

where 7, is the shear viscosity, a... is the observed absorption

coefficient and a. is the absorption coefficient due to shear viscosity

expressed by Eq. (3).

, :8 x V P t. /3 p v' (3)
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where f is the frequency, p ,the density, v, the velocity of ultrasound.

As shown in Fig. 4 showing the temperature dependence of the bulk viscosity,
the bulk viscosity decreases with increasing temperature and cation-size for

alkali nitrates. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the ratio of

7 / 7 , . The values o qB / 71 , are approximately constant with

temperature change for LiNe3 and NaNO. Even in maximum case of KNO, the

change of the value is less than 15 % with the temperature change of 150 K.
As the origin of the bulk viscosity in the molten alkali nitrates

thermal relaxation and structural relaxation are possible. The former

arises from the slow interchange of energy between the external and
internal degrees of freedom and is typical for nonassociated liquids. On
the other hand, the latter is the case for the associated liquids which has

structural order due to strong intermolecular bonding. According to the

classification of Higgs and Litovitz' in the associated liquid d' 7 /dl

is negative, and ' / 7. is approximately constant with temperature and

rarely has a value above 5. As described above, negative d77B/dT and
constancy of 77B / 't, with temperature observed in this study suggest
that the bulk viscosity of the alkali nitrate originates in the

structural relaxation and the molten alkali nitrate appears to be an

associated liquid. However, it should be noted that the values of 'i / q

of KNO, , RbNO, and CsNO, exceed by far 3.5 which is the maximum for the

hydrogen bonded associated liquids. This fact suggests that the long range
coulombic interaction among the constituent ions in the molten alkali nitrates

causes the structural relaxation more than the hydrogen bond does.
Since the dispersion of sound propagation was observed in the alkali

nitrates, detailed consideration has been given to the relaxation behavior
under the assumption that relaxation with a single relaxation time, which

has been successfully app I led to some molten salts by Knape and Torel 
' '

I

can also be applied to the present results. On the assumption that
relaxation has a single relaxation time T , an equation for a static

oulk viscosity 7 B has been derived by Montrose et at.

's = P(V- V )r (4)

where p is the density of the medium, v_ and v. are sound velocities at the

limiting high and low fre(quencies respectively. The relaxation time was
calculated from the ultrasonic velocity for v., the ultrasonic bulk
viscosity for 'a and hypersonic velocity for v. . The relaxation times

determined at 700 K are listed in Table I. The relaxation time increases
with increasing cation-size in accord with the behavior of bulk viscosity

with cation-size.

SOUND VELOCITY AND ABSORPTION IN AI.KALI NITRATE BINARY MELTS

Sound velocity of NaNO -I.iNO, , -RbNO, and -CsNO, binary melts have
been measured over the frequency range of 5-25 MHz by means of the pulse

method. Figure 6 shows the composition dependence of the adiabatic
compressibility at 650 K and 600 K for NaNO -RbNO, binary melts. In Fig.6,

thin solid line represents the adiabatic compressibility calculated on the
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basis of the volume additivity. The observed ccompressibility deviates
positively from the additive line. But the extent of the deviation is as

small as 2 % even at the maximum. The composition dependence of such
thermodynamic properties as isothermal compressibility, constant pressure
heat capacity and internal pressure have been examined, and it has been

found that these thermodynamic properties of the alkali nitrate mixtures

do not deviate much from the values calculated on the basis of the additive

rule.

On the contrary to the thermodynamic properties, the bulk viscosities of

NaNO3 -LiNOj ,-RbNO ,and -CsNOj binary melts deviate from the linear

additivity as clearly shown in Fig.7 showing the relation between the bulk
viscosity and composition. As shown in Fig. 7, the hulk viscosities of

NaNO, -CsNO, and NaNO, -RbNO, binary melts decrease rapidly with increasing

NaNO3 content upto 20 mot%NaN03 . Further addition of NaNO, decreases the

bulk viscosity slightly. As for NaNO, -LiNO, binary melts, bulk viscosity
decreases monotonously with increasing LiNO, content. Since the difference

between the bulk viscosities of NaNO, and LiN03 is small, a change in the
bulk viscosity with composition is slight. However, the same composition

dependence of the bulk viscosity as that of NaNO, -RbNO, and NaNO, -CsNO,

can be seen, i.e.,the bulk viscosity of the binary melt decreases rapidly to
approach that of the pure additive on addition of a component which has
smaller bulk viscosity in pure melt. The observed behavior of the
composition dependence of the bulk viscosity may be explained in terms of
relaxation time in the following manner. The relaxation of the sound

propagation in the binary melts seems to be structural one in analogy with

the relaxation process of the pure component melts. The relaxation time of
the bina'ry melts may be controlled by the motion of the constituent having

shorter relaxation time in pure component melt because the relaxation time

is related to the time in which rearrangement of the constituent particles
occur upon the passage of sound wave. Therefore, the viscosity of the binary

melts decreases rapidly with the addition of the component having smaller

bulk viscosity in the pure melt and approach the value of the pure melt

of the additive.
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SUPERCOOLING PHENOMENA IN ELECTROLYTE-AMIDE BINARY
MIXTURES. ULTRASONIC AND DIELECTRIC STUDY SHOWING THE

PRESENCE OF POLYMERIC STRUCTURES IN SUPERCOOLED
MIXTURES :NdCNS, LiNO 3'KCNS/'CH 3CONH2'
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ABSTRACT

Cr> oscop , u tr OSOoi dod die lect-i c meaosure ment,

00 E lectirol,\te-Amide Oinr sii\S\stemls shiow that at

an am ide mole fraction o f about 0."' comple\ stru-
ctures are builIt. These structures are responsible

for highi Values Of' dielectric constant.

I NTRCD[ICTI ON

Binar> mixtures of solts and orqanic compounds represent an

intermediate situation between a t,,pica I ionic melt, w here the

interaction is pre\valently electrostatic anld a molecular melt,

w.here the interaction is Van der Vi oals, h,-drogen hond or di-

pole-dipole. The systems we ore studying Iomides~salt) ore re-

lated to these problems and are of ueredt interest becouse the

interactions yield remarkobl> comple \ structures in d enne'en-

tration dnd temperature range arouod the euLtec(tic pot, liqo-

re 1.

RE'SULTS AND DISCUISSI ON

Cryoscwopy (1-()) :d Iats der i ed from stronq acids mi\i'l withi

amides gi~e high(\ viscous liquids that supercool easilIy

in he eutectic zone.

In some ca:.es (principall\ w ith No ion) the liquid su-

percools spontar.? ousv Ia nd reaches the gloss transition tem-

perature ; in other cases (wsith other ions) the li quid super-

cools but can also cr~stallize,; and sometimes the cr~stol-

Ii zat ion temperature depends on the coolIi ng rate Os wil IIos
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on the thermal histor-, of the liquid (3).
Viscoelasticity (10-12) :Somt, of these mixtures have been stu-
died with ultrasonic techniqujes. Using shear waves and the

method of reduced variab~es, the viscoeldstic relaxation spuc-

trum has been determined for, i-he mixtures NaCNS-Acetam ide
(X -0.25) kind LiWC -Acetamide ( X , -0.204). In both

Na CNS 3L i NOthe spectra a shift tow ar'ds high frequen k: in Lopa so

with the Maxwell model has been ohser'.ed; the shift is moreC

accentuated in the system with NaCNS. The shift inidicates the
presence of retardation phenomena, whose nature is probab I,
related to the formation of* pcI \ merec structures in thtee-

quids, as the high ialues of viscosit\. (1c0) also allow us i-n
hy-pothesize. Mathematical analksis of- the- r'esults indicates

that the pol'.meric structure-, are larger in the NaCNS mix-
ture (12); figure 2 shows that in the NaC N- ix ture fihe shift
is half a decade, in the LiNO mixture the shift is I ot o

Jecade. That is, i n the Nv Nt1 m i xture 20'-40 -of t he sco-

sity, and in the LiNO 3ssstkm oi2- of i- iiscksity is inkol'cd
in the %iscoe lastic process; the remaining part is i n~nIoed. in
retardation phenomena.

Ultrasonic spectrum (11-13) :Analssis of' the ujltraso(-nic rela-
xation spectra shows that:
I) in the s,,stem w ith Na structural as welI as k hemical c
quilibria are present.f
2) in the s~stems w ith Li ind K only chemical eguii Iibria
are evident.

It is siqrnif'icant that the structural process ini the NokNS
system is present in the ulttasonic- range w hi Ic in manN li-
qtuidt, it occurs in a higher Freqjuene ra ne i-his fact nia,
he related to i-he presence of poI>mer ic strutctures which arc
largjer in comparison to other m ixtures.

The c hemical process disturbs both str uctuor al anrd \iscis-
last ic processes and may he ascribed to the rot at inn of polIair
groups ( CFN H.)) as also obser,,e d \ i-li dielectric methods.

iqure I-shows, the trend of i-he rediiuce d i ma i ar [1,11't
of the complex longitudinal Modulus for the NaZ'NS mixture.
In tihe other m i ' ures a reduced plot w snot obhia ined.

n /n ~ ~for the NaCNS mixture in l 11 te(mperature' ra-01

ges inestigated (structural process); (fn /n pii n
temperature , for the other mixtures Icxm a eesIa
ble 1.
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Pielectric relaxation 14) : The mixture NaCNS-Acetam ide ( XNa CNS

-0.22S) has also been investigated usinq the dielectric relaxa-

tion technique. Two relaxation phenomena have been found.

The radiofre que nc phenomenon may be ascribed to the ro-

tation of polar qroups, the low frequenc> phenomenon (whose

relaxation time is of" the order of a se-ond) is probably due

to ionic miiration, cooperative in nature, that is justified by

the poa> mel ic nature of this mixture. The cooperative motion

of ions ma> explain the hi)h value of the dielectric constant

20\CLIISI ONS

a restilt of this research, e believe that three important

points can he made:

1 i Experimental e idence indicates that- te salt-amide mixture

ma. build polv meric structures in the eutectic zone.

2) The stabilit> of these structures and their size do not onlI

de-pend on the polarizinq power of the ions. The alkali salts

studiea with ultrasonic technique exhibit the follo"inq order:

NavNS - LiNO, > KCNS.
.3) These structures promote cooperative motion of the ions

that is the cause of the meqavalue of' the dielectric constant.

Table 1. Ratio n ' n at different temperatures

Salt , K in / n

KCNS 300.2 0.10

,04.1 0.0o

NO, 2,.2 1 3 .40
'O . 1.73

;0".3 1 .27
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SPACE THERMAL DIFFUSION EXPERIMENT IN A MOLTEN AgI-KI MIXTURE
"Theoretical Convection Approach

and Relation with in situ Measurement Results"

J. Bert, D. Henry,* H. Mellon, J. Dupuy

Universite Claude Bernard, Departement de Physique des Materiaux

69622 Villeurbanne Cedex

*Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Laboratoire de Mecanique des Fluides

B.P. 163, 69631 Ecully Cedex

ABSTRACT

The first measurement in Space of a Soret effect with an
AgI/KI molten mixture is discussed as a new method of
evaluating transport properties of molten salts without the
perturbations of convection. The possibilities and
requirements for this Space experiment are analyzed
theoretically and experimentally, and new results are given

dealing with wetting, interfacial properties of molten
salts, and variations of the thermoelectric power with
time. In each case, the comparison is made between the
behavior of the molten salt on Earth and in Space, and the
conditions for the theoretical convective stability are
given. As a conclusion, the authors show that the
inteidiffusion coefficient in Space is significantly
smaller than measured on Earth. This confirms some recent
other Space diffusion experiments on liquid metals. It
also confirms that the Soret coefficient corresponds to AgI
migrating towards the cold end of the cell.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the liquid transport properties--electrical
conductivity, diffusion, viscosity and thermal diffusion--should
improve our understanding of the physical and chemical phenomena from
a thermodynamic and dynamic point of view. In the case of ionic
molten salts, the problem is simplified because of the absence of the
usual dipolar solvent and because of the relative simplicity of these
compounds. When a temperature gradient is applied throughout a
binary mixture, a diffusion phenomenon appears, which leads to the
partial separation of the constituents; this effect is called thermal
diffusion or Soret effect. The separation created by the thermal
diffusion expressed with a coefficient D' is limited by a back-
diffusion with a coefficient D. An equilibrium state is reached in
the system and is characterized by the Soret coefficient ST - D'/D,
which will be considered positive when the "heaviest" component
migrates towards the cold side.
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The Soret effect was intensely studied for molten salts in the
sixties, either by direct analysis or by thermoelectric power
measurements, see, for example, references (1) to (8). After 1970,

most of these investigators left these studies for two reasons:
first, they encountered theoretical difficulties interpreting their
results; the problem was complex compared to the theoretical
knowledge of the processes involved. Second, a great dispersion in
the experimental results was generally obtained and attributed to

convective disturbances (3), which could not be controlled and
impeded further experimentation. Since this time, numerous
computations, for instance molecular dynamics simulations, have been
performed, thus offering a renewal of the interpretation
possibilities. An important improvement for performing scientific
experiments in new conditions has been offered by the multiplication
of Space flights. This led to a new development of the transport
properties studies in the liquids because the microgravity conditions

allow one to assume complete disappearance of convection. However,
the flight conditions only diminished quite notably the gravity

levels, but did not annul them. It was then necessary to develop new
kinds of calculations in order to know the influence of such reduced

gravity levels.

In the case of molten salts, it is impossible to measure a Soret

effect in normal gravity conditions (9). In a perfectly vertical
situation, which should be the best situation, an equilibrium state
is reached, which could be destabilized if the parameters of the
system exceed the critical values corresponding to the onset of the
instabilities. During an Earth experiment, the parameters correspond

to the unstable domain where a convective motion is generated, except
in the case of top heating with a positive Soret coefficient, which
is an unconditionally stable situation. In fact, the perfectly
vertical situation is impossible to obtain and small experimental
imperfections cannot be avoided. In the case of top heating and a
positive ST' small departures from verticality will generate
convective motions strongly perturbative if ST is small. In

addition, the thermal boundary conditions can create radial thermal
gradients that will also generate convective perturbations. The
complete numerical study (9) that we performed has permitted us to
explain those problems encountered by experimenters, as mentioned

above. Whatever the situation on Earth, the separation created by

the thermal diffusion is always reduced, compared to the perfect one
mentioned above, which only takes in account diffusive phenomena.
This led us to perform our experiment on a molten AgI/KI mixture
during the SI-Spacelab flight of October 1985 and also to control the
convection effects in such a microgravity environment by simultaneous
numerical simulations.
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2. DEFINITION OF THE SPATIAL EXPERIMENT

2.1 important Experimental Parameters

As has been seen above, the main problems encountered when
measuring processes related to the diffusion in liquids are those

coming from usual convection. However, this is not the only cause,

and perturbations can be generated for at least two more reasons:

1. The surfaces, which are necessary because the experimental

cell cannot have infinite dimensions, thus, in addition to
the volume convection, a surface convection must be
considered.

2. The free volumes existing inside the cell create bubbles,

which will involve a continuous remixing of the molten
mixture since their mobility could be much larger than that
of the diffusion species. A supplementary surface efiect
can be added to the bubbles if they exist (Marangoni
effect). The eviction of the free volumes Is one of the
most difficult problems that we had to solve, but we were
helped by the salt expansion upon melting; all the excess
volume could be absorbed by a porous material during the

melting operation, if the material wetting and interfacial

properties are known.

These first studies were performed during 1976-78 by Mellon (10),
who defined the best conditions necessary for a successful Space
experiment. He then calculated theoretically the isotherm surface

tension for several molten mixtures with a model which had been

successfully applied to binary and ternary metallic systems. In this
model, the surfa e parameters are analogous to those of regular

solutions proposed by Guggenheim (11) and by Defay and Prigogine (12)
(quasi-structure of the liquid phase with no long distance
interaction and separation of the degrees of freedom). Then the
volumetric phase is related to the thermodynamic properties and the

surface tensions when the physicochemical equilibrium is reached. It
is concluded that, in contrast to liquid metals, the simple
statistical model is not sufficient to explain the deviation from
ideality observed for the surface tension measurements in molten salt
mixtures. This study was then followed by calculations of the

contact angles and shapes of the equilibrium meniscus as a function
of the gravity values. Experimental 1-g determinations of the
wetting properties (contact angles and surface tensions) of a molten

AgI/KI mixture were also made by Mellon; he concluded that such an
equimolar mixture wets imperfectly all materials with various contact
angles (400<0<900). The evolution with temperature is slight, but
usual. We are now able to state that no fundamental change of these
values appears under microgravity conditions.
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2.2 Choice of the Experiment

The Space experiment consists of the measurement of the
separation coefficient in a molten AgI0 .75KI0 25 submitted to a
strong temperature gradient. The choice of the type of molten salt
has been discussed earlier (13, 14). Let us only mention that this
salt has valuable characteristics from the thermal point of view
(small thermal diffusivity compared to that of a liquid metal), as
well as from the electrical point of view (very good ionic
conductor). This led to a theoretical study for which we obtained a
decoupling between the mass flux and the heat flux (9), and for which
the microgravity will be of great interest, thus permitting the mass
transfer created by the temperature gradient. Another reason for
using this salt involves the method which can be used for the
detection of the diffusion phenomenon in real time; the measurement
of thermoelectric power. This type of measurement is greatly
facilitated by using a silver salt, which allows the use of silver
electrodes without being impeded by Space charge capacitance effects
induced by blocking electrodes. The mixture composition (eutectic)
has been determined while taking into account the minimum electrical
power requirements (melting point 2601) as well as the probable
maximum separation effect (related to the interdiffusion
coefficient). In Figure 1, we give the most recent Agl/KI phase
diagram obtained by Claudy and Letoffe (15), which is slightly
different from others given in the literature, especially around the
eutectic area.

The choice of the experimental cell takes into account the
various problems, which are:

- no free volume (100% cell filling)
- electrically insulated cell with the possibility of measuring

the thermopotential with silver electrodes
- chemical inertia and tightness at all temperatures
- maximum temperature gradient obtained by the heat flux inside

the furnace
- flight security.

We chose to absorb the salt volume increase when melting occurs (10Z)
by use of a porous material cylinder (special variety of alumina)
surrounding the salt. The choice of porous material was guided by
its thermal characteristics, its wetting by the liquid, and its
chemical reactivity. Some preliminary experiments helped us in the
choice of the porosity (18% volume and 30 om pore diameter) (16).
The cell was made of an impervious alumina tube, this material having
the best qualities for solving the problems mentioned above. For
flight security, we were obliged to enclose the total cell inside a
stainless steel tube. The experimental cell design inside the Space
cartridge is given in Figure 2.
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2.3 Determination of the Experiment Duration

The furnace used was the Gradient Heating Facility designed by
the C.N.E.S. for a great number of users and mounted inside the
Spacelab Material Science Double Rack. It is composed of three
identical 22 mm diameter cartridges. The heating program has been
carefully calculated as well as the thermal and geometric
characteristics of the cartridges in order to obtain, in the shortest
time, a stable temperature gradient (about 70'C/cm) combined with a
minimum electric consumption (Space requirements). Successive trials
on Earth combined with calculations gave a good value for the thermal
coupling between the cell and diffusers. The thermal kinetics curve
is given in Figure 3, which shows that the stable gradient is

obtained within less than one hour. It can be maintained with a
precision better than two degrees during several hours of
experiments. The experiment duration was determined based on a
preliminary result of Mellon (10), who measured the self-diffusion

coefficients of the silver and potassium ions on Earth. He then
calculated the interdiffusion coefficient of AgI/KI as a function of
the mole fraction of KI and different temperatures. The curves given
by Mellon clearly show that the interdiffusion coefficient is maximum
for the eutectic composition (22% KI, according to Claudy and
Letoffe). The maximum obtained D value is about 27.10' cm

2
/s. The

evolution of the Soret effect separation with time can be
approximated to the first order, by an exponential form. The time
constant T of this evolution is bound to L, length of the
experimental cell, and to D, interdiffusion coefficient:

L
2

TT2 D

A quick calculation indicates that T approaches one hour when
L = 3 cm.

One of the important problems of Space experiments is the
experiment duration, for two reasons. The first comes from the
economics of a Space flight, which encourages completing the maximum
number of experiments. The second comes from the energy, which is
necessary for an experiment to be undertaken. Both the flight
organizers, as well as the experimenters, have to take into account
these problems. According to these requirements, it has not been
possible for us to maintain isothermal conditions during a sufficient
time for equilibrium or to use the total cartridge volume in order to
complete two different experiments in each of the three cartridges.
Other problems come from the fact that, because the maximum number of

experiments must be performed in a minimum volume, some perturbations
can be induced by other experiments working at the same time. These
perturbations can come from the vacuum system, which is common to

several racks, as well as from movements (astronauts ot experiments)

inducing residual accelerations, as well as from astronauts
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themselves who have to undertake considerable work, sometimes when
being space-sick, or more simply missing some experiments despite

their long training on Earth before the flight.

We thus fixed our experiment duration to five hours, with stable

gradient, assuming that the stationary state is obtained. This adds

up to about six hours with the furnace working, and seven hours when
taking into account the checking of the cartridges and the heating
program, plus the time necessary to obtain a sufficient vacuum. We
must add that the total experiment was automatic after the astronauts
had closed the furnace door (the heating program had been prepared on
memories, which could not be modified when running, except for the

total break off of the experiments).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Thermoelectric Potential Evolution

This first Soret-effect Space experiment on a molter. salt was
fully successful. We were able to measure a thermoelectric emf in

the three closed impervious cells containing the molten salt. In
addition, it was decided during the flight itself that another run
with three cartridges could be performed at the end of the M ion,
when all other experiments had been made. This supplementary
experiment was made with the Space cartridges, which had been loaded
on board the Spacelab. This second run further confirmed, with three
new cartridges, the possibility of measuring thermoelectric power
under good conditions in Space. In fact, these two runs were
performed under quite different conditions: during the first run,
there were continuous activations-deactivations coming from other
experiments, thus creating vacuum problems involving temperature
variations. On the other hand, the second run was made during very
quiet conditions, with no resulting temperature problems. In each
experiment, we used two sizes of porous tubes:

- small salt diameter; inside 3 mm, outside 7 mm
(2 mm thickness)

- large salt diameter; inside 5 mm, outside 7 mm

(1 mm thickness)
These two different geometries should permit us to vary the

convective stability conditions.

Figure 4-a gives the thermoelectric signal obtained on Earth
(vertical cell), and Figure 4-b the signal obtained in Space with
large diameter cells, together with the chromel-alumel thermocouple
indication of the temperature difference. We see that the Earth

signal, which startea quite smoothly, shows perturbations after three
hours of experiments. These perturbations are probably due to

contact problems or oxidation on the top electrode.
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Figure 10 gives the x-ray photographs of these last cells: (a)
before salt melting, (b) after melting on Earth, (c) after melting in
Space. It should be noted that all the x-ray photographs given in
this paper have been made after complete cooling down to ambient
temperature. In these three photographs, the porous tube is almost
invisible, which tends to prove that the salt did not penetrate
inside the porous material. The remainder of the cell-free volume
before melting was sufficient for the expansion. The problems

appearing during the Earth experiment are not visible on the 10-b
photograph.

Figure 5 gives the thermoelectric signal and temperature
difference signal obtained on Earth, with two other cells maintained
vertical (small diameter cells). Note that the thermoelectric signal
5-a is perturbed, with no contact at the beginning of the experiment.
This signal then starts with a lower value and maintains a low value
all during the experiment. Oppositely, curve 5-b looks quite normal.
Figure 11 shows the corresponding x-ray photograph. One can see the
great differences between these three photographs. The second
photograph shows the liquid level after a shrinkage, which is due to
a large liquid absorption by the porous alumina tube, clearly visible
here. On the third photograph, no problem occurred, the liquid
absorption being very slight. This shows that the contact concerning
Figure 5-a appeared after the salt had been absorbed by the porous
material toward the top electrode. The small potential value can be
explained by the temperature difference, which is smaller than
expected in the diffusion zone of the molten salt.

As a conclusion for these thermoelectric measurements, one can
say that measurement is possible in Space with a completely filled
cell and with a reproducibility of 100% ovel six cells. Second, the
porosity combined with the interfacial salt propeities never resulted
in the salt absorption being under the sole influence of capillarity.
However, some supplementary absorption is obtained on Earth under the
influence of the salt weight. In space, one always obtains a
thermoelectric potential, which corresponds to complete cell filling.

3.2 Theoretical Stability Conditions

We undertook numerical simulation of the convection for long,
differentially heated cylinders corresponding to our experimental
cells. We were mainly concerned with microgravity situations
characterized by a gravity (g), which is reduced by a factor l0 to
10 with regard to the Earth gravity (g.), but with an unknown
orientation. The equations, the dimensionless parameters, and the
numerical method are given in previous papers (9, 17). This study
has been performed for various values of the parameters. Various

temperature differences and gravity levels were taken into account
with the use of the Grashof number Gl, (W.l < Gil < 10). We
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consider all the possible cell orientations with regard to gravity

(y, angle between the gravity and the cell axis, 0 < y < 1800). The
Soret coefficient appears in the separation parameter S (-0.75<S<1).
Finally, the physical properties of the molten salts are used to
determine the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers (Pr = 0.6, Sc = 60). For
such a system, the convective motion corresponds to a single regular
roll, which has no influence on the isotherm contours (small Pr

value). On the contrary, the deformation of the isomass fraction
contours can be important, particularly when Grm increases (Figure
6). The influence of the motion on the separation, an important
result for the experimenters, is given by the variable Xbot, mean
mass fraction at the end of the cylinder, normalized to one for the

perfect Soret separation (purely diffusive without convective
motion). For different S values, we present the variation of Xbot as

a function of Gr, (for y = 90, Figure 7) and as a function of y
(Figure 8): the separation is almost perfect for small Gr, values or
for certain vertical situations, but decreases quite strongly outside

this domain. These curves will allow the experimenters to estimate
the degree of perturbation of their experiment. Another interesting
result is that the diminution of cell radius, which decreases the
perturbations induced by convection, can be used to improve the
experimental conditions. These theoretical results applied to the
acceleration values measured during the flight have permitted us to
ensure that our experiment was not perturbed by convection.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our first Soret-effect experiment in Space has
shown the possibility of measuring thermoelectric power under low

convective conditions. The evolution with time of this
thermoelectric power measured in Space is given in Figure 9 and

compared with the corresponding Earth variation.

The observed variation seems characteristic of a diffusion
process, but the phenowtenon is much slower than expected; after five
hours, the stationary state had not been reached. This corresponds

to a smaller diffusion coefficient in Space than measured on Earth.
This fact has also been noticed by other authors using liquid metals
(18), with a factor of four between Earth and Space coefficients.

The Soret coefficient cannot be calculated because the stationary
state is too far from being obtained, but the variation indicates

that the Soret coefficient is positive, corresponding to the
migration of AgI towards the cold side of the cell. The Earth
variation given in Figure 9 is at least two times smaller than the

Space variation; it then confirms the impossibility ot a correct
measurement on Earth, although the system is theoretically stable,

the hot side of the vertical cell being up.
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A NEW INFRARED DETECTION SYSTEM AND ITS DATA PROCESSING FOR

THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF MOLTEN SALTS

11iromichi Ohta* and Yoshio Waseda

Research Institute of Mineral Dressing and Metallurgy
(SENKEN), Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan.

* Department of Metallurgy, Faculty of Engineering,

Ibaraki University, H1itachi 316, Japan.

ABSTRACT

A new infrared measuring system for extended appli-
cation of the laser flash method to the determination
of the thermal conductivity of molten salts >3t high
temperature with a remote sensing germanium detector
has been developed. This system detects the temper-
ature response curve of a thin platinum disk in
contact with a semi-infinite column of molten salt
sample. Its data processing is rresented with
measurements for molten sodium carhonate at 11 32K.
This modification minimizes the effects ol elec-
trical noise frequently nbserved in the previous
experiments that were conducted with therrocouples.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of thermal properties such as thermal con-
ductivity or diffusivity of molten carbonates at high
temperature has been well recognized in parallel with
recent progress in fuel battery technology at high
temperature and solar energy stcrage systems. There have
been various attempts at thermal conductivity measurements
for relatively low conductivity melts such as oxides and
nitrides. However, at sample temperatures above 1000K,
these measurements were not successful., mainly due to
experimental ditficulties and did not permit quantitative
discussions for several reasons. For example, the
radiative hea- flow is known to play a significant role
at higher temperatures, but the :f-e~t l radiation is
difficult to evaluate. The volatilmzed species from the
sample liquid sometimes are known to cause electrical
or electrochemical problems such as induced noise or short-
circuit of the temperature measuring system in tie high
temperature region.

The use of a two- layered laser f lash met hod f irst
deve loped by Tada eta I . ( 6 ) app1 at rs to reduce the so d if f i -
culties, H1owever, the full potont ;ai of this relatively
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new technique has been assessed only recently, du( to the
coexistence of the radiative and conductive components in
the measured temperature response curve. Ohta et al. (7,8)
proposed the method for the separation of radiative
component that is significant at high temperatures above
1000 K from the measured temperature response curve which
involves both radiative and conductive heat flows. The
basic idea of their data processing is to evaluate
thermal conductivity (-,) of a sample liquid as well as the
radiative component parameter, denoted by Rn in this paper,
and the initial temperature rise of the plate (To  ) by
comparing the masured temperature response curves with
theoretical values using the least-square curve fi tting
techniquo. The usefulness of their method has been well -

recognized but the data process for deriving thermal
conductivity of liquid sample is rather complicated and
requires long calculation time by the high speed large
corfputer.

In the previous experimenta l assembly(7,8) to obtain
tne temperature response curve a thermocouple has bee n
successfully used at relative low teiM)erature or in high
vacuum ( less than 10 - 4 Pa ) at hioh temperatu re.
H{owever, when the certain volatilizd or aseoas species
increase at high temperature, -oSt likel " in the,
measurements for molten salts, the significant noise
prevents us from accurate measurement Iu' to the oni zation
of the volatilized species by flashed laser beam, and such
effect appears to be accelerated b.y the oscillatory
electric field induced in the heating element. In such
case, the noise frequently overcomes the tomperatare
response sinal oven when the rectified alternating
current was supplied to the heater because of the small
residual ripple current. Since the vanor pressure of most
molten salts is relatively high, the inert gas to
prevent from volatilization is freqn.,ntiy required for the
thermal conductivity measmrements. Thus, the experimental
assembly with a thermocouple is known to be strictly
limited, particularly to- the measur e ts at i hiq
temperature. The main purpose of: tis work is to present
the improved temperatre response lcqui l on r system with
a infrared ray dete tor of germjn"' me Tn new data
processinq not reqnrca the hioh spe, roe emputer his
also been developed far separa inn I , t lye cmpon nt
from the measured - yemp rature response curvo.

The usefulness of the Fresent inirov\', sstem and datI

processing is demoinstratn I P mo sur i thermal
conductivity of mel tn sodi um irihenito, at '1 lie



EXPERIMENTAL

The schematic diagram of the laser-pulse apparatus for
measuring thermal conductivity of licquid and its cel-
assembly are given in figures 1 and 2, respect i 'o- 1'Th,
entire cell-assembly is enclosed by a bell jar unde,,-a
of the order of 1 0 4 Pa ( 10-6 Torr').

The two-layered cell system~ consists of t,;o p rts: a
detector metal plate for measuring the~ temnerat-ire response
curve and a column of sample liquid adh'~cl to the mtl
plate. A platinum plate (0.2 mm in t h i cknssan 6vm n
diameter) is employed as adetctor p liu, whichi-
suspended by three fine platinum wi'' 3c tf~od to L ne
surface of the sample melt. A platiu ipovse is
placed on the tantalum pedestal, whic ha a n 1,vtn

mechanism to precisely adwust its po~,tlin nw "1 s
is placed in a tungsten niish heaitingI

In this work, a 451half mirror wa notdikf,
laser beam path, for aCCUrafl? 'ronc it
intensity by a silicon photo detert nr Fo viljf mit.

initial temperature rise of the latin'Tds ~ h
thermal radiation heat Emss fror'm at isk, It;rnr
response curve withnout touchin sand- 1:"1"emauz
at various temperatures.

The germanium infrared detectoi e

work to measure the temperature rescc n-- ri
from external noises in the reasonabli.1 -- i. ,-, i
diagram for this modi t ic ion1 is shw.i p14r .T'
infrared ray emitted from platinuim plat ns iu it
upper quartz window iou waus reflected h"., 4- , o
with a hole in its conter, where t-he in i z-
laser beam path. The infrared ray focs" a o': tn '. r_
quartz lens and the image of plot inum plaiten in
through q-uartz fiber-optic gujdo'i to a gormani.7 intir-
detector. To prevent multiple ref nect ii of trfac
equipment, its inner surface was coeredi "rt'hQ "]t

At the desired temperature, a palsod Kso Wo :
flashed on the top surface of a q-t~c ulat in! it
temperature response curve is stored i:, - 1 Til f in--
memory frcom which the data is read by a r-n VWt
system for evaluating thermalcudmtx'

Samples were preparerd from p)0515 Wret'' & ad"
carbonates. Thley are premelted in plotiu cunl rY7 in
a t 1200K. About one gram of proselfte ap! sp n
the sample vessel and melted and hold fn inWno n
uinder vacuum to remove bibI es.

After removalI of bubblcc, 17. sO!'ilE : Iv la



to touch the sample surface to the plate and a liquid
column of sample is made by lowering of the holder by 0.65
mm.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A system composed of thin metal plate and transparent
liquid as shown in figure 2 is considered to the theo-
retical heat transport equations. Before heating by a laser
beam, the temperature, To, of a detector plate is in
thermal equilibrium with the liquid layer. At t=0, a pulse
of laser beam is flashed on the plate and the absorbed
heat of the plate discharges into both sample liquid and
surroundings by conduction and radiation as schematically
illustrated by figure 2. As is given by Ohta etal. (8,9),
the theoretical temperature decay of the platinum plate in
this system is shown as figure 4 . This figure also show
the calculated theoretical value of Tada etal.(6) for the
case where the effect of radiative heat transfer is
negligible (Rn=0). The platinum plate is thin and has
large thermal diffusivity as compared with sample liquid
layer. Thus, in deriving these temperature response curves
of platinum disk, we can consider liquid layer is semi-
infinite and the temperature in the metal plate is uniform
at any moment.

The initial temperature rise of the platinum plate, To,
and the ratio in the non dimensional form of radiative and
conductive heat transfers, Rn, are expressed as follows.

= Q/(PdCpdd) (1)

R = 4(1+n2)COO 3 pd / PsC 2)

h X C /P2 C2 z 2 )1/2

hS= P s d Pd d
t h h2t4

(4)

where the suffixes s and d indicate the sample and the
detector plate, t is time, d is the thickness of the
detector plate, Td is a temperature rise of the plate at
time t from the equilibrium temperature, and Cp, and
denote specific heat capacity, densi 'I, thermal
conductivity, respectively, c is the Stefan -Boltzmann
constant, cis the total hemispherical emit tance and n is
the refractive index of the sample liquid. Q is the
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absorbed heat of detector plate from a laser beam.

Based on these fundamental equations, the following
useful relation for the quantity of h corresponding to the
thermal conductivity may be readily obtained.

h =F-1/2 KRn (5)

where ti/ 2 is the time from the initiation of the pulse
until the detector plate temperature decrease reaches one
half of its initial value, To, and KRn is a constant value
relevant to the radiative component of Rn . Figure 5
provides the numerical examples for K.n as a function of
Rn . The values of h can be evaluated from the measured t1/2
value coupled with the results of figure 5.

The initial temperature rise,T3 ,can not be directly
measured because of the noise at t=0 caused by electricity
supplied to laser. However, the initial temperature rise
and the radiation heat transfer component concernino
detector plate can be determined by measuring the
temperature response without liquid sarple. The essential
point of this process is as follows(9).

The temperature response of thin plate heate2 by a
laser pulse is expressed by eq.(6).

d ln(T TO) =I (6)
dt

where
.3

}I = 8.. (1 )

d pd d

Figure 6 shows the observed logarithmic teperature
response with time. The slope corrosponds to the value of
H and the To value can be obtained by the extrapolation to
t =0 since the laser energy of each shot appears frequentlv
to show the slight fluctustion. Thus, such effect was
corrected in this work by the following procedure. The
initial temperature rise,To,is directly proportional to the
laser beam intensity as expressed in eq.(1). Tterefore, the
initial temperature rise for each thermal conductivity
measurement of sample liquid may be determined by the
following equation.
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To=(I/I')TO' (8)

where I is the intensity of laser beam 'measured ny the
laser intensity monitor. I' is the valueP derived from the
run without touching sample liquid. T 0 . is the value
ovaluated by the extrapolation for each run. Ttie following
relation mayI" also, he noteworthy in practice.

Rn (+n 2 (9

The value, of h is derived as follows. At fi rt , the
oreliminary h value is evaluated from the measuredt
%alue and result of fiouce 5 with the assumpt ion of R, = 0.
Next, the vailue of Rn is calculated by eq.(9) coupled wi t h
the retract ive index n and H. 'The evaluation of h from the
results of figure 5 is repeated so as to get the reasonable
convercc nco by iteiation. Then the therm-,al conductivitv of
samriple I i cuid ca n he, eval1.ua ted j s inq thle relIat1in of

By applying the new infrared detection system and it s
data processinge, the thermal conductivities of m olIten
-a od ium s iIi c at e a nd arbonate have been determined. The
values are 0.4 8 W m K -1for sodium silIc)ates at 1 1 33K
and 0.478 W at 1 27 3K for sod ium carbonate at 1 132
K, r es pe -t iv%,, y The f o rmrer i s f ou nd toc ag ree well] wi 1t h t he
l iteratu)re valu(S() It .,ould be inte-resting4 to extend the
resent met hod to dete-rm-i ne the therm-al conduct i"it. of

various mol ten saltfs at high temperat are.

T he i t h F a r, r ra tefulI for-r tne c s i pcr t an-,d
OncO i'raie"", Prfeo (-rF A.Y,3aawi , Yf. S11irai ehi (SENKEN,

1y) R.Slizu k"i au-i Y. 7n-adai (Department nt
Netalu rci ii E1ni n cr ingq, I bari r ivc'r Si ty ). TIhe
ranc7- a I ~r,!c) r t f ro0n thei Ka Ii waak Stee Corpora tio-n ,

7-(lih ca 1Pr irch 1) Div i zio-n i n 1 98 6/ 198 1) hcald - aliso- be
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GENERATION OF CATIONIC SPECIES IN CHILOROALUMINATE MELTS: STRATEGIES
BASED ON PROTONIC SUPERACID CHEMISTRY

T.A. O'Donnell

Department of Inorganic Chemistry University of Melbourne
Parkvilie, Victoria, 3052, Australia.

ABSTRACT

Initially thnis paper provides a quantitative basis or the levels of aciiate In
protonic superacids above which individual homopolyatomic cations 0
nron-metals and rMetats are capable of stable existence and below wvhicn they aee
unstable through disproportioniation. It relates these reactions, in superc a to
similar behaviour of these cations in chlosoaluminato melts ot varyng a.-dity or
basicity Monatomic cations of d- and f- transition metals in unusually low
oxidation states, e g. U3 1, T,2+, Sm2  etc., are slhoa n to be. iI superacids. the acidity of which has been enhanced by LeAis acds Aqatnth
parallel with chloroaluminate mel t chemistry is demonstraed Thneno'. & tea!.re
of this presentation is the postulate that, in acidic media, whtlher siipe,-evds or
meltc, cations are the normally expected species and that the,-, d:spropcn1'or.ite
with increase in basicity Finally. strategies are outlne-d for qene raton ot C

species in melts These strategies give a more specific synthiTC approavl "-'-

that adopted in much past works.

HOMOPOLYATOMIC CATIONS OF HALOGENS AND CHALCOGENS IN HYDROGEN
FLUORIDE, FLUOROSULIFURIC ACID AND ACIDIC CNLOROALUMINATES

In recent work at Melbourne Ill we have estah -icd the I, rtohc.js l t - 0' -
solvent anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AFF. as d-,rr.,d by va'ues of :' e Hnn>22
Function Flo. above which the nomopoly atomic c-atons 1,.1. 1 and I'- are slatce- in

Solution Some 15+ together wvith !3' is observed by iJY-visbe p, ticp in
"natural" HF, i e tInply-distilled HF Nhicli has been tc in KeiF cof ian.ne's

Gillespie arid I ino 2) have dc'tc.,rrored .ie l1 11,-1< '

HF This alue was not determined directly for thne'pu~e liquid lself

acid of the solvent system) and F' the basei 'A~ere aCIJej 'n
"'swamped" any impu iy tcfects t l1 values were oUtened for a ran'q? It J

concentrations and for a range of Lase concentrat ons and Ho to ru, il Hf z
by interpolation "Natural" ristilled fIF will contain m. .jte conccrntral r, nf in
which will be protonated The concE-n-alon of F' wi thnen ije 5 ig'ilv ervianctv 3'

may be aboiut -11

When H0 is about -12 !saturated RI' 5 in Ff 13' Is tth cn!Y"i"*"__

observed spectroscopionliy At H0 -15 1" 2'2hi 5 .n -iF, so Th' I.



12+ is the only species detected for HF solutions more acidic than Ho = -15.7 (0.11 M
NbF5). The most acidic solution investigated in this part of the work was 0.2 M SbF5 in HF,
for which Ho = -20.2, 12+ being the only cationic species present.

When excess F- - the base of the HF solvent system - is added to a solution

containing any of the polyatomic cations of 12, the cations disproportionate to elemental 12

(as indicated by UV-visible spectroscopy) and IF5 (shown by Raman spectroscopy).
Gradual additions of F to solutions containing 12+ would yield 13+, 15+ and 12 in turn in
accordance with the equations :

14 12++ 5F- 5 913++ IF5

1213+ +5F - 715++ IF5

515+ + 5F - 1212+ IF5

Acidity was shown to be the major, if not the sole determinant of the nature of the
cations formed in some experiments in which 12 and IF5 were allowed to mutually reduce
and oxidize in HF of fixed acidity. It did not matter whether oxidant or reductant was in
excess. The flow-sheet below summarizes the dependence of cation formation on the
basicity or acidity of the medium. IF5 is a good fluoride donor. When it is slightly in excess of
SbF5 , the strong Lewis acid of the system, IF4 +SbF6- is formed and the residual IF5 gives
a slightly basic solution. When SbF5 is slightly in excess the solution is weakly acidic.

Excess + F2

Ho =-12 (a)

Excess SbF5
F 1 (0.009 molal)

12 + IF5  13
+  

( 12 + IF5 (0.011 molal) (c )

Ho-15.7(b)

Excess SbF5F ,1 (0.0o13 mo~al)

12 + IF5 - 12+ - 12 + IF5 (0.011 molal)

(a,b) Ho values for (a) PF5 IHF, (b) NbF5 /HF : Reference 2.

(c) The amount of solid elemental 12 was such that IF5 was in a ten-fold excess relative to 12
in the experimental volume of HF solution which was 0.011 molal in IF5 .

In other Melbourne work, we have investigated the levels of acidity in HF above
which the cations S1 9 2+, S8

2+ and S4
2 + become stabilized. The absolute acidities at
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which these cations are formed are "compressed" into a much higher range than for the
cations of 12 and so acid-base dependent discrimination is much less. Consequently we
have put the 12-HF system forward as the best "indicator' system yet reported.

There are no reports to suggest that the ability to discriminate within protonic
solvents other than HF or in melts is as great as in the HF solvent system. This is not
surprising when it is recognized that, for each protonic solvent, the approximate range of
Ho values in going from 0.1 mole % base to 0.1 % mole acid is << 0.5 for H2SO4 (3), 3 for
HSO3 F (4) and 9.5 for HF (2). Unfortunately there is no relatively simple acidity scale,
comparable with the Hammett scale, to define acidity-basicity conditions in melts.

Despite these difficulties, a very recent review (5) correlates initially the conditions
of acidity under which polyatomic cations of the halogens and of the chalcogens are
stabilized in the protonic solvents, HF, HSO3 F and oleums, and In chloroalumlnate melts.

It is reported there that Gillespie generated 15+, 13+ and 12+ in HSO3F by oxidizing 12 with
the strong oxidant S2 06 F2. By controlling the ratio S2 06 F2 :12 he found that 15+ and 13+
were stable in HSO 3F (Ho - -14) but that 12+ slowly decomposed in that medium, but was

stable in HSO3F-SbF5 (Ho = -18). Bromine cations are less stable. Wheres 3+ is stable
in HSO 3 F at Ho = -14, Br3+ decomposes slowly and needs a more acidic medium

SbF 5 .3SO3-HSO 3F(Ho -19). C13 + cannot be generated in protonic solvents.

For molten salt chemists, it is highly significant that 15+ and 3+ (as chloroaluminates)

are stable in neutral melts (6) i.e. when Cl" : AIC 3, 1:1. 12+ was generated in acidic AIC13

and disproportionated as the medium was made more basic (7). This system will be
discussed later.

For polyatomic cations of the chalcogens, the same trends apply. For example
S4

2 +, S8
2 + and S102+ can be stabilized in oleums with Ho values of -14.1, -13.2 and

-12.7 respectively. That is, stabilization of sulfur cations with higher charge-to-element
ratios require progressively higher acidities. An alternative statement is that as the acidity
of the medium is increased the complexity of the cation decreases. On the other hand,
the cations S42+, Se42+ and Te4 2+ can be stabilized in H2 SO 4-based media of
decreasing acidity, the respective Ho values being -14.1, -11.9 and -11. Ease of
stabilization of "high-charge" cations increases with increasing atomic number of the
chalcogen, as was the case with the halogens.

HOMOPOLYATOMIC CATIONS OF METALLIC ELEMENTS IN CHLOROALUMINATE
MELTS AND ACIDIC FLUORIDE MEDIA

The experimental evidence for homopolyatomic cations of metals is much less
comprehensive than for non-metals and, in the main, is drawn from molten salt chemistry
An important difference from the polyatomic cations of non-metals is that the
charge-to-element ratio decreases, i.e. the complexity of the cation increases, as the
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acidity of the medium increases, whether that medium be a molten salt or a protonic
superacid.

The only diatomic cation of a metal to exist in water is Hg2
2 4 and that

disproportionates as base is added to an aqueous solution. Mamantov and coworkers
obtained spectroscopic and polarographic evidence for Hg3

2+ in AIC13 and determined
the structure of Hg3

2 + in Hg3 (AlC14)2 isolated from the melt (8). Gillespie's group (9)
generated Hg3 (AsF6)2 and Hg3(Sb 2 F1 1 )2 in the weakly basic solvent SO2 and these
compounds disproportionated slowly even in HSO3 F. Hg4(AsF6)2 was generated in the
weakly basic solvent AsF 3 in equilibrium with Hg3 (AsF6 )2, but Hg4

2 + disproportionated in
SO 2.

Although there are several sketchy reports of generation of cations such as M22+

by reduction of metal dichlorides by the metal in melts - often the molten dichlorides
themselves - the polyalomic cations other than those of Hg which have been well
characterized are those f Cd and Bi. Corbett reported that reduction of CdCI2 by Cd was
at a maximum in acidic melts, when the AICI3 :CdCI 2 ratio was beyond about 3:1 i.e. when
there was at least one mole of AIC13 in excess of the amount required to form AIC14 with
the chlorides released from CdCI 2. He isolated Cd2(AICI4 )2 from these melts (10). He
observed a Raman band at 183 cm- 1 ascribed to Cd22+ in the melt which can be related to

a band at 175 cm-1 in the isolated solid. Cutforth, Gillespie and Ummat synthesized more
complex cations of Cd by oxidizing excess Cd with AsF 5 in liquid AsF 3 and isolating the
solid5 Cd3 (AsF 6 )2 and Cd4 (AsF6)2 (11).

Corbett (12) isolated compounds containing polyatomic cations of Bi by adding
metallic Bi to stoichiometric, i.e. neutral, melts where the BiCl3 :AICI 3 ratio was 1:3. These
compounds had formulae Bi4AICI4 , which presumably contains the cation Bi 8

2 +, and

Bi5(AICI 4)3 . The latter compound appears to be related to his compound
Bi+Bi9

5+(HfCl 6)3 which he characterized crystallographically by reducing the neutral 3:2
mixture of HfCl4 and BiCI 3 with Bi (13). The Bi cation system would appear to warrant
further investigation in acidic melts in which, to use the fundamental concept of this paper,
polyatomic cations would be stabilized more easily.

MONATOMIC CATIONS OF d- AND f- TRANSITION METALS IN VERY LOW OXIDATION
STATES IN HF AND IN MELTS.

Treatment of metallic uranium, previously chemically cleaned of all surface oxide,
with a solution of BF3 in HF yielded a stable lilac-colored solution of HF-solvated U3+ ,

with H2 being evolved through reduction of HF (14). This contrasts with attempts to
prepare U3+ in aqueous solution. U3 + reduces water to H2 and is itself oxidized to U(IV).
However, continuous electrolytic reduction during recording of the spectrum, gives a
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spectrum for aquo-U3 + which is very similar to that for U3 +, solvated by HF, in HF solution.
When excess F as a solution of NaF in HF, was added to U3 + in BF 3-HF, the solution

became colourless and the insoluble solids were U and UF4 (15). Disproporticnation had

occurred :
4U3+ + 12F -4 UO + 3UF4

In molten salt work in 1963 (16), it was reported that UCI3 was produced in situ in

fused salts in sealed tubes and reduced by metallic Al, the volume of Al being comparable
with that of the melt phase in each case. After quenching, the immiscible melt and metallic
phases were analyzed for U and the ratio of U in each phase interpreted in terms of
reduction of U(III) by Al. The AICI3/KCl ration in the melt was varied from 0.39 (basic) to 2.0

(acidic) in different experiments. It was observed that the ratio of U in the metallic phase to
that in the melt was very small in acidic and in basic melts but had a value of 10 or greater in
near-neutral melts. In a second paper (17) the experimental results were reported as
showing that the extent of reduction depended on whether the predominant anionic
species in the systems investigated were A12 CI7 -, AIC!4- or CI. It will be shown latter in this
paper that it is more reasonable to interpret the results in terms of the stable cation U3 + in

acidic media, stable chloro-uranate (11) anions in basic systems and disproportionation of
U3  near neutrality.

Following the generation of U3 + in HF, metallic Cr and V reacting with HF acidified

with the weak Lewis acid B3F3 were shown to yield, not surprisingly, solvated Cr2+ and V2+.

Whereas Ti was expected to give Ti3 +, comparison of HF spectra with those in molten
AICI3 and in crystalline NaCI (with Ti2+ doped at 1% level) showed that solvated cations
Ti 2  were stable in solution when cleaned Ti was reacted with 2-3M SbF 5 in HF (18). SbF5

is a very strong Lewis acid of the HF solvent system. Increasing the basicity of this solution
by adding the base F as NaF in HF caused disproportionation of Ti2 + to Ti and TiF 4 .

This work on Ti2+ in HF has direct relevance to spectroscopic studies of Ti(ll) in
molten chloroaluminates. 0ye and Gruen (19) interpreted their spectrum for Ti(ll) in pure
AICI3 as indicating an octahedral chloride environment for Ti(ll). Lever (20) states that this

spectrum is "presumably derived from the [TiCIe64- ion". In passing, it can be noted that
Lever states explicity that the spectrum recorded by Oye and Gruen (19) for V(II) in AIC13 is

that of octahedral [VC16]4 ". Based on discussion later in this paper it seems that it is much
more reasonable to postulate that the absorbing species in that case is AICI 3-solvated
V2+. Sortie and Oye (21) recorded spectra for Ti(ll) and Ti( II) in melts ranging from 100%
AIC13 through melts with AICI3 :KCI ratios of 51:49 to those of 49:51, i.e. from strongly
acidic to weakly basic. The Ti(lll) spectrum shows little change to AICI 3:KCI, 67 : 33. but

appears to change to an anionic species, namely tetrahedral TiCI4 ", at the ratio 51:49 and

is mainly octahedral TiC163- at 49:51. A new peak grows into the Ti(ll) spectrum as C- is
introduced into the melt and continues to grow in intensity with increasing Cl- fraction, but
then remains essentially unchanged until neutrality. At AICI 3: KCI, 49:51, i.e. in a slightly
basic melt, the spectrum appears to be that of Ti(lll) as TiC16

3 ' and it is reported that metallic
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Ti is deposited from the melt. This system will be discussed below in terms of Ti3+ and
Ti 2+ as the species present in acidic melts.

In the Melbourne program, cations of other metals in unusually low oxidation states
stabilized in HF include Zr3+ , Eu2 +, Yb2+ and Sm 2 + (22). The Zr3+ spectrum in HF
correlates nicely with spectra for Zr(tll) in AIC 3, AIBr 3 and All 3 (23).

POSTULATION OF CATIONIC SPECIES IN INTERPRETATION OF SOME ACID/BASE
DEPENDENT REACTIONS IN MELTS

The Melbourne work on stabilization of the HF-solvated cations U3 + and Ti 2+ can
be used directly to re-interpret or to simplify earlier interpretations of some reported
reactions in molten salts, using as a basis for the new interpretation the postulation of the
existence in acidic melts ofcationic species which disproportionate with increase in
basicity of the melts. Comparison of the U(1II) systems in both media provides an excellent
example of this approach.

Spectroscopic and direct chemical evidence supports the proposition that U(11I) is
present in HF made slightly acidic with BF3 as HF-solvated U3+ and that, as the base of

the solvent system F- is added, U3 + disproportionates as indicated above.

Morrey and co-workers (16, 17) observed an apparent direct reduction ot U(111) by Al
in nearly-neutral chloroaluminate and stated that such reduction was slight in both the
acidic and the basic melts. They appear to have rationalized these observations by
analysis of their results, using the changing concentrations of UC16

3 , A12 CI7, AIC 4- and
CI- as the basis for their analyses. They do not appear to oiitr chemical explanations for the
acid/base dependence of "reduction" of U(IllI) on the nature of the different anions.

It appears much more satisfying to postulate, as they have done, that U(III) is
present in the basic melt as an anion [UCI3 +nln-, where n may or may not be 3, but that it is
present in the AICI3 -rich melt as U3+ solvated by AICI3 , or better, by the bidentate A12 CI6

This need not be a shocking postulate. Morrey himself published spectra for U(IV) in
various choride melts (24). He recorded spectra of UC14 in the acidic melts AICI3 and
ZnCl 2 , of pure UC16

2 and of UC16
2 - and UC14 in basic (chloride-rich) melts. His spectra in

basic media all resembled that of UC16
2 . So U(IV) must be expected to be anionic in basic

melts. His acidic spectra are very similar to that of aquo-U 4+ in acidified H2 0 and so it can

be postulated that U(IV) is present in acidic melts as solvated U4+ , It is then even more
reasonable to postulate that the cation of lower positive charge U3 + would be in solution
as solvated U3+ . Unfortunately, no spectra for U(III) in acidic melts appear to be available. ii
is highly significant that Morrey and co-workers reported that "on moving to the AIC13 -rich
region the absorption spectrum, typical of UC16

3 - is no longer observed" (16).
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Once it is postulated that the U3 + cation exists in acidic melts it is easy to see that as

the melt system approachez neutrality, U3 + will disproportionate

4U
3+ 

- Uo+ 3UIV.

U(IV), probably present as UC16
2

-, would then be reduced by Al to U
3 + which would

disproportionate giving a cyclic process for production of metallic uranium, in which it is not
necessary to propose that U(lll) is reduced by Al at all.

The Ti(lll) and Ti(lI) system in chloroaluminate melts (21) requires much less drastic
reinterpretation than the U(III) system. Ti(lll) is probably present as solvated or
partly-complexed Ti

3 + in acidic melts. The spectra suggest that, slightly on the acidic side
of neutrality, the dominant species is the tetrahedral anion TiCI4 - and that this is largely

replaced by octahedral TiC16
3 on the basic side. The spectrum for Ti(ll) in pure AICI3 is

best interpreted, on the basis of tht. spectra in HF and in doped NaCI, as indicating
solvated Ti2 + . With increase in baicity of the melt (67% AIC13 - 33% KCI) a new peak

starts to grow in at about 22,000 cm "1 . This could be due to a lowering of symmetry
because of replacement of A12 C 6 ligands by AI2 CI7 - or, more likely, due to some

chlorocomplexation yielding solvated TiCl+ , with the high-energy band resulting from a
charge-transfer process. The important observation is that, with slight modification, these
spectral features are retained until the melt contains 51% AICI 3 and 49% KCI. At 51% KCI,

the spectrum is that of Ti(lll) in TiC16 3- and Sorlie and 0ye reported metal deposition on the

cell windows. This is consistent with disproportionation of the cationic species, whether
partly complexed or not :

3Ti
2 " + 12CI- - Ti + 2TICI6

3 .

Corbett's observation that Cd22+ is stable in acidic chloroaluminates is consistent

with the general proposition put forward in this paper. If the acidity were to be reduced,
Cd 22+ would disproportionate in accordance with the equilibrium

Cd22+ + 2Cr -- Cd + CdCI 2AIC13

It is this writer's opinion that Corbett complicates the interpretation of his observations
unnecessarily by discussing preferential isolation of Cd2 (AICI 4 )2 or Cd(AICI4 )2 in terms of

the lattice energies of the compounds isolated (25). It is sufficient to postulate that Cd22+

is formed by reduction of Cd
2 + by Cd if the melt is sufficiently acidic and that this reaction is

reversible on increase of the basicity of the melt. The isolation of the product is an
unrelated matter. Corbett would probably be better to have used the anion HfC16

2
-, that

he used so profitably in the isolation of Bi cations, for the reasons given below.
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It is significant within the framework o this paper that the two iodine cations 15+ and
13+ were generated in neutral melts, i.e. when stoichiometric amounts of 12, ICI and AIC13

were melted together to give Cl- : AICl 3, 1:1 (6). Using anodic oxidation or chemical
oxidation by C12 , Mamantov (7) generated 12+ in acidic melts (AIC 3 : NaCI, 63:37) but not
in neutral melts. This indicates that 12+, stable in acidic AICl 3-rich melts, disproportionates
as the base CI" is added:

Cr
212+ + 2Cr " 1 12 + 21CI

Mamantov couched the explanation of his observed reactions in terms of
disproportionation of ICI. This is unlikely since there is nothing to suggest that III, is formingby the disproporlionation of II in IC.

Mamantov's work with iodine cations suggests that if acidic rather than neutral melts
had been used in the work with Cd and Bi, cations species such as Cdn 2 + (with n > 2) and
Bi cations with lower charge-to-metal ratios than those isolated, may have been generated.

STRATEGIES FOR GENERATION AND ISOLATION OF COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
UNUSUAL CATIONS FROM MOLTEN SALTS.

All-too-often in the synthesis of cationic compounds in melts and in other media,
the roles of acids or bases, oxidants or reductants and counter-ions for isolation of the
required cations have been confused or "telescoped" inefficiently.

An example drawn from fluoride chemistry has been that in the generation of
cations, SbF 5 has been used to fix the acidity of the system, as an oxidant (thereby
producing SbF 3) and as the source of anions such as SbF 6 or Sb 2 F1 - . Not only has this
multiple use of a single reagent limited synthetic control, but the solid products have often
been impossible to characterize properly because they contain involatile SbF3 . Similarly in
work with oleums and fluorosulfuric acid, SO3 and HSO 3F have have used as oxidants and
to increase the acidity.

In work in chloroaluminates, AIC13 has been used to control the acidity and to be
the source of the AiCl 4- counter-anion to the cation sought. One particular implication,
deliberate or otherwise, Is that "neat" or stoichiometric reacting proportions of oxidant,
reductant and acid have been used, e.g. 12, ICI and AICI3 to give 15 AIC14 and 13AIC14 .
Under these conditions thp reacting system is always neutral, precluding the possibility of
obtaining cations of higher charge for polyatomic non-metals or of lower charge for metallic
ions. Mamantov obtained 12+ in acidic chloroaluminate. Bi cations were generated in
neutral melts. New Bi cations might be possible in acidic melts.

To overcome these problems synthetic strategies based on at least three steps
seem to be necessary
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(a) Adjust the acidity - It may be necessary to work in AICI3 (or some other acidic
melt) which, at the completion of the reaction, will contain only that amount of
chloride ion which is unavoidable from the reaction conditions.

(b) Use a simple, specific oxidant or reductant - In the case of polyatomic metal
cation generation, use of the metal itself is usually acceptable as a reductant for a
cation of that metal in a higher ("normal") oxidation state. However cathodic
reduction and anodic oxidation are employed all-too-infrequently. In general,
electrons are the cleanest and best oxidants or reductants. Voltammetric oxidation
and reduction are often used to characterize species in the melt -- or, at least, near
the electrode. This has dangers in that species generated in the electrode
diffusion zone may not be capable of existence in the bulk of the melt because of
the level of its acidity or basicity. In Lhloroaluminates, elemental chlorine is a simple
oxidant, easy to control quantitatively.

(c) Provision of a neutral counter-ion - As experience builds up, selective
precipitants can be identified e.g. we have established in HF chemistry that SiF 62-
and GeF 2- and to a less extent Ta2F1 1 - are excellent precipitants for cations,
particulary dispositive ones. Thus we isolated SmGeF6 as a solid so insoluble that
it did not react with atmospheric moisture over a period of several hours. Not
surprisingly, from a lattice-energy point of view, it seems that di-negative anions and
di-positive cations yield very insoluble compounds.

If Cd 2+ or Cd42+ or polyatomic cations of Bi or other metals were to be sought, it
would appear to be profitable to reduce the "normal" chlorides with the metal in
almost pure AIC13 and then to add an anion such as HfCI 6

2 , SnC16
2-. or TiC16

2 to
isolate the solid containing the new cation.

CONCLUSION

The primary aim of this paper has been to establish that solvated cations are
the normal species In protonic superacids and In acidic chloroalumlnates and that, as the
media are made progressively more basic, the cations undergo disproportionation.
Discussion of the acid-base dependence of the stability of cations has been restricted
deliberately to protonic superacids and to chloroaluminate melts. It seems highly probable
that the same general principles apply to other melts, e.g. fluorides, nitrates, sulfates,
silicates, etc.

One final point that is vitally important is the recognition that the corrollary of
what has been written here is that, just as the generation of unusual cationic species is
favoured by increasing the acidity of the medium, formation of unusual stable anions
occurs in basic media.

The best-known homopolyatomic anions are the so-called Zintl ions, e.g.
Sn9

4-, Pb7
4 -, Pb9

4 ", Sb7
3-, Bi3

3-, Bi5
3- and Bi7 3-. Many of these were postulated from

analysis of the solids obtained when alloys of Na and the appropriate metal were dissolved
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in liquid NH 3. Subsequently many of them were recovered more efficiently from the basic
medium ethylenediamine using cryptated Na+ or K+ as the counter-ion, to sequester the
cation and prevent electron-transfer from the anion to the cation (27). Polychalconide
chain anions have been isolated from extremely basic aqueous solution with (CH3)4N+ as
the counter-cation. The extreme case is Na-, identified in NH3 and ethylenediamine, and

crystallized from ethylamine with cryptated Na+ as the counter-cation (28).

The known existence of Sx 2- and S3 in amides is consistent with reports
that stable sulfur-containing species in basic melts are anionic. Future investigation of
anionic species in melts would appear to call for strongly basic media.
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INFLUENCE OF THE ACIDO-BASICITY AND OF THE CATIONIC
COMPOSITION ON THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES IN MOLTEN HYDROXIDES

P. Claes, G. Peeters and J. Glibert
Catholic University of Louvain, Department of Chemistry
Place L. Pasteur, 1 - B1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The chemical behaviour of Sn(IV) in the molten

NaOH-KOH eutectic mixture at 483 K and in pure mol-
ten sodium hydroxide at 623 K has been investigated.

In the molten eutectic mixture, Sn(IV) is soluble
(s " 10- 1 M as SnO- in basic medium; in acidic so-
lution, SnO- is _n equilibrium with so id Na SnO
(s =  6.8+06 10 M) or with SnO (I Vr1O S1 =3

15 222.9.10 mol /L ) depending on ?he watr concentra-
tion. In pure sodiu hydroxide Sn(IV) is only scar-
celv soluble as SnO4 - in bas c solutions, the solid
phase being Na 4 SnO 4 (s < 10 -M) ; in acidic melts
the solid phase is NaS2 SOprobably in equilirium
with very low concentrations of SnO - and SnO 4 -. A
particular solubility effect has bean observed in
the molten eutectic mixture, Na SnO 3 is sicqnificantly
rore soluble in basic than in acidic ilts.i

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the chemical and electrochemical properties of
various solutes in molten hydroxides have been extensively
studied in our laboratory. Particularly, we succeeded in
carefully analysing the properties of various solutes con-
taining zinc or carbonide elements in two solvents : NaOH-
KOH (49 M%) eutectic mixture at 483 K and sodium hydroxide
at 623 K.

The investigated chemical properties ar3 the stoichiome-
try and the solubility of the dissolved species as well as
their dependence on the acido-basicity of the melts. The
data described and discussed in this paper are part of the
results reported in a very recent Ph.D. thesis (1) whicn
will be published in the near future. In this contribution.
we would like to present the chemistry of Sn(IV) containing
species which gives a good illustration of the dependence
of chemical properties on the acido-basicity of the melts
and on their cationic composition.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Reagents

Sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide used as sol-
vents were Merck analytical grade reagents. Potassium hy-
droxide contains 15.2 weight% water with a remarkable con-
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stancy.

Sn(IV) was introduced into the melt as SnO 2 (A.G. Merck
reagent) or as CaSnO 3 .3H 20 synthesized in our laboratory.

2.2. Acido-basic properties of the melts

The acido-basicity of the molten eutectic mixture was
measured by determining the cencentraLion of oxide or wa-
ter by linear sweep voltammetry. At 483 K and under a light
stream of dry nitrogen, the water concentration remained
constant during the experiments.

In the case of molten sodium hydroxide, sodium oxide may
still be used in order to get basic media but the acidity
of the melt must be controlled by equilibrating the liquid
with a gaseous atmosphere with a known Partial pressure of
water (2). Equation Iii relates the concentration of water
to its partial pressure in the gas phase.

PH 20 H2 0 C H20 I

The Henry's coefficient k H used in this worc was determi-
ned by Hoyt (3) and yields2 195 mm.Hg.M- I at 623 K. Experi-
ments confirm this value.

2.3. Experimental device

The melts were contained in glassy carbon crucibles(Car-
bone Lorraine VN25) . The electrochemical determinations
were carried out with 3 PRG5 Tacussel polarogrph coupled with a
XY/33 "oerz recorder.

The counter electrode and the reference electrode were
coiled platinum wires. The working electrode was either a
plane bright platinum electrode welded to a low diameter
conductor or a cylindrical electrode (0.5 mm and 1 mm dia-
meter platinum wire respectively in NaOH and in NaOH-KOH)
with a variable immersion depth (4).

2.4. Measurement of the solubilities

The solubilities were either measured in situ by means ot electro-
chemical techniques or determined by analyzing aqueous solutions of
samples taken from the melt.

2.5. Determination of the stoichiometries

The stoichiometries were characterized by accurately
measuring the amounts of water produced in acidic media or
the amounts of oxide ions consumed in basic media during
the dissolution of given quantities of SnO 2 according to
equations I 2] and [ 3] (5).
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SnO + n OH -> SnOnn+ + 1 H 0 1 212 K- 2+7 2 2

SnO 2 + n O2 - 
__> SnOn [31

The deteriiination of water and oxide ions have been carried out
by linear sweep voltammetry (6).

3. COMPARISON OF THE STOICHIOMETRIES IN THE MOLTEN
EUTECTIC MIXTURE AND IN MOLTEN SODIUM HYDROXIDE

3.1. Eutectic mixture

The dissolution of tin dioxide in the basic eutectic
mixture is a slow process; it takes about 30 hours to dis-
solve a quantity of 100 mg Sn0 2 in 100 ml of the molten
eutectic mixture. Figure I shows the dependence of the con-
centration of oxide ions on the number of moles of tin di-
oxide added for 1 liter of melt. A consumption of 1.04 mole
of oxide ions for 1 mole of SnO2 is calculated from the
slope of the experimental straight line. According to equa-
tion [41, the dissolved species is found to be trioxostan-
nate (IV) :

SnO2 + 02- > 2- 14]
2 n 3

The solubility of tin dioxide in acidic eutectic mixture
is too slow in order to yield reliable quantitative results:
the electrochemical detection of Sn(IV) is impossible even
twenty days after the addition of SnO 2. Therefore, two dif-
ferent experiments have been carried out :

1. Acidification up to a concentration of water of 10- 2 of a
solution of stannate (IV) in a basic eutectic mixture. The results
are shown in figure 2.

2. Dissolution of CaSnO 3H 0 in an acidic eutectic mixture. The
time dependence of the concentration of water is shown in fi:ture 3.

The rapid diminution of the water concentration in figu-
re 2 is due to the neutralization of oxide ions; the slow
disappearance of Sn(IV) from the solution is explained by
the formation of a clearly observable insoluble phase. As
shown in figure 2, the precipitation does not consume or
produce any water; it must be concluded that the insoluble
product is sodium or potassium stannate (IV). In fact, an-
hydrous sodium stannate (IV) was unambiguously identified
by X ray diffraction.

The increase of the water concentration in figure 3

exactly corresponds to the amount of water contained in the quantity
of CaSnO N.3120 introduced into the melt. As shown by x-ray
diffraction, the solid deposit was again Na2 SnO 3 . indicating an
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exchange reaction of sodium ions for calcium ions.

3.2. Sodium hydroxide

Tin oxide is only scarcely soluble in basic sodium hy-
droxide. Even when SnO is added to a previously saturated
solution, it reacts with the solvent as shown by the ion
oxide consumption. The molar concentration of oxide ions
is plotted as a function of the added amount of tin dioxi-
de per liter in figure 4. The number of moles of oxide ions
consumed per mole of tin dioxide introduced into the melt
is 1.95 clearly indicating the formation of tetraoxostanna-
te (IV) in the liquid phase (s(Sn(IV)) < 10- 3 M) and in the
precipitate.

2- 4- N a 4SnO2 + 2 0 <Z> SnO NaO 1 5]

The formula of the tin (IV) species in acidic sodium hy-
droxide was determined from a water balance calculation ap-
plied to the acidification of a basic solution of Sn(IV).
If the stoichiometry of this species is the same in acidic
and basic solutions, then the excess concentration of water
may be directly calculated from the number of moles of wa-
ter added to 1 liter of melt (c&du) and from the initial
concentration of oxide ions C 22 0

0
Add -Exc
H20 0 2- H2 0

If the number of oxygen atoms bound to the Sn atom is
reduced during the shift from the basic solution to the
acidic melt, a complementary number of water molecules will
be consumed and the excess concentration of water will be
reduced to an extent related to the change of coordination:

SnO4- + n H 0 > n- n(4-2n) + 2n OH 1 71
4 2 4-n

n may be calculated from equation 81.

CAdd _CExc
C H2  0 2-  H2 0 81

C S 4-
4SnO4

where C 4- is the initial concentration of tetraoxostan-
nate (IWO4 ions in the basic melt.

S he experimental result {or n is 0.82 suggesting that
n- is transformed to SnO3- when the melt is acidified.
Trioxostannate (IV) is only very scarcely soluble in the
acidic melt and a solid phase identified as Na 2 SnO 3 preci-
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pitates. However, owing to the weak solubility of Sn(IV) in
acidic solution, it i impossible to state whether the dis-
solved species is SnO 3 or SnO 4 - or a mixture of these ions.

3.3. Discussion

With regard to a comparison of the investigated solvents,
the results described in this section point out that oxo-
anions with a higher coordination number are generated in
sodium hydroxide. This is summarized in figure 5.

As far as an isolated complex or molecular species is
concerne , a temperature increase is favourable to a reduc-
tion of the coordination number. Thus, a larger coordina-
tion number at a higher temperature implies that the abso-
lute basicity is stronger in sodium hydroxide than in the
molten eutectic mixture.

The difference of absolute basicity between both sol-
vents is due either to the temperature difference or to the
cationic composition of the melts. It is worthy of note
that if the cationic composition of the liquid is the rea-
son for the coordination change, then the acido-basic pro-
perties of molten hydroxides would exhibit a mixed alkali
effect. Indeed, althouqh the acidity of molten alkali hy-
droxides increases from cesium to lithium, the molten eu-
tectic mixture, instead of having an intermediate acidity,

would be more acidic than its two pure molten components.

Chemical properties in the molten eutectic mixture at
623 K are now being investigated in our laboratory, and we
hope that a definite answer to this question might very
soon be available.

4. SOLUBILITY OF SN(IV)

4.1. Eutectic mixture
Sn(I is2-

Sn(IVj is soluble as SnO 3  in the basic eutectic mixture
(s > 10-1M); when the solution is acidified, precipitation
occurs. The peak intensity of the linear sweep voltammogram
for the reduction of Sn(IV) was measured as a function of
the water concentration of the melt. The results are shown
in figure 6; the concentration of Sn(IV) rerains constant
up to a concentration of water CH 0 = 4.10- M, afterwards
the peak intensity decreases 2 2 with the water concen-
tration. The solubility of SnO was measured by analysing
samples taken from the solutioA. A value of (6.8*0.6)10- M
was found for the low water concentration region.

4.2. Molten sodium hydroxide

Sn(IV) is only slightly soluble as SnO4- in basic molten
sodium hydroxide (s < 10-M). When the meft was acidified,
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4-
SnO 4  and solid Na 4 SnO4 were changed into insoluble Na SnO.
The concentration Of Sn(IV) in acidic solution was lower
than the limit of detection of the analytical technique
(s < 10 6 M); it was impossible to state whether Sn(IV) was
dissolved as Sn02 o asSnOl

4.3. Discussion

The pH2 0 independence of the solubility of Sn(IV) in the
slightly acidic region (fig. 6) indicates that SnO- is in
equilibrium with solid Na 2SnO 3 in the molten euteciic mix-
ture.

2-The equilibrium concentrations of SnO, and H2 0 in the
non-constant solubility region are in good agreement with a solubil-
ity constant defined by:

KS  SnO 21[ H2 0] 191

Consequently, the following precipitation equilibrium occurs:

2--
SnO + H2 > SnO2 + 2 OH 1 10

3 2 - 2

The mean value of the K calculated for the experimental
points is (2.9)10 - 5 mo 2L 2 . Depending on the pH 0 of the
liquid, the dissolved SnO - ion is thus in equiligrium with
two different solid pha e SnO 2 at CH 0 > 4.10- 2 M andNa 2 SnO 3 at CH 0 

< 4.10 M. 2
2

In the case of sodium hydroxide, the shift from the
Na SnO 3 solid phase in acidic melts to the Na SnO 4 precipi-
tape in basic melts implies an equilibrium between SnO
and SnO4- species in the liquid phase with limiting concen-
trations prescribed respectively by the solubilities of
Na 2 SnO 3 and Na 4 SnO 4. The low solubilities of these com-
pounds preclude an accurate determination of the limiting
concentration and hence a more quantitative description of
these phenomena.

Another point of interest is the much higher solubility
of sodium trioxostannate in the basic eutectic mixture than
in the acidic melt. Similar trends in solubility involving
the same dissolved and precipitated species have been ob-
served in both solvents for various solutes (1). Such chan-
ges which, at our knowledge, have never been described in
the literature mightof course not be explained by classical
equilibrium laws. A tentative explanation might eventually
be found in a destabilization of the liquid quasi-lattice
by water molecules leading to the precipitation of the most
labilized species. Such a mechanism is to be compared with
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the "salt effect" which occurs in molecular solvents and
might be called a "reverse salt effect".
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ABSTRACT

The optical basicities in some halide compounds and in

oxide - halide systems such as CaO - CaF 2 , CaO - CaCl 2

systems have been measured using photoacoustic spectro-

scopy in order to examine an application of the optical

basicity concept for oxide - halide systems. The optical

basicities measured in this study were compared with the
values of the theoretical optical basicity based on the

concept of the average electron density (D). The optica:

basicities mesured were in agreement with the theoretic,,1
optical basicities in CaO - CaF 2 and CaO - CaC1 2 systems.
On the other hand, two values of the optical basicity

were obtained from the sample in CaO - NaCl system. One
of them was considered to correspond to the optical

basicity of CaO.

INTRODUCTION

The basicity in slags, salts and glasses is an important concept
when considering the reactivity of those melts from a point of view
acid - base behaviour. A number of expressions --3 models for

basicity have been proposed over the years(l)-(3). The concept of

capacity summarized by Wagner played a distinct role in understanding
the basicity of metallurgical slags(4). Duffy and Ingram tried to

define the basicity of oxyacids and salts from the concept of Lewis
basicity and proposed the optical basicity(5)-(8).

The scale of the optical basicity was set up by the nephelauxetic

effect in the outer s and p orbitals of probe ions such as Tl+,Pb
2
+

and Bi
3
+ and was normalized with the optical basicity of CaO which

is unity. The theoretical optical basicity based on the Pauling
type electronegativity and a calculation method of it in the multi-
components were also proposed by Duffy and Ingram(6). Since the
values of the theoretical optical basicity showed a good agreement
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with the values of the optical basicity measured in oxyacids, the

theoretical optical basicity has been applied to the metallurgical
slags(q)-(l1). However, the values of the theoretical optical
basicity of transition metal oxides could not be calculated. A new

scale of the theoretical optical basicity was defined by two of the
authors using the concept of the average electron density(12) to

overcome this difficulty (13). It is also possible to calculate the
theoretical optical basicities of the multi-component systems
containing even halides using a new scale. Therefore, the optical
basicities of alkali halides and alkaline earth oxide - halide
systems were measured to determine whether the new theoretical
optical basicity can he used as a scale.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample Prepartion

All samples were madc from extza high purity grade alk-ili or
alkaline carbonates and halides which were anhydrous. The pre-

parations such as mixing the samples were carried out in the dry
box.

The glassy samples doped with l.Ox1O
- 4 

- l.0xlO
- 3 

mass% PbO
were prepared for measuring the optical basicity. These glasses
were melted in Pt or alumina crucible at 1273 - 1873K, depending

on the melting point. After melting, the melts were quenched by
double-roll technique.

Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

UV spectra of samples due to Pbs-p transition were measured
on an edt-OAS 400 photoacoustic spectrometer. The wavelength of
this spectrometer ranges from the ultraviolet to far infrared region.
A schematic diagram is shown in Fig.l. It has two locked-in
amplifiers and a mechanical chopper which covers the modulation
frequency from 20 Hz to 240 Hz. Tne cell is constructed from
aluminum, with a fused silica widow. The photoacoustic signal
is detected with a high sensitive microphone which is located at
the back of the cell. The photoacoustic signals are recorded with
a micro computer and displayed on a X-Y recorder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Theoretical Optical Basicity Based on The Average Electron Density

A new scale of te theoretical optical habicitv was established

by means of the concept of the average electron density instead of
the Pauling type electronegativity. The basicity moderating
parameters of the new theoretical optical basicity have a linear
relationship with the average electron density values, as shown in
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equation (1)(13).

= 1.34" D + 0.6 ) (1)

The average electron density was defined as equation (2).(13)

z
D = . (2)

r
3

where u a parameLet due to anion
Z :valence of catiotn
r interionic distance between anion and cation

The selected values of tht theoret ica l optic,il basicity are shown
in Table I. The optical basicite values of transition metal oxides
cuu De tound in Table l, whih were not able to be calculated
from tie Pauling type electrnegitivity. The vailues of acidic oxides

such as SiO and F205 in Table I are very close to the values of the
theoretical optical basicity bv Duffv and l-,ram. On the other hand,
the values of K20, Na O and BaO in Table I are lower than those bv
Duffy and Ingram. Although the optical basicity of GeO) is higher
than that of SiO2 in the theoretical optical basicitv scale b Duffy
and Ingram, the contrary order is obtained in the new scale. The
optical basicity values in germanate systems measured by Sumita
et al(14) were smaller than those in silicate systems. Therefore,
it is considered that the theoretical optical hasicitv based on the
average electron density is better than that based on the Pauling type
e lectronegativity.

Optical Basicity in Oxide - Halide Systems

The concept of the optical basicity could apply to not only
oxiacid systems but also halide svstems(5). Angell and Benett
measured the optical basicity of choride melts and reported that
the change of optical basicity values corresponded to that of
activity(15). Bruce and Duffy also measured the optical basicitv
in fluoride systems and demonstrated a possibilty to use the
optical basicitv for a basicity scale in fluoride - oxide systems.
However, they have not presented the theoretical optical basicity
values of halide compounds which are able to use even in the oxide
- halide systems(16)(17).

The theoretical optical basicity values of alkaline earth

fluoride and chloride compounds were obtained using equations (I)
and (2). Since the values of tx were necessary to calculate the
optical basicity values in the systems, those values were decided

by the optical basicity values of CaF 2 and CaCI 2 respectively which
were calculated from the Pbs-p spectra peaks measured bv photoacoustic
spectroscopy.(13) The results are shown in lable 2. Generally
speaking, the optical basicity values of chloride systems are larper
than those of fluoride systems. The optical basicity in oxide -
halide systems were calculated using the same technique in the multi-
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components oxide systems, bv means of equation (3) and (4).

A = ( iXi) (3)i

(Vi/2) .n i .yNi
Xi (4)

K (Vi/2) n i . N ii

Xi theoretical optical basicity of i component
Vi valence of anion in i component
iii ... , oi anion in i component
Ni mole fraction of i component

the values of the optical basicity in CalO - CaF system were

measured in order to compare with the theoretical ,ptical basicitv.
Pbs-p spectra of glassy samples in CaO - CaF systens ire shown in
Fig.2. X-ray diffraction technique was used for .i COn irmation 01
glassy state of the samples. 250 nm was obtained as a peak wave
leigth of pure CaFi. Although the Pbs-p spectra were not sharp,
the peak shift was clearly observed. The wave len4th ,I peak ehifted
to long-wave length side when increasing the CaO content in the Ca)
CaF system. The change of the measured optical has icitv values it,
CaO content is shown in Fig.3 with that of the theoretical optical
basicitv. Both of them increase with an increase of CafO content. The
measured values show a good agreement with the theoretical values.
The same plots in CaO - CaCl 2 system are shown in Fig.4. Althouch
the differences between both measured and theoretical values increise
with increasing CaO content, both values increase also with increasing
CaO content as in Fig.3. It is understood from the results of Fig.3

and 4 that the theoretical optical basicitv calculated from the
average electron density can work is a basicitv scale in CaO - Cab,
and Ca) - CaCIV systems.

The optical basicity values of alkali chloride 'onpounds were

measured by the same method. The results are shown in Table 3 with

the theoretical values calculated by equations(l) and (2) using =
4.9. Although a difference of absolute value between the measured
and theoretical values exists, the theoretical values qualitatively
correspond to the measured values as the basicity increases in order
of LiM , NaCI < KCl. It also indicates a possibilty of the application
of the theoretical optical basicity in alkali chloride system.
Furthermore, the optical basicity in CaO - NaCi system as measured.
Samples were melted at 1673 K and quenched bv double-roll technique
since no phase diasram is available for this system. After checking

the samples by X-ray diffraction method, a broad diffraction pattern
of CaO was obtained even in NaCl + 5 mol Ca) sample. It is suggested
that a solubility of CaO in NaC1 melt is very small at 1673 K.
A typical Pbs-p spectrum is shown in Fig.5 with Pbs-p spectrum of
nure NaCl. Two peaks were observed in the range of 200 - 400 nm,
lower peak at 266 nm and a higher one at 343 rim. The lower peak is
considered to correspond to the basicity of NaC rich melt, while
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the higher peak to the basicity of CaO which is about unity. It is
estimated that the probe ians, Pbu'+, Occupy two sites, one is
the position which expresses the basicity of NaCI rich melt and the
other is thie basicity of CaO.

CONC LUSI ON

The optical basicity in GaO - CaF2 , CoO - Ca~l), alkali chloride
and GaO - NaCl svstems was measured using photoacoust ic specti.:copy.
ThL measured values of the optical basicity showed a qualitative
agreement with the calculated valules from the average electroi,
densit-y . Therefore, the theoretical optical bas-icit%- based on
the average electron dens ity could work as a wide rainge basici ty
scale in some ox ide - hal ide systems.
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Table 1. The selected values of the basicity moderating parameter and
the theoretical optical basicity in oxide compounds.

Compound y A Compound Y A

Li 2 0 0.95 1.05 CuO 1.12 0.89

Na2 0 0.91 1.10 8203 2.40 0.42

K0 0.87 1.15 A120 3  1.47 0.69

Rb20 0.86 1.16 Fe20 3  1.44 0.69

Cs2 0 0.85 1.18 Cr2 03  1.44 0.69

MqO 1.09 0.92 As 203  1.39 3.72

Cao 1.00 1.00 Sb2 03  1.25 0.90

SrO 0.96 1.04 B1203  1.14 0.87

Bao 0.93 1.08 C02  2.49 0J.40

Mno 1.05 0.95 S102 2.11 0.47

FeO 1.07 0.93 flc7 2  1.64 0.61

coo 1.07 0.93 TiC 15 0.64

NiO 1.14 0.87 P'205 2.60 0.39

ZnO 1.13 0.89 503 3.48 0.29

Table 2. The values of1 tile theouretical optical h.isic itv in alkal ine
earth f luor ide and chloride compounds.

Compound Y A

M9F 2  1.82 0.55

CaF 2  1.49 0.67

Sr? 2  1.33 0.75
BaF 2  1.25 0.80

MgC12  1.59 0.63

Cadl2  1.39 0.72

SrC12  1.28 0.79

BaCd2  11.20 0.83

*measured

Table 3. The values of the theoretical optical basicity in alkali
chloride compounds.

Compund measured calculated

LiCi 0.67 0.83

NaCi 0.72 0.91

KCl 0.79 1.02
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ABSTRACT

Infrared (IR) reflection spectra have been recorded of melts
in the systems MgCI 2 -AICI 3, CaCI2-AICI 3, SrCl,-AICI 3 ,
BaCI 2-AICI 3, MnCI 2-AICI 3, ZnCI2-AICI 3  as well as of
molten oxochloroaluminates. In mixtures of A1CI 1  with
MgCI 2 or MnCI 2, AIC14 acts as both a tri- and b'dentate
ligand towards M2 +, whereas in the ZnCI 2 -AICI 3 system
only C2v perturbation of AIC14 has been found. These
melts are considered to contain essentially neutral species. In
the more ionic CaCI 2, SrCI, and BaCI 2 systems, both
perturbed and unperturbed AICI4 are present. The
magnitude of the observed splitting of the antisymmetric
stretching vibration, v 3(F2), for both C2v and Cjv
perturbation of AICI show an approximately linear
dependence on the ionic potential of the cation, zz rc
Splitting of the antisymmetric stretching vibration of the
symmetric AICI 3 top for A12C7 indicates a bent Cl-Al-Cl
bridge, probably stabilized by interactions with the divalent
cations. The oxochloroaluminate compound NaAl2OCI 5 has
been synthesized. Infrared spectra have been recorded of
molten NaAI 2 OCI5 and mixtures with AICI 3 . The complex
ion A140 2C126 is proposed to be present in molten
NaAI 2OCI 5.

INTRODUCTION

From previous spectroscopic and electrochemical measurements chloroaluminate
melts are considered to contain the species: AICI,, AI,Cl, higher pol.mers as
for instance A13 C'11 and A12 C16 as the concentration of AIC 3 increases (1-4).
Due to experimental difficulties only a few infrared measurements of high
temperature molten salts are reported in the literature (1,5). A number of
Raman measurements, however, have been carried out (6).
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The four fundamental frequencies observed for tetrahedral AICI in CsAICI 4 by
Raman spectroscopy are (2):

vl(Al) = 344 cm- 1 (symmetric stretch)

v-(E) = 120 cm -I (bend)

v3(F2) = 483 cm
- 1 (antisymnmetric stretch)

v4 (F2 ) = 178 cm- 1 (bend).

From infrared measurements the following frequencies are observed by Hvistendahl
tq al. (1,7) 182, 346 and 474 cm - 1

. The vl(Al) mode is observed even though
it should be inactive in the infrared for a regular tetrahedron.

A correlation diagram for the activation and splitting of the fundamental
frequencies from AICI (Td) to Civ and C3v symmetry is given in Table I.

Only one of the two F, tundamentals for the regular tetrahedron is included in
the table,

Table I. Correlation diagram applicable to the vibrational modes of AICI4 v ith
Td , C2v and C3v symmetry.

A 'P' PC! P

0 PC~--

If two of the chlorines in AICI are different from the other two the ion will
have C,, symmetry. From the table it is seen that the v3(F,) frequenc% will
split into three frequencies (A], B1 and B2) and the VI(A 1 ) trequency will be
activated in the infrared. On the other hand, if only one of the chlorines in
A1Cl- is different from the others, the symmetry of the anion is C3x. and the
v3(F, ) mode will split into two species (A1 and E) and the totally svmnletric
v1 (A I) frequency will be activated. From Raman (6) and infrared (1,5t
measurements on AIkCI-AICI 3 (Alk = alkali) melts only small perturbation from
the ideal tetrahedral structure of AICI- is found. Rytter ct al. (2) have proposed
a D3d symmetry for A\12 CI7 in these systems, However, lhvistendahl ct aL. (I)
observed a splitting of the v l l (E u ) band for AI 2 CI7 (D3d)in molten LiA12C1-The
splitting was interpreted as a stabilization of a bent bridge for Li+AICl-.

For the melts studied in this work large perturbations of the AIC14 and AI 2 CIl,
anions are expected due to interactions with the divalent cations present. Higher
polymers as AI 3 Cli 0 are not likely to be present in these melts as cations with a
large ionic potential probably are able to distort any polymers.
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This assumption is verified by the Raman spectra of ZnCI2 -AICI 3 melts where
mainly ZnCl 2 and AI 2 CI6 were considered to be present (8). In SnCI,-AICl 3
melts a Raman splitting of v 3(F2) has been reported (9,10).

The spectra were recorded on a Bruker I13v FTIR Interferometer employing a
closed diamond windowed cell as described previously (11). The nominal
resolution of the spectra is 8 cm -1.

ALKALINE EARTH CHLORIDE OR TRANSITION METAL CIII.ORIDE -

ALUMINIUM CHLORIDE SYSTEMS

MnCl2 -AICl 3

In analogy with the Mg system (12) Fig. I indicates that both the C,, and C3 ,
configurations of AICI are present in the Mn system. The frequencies 400, 488
and 574 cm- I are supposed to reflect the splitting of the antisymmetric stretch,
v 3(F2 ) of the tetrahedral AICI,, upon perturbation from Td to C- v symmetry, and
the strong bands at 574 and 450 cm -  have their origin in descent in symmetry
from Td to C3v symmetry. The appearance of the totally symmetric stretch,
vl(AI), at 339 cm- r verifies that distortions do take place.

The degeneracy at 574 cm- 1 deserves a comment. A parallel situation vas found
for molten MgCI 2-AIC 3 mixtures (C,: 573, 498 and 404 cm- I and C3 v: 573 and
452 cm-l) (12) and for solid TiAI2Cl 8  and TiACI8 .6C 6 H6  with known
structures (C2 ,: 554, 504 and 442 cm- ) and (C3 \: 552 and 446 cm -I) (13). It is
intriguing, however, that the degeneracy is found for all MCI2-AIC13 mixtures and
that the resulting band is fairly sharp.

For the Mn system, it is proposed that the strong polarizing power of the
manganese cation stabilizes a bent (Cs) structure rather than a linear (D.d)
structure of AI 2 C.

This interaction is manifested by the observed splitting of vl(Eu) from 530 cm -

for molten KA12 CI7 (Fig. 4) to 589 and 493 5m -I upon perturbation from D-d to
C5 symmetry. The observed splitting for MgZ -Al2C7 is 596 and 500 cm - t and
for Li+-AI 2 C[7 570 and 506 cm -I (Fig. 4). Thus, the counterions wNith high
charge/radius ratio strongly perturb both the symmetric CI-A1CI 3 tops of AI2Cl-.
An alternative structure to the figure above is that two cations perturb each
AI 2 Cl 3-entity of AI 2CI7. At higher aluminium chloride concetrations, strong
bands of A12 CI6 at 617, 475, 412 and 318 cm- I appear.
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ZnCI2 -AlCl 3

The ZnCI2 system (Fig. 2) is distinctly different from other chloroaluminates
investigated in our laboratory. The spectra are interpreted in terms of
superpositions of the spectra of perturbed AIC14 and A12 CI6 . For AIC14 the
v 3(F 2 ) is split into three dominant bands (389, 483 and 589 cm-1), indicating only
a C2, perturbation from the tetrahedral model. Due to the almost equal Lewis
acidity of AICI3 and ZnCI2 , the molecular species Zn(AICI 4 )2 and A12 CI6 probably
are present in the melts. The proposed structure for the Zn-complex is:

C1 C1 Z C1 C I

CI Cl C, C l
Begun et al. (8) have recorded Raman spectra of the same mixtures. They
interpreted the spectra as ZnCI2 aggregates and A12 CI6 , and they concluded that
no appreciable amounts of the anions AICl,, A12 Cl or ZnC42 - were formed in
any of the samples. The authors found two bands in the Al-Cl stretching region
at 592 and 490 cm - 1 (608 and 512 cm - 1 in pure AICI 3 ) and assigned them to
AI 2 C16 . These frequencies correspond to the bands at 589 and 483 cm - I observed
in this work.

The authors also observed the followingj trends which they could not explain: (1)
The intensity of the band at 119 cm attributed to A12 C 6 decreased with the
concentration of AICI3 in the melts (2). The disproportionate decrease in the
intensity of the 341 cm-I band relative to the 512 cm-I peak. These two
observations are expected when the melts are considered to contain Zn(A1C 4 2
(with local symmetry C2v for AICIj) and A12 C16 . A reassignment of the Raman
data is included in Table 2.

Only two of the three antisymmetric stretching bands originating from C',
perturbed AIC14 are observed in the Raman spectra. The band at 490 cm - 1 has a
higher intensity in the Raman spectra than the band at 592 cm - I and probably is
the symmetric mode Al. This interpretation has been verified by normal
coordinate calculations (15). The band should be polarized in Raman as observed
by Begun et al. ( 8). As further verification of the new melt model for the Zn
system a band at ca. 310 cm - I has been reported, even in a basic melt. This
band is in agreement with the dominant v2(A!g) band for AlCl- (2). The
presence of AI 2 CI7 in a formally basic melt indicates almost equal Lewis acidity
of ZnCI2 and AIC 3.

SliC12 -AIC1 3

Taulelle and Gilbert et al. (9, 10) have measured Raman spectra of
SnCl 2 -AICI 3 -mixtures. From a spectrum of an acidic melt (71 mol%) they
concluded that the v 3 (F2 ) of AICI, was split into three frequencies at 425, 480
and 575 cm - I. Only the band at 425 cm -  was shown to be polarized.

An alternative interpretation (see Table 2) is supported by the polarized band at
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ca. 310 cm- present in the reported spectrum. In previous Raman investigations
(2) of chloroaluminate melts polarized bands at ca. 310 and 430 cm- were
assigned to A12 Cl . Thus an alternative interpretation of the band observed at
425 cm1 is vi(Alg) of Al 2 Cl . This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that
the B2 antisymmetric stretching component Of C2v perturbed AIC14 wa. not
observed by Begun et al. (8) for the ZnCI,-system, but was found in the
corresponding IR spectrum. The polarized ban~d of the three v3 components in

C2v symmetry (B1 , A1 and B32 ) is predicted from theoretical calculations (15) to
be the one in the middle. The polarization observed by Taulelle and Gilbert et
a!. (9,10) appears not to be in agreement with this prediction. However, as the
origin in the unperturbed AlC14 is a depolarized band, the Al component is

expected only to be slightly polarized.

F Table 2. Assignment of IR and Raman frequencies observed in the ZnCI 2 - AICI3
and SnCl 2 -AICI 3 systems.

IR Ramana Ramanh IR RamanC
A12 CI6  Zn Zn Sni A1 2C16  Al 2 C1667 % 80 % 70 % 90 % 71%

AICI3  AICI3  AICI3  AICI3  AICI 3

v,8(B2u) 144 145

v7 (B 1g) 165 165 166
v9 (BlIu) 173 178
v3 (Ag9) 218 218 218
v, 7(B3u) 312 316 316
v2 (Ag9) 340 339 341
v, 3(B2u) 409 408 410

vl (Ag9) 500 5 12
vl(3)474 473

v11 (B2 )605 610

v 8 (Blu) 612 614

M(AIC14 )2

v4 (E) 170 170 165
v, (A 1 ) 335 334 340 340 341
v3 (B 2 ,C 2v) 389 385
v3 (A 1,C2 0) 483 492 490 480
v 3(BI,C 2v) 589 590 592 575

aBegun et a!. (8), bTaulelle and Gilbert ct al. (9,10), cTonlita et o?. (14).

Perturbations of AIC14-

Perturbations of AIC1F a nd A1 2C15 by interactions with the cations K', Li+,
Ba

2
+, Sr

2
+, Ca

2
+. m nan Zn2 are stud+ed as the ionic potential of

the cations changes. Introduction of polarizability gave poorer correlations,
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whereas shielding only has been considered qualitatively.

Spectra of AIkAICI4 (Alk = Li, K), M(AICI 4 )2 (M = Ba, Ca, Mn and Zn) and
30 mol% MgCI2 :70 mol% AICI3 are compared in Fig. 3. For the Ca, Sr and
Ba mixtures the spectra are interpreted in terms of unperturbed AIC14 observed
as the intense bands at 459, 470 and 471 cm -1 , respectively, in addition to
AIC14 perturbed by the cation. In analogy with the Mg and Mn systems a C3v
type of perturbation dominates, cf. Table 3.

Table 3. Observed frequencies for Civ and C3 v perturbed AICl- in MCI2 -AICI 3

melts.

Ba Sr Ca Mgh  Mn Zn

B2  470 vsa  459 vsa  404 sh 400 sh 389 m
C2v A 1  508 sh 514 sh 498 sh 488 sh 483 %s

B1  559 m 558 s 573 vs 574 vs 589 's
E 471 vs 470 vsa  459 \sa  452 s 450 vs

- A 1  556 sh 559 m 558 s 573 vs 574 vs

aThese bands are also interpreted as due to AICI(Td).
hFrom Einarsrud et al. (12).

Observed splitting of v 3 (F2 ) for C2v (B1 and B, species) and C 3v (Al and E
species) perturbed AICI given as a function of the ionic potential of the cation,

gives essentially straight lines in Figs. 5 and 6. The cation radii used are the
crystal radii from Shannon (16) with coordination number of six for I-i' and the
alkaline earth metal cations, both six and four for Mn 2 + and four for Zn 2 +.

A better fit to the line was obtained using the radius for coordination number
four for Mn 2 +. This observation may be an artifact due to a larger effective
ionic potential for a transition metal.

The B1 antisymmetric stretching component of v3 (F) for C2, perturbed AICl4
in SnCI 2 -AICI 3 is observed at 575 cm - I (9,10). If Sn(AICI4 )-,, with four
coordination for Sn2 +, is present in the melts, the B, component of the
antisymmetric stretching vibration i estimated to be at ca. 390 cm-I Indeed, a
shoulder appears to be present at ca. 390 cm - 1

To summarize, increased interactions between Mn+ and AIC14, i.c. increased
splitting of v 3(F 2 ), are observed in the series

K+<Na+<Li+<Ba 2 +<Sr 2 +<Ca2 +<Mg 2+<Mn2+<Zn 2 + .

Periurbations of A12 C-

Spectra of AIkAI 2 CI 7 (Alk=K and Li) and M(A12C17 )2 (M=Ba, Ca, Mg, Mn and
Zn) are compared in Fig. 4.
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For all the cations in the systems investigated, except K +, the vll(Eu) band is
split into two frequencies, indicating a perturbation of Al2Cl- from D3d to C,
(bent structure) symmetry.

Increased interactions, i.e. splitting of vlI(Eu), are observed when going from
K + to Ca2 + . For Mg(AI2 CI 7 )2 and Mn(Al 2 CI 7 )2 the picture is more complicated
b.ause the ;pectra are superpositions or M(AICl 4 )2 , M(Al 2 C17 )2 and A12 C16 .
For Zn(AI 2CI7)2 no bands attributable to AI2C5 were detected.

Coordination of A 2  in MCI,-AIC13 nwlts

Bands which cannot be attributed to AICI, AI2Cl, ... or A12 CI 6 are interpreted
as a direct observation of interactions between the divalent cation and the
chloroaluminate complexes, i.e., M'Cl vibrations (Table 4).

Table 4. Observed MCI frequencies, M = Mg (12), Ca, Sr, Ba, Mn and Zn,
relative half-widths of the strongest bands and M-Cl stretching force
constants.

M Frequencies Half-width f\iCI
(cn- I (cm- I (10-N m -

Mg 1X 120 0.66
Ca 223 60 0.55
Sr 209 35 0.61
Ba 203 20 0.63
Mn 232, 250 sh 70 0.64
Zn 288 80 1.10

For the alkaline earth systems a broad band for the M CI stretchings is
observed which shifts to higher frequencies and larger band-widths when the
polarizing power of the cation increases. The force constants show that the shift
is not only a mass effect, but reflects the strength of the interaction.

The IR spectra of MnC 2 -AICI mixtures (Fig. 1) contain two peaks assigned to
M.CI stretching vibrations of four and six coordinated manganese. The spectra
show a decrease in the intenqit, -F the hand at 15A cm - . whereas the band at
232 cm -1 seems to become more intense with increasing MnCl, content. The
presence of coordination number four, contrary to only six coordination reported
earlier (17) is supported by the following arguments:
(a) The observed splitting of v 3(F2  for AIC14 is larger than can be predicted

from the ionic potential for Mn-+ in octahedral coordination (see Fig. 3 and
4).

(b) The pale yelow colour of the melts indicates that some Mn 2 + is four
coordinatd, because the characteristic colour of MnX- is yellow-green
while six coordinated manganese usually is pink (18).

(c) Structural changes do occur for compositions above 30 mol% MnCI,.
manifested by a steep rise of the melting point (19).
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(d) The presence of some AICI1 which is perturbed to C2v symmetry.

The spectra of the ZnCI 2-AIC 3 (Fig. 2) system show a broad band at about 288
cm-I which is attributed to ZnCI strething for Zn 2+ in tetrahedral
coordination. A tetrahedral coordination for Zn + in these meltq is expected for
the following reasons:
(a) A C2 v perturbation of AICl4.1
(b) Raman bands at 288 and 298 cm-I observed for Cs2ZnCl4(s)  .,,th

tetrahedral configuration) and 277 cm- I for Cs2 ZnCI4 correspond to the
Zn."CI stretching frequency observed in this work (8).

(c) Zn 2+(d1 ) has no octahedral site stabilization energy (OSSE) (20).
(d) The observed splitting of v3(F2 ) for AIC14 is in agreement with a four

coordination for Zn (see Fig. 5).

The following structural models for the alkaline earth melts are proposed:

1. For the Mg-system the chloroaluminate species are bonded to the cation
with almost equal M-CI bond strengths as demonstrated for C3 ,
perturbation of AICI 4 : C C I

C[- A C-[[ -- Mg-C-A -Cl

Mobility of the chloroaluminate anions is possible. The presence of C,,
distorted AIC14 in these melts indicates an intermediate structure for the
exchange of AIC1T, where one of the Mg-Cl bonds above is broken.

I1. For the Ba-system one AlCl, is attached tightly to Ba2 +, whereas only weak
interactions occur with other AICl-entities (giving unperturbed AIC14):

C ''_ C1. ,/C I
Al " H--C--A -C[C, A ICL \C[

Dynamics in the melt is possible by migration of Ba2 + from one AICI4] to
another.

Apart from the found distortion of the anion, these models are supported by the
following observations:
(a) Both perturbed and unperturbed AIC14 are supposed to be present in the Ca

Sr and Ba systems, while only perturbed AICI- is found in the Mg system.
(b) The relative band-widths for the observed NI-Cl stretching vibrations

decrease in the series Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba, indicating a more
well-coordinated ,:omplexation around Ba2 + than Mg 2+. Although this
observation does not contain information on the proposed structures, per %c,
it at least is compatible with a gradual shift in the structure of the melts

(c) There is only a slight decrease in the observed NI-C stretching frequen,",
when going from Ca to Sr and Ba. A larger decrease is expected % lhen
only the mass effect is considered.

(d) Mainly molecular species are expected to be present in the Mg-systen,
particularly as no immiscibility gap is present (12), whereas the Ca, Sr and
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Ba systems are more ionic.

OXIDES IN CIILOROALUMINATE MELTS

The compound NaAI 2 OCI 5 has been prepared by reacting AICI 3 , NaCI and
AICI3 .6H 20 in a quartz ampoule at 120'C. A metastable melt phase is
formed. jentsch et al. (21) have prepared the disilver
decachlorodioxotetraaluminate salt (Ag2[AI49 2 CI10]) by a similar procedure.
This salt is built up by Ag+ and A14 j0Cl6- ions. The anion also was found
in the complex [(C6(CH3)6 )2 Nb2Cl 4]'+ AI40 2C/10 ]--.2CHl,CI, by Thewalt and
Stollmaier (22). The structure of the A14 02Cl-y6 ion as determined by single
crystal X-ray crystallography (21.22). is

and shows a four coordination for aluminium, oxxgen in a three coordinated
position and only terminal chlorines. This structure is likely to be present in
solid NaAI 2OCI 5 as well.

When the compound NaAI 2 OCI 5 is heated to 200'C for several hours a white
solid starts to precipitate, confirming the metastability of the melt. This solid
was separated from the rest of the liquid. IR transmission spectra of the solid
and the remaining liquid are compared with qpectra of NaAIOCl 5(s) and
AIOCI(s) in Fig. 7. The precipitated solid is determined to be AIOCI (with
impurities of NaAICI 4) and the remaining liquid is NaAICI 4 . Thus, it is verified
that NaAI 2 OCI5 is a stoichiometric complex, which decomposes at 200'C,
following the scheme:

NaAlCI 4 ()

NaAI2,0CI5 (l)

AIOCI(s)

The spectra of NaAI2OCI 5 in the molten and solid state are ver similar (Figs. 7
and 8) and the same complex probably is present in both phases. The bands are
of course sharper for the solid and two of the most prominent bands are split
into two, and therefore may belong to a degenerate species.

In infrared spectra of molten alkali chloroaluminates (1.5,7) t%%o weak bands at
ca. 680 and 790 cm - I are assigned to combination bands. But from the present
spectra it is apparent that these two bands are due to oxide species in the melt.
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The intensity and position of the two bands are very, stable for all the melt
compositions studied (Fig. 8), and therefore probably are due to the same
structural entity. In solid NaAI,0C 5 the band with the highest frequency is
split into 787 and 809 cm

- 1 and the lowest oxide band is observed at 676 cm
- I

Because of the degeneracy, the highest frequency is assigned as an antis\ nimetric
stretching of AI-0 and the lowest to a ss mmetric stretch of the parent A13 0
entities.

These assignments can be justified as follows:

In an analsis of the AI-0 %.ibrations, the A14 02 entity may, as a first
approximation be considered as composed of two regular triangles of 1);h
symmetry. As they combine to a D~h skeleton, the stretching modes can be
classified as

Local Symmetry Site s.,mmetry Skeletal s,.mmetr.

D3h CIv D~h

A 2 V.\s_0 S\m. stretch

2 vAl-0 A,1  7 A] BI g VAIO ring stretch

2 \"A I O E " B - Bu 2 VA IO ass . stretch

SB3u V,._-0 ring stretch

The more detailed nature of the fundamental vibrational modes in this fairly
complex skeletal structure will be disclosed through a normal coordinate analysi

In AIOCI the oxygen also is in a three coordinated ponl;,n, and \l-0 stretching
frequencies are observed at 680, 713 and 826 cm -

I (Fig. 7). Apparently. the
semi-degeneracy seems to be in the lowest frequencies in this case. X pyramidal
compared to a planar entity may explain the difference.

In the Al-Cl stretching region two intense bands are obsered for Na..A1,OCI(l)
(493 and 558 cm

- ) and in the solid state the lowest one of then is split into
495 and 512 cm

-
:
. The band at 493 cm - 1 is assigned as the antismmetric

degenerate Al-Cl stretching of tl,e axial AICI3 -groups, w. hereas the band at 558
cm- I consequently is the antisymmetric Ai-Cl -stretching in the equatorial
AlCl2-groups. The equatorial frequency is higher than the axial because of One
compared to two bridging ligands on aluminium, i. the corresponding 014 C11

-
1

band of A12 CI6 and 520 cni - of molten NaAI2 CI-.

The frequency reduction from the chlorine to the oxygen bridged entities (614
558 cm

- I and 520 - 493 cm
-1
) may be due to the larger electron affikity of

oxygen. Indeed, the Al-Clterminal frequency reduction is t'. ice as large for the
entities with two adjacent Al-Obridge bonds.
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33% MnC12  33/ ZnC 2

67%A[13 [67% AICL3

70/o ALC[3 75/ lCI3

t 80/AU03  80%AIC13

WI
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WVAVENUM8FR (CM-  WAVENUMBER (CM4

Figure I. Infrared reflectance spectra Figure 2. Infrared reflectlance spect
r

of molten mixtures in the of molten mixtures in theMnCI2 -AICI3 system at ZnC -..\1Cl svstem at
200 to 300 0C." 200 to 20 C.
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KA12C[7

LiA12CI7

Bo(A[C[4)2 x BO(Al 2C17)2

~ [aA__Qj CO(A12017)2

Mn(A[014)2Mn(A[ 2017)2

Zn(AIC[4)2  ZnA101)

n (A 1 4)2 , NZ=B, C, M n d (Al2I-I = a.C2

and Zn, and 30 noli Nig. Nln and Zn.
NlgC 1,: 70 mol'h, AICI3 The
emission spectra are repro-
duced from Ilvistendahl (7).
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Figure 5. Observed splitting of v(F,) for AlCI4 (C,) into B and B- spscies-1 - . - 2+ !+

by interactions of the cations: Li (2). Sr<, Cat. Nlg2+ , Ti-
Nln- + and Zn+.

150 '

10 0

75

ca 50

00 10 20 30
IONIC POTENTIAL, z1/-- (nm-1 )

Figure 6. Olbserved splitting of' v (I--,) for .Al('l into A l I nd I: species hN,
interaction of the cations: Ba2 +, Str'+ , Ca- +, Mg- +i1I2) and ,In +
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N~AIi~i~NOA1 2OC15

NcAI 2 15  67%/A1113

I N0 0AC.W

NcAi20C19 zi

200 400 -0 0j 22-j?~2~0 9?~o

Figure 7. Infrared transmission spectra of Figure 8. Infrared reflectance spectra
(a) the remaining liquid after of molten NaAI:0C15 and

dissociation of NaAI-,0Cl 5  mixtures with AICI3 a
(diss. liq.) :00 *C.

(b) NaAI 2OCI5
(c) the precipitate from disso-

ciation of NaAI 2OC' 5
(diss. s.)

(d) AIOCI

All the samples were in the
solid state.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF WATER IN AMBIENT-TEMPERATURE CHLOROALU"INATE

IONIC LIQUIDS: NMR STUDIES
by Thomas A. Zawodzinski Jr. and R. A. Osteryoung

Department of Chemistry

State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14214

ABSTRACT

170 NMR spectroscopy has been ased to study tne
species formed upon addition of witer to room-t-mperature

molten salts composed of mixtures of PlI with 1 -methyl,
3-ethyl imidazolium chloride (ImCl) at va icus mc'e ratios.

In basic melts, a single resonance peak is oboervd;
in acidic melts, 3 separate necks ire observed and the

nature of the various 0 sites can he d-luced.

2 H NMR has be -n employed to study the chemistry of
protons in these melts. PCI interacts with a so c'nd
chloride ion in basic melts where-s it int-racts only
weakly in acidic melts.

INTRODUCTION

Room-temperature ionic liquids composed of mixtures cf A antA

organic chloride salts, RCl (R = N-(1-butyl)-pyridiniun in -
(BuPy 

) 
or 1-methyl. 3-ethyl imidacolium .icticn ' ir )', ben

used as solvents for a wide variety of chemical studies l). Th s,,

molten salts hav several desirable properties including a high
chloride ion activity for basic (molar excess Rdl) melt compositions,

high Lewis acidity, and nearly aprotic conditions. How.tv,cr, resiul!
protons and oxide present in the melt have been found to navE
significant effects on the chemistry of certain solutes 2,,, 

'

Since these impurities are nearly always present, it is important to

understand their chemistry.

A titration procedure for the determination of oxide impurities

in melts (1,6) has been developed using Ti(IV), which shows two
voltammetric reduction waves, the first due to thk roduction of tho"

hexachlorotitanate anion and the second to the reduction of the

titanium oxytetrachloride anion. Surprisingly, the addition of w:tter

to a solution of Ti(IV) wth a known ovide content shifted the

equilibrium between TiCi and TiOCI away ft ti the oxvchloro-
complex (5). This was believed to be due to the formation of ain A!-
OH containing species. Subsequent infrared work , indicated thlt
an -OH moiety is indeed formed upon addition of water to both basic
and acidic melts.
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The reduction on a Pt electrode of protons from water added to
melts was studied (8) and it was shown that limiting currents
increase.d linearly with increasing water concenitration in basic
melts. Less current was observed for an equivalent amount of water
added to an acidic melt. Finally, the addition of water, to nearly
neutral melts -apparently results in a release of 2 protons per water
molecule (9).

As part of ari ongoing effort to study the chemistr-y ?5water 9in
the room-tempe-ature ohloroaluminate melts, we hove used 0 and -H
NMR of waiter aidee to the melt to obtain infXormation on the
speciatien of oxide, and protons. We find that these techniques allow
aqualitative ceacci;ption of wirer chemistry i noolmnt

melts.

EXP ERITHE NTA 0

The preparation, puifi~lition, and imndling of melt components
and solaiti1y 9 s , fully described elsewher- ''CI. Water onrir hel to
20 or, 301 C was obtaine d fr m Csambr i- l(e act pe Labs and w:is isyl.
as receive d. The synthesis of im~~was similair tal tatl of the H
an alog ',(iT1) .

C7r an,' "' NUN spe ctra3 were measured using a JECLCCI FX--UO HUH
spectronwter c--r ing at 36.54 or 41 .7 "IITm. Proton lecoupi ing wai,
c arrie d oilt using broad-hand, ps3eudo-randomn no-ise, decoupling. A 11 C
spectra wore ohtai nw . at 901C s ince basel ine roe: -iti on of all1
spectral 1 ice-s couild beonbt ained at' this~rprA ~

RES'ULTS AND EH -- iO'N

7TC NM-T sp-ctra o~f aolu 'aions of waiter Ini di -Ml ts ,rnsi at

(generailly) of three , peaks ais shown in Figure I 7he? rel'ati ve
intens3i ties of these pec ks vo-iy wi th ccmnpos it :n Figur a -nd
concentration (Figure 2'). As the mole ratio of AlI, 

t o TnST is
increased , the peak furtn(est downfi eld Mee, K ) no"M asos in rolatict
intensity. The pea-k ait 49. - ppm ( Peek P ) i s the mc' ' i nlts'3 po 3k in
the spectrum in melts l-ess acidic than approjximaptely '.

intensity of the pea--k At 73 ppm (Peak 5) lcc-easo a as t
composition is made more acidic and is nearly nogligit>l ir. v-ry
acidic melts.

Figure 3 is a-lo of the totalinerae intensity of tK.
three lines observed1 in a 1.,':1 .0 melt with carious -,)n(,nrri ion
added H ,0. The linearity of the, plot imp:' ie n thtpoowo A, B, 2
:ieoount for all of the- wa te added . Th1 r I' ice int' -,,iy of P, :,
zncrca-ses sharply withi increasing cnetaion while h-A Of P 1 B
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increases gradually with concentration. The relative intensity of
Peak C decreases as the concentration of water is increased.

The spectrum shown in Figure a is that which results when HCI
gas is bubbled through the solution whose spectrum is shown in Figure
la. Addition of this proton donor results in the disappearance of
peaks B and C, implying that peak A corresponds to oxygen present in
a hydroxy-chloroaluminate species. The highly acidic natur ef the
medium leads us to infer that protons and AICl, units (from Al21 7 1)
compete for oxide sites and that peaks B and C/are for oxygen atoms
in bridging environments between aluminum atoms. This is further
supported by the downfield chemical shift of these two lines r'ative
to peak A, due to additional "AlCl " moieties surrounding the 0n.
nucleus, and by the observed composition dependence of their
intensities. By the same token, Peak C must correspond t; a more
highly substituted environment than Peak B.

O-bridging oxychloroaluminate species have been proposed for
high temperature chloroa'uminate melts (12) and have been shown to
exist by crystallographic investigations of inorganic salts formed
with the oxychloroalumin4 e as a counterion (13). Preliminary
attempts at fitting the C data discussed above to modIs which take
into account the stoichiometry of all species formed suggest that
species similar to those in references 12 and !3 are formed and
concu, with the qualitative conclusions reached above.

Spectra of dissolvzd water at several concent-ations in a basic
melt are shown in Figure 5. in all cases, a single line is observed.
However, the position of the peak shifts with n-reasing water
concentration. The effect of bubbling H-1 through a solution of
water in a basic melt is to shift the peak upfiod. As in the acidic
melts, te peak which results is inferred to be due to an "A]-OH"
moiety. Fast hemiual exunange oetween two or more oxygen
environments, probably "Al-C" and "Al-OH" moieties, is indicated by
the presence of a single peak with a variable chemicel shift. The
observed concentration dependence then indicates that the "Al-C'

moiety is the predominant oxide environment at low concentrations
while "Al-OH"-containing species are more important at higher
concentrations. This suggests that the discrepancy between the
infrared (7) and electrochemical (9) results is due to the higher
water concentrations used ir the former case relative to those
typically employed in the neutral melt amperometric titration
technique utilized in the latter case. These results also provide
direct evidence for the type of equilibrium used to explain the
behavior of the Ti(TV) system upon addition of H O. In the ltter
experiment, relatively large H 20 concentrations were added to the
titanium solutions.

Further information onwcater chemistry in the chlcroaluminite
melts cr be obtained from 'H NMR studies of D 2 added to the melt.
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We have also synthesized the DCl salt of Imlad i hrac
referred to as Im[)(l,, for use -is a proton donor. -H spectra of

TmO'slutions in basic and acidic melts ar- shown in Figure c

Tne"Cl resonance peak. the major peak in the spectrum., shifts
downfield as the melt is made more basic. This is due to thie
interaction of DCi with ai seond chloride ion in basic melts,

prcbably in an H-bonding ntrtireffectively forming DLions.
The proton chemical shift of thoe corrkesponcling H(:l, ion irn tlsTH-i.>
liquid is 1 3 ppm relative to TMS . In acidic melts-, protons are
present as free or weikly complesepd HCI1.

The 2H spectrum of .a 51) mM soluticn of DC in -in aiiumet is
shown in Figure 7. In addition to) the D,,' pe K, thl'r- is al second I-
containing species pr(osent. This is the "Al-2OH' species discussed
Th o v-e. Spectes of D2 0 in bais*, r,:?lt~s have but ai sinrg]e pod'. This

is probably due to fast coesi al exohang>_, a s disouso~-c atuv-.

In oncol,.sion, 17( and 2H NMR studies havo enabled us to deduce
the nature of the speciation in H-0 solutions in melts. In, acidic
melts, three oxyge-n containing speies are' formtA; one

hydroxyohloroaluminate are present, with the lat er species being the,
predominant form at high water concentrations. H NMR studies of
protonic environments suggest that protons are present as DCI in
acidic melts, but 3,e strongly associated with a second chloride in
bAsic melts.

A C KNO WL DOE ME NT

This work was supported in part by the Air Force *Dffi, e of
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Fig. 3. Plot of total integrated WOur SO -o .intensity (sum of integrated Frequency (ppragintensities for Individual peaksin spectrum) as a function of Fig. 4. Spectrum ofconcentration of water added to a solution from Figure l(a)1.2:1.0 A1Cl3 :ImCl melt. after bubbling HC through
it.

Sa

b

Fig. 5. Spectra of water at various
Frqec " concentrations in a 0.8:1.0 melt (a)requency p) 50 mM; (b) 200 mM.
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Ionic Structure and Interactions in 1-Methyl-3-Ethylimidazolium
Chloride/AIC13 Molten Salts

Kenneth M. Dieter, Chester J. Dymek, Jr., Norman E. Heimer,
John W. Rovan , and John S. Wilkes

Frank J. Seller Research Laboratory
United States Air Force Academy
Colorado Springs, CO 80840-6528

ABSTRACT

Room temperature chloroaluminate molten salts formed by
mixing l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride (MEICI) with
AIC13 are of interest as electrolytes and non-aqueous
reaction media. We have done NMR, IR, and theoretical
t,lies on this system to elucidate the still unresolved

picture of icnic structure and interactions in these melts.
NMP studies of MEI* in melts of various composition
(determined by the mole fraction, N, of AlCI 3 used in
forming a melt) were originally explained by a stack model.
In this model, the anions (Cl- and AlCI4- in basic melts and
AICl4 - and A12CI7 - in acidic melts) are located between

stacked "parallel" MEI + ring planes. However, IR and Raman
spectra were interpreted as evidence that Cl- formed ion
pairs with MEI + by a H-bonding interaction through the H on
the C-2 in the ring, disputing the stack model. Our IR
studies now indicate that while the hydrogen on the C-2 does
Interact with the C1-, it Is clearly not the only point of
interaction. It appears that the C1- affects the hydrogens
at C-4 and C-5 members of the ring as well. Semi-empirical
molecular orbital calculations support a model in which C1-
interacts with two MEI+'s while occupying an equilibrium
position approximately equidistant between the C-2's of
adjacent near parallel MEI 's.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most widely studied room temperature melt systems is
the 1-methyl-3-ethyllmidazolium chloride-AlC13 (MEICl-AlCI3 ) melt
which is liquid at room temperature for compositions between 33-67
mole% AIC1 3 (1,2). This melt exhibits acid-base chemistry which can
be controlled by varying the composition. When the mole fraction of
AICl 3 (N) used in preparing the melt is less than 0.5, it contains
an excess of CI- and is basic. For compositions N > 0.50, the melt
is considered acidic because it contains an excess of A12C17-. In N
= 0.50 melt the melt is neutral, containing only AlC14 - anions.
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This melt exhibits several attractive features such as a large
electrochemical window and high conductivities. The structure of
MEI+ is shown below:

F ,
N NCH'3 I a\CH,

H

A better understanding of the physical and chemical properties
of these melts has been sought through investigation of the ion-ion
interactions in these melts. The crystal structure of the iodide
analog, MEII, has been reported, and based upon the C-2
hydrogen-iodide distance, an interaction involving hydrogen bonding
through the C-2 hydrogen has been suggested (3). Previous
investigations have used this model to explain variations in the IR

spectra of basic MEICI-AIC1 3 melts (4). In this work we studied
both normal and deuterated MEI+ in melts f various composition. We
studied the effects of solvent addition and replacement of the C-2
hydrogen with methyl. Our studies indicate that the changes in the
IR spectra may not be attributed entirely to hydrogen bonding
interactions between the MEI +  and ']- anion. Semiempirical
molecular orbital calculations have been used to support our
experimental evidence for this conclusion. Other possible
structures in which the interaction is not a hydrogen bond have been
considered.

EXPERIMENTAL

General Procedures: The preparation of the melts has been
presented earlier(l). Benzene-d 6 (Aldrich) and dichloromethane-d 2
(Aldrich) were used as received. Benzene (Aldrich, HPLC grade) and
dichloromethane (Baker, HPLC grade) were purified by refluxing over

P205 for several days followed by fractional distillation.

The IR spectra were recorded on an IBM model 32 FTIR
spectrometer. The solutions were run between two NaCI plates
(Wilmad, 41 x 32 x 6 mm) as thin films or with lead spacers of
appropriate size. All loading of IR cells was done in a He-filled
dry box with less than 10 ppm H20/air.

Preparation of 2-dl-MEIC: A solution of 4 g of MEICI was
allowed to stand in I0- mL of d2 -H20 for 3 days. The water was
evaporated under reduced pressure and then, to remove the remaining
water, the resulting material was suspended in benzene and distilled
until the distillate was clear. Analysis (IR) of the material dried
by this procedure showed that there was still a small amount of
water present so the material was suspended in about 30 mL benzene
and treated with about 0.5 mL of thionyl chloride. After standing
for 0.5 h, the benzene and thionyl chloride were removed under
reduced pressure and the resulting semi-solid was stored under
vacuum overnight. The material prepared in this manner showed no



water when analyzed by IR, and its IH-NMR spectrum showed only a
small peak, c.a. 0.04 proton for the hydrogen at C-2.

Theoretical Considerations: Theoretical calculations were
carried out using the standard AMI (5) and MNDO (6) models as
incorporated In the MOPAC program (7). Geometries were fully
optimized using the DFP method (8) and refined by minimizing the
scalar gradient of the energy (9). True minima were characterized
by the absence of negative force constants (9), and vibrational
frequencies were calculated for the normal modes (10).

AMI was preferred over MNDO due to the problem of excessive long
range repulsions associated with MNDO and the capability of AMI to
reproduce hydrogen bonding (5,11). Unfortunately, there are, as of

yet, no AM] parameters for aluminum. Consequently, the MNDO
parameters for aluminum were used in AMl calculations involving the
interaction of AlCI4- ions with MEI + . This less than ideal
procedure is justified in this study since the AMI results for
AIC1 4- are similar to MNDO results (12) and the interaction between
AICI 4- and MEI + is primarily electrostatic in nature or involves
only the chlorine atoms. There is no direct interaction of aluminum
with the MEI + and essentially no change in bonding to aluminum is
involved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Experimental

The vibrational spectra of the MEICI-AIC1 3 ambient temperature
melts carried out by Tait and Osteryoung (4) were re-examined. They
found that the IR spectra of MEI + in acidic and neutral melts were
the same, but that in basic melts some bands were apparently
shifted. They proposed that Cl- forms a hydrogen bond with the C-2
hydrogen of the MEI cation to explain this shift. In other work
(3) the crystal structure of MEII suggested that an interaction
occurs between the I- and the C-2 hydrogen.

In IH NMR studies the proton chemical shifts of the C-2 hydrogen
show the largest changes as the composition of the melt is changed.
This provides supportive evidence for the hydrogen bonded complex,
but it was noted that the chemical shifts of the hydrogen at 4 and 5
ring positions are also affected by melt acidity (Fig. 1). Our
results suggest that C1- is interacting with the Tr orbitals of the
imidazolium ring instead of hydrogen bonding at the C-2 hydrogen.

Our conclusions are based on an analysis of the CH and CD
stretching bands in the IR spectrum, in particular the behavior of
the rather broad band at 3049cm-1 . The intensity of this band
decreases as the mole fraction of AlCl3 in the melt is increased
(Fig. 2). It also decreases with the addition of benzene-d 6 and

dichloromethane-d 2 (Fig. 3). In neutral melt, this band does not
appea' (Fig. 2). Its frequency appears at higher wavelengths in the
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MEIBr-AlBr 3  oasic melt (Fig. 4). The IR spectrum of N=0.50
MEIC]-AIC! 3 melt is unaffected by the addition of benzene-d 6 or
dichloromethane-d2 and is identical to the neutral MEIBr-A]Br 3
melt. Thus, we concIude tnat the 3049cm-1 band is due to MEII wnic
is interacting with Cl-. Since the tetranaloaluminate ion is the
predominant ion in neutral melt, the IR scectra give -o inforration
on the interacticn between the ions at this melt csmcosition.

To determire mnetheT- the cand previously assigned to the C-2
hydrogen stretcn ce,trrbed by oni g interactisn is a :crrect

assignment, , e r recared using the '.2-simethyl-3-eth l
;midazo i m i :n ' r !e salt (iME:cl This salt is similar to MEICI
except Ine --2 oroton -as beer redlaced with a CH3 group -- a group
with which no nS, .gen-bonding interaction is expected. The IR
spectrum of an N 0.33 melt prepared from MMEIC1 shows the 3049cm-

I

band (Fig. 5). The intensity of this band decreases as the melt is
titrated to neutrality (Fig. 5). This is the same behavior as was
found for the 3049cm-I band observed in the IR of MEIC]-AlCI 3 basic
melts. These results indicate that the 3049cm-1 band cannot be due
solely to the C-2 proton stretch perturbed by hydrogen bonding but
must involve other vibrations. Tne spectrum of the N=0.50
"ME:CI-AICI 3 melt iffers from the MEICl-AlCI 3 melt. In the IR
scectru of '.MEK I- AC13 neutral melt, the band centered around
3:;9cm- ! seen 'n the MElCd-AIC 3 melts is not observed. Ae thus
conclude tnat this sand in ME1* results from the C-2 o-oton stretch

Anoche, card aopea:s at 1595cm- whose intensity ;nc-eases as
the melt is titrated from basic toward neutrai (Fig. 7;. -he crarge
;n intensity of 'his band is opposite to wnat is Doseved or tre
3049cm-1 bard. This card has seen assigned to an midazol ium ring

stretch vicrational node. The changes ;n the oand intensity
indicates tnat she interaction of MEI with C1- inhicits this
vibrational mode. The intensity of this band increases as tne melt
is neutral ized because of the conversion of C- to AIC]4- which

appears to interact weakly with the ME!+ cation (1).

If the interaction between Cl- and the hydrogen at C-2 hydrogen
were due to hydrogen bonding, this should be readily observable by
examination of the IR spectrum of material with a deuterium at C-2.
The C-2 deuterium vibration will shift away from the vibrations of
the other C-H bonds in the molecule so that changes in its
vibrational frequencies would be easy to see. The ER spectrum of

pure 2-dl-MEICI, N=0.0, in which h/drogen bonding might be
important, showed an IR peak at 2267cm-: for the C-2 deuterium bond
and C-H vibrations as a broad band in the region from 2990 to about
3200cm-1 with a maximum at 3058cm-1 . The IR spectra of N=0.33 and
N=0.50 melts of 2-di-MEIC1/AICl 3 are shown in Fig. 8. The IR
spectrum of the N=0.50 melt shows the C-2 deuterium stretch at 2350
cm-1 . In the spectrum of the N=0.33 melt, this band is reduced in
intensity and a new band at 2283cm -1 his appeared, presumably due to
an interaction of the C-2 deuterium with Cl-. However, this shift
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in frequency due to Cl- interaction also appears for the vinylic C-H
stretching frequencies. If the Interaction were due to only
hydrogen-bonding, no significant shifts would be expected in the C-4
and C-5 hydrogen stretching frequencies. In the spectrum of the
N=0.50 melt, the C-4 and C-S hydrogen stretching bands appear at
3170 and 3149cm -1 . In the spectrum of the N=0.33 melt, these bands
are reduced in intensity ana the broad Cl--interaction band at
3079cm-I appears. Thus the C-H stretches on C-2, C-4, and C-5 are
all being affected by Cl- in essentially the same way. We conclude
that this non-specific interaction cannot be characterized as
hydrogen bonding.

II. Theoretical

While AM1 and MNO0 are parameterized using gas phase data. MNOO
results were previously shown to be consistent with the experimental
IR spectra of the AI2C|7- in molten KAI2 CI7 (14). For the isolated
MET ion, AMl results (Fig. 9) again provide a reasonable model of
the 2900-3300cm -1 region of the experimental IR spectrum results for
the N=0.50 AIC1 3 melt, in which there is no Cl- to interact with the
MET + . While the intensity of the C-2 hydrogen stretch is
overestimated, its position, as well as the positions and relative
sizes of alkenyl and alkyl C-H stretches, are well represented.

When a Cl- was positioned to hydrogen bond to the C-2-hydrogen
and the geometry optimized, the C-2-hydrogen bond was almost totally
broken, the C-2-hydrogen and H-Cl distances optimizing at 1.56 and
1.40 A, respectively. Consequently, the C-2-hydrogen stretch was
strongly coupled with the H-Cl stretch; two vibrations appearing at
1565 and 711cm -1 . These results are no doubt exaggerated due to AM1
underestimating the stability of the chloride anion (AHf -37.7
Kcal/mol calcd, -55.9 kcal/mol exptl (15]). Interestingly, however,
when an AIC14- was substituted for the Cl-, the interaction between
one chlorine atom and the C-2 hydrogen was strong enOL~h to shift
the C-2-hydrogen stretch from 3118cm-1  In the isolated MEI to
2492cm -1 in the complex. This shift is too large to be explained
Fully by the change in reduced mass. While this result is again
exaggerated due to the treatment of the complex as a totally
isolated ion pair, it is reasonable to expect that a hydrogen bond
between a C1- and the C-2 hydrogen would cause a larger red shift in
the C-2-hydrogen stretch than to 3049cm-1

According to AMI calculations, the pm orbital of the C-2
contributes 50% of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
the isolated MEI+ . When a Cl- was centered above the ring and the
geometry optimized, the C)- shifted to form a covalent bond with the
C-2. The heat of formation for this covalent species was 4.6
kcal/mol less than that for the "hydrogen bondpd" ronmPlex. and the
frequency of the C-2 hydrogen stretch was predicted to be 2951cm -I .

When a second MEI+ was positioned parallel to the first MEI + , with
the Cl- centered between the two rings, and the geometry fully
optimized, a minimum was located with the Cl- located slightly in



front of the two C-2's and nearly equidistant from both (C-2-H
2.48A, C-2'-H 2.42A). This complex was predicted to be 8.4 kcal/mol
more stable than the covalent C6 HllN 2 CI species plus an isolated
MEI+ . The C-2-hydrogen stretch for the complex was red shifted
relative to that of the isolated MEI+ , its frequency being
3107cn -1 . It is not unexpected that this is higher than the
3049cm - l  observed experimentally, since calculated vibrational
frequencies are typically too high (10).

CONCLUSION

In basic melts of MEICI and AICI3 , Cl- interacts with MEI to
cause similar shifts in the frequencies of the C-2, C-4, and C-5
hydrogen stretches. This nonspecific interaction cannot be
characterized as hydrogen bonding. In fact, it is consistent with a
stack model for the interaction of MEI + with the anions in the melt.
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Fig. 1: Proton chemical shifts in
HEIl-AIC13 melt vs N at 30*C (-) H-2, (A)

E 1H-4 and Hl-5 (average of unresolved doublet),
a ~ (6) N-CH 2 protons, (0) N-CH3 protons. (a) CH3

protons. The chemical shifts were referenced
1: .0 . . to He2SO external reference (13).
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Figure 7: IR spectra showing
6~i the l55cm-

1 
band as function of

N for a MEICI-AlIl3 melt:
(a) N=0.50. (b) N=0.40,

6.46 159 (c) N=0.33.
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NUCLEAR SPIN RELAXATION OF CESIUM-133 IN THL MOLTEN
LITHIUM NITRATE - CESIUM NITRATE SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The spin-lattice relaxation times of cesium-133
nuclei in the molten (Li-Cs)N03 system have been
measured as a function of composition and temper-
ca-it. lke Liaxation rates, I/T 1 , decrease with
increasing LiNO 3 concentration. The rates decrease
also with increasing temperature. These results
are interpreted by the quadrupolar interaction of
the nuclei with the surrounding nitrate ions, which
changes with composition and temperature.

INTRODUCTION

In previous papers (1,2) we have reported that the chem-
ical shifts of thallium-205 in some binary molten salt mix-
tures with common anions can be interpreted in terms of the
anion polarization due to the difference in ionic radii of
the constituent cations. This anion polarization effect
has further been examined in a study of the quadrupolar re-
laxation of lithium-7 in the molten binary system, (Li-Cs)
N0 3 (3). In binary molten salt mixtures with common anions,
the anions are polarized toward the smaller cation, which
causes an increase of the electric field gradient at the
smaller cation. Thus, the quadrupolar relaxation rates are
expected to increase for the smaller cation and to decrease
for the larger cation by mixing. The relaxation rates of
lithium ions in the (Li-Cs)N03 system have been found to in-
crease with increasing CsNO 3 concentration in accordance
with this expectation (3). The purpose of the present
study is to confirm this anion polarization model by meas-
uring the relaxation rates of cesium-133 (I=7/2) in the
same system, in which the quadrupolar interaction is pre-
dominant.

EXPERIMENTAL

The salts used were obtained from Wako Pure Chem. Co.
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Ltd. and their stated purity was 99.9% for LiNO 3 and 99%

for CsNO 3. Sample mixtures were prepared by mixing pre-
cisely weighed amounts of the respective components in an
NMR cell of 6 mm i.d., drying under vacuum at I0'C, and
then melting throughly. Prior to sealing the cell, the
samples were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw cycles just
above the melting temperature of each sample.

NMR measurements were made with a Bruker CXP pulse FT
spectrometer, operating at 5.107 MHz for Cs-133. The spin-
lattice r~laxation times, T I , were determined by the usual
1c -90 pulse sequence method. The temperature range of
measurements was from the melting point of the samples to
425 C. Temperatures were controlled within +1 C. The de-
tails of the high-temperature NMR probe have been described
elsewhere (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the relax-
ation time of Cs-133 for the mixture with 30 molt LiNO3, or
XLiNO3=0. 3 . The relaxation time increases with increasing
temperature. Circles and triangles in the figure denote
different runs with different samples. It is noted that
the slight decomposition of nitrate ions at high temper-
atures yields paramagnetic impurities such as NO or 02,
which reduces the relaxation time with the additional me-
chanism due to the paramagnetic interaction (3,4). There-
fore, the measurements were limitted to the temperature
range where the observed relaxation time was reproducible
during h1eting and cooling cycles. The decomposition
effect was found above 400 C for the sample with XLiNO 3 =0.

3 .

Figure 2 shows the composition dependence of the relax-
ation rates, l/T1 , of Cs-133 at 325 C. The relaxation
rates decrease with increasing the content of LiNO 3 , in
contrast to those of lithium-7, which increase with in-
creasing the content of CsNO 3 (3). At 325-C, CsNO3-rich
samples were solidified and measurements were limitted to
the samples with XLiNO3'0. 3 .

The spin-lattice relaxation rate due to the electric
quadrupolar interaction, (I/T1 )Q , in a molten salt may be
written as (4)

1 3 21±3 (l-,)e 2qQ 2

T 40 12(2 1) c(1)
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I is the nuclear spin number, Q is the electric quadrupole
moment, and q is the electric field gradient at a nucleus
by the surrounding ions. (1-,,) denotes the additional
contribution arising from the polarization of the electron
shells of the ions under study. 1c is the correlation time
of the field gradient fluctuation. It is estimated that
the fluctuations of the field gradient occurs in much
shorter time scale as rattling motion of the first shell
composed of nitrate ions than the diffusion time of the
ions over an average interionic distance (3,5). We sup-
pose, therefore, that the values of -e are not very depen-
dent on composition, and that the change in the field gra-
dient, q, mainly contributes to the composition dependence
of the relaxation rates.

In the polarization model, the ratio of the relaxation
rate at the composition XLiNO3, to that of the pure CsNO3
is given by (3)

(1/TI)x/(l/TI) 0  = 1 -12 PXLiN03/IRd , (2)

where , is the polarizability of NO3 , R. and do are dis-
tances Cs-N and Cs-C, respectively. R is the difference
in the ionic radii of the cations, .R=R(Cs')-R(Li+) . The
calculated results from eqn (2) are given in Figure 2 by a
dotted line, which is in reasonable agreement with the ob-
served results.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the spin-
lattice relaxation time of Cs-133 in the molten
(Li-Cz0'C 3 Jixture with Xi 0.3.
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Figure 2. Composition dependence of the relax-
ation rate of Cs-133 in the molten (Li-Cs)N03
system at 3250C. ---------:calculated from eqn. (2).
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such a way that the whole surface seems to emit light w-th

the same average brightness, provided the electrolytic vol-
tage is qreat enough and has been applied between the elec-

trodes after a lapse of an adequate period of time (a few

seconds). Moreover, the hoi t life created micro-plasmas

locally vaporize the electrolytic bath end +he heat thc;
radiate is sufficienl to mninain the qaseous sheath ex.s-

tence.

The life of the emission as only limited by the anode

erosion, which deperds cn the electrolytic bath composz-
tion. Diagnostic methods of plasma spectroscopy are well

suited to study the anodic plasma, because they cc rot
modify the state of the sheath, neither in space, nor in

time.Thus, theoretical spectroscopiL tine orofi]Fs are
computed and compared with exper mental data ,:ntil they

agre(, reasorably well.

EXPEPIMEIITAL RESULTS AND r<A Ird

COMPUTATION HYPOTHESIS

The chosen methau is bet tar for very bread e1 ne ant!,

after several experimetLs (1,3,5,6), ,e hae a:
study the semi-degenerate df~dWp-2p Li(I) lines, usic a
molten equlmolecilar Li l-K 1 mixture as or e e 1r 7 "

bath. A First computation of theoretical profiles .r the

Frame of the impact approximation c,- the relaxato -theory
(7,6), considering an important self-absorpt 1n led (9)

to a result close to experimental profiles ( g. 1). Howe-
ver, there were differences between exprt-meral an" the:-

retical profiles and us thought that a uniform elecari

field could be one reason for these differerces it , Gc

then necessary to mcoify the computation in order to ac-

count for this field (9,10).

The uniform electric field E is colarizec aboc the
direction of observation (perpendicular to +he anode axis);

so, one observer, only the ' components o the lInes. Fur-
thermore, it is necessary to take the 53o ltng 3T stom:
erergy levels into account in the theoretical zCmputea.on,
before the electronic and ionic microfieldo perturbatior.

At last, the electric field E can produce an irnorao nEty

of the micro-plasmas.
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AN ELECTROCHEMICAL APPROACH FOR THE DETERMINATION OF OXIDE

IMPURITIES IN ACIDIC ALKALI CHLOROALUMINATES

Jean-Paul Schoebrechts, Paul A. Flowers and Gleb Mamantov

Department of Chemistry

The University of Tennessee

Knoxville, TN 37996 - 1600

ABSTRACT

The chemistry of tungsten hexachloride in an acidic sodium
chloroaluminate (63 mole % AICI3 ) has been investigated by

electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques at temperatures of 150
and 175

0
C. Tungsten hexachloride undergoes several reduction steps

in the melt, the first of which is sensitive to the presence of

oxide containing impurities. bV-visible absorption measurements
indicate that tungsten hexachloride reacts with oxides in the melt
to form the oxide tetrachloride WOCI4. Comparison between

spectroscopic results and electrochemical data indicates that the
first voltammetric wave is due to the reduction of WCl6 . The
initial amount of oxide in the melt as well as the equilibrium
constant for formation of WOCl 4 can be obtained from a plot of

reduction current of WCI6 vs. the formal concentration of W(VI).

INTRODUCTION

The determination of oxide impurities in molten chloroalu-
minates has been the subject of several studies during the last ten

years (1-5). These impurities are very difficult to avoid in such
melts (6) and may have pronounced effects on the behavior of other

solute species of interest (7-9). Moreover, understanding the
oxide chemistry in halide melts is of considerable importance to

industrial electrolytic processes for the production of aluminum.

Most of the methods reported for quantifying oxide levels in
chloroaluminate melts are based on electroanalytical techniques and

use a transition metal ion as a probe solute (such as Ti(IV) (3)

and Ta(V) (4)). They are limited to basic melts only (3,4). On
the contrary, the most recent method developed in our laboratory
employs infrared measurements and is useful for acidic as well as

basic melts (5).
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The chemistry of tungsten in an acidic molten sodium
chloroaluminate (63 mole % AICI 3) is currently being reinvestigated
in our laboratory. Results obtained several years ago (10)
indicated that this element exhibits a wide variety of stable
oxidation states in the acidic melt (+6, +3, *2, +11/6 and 0) some
of which involve cluster species such as W6C 8

4
+.8 Recent results

have shown that in the presence of oxide impurities, hexavalent
tungsten is involved in an equilibrium between two electroactive
species, the hexachloride WCI6 and the oxide tetrachloride WOCI4 .
In this paper, an electroanalytical method for determining oxide
levels based on the previous equilibrium is proposed.

EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation of the melts has been reported previously (11).
However, no aluminum metal was added to the melts and no

electrolysis between aluminum electrodes was performed in order to
purify the melts.

The purification of commercially available tungsten
hexachloride (Alfa Products) has been described earlier (10).
Tungsten oxide tetrachloride (from Alfa Products) was sublimed once

at 110
0
C prior to use.

Anhydrous sodium carbonate (Fisher Scientific) was dried under
a CO2 stream at 300'C for one day prior to use.

Aluminum oxide chloride was synthesized following the method
described by Hagenmuller, et al.(12)

The electrochemical experiments were conducted using a PAR 174
polarographic analyzer, a PAR 175 Universal Programmer and a
Houston 2000 X-Y recorder.

Molecular absorption spectra in the visible and ultraviolet
regions were obtained using sealed cells and a Cary 14
spectrometer. Spacers were used to reduce the absorbance of the
solutions when necessary. Neutral density filters were used in the
reference compartment to record spectra with absorbances higher
than 2.

X-ray powder patterns were obtained using sealed
capillaries and a Phillips Unit, Model 'XR9-2600.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a typical cyclic voltammogram for a solution of
WCl 6 in a 63/37 AlCI3 -NaCl melt. Several reduction steps were

observed before the cathodic limit of the melt, th, iust .i wncn
is under investigation in this study.

Analysis of cyclic voltarimograms recorded at different scan
rates (0.01 to 0.5 V/s) and for different concentrations (up to 20
mM WCl 6 ) indicates that the reduction is a reversible one-electron
diffusion-controlled step. A plot of the function log(id-i/i) vs.
E, where id is the limiting reduction current of the normal pulse
voltammogram and E is the potential, is linear with a slope in
agreement with the previous conclusion . The half-wave potential
was found to be +1.650 V vs the potential of aluminuri in the same
melt.
m The limiting current of the wave increases with the formal
concentration of WC1 6 as shown in Figure 2. At low WCl 6 levels
(below 3.5 X 10

-3 
mole-L-

1
), the current is unexpectedly low but it

then increases linearly with the concentration as the latter
becomes higher than 5.5 X 10

-3 
mole-L

-1
. The intercept of this

straight line with the concentration axis has a positive value,
indicating that something has to be neutralized before appearance
of the voltammetric wave.

Figure 3 shows the change of the UV-visible absorption spectrum
of a WCI 6 solution as the tungsten concentration is varied. For
the most concentrated solutions, the spectra exhibit one intense
absorption band at 333 rim. When the solution is diluted, that band
disappears, and two new ones are observed at 355 and 230 nm,
suggesting that hexavalent tungsten is involved in an equilibrium
between different species. It is worthwhile pointing out that
these changes occur in the same concentration range as for the
voltammetric current-concentration plot.

It is known that WC16 easily reacts with oxide-containing
species (13) to produce tungsten oxide tetrachloride, WOCI 4. Since
the melt was probably contaminated with oxide (2,6), it was assun.ed
that W(VI) was involved in an equilibrium between an oxychloro- and
a chloro- species.

The UV-visible absorption spectra of WC16 and WOC14 in the
vapor phase (where both compounds are known to be monomeric (13))
are represented in Figures 4 and 5. WOC14 has absorption bands at
460, 355, 270 (shoulder = sh), 250 (sh), and 220 nm, while WC 6

exhibits bands at 430 (sh), 375 (sh), 328, 275 (sh) and 255 nm.
Comparison with the spectra of WCI 6 solutions indicates clearly
that at low formal tungsten concentrations, the oxide tetrachloride
is the only tungsten entity present in the melt, while at higher
concentrations, WCI 6 also exists. This suggests that dissolved
WCI 6 reacts with oxide-containing impurities initially present in

the melt. The intercept of the linear part of the current-
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concentration curve with the concentration axis should give

directly the initial conce;itration of oxide in the melt (expressed

as "02-"). Values obtained from three different experiments were
in the range 2.6 to 3.3 X 10

- 3 
mole/i of "02-".

In order to confirm the previous deductions, oxide w-s
deliberately added to a concentrated WCl 6 solution (Figure 6) by

successive additions of Na2CO3 . The voltammetric wave decreased in
intensity after the first addition of oxide (Figure 6b) and then
vanished when the amount of oxide exceeded that of WC16 (Figure
6c). Calculations based on the decrease of the voltammetric

current and on an initial amount of oxide obtained from the
extrapolated calibration curve (Figure 2, curve obtained at 175

0
C)

are in agreement with a one to one reaction between WCI 6 and 02-.

Figure 6d shows that WOC14 is also electroactive in the melt
but at more cathodic potentials that WCl 6 , as the wave below +1.6 V

increases upon addition of WOCI4.
The fact that WC1 6 appears to be a stronger oxoacid than AI(1_

was confirmed by reacting WC16 with AlOC1 at 1801C. The reaction

prcduced quantitatively WOC1 4 and Ail 3 as shown by X-ray

diffraction analysis of the products.
From the linear and non-linear parts of the calibration curve

at 1501C (Figure 2), we have estimated the value of the apparent

equilibrium constant for the following reaction (the concentrations
of AIC14 - and Al2 C17 have been assumed constant)

2 WCI 6 + [(A1O+)2 (AlCI 4 -)2
] 
+ 4 AIC14 -

= 2 WOC1 4 + 4 A12C 7 -

A value of 7.3 104 1/mol was found.
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltamrnmcram for W(VI) at a glass*.
carbon electrode at 175 °C in AICl 3 -NaCI (63-37
mol%). Electrode area, 0.07 cm

2
; concentration,

1.38 X 10- 2 
F; reference electrode, AI(III)iAl in

the same melt; scan rate, 0.1 V/s.

O5 C

?so / _

/

Fig. 2. Normal pulse voltametric limiting
current vs. formal concentration of WCI(, il
AlC1 3-NaCl (63-37 mol%),
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SPECTROELECTROCHEMISTRY IN ROOM TEMPERATURE HALOALUMINATE

IONIC LIQUIDS

E. Haynes Ward, Paul A. Barnard, I-Wen Sun

and Charles L. Hussey

Department of Chemistry

The University of Mississippi

University, MS 38677

ABSTRACT

A fiber optic based, microprocessor controlled spectroelectrochemistry

system suitable for the remote acquisition of transmission spectroelectrochem-

ical data is described. This system utilizes a commercial fiber optic spec-

trophotometer and employs a reticulated vitreous carbon optically transparent

electrode. It can be used to collect data in reactive liquids that are iso-

lated in a glove box or other controlled atmosphere environment. The system

is completely controlled by two hnked microprocessors that collect both

electrochemical and spectral data simultaneously. The application of this

system is demorstrated through experiments with the tris(2,2'-bipyridine)ru-

thenium(IIDi(IIIl and hexachloroiridate(l 1)/(IV) redox systems in the alumi-

num chloride-1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride room temperature ionic

liquid.

INTRODUCTION

The application of spectroelectrochemical techniques to investigations in

molten salts has been reviewed (1). Research in this area has been conducted

in both high temperature melts (2-5) and in ionic liquids that are molten at

or near room temperature (6,7). Research in our laboratory is concerned with

transition metal halide and oxide halide complex chemistry in room temperature
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suiccessive apprioximation 12-bit analog 'digital coinvert cr5. two 12-br:

diiriaelrm: copnverters, and a four channel nnrrltii-xer. A si-bemal I

diagram of the system is shown in Figure. I

Ther 1Tantdy comiiputeyr was used to co~nit rol the Gui ded Way(e s pectIroplot o

meter and acquire spectral data through a proprietary interface card anid

suiftwai suttiwd by the Inistrumnti manirfact iii i. The 16-hit computer,

which serve! a, the masten- unit, was used toc coo rol tie st art of anl

experimiint by simult anreously triggering the AM El. funi n geiieralor

through a digital trigger and initiating spect rat aeqirisir ri by tfi T ndv

1000 Gidedii Wave sped rioht ornel-t tirotigh a setial communications link

The, sweet, voltage from the function generator was monitrcri- cn-i

rhiannel of thei foii chavnel multiplexer by rising the integrating A 1)
converter. The second charrrl was used to sample the current at the

corilomter- during air experiment. The BCDl link was used toi monitiir the.

charge Alternately. onr of the digital/analog converters was sometimes

Used ill p'lace' of the analog frunctin generator ti ger-i-at u wivcfi rs

Irtucessirig of both spur trat arid electrIochemical data was carried out with

LOTUS 12[t sof la-a u.

A uririuie aspi-it oif the RVC-O11 cell is tin' ponsitionnr of a prriri

barrier hetwu-ti thne t1'lE' cavity arid the reference arid counter elpctrrrIle

compaltmircits tiltI. Thris barrier virtually eliminates the edge- irrreris

commron to marry OiTF (ells. especially those con.trrjcted from minignids.

whetc onire omn more edges of the OTE electriode arc expoused tin the bulk

solution corit.iriing the elect roac tive solute. No hulk solution contailririg

en truracivi somletc need he present in this tell In additin. the

solutionr for analysis can be, weighed direct ly into the OTVE compart mernt r i

prior i-alibirat ion of tire voliume oif tilns r-iarlm(-it is nirissary

ItRoim temleraur- laliorliininntr- molts are relatively visions roiir-il tol

c-invent ions solvent s As a consequence, the diffusion coefficient for a

g yen dc ur iraivi- spcirr IT, thesec melts is usually uric or mnorn- orders

iof mniriled smaller than in conventional isolrits like watei iir an etir

i111 thin( -, tire n mi-rnt uobserved duirinrg sn ri eetrmirtemical experimernt



with the melt is much less than that observed with most conventional

solvents, and longer times are required to accumulate the charge cor-

responding to complete electrolysis of a given number of moles of solute.

Consequently, sweep experiments like cyclic voltammetry must be undertaken

at very slow voltage scan rates.

Chronocoulometry and Chronoabsorptometry.- Chronoabsorptometric techni-

ques involve selective monitoring of the absorbance arising from one or

more of the species consumed or produced during an electrode reaction

initiated with a potential step. Chronocoulometric charge-time and chron-

oabsorptometric absorbance-time plots for the oxidation of tris(22'-

bipyridine)ruthenium(Il) cation ([Ru(bipy) 3] 2) in the 60 mole % AICI 3 -

MeEtimCl melt, which resulted from stepping the potential of the RVC-OTE

from 0.70 to 1.50 V versus Al in the 66.7 mule % AICI 3 -McEiimCl melt, are

shown in Fig. 2. The [Ru(bipy)31 2-/31 electrode reaction has been found

to be reversible and uncomplicated by coupled homogeneous chemical steps

in a similar molten salt system, alumirum chloride-1-butylpyridinium

chloride (12). The chronoabsorptometric plot was obtained by monitoring

the [Ru(bipyl 3 1 2, absorbance maximum located at 454 nm. The theoretical

charge expected based on the exhaustive one-electron oxidation of the

[Ru(bipy)3j 2 
cation in the solution that was weighed into the RVC-OTE was

0.01221 coulombs. An uncorrected experimental value of 0.61224 coulombs

was recorded during this experiment, and this value suggests that n

1.00. These results illustrate the complete retention of the electro-

active solute in the RVC-OTE. and they suggest that jltulbipy)3 ]
2  under-

goes the expected one-electron oxidation to [Ru(bipy)3 ]
3 '. The chronoab-

sorptometric plot is essentially a mirror image of the chronocoulometric

plot. The flat response of the latter plot (Fig. 2), which is observed

after approximately 6800 s have elapsed, illustrates the absence of edge

effects associated with this cell.

Voltammetry and Voltabsoretometr - Voltabsorptometric techniques

involve the simultaneous acquisition of both potential and absorbance data

during a potential sweep experiment (13). These techniques are especially

useful for selective monitoring of an electrode reaction in the presence

of large background currents or currents arising from other electroactive

solutes that are oxidized or reduced in the same potential region as the

! •8



species of interest. In order to apply these techniques, an accessible

spectral region must be available in which either the oxidized or reduced

form of the redox couple of interest exhibits absorption and in which

there is no absorption by any species that may be participating in para-

llel redox reactions.

The cyclic voltammetric and voltabsorptometric responses that were

obtained from the application of a 0.2 mV s "1 potential sweep program to

the RVC-OTE, which contained the same [Ru(bipy) 3 2' solution used in Fig.

2, are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. respectively. The triangular potential

sweep program that was used for these experiments extended from 0.90 to

1.50 and back to 0.90 V. The wavelength was monitored at 454 nm in order

to record the voltabsorptometric response.

The differential voltabsorptometric wave (Fig. 4b) was obtained by dif-

ferentiation of the data in Fig. 4a, and it matches Fig. 3 closely for

this reversible uncomplicated electron transfer reaction. Half-wave

potentials of 1.24 V were calculated from both Figs. 3 and 4b. These

values are in good agreement with the estimate of E1 '2 - 1.22 V that was

determined with cyclic voltammetry at a glassy carbon disk electrode in a

separate experiment.

Sp_ectropotentiostatic Experiments.- The spectropotentiostatic technique

involves the measurement of absorption spectra after Nernstian equilibrium

has been attained at the OTE following steady-state poteatial steps t14i.

This technique is useful for obtaining estimates of iR free formal cell

potentials, E° ' (14). Significant potential errors due to uncompensated

cell resistance are sometimes present in formal potentials originating

from voltammetric measurements. The spectropotentiostatic technique

provides a viable non-potentiometric method for estimating E'. In the.,e

experiments the applied potential, Fa, is usec to control the ratio

fRedl/lOx]; when equilibrium has been achieved in the solution entrained

in the OTE, the absorption spectrum is recorded. Both E° ' and n for a

redox reaction can be calculated from a series of absorption spectra

recorded at different E. by monitoring the absorbance of the electroactivea

species in the OTE at a selected wavelength and then plotting the data

according to the following equation (14):
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El 2.31(1"nF log(iA Rd Al. (A AOi

A Re'A(Ox, anrd A correspond to the absorbance of the completely reduced

solution, the absorhance of the cornt'it-flV oxidized solution. anid lte

absorbance of the solution at some V. valuec ii Ifedate between those

used to establish A Red an d A Ox, respectively.2-3

A series of spectropo~t tost at ic experiments for thfirt. 2W .31

redox system in the 49.0 mole % AICl :1 MeD imCI room temperature ionic

liquid are shown in Fig. 5. In each experiment, the KV(*o'rF, was held at

F auntil c'urrent ceased bo low and thle optical response at 494 imi becatme

constant. A plot of Ea versus iogtlA Rd '\I [A - A Oxt1. which wais dcr-

ived from the series of spectropotentiostatic experiments shown in Fig. 5.

is shown in Fig. 6. The slope of this plot is .U.OZ V at Mtt t 'C (tt.162 V

is expected tor ii 1t. aiid the intercept is F o tt.3-d V. fhe latter

compares favorably with a vale of I'.: 0.3t7l V t hat wos a im mmlitod from

voitammetric data obtatied with a glaissy cartho.n rotaiting disk I-Atrode.
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SPECTROCHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME

LANTHANIDES AND ACTINIDES IN ROOM TEMPERATURE MELT

Shyama P. Sirha
Department of Chemistry, University of Dayton

Dayton, Ohio 45469, U.S.A.

Spectroscopic and electrochemical behavior of melts consisting of
1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride and AIlC3 ond solutions of
Ce(lIl), Tb(Ill) and U(V) in 0.4 (basic) melt have been invest ated.
The predominant species in solution was found to be [MCI6I -. The

melt has been modified by treating :t with gaseous HCI to increse

the conductivity. NMR data shows the presence of a highly acidic
proton, and a melt:HCI ratio of 1:1.

The family of ambient temperature melts resulting from 1,3-dialkylimidazolium
chloride and AICI was discovered at the Frank J. Seiler Laboratories of the
U.S. Air force 3Academy in Colorado Springs [11. The most extensively
investigated room temperature melts consist of a mixture of
I -methyl-3-ethyiimidazoliurn chloride (MEIC) (F and AICI 3 :.-, various mcle
ratios. These melts possess very interesting solvent properties. Some of the
typical advantages and disadvantages are:

Typical Advantages
*Stable and relatively easy to prepare

:Low liquidus temperature
*Liquid over a wide temperature range (.80 to -70'C)
*Large variability of Lewis acid/base properties
*Anhydrous aprotic solvent
*Large electrochemical window (2.6 V)
*Good UV/VIS spectral transparency (down to 250 nm)
*Conductivities of the ambient temperatuie melts are
comparable to that of +he molten salts and aqueous electrolytes
Miscibility with organic solvents

Disadvantages

sHigh sensitivity to air and moisture
*Corrosive

*High viscosity

I A A l 1,
N N N I

IIj

Mil in MEL I



1.1 Spectroscopic Properties of the Chloroolurninate Melt

The hydrated chloride ion [(CI-)(H 2 0)x] absorbs in the far UV region. In
aqueous solution the first band appears around 194 nm possibly due to the
charge transfer transition. The alkali metal ions that do not absorb in this
range has virtually no effect on the position of this band. Aqueous solution of
1-methyl-3-ethylimidazalium chloride (MEfC) (I) sho.yed ? bruad band at 208
nm (Fig. 1) with molar absorbtivity of 4.33 x 10 M cm agreeing with
previous measurements [2]. The high absorbance peak is due to the organic
chromophore of the MEIC cation (1).

The melts containing less than 0.5 mole fraction of AICI 3 (i.e. basic

melts) exhibit an absorption edge cut off at 250 am. The AICI 4 species present
in these melts probably absorbs strongly around 246 nm and excludes the
possibility of observing the peak due to MEIC cation moiety. However, as the
mole fraction of Al2CI 7 is increased, the acidic melts are found to absorb
strongly around 280 nm (Fig. 2). The sample containing virtually 100n Al Cl7
(N= 0.6665) also showed a broad band at 335 nm beside the peak at 28 nm.
The high wavenumber shoulder is probably due to other oligomeric form: of
chloroaluminate, [(AICI x 1.

We have examined a solution of LiAICI 4 in acetonitrile. The spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3. The band at 240 nm in this spectrum is due to [AlCl-] anion
agreeing with the strong absorbtion edge observed for the basic melts
containing the same species. On hydrolysis, the peak at 240 nm is displaced by
a peak at 260 nm (Fig. 3) possibly due to the hydrolysis of the chioroaluminate
anion to produce AI(II) aquo ion, [AI(OH2)AI. It is found that A(ll aqua ion
at a pH 0.9 exhibits i.e same spectrum proftle with a peak at 258 nm. Recent
spectroscopic investigation of McIntyre et al. [3] on the hexaaquo-A1III) ion
confirmed the presence of other equilibria involving the aqua ion, hydroxide
ion and the counter anions.

The excitation and emission spectra of 1-methylimidazole (MIM), MEIC
and 0.4 melt were investigated. Both M!M and MEIC show a strong and sharp
excitation peak at 245 nm and a broad photoluminescence peak at 445 nm.
This luminescence is due to r* -> r transition of the imidazolium moiety. The
excitation spectrum of the melt (0.4) consisted of three peaks at 270, 355 ann
395 nm. On excitation with 270 and 355 nm radiation, we were able t o obseroe
a strong emission band at 445 nm similar to that observed fat MIM nnd MEIC-
solutions (Fig. 4). However, excitation of the melt (0.41 with 395 nm radiation
produced a new luminescence peak at 470 nm, which is tentatively essigned to
the coexcited chloroaluminate species. Fluorescence studies on other mel'
compositions are in progress and will be repot ed elsewhere.

Further characterization of the melts may Lo cartied c,;t from the oh
served difference in the far Il spectra due to the piescence of diff, ert
chloroaluminafe species (AiC 4, Al 2 CI-7 Fig. 5). The spectral diffetence in the
600-200 cm region is due to the difference in symmetry of the t ,o
prominent chloroaluminate species described earlier. We were also able to
observe characteristic ,ifference in the hydrogen bonding tegion (3300-?900
cm- ) between a 0.4 and a 0.6 melt. This region is complicated by the
ptesence of CH vibrations from the methyl and ethyl gtoups and deflnite
ccnclusion have to wait further analysis. The present author, however, t grialy



believes that a considerable amount of hydrogen bonding exists between .ie 2H

of MEIC moiety and the chloride ion or the AICI 4 anion in the basic melts.

1.2 Electrochemical Properties

The electrochemical window of the chloroaluminate melt is limited by the
reduction of imidazolium cation and the oxidation of Cf AICI, and Al C- an-
ions. Below 0.5 mole fraction the anodic potential is governed t y the oxidation
of C[- and is limited to about 1.0V. Our basic melt (0.4) exhibited an
electrochemical window 1.4V with respect to a Al in 0.6 melt, at a scan rate
of 50 mV/s agreeing well with that determined by Wilkes et al. [1]. The
electrochemical windows are:

0.4 melt: 0.97 to -1.6 V
0.6 melt: 2.35 to -0.05 V

Other physical properties like the transport numbers [21, densities, phase
trasitions, conductivities, viscosities [4] have been measured. Comprehensive
NMR studies [5] and theoretical molecular orbital calculations [6] have also
been carried out.

2 Properties of Some Lanthanides and Actinides in Chloroaluminate Melt

Lanthanides and actinides are groups of very similar elements which
exhibit a wide variation of oxidation states. The aqueous redox potentials of
several of these ions are summarized below. In certain lanthanides these redox
potentials show drastic change due to complexation and/or change in solvent
polarity (cf. Ce(Ill)). Added advantages in working with the lanthanides and
actinides are that UV/VIS and/or fluorescence spectra may be used for
identification of the species present in melt solution.

2.1 Ce(1lI) Ion (4fI):

The redox behavior of Ce(lII)/Ce(IV) couple is strongly dependent on the
nature of the counter ion present in aqueous solution. While the
non-coordinating anion like perchiorate results in a E* value of 1.70V, the
strongly coordinating carbonate anion is found to produce a drastic change in
the redox potential value (0.05V) [7]. The following anion dependence E0 values
are observed: 1.70V (1M HCIO ) 1.61V (1M HNO 3 ), 1.44V (IM H 2 So 4 ), 1.28V
(2M HCI) and 0.05V (5.5M K2 C6

3 ).

3 2. 86 -0.63

+14

+4 2 sm Eu Yb i'D. 32"- -- -
+ Ce Pr U U02 +  - UO+ U +

+ 2 oxid. Vl 0 V IV
-1.5 -0.43 -1.18 state

+1
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The redox behavior of Ce(lll)/Ce(IV) couple in MEIC-AICI13 melt (0.4) has
been extensively studied by us [8] using a glassy carbon electrode. The redox
process is found to be quasi-reversible with a E value of 0.79V against a
reference electrode consisting of Al in 0.6 MEIC-PX 7CIl melt. Fig. 6 shows the
variation of the cyclic voltammetric profile for Ce(l11 in 0.4 melt with scan
rate. The calculatel rate constant(k) for this one electron transfer redox
process is 1.20 x 10 cm/sec.

The species present in the melt was found to be the hexachloro complex
of cerium from its charge transfer spectrum between 310 and 350 nm and the
Ce-Cl stretching frequency at 280 cm in the infrared region (Fig. 5) [9].
The final confirmation of the tervalency of cerium in 0.4 melt, before the
electrochemical oxidation, came from the observation of ionic fluorescence at
370 nm for the cerium containig melt (Fig. 7). The Ce(IV) solutions do not
exhibit this type of ionic fltior scence. Comhining t'i, lzc:Lochcsr,1cc! und
:;pedtioscopic data Yie find the electroactive species to be hexachloro-
cerium(Ill) ion, [CeCl].

2.2 Tb(Ill) (4f8 ) Ion:

It is tempting tu assume that Tb(Ill) ion with one more electron than the
half-filled configuration, 4f 7, will easliy loose an electron. Unfortunately, it
has not been possibie to oxidize Tb(llI) to Tb(IV) in aqueous solution. The
estimated E° value for Tb(III)/(IV) couple is above 2.8V, and Tb(IV), if present,
in aqueous solution will tend to oxidize water.

Attempts to measure the Tb(Ill)/(IV) couple in 0.4 melt (MEIC-AICI 3 ) has
also been unsuccessful. However, we were able to observe the characteristic
green ionic fluorescence from Tb(IIl) in 0.4 melt. Excitation of the Tb(lll)
solution at the ligand (MEIC) absorption band (348 nm) resulted in a very broad
fluorescence band of the organic moiety with a maxima at 450 nm. No sharp
fluorescence due to Tb was noticeable. A time-resolved fluorescence study
(Fig. 8) revealed a 5 rise time of -50ps for ::>e ionic fI uorescence. The sharp
fluorescence from D4 level 3f Tb(III) to the ground Fj multiplets became
evident.

We were interested in measuring the lifetime(T) of the excited D level
by monitorg the7 time dependent decay of the green fluorescence at 150 nm
due to the Da4-- F5 transition of Tb(III). An average value of T m 2.34 ms was
observed. A comparison of this data with that of the aqua ion aSd Tb(lll) in
other anhydrous solvents is presented below. The lifetime of the D level in
0.4 melt is about five times that of the aqua ion and it is higher than that of
TbCI. in AICI 3 vapor phase complex. The T- value is very close to that of the
anhydrous laser liquid, POCI :SnCI.. It i5 conceivable that 0.4 MEIC-AICI3' 4
melt may compete favorably with anhydrous POCI :SnCl solvent as a laser
liquid. From a series of spectroscopic measurements and a charge transfer
band of Tb(III) in 0.4 melt it is concluded that the active species present in
solution is probably [TbCl 6 1-] ion.
Comparison of the Lifetime (msec) Data:

Levels Aqua ion TbCI3-(AICI3)x Tb:POCI3:SnCI4 Tb-MEIC-AICI3
5D3 - 0.29(250-C) 0.29(25'C) 0.40(250 C)
5D4 0.43(250 C) 1.52(250 0C) 2.75(250 C) 2.34(250 C)
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2.3 Sm(lIl) 4f 5 , Eu(llI) 4f 6 , Yb(III) 4f 1 3 Ions:

Trivalent Sm, Eu and Yb could be easily reduced in aqueous solution. We
have recently measured the M(IlI)/(lI) redox couple in aqueous solution (M
KCI). The E values(V) obtained from the cyclic voltammograms are -0.5
(Eu), -1.6 (0U4n and -1.2 (Yb). These values are in agreement with those
predicted by Nugent et al. [10]. Recently, Schoebrechts et al. [11] have
conducted cyclic voltammetric studies on these ions, but using 1-butyl-
pyridinium chloride (BPC) and AICI melt. Electrochemical and spectroscopic
studies were carried out in acidic BPC-AICI melt (0.6). These authors
reported the following E , 2 values(V): 1.86 (u"), .0.66 (Sm) and .1.23 (Yb).
They proposed the resen~ -,species like MCI-* (Sm, Yb), Y bCl , YbCI'
beside the free M and M ions, It is, however, dificui. see how the
acidic melts have contributed to the formation of the lower chloro-species,
unless these species have resulted from the dissociation of tk, lanthanide
trichlorides used in these studies. We are at present systematically studying
these systems in MEIC-AICI 3 melts and the results will be reported in the near
future.

2.4 U(V) 5fI Ion:

Uranium present an interesting challange to the electrochemists. The
oxidation state may vary between 3 and 6. In aqueous solu;tion "naked" U(V)
and U(VI) are rare. We were interested in preparing a solution of U(IV) by
dissolving UCI, in 0.4 MEIC-AICI melt The resulting solution was green in
color, showing the presence of U(lV) ion in solution. However, within a few
hours the green solution bleached to a clear yellow color. Spectroscopic
examination of this yellow liquid showed no absorption bands due to U(IV) nor
did it exhibit the characteristic peaks of the UO ion in the visible region.
The spectrum profile (Fig. 9) [11], however, corresoonded closely to the
reported [121 U(V)-chloro complex, UCI, in nitromethane solution. The species
resposible for causing oxidation of U(O') to U(V) is believed to be the proton
(H') generated from the minute amount of water present as water of
:rystallization :n MEIC and acting as a strong oxidizing agent in
almost-anhydrous chloroaluminate melt.

Cyclic voltammetric studies were performed on this unusual solution of
UCI by scanning the glassy carbon electrode between 0.6 and -1.2V. In dilute
solution a cathodic peak (U(V)-(IV)) was observed around -0.7V but no anodic
peak was found. It was apparant that reoxidation of the reduced U(IV) species
is taking place before the anodic potential is reached. Ir a more concentrated
solution (0.04 M) strong hysteresis (Fig. 10) was observed and the cathodic
peak occured at -0.55V. This system is being further investigated.

3 Modification of Chloroaluminate Melts:

Arisirg from the preivious work that a proton (H*) may coexist in
chloroaluminate melts, the author has conducted preliminary experiments to
increase the conductivity of these melts by treating the melts with dry HCI
gas. Fig. I1 shows the measured specific conductivities of a 0.36 melt at 27',
-23* and -64' C. Treatment of this melt with dry HCI gas noticeably increased
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(3-fold) the conduct'vity of the melt both at 270 and -23' C. The conductivity
of the HCI-treated melt at -23* (melt remains fluid, although slightly more
viscous) is comparable to that of the untreated melt at 27' C. The very low
conductivity of the melt and the HCI-treated melt at -64* is due to the glassy
transition of the melt at this temperature with significant increase in internal
resistivity.

To gain further insight and have some idea of the nature of the species
present in the HCI-treated melt, we have examined the HO-treated melt I-y
H-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The presence of a highly
acidic proton at 0.6 ppm downfield from 2H of the imidazolium ring (2H is
the most acidic proton in MEIC) is detected (Fig. 12). A semi-quantitative
analysis of the intensities revealed the composition to be 1:1 MEIC:HCI. This
composition did not seem to alter over a period of at least two weeks at room
temperature. Further investigation on the composition, conductivities and
electrochemical properties of the HCI- treated melt is under progress.
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POTENTIOMETRIC STUDIES OF SOME OXYANIONS
IN MOLTEN FLUORIDES

Kurt H. Stern
Chemistry Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT
The dissociation of several oxyanions: W2-, SiO2-

TaO 3, and Ti0 3 in molten FLINAK has been studied

potentiometrically with a stabilized zirconia electrode.

The interaction of these melts with 02- has similarly been

studied. All of these ions appear to be stable in FLINAK,
but S2O- and Ta03 take up 02- to form higher oxidcs,

4- 3-probably SiO4  and TaO4 , respectively. A method for

determining the equilibrium constant of these reactions is

presented.

The behavior of the Pt electrode in these melts is

quite complex. Its potential varies with ln(0 2 -j, the

slope being RT/F or larger.

INTRODUCTION

The process whereby refractory metals can be

e]qctroplated from molten fluorides, invented by Senderoff

and Mellors (1) in the 1960's, is well known. More

recently we have tried to combine this process with

carbonate reduction to electroplate refractory carbides.

Tantalum carbide was electroplated by this procedure (2)

from molten FLINAK at 750'C but the coatings tended to

consist of mixtures of TaC, Ta2C, and Ta. On the other

hand, excellent adherent coatings of W2C were obtained by

the simultaneous reduction of WO2- and CO3 - (3).
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In the course of reinvestigating the tantalum carbide

problem ind attempting to extend the general procedure to

the plating of other carbides, we noticed gas evolution

from FLINAK melts containing either K2TaF 7 or K 2C03 to

which the other reagent had been added (4). Mass-

spectrometric identification of the gas as CO2 showed that

the reaction was of the acid-base type:

K2TaF 7 + 3K2CO 3 = KTaO 3 + 7KF + 3CO 2

The carbide can then be plated only it this reaction does

not go to completion, or if TaO 3 can be reduced. Since

similar results were obtained with K2 SiFb and K2 TiF 6 , vIz:

K2 SiF 6 + 3K 2CO 3 = K2 SiO 3 + 6KF + sCO 2

K2TiF 6 + 3K2CO 3 = K2 TiO 3 + 6KF + 3CO 2

we have begun on electrochemical study of oxyanion

reduction in molten FLINAK to see if TaO3, SIO) can

be reduced as WO4 can be.

As a preliminary step we have investigated possible

oxide equilibria involving these ions, using a stabilized

zirconia (SZ) electrode as a specific 02- electrode. In

addition, we have studied the behavior of the platinum

electrode in these melts, since it would be usetul as a

quasi-reference electrode if its potential were in-

dependent of melt composition.

EXPERIMENTAL PART

All experiments were carried out in a glovebox with

recirculating helium atmosphere in which 02 and H20 were

generally below L ppm. A Teledyne (Model 311) trace
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oxygen analyzer was used to measure the oxygen pressure in

the glove box. All melts were contained in nickel 200

crucibles, a 99% nickel alloy.

Reagents. The alkali T'stal fluorides were vacuum-dried

individually at 500'. The FLINAK mixture was then melted

under vacuum before use. Reagent grade Na 2 0 (Alfa), KriO 3

(Atomergic), K2 SiO 3 (Puratronic), and KTaO 3 (Puratronic),

were used without purification. Na2W0 4 was prepared by

dehydration of the dihydrate (Fisher Scientific).

Electrodes. .1 NilNi(II) reference electrode consisting of

NiF 2 (sat) in FLINAK, contained in a boron nitride

envelope, as described by Jenkins, Mamantov, and Manning

(5) was used. By increasing the BN wall thickness

slightly over that rzsi by these authors, the electrodes

could be used for several runs, and they were easily

replaced. An intercomparison of several showed that they

differed by < lOmV from each other and from a more

elaborate reference electrode which utilizes a LaF 3

crystal to make contact with the melt (61.

A Corning 1372 8% yttria-stabilized zirconia tube

was loaded with a Ni-NiO mixture. A nickel wire was

pushed into this mi;:ture which was covered with powdered

soft glass which, on softening, covered the Ni-NiO mixture

to exclude air.

A coiled platinum wire served as secondary indicator.

All electrodes were suspended in the melt through

holes in L lava block over the top of the crucible.
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RESULTS

Oxide Melts

Before proceeding with the various oxyanion studies,

the behavior of SZ and Pt electrodes in FLINAK melts, to

which Na 2 0 had been added, was studied. The SZ electrode

is now well established as an 02- ion specific electrode

in various molten salts (7). In molten FLINAK, as in the

other salts, the potential-determining electrode reaction

is 1/202 + 2e = 02- (0). Thus, at constant Po 2' the slope

of an E vs in a0 2-plot has a slope of RT/2F. In the

present study Po 2 is fixed by the equilibrium Ni + 1/2 02

= NiO. In dilute solutions activity coefficients are

constant and the dependence of E on concentration (mole

fraction in this paper) should be RT/2F also.

A complicating factor is the possible transformation

of the added oxide (02-) to other oxide species such as
2-

02 (peroxide) and 02 (s;upvroxide) In Na(l (9) and

NaSO_ (1n) r Act i , S C 1 0 2 - 1 '2 O1 ' are kC),,

tl occur ;t tc er , tires used in this study, althotuzh

i t almost cert iinlv negligible. At the extreme y low

(0, press ru s in titis work, thIe eq il ib r i urm

constants are suick th t verv I ittle ( 0 r
2  ) is

tr,insformed to r
j
-.

Pt is "inert" in molten fluorides and therefore

constitutes an attractive and easy-to-use quasi-reference

electrode. However, the potential-determinlng reaction(s)

on the Pt surface are not known. In a previous study (0)
2-of CO3  in FLINAK using a Pt reference, we noticed that

the cathodic limit of the melt became less negative with

added K2CO3 concentration (at 5000 C) and surmised that
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this was due to increased 02- resulting from the thermal

dissociation of C23-. A plot of the cathodic limit vs

In [COt-] is linear with a slope of RT/F. A plot of E
vs log X.2- at 5000 is also linear with a slope of 2.3RT/F

at lower concentrations (< 10- 3) but with a tendency

toward increasing slope at higher concentrations (Fig. 1).

A repetition of this experiment at 7500 using both SZ

(Fig. 2) and Pt indicator (Fig. 3) electrodes vs. a

Ni/NiF 2 reference, showed an RT/2F depender-e for the

former and ~RT/F dependence for the latter at lower

concentrations, and larger slopes at higher concen-

trations. At the conclusion of this experiment it was

noted that bright orange vapor emanated from all the

electrodes when they were lifted out of the melt and that

all relatively cool surfaces, e.g. the lava block, reacted

with water to produce copious amounts of gas, and the

resulting solution was highly alkaline. All of these

observations are consistent with the formation of alkali

metal. In this experiment 02 was virtually absent (p0 2 < 1

ppm) and therefore it is likely that added oxide undergoes

an auto-oxidation-reduction:

2 M 20 = M2 02 + 2Mo  [1]

When M = Na the equilibrium constant of this reaction (11)

is:

K = 1.34 = PNa [2]
aNa2 0

Results are similar for Li and K. Unfortunately we do not
2-have an independent measurement of 02 and so Pmo cannot

be calculated, but the rather large value of K suggests

that reaction [1] is not insignificant. We conclude that
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at 750' the SZ electrode is reversible to 02- at least at

lower concentrations. However, the behavior of the Pt

electrode Is more complex. The RT/F slope at lower

concentration requires a one-electrode process. In terms

of reaction [1] the equilibrium

202- + 2e = -

requires two electrons unless the peroxide ion functions

as 0-. Whatever the potential-determining equilibrium on

Pt is, the shape of the E vs ln X0 2- plot clearly

increases with concentration above 0.1 mol% at very low

oxygen pressures to values which have no clear meaning in

terms of simple reversible oxidation-reduction reactions.

This behavior also occurs when Na20 is added to a FLINAK

melt already containing various oxyanion species (see

below). Similar conclusions about the complexity of the Pt

electrode behavior were also expressed by Brookes and

Inman (7c). It is thus clear that Pt can not be used as a

reference in molten salts unless it can be shown that it

remains constant with respect to a thermodynamically

reversible reference in a particular system.

Oxyanion Melts

Before discussing the individual oxyanion systems,

the rationale underlying this study is outlined. From the

preceding section it is clear the emf of the cell

Pt or I
Nil NiOl SZ I FLINAK Melt I BN lNiF 2 (sat) I Ni [A]



hecomc more negative (i.e. the SZ Jndicatoi electrode

becomes more negative) with increasing 02-. This is also

true it Pt is used as indicator, although the functional

dependence of E on log X0 2- then becomes more complex.

We can then distinguish tht followinq possibilities,

keeping in mind that the u2- concentration in a "clean"

melt is - 10 - 2 mol%.

A. Addition of oxyanion to "clean" melt

Imp] les

AE = 0 a. material is

inso) uble

or

b. material does

not react with

02-.

.AF < 0 anion dissocJates

to yield 02-

.E > 0 anion reacts with

impurity 0
2 -

B. Addition of 02- to melt containing oxyanlon - SZ

electrode

AE < 0, slope r RT/2F no reaction of 02 -

with oxyanion

A < 0, slope <RTi2F 02- reacts with

oxyanion

Results with the individual systems are now described.
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(1) Na2WO4

This compound is known to be quite soluble in FLINAK

(3). Higher tungstates, such as Na4WO5 (Na2WO4 /Na2O = 1),

are also well known in the solid state, but have not been

studied in molten salts.

Figure 4 shows the effect of adding Na2WO4 and Na20

on the emf of cell A. The emf becomes only slightly less

negative on adding Na2WO4 , while the subsequent addition

of Na20 yields a slope of RT/2F. Both of these results

indicate that the equilibrium

2- 4-WO4  + 02- = WO5

2-
lies far to the left, i.e. W04 is quite stable in

FLINAK. When a Pt electrode is substituted for the SZ

indicator electrode, the results on addition of Na20

results in a slope several times RT/F.

(2) KTaO 3

The addition of KTaO 3 to FLINAK changes the emf of

cell A in the direction indicating lower oxide, with a

slope < RT/2F (Fig. 5). This is consistent with the
3-.formation of TaO4 -

3-
TaO3 + 02- = Tao4

but at a rate indicating only partial conversion. Above

0.075 mol% TaO 3 the emf becomes independent of added

tantalate. The most likely explanation is that this

represents the solubility. When oxide is added to the
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melt containing both dissolved and undissolved tantalate,

the slope is less than RT/2F, indicating some uptake of
02- by the tantalate in suspension and/or solution.

(3) K2 SiO3

Visual observation showed that K2SiO 3 is quite

soluble in FLINAK. Figure 6 shows that the emf of cell A

becomes more positive with the addition of this compound,

with both SZ and Pt indicator electrodes, consistent with
2-a decrease of 02- with addition of Si0 3 . Below 0.1

mol% this decrease occurs with a slope of < RT/,F,
indicating a partial conversion of Si2- to SiO4-, but

above 0.1 mol% the slope is 1.8 RT/F which indicates that

more than one mole 02- is removed for every mole SiO2-.

However, no silicate fitting such a requirement is known,

at least in the solid state. Thus the most likely

reaction is:

2- + o2- = S14131

Interestingly, both SZ and Pt electrodes show similar

dependence in this part of the experiment. When Na20 is

added to the silicate-containing melt, however, the slopes

are quite different: RT/2F for the SZ electrode, 1.77RT/F

for Pt. Even the first result is unexpected, unless

whatever silicate is in the melt prior to oxide addition

is the highest oxide-containing silicate.
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(4) M Al 0

The res ults for this compound resemb-le those fox

Naw ,I e . addit Ion of KT103 produces no change In emf.

HOWEVc r, wherreos Na2 WO)4 Is so soluble that It can easily

be- observed to dissolve, KTiO3 seems, by visual ex-

amination, to be Insoluble. The subsequent addition of

oxide produreps a slope somewhat larqer than RT/2F.

DISCUSS I N

The res ults presented in thics pJper constitute an

explorat ion of how potent iometiic measui emerits might be

used to determine oxide equilibria involving various

oxyanions in molten salts. Oxide-ion-spec-ific stabilized

zirconia electrodes have been used to solve a wide variety

of problems. of which those described in references 7-9

constitute only a portion.

FCoi example, the equilibrium constant for a reaction

of the type

AV- + 02- = ( - )41

where Av-iepresents an oxyaninn and A(v-2)- represents an

oxyanion with one more o>2, can be determined by the

titration of A'1 - in the melt with 02-. If 02- does not

react with Av- then

Eth = E0O - RT/2F In t02-, a

where [) 2 -]a represents added 02



In qeneral

RT
E = E

°  - n -in 0 2 -

2F

where n measures the fraction of the expected PT/2F slope.

Substracting [5] from [61 yields

E - Eth [0 2
- ]a

exp z.. . . . .. [ '7(RT/2F) [O2-j n

Since all quantities except [02-1 are known, the latter

can be calculated. The equilibrium constant for reaction

[3] can be written as:

[Av
- J [o 2 - ]

K = .----. I 1(
SA( v-2)-

Also [Av - 2 -] + [Av - ] = [AV-]a

where [AV-ja represents the orianally added concentration.

Also

,A(V-2)-] = [O2- a - O - [?
10Ja - 0 2 -j

[AV -) = [AV-]a -([02-a - [02-) [i0]

Substituting [9] and [10] into [] yields

[Av-la-([02-1a- [02-)02

JO- a - 1 0 '
- ]



From each emf a value of K can be determined, and

therefore the method lends itself to a statistical

treatment.

The data obtained in this work are only semi-

quantitative and therefore do not justify such elaborate

treatment.

SUMMARY

1. The measurement of oxide activity on successive

addition of oxyanions and oxide can be used to gain

information on the dissociation of the oxyanion and/or

its reaction with oxide.

2-
2. W04  is a stable ion in FLINAK. It does not

dissociate nor does it take up 02 - to form tungstates
4-such as Was

2-
3. K2SiO 3 is quite soluble in FLINAK. SO13  appears to

4-
react with 02- to form SiO4

4. The solubility of KTaO 3 in FLINAK is - 0.075 mol%.
3-

TaO 3 appears to react with 02- to form TaO 4

5. The solubility of KTiO 3 is too low to measure.

6. The potential of the Pt electrode in FLINAK varies as

RT/F with ln[0 2] up to 0.1 mol% and 2-3 times RT/F

above that concentration.
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REDOX POTENTIAL OF Pb 2 +/Pb 0 IN BORATE AND SILICATE MELTS

Miyuki Shimizu, Katsuyuki Kawamura, and Toshio Yokokawa

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science
Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

ABSTRACT

Among redox pairs in borate and silicate melts,
Pb2 +/Pb 0 is important; the reduced species are
metallic and reactive with the Pt in the solid in
linear sweep volcammetrv. Since Pb metal is

soluble in solid Pt, and any excess deposit of Pb
over the solid solubility limit yields a liquid
alloy on the electrode, the current-potential
curve bends at that point. A computer simulation
of the process confirmed this interpretation. The
application of this technique seems quite valuable
to compare the basicity of various melts. The
effect of alumina on the basicity of sodium
silicate melts is discussed

INTRODUCTION

Linear sweep voltammetry has been applied to oxide melts
for redox equilibrium measurements (1-4). The usefulness
of this technique in spite of difficulties due to high
operating temperature lies evidently in this direct
measurement compared with chemical analyses of reduced and
oxidized species in quenched melts. Thus, Ce

4 +/Ce 3 + 
and

Fe 3 /Fe 2  equilibria in sodium borate melts were measured
as functions of solvent basicity and temperature (3,4). In
the course we met with the problem when the couple
Pb 2 +/PbO was to be measured. The current-potential curve
showed an abrupt bending and a largeanodic peak which was
characteristic of a system of the reduced species adsorbing
on the electrode. In this report, the e'-ectrode process is
discussed and the application to sodium aluminosilicate
melts is described.

EXPERIMENTAL

Linear sweep voltammetry. The working electrode is a
platinum wire of 0.4 mm diameter whose end has been coiled
in order to provide a large surface area. This electrode
is assumed to be reversible with respect to the reaction

Pb
2 + 

+ 2e = Pb (1)
The current due to the unavoidable reaction

1/202 + 2e = 02- (2)
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Figure 1. Linear sweep voltarmnogram in
sodium aluminosilicate melts.
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AN iNVi-,1I(.ATLoN ot! THE DISSOLUTION OF NEODYMIUMt IN MOLTEN NEODYMIUM TRICHLORIDE

Q. T. Lu, S. X. Li. R. L. Yui. S. G. (Chen
Department of Metallurgical Engineering

Shanghai University of Technology, Shanghai, C'hinja

ABSTR AC T

In the temperature range 780-950'C , thle relationship between tviem-

perature and EMF is reportedl for the concentration cell:

N(s) NdCl N(1Cl 1 1~ . MS :NdCI:j x.Nd( l( ,)MNS M

where MS refers to a molten salt. Also given are (1) the solubility of
Nd in molten NdCIA, (2) thle temperature dependence of the solihility
of Nd, and( (3) the t-qnilihrinuin constant K. as well as -%(. of thle
reaction:

N;d(s) 2Nd('h-f) 3N('(12 (f)

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the nmethiods for producing Nd and its alloys have received
special attention hecause neodymium is thle Material for making a new pernmanent
magnet Nd-Fe-B (1). Thle toltenl salt electrolysis of chloride. or oxide, is one f
the main methods for producing rare earth (RE) metaL,. However, the curren~t
efficiency of electrolysis is usually as low as 20-50'" due to thle high soltubilities of
RE metals in their own halides. The interaction between La or ( ', withI its owil
chloride, has been studied (2-4); however, the dissolution of Nd in its molten clb-
ride has seldom been investigated. The aimi of tile present plaper is to investigatt
the react ion of Nd with NdCI,3 by an electrochemical method.

EXPERIMENTAL

In order to investigate the mechanism of the d issolut ion of Metals, thl t' fl-
lowing cell baa been designedI

Nd(s)]NdCI3  NdCl1 1 .,sat. MSjjNdCI3  xNdCl1 1j ,)MSNMo
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where a molybdenum rod is used as conductor and stirrer for the molten salt (MS).
A schematic of the cell is given in Fig. 1. The half-cell consists of a Nd electrode
and neodymium trichloride molten salt saturated with Nd; it is an equilibrium
system of Nd metal with NdCI3 -NdCI 2 melt. The right half-cell is composed of a
Mo electrode and NdCI3 molten salt in which the dissolved amount of Nd changes
front zero to saturation and the Mo rod is used as the indicating electrode for
measuring the redox potential *Nd+ /Nd2+, where

RT INd 3 . '
ONdSNd .... Nd", Nd

2
+ f I -l

nF iNd12 (1

From the value of n, the dissolution mechanism of Nd (2-3) may be determined.

In agreement with the reaction of the concentration cell:

N ( n) d 3 ' 3' - Nd(3  n)t (2)

(left) (right) (left) (right)

and equation (1), the EMF equation of the concentration cell can be expressed
as:

-T aNd.* RT aNd,,

nF aNd,7 nF aNd 2-

By knowing the values of R., F, n and substituting the concentration of Nd for
activity, we obtain:

1.d84 X 4qT Nd 3 'j

E 1.984x10 4T log -Nd2 I q 1.984x10 T log-+ri (3)
I~d241iNd 2 "eq lright

When the dissolved amount of Nd in the right half-cell increases from zero to sat-
uration, measuring E - f(T) will yield by regression analysis a series of equations:

E - a + bT (4)

for various amounts of dissolved Nd. From equations (3) and (4), the following
equation:

log 1] le g [Ndlo ]N right 104 b 10'a[Nlog q: o (5)

Nd 2 + eq-  Nd2 Iright 1.984 1.984T
wNd as u

can be obtained. The value for f(T) - log Fj'-'T was determined using the

coefficients a and b defined in equation (4). From equation (5). the solubility of

Nd in NdCI3 can be calculated using various temperatures.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the temperature range 780-950 0 C, the temperature dependence of the
EMF's was determined for different neodymium compositions, i.e., with neodymium
additions, by mole percent (m%) of Nd, of 2.98, 7.13, 12.4, 16.7, 21.3, 28.4, 31.2,
and 33 m%. The E = f(T) relationships are shown in Fig. 2. It is obvious that
the experimental points of the same Nd addition all fall on a straight line. By
mathematical treatment, we have derived the following relations:

1. NdC12.91(2.98 m% Nd) El = -0.123 +9.03 x 10- 4T

2. NdC12.79 (7.13 m% Nd) E 2 = -0.119 + 8.02 x 10- 4 T

3. NdC12.63 (12.4 m% Nd) E3 = -0.116 + 7.03 x 10- 4 T

4. NdCl2.5o(16.7 m% Nd) E4 = --0.627 + 9.60 x 10- 4 T

5. NdC12.36(21.3 m% Nd) Es = -0.123 + 3.32 x 10- 4T

6. NdC12.s(28.4 m% Nd) E6 = -0.149 + 3.50 x 10- 4T

7. NdC12 .06 (31.2 m% Nd) E7 = -0.123 + 3.13 x 10- 4T

8. NdC12.03(33 m% Nd) E8 = -0.211 + 3.00 x 10-4T

The isotherms at temperatures of 800, 850, and 900'C were consequently calcu-
lated and are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that, except for the
compositions ranging from NdC2.5 0 to NdC12.1 5 , in which the electronic conduc-
tivity increases (2-3), the remaining experimental points for various concentrations
lie on the relevant isotherms.

I [Nd'+]
By mathematical treatment of the relative data of E = f (log -N2d+), the

following equations of the EMF isotherms were obtained:

Eso C = 0.563 t 0.29 log [Nd j (6)

(Nd2 + ]

E850o c = 0.595 + 0.309 log [Nd 3+) (7)
1 Nd2 +

E900oC 0.627 + 0.322 log [Nd-3 + (8)
fNd2 +l

The coefficients in front of the logarithmic term of the above equations indicate
that n ; 1. It is obvious that the dissolution mechanism for Nd in NdCI 3 molten
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salt is in agreement with the following reaction:

2NdCI3(fl f Nd(s) 3N(iCI2 (e) (9)

and that NdCl3 -NdC!1 is a normal solution, i.e., rNd3 +,/rNd2 r const. Therefore,
we can substitute concentration for activity, putting the coefficients (a and b) of
equation E - f(T), as well as the corresponding composition of molten salt, in
equation (5); the following equation was thus derived:

[Nd 3 q 620
log [N-+eq -2.75 620 (10)

In the temperature interval, 780-950'C, the solubility of Nd in NdCl 3 molten salt
is roughly 32.9 rn Nd, in agreement with chemical analysis results of 31.7 m'(
Nd. This value also agrees with the 31-33 m% Nd based on the phase diagram of

Nd-NdC1a (5).

Using equation (10), the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant
and of the Gibbs energy of the dissolution reaction was derived:

1264.1log K - 5.52 - 14 (11)

T

G - 24172.4 - 105.6T J mol (12)

According to these results, it is obvious that:

(1) In the temperature range, 850-900'C, the equilibrium constant of the in-
teraction between Nd and NdCI 3 varies from 2.2 , 104 to 2.44 • 104; the

enthalpy and entropy of reaction have positive values, which indicate that
the reaction is endothermic. Therefore, high temperature would further pro-
mote the interaction between Nd and NdCI3 , and low temperature would
decrease the solubility of Nd in NdCI3 .

(2) According to references (4,6), in the temperature range, 805-1000' C. the
solubility of the other rare earth metals is in m% units:

La, 12-17; Ce, 9; Pr, 22-26; Sm, 33.3.

It is clear that the solubility of Nd is close to that of Sin. Thus, in the molten
salt electrolysis of Nd, the dissolution loss of Nd is inevitable.

CONCLUSION

1. In the temperature range, 780-950&C, the thermodynamics of Nd in solution
in NdCI3 were derived and can be summarized by

IN&} 2 620
log [Nd 2 4] 2.75 t T
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1264.1
log K -2.52 - T6-

T

and
AGO = 24172.4 - 105.6T J/mol

2. The dissolution mechanism of Nd in NdCI 3 consists of chemical interaction of
Nd with NdCl3 . The solubility of Nd in NdCI3 is roughly 32.9 m'D Nd in the
temperature interval, 780-950'C.
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Fig. I Schematic Drawing of the Concentration Cell for Measuring EMF.

1. DWK-702 temperature controller.

2.,3. PZ-8 direct current digital voltmeter for measuring temperature and EMF

of the cell.

4. Pt-Pt.Rh thermocouple.

5. Molybdenum electrode and stirrer.

6. Mo conductor for connecting Nd metal melt.

7.,12. Porcelain test tubes, the latter contains NdCl3.

S. Joint bast.

9. Inlet for argon and vacuum.

10. Rubber cover.

11. Carbon screen.

13. Porcelain crucible (left half-cell).

14. Stainless steel crucible.

15. Resistance-type furnace.
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Fig. 2 Temperature Dependence of the EMF's.
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Fig. 3 The EMF Isotherms.
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THE ACTI VIT OF LANIIIANA IN

NaF-All 3 -Al 2 O 3 -1-a203 MELT1S

Lit] X1l iang; Shen Shijying

Northeast University of rechnolopv,
Shenyang, Liaoniniii, P.H. of China

A BHiTRACT

The concentration cell wits assembled by using
MVO-stabilized /.r0 2 soild electrolyte. 'Fhi high

' recise repression equation of lanthana activity
a) was obtained according to results of the
electromotive force of cell.

The paper also discussed the inflierice of
several factors on the activity of lanthana.

I .I NTRODUCT ION

Al-NE itlIloys are widely used i n severalI a reas becauise of
their high strength and good properties. It is remark-
able that the Al-RF all oys of louer and hi glier contents anI
the AI-Nlg-Si-RF alloy oif the high streni'th were produced
in aluminum cells by rare earch oxide addition jointly
by Northeast University of' Technology and several aluminum
reduictionn plants . he Al-itH alloyv w~ks Hi15( prodocel by
rare earth carbonate addition to aluminum cells.

Recently, the research work~ on physical properties of
cryoli ta-aluminum fluorie-tijniiia-raire eairth oxidle mneIt s
has been djorelpa.,31. Pot activity measurements of rare
earth oxide in these melts has not been published.

Lanthana activity in the -ielts was obtai ned in the present
work~ by timing. the concentration cellI assembled with Mk-O-
stabilized Zi-0 2 solid electrolyte.

IIT. EXPE4 IIMINTA L

1. Cons iderit ti on of' cell de(sipn
The fol lowing concentration cell wats designed for use with

MgO-stabilized ZrO 2 solid electrolyte.
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Pt 'rNal' A 3  r0
2  Pt ZrO, A AIE 3  Pt(02, +A 120o 3<C I) (Ntgo ii 12, ( .4112o)3( -l (02 N2

N2 ) +La 2 ,(sit) N2 ) -*o 2 03 (C2 )

Theoretically the cell (I) is equivalent to the
cel 1:

S rNa F-A I F3  Lr 0 -AlAl'3  Pt II
4 A 120 3 2( $O r~

N()1 N ) ) A23(1 ( .O A1203(C ((02,N2

+LR2 o3(st) +La203(C 2 )

However, the structure of the cell (I ) is simpler than that

of the cell (I), and the cell (1) is also assembled easily.

In order to prove that the EMF of two cells are equal,we
did seven contrast experiments (with different melts at

different temperatures). The results for the same conditions
show that ,he differences o f the ENF of two cells (A E) ,ire

smaller than + 2 mv. This result, proves that the cell () is
the same as the cell (II) electrochemically.

Besides, the adopted oxypen electrode has many advan-

tages. For example, it is easily assembled and there is
no interaction between molten salts and container.

In the past several decades, oxygen electrode has widely
been aplled ii, measirin.,t physical chemistry and electroch-
emistry properties of melts.

Sierten C*Iet al. used the cell (I1 ) in order to study
the behavior of oxygen electrode in cryolite-alumina melts.

Pt(0 2 , lat") Na 3 AIF 6 , [Na 3 AI16, (02, r)l't (III)
A1 2 03(sat) IA1 2 0 3 ( 0 1 2

The results showed that I t(0 2 ) in the melts is a reliable
and reversible oxygen electrode.

Shen ShiyingRO obtained alumina act ivitv in cryolite-

al Iumina mells (with different content of alumina) by measur-
ing FF of the cell (IV)

Pt, INa 3AIF P6  Z rO-, N 4A 2 13("6I(Pt (IV)
(02) +A1 203 (sat) (+CaO) I 2103 (N_ (0.)

Esin(
6 

used oxyveen hriIe connecti ni two chemical cells
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in order to form a concentration cell when researching the
state of the silica in liquid slags.

Fe, S CaO, SiO 2 C or MgO CaO, SiO 2 [FeSi (V)
A12 0 3 ,1gO 02 A1 203 , gO

The research results showed that C (or IgO) contacting air
and molten slags is an oxygen electrode. Esin also pointed
out that the electric potential of oxygen electrode depends
on the activity ratio oxygen on electrode to oxygen ions in
melts. This is the reason that oxygen electrode was adopted
in the present work.

The electrochemical reaction of the cell (II) is:

La 203 (a') 3 02 (P2)=La20 3 (a)+---O 2 (Pl) I)

According to Nernst Equation, the EMF of the cell is

RT a P1 3/26F in a'P2 3i2 (2)

Where P and P2 are oxygen pressures on the surfaces of two
electrodes, a is the activity of lanthana in the melts
which is not saturated, and a' is the activity of lanthana
in the melts saturated with lanthana. Setting the activitv
of the melts saturated with lanthana equals to unity
(a'=l), and considering that the two electrodes of the cell
(I) are in air, so P 1 equals to P2 . We obtain the equation:

In aLa 2 03 = -69628 E/T (3)

If EMF of the cell is determined at a temperature, T,
equation (3) can be used t~o calculate the activity of lan-
thana in the melts.

2. Experimental Method

MgO-stabilized ZrO solid electrolyte tubes used in
present work were produced by Shenyang Ceramic Plant.

The experimental apparatus consists of an electric re-
sistance furnace controlled by DWK-702, a PZ8 digital vol-
tmeter and a LY4 digital printer (See Fig. 1). Before ex-
periment, it was proved that the temperature field is
uniform about 60 mm above the furnace bottom wher, the
temperature is between 1200K and 1300K. In order to prove
that MgO-stabilized Zr0 2 solid electrolyte tubes can resist
the corrosion of cryolite-alumina melts, two tubes were
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1. LB-3 thermocuple,

2. Pt electrode wire,
E [--- 2 3 Solid electrolyte

:cell,
'D 4. Pt wire,

0 0C 5. Electric resistance
furnace,

6. Alumina powder,

7. LL-2 thermocuple.

Fig.1 Experiment apparatus

soaked in the melts for eight hours at 1273K. The experi-
mental results showed that the tubes do not show visible
corrosion.

The EMF of the cell (11) was recorded by l'Z8 digital
voltmeter with LY4 digital printer, six times a minute.The
average of the EMFs for 3 minutes was considered as an
experimental datum. The experimental reagents are as follows:
Lanthana, La2 03 is more than 99.99% (wt), Yuelong Chemical
Plant, Shanghai; Alumina, analytically pure, Shenyang the
Third Reagent Plant; NaP, analytically pure, Dandong the
Fourth Chemical Plant; Cryolite, r=3.0, Shanghai the Third
Reagent Plant and r=2.05, Fushun Aluminum Reduction Plant.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Regression Equation and its Precision
The combinatorial design with orthogonal regression was

adopted and experimental plan and results are given in
table 1. The regression equation (4) was obtained on the
basis of the experimental data.

a=-80.lRR5+O.5274CI+O.2574C2 -2.8452r+O.13192T 2

-O.005298C1 C2-O.0002937CIT-O. OOOI62C2T-O.01904CI

-O.OO1436C +0.514lr2-5.lR89xlO-
5 T2  (4)

Where a is the activity of lanthana, C1 and C2 are concen-
trations (%wt) of alumina and Lanthana respectively, r is
cryolite ratio, and T is ternperatuie (K).
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Table 1. Experimental plan anr1 results

No. A12 037"(wt) La2 O3 , (wt) T T La 203 activity

1 2 2 2.4 1233 0.00976

2 2 2 2.4 1293 0.02709

3 2 2 3.0 1233 0.01193

4 2 2 3.0 1293 0.01419
5 2 10 2.4 1233 0.1649

0 2 k 10 2.4 1293 0.09629

7 2 10 3.0 1213 0.1393

8 2 10 3.0 1293 0.07703

9 6 2 2.4 1233 0.1197

10 6 2 2.4 1293 0.09592

11 6 2 3.0 1233 :).1011

12 6 2 3.0 1293 012

13 6 10 2.1 1233 0.4762

14 6 10 2.4 1293 0. 3214

15 6 10 3.0 1213 0.3974

16 6 10 3.0 1293 0.2521

17 1.172 6 2.7 1263 0.04674

18 0.829 6 2.7 1263 0.1741

19 .1 0.344 2.7 1263 0. 10679

20 4 11.656 2.7 1263 0.4267

21 4 6 2.276 1263 0.4027

22 4 6 3.124 1263 0.3078

23 4 6 2.7 1220.6 0.2975

24 4 6 2.7 1305.4 0.04113

25 4 6 2.7 1263 0.1954

The analysis of varianee (F=17.87 > FO. 0 1 (1, 13)=4.03)
showed that the regression equation is very precise. In
order to exanine the reliability of the equation again, we
did eight contrast experiments at random. rhe deviations
of lanthana activity calculated and measuredt is smaller
than +0.02 in the same condition. The result proves that
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the equation is very precise and reliable.

2. Influence of Several Factors on Activity of Lanthana
According to the equation (4), the influence of several

factors on lanthana activity was Riven in Fig. 2-Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Shows clearly that the activity of lanthana in-
creases with increasing concentration when other fac-
tors do not change. The gradient of increase relates to the
concentration of alumina. The reason is that AIOF 2 ions
increase with increasing the concentration of alumina.

When cryolite ratio is equal to 2.7, the influence of
the concentration or aluimina on the activi ty of lanthana is
plotted in Fig. 3. As carl he seen from this figure, when

4. 8 12

Fig.2 Variation of activity Fig.3 Variation of cicti-
of lanthana (a) with its vity of lanthana (a)
concentration (la2 O3 X(wt)) with concentration of
at 1248K alumina (A12 03 !'(wt))

a-r=2.5, A12 O3=4; (r=2.7)

x-r=2.9, Al-1O 3 =61%; a-T=1248RK, la 2O3 =9, ;

.-r=2.5, A 12 03 =e'. - -T=1263K, la2O 3=c)'/';

*-T=1249K, La 2O3=3%.

the concentration of alumina is smaller than 5%(wt), the
activity of lanttiana increases with increasing the concen-
tration of alumina, and when the concentration of alumina
is higher than 64-(wt), the slope reverses. The
results may he that co-npLicated complex ions is formed hy
combination of AI-O-F ionst'l2 , so the concentration of
AIOF2 ions decreases.
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I I "

4 . 2.8 10 1230 1250 128

Cryolite ratio (r) T(K)

Fig.4 The influence of cryolite Fig.5 The influence of
ratio on the activity of temperature on the
lanthana (a) at 1263K activity of lanthana

(1) (A1203=4% (wt))
x-A1 203=6%, La203=9%; A-r=2.6, La203=9% ;

a-A1 2 03=4%, La 203=9%; x-r=2.8, La 2 03 =9%;

"-A1203=4%, La2 03 =3%. .-r=2.6, La 203 =3%.

The influence of cryolite ratio on the activity of lan-
thana is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is shown that the acti-
vity of lanthana decreases slightly with increasing cryolite
ratio.

Fig. 5 shows the influence of temperature on the activity
of lanthana. The curves in the figuire show that the activity
of lanthana first increases and then decreases slightly with
increasing the temperature. This is the results of two re-
asons. First, increasing temperature causes complex ions
to decompose, and this increases the activity of
lanthana. Second, the solubility of lanthana in melts in-
creases with increasing temperature, so its activity decre-
ases.

3. The Isogram of Lanthana Activity

In order to examine the influence of several factors on
the activity, the isogram of lanthana activity is illustra-
ted in Fig. 6. The figure shows that when the concentration
ratio lanthana to alurina is equal to some datum, the acti-
vity of lanthana is the highest. Cryolite ratio has little
influence on this result.
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Fig. 6 Iso-activity lines of lanthana in
r Na! A1P3-A1203-La2O3 melts at 1253K
-r=2.5; - - -r=2.7

IV. CONCLUSION

1. A highly precise regression equation of lanthana
activity was obtained.

2. The experimental results show that the activity of
lanthana in melts increases with increasing its concentra-
tion,and the concentration of alumina has a large influ-
ence on the activity of lanthana. When the concentration
of alumina is about 5%, the activity of lanthana reaches
a maximum.

3. The Isogram shows that the activity of lanthana

reaches a maximum as a function of the lanthana/alumina
ratio.
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ABSTRAC I

The reaction between titanium and titanium in was iineistigatic-i ti

means of electrochemical and physical methods in Kl I-Nal mlI t-ii
salts with k?TiF6 or Tiii at 9l73K. The react ions- were cois idervd
as f ollIows.

21, 3 + Ti = '31121 in Ki'l-Nal Iwith Ti(l 3
TOi + Ti = 2Ti?' in K(I-Nail with K',TI6 less than 0.8molt
31i'l + Ti =4113* inl Ki-'-Nacl] with KTi-6 more, than 2.7moll

Arid also, it was clar ifiled that the f luori ine ion,; affectled off the
reduct ion reaction of ti taniiim ioris (T14 1) [IN the t-ectro hemical
and phsial mreasureme-nts in tho molten salt,; with KF.

I N Ri liI 1I i

The elect rodeposition of titanium from molten salt systems has heon
invest fgated by many researchers(l-6). However,' the process is very com-
plicated due to lower valent compounds of titantumfTI 2+,Ti13+) which
exist in the electrolytic bath and the reactions between metallic titan-
ium and tetra- or trivalent titanium ions(7-fl). There are currently a
number of papers concerning the equilibrium between titanium metal and
chloride molten salts containing TiCl4 or TiCl3 (10-13) but few repnrt-
concerning the mechanism and kinetic behavior of the Interaction between
titanium metal and titanium Ions in various compositions of molten
salts. This Is of importance, not only for the electrodeposition of
titanium from molten salt systems, but also for the applications of the
disproportionation reaction to the formation of thin films(14). In~ this
paper, the Interaction reaction of titanium and titanium Ions was inves-
tigated and discussed by the use of the Immersion test and the electro-
reduction of Ti ions(K2 TiF6 ) by linear sweep voltammerrv,chronoamperome-
try and Faradaic impedance measurements in NaCl-(CI molten salts. Also,
the- effects of F- ions on the reaction and behaviour of elect roreduction
0 i

5 
4 Ions were Investigated.

EXPER IMENTAL

The experimrental cell for electrochemical measurements Is shown in) Fig. 1
All experiments were carried out in a prote*live, purified argon alfromohece at a
temperatuire of 973±2k. The ref -rence electrode consisted of Ag-O. INAgi I in into,
molar KCI-NaCl molten salts and a very thin jmuJjll ii Ideas nliapihagm. A Ti wir,
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(I.6m0) or a Pt wire(O.SmO) was used as a working electrode. The counter
electrode was Pt wire with a large surface area.

As a supporting electrolyte, an equimolar KCI-NaCI mixture was used after
holding at their melting point in a vacuum enough to dehydrate. K2TiF6 and TiC13
were both used as a source of titanium ions. Also, KF was added into the molten
salts to examine the effects of fluorine ions on the reaction behaviour of tita-
nMum tons. Linear sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry were achieved
by means of a conventional potentiostat. The impedance measurements
were performed using a digital frequency response analyzer(15). Alter-
nating voltage with an alternate 4 Ep of about 10 mV was superimposed.

Also, the weight changes of Ti plates with lOXIOX2um were measured after
being imersed in the molten salts with various compositions of K2TiFG,TiCI3, KF
and so on. The molten salts after experiment were cooled in the inert atmosphere
and solidified salts were leached with boiled distilled water to dissolve the
alkali chlorides and to separate the insoluble products formed by the reaction
between titanium and Ti4* ions (K2iFSo). The separated products were analyzed by
X-ray diffraction to obtain the information about the valency state of Ti.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I-Reaction between Ti metal and Ti ion

Typical potential changes of titanium plates of lOX 10X2(m) in KCI-NaCI
with TiCl3 or K2TiF6 are shown in Fig.2. It was found that the mixed potential E
increased with the increase of TiCI3 or K2TiFe concentration in the molten salts
and a steady state was obtained in about 30-60 minutes. Then, the i mmersion time
was taken as 70minutes to determine the weight change of Ti plates in the molten
salts. The Ti weight changes associated with the reaction between Ti metal and
Ti ions in KCI-NaCI molten salts with TiCI3 or K2TiFe are demonstrated in Fig.3.
The lines represent the theoretical weight change in accordance with various
possible interaction mechanisms. The experimental results in the bath with TiCla
was in good agreement with the theoretical line, which follows this reaction.

2Ti3+ + Ti =3Ti2+. 113
Bu the interaction between titanium metal and the molten salts with K2TiF6 was
not simple. The experimental values in the bath with lower concentrations of
K2TiFB agreed with the theoretical line of reactionE2) and those in the bath
with higher concentrations Of K2TiFe appeared to agree with reaction[3].

Til t + Ti =2Ti 2 + [23
3Ti 4 + + Ti =TMV [3]

From the results shown in Fig.3, the mechanism of the interaction between tita-
nium metal and the molten salts containing K2TiF6 appears complex, so it was
necessary to determine the products of the interaction in order to clarify the
reaction mechanism.
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Typical results of the X-ray diffraction of insoluble materials through wa-
ter leaching of the solidified salts are given in Fig.4. Besides the fluorides
of trivalent titanium(K2NaTiFS,KTiF4,NaTiF4,K3TiF,Na3TiF), the lines for tita-
nium metal were very strong in Fig.4(a), less stronger in Fig.4(b) and very weak
in Fig.4(c).

3. ImPedance characteristics

Fig.5 shows typical complex impedance diagrams(Z=R+jX, J=V--l) for the int-
eraction reactions between titanium metal and the KCI-NaCI molten salts contain-
ing TiCI3 or K2TiFs at mixed potentials. And it is the result of Ti electrode in
the molten salts with 1.37molK2TiF6 or 0.276molTiCIs. It is evident that the
complex impedance diagrams consist of two parts for both TiCI3 and K2TiF8, the
loop on the higher frequency side is due to a charge transfer reaction, and the
straight line with a slope of about 45° on the lower freqency side is attributed
to diffusion of reactants or reaction products.

Fig.6 shows a relation between the reaction resistance(1/Rtt) obtained from
the impedance data and the average weight change rate(4dW mg/hr.cm2 ) of titanium
imersed in KCI-NaCI molten salts with TiC13 or K2TiFe. There was a straight
line relation for titanium metal in the molten salts with TiCI3, but in the case
of K2TiFs a straight line relation was not observed. The implication is that the
mechanism of the reaction between titanium metal and the molten salts containing
K2TiFe changed with the K2TiFe content.

4. Reaction between Ti and K2TiF's

From the results in Fig.3,4 and 6, the interaction between titanium metal
and the molten KCI-NaCI-K2TiF6 was different from the reaction between titanium
metal and the molten KCI-NaCI-TiCIs. When the content of K2TiFe was higher than
2.76mol.(about 9.Iwt.%), the weight change of the titanium specimen agreed well
with the theoretical values calculated as the reaction of eq.[3], where the pro-
ducts were determined as titanium trifluoride group in Fig.4(c). These results
were consistent with those obtained by many researchers(15-18). Therefore, the
interaction between titanium metal and the molten salts with higher than about
9wt.% K2TiFe content can be indicated as the eq.[3].

When the concentration of K2TiFo was less than approximately 0.8*ol%, the
experimental results were in close agreement with the theoretical values calcu-
lated by the reaction of eq.[2]. However, only titanium trifluoride compounds
and titanium metal in the products were detected according to X-ray diffraction
analysis results. This may be because of the decomposition of Ti21 (fluoride)
during cooling(19-20). The reaction of titanium metal in the molten salts with
less than about O.8mo1.% K2TiFB content proceeded according to reaction[2]. And
from the results in Fig.3 and 4(b), the interaction reaction between titanium
metal and the molten salts containing K2TiFs of 0.8-2.7mol.% was represented by
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reactions [21.[31.

5.Ef feels of F ions on the reaction between Ti and Ti ions

The behavour of the reaction between Ti metal anid Ti ions in equimolt KCI
-NaCI molten salts with K?TiF6 was more complex in comparison with the (ast- of
TiCI3. Therefore. the experiment was made to clarify the effects of F ion,. onI
the reaction. Fig.7 shows Ti weight changes with the concentration of KF in ki -
NaCl-KF-3wi%(or Ili)K?TiF6. The dashed Ii nes present the theoret icalI weIghtI
changes in accordance with various possibic mechanisms pro% ided that titrese rear
tions proceed complelel . In KCI-NaCI-3wtK 2TiF6. the Ti weight changes iii the
bath with below 3wt% KF were in close agreemnret with)tire reaction of eq.[2J.
However, the weight changes decreased w6 th tihe increase of KF corirentiatioil. I
was Caused that the reaction changed from eq.[2) to eq.[3). In KCI-NaCl-l0%t.1,
KTiFe mol ten salts willh various composi tion of XF. the Ti weight changos were
independent of tire KF concentration. These dliies agree(d well with the ttreort Fi

call those calculated from th. reaction of eq.E33.

As discussed above. it can be concluded that thre reaction of IT arn Ti1
ions with less fluorine ions occured to act like that in alkali chloride iIts.
Also. there edsted arn internredlate fluorine ion range,( in which reactions of eq.
[2) and eq.[3] occurred simcultanerrusl and were in equilibrun.

B.Polarization behavior of Ti and Ti4f

It was observed that fliuorine- ions played a impjortant role in the react ion
as shown above. The cathodic reactions of TOi ions and anodic react ionr, of Ti
will be presented in this section. Typical linear voltarmogians for eleitore-
duction of TOi4 ions in KCI-Nacl-3wtK?TiFfi antil anodic reaction of Ti mfeil in
KCl-NaCI molten salts are given in Fig.g. Curel) in) this figure is; the cathod
re current density-potential curve for the redrit ion of TOi4 . Accordring t.o this
result and the result obtained at the same Nt electrode, in pure ktl-'Naf rmol tenl
satts~it was found that the curirent Increased from less potential that) -2.Ok rcor_
responded to the reduction of alkali cation ions. Then, the reduict ion of Ti4 '
ions consisted of four steps(discrssed later in this paper). This differedi fronrt
the results published in the literature[15-18] in) which it was pointed that the
reduction ouf TiO' ions in fluoride or chloride-fluoride mixed melt,, (t3TiFb > 10
wt.%) had following steps: Ti'' + e=Ti 31 , TOi + 3e =Ti(Pt alloy).

Curve(2) in Fig.8 presents the anodic beha~ior of Ti metal in pure KCl-NaCI
molten salts. It was complosed of three different straight relations heiweeo
Iog(i) and potential(V). According to standard potential of Ti/Titl'(or Ti 11 or
Ti 2 ') system, it was reasonably considered that they corresponded to the follow-
ing three different anodic reactions.

Ti = Ti 2' + 2e (4)
Ti = Ti3  + 3e (5)
Ti = TOi4  + 4e (6)
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Also it was noted that part (A) of the anodic curve, which corresponds to eq.(t1.
intersected with part(b) of the cathodic on,-.

A typical linear vol tamogram for the rediction of Ti 4
1 in K(lI-Na(*l molten

salts with 10wt.%K2TiF6 is shown in Fig.9. It. differed from the electrorediticon
of TOI ions in the molten salts with 3wtK2TiF6. In this case, three steps were
observed. Fig.I0 showed typical linear voltammograis for electroreductioi of
Ti"l ions in KCl-NaCl-3wt.%K2TiF6 molten salts, with l1wt.%l'. and anodic re act ion
of Ti metal in KCI-NaCI melts containing l~wt%KF. In comparison with thfe results
in Fig.8 and 9. the cathodic behaviour of Ti4' ions were (lose to that In VI-
Nal molten salts with 10 wt.ZK?TiF6 and the anodic characteristics, were similar
to that in pure KCI-NaCI melts. However, part (8) of the anodic curve intersect-
ed with part (c) of the cathodic one. This point was differenit from that stiokr
in Fig.8.

It was shown that the reduction of TOi4 ions at a l't electrode 6a,- (quasi)
reversible process and mainly diffusion controlled. Therefore,the followiny equ-

chmclredictn steps, if both the reactanits and prlodii Is arv solutile.

Teelectron numbers were also obtained from the slIopv [KRT/(irF of the lioo -

rt io weats sewfon estmaton-/1 ofo a eleo numberoram inedthe erIn2
rho eatiosbthneg(di/)frasta~vlamga.Tll n mean values calculated by these twn methods,. X-ray diffraction anal -

lssa.various potentials. The electrochemical rediict ion of TOi4 ions on a Pt

TO v=Ti(piire) [10]
When the concentration of F ions in the milten melts was less, the rediji t in

reacionwasproposed as the follow.inyg four sequiential steps,.
Ti* + e = TOi3  

[II
Ti3' + e =Ti2l [12]

Ti2' + 2e =TIMP alloN) [13]
Ti21 + 2P = Ti(pure) [14)

The reaction between Ti metal and the molten salts, containing Ti ions can tie
deduced from the cathodic reaction and anodic reaction at the intersection piot
of these(cathodic or anodic) vol tammograms. According to the reiul ts show.n in
Fig.8, the cathodic reactions was, ('q.[l I] arld eq.[12] and thle anici one- was rij.
[4) at the muxed potential which was approvimatel equial to thiat at the inter-
ssection point. Then, the reaction between Ti metal and KCl-Na( l-Rwt% k2TiF6 wt-r
the same with reaction of eq.[2].

CIINChA .SI (IN

The react ion be tween t itan ium and t i tan iim i ons was cornsidered to pro( (',d
at 9731K as follows.
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2Ti34 + Ti = 3Ti2* in KCI-NaCI with TiCl3
TiO + Ti = 2Tj2+ in KCI-NaCI with KTiF6 less than O.8mol%

3Ti4* + Ti =4Ti3* in KCI-NaCI with K2TiF6 more than 2.7mol%
The effects of the fluorine ions on the reduction reaction of titanium ions(Ti'*)
have been clarified. The reduction of Ti"* ions changed from TOi4 + e =TOI3 ,
Ti34 + e Ti2 l and Ti2t + 2e = Ti three step process to Ti4* + e =TiP,
TiP + 3e Ti two step process with the increase of F- concentration.
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Table I Mean values of electron number for
reduction of Ti4* in KCI-NaCI with K2TiF6 on
a Pt electrode at 973K

Reduction step (a) (b) (c) (d)

lwt.%K2TiFe 0.99 1.10 1.89 1.91
lOwt.%K2TiFe 1.01 2.82 3.02

Table 2 Mean values of electron number for
reduction of Ti4+ in KCI-NaCI-3wt.%K2TiFo
melts with KF on a Pt electrode at 973K

Reduction step (a) (b) (c) (d)

Owt.%KF 0.92 0.95 2.01 1.94
3wt.%KF 1.02 0.90 1.86
lOwt.%KF 1.01 2.99
20wt.% 0.92 2.96
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PULSE AND A.C. IMPEDANCE STUDIES OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL
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IN LICI-KCI EUTECTIC MELT AT 743 K.
D.M. Ferry, G.S. Picard and B.L. Tr~millon

Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Analytique et Appliqu~e
assoa4 au C.N.R.S. (U.A. 216)

E.N.S.C.P., 11 rue P. et M. Curie
75231 Paris Cedex 05 - France

ABSTRACT
The electrochemical systems of titanium in LiCI-KCI eutectic melt
have been investigated by means of pulse techniques and A.C.
impedance measurements. Ti3 +/Ti(IV) electrochemical system
appears reversible while Ti3+/Ti2 + is quasi-reversible and metallic
titanium deposition from Ti2 + is irreversible. Kinetic constants
related to these redox systems have been determined as also the
thickness of the diffusion layer, the double layer capacitance and the
electrolyte resistance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electrodeposition of metallic titanium from titanium (IV) chloride in molten
chlorides melt aroused a lot of investigations since the early fifties. Nevertheless the
important discrepancies between the various results available in literature led us to
perform a systematic study of the thermodynamic stability of titanium chlorides and
oxides in a particular bath, the molten eutectic UCI-KCI at 743 K.

First we determined the standard potentials of the three different redox systems
of titanium rTi(0)/Ti(ll), Ti(Il)/Ti(lll) and Ti(III)iTi(IV)] and the solubility products of all
the titanium oxides (1). Secondly, because of the lack of information on the kinetic
parameters of the electrochemical systems of titanium, we have undertaken their
determination by using pulse and A.C. impedance techniques. This is the subject of this
paper.

2. TECHNICAL

2.1. Preparation of melt and apparatus.

The eutectic melt (45 wt % LiCI - 55 wt % KCI) was contained in a pyrex crucible
placed inside a pyrex reactor. This mixture was fused under vacuum as was described
earlier (2), and then maintained at the working temperature (743 K) under an inert
atnvsphere of dry argon. ieating was achieved by neans of a Renat furnace connected
to a tenperature-control l ed devi ce Mi crocor Chauvi n-Arnoux.

2.2. Products and electrodes.

Lithium and potassium chlorides (minimum purity 99%) were supplied by Merck.
Solid titanium(ill) chloride (purity > 98%), from Alpha Ventron, was kept in a dry
glove-box until its use. TiCI3 was added into the melt by means of a "powder burette" (3).
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The working and counter electrodes were tungsten wires (surface area S = 0.24
cm 2 ) and the reference electrode was the silver-silver chloride (0.75 mol.kg 1 )
reference previously discribed (3). Metallic wires were supplied by Johnson Mlauhey (W
purity : 99.98 % ; Ag : 15 ppm of impurities). Silver chloride was a Merck product
(99 %). Potentials are referred in this paper to the chlorine (1 atm)-chloride electrode
whose potential is + 1.023 V versus our reference electrode.

2.3. Pulse techniques.

Chronoamperograms and chronopotentiograms have been recorded by using a PAR
Model 176 potentiostat-galvanostat connected, via an interface Model 273, to an Apple lie
microcomputer. Experimental data have been stored onto 5"1/4 flexible disks and
then plotted with a 7470 A Hewlett-Packard plotter.

2.4. A.C. Impedance measurements.

Experiments were performed with a Z Computer system Tacussel coupled to a
Hewlett-Packard 9826 microcomputer. Measurements have been carried out using a 15
it a411itude sine wave signal and a frequency range from 100 W z to 50 aliz. The
usual operating precautions (Faraday cage surrounding the electrochEnical cell, con-
necting screened wires,...) were taken. Interpretation of exeriaental data wasAnrea dA by ¢onrntheri ith conputerized curves according to a r-h nn moiel.

Series 3u1" microcoputer and a 7470 A HP plotter was used for that
purpose.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Chronoamperometric studies of the oxidation and reduction of
tltanium(Ill) solutions.

From E = -2.5 V to E = 0 V, it was experimentally observed that chronoamperograms
exhibit a current constant value, due to thermal convection, for each potential when times
are greater than 10 s. These steady state potential-dependent current values were used
for obtaining the i-E curves represented in figure 1 a.

We can notice on figure 2a that the diffusion limiting current of the oxidation wave is
pratically equal to the one of the first reduction wave and to the half of the second
reduction wave. Besides, a logarithmic analysis of the i-E oxidation curve (figure Ib)
indicates a bilogarithmic behavior when potential is lower than the half-wave potential
(current densities less than 13 mA. cm 2 ) corresponding to a reversible charge transfer
involving one electron suggesting the formation of soluble Ti4 + ions. For potentials
greater than the half-wave potential, we observe a deviation from the bilogarithmic
behavior which can be explained by considering the solubility of gaseous TiCI4 . By such an

analysis, we can verify that the number n of exchanged electrons is close to the unity (n
1.2 ± 0.1). From these results, we can deduce that the first step of the Ti3 + ion reduction
leads to titanium(ll), followed by the reduction of Ti(ll) into metallic titanium.

By plotting the variation of the current versus the reciprocal value of the square
root of time at a potential corresponding to the diffusion limiting current of the i-E
oxidation curve (point P on figure la), we demonstrate that experimental data obey
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Cottrell's law (figure 1c). The straight line obtained has a slope of 45 ± 6 mA.cm- 2 .s-1 / 2

from which the diffusion coefficient D of Ti3 + ion has been calculated by using for the
number of exchanged electrons the value n = 1 determined above. We found D = (1.9 ±
0.5).10-5 cm 2 s1. By using (i) this value of D, (ii) the one of the thickness 8 of the
diffusion layer deduced from the limiting current density, and (iii) those of the standard
potentials of the electrochemical systems Ti 3 +/Ti + and Ti2 +/Ti(O) [previously
determined potentiometrically (1,5,6)], it was possible to obtain a simulated curve (solid
line on figure la) which fits well the experimental points, thus verifying the consistency
of the proposed electrochemical reactions. From this analysis, we have obtained the
values of the intrinsic rate constants ko and of the transfer coefficients a of these two

redox systems (Table 1). Ti3+/Ti2 + can be considered as quasi-reversible whereas
titanium deposition appears irreversible.

3.2. Chronopotentlometrlc analysis of the titanium electrochemical
systems.

Ij 3 TilV electrochemical system.

Figure 2a gives typical chronopotentiograms obtained at a tungsten electrode for
imposed anodic current density values ranging from 29 to 42 mA.cm 2 . We observe
waves whose quarter wave potentials E,/4 are very close to the value of the Ti 3 +/Ti(IV)

standard potential (itself equal to the half wave potential E1/2 of the oxidation curve of

figure Ia). For times higher than the transition times r, potentials reach values relative to
the oxidation of chloride ions into chlorine. Analysis of the variation of the transition time
as a function of imposed current density values Jo (figure 2b) confirms that the
electrochemical reaction is diffusion-controlled (Sand's law). From the slope of the
straight line obtained by plotting Jo versus x-1/ 2 , we obtained for the diffusion

coefficient D of Ti3+ the value D = (1.0 + 0.1).10- 5 cm2 .s1 which is slightly lower than
the value determined by chronoamperometry.

Current reversal chronopotentioetry has given the follawing additional inforta-
tion. By reversing the current at various tises of electrolysis (and for several
current values) as shogn in figure 2c, we have been able to demonstrate that titan-
iun(IV) is prouced as a soluble species. In fact, the ratio of T red (transition
tiie corresponding to the reduction of part of the species fonred during electroly-
sis of diration tox) to tox is close to 1/3 whatever the in!posed current values
(figure 2d).

Concerning the reduction of Ti 3 + , chronopotentiometric transients show that this
reduction effectively occurs in two successive steps (figure 3a). By measuring the
corresponding transition times T, and T 2 , we observe that T2 is about eight times higher

than cl. This result is in good agreement with an exchange of one electron for the first

reduction step, and of two electrons for the second one (7a).

By using current reversal techniques (figure 3b), we can prove the formation of
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soluble titanium(ll) species during the first electrochemical reaction followed by the
electrodeposition of metallic titanium. In fact, the ratio of the reoxidation transition time

'ox to the global reduction electrolysis time tred takes the value of 1/3 for potentials

ranging from -1.95 to -2.15 V, and takes the value 0.6 for potentials lower than -2.3 V. A
value close to 0.6, and not unity which is generally observed for a one step
electrochemical deposition, is obtained because of the intermediate step leading to Ti2 +

ions.

3.3. A.C. Impedance measurements.

The analysis of the i-E reduction curves performed above allowed us to determine
the kinetic characteristics of the electrorhpmical reactions of the Ti3 + reduction.
Concerning the Ti3 +/Ti(IV) redox system, which appears reversible fron i-E oxidation
curve, we haj to use another technique for obtaining the corresponding value of the
intrinsic rate constant and that of the transfer coefficient. Bcause of the large
frequency range which can be explored, A.C. irrpedance reasurevents had proved to be
the best nethod for that study.

Experimental data resulting from measurements performed at a potential equal to
-0.50 V are reported in the complex plane (Nyquist plot) in figure 4a and as a function of
frequency (Bode plots) in figures 4b and 4c. These spectra clearly show one capacitive
loop at high frequencies (from 100 to 5 kHz) and a Warburg behavior for frequencies
ranging from 5 kHz to about 0.1 Hz (the phase angle tends towards -45"). Below this last
frequency value, as indicated by the Bode phase plot (figure 4c), we can observe a
decrease in the phase angle due to the thermal convection leading to a finite thickness
diffusion layer 8 (already determined).

Relying on the results obtained by pulse techniques, impedance spectra have been
computerized by using a simple model involving two mass transfer steps (Ti3 + and
produced Ti(IV) diffusions) and one electron charge transfer step. Simulated curves are
represented as solid lines in figures 4. The good fit obtained corresponds to the kinetic
parameter values given in Table 1, to a double layer capacitance Cd of (125 ± 40).10 -6

F.cm- 2 and to an electrol te resistance Re of (0.08 ± 0.01) Q (for a working electrode
surface area equal to 1 cm ).

4. CONCLUSION.

By using both pulse and A.C. impedance techniques, it was possible to accurately
determine the kinetic parameters characterizing the mass and the charge transfers
occuring, in the electrochemical oxidation and reduction reactions of TI3+ ions.

Dahl eLWa. had estimated the diffusion coefficient of Ti2 + ion at 723 K from their
study on electrodeposition of titanium from TiCI2 solutions (8). They considered that this

diffusion coefficient is in the range of (1-3)10 -5 cm2 .s 1 . B comparing with our work
we can assert that the diffusion coefficients of Ti3+ and Til+ are close to each other.
Moreover, we have been able to put a figure to the effect of thermal convection by
determining the resulting thickness 6 of the diffusion layer. The value obtained is in good
agreenient with that which can be estinated by using the relation q = 2Dt (7b) knowing
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the value of the diffusion coefficient of Ti3 + and that of the duration t for which
steady-state diffusion conditions due to thermal convection are reached. In fact from the
corresponding value of t (- 10s ) deduced from the chronoamperometric

measurements, we find 8. 0.017 ± 0.005 cm.

Concerning the intrinsic rate constants ko of the electrochemical systems of

titanium, only the one related to the Ti 2 +/Ti(0) redox system is available in the
literature. Haarberg ea. (9) considered that the electrodeposition of titanium from Ti2+

is irreversible, as we have demonstrated in this work. The value of ko which can be

calculated from their work (1.5 1 3'6cm "1) is very close to ours.

The results described in this paper complete those of our previous work concerning
the thermodynamic properties of titanium and its compounds with iron and oxygen (1,4).
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b) Bilogarithmic analysis of the oxidation wave.
c) Veritication of Cottrell's law at a potential corresponding to the diffusion

limiting current (point P in figure 1la).
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Electrochemical E" (V) ko

system ref: C1"C 2 (1 atm) (cm.s 1 )

Ti3 +/Ti(IV) - 0.44 t 0.02 0.2 ± 0.1 0.70 ± 0.05 (ox)

Ti 2 +/Ti3+  
- 1.94 ± 0.01 (2 ± 1)10 -3  0.50 ± 0.05

Ti(0)/Ti2 +  -2.05 ± 0.01 (3 ± 1)10-6 0.60 z 0.05 (red)

Table 1 : Kinetic characteristics of the different redox systems of
titanium in LiCI-KCI eutectic melt at 743 K.
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ABSTRACT

The large overpotential on carbon anode in fluoride
melt is due to a strong chemical interaction of discharged
fluorine with carbon, which provides graphite fluoride film
having an extremely low surface energy. When carbon anode
is somewhat covered by thin graphite fluoride film, the
wettability of anode by electrolyte decreases and anode
effect occurs. Graphite fluoride film is directly detect-d
by ESCA. Graphitization of carbon anode significantly
affects the critical current density for anode effect.
Namely amorphous carbon gives a higher critical current
density than high qually graphite because graphite fluoride
film easily decomposes to fluorocarbon gases. Recent inves-
tigation has revealed that a small amount of water contained
in KF2HF melt gives serious effect to the formation of
graphite fluoride film on carbon anode. The effect of LiF
addition to the melt first appears when 'dater content is
less than 0.02%. The role of LiF is the catalytic action
for fluorine intercalation in graphite to give a highly
conductive intercalation compound.

INTRODUCTION

The study on the mechanism of anode effect in fluoride
melts had already started at the end of 19th century, being
concerned with the electrolytic production of aluminum metal
in crnolite melt. The first theory was that a high resis-
tivity film was formed on the carbon anode by discharge of
fluoride ion(1 ). This is similar to the passivative state
of metal, which was supported for 20 years. However, it was
found in 1916 that voltage increase is not so high as that
experimentally observed when calculated from the resistivity
of the film. Second theory was that gas film was formed
between electrode and electrolyte by vaporization of molten
salt due to to abnormal generation of Joule heat(2). This
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view had an advantage that anode effect was understandable
from charged gas bubbles, surface tension of molten salt,
viscosity , density and so on.

The authors proposed a new interpretation on the basis
of the studies on wettability of carbon electrode by elect-
rolyte (3) and overpotential in fluorine evolutior reaction
(4). Carbon anode reactions including anode effect ire under-
stood by the formation and properties of graphite interca-
lation compound on the anode surface. This paper summarizes
carbon anode reactions in KF2HF melt.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Overpotential for the discharge reaction of fluoride
ion on carbon electrode
Two kinds of overpotentials are always observed on

carbon anode reaction in KF2HF melt(Fig.1 ). One increases
rapidly as soon as the circuit is closed (#r.), but another
increases slowly with time (ITS). Tafel equation is appli-
cable at a current density less than 2 Adm where 1?t is
under I V(Fig.2). However, 7s varies with time and reaches
such a high potential at which anode effect occurs as the
current density ncreases. Fig.2 shows thatk obeys the
Tafel relation, however, 7T is strongly dependent on the
crystallinity of carbon electrode, i.e. being different
between carbon and graphite electrodes. Fig.3 is the
variation of cell voltage and a contact angle of electrolyte
on anode as a function of time. Variation of the contact
angle is very large compared with that of cell voltage.
This phenomenon is interpreted as follows. Discharge of
fluoride ion on carbon electrode is given by equation (1).

HF2 .- 1/2F 2 + HF + e (1)

nC + nHF-2 (CF)n + nHF + ne (2)

However, (CF) film formation proceeds at the same time byn
the reaction of discharged fluorine with carbon. If this
film has a low surface energy, it becomes gradually diffi-
cult that carbon electrode is wetted by electrolyte. With
increasing contact angle, a real current density also
significantly increases, which would facilitate the reaction
of discharged fluorine with carbon. The low surface energy
of (CF) is demonstrated by contact angle measurement ofn
(CF) prepared by direct fluorination of graphite at a highn
temperature(Table 1). Fig.4 is a cyclic voltammogram of
carbon electrode in KF2HF melt containing a small amount of
wa~er. The solid line indicates the first scan, in which
peak B shows the discharge of OH ion(oxygen evolution) and
peak F is the discharge of F ion(fluorine evolution). The
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dashed line is the second scan, in which the peak corres-
ponding to Dxygen evolution disappears and only fluorine
evolution is observed. A shoulder D is observed only in the
first scan. This has not been clarified for a long time.
However, a recent study suggests that peak D corresponds to
the formation of graphite oxide film, which is decomposed
by the attack of fluorine. If a low surface energy film is
partly formed on the anode after first scan, the surface
energy of anode might be decreased. This would result in
the difficulty in water adsorption on anode surface. However,
the adsorption of fluoride ion is possible because of the
lower surface tension of HF than water. A large overpotential
observed on carboneous anode is thus understood by postula-
ting a low surface energy film on anode. Anode effect is
considered to be such a state that anode potential extremely
increases with decrease in the wettability of anode by
electrolyte. The film on carbon anode cannot be detected by
X-ray diffraction probably because it is too thin to be
detected. (CF) film is confirmed by ESCA measurement. Fig.
5 shows ESCA spectra of pyrolytic graphite anode which is
obtained immediately after anode effect. C1 S peak around
288-289 eV indicates C-F covalent bond and another peak at
284.3 eV corresponds to C-C bond of graphite.

2. Several factors influencing anode effect
Occurrence of anode effect is strongly affected by

crystallinity of carbon anode and fluoride additives. Fig.6
is the critical current density(the highest current density
just before anode effect happens) as a function of graphi-
tization degree of carbon anode. Critical current density
remarkably decreases when graphitizati~n dcgree exceeds
50%. This is more clearly observed in the melt containing
NiF Amorphous carbon reacts more easily with fluorine
than high quality graphite. However, since the reaction of
amorphous carbon with discharged fluorine proceeds more
faster than graphite, it produces fluorocarbons such as
CF4 and C F , giving new carbon surface with high roughness.
On the otger hand, the reaction of graphite with fluorine
gives a more stable (CF) film. This is similar to the• n
behavior of layer plane and edge plane of pyrolytic graphite
as shown in Fig.5.

3. Effect of a trace of water and solid LiF on anode effect
LiF is often added to the electrolyte so that fluorine

evolution may be continued at a high current density . The
solubility of LiF in KF2HF melt is 0.6-0.8 wt% at 100 'C.
The addition of LiF over the solubility gives a colloidal
solution of KF2HF melt, in which the increase in the elect-
rolytic current is first observed. The impregnation of LiF
in carbon electrode is more effective than the addition of
LiF to the melt for preventing the anode effect. This is
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shown in Fiq.7, which suqests that solid TiF acts at anode
/electrolyte interface.

The following explanation was proposed concerning the
role of LiF suspended in KF2HF melt. Fluorine gas bubbles
having a negative charge are strongly attracted to anode
surface by anodic polarization. LiF particles having a
positive charge are adsorbed onto the surface of fluorine
gas bubbles at anode/electrolyte interface. Neutralization
of the charges facilitates the separation of gas bubbles
from anode surface(5). Based on this interpretation, it was
attempted to measure the potential of LiF particles in
liquid hydrogen fluoride. However, no potential was
detected by such an experiment(6).

Recently, a new fluorine-graphite intercalation
compound was successfully synthesized in the presence of
metal fluoride such as LiF, CuF or AqG(7-9). It shows high
electrical conductivity and stagility. The intercalated
fluorine has a nearly ionic bond with graphite, and the
carbon layer is still plas2 after intercalation of
fluorine. Based on the formation of fluorine-graphite
intercalation compound in the presence of LiF, a new proposal
was given on the role of solid LiF suspended in KF2!iF melt
or impregnated in carbon electrode(10). It is that the
occurrence of anode effect may be suppressed Ly the
formation of graphite intercalation compound(GIC) which
--Ives a high electrical conductivity to carbon anode and
ensures the wettability of anode surface by electrolyte.

Fig.8 is the variation of anode potential urder various
conditions as a function of quantity of electricity. When
water content in KF211F melt is relatively large, that is,
ca. 0.05%, anode effecr occurs in a short time compared
with the case that water content is less than 0.02%, almost
independently of whether LiF is added to the melt or not.
Anode effect occurs only slightly later in the melt con-
taining 3 wt% LiF. However, when water content is less than
0.02%, the effect of LiF added to the melt distinctly
appears as shown in Fig.8. In this case, it is required that
addition of LiF is made after water content is decreased to
less than 0.02% by preelectrolysis. When preenectrolvsis is
done after addition of Lil to the melt, LiF give no effect
on the suppression of anode effect probably because water
in the melt is adsorbed by LiF particles. This is supportod
from the fact that water content decreases from 0.051 to
0.03% by addition of 3 wt% LiF.

Fig.9 shows the GIC and graphite fluoride film formed
during electrolysis under various conditions. In the me]t
containing ca. 0.05% H2 0, GIC is not formed but graphite
fluoride film is easily prepared and anode effect occurs
by a small quantity of electricity.
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xC + 20H - C xO(graphite ox.lAe film) + H20 + 2e (3)

CxO + 3F - 0 C ,F(graphite fluoride film) + COF 2 + 3e (4)

iocove -, when water content is less than 0.02%, stage 6 and
4 uIC's are formed even in the melt without LiF, giving 23.7
A and 16.2 A as the repeat distance. Since no LiF is
contained in the melt, this would be due to the electro-
chemical intercalation of HF 2 into graphite.

nC + HF - 0- C(iF + e (5)
2n 2

The repeat distance(d ) of this GIC is expressed as follows
as a function of stage number, n.

d (A) = 6.05 + 3.35(n - 1) (6)c

When LiF is added to the melt containing a trace of water
less than 0.02%, the lower stage GIC(staae 3) is formed
without occurrence of anode effect. This would be due to
the intercalation of fluorine in graphite by the catalytic
action of solid LiF in addition to the electrochemical
intercalation of HF 2.

nC + oF LiF C+F
-  

(7)n m

As the product is a mixture of K HF- and C+F , it i<
described as C XF(HF) . n 2 1 M

There are two r~les of solid LiF in KF2HF melt. One is
the adsorption of water in the melt which contains a
relatively large amount of water. Water-ddaurbed Li
particles have no function to suppress the occurrence of
anode effect. The film of adsorbed water on LiF particles
would prevent the interaction of fluorine with LiF. LiF
should be added to the melt after water content is decreased
by preelectrolysis. When water content in VF2HF melt is less
than 0.02%, water adsorption by suspended LiF can be
nP-glected because the peak ratios for oxygen and fluorine
evolution in cyclic voltammograms are the sam- before and
after addition of LiF to the melt.

Another effect is the intercalation of fluorine in
graphite as indicated in equation (7). This appears when
water content is small, less than 0.02%. The reaction (7)
occurs together with the electrochemical intercalation of
HF 2 in graphite, giving a lower stage GIC than that formed
in the melt without LiF. The formation of GIC having a high
electrical conductivity would ensure the sufficient
wettabi]ity of anode by KF2HF melt.
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ABSTRACT

Effect of a trace of water on graphite anode reaction
has been investigated in the KF2HF melt at 100 0 C. Cyclic
voltammetry shows that with increasing water content from
0.01% to 0.05%, anode potential for the formation of
graphite oxide and graphite fluoride film on graphite

electrode is shifted to a lower potential. This would be
due to the increase in anode surface area by the decompo-
sition of graphite oxide film, which is caused by the
reaction with discharged fluorine.

When water content is ca. 0.05%, anode effect occurs

in a short time, namely graphite fluoride having a low
surface energy is easily formed on graphite. However, when
it is 0.01%-0.02%, stage 4 intercalation compound of
graphite, C HF is prepared. Addition of 3-6 wt% LiF to the
KF2HF melt Uiv~s stage 3 C F(HF) without occurrence of
anode effect. x y

INTRODUCTION

Fluorine gas is generally produced by electrolysis of
KF2HF melt at 100'C. It is difficult due to anode cffect to
elecurolyze KF2HF melt at a high current density. Anode
effect is caused by a low surface energy of graphite
fluoride film formed on carbon anode, i.e. the wetta-
bility of anode surface by electrolyte extremely decreases
owing to the low surface energy of graphite fluoride film.
Addition of a metal fluoride such as LiF having a low solu-
bility to KF2HF melt is effective for preventing anode
effect. However, the role of LiF suspended in the melt or
impregnated in anode has not been clarified for a long time.

Recently we synthesized a new fluorine-graphite inter-
calation compound in the presence of a metal fluoride such
as LiF, CuF2 or AgF(1-3). The metal fluoride is considered
to act as a catalyst for fluorine intercalation in graphite.

Among metal fluorides examined, AgF shows the highest
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catalytic ability because of the strong chemical interaction
with fluorine and the low melting point. Based on the forma-
tion of fluorine-graphite intercalation compound, a new
interpretation was proposed on the role of solid LiF(4). It
is that the occurrence of anode effect may be suppressed by
the formation of graphite intercalation compound(GIC) which
gives a high electrical conductivity to carbon anode and
ensures the wettability of anode surface by electrolyte.
Recent investigation on this problem has revealed that not
only LiF but also a trace of water contained in the melt
give serious effects to graphite anode reaction(5). In this
paper, we report the effect of a trace of water on graphite
anode reaction and intercalation of fluorine in graphite in
the KF2HF melt.

EXPERIMENTAL

The electrolytic cell is made of polytetrafluoroethylene
and polytrifluorochloroethylene. Working electrode and
counter electrode are grafoil(graphite sheet, 35X6 mm) and

nickel plate with a large surface arca, respectively.
Reference electrode is Pt wire. Fluorine evolution is mane
by cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic electrolysis at 33
mAcm . The water content in the melt was estimated b. the
same method reported previously(5). After electrolysis,
graphite anode was analyzed by X-ray diffractometr%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Effect of a trace of water on the anode reaction
Fig.1 shows the cyclic voltammoorans ftr graphite anode

in the KF2HF melts containing dIifferent a-o-ts of water.
All the voltammograms were obtained at firs, scar. it has
been pointed out in a previous paper(5) that a small amount
of water (less than 0.1%) significantly influences the fluorine
evolution reaction on graphite anode. It is known that peak
A corresponds to oxygen evolution reaction by electrolysis
of water contained in the melt.

Peak A: 20H - 1/202 + 120 + 2e (1)

With decreasing water content from 0.05% to 0.01%, the
intensity of peak A decreases. Peak A disappears after 2nd
scan because the wettability of anode by electrolyte
decreases due to graphite fluoride prepared at !st scan.
Peaks B and C, however, move to higher potentials with
decreasing water content. Peak B, observed as a shoulder in
most cases, also disappears after 2nd scan. This has not
been identified for a long time. When the water content is
relatively large, anode effect immediately occurs, i.e.
graphite fluoride is easily prepared on graphite anode(S).
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It has been also found that graphite oxide is easily fluo-
rinated to be graphite fluoride at 100-200'C because
graphite oxide is more unstable than fluoride. From these
facts, peak B would be the formation of graphite oxide on
the anode surface.

Peak B: xC + 20H C CxO(graphite oxide film)
+ H20 + 2e (2)

Graphite oxide has a covalent bond as well as graphite
fluoride, therefore it is an electric insulator. After peak
B, since fluorine evolution occurs vigorously, graphite
oxide is attacked by discharged fluorine, which would give
the anode more active and larger surface than that of
pristine graphite. This facilitates the reaction of graphite
anode with discharged fluorine, i.e. the formation of
graphite fluoride film. Thus the following reactions would
occur between peak B and peak C.

F- ol/2F 2  + e (3)

C 0 + 2F - x'C + COF 2 + 2e (4)

x'C + F- - C ,F(graphite fluoride film) + e (5)

Therefore with increasing water content, the formation of
graphite oxide and graphite fluoride are both accelerated.
This would be the reason why the peaks B and C are shifted
to higher potentials with decreasing water content.

2. Intercalation of fluorine in graphite
When water content in the melt is ca. 0.05%, anode

effect occurs in a 6hort time, i.e. anode surface is
covered with graphite fluoride at least to some extent
without formation of ionic intercalation compound of

graphite. This is almost the same even when LiF is added
to the melt(4). However, with decreasing water content,
GIC having an ionic bond is prepared electrochemically
while the formation of graphite fluoride becomes difficult.

nC + HF - C+HF + e (6)
2 n 2

Fig.2 is the X-ray diffraction patterns of pristine grafoil
and GIC's prepared in KF2HF melt containing 0.01-0.02%
water.2 GIC formed was a mixture of stage 4-6 till 100
C.cm (Fig.2 (C) (D)), after which stage 4 GIC was observed
until anode effect occurred(Fig.2 (E) (F)), though the
crystallinity of GIC increased as shown in the figure. On
the other hand, when LiF was added to the melt by 3-C wt%,
intercalation of fluorine was considerably accelerated
without occurrence of anode effect. This is due to the
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catalytic intercalation of fluorine in graphite by sclid
LiF suspended in the melt as reported previously(5).

nC + F LiF C+F- (7)
n

GIC of stage 4+5-as first formed and stage number remained
4 till 1009 C.cm . When quantity of electricity reached
3000 C.cm , stage 3 GIC became a main component. Fi2.3 (G)
shows the typical stage 3 GIC obtained at 4000 C cm
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elastic tunnel transition of the electron from an occupied level in the electrolyte to an

unoccupied term in the other phase, i.e.,the conduction band of the metallic anode for

example. It is important to bear in mind that the intensity of the current strongly

depends on the thickness d of the insulating layer since the probability II" of the

quantum-mechanical tunnel transition is expressed as follows

I(d,E) - exp [ -4"Td (2rnE) "i " h 1 [21

where E is the mean height of the potential barrier and en the electron mass.

Gerisher (10) has shown that the expression of the current ma% be simplified as

follows :

I = 1o [ exp 13-,F RT - exp -(I--B)'-F'RT [ 13]
where rj is the overpotential,

A simple law identical to Tafel's law is obtained, but its meaning is quite

different ; the 13 coefficient may be much lower than 0.5.

In Table 1. we have reported experimental values of the transfer coefficient 13,

calculated from classical steady-state current-potential curves (13.14) or from potential

decay curves (7,11,12), following the method deseloped b' Busing et al.(15). We hase

determined 13 from this last method for graphite-free carbon C205 electrodes produced
by Le Carbone Lorraine. It consists in applying a long galvanostatic pulse to the

electrode • the decreasing potential immediately following an interruption in the circuit

is recorded 13 is extracted from the slopes b = - 2.3RT BF of the linear diagrams
E = f(log t0. It depends on the anodic material and on the final value of the potential

E., obtained at the end of the galsanostatic oxidation step. We think that only the
electrochemical CFx formation reaction occurs, but not the evolution of fluorine when

E < 4V. This explains the differences between the results obtained for the same

electrodes by ourself and (13) on one hand (13 < 0.14 if E > 4 V) and b\ (12) and (14)

on the other hand (13 > 0.21 if E < 4 V). It may be noticed that all the values obtained

for the fluorine evolution re.ction are consistent with the electron tunneling mechanism

since they are generally muck lower than 0.5.

We have mentioned that, for a tunnel effect process, the probability of electron

transfer depends on the thickness and the height of the potential barrier. Therefore, it

is important to study the characteristics of the CFx layers, in relation to the electrode

material, the operating voltage, the electrol te composition, and so on.



ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CF x LAYERS ON CARBON ANODES

In a previous paper, we showed that the capacitance of the interface

anode/electrolyte decreases very sharply in the 2HF-KF melt, in consequence of the

increase of the thickness of insulating CF x layers (16). Cyclic voltammetry is also a

convenient technique for investigating the electrochemical behavior of different kinds

of carbonaceous anodes (I). Further quantitative investigations have led to the

conclusion that the passivation of carbon or graphite in the fluoride melt obeys the law

of formation of a low-conducting film under ohmic-resistance control (17).

The shape of the voltammograms obtained with graphite is very typical : for

small values of E, I = f(E) is a straight line ; for increasing values of E. the curv e

deviates from the linear behavior after the current peak, I decreases shaply as the

degree of coverage tends to 1. As expected, the magnitude of the current peak and the

corresponding potential increase linearly with the square root of the potential sweep

rate (v). The charge Qa required to cover the whole surface area may be calculated b\

integrating the I vs E curves. It depends on v : larger values of Qa are obtained for

slow sweep rates. Values as large as 0.3 coulomb may be found for scans performed at

v = 0.4 V s - with G208 graphite produced by Le Carbone Lorraine, corresponding to

thicknesses about one micrometer, on the assumption that a honogeneou2s film of

carbon-monofluoride (CF) n is formed. These too large values are not compatible with

the classical theory of the tunnel effect since the overpotential derived from Eq. [21

would be extremely high. However, our results may be interpreted if we consider that

the electrodes are covered with a non-homogeneous film (18) in which the deep layers

should be characterized by a good electrical conductivity, i.e., a stoichiometric

coefficient x lower than 0.4, and a thickness being about one micrometer. Then, the

external layers should constitute the thin dielectric film, a few angstr6ms thick.

through which the current flows by tunneling effect. Th,s hypothesis of a non-

homogeneous filn of CF x has been proposed by other authors studying the anode

overvoltage in fluorine cells (19).

For graphite-free carbon electrodes, the quantity of passivating compounds is at

least divided by ten ; thus, quantitative investigations are more difficult to perform and

experiments must be carried out in a pure electrolyte free of oxidable impurities such

as water which give residual currents needing to be taken into account.
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(samples 2-5t. These salues are in good agreement with those obtained fim c' ii.

,oltammetr, experiments.

For graphite-free carbon electrodes, a quantitati\e interprLetatimn of tle

experiments is more difficult. Instead of a resersible redox bealias r a mire rapid

increase ot thie potential, attributed to a contin iOUis \ 3 riatiii1 of tIe stoechiietri,:

coefficient x, is obsersed. .\fter the ohmic drop. it is scartel\ po.sil-e to reduce the

(T[ compounds een "shen thes are formed at aliut 4 tolts See fig tile 3 ((2(5

carbon - Le (arbone I irrainei and figure 4 (\itreou carbon \25 - Ic (aibone

I liraine),

Discussion

It is ohbious that tile hexagonal structure of graphite allos\, the frmain ."

large quantities of intercalation conpounds. \hen the potential is made mi,,e an,,dic.
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unsuitable fr further studies (see Introduction).
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e.oliion i, x gen or o\,gen f'luoride due lo tile I)\ilatin Of trlac', ,' i Ot, i'

tile melt. loseser. in hiighl purified electl-tles tile c'nctrt eion 'iteI i- t, I ,-.1.
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eCI lotion of fluorine die, not take place
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_sxidatiIn transforniat ions occur.
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(iii) a consumption reaction of the passivating compound is coupled with the

electrochemical process ; in a previous paper (16), devoted to the interpretation of

cyclic voltammetry experiments with graphite electrodes, we concluded that thermal

decomposition of CF x according to Equation [51 must be taken into account

CF x  -- > a, C + a2 CF 4 + a3 C2 F6 + ... [51
This hypothesis is supported by the results of the analysis of the anodic gases evolved

from laboratory or industrial cells : trace amounts of gaseous fluorocartpons are alw\axs

present even at low potentials for which the evolution of fluorine does not occur,

showing that these gases do not result from the combustion of the carbon electrode

with elemental fluorine (4). We have developed a theoretical model including the

electrochemical growth of an insulating layer under ohmic resistance control coupled

with a first order decomposition of the passivating compound it gives a quantitative

interpretation of voltammograms and chronopotentiograms but leads to too large values

of the first order rate constant when it is applied to graphite electrodes : for example,

k = 0.05 s
-1 

for the experiment presented in figure I. This means that thermal

decomposition must be taken into account, but it is not the major phenomenon.

(iv) if, during the anodic pulse at low potentials, slow diffusion of the fluorinated

intercalation compound occurs in the matrix of the graphite electrode, one may

understand that QciQa is always lower than I since the electroacti\e species have

diffused too far in the matrix of the electrode to be reduced entirely. In the scope of

this hypothesis, increasing values of Qc'Qa are obtained for consecutive oxido-

reduction cycles as well as smaller values of Qa for increasing values of Ia (or high

sweep rates in cyclic voltammetry) : for slow experiments, Qa is more important

because the compound may diffuse deeper in the matrix of the electrode. On the other

hand when Ia increases, the final value of the potential E increases. leading to the

formation of perfluorinated compounds more and more difficult to reduce , this me, ns

that Qc/Qa decreases for the experiments reported in Table 2 (samples 2-5).

CONCLUSION

Previous results lead to the conclusion that, during the fluorine evolution, the

carbon electrodes are covered with a non-homogeneous film of graphite fluoride. The

deep layers (thickness greater than one hundred angstrnms), which are directly in

contact with the carbon matrix are characterized by a high electrical conductivity. The

external layers form a thin dielectric film, a few angstr~ms 'hick, through which the
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current flows by tunnel effect. This solid compound acts as a high potential barrier and

is responsible for the large energy loss in the electrochemical process, but its presence

is effective to prevent the combustion of the carbon electrode in contact with elemental

fluorine.

We think that the oxido-reduction behavior of the CFx formed on graphite

anodes in the 2HF-KF melt may be interpreted by an electrochemical formation

reaction coupled with both diffusion and thermal decomposition processes.

A better comprehension of the fundamental phenomenon of electron transfer h%

tunnel effect is necessary in order to find the most suitablc anodic inateiia) whic h "~ill

make this transfer easier and thus contribute to lower the energs consumption during

the fluorine production process.
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Electrolyte Temperature anodic material B Ref.
(K)

KF 0.7 M in 273 nickel, E<4V 0.068 (7)
anhydrois HF nickel, E>4V 0.043

HF-KF 525 carbon, graphite 0.18 (11)

2HF-KF 373 carbon, <IA/dm 2  0.225 (12)
graphite 0.21
platinum, l<2A/idm 2  0 23

2HF-KF 354 carbon, E<4.5V 0.10 (13)
carbon, E>4.SV 0.14
carbon with a 0.14
shielded top

2HF-KF 357 carbon C205 LC. 0.27 (14)
E<4V, 1<lA/dm

2HF-KF 357 carbon C205 LCL
E f 4.2V 0.080 this

E f 4.4V 0.060 work
Ef 5.9V 0.077

Table 1 : Transfer Coefficient B for the F-/F 2 S:stewn
(i) For ref.( II), average value of 13 for carbon and graphite electrodes
(ii) reference electrodes graphite (11), Cu/CuF, (7). C-H 2  12). Pd-H, (13), Pt-H,
for (14) and for this work.
(iii) E, is the potential reached by the electrode at the end of the galvanostatic pulse.
prior fo the interruption in the circuit.

Electrode E la t a Q Ic c QcQa
sample V' m() ( s)) (m (mA) ()

1 2.00 2 20 40 1 10 0.25
1 2.02 2 20 - 40 I 14 0.35
1 2.06 2 20 - 40 2 II 0.55

2 3.9 2 - 2100 4200 2 231 0.110
3 4.3 6 - 570 3420 6 48 0.084
4 4.48 8 - 360 2880 8 21 0.058
5 4.5 10 - 245 2450 10 12 0.049

Table 2 : Galvanostatic Experiments on G208 LCL Graphite Electrodes (S = I cm2)
Qa = lata for the three consecutive experiments with sample I

Q la Ta for the experiments with samples 2-5

Qc lc c.
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reaction on fully and partially immersed electrodes in
molten chloride and carbonate have been studied with
galvanostatic double pulse and a.r'. impedance methods.
Emphasis was placed on the kinetics at the

three phase boundary.

EXPERIMENTAL

Electrode Working electrodes (Pt, Au and Pd) for NaCl-
KCI melt were prepared by sealing platinum, gold and
palladium wires 5x10 m in diameter into a pyrex tube,
which were inserted into an alumina tube. The gap between
glass and alumina tubes was clgged with alumina or
zirconia cements in order to minimize the contact of pyrex
glass with the melts. The electrode was polished with
emery paper I 1500 and washed with methanol. A Au
electrodS prepared by casting Au wire into an alumina tube
(1.0xlO- m in inner diameter) was also used in NaCO -
K CO 3 melt. All the electrodes were fixed into an alflina
siem which was fixed + to a silicon rubber stopper. The reference
electrode Yas -g/Ag (0.05 m.f.) electrode (NaCI-KCI melt)
and Ag/Ag (0.1 m.f.) electrode (Na.?CO -K CO melt) with
a mullite membrane. Electrode potentials hre 2rererred to the
Ag/Ag (0.05) and Ag/Ag (0.1) electrodes.
APParalau Experimental cell was an alumina cylinder
which was placed at the center of the furnace.
Temperature was kept at 1023 1 3Kexcept as otherwise noted.
The partial pressure of 09, CO and Ar was controlled by
the ratio of the flow rates of ihese gases. The mixture of
Ar-O gas was dried through silica gel, CaC12 and P 20 ,and
CO 3as through P0 25
PEgarization cure* Measurement of current-potentiai
curves was made with an elictronic potentiostat using a
potential sweep of lxIO V-s .
jy4oQaajtic double pulse method The double pulse
method consists of polarizing the electrode by two
consecutive rectangular pulses. The first pulse current,
i is chosen so that the derivative of the potential Is
z~ro at its end and n is the overpotential for charge
transfer corresponding to the second pulse current, it.
In order to separate a residual contribution of diffusion
from the overpotential, the data were treated by the
foliowing equation proposed by Matsuda, Oka and Delahay
(2).

n 9 =(RTi2 /zF)[I/i 0 + (4N/3r7) /t1] [I]

N I(/zF)(I/CoV 0 + I/C ,7D [2]

50  0 R R
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where C represents bulk concentration, D the diffusion
coefficient, and suffixes 0 and R denote oxidant and
reductant, respectively.

The exchange current density increases with increasing
the concentration of either oxide ion or the partial
pressure of oxygen. Thus

i0 = zFksPO 2 2 10 1 [31

where k indicates the standard rate constant and ci the
transfer 5 coefficient. Therefore, log i -log p09 and
log io-log[02-] plots yield straight lines, tht slope of
which gives the transfer coefficient.
A.C. i mptdadi method Impedance measurements were made
with the Frequency Response Analyser (NF Circuit Co.Ltd.)
over the frequency range between 100 K and 0.01 Hz. The
impedance data were plotted on a complex plane (Cole-Cole
plot). When the electrode process consists of charge
transfer and diffusion, the complex plane plot of the
interfacial impedance exhibits a semicircle at high
frequencies and a straight line with the slope of 45
degree at low frequencies. The exchange current density
i and double layer capacitance Cdl are obtained from the
diameter r and the frequency w at the top of the
semicircle, espectively. Thus

rt = RT/zFio. in = l/rtC dl [4]

RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS

1. Reversibility of O2- /1/20 2 (Pt, Au and Pd) electrode

The reversible potential of oxygen electrode in
molten salts is written as

1/20 2+2e- 0 2- 15]

E = E'+ (RT/2F)In(PO2 ) 1/2 /10 2 -j_  [61

where Ea represents the stindard potential and [0 2 - 1 is
molar concentration (mol.m ). The activity of oxide ion
in Na CO -K CO 3 melt is known to respond to the partial
pressure 8f FO2 according to the following reaction (3);

CO 2 - * CO + 02- (71
3 2~+

In order to confirm the establishment of the reversible
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02 - + CO2 - CO2- 17]

The reaction step [14] can be split into charge transfer
and chemical reaction steps, as

02- + 2e- 2 2- 1102

02- + CO CO2 -  [19]

3. Impedance and double pulse studies of 02- /1/20)
electrode in molten salts

_ The measurements of the charge transfer rate of the
0h /1/20 reaction on Pt were made in NaCl-KCl melt under
differeni partial pressures of oxygen by the galvanostatic
doubl pulse method. The n8 values measured are plotted
against the square root of the pulse width t in Fig.7
As was expected from Eq.[l], no is proporti~nal to the
square root of t1 ' Similar graphs were obtained by the
for different concentrations of 0

2
-

Extrapolation of the graphs to the intercept of the vertical
axis yields the exchange current density of the charge
transfer step shown as Eq. [9]. The exchange current
densities thus obtained are plotted against9 the partial
pressures of 0 and the concentrations of 0- in Fig.8 .
The graphs exgibit straight lines as was expected from
Eq.[3]. and the transfer coefficients for Pt, Au and Pd
electrodes were 0.25, 0.20 and 0.14 ± 0 .4, respectively.
The exchange current densities of the 0- /1/202 electrode
in the chloride melts are of the same order of magnitude
as those of the reversible metal electrode in chloride
melts hitherto reported (8).

Complex plane plots of the impedance on the Pd electrode
in NaCI-KCl melt are shown in Fig.9 The diagram
consists of a semicircle at high frequencies and a much
depressed semicircle at low frequencies. The depressed
semicircle is attributable to the Warburg impedance under
Nernst diffusion layer limitation. The transfer
resistance that corresponds to the diameter of the
semicircle at high frequencies decreases with increasing
partial pressures of 0 (Fig.9 (b)). The exchange
current densities obtained- from the diameter of the
semicircle and galvanostatic double pulse method in NaCI-
KC1 melt are summarized in Table I.

As was mentioned above (Eq.[8] and Eq,[q]). the
cathodic reduction of oxygen in molten chloride proceeds
via a two-step mechanism strongly inhibited by diffusion.
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The exchange current densities obtained from the transfer
resistance are an order of magnitude less than those
obtained by the double pulse method and probably
correspond to the slower transfer step shown as Eq.[83.

Thus. the equivalent circuit for the impedance of the
oxygen electrode in molten chloride can be written as
Fig.10 where C represents the double layer capacitance,
R the transfer 4sistance corresponding to Eq.[9]. C the
pseudo capacitance, R the transfer resislance
corresponding to Eq.[8], and W the Warburg impedance.
Since the Rt value is very small, the semicircle
corresponding to R is barely discernable on the graph.
The Rt value is obtlined only by the galvanostatic double
pulse method. Similar results were obtained on Au
and Pd electrodes in NaCI-KCI melt.

Figure 11 shows the complex plane plots of the
impedance on Au electrode in the molten carbonate under
different partial pressures of oxygen. The graphs consist
of a depressed semicircle at high frequencies and a
somewhat deformed Warburg impedance at low frequencies.
The diameter of the semicircle decreases with increasing
partial pressures of oxygen and Probably corresponds
to the chemical reaction resistance shown as Eq.[19]. The
equivalent circuit in this case is similar to that of
Fig.l0 , where R/ indicates the chemical reaction
resistance. t

4. Cathodic reduction of oxygen on partially immersed Au
electrode

Cathodic polarization experiments were made on a
partially immersed Au electrode in the molten carbonate
under different partial pressures of 0 and CO The
partially immersed electrode has a very-thin liquid layer
at tie meniscus and simulates an
elect rode which has a three phase boundarv, as reported for an
aqueous tuel cell (9).

Figure 12 shows the polarization curves of the
cathodic reduction of 0, on the partially immersed Au
electrode under different-partial pressures of 0 The
current on the part i ally i mmersed electrode ?s much
greater than that on the fully immersed electrode.
exhibiting a Tafel region arid a limiting current . Therefore.
it is likely that most of the current flows in the
vicinity of the three phase boundary, where the inhibition
by diffusion is greatly eliminated. The cathodic currents
on the partially immersed electrode inrease with
increasing the partial pressures of either 02 or CO 2 •
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Table 1 Exchange current density measured by the galvano-
static double pulse and a.c. impedance methods

0 2-1 Double pulse pO A.C.impedance

mol m
- 3  X104 A.m

- 2  XO0Pa Xl03 A.m
- 2

Pt 6.2 5.6
pO= 13.3 6.3
0.2XIO 5 30 7.8

62 9.9

Au 6.9 2.0 Au 0.01 0.11
PO2= 13.8 2.2 [02 3= 1.0 0.59

5 23 2.3-30.2X105  23.0 2.3 25mo,-M
69.2 2.5

Pd 6.9 6.9 Pd 0.05 0.064
PO 2= 13.8 9.0 [02 = C.2 0.088

5 23.0 15.0 -3 1.0 0.260.2X10 2.5mol-m
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KINETIC STUDY OF HYDROGEN OXIDATION

IN MOLTEN ALKALI CARBONATE

Isamu Uchida, Tatsuo Nishina, and Masaya Takahashi

Department of Applied ChemistryEaculty of Engineering,
Tohoku University

Aramaki-Aoba, Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT

The hydrogen oxidation reaction in (62+38)mol%
(Li+K)C03 at 650 0 C has been studied at Au, Ag, Cu,
Pt, Ir, Pd, Ni, Co, and Fe electrodes by using
cyclic voltammetry, ac impedance and potential-step
methods. Impedance data were analyzed by computer
fitting with an equivalent circuit taking into
account the hydrogen adsorption. The exchange
current density increased with the following series
under the gas composition of P(H 2 /P(CO 2 )/P(H2 0)=
0.691/0.236/0.013; Pd(ll8.9 mA/cm )>Ni>Pt>Ir>Au>Ag
(16.1 mA/cm 2 ). The effect of the nature of metals
on the electrode kinetics is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen oxidation in molten carbonates is an
important process in the development of molten carbonate
fuel cells. It has received renewed attention recently from
the electrode kinetics[I-4] because extensive work is
needed to improve the anode efficiency and the performance
degradation. Ang and Sammells obtained kinetic parameters,
including the exchange current density, on nickel and cobalt
electrodes in Li/K, Li/Na and Li/Na/K carbonates by using a
potential step method[l]. The potential step has been used
for other systems such as conducting ceramic electrodes (2]
and copper electrodes[3] in the Li/K carbonate. Throughout
the previous studies[l-4], including early work on
polarization data for various metals[5], the kinetic
features, especially for i values, are little dependent on
the nature of the electrode materials. Apparently, there is
not drastic variation in io values with the metal as is
observed in the aqueous system. The present work was
undertaken to examine extensively the influence of metals
on hydrogen oxidation by using an ac impedance method and
potential step techniques, including chronocoulometry.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The eutectic mixture of alkali carbonate,(62+38)moll
(Li+K)C03 , was used as a solvent at 650'C. Experimental
techniques, melt purification, apparatus,and the cell
assembly were described elsewhere[ 6-8]. Electrode
potentials were given with respect to the oxygen gas
reference electrode of P(O2 )/P(CO2 )=0.33/O.67,
i.e.,(1:2)0,/CO 2 . Inlet fuel gases were initially
(7:3)H 2/CO2 and (3:7)H 2 /CO 2 . They were fed into the cell
after moistening with water vapor.

The working electrodes were fully immerse9 flag type
electrodes with a geometrical area of 0.4 cm . They were
commercially available, smooth and thin foils(3N-up purity,
0.05 mm thickness) cut out with a paper punch(0.5 cm in
diam.). Fine gold wire was welded to the punched foils as
electrical leads in order to minimize the meniscus effect
bringing about a high local current at the metal/gas
boundary. Selected metals were Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Ir, Co, Ni,
Fe and Pd.

Cyclic voltammetry and potential step experiments were
carried out by using a PAR model 273 potentiostat coupled
with a Nicolet 1094 digital oscilloscope. Solartron 1186
and 1286 potentiostats were also used for this purpose. For
pulse experiments the resultant transients were recorded
with the microprocessor-controlled oscilloscope and were
stored on floppy disks for subsequent signal conditioning
and analyses. Impedance measurements were carried out using
a Solartron 1250 frequency response analyzer coupled with
the 1186(or 1286) electrochemical interface. Frequencies
were changed from 1 Hz to 60 kHz and the signal amplitude
was 5 mV rms. Data were transferred to microcomputers(HP 85
and NEC PC-9800) and subjected to the faradaic impedance
analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Voltammetric behavior

Cyclic voltammograms(CV) for hydrogen oxidation yield
characteristic waves for anode metals as shown in Fig. 1.
Hydrogen oxidation takes place at the rising portion of CV.
However, metal dissolution follows the hydrogen oxidation
for the Ni, Co,and Cu cases. At Co and Fe electrodes, the
onset potentials of metal dissolution are very close to the
hydrogen oxidation, and the current peak can not be
distinguished as observed in the Ni and Cu cases. The
single peaked wave observed at Ni, Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, and Ir
electrodes are ascribed to the hydrogen oxidation process.
It is noted here that the peak height depends on the nature
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of the metal. Whereas the peak potential seems almost

independent of scan rates up to 0.5 v/s as reported for Cu
electrodes[3].

Pd electrodes showed extraordinarily large peaks as
shown in Fig. 2. The peak shape indicates an adsorption-
like behavior. Considering a quite large amount of charge
passing during the scan, this behavior can not be ascribed
to a surface redox process of monolayer adsorption,
suggesting that a hydride-like compound formed inside the
electrode surface participates in the anodic process.

AC impedance behavior

Figures 3 to 5 show impedance plane plots for different
metals measured at the rest potential. Inlet gas
composition was PH2 :FCO 2 :PH 20=0.691:0.29b:0.013 atm and the
frequency range selected here was 1 Hz to 6 kHz.

As shown in Fig. 3, the Cole-Cole plots for Au and Ag
electrodes were very similar, indicating circular arcs at
high frequencies. Copper showed a somewhat different locus
and the diffusion impedance observed usually at low
frequencies was not well defined. Ni and Co electrodes gave
very linear plots as shown in Fig.4. The diffusion
impedance was predominant throughout the measured
frequencies. Comparing the two, the latter was more
resistive in the diffusion impedance. Fig.5 shows the
comparison between three metals of the Pt family. The behavior
of Pd was almost identical with that of Ni. Pt showed a
small circular arc at high frequencies while Ir had a
large arc comparable to that of Au.

Faradaic impedance analysis

The overall hydrogen oxidation reaction is

H + CO 2 --- CO + H20 + 2e- (i)
2 3 2 +H 2 02()

The process involves adsorption intermediates

H2 + 2M = 2MH (2)

The reaction mechanism following Eq.(2) has been discussed
recently[l,3,9]. Taking into account the adsorption step,
we searched several equivalent circuits capable of well
interpreting the impedance data. Using a curve fitting
program[6,71 with postulated circuits, we found that the
circuit shown in Fig.6 gave good results. Examples of the
computational results are shown in Fig.7 in comparison with
the experimental results, and parameters thus determined
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are summarized in Table 1 together with i values
calculated from the activation resistance 0 =R/nFio).
Parameters for Cu and Co electrodes are omitted in the
table because fitting accuracy was poor for the 2circuit of
Fig.6. We §imply note the io values; 43.8 mA/cm for Cu and
32.9 mA/cm for Co.

The double layer capacity shnws little dependency on the
nature of metal (60 to 80 uF/cm 2 ) except for Ni and Pd.
Although there are no data about the true Cd values at
various metals under a hydrogen atmosphere, the above
values seem to be reasonable. Smirnov et al. reported the
double layer capacity on Pt electrodes at 650'C under a CO 2
atmosphere[lO]. Although their results showed a large
scatter of absolute values depending on the
prepolarization, the Cd values were about 10 to 60 WF/cm
at the corresponding potential region.

The Warburg coefficient, o , changed with the nature of
metals. The a value represents the magnitude of diffusion
impedance, being related to the reciprocal of C,/U[l1].
Therefore, the observed dependency is curious because the
hydrogen partial pressure and the melt composition were
identical through the experiments. This unexpected
behavior, which was also noted in the peak height of
voltammograms, can be attributed to the hydrogen
incorporation into metals or hydride formation on electrode
surfaces. The small a values and the large Cd and Cad
values noticed at Ni and Pd electrodes suggest complicated
kinetics caused by a transport process taking place inside
the electrode. Vogel et a].described the effect of hydrogen
diffusion through Ni and Pd metals on hydrogen oxidation
kinetics at meniscus electrodes [4].

Potential step experiments

Potential step measurements were carried out to
determine io vqlues with Allen-Hickling plots. Results ore
shown in mA/cm4 as follows; Pd(75.7) >Ni(61.0) >Pt(43.9)
>Cu(37.3) >Au(20.5).

In order to get further insight to the mixed transport
process of metal side and melt side, chronocoulometry was
employed. Potential was stepped from the rest potential to
a potential positive by 0.2 V. Typical chronocoulometric
responses for different metals are shown in Fig.8. When the
potential step is sufficiently large to attain the
diffusion-limited condition, the transient is given by the
integral of the Cottrell equation showing a linear plot
with a slope providing the Crf[ll]. As shown in Fig.8, the
variation of slopes with the kind of metal confirms the
difference in transport process between the metals. The
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trend of kinetic behavior is in agreebicnt with that of
values mentioned in Table 1. Qualitative analysis of
chronocoulomc-tLLi data is in progress.
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BEHAVIOUR OF HF/H 2 ELECTRODE IN A MOLTEN LiF-KF SYSTEM

Keiko Ema, Yasuhiko Ito, Toshihide Takenaka
and Jun Oishi

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Faculty of Engineering
Kyoto University
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

ABSTRACT

Cathodic behaviour of HF in a molten LiF-KF
system has been investigated in detail by using
both immersion type aid semi-lminersion type
platinum electrodes. In the case of immersion
ty pe electrode, clear current peak due to the
reduction ot III- dissolved in the melt:

HF + e- = /2H 2 + F-

wsS observed on a potential sweep voltammogram,
at the potential of 1.5-1.6 V ( vs. Li,K / Li + , K+

electrode ). The dependence of peak current on
the square root of scan rate as well as on the
part al pressure of HF in the atmosphere suggests
a diffusion controlled reaction. In the case
(- semi-immersion type gas electrode, equilibrium
potential of the above reaction has been
determined to be:

E = (2.019 - 0.024) + 2.303(RT/F) log PHF/(PH2)1/2

{ V. vs. Li,Y/Ii ,K+ electrode ) on the platinum
qauze as an electrode at 570 0 C. And at this
electrode, cathodic polarization was very small
even at the apparent current density of 0.15
A/cm 2 , which is interesting from the technological
viewpoint.

INTRODUCTION

Molten fluoride is a useful material for use in many
future engineering applications. Thus, systematic studies
of molten fluoride systems are to be conducted
extensively. Iron this viewp( nt, in the authors'
laboratory, LiF-KF eutectic melt has been selected as an
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example of fluoride melt, and a series of electrochemical
studies has been conducted. However, in these studies, it
is very difficult to find stable and reliable reference
electrode with thermodynamic significance, so that
thermodynamic considerat ions of experimental results are
very difficult to achieve . Then the authors
conventionally have been uslnq Iu.,K/Li + , K+ electrode as a
reference electrode. Tnis electrode is reproducible when
it is used as a dynamic reference electrode. As mentioned
lat-r, this electrode can be easily obtained by a constant
current electrolysis immediately before the potential
measu-ement. But thermodynamic significance of its
potential is not so clear yet. So, in this paper,
relation between potential of this dynamic reference
electrode and HF/H 2 gas electrode has been measured to
make certain of the potential value of this dynamic
reference electrode. Since the thermodynamic significance
of the potential of HF/H 2 electrode is clear, the
potential measured against the Li,K/Li+,K + electrode can
be easily converted to the potential value with
thermodynamic significance.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS

The experimental cell is shown in Fiq.1, and the whole
experimental system is shown in Fig.2. Commercial LiF and
KF ( Reagent Grade, Wako Chemicals Co., Ltd ) were mixed,
and the eutectic mixture was vacuum dried for over two
nights at 2000 C, after which it was placed in a carbon
crucible ( Ibigawa Denko Co., Ltd., T-5 ) and kept further
for 20 hours at 350 0 C under vacuum condition in the cell
assembly, and then it was melted and kept at a finite
experimental temperature such as 570 0 C under vacuum. As
counter and quasi-reference electrode, glassy carbon rods
( Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd., GC30-S ) were used. The
potential of the quasi-reference electrode was calibrated
versus the Li-K/Li+,K+ dynamic reference electrode before
use. By means of a constant current electrolysis between
the glassy carbon anode and the nickel rod cathode, Li-K
alloy of a finite composition ( Li : K = 2 : 1 ) was
deposited on the cathode. By each measurement, this alloy
deposition has been newly conducted and very stable and
reproducible value ( equilibrium potential of this alloy
electrode ) could be obtained. Fig.3 schematically shows
an example of potential build-up and decay of this
electrode during constant current electrolysis. The
problem of this alloy electrode is that the thermodynaric
significance of the equilibrium potential of the reaction:



Li + , K+  + e- Li, K [I]

is not so clear. In order to clarify this, the potential
of this alloy electrode should be calibrated versus the
potential of the electrode which has very clear
thermodynamic significance. For this purpose , HF/H 2 gas
electrode has been constructed by using platinum gauze or
perforated platinum cylinder as electrode material. These
electrodes are expected to show equilibrium potential of
the reaction :

HF + e- = 1/2 H2  + F- [21

Total experimental system is composed of three main
parts, ie., electrolytic cell, HF gas supplying part and
HF gas recovering part. Pipes and valves in the system
are made of nickel or stainless steel, and the system was
kept gastight.

After melting the salt, pure hydrogen gas ( purity
99.9999% ) was introduced into the cell at first, then
mixture of H2 and HF of a finite composition was
introduced into the cell. Partial pressure of the mixture
was controlled by passing H2 gas over NaF-HF pellet
I Morita Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd. ) which was kept at a
finite temperature. After the equilibrium has been
reached, rest potential of this electrode was measured.

The rest potential was obtained by extrapolatinR both
cathodic and anodic polarization curves to the point of
zero current. And in order to clarify the influence of
contaminants and the existence of the side reaction, as
well as to clarify the cathodic reduction behaviour
itself, potential sweep method was also applied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Cathodic Behaviour of HF by Vo tammetry

Before measuring the equilibrium potential, in order to
get the whole understanding of the cathodic reduction
of HF as well as to investigate the influence of the
contaminants and the existence of the side reaction,
voltammogram of the dissolved HF was investigated in a
wide potential range, by the use of immersion type
electrode. Gold wire was used as a working electrode.
Fig.4 shows a sample voltammogram. In the figure, three
peaks are observed: at 1.5-1.6 V ( Peak 1 ), around 1 V
(Peak 2 ), and around 0.7 V ( Peak 3 ), respectively. And
at about 0.5 V, sharp current increase can be observed.
These are the peaks due to the reaction:
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HF 1 e- 1/2 H2 + F-,

the peak due to the reduction of H2 0, and the peak due
to the reduction of OH- ion or the formation of the alkali
metal-gold alloy. Sharp current increase at about 0.SV is
due to the deposition of alkali metal alloy.

Fig.5 shows dependence of the peak current of Peak I on
the potential scanning rate, and Fig.6 shows relation
between this peak current and the square root of scanning
rate. From the linear relation on the figure, this
reaction is suggested to be diffusion controlled.

Though there can be seen a linear relation between peak
current and partial pressure of HF in the atmosphere at
very low partial pressure range, as it increases, the peak
current tends to deviate from linearity and to become
saturated. This suggests the very low solubility of HF in
the melt. Thus it is clear that by the measurement of the
equilibrium potential, gas diffusion type electrode is
absolutely necessary to assure three phase zone among gas,
molten fluoride, and electrode material.

2. Measurement of Polarization Curve and Equilibrium
Potential by the Use of Semi-Immersion Type Gas Electrode

Two kinds of semi-imnersion type electrode have been
used to measure polarization characteristics and
equilibrium potential, ie., perforated cylinder electr-de
and platinum gauze electrode.

2-1. Perforated Cylinder Electrode

Fig.7 shows cathodic and anodic polarization
characteristics obtained at several partial pressures of
HF, by the use of perforated platinum cylinder electrode.
Both polarization curves coincide at the current of 0 mA.
And the polarization characteristics depend on the partial
pressure of HF. Fig.8 shows cathodic polai izat ion cUrves
obtained in a wide potential range. Three plateaus are
observed in the figure. Taking into conside-t ion three
peaks observed in the voltammogram of the dissolved HF
described above, these three correspond to the reduction
of HF, the reduction of H20 and the alkali metal
deposition, respectively, in the order from noble to base
potential. Jf we change thc curent fiom h)ih to low
value, here we observed four plateaus, as seen in the same
figure, the reason of whic'h is not nleai yet . From t he
plateau due to the reduction of HF, limiting current i1 of
the cathodic reduction of HF is rather high, which is
interesting from the technological viewpoint. That is,
there is some possibility to use this cathodic reaction
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for an electrolytic reaction of producing some useful
material at an anode.

Rest potentials measured at several HF paLtial
pressures are plotted against log PHF/( PH2 )1 / 2 with open
circles in Fig.9. From this figure, relation between rest
potential and the partial pressure of gases is given by
the following equation :

E = (2.015 0.078 ) + 2.303(RT/F)Iog PHF/(PH2
) /2 [3]

In the root mean square calculation, the slope of the
line is fixed at the value of Nernst relation. This
equation [31 gives the equilibrium potential of reaction
21.

2-2. Platinum Gauze Electrode

Fig.10 shows examples of cathodic and anodic
polarization curves obtained by the use of platinum gauze
electrode. For this electrode, platinum gauze was rolled
to form gauze cylinder and the bottom of the cylinder was
closed by flattening and spot welding. When ohmic loss is
corrected, both cathodic and anodic polarizations are
almost zero. Rest potentials at several HF partial
pressures are plotted with closed circles in Fig.10. From
this figure, relation between rest potential and partial
pressures of gases is given by the following equation

E ( 2.019 1 0.024 ) + 2.303(RT/F)Ioq PHF/(PH2) 1 12  [4]

In the calculation, the slope of the line is fixed at
the Nernst relation. This equatior. [4] gives the
equilibrium potential of reaction [2]. Equation [3] and
equation [4] are almost coincident and the results of both
experiments described above are considered to be
reasonable. However, taking into consideration that the
platinum gauze electrode is more suitable for the direct
gas reaction and in fact the precision is higher in equation
[4] than in equation [31, the equilibrium potential of
HF/H 2 electrode expressed versus alkali metal electrode is
concluded to he given as in equation !4'.
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GALLIUM SPECIES ELECTROCHEMISTRY IN ROOM TEMPERATURE

CHLOROCLUMINATE MELTS

S.P. Wicelinski and R.J. Gale

Department of Chemistry
Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, LA 70803

ABSTRACT

Constant potential and current electrolyses have been
used to study Ga(l) ions in r~om temperature chloroaluminate
melts. A potentiometric analysis of Ga(I) ion, produced by
anodization in 1.5:1 mole fraction AlCl3:l-butylpyridinium
chloride (BPC) system, 35°C, gave E

° 
Ga(1)/Ca(O)=+0.339 V

vs. Ai(2:1) reference and one-electron Nernst slope.
Potentiometry of Ca(I) species, produced by anodization and
by reduction of added GaCIA, as a function of melt acidity,
indicates that GaCz- ion may be the predominant lower
valence gallium species in the basic regime. Little, if

any, dependence of Ga(I) was found on melt acidity at acidic
melt compositions. Deposition of Ga(0) was possible from
acidic but not basic melts. A small voltammetric wave,
assigned to Al underpotential deposition on Ga, is reported
for slow scans in acidic melts. Prospects for depositing
pure films of the compound semiconductor GaAs are discussed

briefly.

INTRODUCTION

Though the electrochemistry of Ga has received much attention in
aqueous media, relatively little is known concerning the
electrochemical kinetics of Ga species reduction in nonaqueous media
(1). Verdieck and Yntema reported that solutions of Ga(IlI) in an
AICl3-NaCl-KCI molten eutectic at 156°C showed a reduction process at
+0.83 V and deposition at about +0.2 V vs. Al reference electrode

(2). Anders and Plambeck have investigated the electrochemistry of Ca
in an AICl3-NaCI-KCI melt at 135'C (3). Using potentiometric and
voltammetric techniques, they demonstrated that chloroaluminate melts
favored the existence of the lower valence Ca(I) ionic species more
than aqueous media or chloride melts. Shafir and Plambeck reported
that the stable oxidation states of gallium in a LiCI-KCI eutectic at
450

0
C are the metal and the trivalent ion (4). Tremillon and

coworkers have investigated the acidobasic properties of molten

potassium tetrahalogenogallates (5). They reported that molten
tetrahalogenogallates were chemically similar to tetrshalogeno-
aluminates, however, the existence of the Ga(1) lower oxidation state
complicated the determination of melt acidity. More recently, von



Barner has reported the results of potentiometric investigations of
the complex formation of Ca(II) in KCI-AtCI3 melts at 30O°C (6).

As part of an investigation of the prospects of electrodepositing
films of the commercially important Eul-V semiconductor gallium

arsenide, of useful quality, we have attempted to better understand

the electrochemistry of gallium species In room temperature

chloroaluminate melt systems (7). GaAs films have potential

applications for high efficiency solar cells cf. (8,9) or other

semiconductor devices.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of melts and equipment for cyclic voltammetry have
been reported elsewhere (7). Constant potential and -urrent
electrolyses were made with cells in a dry box under a purified argon

atmosphere. Controlled potential coulometric investigations were

performed with a PAR 173 Potentiostat/Galvanostat equipped with a PAR
179 Digital Coulometer or an EG6G 273 Potenttostat/Calvanotat.

harking electrode cells consisted of a Pt crucible with a maximum melt

capacity of about 15 ml and a C crucible which could accommodate aihout

50 ml of melt. Electrolyses were Usually with stirred melts
containing less than 75 mg of electroactive species. Crystalline,
anhydro-s GSCI3 of 99.9991 purity (Aesar) was obtained in sealed

ampoules and used as received. Constant current coulometry was

performed with a Brinkman (E524) coulostat. Gallium working

electrodes were prepared from ingots nf Ga metal of 99.99. purity
(Alfa). A Keithley 179 TRMS digital voltmeter was used for

potenttometric measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Potentiometric Invest4ations

In order to understand better the formation and stability of

Ga(l) ion species in low temperature melts, constant potential and

current electrolyses were performed on acidic melts. Earlier cyclic

voltammetric measurements had shown that an exhaustive (theoretical)
two-electron reduction depleted the melt entirely of Ga(Ilil) species,

added as GaC13, thereby allowing electrochemical or spectroscopic
examinations of the Ga(I) ion species (7). It has been reported

previously that Ga(Ill) species in a KCI melt at 300C could not be
reduced directly to Ca(0) (5). AILhough gallium chlorocomplexes

behave in many respects similar to aluminum chlorocomplexes, unlike
the Ga(i) ion, the AI(I) species has not been shown to be prevalent in

either acidic or basic chloroaluminate melt media at 175C (10). In

low temperature basic chloroaluminate melts, it was not possible to

reduce the Ga(t) species prior to reduction of the butylpyridinium

cation, e.g., cyclic voltammetric studies did not produce current
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responses for Ca(I) species (produced by constant potential
electrolysis and added to a basic melt). Thus, attempts to
electrodeposit gallium in basic melts, similar to the chloride system,

were unproductive. In our voltammetric studies of Ga(IlI) species in
low temperature chloroaluminate melts, glassy carbon, tungsten and
platinum working electrodes were employed. However, the best

electrochemical responses were achieved at platinum. Thus, similar to
the case for Al in acidic and basic chloroaluminates, it app:ears that
Ga may be deposited from acidic gallium species but not from the basic
complexes which form in the presence of an excess of Cl ion in these

systems.

Anodization of a pure gallium electrode can be used to determine

the standard reduction potential, Eo, of the Ga(1)/Ga(O) couple. The
Nernst plot, shown in Figure 1, was obtained by varying the Ga(I)
activity, produced by anodization of Ga at low current densities in a
1.5:1 AIC13:BPC melt, and measuring the emf of the Ga(l)/Ga(O) half-

cell vs. AI(2:I) reference electrode. The least squares slope was
calculated to be 59 k 2 mV (theory value for n = 1 at 35C is 61 mV)
and the intercept value for the standard electrode potential on the
mole fraction scale is E0 = 0.339 ± 0.005 V vs. Al (2:1) reference.
This value may be compared to the E. value of 0.199 V obtained at
135C for Ga(I)/Ga(O) in a ternary AICI3-NaCl-KCI melt (3). No

corrections for liquid junction potentials (likely insignificant), nor
reference electrode temperature differences are available.

The form of the Ga(l) ion species also may be studied with
potentLometry by varying the Lewis acidity (Cl ion activity) of the
melt. Note that the above Nernst plot of Ga(I)/Ga(O) was uncorrected
for any melt acidity change for the Ga(l) ion mole fraction range 3.27
x 10

' 
to 2.04 x 10

-
2. Such a correction requires a knowledge of the

competitive equilibria with free melt Cl ion i, 'Lie id c rer,-.
the implicit assumption is that the Ga(l) is essentially noncomplexed.
Potentiometric titrations of AICI3:BPC melts containing a fixed Ga(1)
mole fraction were performed by addition of BPC. The potentiometric

measurements involving the Ga(1)/Ga(O) couple were carried out using

the cell formally depicted by

AII(2:1) AlClj:BPC~fritted diskAICI 3:BPC, Ga(1)tGa(O)

Emf measurements were made versus an Al (2:1) reference as a function
of melt composition with a high impedance voltmeter. Typical data are
illustrated in Figure 2. It may be noted that in the acidic
composition range the Ga(I) ion potential is practically unaffected by
the melt acidity which may mean that Ga(l) is noncomplexed or in a

complex form which does not vary with the melt acidity.

The formatin mof various types of mononuclear chloro complex ions
of the type GaCl was considered in the basic composition regime.m
Information concerning the Identity and stability of these complex
ions can be obtained by curve fitting basic melt titration data to the
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expression

E = E + (RT/F) lnXGaci -m + (RT/F)lnK - (mRT/F)lnXcI- + E.
m

where the equilibrium constant, K, is defined by

K 
= 
XGa(l) (XCl-)m / XGaCl-m

m

E., the cell liquid junction potential, can be assumed small and
neglected. The Ga(l) ion mole fraction in the basic composition range
can be calculated at each of the measured emf values from the Nernst
equation,

E = Eo + (RT/F) In aGa(l )

using the standard electrode potential and assuming that the activity
of Ga(l) approximates the mole fraction of Ga(l). Representative data
associated with the ion mole fractions for the potentiometric
titration of Ga(l) are contained in Tables I and II. Analysis of the
potentiometric titration data indicated that Ga(I) is complexed mainly
as GaCl2 ion in the basic melt.

Table I contains data obtained after the reduction of Ga(Ili) to
Ga(l) in an initial 1.5:1 AlCl3:BPC melt. The data contained in Table
II was obtained after the anodization of a gallium electrode in a
1.25:1 AICI3;BPC melt, to produce Ga(1). Figure 3 contains a plot of
E vs. log XCI- constructed from the data shown in Tables I and II
(indicating a second-power dependence on chloride Ion). For the basic
emf values obtained from Table I, a graph of emf vs. log X'C- gave a
line of slope 0.110 * 0.01 V (theory value at 35'C is 0.122 V) with a
correlation coefficient of 0.95. The least squares slope of the data
from Table II, plotted in Figure 3, is 0.106 * 0.008 V (theory value
at 40C is 0.124 V) with a correlation coefficient of 0.99. Deviation
from ideality with respect to the second-power dependence on Cl ion
mole fraction might arise fron an inadequate model or the presence of
adventitious oxidants. The presence of these oxidants caused
difficulties in obtaining accurate emf values, however, it is
reasonable to infer from these results that GaCl2- ion is the
predominant species in the basic regime.

Voltammetric Investigations

As mentioned above, platinum proved to be the best substrate

electrode material for resolving voltammetric waves. Unfortunately,
as reported earlier (7), even with platinum, the reduction waves
Ga(lII)/Ga(l) and Ga(I)/Ga(O) had quasi-reversible characteristicq and
showed evidence of complications as a function of acidity in the l:1
to 2:1 melt composition range.

Cyclic voltammetric studies also have been performed using A]CI i:
l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride (MEIC) melts at various melt
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compositions. The Ga(IlI), added as GaCI3 to the AICIA:MEIC melts,
exhibited behavior similar to that obtained when added to AICI3:BPC
melts. Two poorly defined reduction waves, Ga(IIi)/Ga(I) (or Ga(O))
reduction followed by Ga(I)/Ga(0) reduction, occur in the acidic
regime. However, an oxidation peak in the acidic AlCI3:MEIC melts, at
approximately +1.3 V vs. Al (1.5:1) reference (Figure 4) is sharper
than the oxidation peak in the corresponding AICI3:BPC melts. The
sharp anodic peak at circa +1.3 V presumably is the Ga(O) stripping
peak and the shoulder at positive potentials may be due to
Ga(I)/Ga(ll) oxidation. Especially at scan rates below 100 mV/s,
stripping peaks were obtained which possessed shoulders. Broad
stripping peaks or stripping peaks with shoulders are likely to be
indicative of composite behavior of two or more species being
oxidized. The consequence of slow electron transfer kinetics has
meant that a large excess of gallium species over arsenic species is
required to obtain codeposited films of GaAs. For this reason, we
have recently commenced a study of chlorogallate melts from which, it
is hoped, more favorable electron transfer kinetics can be achieved
(11).

Aluminum Underpotential Deposition

A second reason to use chlorogallate media would be to reduce the
possibility of unwanted Al codeposition, possibly as AlAs, in GaAs
films. Deposition of metals at potentials more positive than their
thermodynamic reversible potentials is a phenomenon termed
underpotential deposition (UPD). This phenomenon precedes the hulk
deposition of the metal, which occurs negative to the reversible
potential. Metal ion adsorption occurs in an area described as the
underpotential range, which may extend over a potential of a few
hucrred millivolts positive of the equilibrium potential. The
underpoteatial, Eu, may be expressed by

EU ; Eo + (RT/zF)ln amz+/aM

In this expression, E0 is the equilibrium potential of the deposited
metal-metal ion electrode.

The deposition of a metal at potentials significantly positive to
that of bulk deposition has been observed in aqueous systems for
Ag(l), TI(1) and Cu(Il), e.g. (12), on Au. In addition, this same
phenomenon is well known with regards to the formation of monolayers
of atomic hydrogen on Ir, Pt and Rh electrodes (13). Similar behavior
occurs in molten s.It systems. For example, using a LiCI-KCI molten
salt systems, Schmidt investigated the deposition of Ag(I), Cd(lI),
Ni(Il) and Pb(II) ions and briefly addressed monolayer formation
processes (14). Hills et al. have studied the deposition of Ag and Ni
on Pt from the LiCl-KCI eutectic at 400'C (15) and they observed
predeposition of Ni at 0.5 V positive to the equilibrium potential,
and predeposition of Ag 3t 0.1 V positive to the reversible potential.
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During investigations of the electrochemistry of gallium in the
room temperature chloroaluminate melts, cyclic voltammograms were
obtained that perhaps indicate the presence of the UPI) phenomenon.

Figure 5 contains a voltammogram of Ga(I1) at a slow scan rate (5
mV/s) in a very acidic, AIC13:BPC melt. After the second reduction
wave, Ga(l) 4 Ga(O), a third, sharp reduction wave was obtained. This
reduction peak at circa +0.16 V vs. Al (2:1) reference is presumably
the underpotential deposition of Al onto Ga. After reversing the
direction of the voltammetric sweep, an anodic peak (Al stripping) was
obtained at approximately +0.24 V. Successive scans past 0.0 V showed
that bulk deposition of Al occurred at potentials near -0.1 V vs. Al
(2:1) reference. Thus, the underpotential deposition occurs at a
potential about 150 mV positive of the equilibrium potential.
Integration of the currents, for the UPD of Al and the subsequent
stripping, showed that the charge for Al predeposition on the cathodic
sweep is nearly equal to the charge on the anodic sweep. The UPD
phenomenon has been explained in terms of the existence of stronger
attractive forces between atoms of the depositing metal and foreign
atoms of a substrate than between similar atoms of the .ulk metal
(16). It is difficult to state if a GaAl intermetallic compound is
responsible for this effect. This appears to be the first reported
case for aluminum underpotential deposition.
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Table I. Ion Mole Fractions and Potentials for Titration of 4.64 x

10
- 3 

M Ca(l) in a 1.5:1 AICI3:BPC Melt at 35°C.

E, V Ga() Cl- in excess to 1:1 GaC2- Cl- a

-0.963 5.21 x 10
- 2

1 1.63 x 10
-
2 4.39 x 10

-  
1.55 x 10

-
2

-0.968 4.28 x 10- 3.99 x 10
- 2  

4.28 x 10
-
' 3.90 x 10 - '

-1.026 4.76 x 10
- 2 3  

7.23 x 10
-
2 4.14 x 10

-
4 7.15 x 10-

-1.049 2.02 x 10
-

"' 1.11 x i0 - 1 3.97 x 10-" 1.11 x 10
-
1

-1.065 1.12 x 10
-
23 1.64 x 10

-
1 3.73 x 10 -  

1.63 x 10'

a) Excess chloride ion fraction less the amount complexed with Ga(l).

Table II. Potentials and Ion Mole Fractions for Titration of 5.93 x

10
-
2 M Ga(I) in a 1.25:1 AlCli:BPC Melt at 40'C.

E, V Ga(I) C1- in excess to 1:1 GaC2- Cl- a

-0.920 2.57 x 10
- 1  

1.02 x 10
-

2 6.01 x l0
-
' 6.16 x 10

-
3

-0.983 2.32 x 10
-
' 2.94 x 10

-
2 5.94 x 10

-
' 1.75 x 10

-
'

-1.002 1.15 x 10 - "  
4.53 x 10- 1 5.88 x 10

-
' 3.33 x 10

-
2

-1.021 5.69 x 10
-
23 6.54 x 10

- 2  
5.72 x 10

-
' 5.39 x 10'

-1.037 3.069 x 10
- 2

' 8.90 x 10
-
2 5.58 x I0 - ' 7.78 x 10

-
2
-

-1.054 1.65 x 10
-
23 1.06 x 10 -  

5.47 x I0 - ' 9.52 x 10
-
'

a) Excess chloride ion fraction less the amount complexed with Ga(l)
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Figure 1. Nernst plot of Ga(I)/Ga(O) vs. Al(2:l) ref. for a 1.5:1
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ABSTRACT

The gas evolution process and the initiation of anode
effect (AE) have been studied in chloride melts
on different shapes of electrodes made of various
materials. The critical cd (ccd) has been
determined as a function of composition. The value
of ccd varied from about 1 A cm-,? in pure NaCI melts
to 20-35 A cm-2 in melts containing 20-30wt% MgCl2.

The formation and detachment of bubbles have been
studied by visual inspection and by short film
sequences.

A mechanism for the initiation of anode effect is
proposed.

INTRODUCTION

The anode effect (AE) which manifests itself as a blocking of the
anode surface inhibiting current transfer, is a well-known phenomenon
especially occurring in molten salt systems such as in
cryolite/alumina and other halide based melts. It is even found in
aqueous solutions where it also occurs in connection with the cathodic
hydrogen evolution, making this phenomenon a general electrode effect.
The mechanism for initiation of AE may however be different in
different systems. Several possible causes for AE have been proposed,
which can be summarized briefly as follows:

i) Formation of an insulating solid compound on the anode surface
(1-4)

ii) Deteriorating wettability between the anode and the melt due to:
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a) changes in surface tension (5,6)
b) formation of surface-compounds (7-12) or yaseous anode

products (13,14)

iii)Mass transfer problems due to

a) transport of gas bubbles away from the anode surface
becoming rate controlling, resulting in gas blanketing of
the surface (15,16)

b) spontaneous formation of a gas film from a supersaturated
melt in the vicinity of the anode surface (17,18)

iv) Electrostatic attraction of negatively charged gas bubbles to the
anode (19,20)

v) Thermal effects, IR-heating of the anode/electrolyte interface
resulting in vapourization of the electrolyte close to the anode
(21).

A main problem in proposing a comprehensive theory is the rather large
differences in critical cds observed in different melts, from about
0.1 A cm-2 in some fluoride melts (22) to 20-35 A cm-2 in some
chloride melts and in aqueous solutions, as found in the present
investigation.

In the present work we have studied AE in chloride melts. The critical
cd for the onset of AE has been studied as a function of the
MgCl 2-content in the binary mixture with NaCl and in quaternary
mixtures with NaCl KCI and CaCI2  in the temperature range of
750-8300 C. The gas evolution process including bubble formation and
detachment, and the formation of a gas film, was studied visually and
by making film sequences. A mechanism for the initiation of AE is
proposed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cell, melts and electrodes

Most of the experiments were carried out in a transparent gold film
silica furnace (Trans Temp. Inc., USA).

Alkali chlorides were purified by heating in vacuum, melting and
recrystallization. Magnesium chloride and calcium chloride were
heated by slowly increasing the temperature to about 400 0C in
HCl-atmosphere. The magnesium chloride was thereafter distilled in
vacuum. Calcium chloride was finally melted under HCl atmosphere and
then filtrated through a silica frit. All handling of the purified
salts was performed in a dry box atmosphere. The final salt mixture
was contained in a transparent silica-tube (55 mm f) with bottom.
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The following types of anodes were used:

- Spectrographic graphite, Grade II (4.56 mm 4) from Johnson, Matthey
Chemical Ltd., England, encapsulated in boron nitride. These
electrodes were conically shaped with the active anode area facing
downwards and with a typical area of 0.5 cm2

- Glassy carbon rods, 3mm 0, type GC-30 from Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd.,

Japan

- Spectrographic graphite rods, same quality as above

- A tungsten rod, 1.8 mm (P (99.9% purity), from Tungsten Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., England

As a counter electrode, a Mg/Ni alloy rod shielded by a quartz tube
was employed.

Measuring procedures

The ccd was measured by using a voltage sweep method at two different
sweep-rates, v = 0.33 Vs-1 and v = 3.44 Vs-1 .
Occasionally a ,semi-potentiostatic,, method was employed, where the
cell voltage was kept constant allowing the cell current to stabilize
before proceeding to a higher voltage.

The gas evolution process and the onset of AE was filmed by a 16 nn
movie camera.

Melt samples were taken after each addition of MgCl2 and analyzed by
atomic absorption spectrometry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The critical cd

Values for the critical cd as a function of MgCl2-content are shown in
Fig. 1 and 2, measured by the voltage sweep method. In Fig. 1 results
from the measurements in the binary system MgCla-NaCl are shown. The
ccd seems to increase from values of 1-4 A cm-2 in pure NaCl to about
30 A cm-2 at 25 wt% MgCl2 , with no further increase at higher content.
The same general trend is found in the quaternary system as shown in
Fig. 2, but with a somewhat lower ccd. The reproducibility of the
current values at different electrodes was not good and was even
slightly worse at lower sweep rates. At lower sweep rates the
measured ccds were somewhat reduced.

The main difference between the pure alkali chloride melts (and in
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mixtures with CaC 2) and 7elts with MgCl , is the interfacial tension
which is reduced by adding 14 1  to the melts. Pure CaCl has a
surface tension of 147 dyn cm-  at 8000' and pure NaCl 116 n cm-1

(T=8500 C),whereas the surface tension of MgC.2 is 62 dyn cm-I (23).
The contact angle between a graphite surface and chlorine bubbles in
molten chlorides have been determined to 120 - 175 0C in pure ::3Ci ana
to 36 - 400C in pure MgCl 2 (24). This means that the melt is wetti.g
the surface better the more MgCI2 is added, leading to smaller contact
angles between the electrode and the gas bubbles and therefore to
smaller bubbles.

Visual observations

Visual observations reveal large .ifier ;.ces in the gas evolution
process in NaCI melts and in melts with low MgCl2 content, ccn.rcd
with melts with more than about 5 wt% of MgCI2. The difference is
shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The effect of anode geometry is also
pronounced.

Gas evolution and the initiation of AE on rod-shaped anodes

Visual observations show that the gas evolution process in pure NaCl
and in melts with a low MgCl 2-content (<=5 wt%) is distinctly
different from how it appears in melts with higher MgCl 2-content, as
shown in Fig. 3 compared to Fig. 4. The arrows in the figures
indicate bubble movements. The numbers (1) to (3) are showing stages
in the gas evolution process during a continuously increasing cell
voltage/current sweep.

Fig. 3 shows gas evolution in pure NaCl.

(1): The gas evolution has started and a few bubbles coalesce. The
bubbles, having a large contact area with the anode, are
nonsymmetrical and rather flat. This means the contact angle e
is large (see Fig. 5). No bubbles leave the anode surface
directly, but move upwards in a "creeping" manner still
adhering to the electrode, until they meet the boundary
atmosphere/melt, where they disappear into the gas phase.

(2): The situation is similar except that the cd (and cell voltage)
is higher, giving a faster growth of the bubbles. At the same
time more bubbles coalesce, giving as a total effect, an
increasingly larger area covered by gas bubbles.

(3): Ultimately a few large bubbles coalesce suddenly, resulting in
AE. A thin continuous gas film covering the entire anode
surface appears. The current immediately drops to a very
small value of about 0.01 A cm-2. The cod in such cases is 1-3
A.cm -2.
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In fig. 4, 5-10 wt% MgCI 2 has been added to the melt.

(1): The reaction has started, producing small circular bubbles
having a much smaller contact area with the anode than the
bubbles in fig. 3. This is probably due to the improved
wetting conditions at the melt/anode-interface, resulting in a
smaller contact angle e (Fig. 5).
At this stage (i.e. at low cd) the bubbles move upwards on
the surface and a few coalesce, still adhering to the
electrode.

(2): When the cd is increased, more and more bubbles start to leave
the electrode surface directly to the melt.

(3): After A wile the oas evolution process becomes quite vigorous
at very high cds. Then, suddenly, the gas evolution stops and
a thin gas film is observed at the ancde surfacp,
corresponding to the onset of AE. ihe c-d in this case is
very high, = 10-35 A cm- 2 .

The interfacial potential seems to stabilize the gas film. When the
potential sweep is reversed to a value somewhat lower than the voltage
at the moment of initiation, the gas film disappears and normal gas
evolution starts. The film vanishes from the lower end of the
electrode and upwards, during a period of one to two seconds.

Conically shaped anodes, encapsulated in boron nitride

Figure 6 shows a corresponding sequence from (1) to (3) as in Fig. 3
observed in melts with a low MgCl2 content.

In this case, however, the interface boron nitride/graphite seems to
hinder the upward motion of the bubbles. Ultimately a few large
bubbles coalesce, forming one large bubble covering the entire anode
surface. This bubble remains at the electrode in the same way as the
gas film observed on rod shaped electrodes, until the voltage is
reduced to a value below the critical cell voltage necessary for
inititating AE. Then the gas evolutic.i will start as prior to AE.

At higher MgCl -content (>=5 wt%) gas bubbles will leave also this
electrode directly to the melt. The critical cd is very high (10-35 A
cm-2 ) and the gas evolution becomes vigorous. The detachment of
bubbles, however, seems not to be hindered by the edge between the
graphite and the encapsulation. The AE occurs in the same manner as
with the rod shaped electrodes. A thin gas film is formed
spontaneously with a corresponding abrupt fall in the cd.
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Changes of electrode materials and electrolyte

Tungsten anode

When using a tungsten rod as an anode in the chloride melt, the same
development of AE was observed as with graphite rod electrodes. Gas
evolution took place at the same time as tungsten dissolved
anodically. The total ccd was about 15 A cm-2 in a NaCl-MgCI 2 melt
containing 10 wt% MgCI2 In this value the anodic dissolution current
is also included. This means that the mechanism of the AE is probably
independent of the electrode material.

Aqueous solutions

The anode (electrode) effect was also studied in an alkaline aqueous
solution where oxygen was evolved on a conically shaped graphite
electrode encapsulated in boron nitride and a Pt wire electrode. The
critical cd was very high, 30-40 A cm-2, on both types of electrodes.
Very small bubbles were detached from the electrode surface in the
same manner as shown in Fig. 4. The gas evoition became very vigorous
with increasing cd. No large bubbles could be observed on the surface
before the anode effect took place. The anode effect was initiated
very suddenly also in thi3 case. In case of the encapsulated graphite
electrode one large bubble covering the whole surface was formed. Cn
the Pt wire AE rasulted in a thin gas film, as on the graphite rod
electrode in the melt.

That this film really was a hydrogen film and not water v-pour could
be seen by the fact that the film was stable while the potential was
kept constant or increased. With the reduced heating any water vapour
should then condense. When reducing the potential, the film
disappeared in the same way as in the molten salt systems.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

If only physical properties of the electrode/electrolyte interface are
determining the initiation of AE, one should anticipate rather
reproducible ccds. It seems, however, that the cod is rather
irreproducible and that geometrical factors are participating. This
indicates that the gas evolution process and the detachment of buhtles
are the main determining factors.

We have earlier shown that AE can occur during very high current
pulses before any bubble formation (17). In that case a thin gas film
is probably formed from the supersaturated melt in the vicinity of the
interface. Calculations have shown that in such a transient,
concentration of chlorine might become thousand to ten thousand tines
the equilibrium saturation value in a film of thickness 10-1 cm. A gas
film from such a layer would have a volume that is
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about ten times the corresponding melt volume (17).

In melts with good wetting properties, i.e. in melts with a high
content of MgCl2, there seem to be no large effects of geometry.
Bubbles detach readily from the surface. The active surface becomes
smaller with increasing cd due to the increasing amount of bubbles on
the surface. At the onset of AE a gas film is suddenly formed at the
active surface area, covering the whole electrode. In this case the
ccd is very high.

In melts with inferior wetting properties the bubbles stick to the
electrode and coalesce to large bubbles with irregular shapes and
which move along the electrode surface, adhering to it. The movements
of the bubbles will depend on geometrical factors. The active area
becomes very small with increasing current and AE occurs either by the
coalescence of all existing bubbles or also here, by the sudden
formation of a gas film from the supersaturated melt between the
bubble.. This effect will bring about total coalescence of all
bubbles.

If the active electrode surface continues into the atmosphere, the
bubbles disappear into the gas phase and only a thin gas film is
retained at the electrode. If an edge or another obstacle hinders the
bubble movement, the electrode seems to be covered by a gas blanket.
This probably also depends on the size of the electrode.

CONCLUSIONS

The critical cd for the initiation of anode effect depends on the
wetting properties of the melt/electrode interface, being large in
melts with good wetting properties and rather small in melts with high
interfacial tensions.

The wetting properties as well as geometrical factors, decide the size
of gas bubbles and the coalescence, detachment and transport of
bubbles away from the surface. The AE is probably created by the
sudden formation of a gas film from the supersaturated melt. The
magnitude of the ccd then depends on the active, bubble free
interface.
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and species identification. The systems considered
include molten nitrates, oxygen anions, the stabilization
of silver ions in melts and the chemistry of aluminum,
zinc and antimony chloride systems.

MOLTEN NITRATES

The oxidative power of molten alkali nitrates is well
known; it suggests that few metals or non-metals should
be stable in contact with the melts, and it is consistent
with their decomposition into oxygen and nitrite at
moderate temperatures with some peroxide formation at
higher temperatur- (1). It was no suzprise therefore to
find nitrate as one electroreduction product of alkali
nitrates (2), but what else was produced was not so
obvious. Hittorf in 1847 (3) proposed that peroxide was
formed at platinum electrodes in sodium and potassium
nitrates. Several groups observed the inhibition of
electro-reduction of nitrate in lithium- or sodium-based
melts and ascribed it to alkali monoxide precipitation
(2,4,5). Eventually, Zambnin and Jordan (6,7)
identified peroxide and superoxide in addition to nitrite
in electrolysed NaNO 3 -KNO 3 , provided the melts were dry,
and suggested that water catalysed the reduction of
nitrate in wet melts. NO 2 (or N204 ) has not been
isolated in mo'ten nitrate reductions.

The oxygen chemistry of the alkali metals features
Li2 0, Na202 and K02 as the most stable compounds, with
Li 2 02 and Na 2 0 also being formed on burning the metals in
air. Na2 0 (and K20) are best obtained by the reduction
with Na(K) of the peroxide, hydroxide or nitrite.

Voltammetric studies of water and several metal ions
(e.g. Pb 2 + ) in solution in alkali nitrates show reduction
waves prior to the solvent wave. The reduction currents
are proportional to solution concentration, but the
temperature dependence of these currents (8) indicates a
process with activation energy comparable to that of the
solvent reduction (2,4). The original assumption was
that water was reduced to hydrogen, but that metal ions
were reduced to metal which then reacted with the nitrate
to yield metal oxide (9) and nitrite (not identified).
Attempts to anodically oxidize such metals to the ions
in solution failed: the metal grew an oxide coat.

From these summarized observations we can conclude
that the following processes occur when molten nitrates
are electrolysed.
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(a) Nitrate itself is reduced to nitrite and oxidic
species by one or more of the following:

NO 3 + 2e- * NO 2 - 0 2- [1]

NO 3 + e- NO 2  + [0] [2]

210-1 0 022-[3 2- [3]

NO 3 + [0] NO 2  + 02 (4]

NO3  + 02- NO2  + 022 [5]

2NO3  + 022- ± 2NO2  + 202 [61

The observation that: (i) after a bulk electrolysis of
NaNO 3 -KNO 3 , superoxide concentration slowly increases at
the expense of peroxide (7); (ii) NaNO3 electrolysis
yields more peroxide than superoxide and KNO 3
electrolysis yields the reverse (10); and (iii) the
reduction peaks occur at more negative potentials in the
sequence LiNO3-KNO 3 , NaNO3 -KNO 3 , NaNO 3 (20% w/w) in KNO3
(11), make it appear that, as in the thermal combustion
of the metals, O formation is favoured by Li+ , 022-
formation by Na + and 02- formation by K+ . This
necessarily implies that the oxidic species in solution
is cognizant of its alkali metal ion environment. One
could then imagine reactions [1], [51 and [6] occurring
in mixed melts, reaction [1] only in LiNO3 and reactions
[2], [41 and [3] in KNO 3.

(b) The reduction of nitrate is catalysed by species
which can form stable insoluble (e.g. PbO, Na 2 0, Li 2 0) or
soluble (OH-) oxides:

NO 3 + 2e + 2Na - NO2  + Na 2O [7]

NO3 - + 2e- + Pb 2 + 
- NO2  + PbO [81

NO 3 + 2e + H 2 0 - NO 2  + 20H [9]
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0'0' RT
where Ei E - I- in K and is the

acidic bsc n n %i h
dissociation constant of SbCl3. It appears that radical
cation production requires a lesser oxidant than does
transalkylation since the latter occurs more readily in
the AlCl 3-dominated system. Hydride abstraction, if it
occurs in the latter case, does not necessitate the
formation of an intermediate such as HSbCl3 containing
H-.

METAL ION STABILIZATION IN MELTS

Many years ago (18) we carried out or collected
together measurements of the e.m.f.'s of cells such as

Ag/AgX in MX//AgY in MY/Ag M = alkali metal(s)

and constructed an e.m.f. series of anions, X-,Y-.
Disregarding the small uncertainties of liquid junction
potentials, the e.m.f.'s may be seen to express several
things: (a) -- different activities of silver ions in
the two media; (b) tne Gibbs free energy change (or
equilibrium constant) of the exchange reaction

MX + AgY MY + AgX

(c) the preference of Ag + for X- and Y-; (d) the relative
"acidity" or oxidizing power of Y- vs. X-. The results
of these measurements were a preference order for Ag+ of
CI- > C0 3

2 - 1 NO2 - > SO 4 - N03-. The inclusion of cell
e.m.f. data (17) involving the oxidation of common anions
led to the development of a sequence of anion oxidation
potentials in alkali metal salt melts

s042- > Cl- \ NO 3  > CO32-

If we extend the comparison of silver potentials to
the chloraluminate systems we find a 20 mv difference
between EOg+,Ag values in AlCI 4 - and A1 2C1 7 - melts.

However, the Al3+/Al, Fe 3 +/Fe 2 + , Fe 2 +/Fe, Cu 2 +/Cu + and
Cu+/Cu potentials differ by 455, 450, 320, 496 and 61 my,
respectively (19), always with the electrode in the
Al 2 Cl 7 system the more positive. Referring to LiCl-KCl
as solvent (20) we find Eg+,Ag - EO,3+,Al = 1.040 V
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compared to 1.086 V for NaAlCl 4 and E°C+,C E A3+,A1 -

0.805 V compared to 1.073 V for NaAlCl 4 . Thus Ag+/Ag can
be considered a good reference electrode in acid-base
melts with Cu+/Cu a fair second choice. The Ag+/Ag
potential reflects only the nearest neighbor's presence.
The usual bidentate inclination of the d1 0 ions Ag+ and
Cu+ compared to the tetrahedral and higher coordinations
of the other ions is probably the primary determining
factor. The transition metal ions possess their own
acid-base character which confuses the picture.

Transition metal ions do offer probe characteristics
because of coordination preference and thus coordination
detection through spectral (color) properties. Co 2 + ions
are particularly useful since they take on tetrahedral
(blue), octahedral (pink) or dodecahedral (purple)
coordination in various molten salts (21) whereas Cr

3 +

ions either find octahedral sites, an unusual but
possible situation in LiCl-KC! (22) o, no sites as in
ZnCI2 where the tetrahedral network makes CrCl 3 virtually
insoluble (23). One must be careful to distinguish
between the hehavior f --Its such as AIC1 3 and ZnCI 2 due
to Lheir acidity and the behavior due to their structure,
which two characteristics need not be totally correlated.
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EVALUATION OF LiCl-LiBr-KBr ELECTROLYTE
FOR Li-ALLOY/METAL DISULFIDE CELLS

Thomas D. Kaun
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Argonne, IL 60439-4837

ABSTRACT

The physical properties of a new molten salt
electrolyte for lithium-alloy/metal disulfide cells,
25 mol % LiCI-37 mol Z LiBr-38 mol % KBr, were investigated.
In earlier cells, a LiCl-KCI electrolyte was used. Cyclic
voltammetry of FeS 2 in the new molten salt at 375-425

0
C

indicated improved electrochemistry ant stability of the
reaction on the upper voltage plateau (1.75 V vs. LiAl).

The iew electrolyte provides an opportunity to operate an
upper-plateau (U.P.) FeS 2 electrode at a lower temperature,
400'C, and with a higher activity of lithium ion in the
electrolyte. The broad liquidus of this molten salt at
400*C also supports operation at high current density.
Testing of 24- to 48-Ah cells indicated greater than 50%
improved energy and power density over the conventional two-
plateau FeS 2 cell with LiCl-KCI electrolyte. The
conventional FeS 2 cells would lose 50% of their upper-
plateau capacity within 200 cycles. The elimination of this
capacity decline problem was demonstrated by 400 cycles and
5400 h of stable operation with a dence U.P. FeS 2 electrode
cell, which maintained 89% utilization of theoretical

capacity throughout the test.

INTRODUCTION

A new molten-salt electrolyte is a key component of a
substantially improved LiAl/FeS 2 cell. With this electrolyte, the
cell's energy and power density were increased by at least 50% and
cycle-life stability problems were alleviated (1). This electrolyte,
25 mol % LiCl-37 mol % LiBr-38 mol % KBr (m.p. 310), has many
interesting properties which give it preference over the commonly used

58 mol % LiCl-42 mol % KC1 (m.p. 352*C). The LiCI-LiBr-KCl-KBr system
was initially examined by investigators in the U.S.S.R. (2) for

crystallization of solid solutions in reciprocal ternary systems. The

properties of the above LiCl-LiBr-KBr composition are currently being
investigated at Argonne National Laboratory in its development of
high-performance battery cells. This paper will report on the
physical properties of the electrolyte. the electrochemistry of the
FeS 2 electrode, and the LiAl/FeS 2 cell performance with the LiCl-LiBr-
KBr electrolyte.
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A second feature of the improved LiAl/FeS2 cell is its exclusive
operation on the higher of two discharge voltage plateaus, along with
an increased loading of ictive material in the FeS electrode from
32 vol % FeSg (1.5 Ah/cm ) to 50 vol X FeS (2.4 A/cm ). The energy
density of t is "dense U.P. FeS2 electrodeg is potentially greater
than that of the two-plateau (T.P.) FeS2 electrode--with the added
advantage of a 0.3 V increase in cell voltage at 80% depth of
discharge (DOD), Fig. 1.

The dischaLge reaction of the deise U.I. FeS2 electrode (1.75 V
vs. LiAl) can be written as:

FeS2 + 2Li+ + 2e- t Li2FeS2, [1]

although it is a series of three consecutive reactions (3), as will be
seen later. In the conventional T.P. FeS 2 cell, the lover-voltage
reaction (1.33 avg V vs. LiAl) is also used. This reaction is:

Li.FeS2 + 2Li+ + 2e- % 2Li2S + Fe. [2]

The discharge product of the U.P. FeS2 reaction, LijFeS2 , has much
higher density (2.8 g/cm3 ) in comparison to the Li2  (1.6 g/cm
produced in the T.P. PeS2 electrode operation. Consequently, a higher
loading of active material for the denje U.P. FeS2 electrode develops
higher electrode energy density, Vh/cm .

The earlier T.P. FeS2 cells with LiCl-KCI electrolyte were
operated at 425-450*C and had unacceptably high capacity decline rates
of 0.10-0.25% per cycle. Approximately 50% of the upper-plateau FeS 2
capacity would be lost in the first 200 cycles of operation. This
phenomenon was explained by sulfur migrating from the positive
electrode into the separator region of a cell and depositing there as
Li2 S (4). Therefore, a U.P. FeS2 cell design was not a practical
approach for development of a high-performance cell with the LiCl-KCI
electrolyte. The LiCl-LiBr-KBr molten salt offers physical properties
that allow stable operation of the dense U.P. FeS2 electrode without
degrading cell performance. Several unique characteristics of the
U.P. FeS2 cell with LiCI-LiBr-KBr electrode were identified. As
related to FeS2 cell design and fabrication, some of the physical
properties of the LiCl-LiBr-KBr were determined directly and some were
observed. The FeS2 electrode electrochemistry was investigated by
slow-scan cyclic voltammetry in a temperature range of 375-425°C.
Compact prismatic cells were operated to demonstrate the improved
performance of the LiAl/LiCl-LiBr-KBr/FeS 2 system.

EXPERIMENTAL

The electrolyte was polarographic grade LiCl-LiBr-KBr of the
eutectic composition (25 mol % LiCl-37 mol % LiBr-U' mol % KBr, m.p.
310*C), which was obtained from Anderson Physics Laboratory (APL).
Melting point and cooling curves were determined by APL in the course
of producing this melt. The FeS2 was purchased from the University of
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Minnesota as purified mineral and was determined to be approximately
95% pure by x-ray diffraction analysis. The LiAl electrodes used
23 wt X lithium-aluminum particles from Foote Mineral Co.

The cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted in cells
consisting of FeS 2 working electrodes and Li-Al reference (about 1-Ah
capacity) and counter (about 10-Ah capacity) electrodes. The FeS 2
electrode (25 mg FeS2 ) was positioned in proximity to other electrodes
in about 200 g of electrolyte. The LiAl electrodes employed
cylindrical stainless steel housings which were covered with 325-mesh
stainless steel screens. The Li-Al powder was mixed with aluminum
powder to reduce the lithium concentration to about 35 at. Li. The
working electrode employed a molybdenum housing for 0.25-cm electrode
area and 0.6-mm depth and is faced by 100-mesh molybdenum screens.

The cyclic voltammograms were generated with a PAR 175 universal
programmer, a PAR 173 potentiostat, a PAR 179 coulometer, and a
HP 7045A X-Y recorder. Steady-state voltammograms were obtained from
repeated cathodic and anodic sweeps at a sweep rate of 0.02 mV/s with
a potential range of no greater than 1.1 to 2.15 V vs. Li-Al.

Cell performance characteristics were assessed in sealed
prismatic bicells of 24- to 48-Ah capacity. The electrodes (8.7-cm
high x 6.3-cm wide) were contained behind perforated-sheet current
collectors--molybdenum for the central FeS electrode and 1008 steel
for the two Li-Al electrodes. The electrode area, based on the area
of the BN belt separator (0.2-cm thick, 10 vol % BN, Kennecott Corp.),
was 100 cmi. The positive electrodes contained FeS with 15 mol X
CoS2 additive for a theoretical capacity of either 14 or 48 Ah on the
upper plateau. The slurry-formed negative electrodes (5) contained3
53 at. % Li-Al alloy of either 35- or 70-Ah capacity with 0.9 Ah/cm3

loading density. Cells were assembled with a BN-powder feedthrough
seal and were operated in an arjon glovebox. Cycle-life testing at an
8-h charg rate (25 or 50 mA/cm ) and 4-h discharge rate (50 or
100 mA/cm7) was controlled between voltage cutoffs of 2.10 and 1.25 V,
respectively. A Ni/Ni2 S3 reference electrode indicated working-
electrode potentials during the deep discharge cycling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The physical properties of LiC1-LiBr-KBr were investigated
relative to the design, fabrication, and operation of LiAl/U.P. FeS2
cells. As reported earlier (2), the new electrolyte has a melting
point of 310 0 C. Also, its liquidus range of 1.25 to 2.6 Li+/K' ratio
at 4001C is of particular interest to the dynamic conditions of
electrode operation at high current density. For LiCl-KC1, the
liquidus range at 4000 C is only 1.25 to 1.81 Li+/K + ratio. The
broader liquidus for LiCI-LiBr-KBr would tend to prevent salt
crystallization from the Li4 ion flux of current conduction. Melting
point and cooling curve determinations at APL (6) indicated a melting
point of 312±10 C, but once liquid, this molten salt exhibits a lower
freezing point of 296±40 C. Accordingly, test cells begin to exhibit
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voltage at 310±1O0 C. With regard to the expanded liquidus range of
the LiCI-LiBr-KBr, the improved performance of the Li-Al/U.P. FeS 2
cell at 400*C (reported below) is supportive of this property.

Determinations of the density of LiCI-LiBr-KBr correlated well
with the calculated density based on component densities. At 4001C,
the liquid density is about 2.2 g/cm 3 . (Room-temperature density is
2.7 g/cm .) The liquid density was determined from the weight of an
established volume of electrolyte in a graphite crucible at 400,5

0 C.
The liquid meniscus is dealt with by placing a graphite cap having a
small hole (to take up excess melt) on the top of the crucible. It
was observed that the LiCl-L:8r-KBr electrolyte wets electrode
mateLials (LiAl, FeS 2, COS2 ) and cell components (MgO-treated BN felt,
steel, and molybdenum) quite well. Generally, a vacuum was required
to fully infiltrate LiCl-KCl electrolyte into the cell. The cells
with LiCI-LiBr-KBr have attained full cell capacity without vacuum-
assisted infiltration. This good wetting characteristic is important
for the development of "electrolyte-starved" cells.

The specific resistivity of the molten salt and solubility of the
metal disulfide electrode materials are linked to .i+ ion activity and
temperature. An added consideration is the thermal stability of FeS 2.
It has been determined (7) that thermal decomposition of FeS 2 at 4009C
is rather slow and that thousands of hours would pass before a
significant amount of decomposition would occur, whereas at 500'C
decomposition would occur within a few hours. Earlier studies have
documented the increased solubility of Li2 S in molten salts due to
higher Li+ ion content (8). Solubility at 450'C is 1860 ppm Li2S for
65 mol X LiCl-35 mol % KCI and 840 ppm Li2 S for 55 mol % LiCI-45 mol
KCI. The all-Li' ion salt, LiCl-LiBr-LiF, at 4651C has a much higher
Li2S solubility (9), 6840 ppm. Generally, a 50'C temperature rise in
the range of 400-5001C will approximately double Li2S solubility for
all of these molten salts. The solubility of Li2 S in LiCI-LiBr-KBr at
400'C based on a 62 mol % Li* content is approximated at 1100 ppm
Li2S. The specific resistivity of LiCl-KC1 eutectic at 4000 C, which
is approximately 0.8 ohm-cm, decreases as the LiCl mole fraction is
increased, but the melting point rapidly increases to 4001C for the
LiCl-rich composition of 65 mol % LiCI-35 mol % KCI. It is apparent
that, compared with LiC1-KC1 eutectic, the LiCl-LiBr-KBr electrolyte
provides lower temperature operation (-400*C), which minimizes thermal
decomposition and solubility of electrode material, and higher Li' ion
activity, which enhances FeS 2 electrode performance. a

The electrochemistry of FeS in LiCl-LiBr-KBr was examined by
cyclic voltammetry, as shown in rig. 2, at three temperatures: 375,
400, and 425'C. The potential sweep rate was 0.02 mV/s, and the
potential range was 1.10 to 2.10 V. These conditiois generated about
one cycle per day. Achieved capacity, based on summed areas of eithei
anodic or cathodic peaks, exceeded 80% of the theoretical capacity.
The dominant features of these voltammograms are consistent with those
of FeS 2 in LiCl-KCI eutectic, which were reported by Preto et al. (3).
Roman numerals label the peaks, with "a" ,or anodic and "c" for
cathodic. The corresponding sequence of phases at the various states



of charge are assigned according to the work of Tomczuk et al. (10) as
follows:

IVC  III c

FeS 2  a Li3Fe2 S4 Ia Li2 "2 Feo'8 S2 and

'a a

IHe Ic

FeiS j'i Li2FeS 2 ' Fe and Li2S [31

These are equilibrium phases and do not imply reaction mechanisms. Of
particular interest for this study is the separation of the anodic and
cathodic high-voltage peaks (IVa and IVc), which indicates
irreversibility of this reaction. A notable difference between the
cyclic voltammograms of Fig. 2 and those of FeS 2 in LiCl-KCl is that
this peak separation (difference in leading edge potentials, LEP) is
less--95 mV vs. 120 mV, respectively. Also, the leading edge of peak
IVa does not exhibit the shoulder found for FeS 2 in LiCl-KCI (3).
These differences indicate improved reversibility from a molten salt
with higher Li' ion activity. As seen in Table 1, peak sepnration
between IVa and IVc (LEPa-LEPc) lessens with increased o' iating
temperature.

A unique characteristic of the high voltage reactions
(FeS2 to Li2 FeS2 ) is their strong entropic cooling. The potentials of
the leading edges of peak IVc at 375, 400, and 4250C (Fig. 2) exhibit
a positive temperature coefficient, which correlates well with the
change in the equilibrium potentials of these peaks due to
temperature. The emf for the FeS - Li3 Fe2 S4 phase transition has
been reported by Tomczuk et al. (iI) as:

Emf = 1.542 + 0.0005231 T(*C) (4)

As shown in Table 1, a 501C change in temperature raises the potential

of the leading edge of peak IVc by 20 mV. Calculating the difference
between the equilibrium potentials of the reaction peaks with their
leading-edge potentials, LEP, for peaks IVa and IVc (Table 1)
indicates the overpotentials for these reactions. The cathodic
overpotentials are quite small (4-14 mV), while the anodic
overpotential of peak IVa is about 85 mV at 400

0
C. Most

significantly, the overpotential of charging the high voltage reaction
of FeS (IVa) in LiCl-LiBr-KBr at 400*C is 20 mV less than it is in
LiCl-KLI eutectic.

The cyclic voltammograms indicate rather good stability of FeS 2

in LiCI-LiBr-KBr. At 425*C or less, soluble polysulfides ate not
generated, as evidenced by the lack of activity in the voltage region
1.95 to 2.10 V vs. LiAl. Generation of soluble polysulfides would
lead to electrode capacity loss. Unlike FeS 2, CoS and NiS 2 generate
Li2S in charging their high voltage reaction, which can be urther
oxidized to soluble Li2 S2 (3). In Fig. 2, the diminution of peaks IVa
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and IVc at 425 0 C may be attributed to lengthy operating times (200 h)
for the 25-mg FeS2 electrode and/or physical loss of active material.

Tests of the LiAl/LiCl-LiBr-KBr/dense U.P. PeS2 cell at 400*C
demonstrated at least a 50% improved energy density in comparison to
that of the LiAl/LiCl-KC1/T.P. FeS 2 cell at 427*C (12). As seen in
Fig. 1, capacity utilization is about 50% greater, along with a 10%
higher average discharge voltage. Cell power density was improved by
at least 100% because of two factors. First, the cell voltage at 80%
DOD was about 0.3 V higher than that of a T.P. FeS2 cell. Second,
cell resistivity was lower for te dense U.P. FeS 2 cell at 400*C,
ranging fr~m 0.65 to 0.85 ohm-cm for 5-80% DOD compared with 1.2 to
1.6 ohm-cm for the T.P. FeS2 cell at 427*C. The higher voltage and
lower resistivity of the U.P. FeS2 cell increased power density from
0.3 to 0.8 W/cm of separator area at 80% DOD.

The high utilization, about 80% at the higher current densities
of 100-150 mA/cm , attests to extremely good electrode kinetics for
the U.P. FeS 2 electrode in the LiCl-LiBr-KBr electrolyte. As seen in
Fig. 3, utilizations at these high current densities are approximately
double those of the T.P. FeS2 system. Cells have been operated at
temperatures as low as 3800 C, but as seen in Fig. 3, sensitivity to
cell operating temperature begins to show it temperatures less than
4000 C. At a 1-h discharge rate (150 mA/cm ), 78% utilization is
achieved at 4000 C.

Stable cycle life is a particular concern for the dense U.P. FeS 2
cell in that cell capacity loss for earlier cells was exclusively due
to loss of upper-plateau (high sulfur activity) capacity. The cell
capacity vs. cycle number for the U.P. FeS cell s shown in Fig. 4.
(Its coulombic efficiency was +99%.) At 50 mA/cm , the upper-plateau
FeS 2 capacity utilization was 89%. The cell capacity remained
constant through 400 cycles and 5400 hours, after which problems with
the test facility terminated the test. During this test, the cell was
charged at 25 mA/cm' to a charge cutoff of 2.05 V. These values are
greater than those that could be used with the LiAl/LiCl-KC1/T.P. FeS2
and still maintain stable capacity (12). This is further indication
of improved FeS2 electrode kinetics. Electrode potentials (vs. the
Ni/Ni3 S2 reference electrode) indicated that discharge cell capacity
was limited by the upper-plateau FeS capacity of the positive
electrode. The 89% utilization of te upper-plateau FeS2 capacity
provided quite good accounting of the sulfur capacity throughout the
cycle-life test. Apparently, both time- and cycle-related capacity
loss mechanisms have been eliminated in this advanced cell.

CONCLUSION

The physical characteristics of the molten salt LiCl-LiBr-KBr
provide a unique opportunity to operate a U.P. FeS2 cell at a
substantially lower temperature (400 vs. 4500 C) along with a higher
Li+ ion activity (62 vs. 58 mol X LW ion) than is possible with LiCl-
KCI. Additionally, its broad liquidus at 400*C supports high current
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density (100-150 mA/cm2 ) operation at high utilization (about 80! of
the U.P. FeS2 capacity). The electrochemistry of U.P. FeS 2 in LiCl-
LiBr-KBr exhibits increased reversibility, as indicated by reduced
peak separation of the high-voltage reaction peaks in the cyclic
voltammograms. The capacity stability of the dense U.P. FeS 2 is aided
by improved electrode kinetics at the lower operating temperature of
400*C. Thermal decomposition and solubility of the FeS2 electrode are
held in check at this temperature. Also, generation of soluble
polysulfides at potentials of 1.95-2.1 V was not indicated in cyclic
voltammograms for this electrode/electrolyte system.

Based on the improved U.P. FeS electrode performance, we expect
to develop sealed monopolar cells vth specific energy of 150-
175 Vh/kg at a 3-h rate and specific power of 200-300 V/kg at 80% DOD
for the electric-vehicle application. The dense U P. FeS electrode
and LiCI-LiBr-KBr electrolyte have resulted in a cell vith very stable
cycle life. The expected cycle life is greater than 1000 cycles. The
unique feature of strong entropic cooling for the U.P. FeS 2 discharge
reaction provides an additional incentive for development of this
system for high-power applications. A bipolar battery design for the
production of intense power could be operated adiabatically.
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Figure 1. Voltage/Capacity Curves at a Discharge
Rate of 50 mA/cm

2
.

Table 1. Equilibrium and Lead-Edge Potentials (LEP)
for FeS 2 -t LI3 Fe2S,,in LiCI-LiBr-KBr (3100 m.p.)

Temp. LEPc Emf LEPa LEP
Electrolyte (

0
C) (V) (V) (V)

a  
LEPcV)

LiCI-LiBr-KBr 375 1.730 1.734 1.835 0.105

400 1.740 1.751 1.835 0.095

425 1.750 1.764 1.835 0.085

LICl-KCI (a) 400 1.735 1.751 1.855 0.120
(a)From References 3 and 11.
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Figure 2. Cyclic Voltarmnograms of FeS 2 in IiCl-LiBr-KCl

(310 m.p.) Electrolyte at Three Temperatures:

375, 400, and 425*C (sweep rate, 0.02 mV/s).
The peaks are labeled according to the reactions
of Eq. (3).
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OVERCHARGE PROTECTION IN Li-ALLOY/ETAL DISULFIDE CELLS

Laszlo Redey
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ABSTRACT

Charge and overcharge reactions of FeS2, NiS 2, and (Fe-Ni)S 2
electrodes were studied in half-cell and fulI-cell
experiments to investigate the electrochemical stability of
these materials at high charge potentials. In Li2S-saturated
(LiCl-KCl, LiF-LiCl-LiBr, and LiCl-LiBr-KBr) electrolytes, a
new plateau appeared at 2.05-2.1 V vs. Li-Al and was
associated with polysulfide anion formation. The polysulfide
seems to stabilize the transition-metal sulfides against
overcharge-related dissolution, even at 2.2 V. The anodically
formed polysulfide provides overcharge tolerance for Li-
alloy/MS2 cells by an electrochemical-chemical
sulfide/polysulfide cycle.

BACKGROUND

The present Li-alloy/metal sulfide cells require voltage-limited
charge termination. An experimentally determined limit (about 1.9 to
2.05 V for the Li-alloy/FeS 2 cells [1,21) is set to prevent unwanted
electrode reactions. Although both the negative and the positive
electrodes are affected by this problem, only those problems that are
associated with the latter are discussed in this paper. Above the
voltage limit, if the charge is continued, detrimental overcharge
reactions occur, such as soluble transition-metal salt formation from
the active material and anodic dissolution of the current collector.
Overcharge reactions of the metal sulfide electrodes have been studied
extensively 13-6], and a review on this topic is available 17]. The
overcharge reactions shorten cell life to a great extent by decreasing
capacity and causing metal to precipitate in the separator, which then
short circuits the electrodes. The deleterious effect of the
overcharge reactions is proportional to the charge applied above the
critical voltage limit.

Overcharge of the weak cells of a battery is a serious problem
whenever the utilizable capacities of the cells become uneven.
Maintaining the charge voltage at or below the voltage limit and
simultaneously reaching equal capacity in each serially connected cell

of a metal sulfide battery over many cycles are difficult tasks. To
overcome tn1s difticuIEy, a special integrated charger-battery system
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has been developed [8]. This system, which has interconnections
between each cell and the charger, removes any cell from charge
individually that reaches the charge voltage limit.

Ideally, the battery overcharge control, however, should rely on
a built-in chemical mechanism that furnishes the cells with an
inherent overcharge tolerance. A similar mechanism is available in
lead-acid and Ni-Cd cells.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To explore the possibility of chemical OVELcharge protection,
charge and overcharge reactions of FeS 2 , NiS 2 , and (Fe-Ni)S 2
electrodes in 58% LiC1 - 42% KCl eutectic, 22% LiF - 31% Li 1 - 47%
LiBr all-Li+-cation, and 25% LiCI - 37% LiBr - 38% KBr "low melting"
electrolytes (composition in mol%) were studied by intermittent
galvanostatic cycling. The electrolytes were Li2S-saturated, i.e.,
they contained more sulfide than the stoichiometrically needed
quantity to form the heavy-metal disulfides from their respective
metals.

Two sets of experiments were carried out: (i) half-cell
experiments to study the charge properties of the sulfides and (ii)
full-cell experiments to investigate the interaction between the
positive and negative electrode in an arrangement that simulates the
conditions of the compact engineering cells. Details of the cell
design and the method used in the half-cell study are described
elsewhere [9,101. For the full-cell study, a sulfide electrode was
combined with a Li-alloy negative electiode into a cell sandwich; this
cell was designed for performing experiments under a wide variety of
conditions, including open and sealed operations. Both types of cells
were cycled, at least, 50 to 150 times before the experiment was
terminated.

The half-cell experiments revealed a new plateau at about 2.05-
2.1 V vs. Li-Al (IR-free closed-circuit value). This potential range
had been considered to be beyond the safe charge voltage limit and
subject to detrimental overcharge reactions. The half-cell experiments
suggested an electrode reaction at 1.95-2.1 V potential that was not
directly related to the transition-metal sulfide process because (i)
the charge passed during this plateau was not recoverable in the
subsequent discharge, (ii) the recoverable useful discharge capacity
of the transition-metal sulfide was hardly affected by the length of
the overcharge plateau, and (iii) the useful discharge capacity did
not decline in the following cycles, even after several overcharging
cycles. The results in Table 1 show the charge and discharge
capacities of an FeS 2 electrode before, during, and after "overcharge"
(i.e. when the electrode potential is higher than 1.9 V).
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Similar results were obtained in the full-cell experiments with
the three listed metal disulfides. Figure 1 shows the voltage
variation of a Li-Al-Si/(Fe-Ni)S z sealed cell when cycled between
discharge and charge voltage limits of 1.0 and 2.1 V, respectively.
The voltage oscillations seen on the curve are traces of the voltage
excursions during 15-s current interruptions, which were applied
regularly to measure area-specific cell impedance [101. In the 21st
charge (C-21), when the voltage limiter relay was inact vated, the
cell was overcharged with a current density of 50 mA/cma to
approximately 2.5 times the theoretical capacity. In spite of this
unusual treatment, no damage occurred in the electrodes. This
observation is substantiated by the fact that the plot recorded in the
pre-overcharge cycle is unaltered from that obtained in the subsequent
cycles. Furthermore, the cell showing good capacity retention
performed many more cycles and several overcharges.

DISCUSSION

Both the half-cell and full-cell experiments suggested that

transition-metal disulfide electrodes in Li2S-saturated electrolyte
Will undergo beneficial overcharge reactions that provide overcharge
tolerance.

The mechanism of the overcharge tolerance can be explained by the
action of an electrode reaction-chemical reaction (ER-CR) cycle. At
high positive potentials, the abundant S

2 
- ions of the electrolyte are

oxidized to polysulfide on the sulfide electrode in the electrode
reaction

xS
2 - 

__> Sx2- + 2(x - l)e- (1)

where x < 2. Then, the polysulfide, after having been diffused to the
negative electrode, is reduced back to sulfide on the Li alloy in the
chemical reaction

Li2 Sx + 2(x - 1)Li
° 

--> xLi 2S (2)

The symbol Li
0 

in Eq 2 represents the excess lithium content of the
alloy that is produced during the overcharge. The sulfide produced in
Eq.2 diffuses and migrates back to the positive electrode and short
circuits the ER-CR cycle. Although the polysulfide and the excess
lithium in the alloy are produced continuously during overcharge, they
do not accumulate to an unacceptably high level because the
counteracting chemical reaction, when steady state is reached,
consumes them at the same rate as that of their formation. The high
solubility of the polysulfide assures a high diffusion rate and,
therefore, fast consumption at the negative electrode. Consequently,
the ER-CR cycle can maintain a self-regulated charge voltage limit,
which is set by the current density and temperature.
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A key element of the proposed ER-CR cycle is that the polysulfide
formation takes over the charge transfer from the transition-metal
sulfide electrode reactions, thus providing an electron source for the
inert-metal current collector while the overcharging current is
flowing.

Previous findings support the polysulfide formation under the
conditions of our experiments. Cyclic-voltammetric experiments
indicated that Li2S was readily oxidized in various complicated anodic
reactions on inert electrodes to various polyanions of sulfur in the
potential range of 1.9 to 2.2 vs. Li-Al 111,12]. The lover end of this
range coincides with the potential of the FeS2 formation [121.
However, because the FeS2 formation takes place at high overpotential
[12], the polysulfide anion formation is energetically favored
relative to the transition-metal disulfide formation. The polysulfide
may eventually help the FeS 2 formation from the lower sulfur activity
phases in a chemical interaction. This reaction mechanism would
explain the observed 113] good charge acceptance and high utilizations
of the disulfide electrodes in Li2S-saturated electrolytes.

The term disulfide is used in this paper only in the generic
sense, indicating the transition-metal sulfide phase(s) of highest
sulfur activity; the actual compound present at the end of the charge
is not known. The surplus oi Li2 S in the described experiments may
dictate a phase transformation sequence that is different from the
presently known one (121 that is valid for the disulfides at 4Li:Fe:2S
atom ratio.

CONCLUSION

Identified in this work was an effective overcharge mechanism
that protects the transition-metal disulfide electrodes in Li2S-
saturated electrolyte against anodic dissolution and sets a self-
regulated charge voltage limit. The resulting overcharge tolerance of
the cells, which is believed to be due to the ER-CR cycle, should
eliminate the need of voltage-limited cell charge and allow the use of
standard cyclers for charge equalization in cells of the battery. This
would reduce the initial and operating cost of Li-alloy/MS2 batteries.
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Table 1. Charge/Discharge Imbalance of FeS 2 Electrodea

Cycle Chargedb Overcharged
c  

Cut-off Dischargedd

No. (mAh) (mAh) V vs. Li-Al (mAh)

128 325 0 1.90 320
129 322 0 1.90 321

130 320 215 2.15 327
131 315 280 2.20 325

140 323 170 2.15 317
141 325 310 2.20 330
142 321 0 1.90 317

150 325 0 1.9u 315

a All-Li+-cation electrolyte, 100 mA/cm
2
, 4750 C

b Charged to 1.90 V
c Measured above 1.90 V
d Discharged to 1.5 V

O

C\20

>0

C:)

Li-Al-Si/(Fe-Ni)S 2 cell, 3850 C, 50 mA/cm
2

0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Time from C-20 to D-23, h

Figure 1. Evidence of Overcharge Tolerance in Cycle 21
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MOLTEN SALT ELECTROCHEMISTRY FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE
THERMOCHEMISTRY AND KINETICS OF THE SYSTEM Li-Fe-S

A. Rabenau, B. Schoch, and W. Weppner

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Festk6rperforschung
D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

ABSTRACT

LiCI-KCI eutectic molten salts are employed as

high temperature electrolytes for the electroche-
mical investigation of phase equilibria and fun-

damental thermodynamic and kinetic properties of

the ternary system Li-Fe-S. Emf measurements in

combination with electrochemical variations of

the composition shows the presence of the phases

Li Fe S .  and Li 2 FeS2 with wide ranges of stoi-

chiometry. The standard Gibbs energies of forma-
tion of Li 2 FeS 2  and LiFeS, are determined by
integration of the cell voltage to be -543 and
-894 kJ/mol at 420°C, respectively. The electro-

chemical reaction of lithium with Li-FeS elec-
trodes is rate determined by diffusion. The che-
mical diffusion coefficients are of the order of

10
-
1 cm

2
sec

"  
at 4201C for both phases LiFeS,

and LiFeS . The diffusion is enhanced by inter-

nal electrical fields.

INTRODUCTION

The application of molten salt electrolytes shows many

advantages for studying phase equilibria, thermodynamics
and kinetics in high temperature chemistry. Electrochemical
techniques (1-4) do not require quenching the samples for

characterization in contrast to most othe-r (e.g., metallo-
graphic or diffraction) methods. The equiIibration process
may be directly monitored by the change of the cell voltage

with time. An analysis before the sample has equilibrated
or after annealing for an unrequired long period of time is
avoided. Thermodynamic data, phase equilibria and kinetic
parameters may be obtained from the same experiment without

destruction of the sample from reading conveniently measur-
able electrical quantities such as currents and voltages.
A comparatively small number of sample preparations is re-
quired since the composition may be varied by electroche-
mical titration. Precision and resolution are extremely
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high. Voltages may be readily measured within an error bar
of I mV which corresponds to an uncertainty -n the Gibbs
energy of formation of 100 J/mol. Electrical charge trans-
fers smaller than I IAsec may be readily appi ed which
corresponds to a mass change of about 10- ' ' g or a varia-
tion in stoichiometry of the order of 10

-  
assuming a samp-

le mass of 1 g. The electrochemical reactions may be also
easily studied in-situ by X-ray or neutron diffraction
while the sample is inserted into the molten salt which
does not contribute to the diffraction pattern (5).

There are, however, several problems related to the appli -

cation of molten salts. Besides high volatility, problems
may be caused by the solubility of the sol id electrode
in the electrolyte and by chemical reactions. Stability may
be generally not supported by kinetic impedances because ci
the high mobility of all electrolyte components. Thermody-
namic stability requirements have to be taken into consi -
deration in most cases.

The merits and problems of appl ication of molten salt elec-
trolytes will be illustrated by the investigation of the
ternary system Li-Fe-S. This material is of special practi
cal interest i n combination with LiCl-KCI(e) molten saits
because of the application in lithium-sulphur cell foi
high energy and power dens ty secondary and thermally aci -

vated batteries (6-8). In spite of the large amount of work
on this system, several "undamental questions on the ther
modynamics, phase equilibria and kinetics are still open or
debatable. Most phase diagram studies were performed by
MetallqgTra ic e aM IIat Ion, X-ray and chemical analysis on
sample cooled to, ru m temperature. A variety of ternary
pha e s i s reported, e.g., LiFeS ti) , Li1  3 3 FeS 1 g1 ,
Li 1 5 FeS 7), Li FeS [7,10-121, Li Fe . ( l), and
Li e. S, (7). Emf measurements are described as a funct ior
of temperature for several nilateaus in the discharge curve
(13,14).

MOLTEN SALT ELFCIROLYTE/ELECTRODE STABILIIY

Stab ility of the molten salt electrolyte agains , react ion
with the electrodes is required for any state of discharge
of the galvanic cell. The salt should have , large decomp(
sition voltage for battery type applications and should 0e

stable at high activity of the electrochemically active
component. In the casi of srlids it is difficult to combne

these req,'irements with thf ndition of high ionirc conduc
tiv ty since the activation enthalpy for the mot ion of ons
and the G ibbs energy of formation of the ( i.mpound tend t(



be inversely proportional. Molten salt electrolytes show
advantages in this regard. The conductivity is generally
very high. However, the melting point of the salt tends to
increase in temperature with increasing thermodynamic sta-
bi I ity.

Binary lithium compounds with high negative Gibbs energies
of formation in the lowest oxidation state are suitable
from a thermodynamic point of view. E.g., LiCl has a decom-
position voltage of 3.4 V at 650

0
C, but the melting point

is as high as 6140C. Various ternary chlorides show much
lower melting temperatures, e.g., as low as 146

0
C in the

case of LiAICl . This material has a very wide stability
range (Edecomp - 2.38 V at 200*C) but only at very low
lithium activities (15). The much lower stability of AICI
(E= 2.03 V at 2000C) as compared to LiCl (3.84 V,
20 comfeads to reaction with Li to form the a. rE stable
lithium chloride. To avoid this problem, a thermodynamical-

ly more stable chloride than LiCl needs to be added to form
a ternary molten electrolyte. The choice is very limited,
however. KCI is one exception and forms a eutectic melt
with LiCl (molar ratin LiC1/KCI = 1.38; melting point
352

0
C).

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUE

Methods that were developed for the investigation of com-

plex systems (31 were employed to bring clarification in
several details of the phase diagram of the ternary system
Li-Fe-S and to obtain thermodynamic and kinetic informa-

tion. The emf E is related to the chemical potential jj of
the electroactive component Li and the Gibbs energy AGr of
the virtual cell reaction by

E = -AGr/
6
q (1)

q and 6 are the elementary charge and the variation of the
lithium content by the considered cell reaction. Including

the variation of E with temperature, comprehensive thermo-

dynamic information may be derived.

Phase equilibria are determined from the variation of E as

a function of composition (3). The cell voltage is indepen-
dent of the composition as long as only the relative
amounts of the existing compounds are changed by the cell
reaction. This is the case when the maximum number of pha-
ses, i.e., 3 in the case of a ternary system, is present.
The emf is in this case related to the standard Gibbs ener-

gies of formation LG? of all present phases according to
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E-1 n 3 ) dn _?( i FeynS n d Ix, y z.
= qd n ] (-] d iAG lLi n ); de x' y .Y" z (2)

qd~~5 -1nY ny, Z,

d is the determinant formed by the stoichiometric numbers
of al l three compounds in equli brium; dnI is the mirnor of
d formed by el iminating the column of the stoichiometric
numbers of the conducting ions (i) and the l ine of the
running number ( n ) . The minor dni is zero if the corres -
ponding phase is not involved in the cell reaction. The
cell voltage is then determined by 2 phases. This means,
the ratio of the stoichiometries of two components remains
unchanged for any phase during a reversible cell reaction.

The presence and extension of triP various regions of tie
phase diagram are also obtained by varying cont inuously the
composition by coulometric titration using various starting

compositions along the binary Fe-S leg or within the terna-
ry field. Single and two-phase regions are recognized by a
drop in voltage. If originally a sample without any Li
content is brought in contact with the electrolyte, the
latter will be decomposed and the availablP Li will react
with a sample as long as the Li activ ity of the sample
exceeds theP decomposition voltage. Vice versa, this amount
of Li in the sample may not be removed elpctro hemical ly by
t itratior, but this error may be neglected in most cases.
An important check of the correctness of the phase diagram
is to prove the monotonous increase of the voltage for any
direction of the phase diagram with increasing Li content.

The electrical work of a reversible electrochemical reac-
t ion corresponds to the difference of the chemical energy
which is the zhange of the Gibbs energy of formation bet-
ween the starting and the final composition. The Gibbs
energy for any cumposition of the sample is therefore ob-
tained by integration of the emf along the path of varia-
tion of lithium content (3)

6
AGI(Li 6 FeyS Z) q o E(x)dx + AGf(Li 6  FeySz) (3)

This allows to determine the Gibbs energy of formation for
any com pc s i t ion and a 1 on g any di rect ion of the phase dia-
gram, e.g., also along quasi-binary sections which are not
directed toward the Li corner.

An electrochemical trarsfer of ion, through the galvanic
cell produce- compositional inhomogeneitie5 in the elec-
trodes. The current describes the flux of ions in the elec-
trode at tfe interface with the electrolyte. The cell vol -
tage indicates the concentration of Li at the same position
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but superimposed by polarizations. The time dependence of

the cell voltage and current may be employed to analyse the

effective chemical diffusion under the influence of elec-
trochemical potential gradients. In principle, any initial
and boundary condition may be used to solve Fick's second
law. It is convenient to start with a homogeneous composi -

tion and to fix either the voltage or the current, or to
provide a short current pulse (4,16). The technique of

constant currents is employed in the present investigat on
of the Li-Fe-S system. The cell voltage changes with the
square root of time in this case:

dE/d V = 0 dE/d6 -112; ? 2VM/q NA ¢ (4)

( 0: current density, D chemical diffusion coefficient,
VM: molar volume, NA : Avogadro's number) The variation of

E with the stoichiometry, dE/d6, is obtained from the dif-
ference of the equilibrium cell voltages before and after
the current flux. This quantity Is proport onal to the
enhancement factor

W z lna/3lnc - (q6/kT)dE/d6 j5)

(a: activity, c: concentration, k: Boltzmann's constant)
which relates to the diffusivity D, electrical mobi Iity u,

and tracer diffusion coefficient DT  (4). This electroche-
mical technique has been developed For binary systems (16)
and is extended to ternary systems in the present work
Complications arise from the fact that the add:tional com-
ponent produces an additional degree of freedom. Variation
of the stoichiometry of one component results in changes of
the chemical potentials of both other components. The pre-
dominantly mobi le component will m,.ve And may drive the

composition locally away from the path of equil ibrium com-
positions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Molten salt electrolytes were prepared from eutectic mix-
tures of LiCI )purum p.a. , >98%) and KCI (puriss. p.a. ,

>99%), both from Fluka, Buchs CH. Crucibles made of alumina
(Haldenwanger, Berlin, 4 cm wide and 6 cm high) and resis-

tance furnaces were employed. Al preparations and expe-
riments were performed in an argon filled dry box. The melt
was heated over night at 4000C before the electrodes were

inserted. The counter and reference electrode were prepared
electrochemically from aluminum wire (Ventron, Karlsruhe D,

0.1 cm in diameter) which was wound to a spiral -n accom-

modate easily to the large expansion by the uptake of i -

thium without breaking apart. Molten lithium (Cerametals,



New York, 99.9 %) adherent to a molybdenum sheet was em-
ployed as anode using molten LiCl-KCl(e) electrolytes at
4006C. The electrochemical reaction proceeded under con-
stant current until an equal molar amount of LiAl ($-phase)
and Al (s-phase) was obtained. The samples were prepared
from Fe (Merck, Darmstadt, > 99.5%), Fe 0  9 S, FeS. and LiS
(all from Cerac, Driebergen NL, > 99.9%): The appropriate
mixtures of the powders were pressed to pellets (pressure:
30 kN) of 6 mm in diameter and 1-2 or 2-5 mm in thickness
for samples employed for coulometric titration or static
emf measurements, respectively. The pellets were annealedin small evacuated sealed glass ampoules at 4200C for 10
hours before they were inserted into small pockets madefrom molybdenum sheet (Ventron, > 99.9%; 0.1 mm in thick-
ness). These sample holders were open to the melt from the
top. If part of the sample should break off, this material
is collected within the pocket and participates further inthe titration process. Molybdenum wires were used as elec-
tronic leads to all electrodes.

Currents of the order of 7-15 mA/cm 2 
electrode surface area

were provided by constant current sources (Keithley, models
220/227). Emfs were measured by electrometers (Keithley,
models 616/619, input impedance > 2 x 10"2). The coulome-
tric titrations and kinetic transient measurements were
computer controlled. Generally 50 steps were taken for a
full forward and backward titration. The operating tempera-
ture was kept within the regime of 420 ± 20

0
C at the posi-

tion of the sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows one of the results of the coulometric titra-
tions. FeS, is used as starting material in this case.
Three voltage plateaus are observed indicating the presence
of ternary or quasi binary equilibria. The results for
forward and backward titration are in good agreement except
for the intermediate small plateau which shows a value
which is 20 mV higher if lithium is taken out of the sample
rather than inserted. Also, the voltages are smaller close
to 6=4 when lithium is added rathe- than taken out of the
sample. This may be understood by kinetic impedances due to
the formation of Li2S (besides Fe) which is an ionic con-
ductor and equilibrates very slowly. Wide intermediate
regimes of dropping voltages indicate the presence of large
single- and two-phase fields.

The information obtained from the coulometric titration
curves is transferred into the phase diagram as shown in
Fig. 2. In addition, the results of static emf measurements
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are included. Identical cell voltages are indicated by the
same symbol. The other investigated compositions fall with-
in single- and two-phase regions. The results are in agree-
ment which shows that the exposure of the sample to the
molten salt for extended periods of time does not give rise
to uncontrolled variations of the composition, e.g., by the
loss of sulphur or electronic conductivity of the electro-
lyte. Areas of identical plateau voltages and static emfs
are combined in triangles of three-phase equilibria. The
presence of 2 ternary phases, LiFeS., and LiFeS,, is
confirmed. The ranges of non-stoichiometry are, however,
much wider than assumed previously. These are indicated by
the shaded areas. The static emf measurements indicate the
equilibrium of LiFeS. with LiS. Discrepancies with ear-
lier work may be due to the present in-situ investigation
at 420

0
C while other examinations were performed at room

temperature.

The Gibbs energy of the reaction of lithium with FeS, is

plotted in Fig. 3 employing equation (3) through all 1-, 2-

and 3-phase regions up to the formation of 2LiS + Fe (6=4)
The ternary and quasi binary regions are indicated as
straight lines. Taking into account literature data (17)
for the Gibbs energy of formation of FeS (-138 kJ/mol),
the standard Gibbs energy of formation of stoichiometric
LiFeS, from the elements is found to be -543 kJ/mol. The
corresponding value for the compound Li,FeS. is -894
kJ/mol. The compositional dependence of the standard Gibbs
energy of formation of the compounds along the quasi binary
section FeS-LiS is obtained from integration of the emf
between the Fe-S leg and the final composition. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. A literature value of -419.5 kJ/mol
for the formation of LiS at 420

0
C (17) is used.

The galvanostatic currents produce variations of the cell
voltage with the sqj -P root of time in the initial stage
as long as a semi-infinite sample may be assumed (Fig. 5).
This shows that this reaction process is rate determined by
diffusion in the bulk of the sample. Deviations from the
linear E - Vt behaviour are also due to non-linearities of
the slope dE/d6 of the coulometric titration curves which
causes changes of the enhancement factor and chemical dif-
fusion coefficient with the variation of the composition at
the interface with the molten salt. Fig. 6 shows the time
dependence in the reverse direction. The slope is in agree-
ment within the limits of experimental error. Similarly,
linear E - Vt relations are obtained in the case of the
presence of Li .Fe S, (Fig. 7). A plateau is observed after
the sample has polari zed at the interface with the molten
salt enough so as to form the 3-phase region Li,Fe',S,-
Li jeS Fe 0  S. The reaction is sufficiently fast in this
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case and equilibrium is maintained until only Li FeS is
present at the interface. The variation of the chemical
diffusion coefficient for the various phases crossed in the
course of discharge of an FeS electrode is given in Fig.
8. The diffusion process is fast and shows a chemical dif-
fusion coefficient of the order of 10 - cmj/sec for solid
Li FeS. and Li Fe S.. The diffusion of lithium in FeS is 1

2 orders of magnitude slower but still higher than typi -

cally in metallic systems. This enhanced diffusion is rela-
ted to internal electrical fields to drive the ions in
addition to the concentration gradient.
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ABSTRACT

The electrochemistry of the LiAl anode in molten salt and

organic media was investigated using cyclic voltammetry,

chronopotentiometry and chronoamperometry. Electrochemical

formation of the B-LiAl phase was shown highly dependent

on the nucleation polarisation in both media and the

difference observed is attributed to the difference in the

operation temperature. Development of the anode as indicated

by lowering polarisation potential and expanding electrode

structure was observed upon cycling. The impurities was

s~own to have a greater effect on the cycling efficiency

using the organic solvent. Moreover, an unstable passive

film was formed at the electrode surface as a result of the

interaction with the organic solvent, which occurred

continuously over a wide span of the cathodic potential.

On the other hand, the anode/solvent interaction under the

molten salt medium was affected by the liberation of

potassium as a vapour, which only occurred at a highly

cathodic potential.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the high electronegativity and low atomic weight, lithium and

its alloys orovide promising anode materials for various advanced

battery systems (1,2). The alloying of lithium with aluminium in the

form of LiAl anode is at present the most promising anode due to the

jood retention of the corrosive lithium metal and a moderate lowering

of the voltage of the cell (3-5). The LiAl anode has thus been used

in the molten salt batteries and in the organic lithium cells. The

use cf an organic medium has the advantage of operating the cell under

ambient temperature, whereas the use of the molten salt medium pro-

vides a cell with high current drain. It could be interesting to

compare the electrochemical behaviour of LiAl in these two media so as

to identify the limiting areas in each system and to provide a direct-

ien for searching new media to be used in the secondary lithium

battery. In the present study, T.iCI.KCI eutectic system was chosen

as the molten salt medium and methyl acetate as the oryunic medium.
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Both systems exhibit the existence of a critical potential and the
change in the nucleation growth mechanism at a given stepping potent-
ial. The chronoamperograms differ in the response time and the charge
density. Under molten salt media,the nucleation rate is more affected
by potential and it is in general much faster than the use of the
organic solvent.

Cycling studies

The cyclability of the LiAl anode is shown in fig. 2. The polar-
isation potential between charging and discharging is shown to be
much less in the molten salt medium. Moreover, well defined plateaus
for other lithium rich intermetallic phases are clearly shown using
the molten salt system and only one plateau was observed under the
organic medium. This is due to the occurrence of numerous lithium
rich intermetallic phases and the chemical rcactivities of the anode
towards the organic solvent at ambient temperature.

The LiAl anode is shown to develop upon cycling under both high
and low temperature systems. The polarisation potential was shown
(10,11) to decrease upon cycling and the morphology of the electrode
was expanded and developed into a well characteriscd structure under
cycling with suitable c.d. The nucleation polarisation was also
decreased upon cycling. However, impurities like H 0 or oxide was2
shown (10) to have a more marked influence on the cycling efficiency
for the organic than the molten salt system.

Anode/solvent interaction

The interaction between the anode and the solvent was studied
using the cyclic voltammetric technique, as the system can be tempor-
arily exposed to high activity lithium alloys during the cathodic
scan. The results are shown in fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms for the
high lithium activity alloys are well characterised in the molten salt
study and scanning into very cathodic potential leads to the appear-
ance of oscillating current in the stripping 'roltammogram due to the
liberation of potassium as a vapour from the LiCl.KCl eutectic. More
interesting interaction was observ-d for the organic system. Three
cross-over points are observed in the cyclic voltammogram upon succ-
essive cathodic scan. The first cross-over is due to the activation
cf the electrode surface by the deposition of the P-LiCl. Thus, the
electrode can accept more lithium at the reverse scan. The second
cross-over is due to the formation of a passive film at the electrode
surface,leadingtoa reduction in current. Further cathodic scan leads
to a breakdown of the passive film with subsequent increase in current
and the appearance of a wavy voltammogram. Based on the evidence from
the identification of the reaction products by the i.r. and N.M.R.
techniques( 0), the following reaction mechanism is proposed with a
two step reaction initiated by the abstraction of an acidic It hydrogen
from methyl acetate.
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Step 1: 0 O,i

1 Li I
H C-C-OCH - H2C = C-OCH 3 + H2213

H

(Methyl acetate) (Lithium adduct)
I) 0

Step 2: 0 I
CH 3-C-CH 2-C-OCH33 ( -2 3

I63 (Methyl acetoacetate)

2C OCH 3  2 OH - > + TIiOC 3

CH 3- C-OCH 3  Cl -C-OCH3  or polymerization

Li 0
Li

CONCLUS ION

The formation of the -I-LiAl is shown to be strongly affected by the
nucleation of the B phase, which grows rapidly three-dimensionally
after the potential was stepped above a critical value. The differ-
ence in the nucleation polarisation under molten salt and organic
media is mainly due to the difference in temperature, which affects
the nucleation rates and the current density. The LiA1 anode is
shown to develop upon cycling under both high and low temperature
system. The polarisation potential was found to decrease while the
electrode structure was developed upon cycling. However, only one
plateau was observed under the organic solvent while other lithium
rich alloy phases were suppressed due to their activities with the
solvent. For the same reason, impurities in the solvent affect the
cycling efficiency more under the organic solvent. The anode/solvent
interaction as studied by cyclic voltammetry indicates a continued
interaction of the solvent with the anode over a wide potentia' sjjan
in the organic meCium, whereas the molten !-alt medium only deterior-
ates at highly cathodic potential with the liberation of lotassium
vapour. The formation of an unstable passivafhd film in the organic
medium leads to further initeraction of the anode and the solvent.
Although a better passive film can be made by the ise of I iAsI (12,
13), the reactivity between the anode arid the organic solvent fs a

major problem facing the use of the organic solvent. The recent
development of the room tempcrature molten s-alt system may provide a
medium with suitable conductivity and inertnress towards lithium and
its alloys. Initial promising results were obtained in the prelimin-
ary work (14,15) and the compatibility of various room temperature
molten salt systems towards lthitm and it,,; alloys is at oresetit
lnvesti gated in our laboratory.
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Fig. 2. Chronopotentiometric study of the LiAl anode
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A NOVEL INORGANIC LOW MELTING ELECTROLYTE
FOR SECONDARY ALUMINUM-NICKEL SUlFIDE BAP1ERILS.

H.A. Hjuler* , S. von Winbusht , R.W. Berg* and N.J. Bjerrum*.

*Molten Salts Group, Chemistry Department A, Building 207,
The Technical University of Denmark, 2800 Lyngby, Denmark.

tState University of New York at Old Westbury,
New York, USA.

ABSTRACT

A new, inorgdnic low melting electrolyte with the com-
position LiAICI -NaAiCl,-NaAIBr.-KAICI, (3:2:3:2) (or
equivalently LiAlBr,-NaAlCl,-KAICl, (3:5:2)) has been de-
veloped. The melting point for this neutral melt is 861C;
the decomposition potential is approximately 2.0 Volts; rhe
ionic conductivity is measured in the range 97-40lrC and is
at 100°C 0.142 ohm-1cm-1 and the density is 2.07 g cm - 3 .
The conductivity seems to be an almost linear combination
of the conductivities of the four individual halo salts
which form the melt. The electrolyte is employed in the re-
chargeable battery system Al/electrolyte/Ni3 S, at 1001C.
The open circuit voltage of this system with the low melting
electrolyte is from 0.83 to 1.0 Volts. Dendrite free alu-
minifm deposits are obtained. The cycling behaviour of the
battery system is reported.

I N T P 0 D U C T 1 0 N

The need for better rechargeable batteries is well-knowe,
but most authors have been working with alkali metal anodes.
In the las, few years, aluminum has instead been investi-
gated for battery suitability, especially in Denmark (1-3),
Japan (4) and other countries. Melts of NaCl-AICl, or KCI-
NaCI-AlCl have been the most popular electrolytes in the
temperature range from 130 to 2401C, but room temperature
molten salts, like imidazolium-or butvlpyridinium-chioride
aluminum chloride mixtures, have also been used in a number
of cases (see ref. 5 for a recent survey).

The advantage of electrolytes that can be used at room
temperature is obvious, but unfortunately the above men-
tioned large-cation organic melts have low ionic conducti-
vities and high weights compared to the inorganic medium-
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or high-temperature melts. Further the organic melts are
less stable - depending on composition - in contact with
aluminum metal.

Therefore, it is desirable to develop an inorganic elec-
trolyte which is molten at room temperature. So far NaAICl.
has been used at 1750C in most of our battery work (1-3).
When pure it melts at 156.7±0.10 C (6). If NaCl is mixed with
KCl and sufficient AlCl3 is added, it is possible to reach
very low melting acidic compositions; melting points down
to 700C have been reported (7). Unfortunately the ionic con-
ductivity is low and the vapor pressure is not vanishing.
This makes acidic melts (i.e. excess of AlC13 ) undesirable
as battery electrolytes.

We adopted another policy in trying to find a low-tempe-
rature electrolyte, mixinq alkali tetrahalo-aluminate salts
which are neutral. By careful purification of the chemicals,
followed by mixing various amounts, we have so far succeeded
in obtaining an electrolyte with a rather low melting point,
as described elsewhere (8). Here, preliminary determinations
of some physicochemical properties are reported.

Finally, to examine the applicability of the melt, three
test batteries have been constructed in a new cell design.
The batteries were tested at 1000C and compared to earlier
(1-2) measurements on a similar battery system with a
NaAlCI4 electrolyte at 1750C.

E X P E R I M E N T A L

All manipulations with the chemicals were performed in
nitrogen-filled glove-boxes.

The alkali halides were made from analytical grade re-
agents purified in the molten state by flushing with dry,
analytical grade hydrogen halide gas (6). The aluminum
halides were purified by distillation (6).

The individual alkali aluminum halide salts were made
from the above mentioned salts and purified by recrystalli-
zation or zone refining, as described recently (9). The
electrolyte was finally made by weighing the three salts in the
wanted ratios and sealing the ampoule. After equilibration
at 1250C in a rocking furnace, the electrolyte was taken out,
solidified and ground in a glove box. This material was kept
in sealed ampoules until used.

The nickel sulfide electrodes were made from Ni3 S2 (from
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Cerac 99,9%), active carbon powder (Darco G60 from Fluka)
and a teflon dispersion (from Dupont). As separator a boron
nitride felt obtained from Argonne Natl. Lab., USA, ws used.

The conductivity measurements were performed as earlier
described (10).

Determination of the particular mixture having the lowest
possible melting point was done as described elsewhere (8).

The density was determined visually, using an ampoule
with markers immersed in a thermostated oil bath.

The quality of electrolytically deposited aluminum was
examined in the cell shown in Figure 1. Of special interest
is the question whether or not dendrites will be formed
during charging (i.e. the plateability). For the cell in
Figure 1, square pyrex tubing was used to facilitate obser-
vations of the electrodes. The cell, filled with electrolyte,
was placed such that it could be observed and photographed
directly while inside an oven of our own construction,
heated with circulated air and controlled by a PID regulator.
The electrodes of the cell were observed using a Zeiss Jena
Technical 2 Stereo Microscope equipped with an Olympus OM-2
SLR-camera and a Schott KL 1500 cold light source. For cyc-
ling of the cell, a high-precision chronoamperostat, built
in this laboratory (11) was used, connected to a chart re-
corder. The same cell and experimental set-up was used also
to deteimine the electrochemical window of the electrolyte.

Thr testing of the batteries was performed using a oil
bath with mechanical stirring and a PID-regulator. The
battery test equipment has been described elsewhere (1).
The battery test cell design is shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Melting point. By observing the melting points of a large
number of mixtures (8),is was found that the 3:5:2 LiAlBr4-
NaAIC14-KAICl, melt was the one which remained totally liq-
uid down to the lowest temperature: 86±10C.

Density. The density p of the mixture was measured at ca.
100 0 C to be 2.0710.02 g-cm- 3 .

Plateability. In the cell shown in Figure 1, aluminum
was deposited on the carbon electrode (D) by electrolysis.
Cathodic current densities from 1.4 to 706 mA/cm 2 was used.
The time was chosen so that the passed total charge was ca.
2 C in each case, i.e. 30 C/cm 2 . This amounts to an aluminum
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layer of 0.01 mm. During electrolysis Llu put'ntial was
recorded.

After formation, the aluminum deposit was photographed.
In all experiments with 1.4-70 mA/cm a dense layer of alu-
minum was obtained. This corresponds to a high plateabili-
ty, in contrast to what was found previously for NaAiC]-
melts (12). At the highest current densities 0.14-0.7 Acn

2

the deposits were, however, more porous (i.e. the layer
appeared thicker and less dense) but absolutely no dndritcs
nor other well-defined crystals were seen, (in contrast to
what was seen in NaAlCl. electrolytes, cf. Figure 3).

No passivation phenomenon was observed.

After each plating, the aluminum was stripped off again,
by reversing the potential. The glassy carbon electrode
was made perfectly smooth (mirror-like) before a new depo-
sition electrolysis was started.

Anodic decomposition potential. Reverse electrolysis
(electrode stripping) was used to determine the "electro-
chemical window" of the electrolyte. The anodic current
was measured as a function of the applied potential. Atthe
same timo the cell was being observed for finding the po-
tential at which evolution of a brown gas started. By plot-
ting the current versus voltage and extrapolating to-
wards zero current and comparing to visual observation of
bromine evolution, a decomposition value of 2.0-0.1 Volts
at 100 0 C was obtained.

This value should be compared to a value of 2.5-0.1 Volt,
obtained at 175 0 C by extrapolation of similar measurements
(13) on a near neutral NaCI-A]Cl molten salt in the tem-
perature range 300-6600 C. Our own determination of the de-
composition potential of molten NaAlCl. at 175 0 C was 2.4
0.1 Volt (12). In this case, a yellow gas evolved (accord-
ing to the reaction 4AlCl - Cl: + 2AI.Cl7 + 2e-) . The
lower decomposition potential of the low-temperature elec-
trolyte is not to be ascribed to a temperature phenomenon,
since decomposition potentials normally increase at lower
temperatures (13) . Instead, it is due to Br2 formation.

Conductivity of the low melting electrolyte. The results
of our measurements are presented in Figure 4. The known
conductivity '. i = 1,2,3,4, of the four tetrahalo com-
pounds (10,14-16; from which the low melting system can be
made (i.e. LiAICI.-NaAlCl4 -NaAlBr,-KAICI, (3:2:3:2)) are
also included. It can immediately be seen that the conduc-
tivity of the low melting mixture cannot be far from a
weighted average based on the molar fractions Xi of the
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four individual salts.

A quantitative examination of this idea in the tempera-
ture range 267-3490 C where comparison can be made shows
that the difference between the weighted average conductivity
(< model < X + 1.'X2+ -,X * .,X,) and the measured

conductivity 'obs varies between 0.8-3.0%. In this respect
we are dealing with almost ideal liquids.

The conductivity of the low melting system naturally de-
creases with decreasing temperature but even at the melting
point of the mixture, a fairly high conductivity is found
(extrapolated value of *obs = 0.117 ohn - 1 cm - I at 86°C).
The measured conductivities are given in Table 1.

Test of batteries. The battery cell design is shown in
Figure 2. A representative number of cycles are shown in
Figure 5. Cell A, B and C differed by the shape of the ca-
thode: a flat circular-, a cylinder wall- and a thick cy-
linder-wall-cathode, respectively. The open circuit voltage
was - after assembly - 0.87V, 1.OV and 0.83V, respectively.
The cell testing conditions were the same for cell A and B
whereas for cell C, the charge/discharge currents were in-
creased successively after cyc e no. 39, as described in the
caption of Figure 5.

A graphical presentation which helps evaluation of the
results is shown in Figure 6. The charge efficiency is de-
fined as (mAh, discharge)/(mAh, charge) and the energy ef-
ficiency is defined as the charge efficiency times (aver-
age discharge voltage)/(average charge voltace) . The cell
performance seems not good compared to the AI/NaCl-AlCl/
NiS, system at 175OC (1-2). The lower temperature rray be
causing some of the difference.

The metal housing excludes visual observation of the
interior of the battery. The highly fluctuating efficien-
cies are probably related to shorting problems at the glass
feed-through (Figure 2B), which in principle can be solved.
The fact that the cells can exhibit high efficiencies can
be interpreted to show that the battery system is promis-
ing. More work has to be done i. this field.
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Table I. Spr itic Conductivity of LiAlBr4 -NaAICl-KAICI4

(3:5:2) as a Function cf Temperature:

t,oC V-obs' - Icm
-

97.0 0.136
108.0 0.155

127.8 0.198

151.3 0.252
177.3 0.313

200.8 0.367
248.3 0.472
297.3 0.572

324.0 0.623
346.5 0.662
375.8 0.709
400.5 0.747
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/Glass tube
1assy carbon

A

Aluminum plate
\melt (1000C)

Glass tube

Glassy carbon

5Aluminum dendrite

Figure 3. Photographs showing typical depcsits obtained
during plateability experiments, using A: The new low
temperature melt at 1000 C, B: The NaAlCl electrolyte at
175 0 C, in both cases using a current density of 1.4 mAicm 2 .
In A a dense Al plate, in B Al dendrites are formed.
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(taken from graph), +: present measurements.
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Figure 5. Charge/discharge curves for three experimental
battery cells: (A) theoretical cathode capacity 204 m.Ah;
charge/discharge conditions 5 mA and 5 h. (B) theoretical
cathode capacity 1133 mAh; charge/discharge conditions 5 mA
and 5h. (C) theoretical cathode capacity 7586 mAh; charge!
discharge conditions 5 mA and 5 h until cycle 39, 10 mA and
5 huntil cycle 68, 15 mA and 5 huntil cycle 89, 20 mA and
5 h until cycle 108, 25 mA and 5 h until cycle 128 and 50 mA
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PERFORMANCE OF Na/Se(IV) MOLTEN CHLOROALUMINATE BATTERIES

Morio Matsunaga and Kunisuke Hosokawa

Department of Industrial Chemistry
Kyushu Institute of Technology
Tobata, Kitakyushu 804, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

This paper describes recent progress in the
development of a new rechargeable cell, sodium/
tetravalent selenium in AlCl 3 -NaCI melts. From
the theoretical consideration of the energy
density of sodium/molten chiorides battery the
utilization of basic chloroaluminate melts is
discussed. A cell with current collector of
carbon felt shows high energy density (\-415
Wh/kg), when it operates within both acidic and
basic melts. The design of the positive compart-
ment is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Several kinds of batteries, which utilize aqueous,

organic, molten salt, and solid electrolytes, have been
extensively studied for the load leveling and electric
vehicle applications. A new rechargeable Na/X cell is one
of the most attractive batteries because of high voltage,
high energy density, and high energy efficiency. This type
cell is composed of sodium anode, molten salt cathode, and
a separator conductive to sodium ions. Several kinds of
molten salts could be utilized in this type cell, in which
only sodium ions could permeate the solid electrolyte.
Especially, acidic melts such as haloaluminates offer many
advantages for the battery applications;i.e., low liquidus
temperature and high conductivity.

Several kinds of Na/X type cells with a molten chlo-
roaluminate electrolyte have been reported; e.g., Na/SbCl 3
(1), Na/S(IV) (2-4), Na/Se(IV) (5,6), Na/Cl2  (7), and
Na/Fe(II) (8). Among them the cells which utilize tetra-
valent sulfur or selenium show quite high open circuit
voltage and high energy density. This report describes the
theoretical consideration on energy density of Na/X cells
and the improvement of positive mix composition of a
Na/Se(IV) cell as well as the material and design of
positive current collector.
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EXPERIMETAL

Commercial reagents of AiCI 3 and NaCI were purified
as follows. AlCX3 was sublimed through a glass filter after
reaction with aluminum metal(m5N) for one day. Nanl was
cried under vacuum for several days at 400'C. Commercial
crade of selenium(m6N) was used without pretreatment. Salt
mixtures were prepared with purified chemicals in a glove
box filled with high-purity nitrogen. Sodium metal was
purified by double filtration.

Typical cell arrangements used in this study are
shown in Fig.1. Each cell consisted of a Pyrex glass
compartment filled with positive mixture, which was
separated from the sodium electrode by means of a beta"-
alumina tube (NGK Spark Plug Co.). Carbon felts(GF-20,
Nippon Carbon Co.) and tungsten spiral were used as the
cathode and anodp current collectors, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

High energy density is one of the most important
characteristics required for new batteries which will be
applied for load leveling and electric vehicle. To develop
high performance sodium/molten chlorides cells, the theo-
retical energy density is discussed in relation to the
range of melt composition changed during a charge-
discharge cycle. As an example we consider the following
cathode reaction for a Na/X cell,

MeCim + ze = MeCl(m-z) + z Cl [1]

here MeCIm and MeClm-z correspond to the positive active
species at charged and discharged states, respectively.
Although these species usually exist as anions in melts,
we will treat all the species as neutral molecules to
simplify the discussion. From Eq.[1] the total cell
reaction with z electron transfer becomes as follows

z Na + MeCl m  = z NaCl + MeCl(m-z) [2]

Here we will consider the cells which use molten AlCI3 -
NaCl as the positive solvent. In this cell the sodium
chloride content increases and the melt becomes basic with
discharging. The range of melt composition changed during
the cycle, therefore, relates to the energy density of a
Na/X ceil. When the molar ratio, N(AlCl 3 )/N(NaCl), is
x/(1-x) at fully discharged and y/(1-y) at fully charged
state, the energy density of the cell will be
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2.68 x 10 (1/x -1/y)(Eave/V)
ED/Whkg = [3]

74.90 + 58.44/x + (M/z)fl/x -1/y)

In this equation M is the moiecular weight of discharged
product MeCl(mZ) and Eave is the average cell voltage.
Fig.2 represents the relations between equivalent weight
of the positive active mass and the theoretical capacity
density of a cell which operates within four ranges of
melt composition. In this figure the scale to estimate the
theoretical energy density from the average cell voltage
is also shown. These results suggest that there are two
ways to improve the energy density of Na/X batteries. One
is utilization of the positive material of which
equivalent weight is low. The other method is to operate
the cells within wider range of melt composition. Although
a Na/S(IV) cell has quite high electromotive force and
good charge-discharge behavior (2-4), this cell can work
only in an acidic region such as between 80/20 and 50/50
of AlCl 3 /NaCl molar ratio. On the other hand, tetravalent
selenium and tellurium are stable in both acidic and basic
AlCl3 -NaCl melts. In this study the performance of
Na/Se(IV) cells has been investigated to demonstrate this
consideration on the energy density of Na/X cells.

At first the performance of two kinds of Na/Se(IV)
cells were studied, of which the positive current collec-
tors were simple tungsten spiral. The positive melt in one
cell kept basic during the operation, and the other
utilized both acidic and basic melts. The Na/Se(IV) cell
can discharge smoothly, when the melt composition is in an
acidic region. When the melt is saturated with sodium
chloride, the cell voltage at discharging abruptly changed
and the tungsten electrode is covered with transparent
solid which might be sodium chloride. These results
suggest that the Na/Se(IV) cell operating in basic melt
region requires new positive current collector of which
surface area is quite large.

To find the discharging limit of melt composition in
basic region, the performances of three cells, CS-52, CS-
53 and CS-54, have been studied which utilize carbon felt
current collector as shown in Fig.1. The melt composition
and the amount of AlCl -NaCl melt at fully charged state
are almost the same in these cells as shown in Table 1.
The typical charge-discharge curves observed in these
cells are shown in Fig.3. Each cell shows stable
discharging voltage before the AlCI3/NaCl molar ratio in
melts approaches 35/65, and sodium chloride content at the
discharging limit becomes richer with an increase of theo-
retical capacity. The dependence of energy density and
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percent utilization of tetravalent selenium on discharge
current density is shown in Fig.4. This figure depicts
also the energy efficiency observed when the charging
current is a half of discharging. Each cell shows high
energy density more than 300 Wh/kg with lower discharging
current density at 225°C, and the highest value was
obtained for a cell CS-54. On the other hand, the percent
utilization decreases with an increase of the theoretical
capacity. In these cells the discharge limit relates to the
coverage of the carbon felt with solid sodium chloride.
The results obtained here, therefore, suggest that the
AlCl3 /NaCI molar ratio at full discharge should be
in the range between 35/65 and 30/70. Of course this melt
composition depends on the ratio of the surface area of
current collector to the amount of positive mixture. The
electric conductance of carbon felt and the design of the
positive compartment also influence the capacit.

The cell CS-54 shows lower polarization than the
other two cells as observed in Fig.3. Especially the cell
voltage at charging is quite flat in this cell. The cell
design of these cells was similar, since that of CS-52 and
CS-53 was A-I type in Fig.1, and CS-54 was B-I. However,
the carbon felt was wholly dipped in the positive melt !n
the cell CS-54, although only impregnated with reit in the
cells CS-52 and CS-53. This diffcriice influences the
polarization especially aL the charging. In cells CS-52
and CS-53 the distribution of melt compositon is not uniform
because of the low viscosity of the melt. At charging the
melt in the upper part of carbon felt easily changes to be
acidic, although that in the lower part keeps basic. As it
is known that higher polarization is observed at charging
in an acidic melt, the high voltage at the end of charging
as shown in Fig.3 might be due to the above phenomenon. On
the other hand, cell CS-54 has an uniform distribution of
melt composition, and then flat voltage at charging was
observed.

It has become apparent that a Na/Se(IV) cell could
discharge even if the positive melt would be saturated
with sodium chloride. To improve the energy density we
prepared an experimental cell CS-61 which would work theo-
retically within the meltcomposition range between 65/35
and 30/70 as shown in Table 1. The structure of this cell
corresponds to C-II type in Fig.1, and the positive
current collector is wholly dipped in the melt similar to
cell CS-54. The typical charge-discharge curves observed
in this cell are shown in Fig.5. The dependence of the
energy density, percent utilization, and energy efficiency
on discharge current density is shown in Fig.4 together
with the results in the above three cells. This cell shows
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relatively low polarization at charging and discharging.
Only at the end of charging the polarization had increased
due to the change of melt composition to be acidic. The
energy density obtained at 1.0 A discharging is quite high
such as 415 Wh/kg in this cell. The percent utilization of
tetravalent selenium, however, becomes low with higher
current than 2.0 A. This poor performance at high current
densities might relate to the design of positive current
collector. Then it would be necessary to improve the
design and material of the current collector in order to
obtain better performance at high current density.

We have reported a Na/S(IV) cell with tungsten posi-
tive current collector had run for 17 months at nearly
100% depth of discharging with no significant rate of
degradation (4) . For Na/Se(IV) cells with carbon felt
current collector, however, the degradation of percent
utilization and energy efficiency was usually observed as
shown in Fig.6. When graphite powder is suspended in
chloroaluminate melts with tetravalent chalcogens, grap-
hite intercalation compounds are formed. Then the above
degradation of performance might relate to the formation
of intercalation compounds. The other materials such as
porous vitreous carbon should be used for this type cell.
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Table 1. Specifications for Four Na/Se(IV) Cells
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ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL STATUS OF MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELLS

Nguyen Quang Minh
Garrett/AiResearch
2525 190th Street

Torrance, California 90509, USA

ABSTRACT

Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) are
presently under development for electric
utility power generation. Much progress has
been made in the MCFC technology during the
last ten years. This paper examines and
summarizes the technological status of the
MCFC. Emphasis is placed on discussion of
technical issues such as cathode dissolution
corrosion, electrode deformation, electrolyte
loss, sulfur contamination, and internal
reforming. A brief discussion of the
importance of electrolyte basicity in MCFCs
is also given.

INTRODUCTION

The molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) represents one
of the most important applications of molten salts. The
fuel cell employs molten carbonates as the electrolyte.
Carbonate mixtures are the only electrolytes which are
invariant with respect to the electrochemical combustion of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, thus providing the basis for
the fuel cell. The overall reactions are as follows:

Anode: H2 + C0 3
2 - = H2 0 + CO 2 + 2e [1l

CO + C0 3
2 - = 2CO 2 + 2e [2)

Cathode: 1/202 + CO 2 + 2e = CO 3
2 - [3]

The state-of-the-art MCFC consists of a porous
stabilized nickel anode (fuel electrode) and a porous
lithium-doped nickel oxide cathode (oxidant electrode),
separated by a lithium aluminate matrix filled with lithium
and potassium carbonates (62-70 mol% Li2CO3 ) as the
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electrolyte. The cell is operated at a temperature of
about 925 K and at a pzessure of 1 to 10 atm; the fuel gas
is a humidified mixture of H 2 and CO, and the oxidant is a
mixture of 02 and CO 2 which may contain water vapor.

Present MCFC designs are based on a planar
geometrical confiquration. Practical electrical power
generation is achieved by stacking a series of cells to
build voltage. A bipolar plate carries electrons from the
anode of one cell to the cathode of the next in electrical
series. The essential components of a MCFC stack is shown
in Fig. 1.

The MCFC operating temperature (about 925 K) is high
enough to produce valuable waste heat. The waste heat can
be used to supply heat for bottoming cycles and/or
cogeneration purposes (process or space heat). In an MCFC
power plant using natural gas fuel, the most important
process heat use will be for the reforming of methane. For
MCFCs, internal reforming of methane is possible (i.e., the
waste heat is directly available within the fuel cell for
the conversion of methane directly to hydrogen and carbon
monoxide in a driven reforming reaction in the anode region
of the fuel cell). The internal reforming capability of
the MCFC offers higher system efficiencies.

The MCFC, following a very intensive development
effort during the last ten years, may be approaching the
threshold of commercialization. The MCFC market includes
electric utility, cogeneration, and on-site applications.
This paper examines and summarizes the technological status
of the MCFC. A brief discussion of the importance of
electrolyte basicity in MCFCs is also given.

TECHNOLOGICAL STATUS OF MOLTEN (-A BZONATE FUEL CELLS

Commercial MCFCs are expected to range in cell area
from 0.37 to 1.5 m 2 (4 to 16 ft 2 ). The number of cells per
stack is expected to range from 75 to 700, giving a total
stack height rA-ne of 0.46 to 5.1 m (18 to 200 inches). An
electrical generating plant will contain one or more of
these stacks, each of which will have an output of 5 kW to
1 MW (1). Recent MCFC developments in the U.S. are focused
on stack design and operation and development of a
fundamental understanding of reactions, materials,
kinetics, and processes in an operating fuel cell.
Although there are as yet no stacks in operation of the
size envisioned for commercialization, results on subscale
stacks [ 20 cells with 930 cm 2  (I ft2 )/cell] are very
encouraging. A subscale stack was operated for 5000 h (1).
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The average cell performance of the stack met prediction
and duplicated the single cell data (Fig. 2) (2). Testing
of an 0.74-m 2 (8-ft 2 ) short stack (20 cell) is in progress
(2). Several major technical issues have been identified,
and the status of each of these issues is discussed below.

* Cathode dissolution: The instability of NiO during
cell operation is now considered one of the major technical
difficulties facing MCFC development (3). Nickel oxide has
a small degree of solubility in the carbonate electrolyte
in the fuel cell cathode environment (about 10-15 ppm).
However, the dissolved nickel ions diffuse, under a
concentration gradient, from the cathode toward the anode.
At some location between the two electrodes and under the
influence of reducing conditions caused by the anode gas,
the disolved nickel precipitates as nickel metal. The
precipitation of nickel creates a sink for the nickel ions,
which facilitates further NiO dissolution. Thus, the
dissolution of NiO can be a major life-limiting factor for
the MCFC. The present industrial efforts attempt to
prolong NiO life by employing low partial pressure of CO2
and high-Li2CO3 electrolyte. Additives (e.g., MgO) to the
carbonate electrolyte to lower NiO dissolution are also
attempted. Although the lifetime of NiO can be extended
under those conditions, it is not clear whether lowering
the CO2 partial pressure or changing other operating
conditions will make the NiO cathode endure 40,000
operating hours required for commercial applications.
Alternative cathode materials are being developed. Two
materials, LiFeO 2 and Li2MnO 3 , have been identified as
potential MCFC cathode materials. These materials were
extensively tested and meet the requirements of stability,
low solubility, and nonmigration. Adequate conductivities
under realistic cell conditions can be achieved by doping
the materials (4,5). The emphasis has now shifted toward
fabricating appropriate cathode microstructures with doped
materials, then testing them in cells (5).

* Corrosion: Another important question being
addressed in MCFC technology concerns resistance to
corrosion of current collectors/bipolar plates. In MCFCs,
the bipolar plates are coated with a thin film of molten
carbonate electrolyte and in contact with the cathode and
the oxidant gas on one side and with the anode and fuel gas
on the other side. They are therefore susceptible to hot
corrosion attack (6,7). Corrosion of bipolar plates causes
decline in cell performance and can lead to cell failure by
allowing direct reaction of oxidant and fuel. The 316
stainless steel (SS) specified in the past for bipolar
plates in laboratory cells was found not to be suitable for
full-scale cells which have a life goal of 40,000 h.
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Severe attack of the bipolar plate made of 316 SS,
especially the anode side of the plate, was frequently
observed in cells operated for a few hundred to a few
thousand hours (8). Nickel cladding for protecting the
anode side of 316 SS was attempted (8-10). However, there
was still significant amount of corrosion on the cathode
side of the plate. Corrosion and cell tests with 310 SS
and INCO 825 indicated that plates made of these materials
had better corrosion resistance in the fuel cell
environment. These materials, however, did not show
sufficient corrosion resistance to meet endurance goals on
the anode side. In current MCFC stack tests, plates made
of 310 SS or INCO 825 are nickel-coated on the anode side
for corrosion protection. At present, a satisfactory
bipolar plate material has not yet been identified.

* Electrode deformation: In MCFCs, the anode and
cathode structures should be dimensionally stable. Any
compaction of the structures not only decreases the active
sirface area but also may cause loss of contact and high
resistances between components. Compaction may also cause
significant tolerance requirements for stack hardware
design. The porous nickel anode sinters at the cell
operating temperature and compresses somewhat as a result
of the cell holding force. Nickel anodes have been
stabilized by dispersing small amounts of certain oxides
such as chromia and alumina in nickel. Stack tests
verified that the anode compaction goal has been attained
with this stabilization method (1). Metal-coated ceramic
anodes with good compaction resistance are also being
developed (1). Recently, with the advent of dimensionally
stable anodes, the compaction of the NiO cathode has been
observed. For example, the average compaction of NiO
cathodes in one stack test was found to be approximately
0.09 mm (3.5 mils) per cell (cell thickness of about 2.54
mm or 100 mils) (11). This degree of compaction is
believed to be unacceptable for stacks used in commercial
applications. Recent efforts to improve cathode compaction
resistance emphasize heat treating and oxidation (1).

* Electrolyte loss: Long-term stability of cell and
stack performance is, to a large extent, dependent on
limiting electrolyte loss by corrosion and volatilization.
Corrosion loss is largely limited to the first 2,000 h of
operation. Loss by volatilization is a slow but continuing
process. These two losses are considered to be manageable
(excess electrolyte is stored or added), at least up to
10,000 h. Another problem is electrolyte leakage through
the wet seal. This leakage occurs because the ambient
oxygen which surrounds the cell is reduced to form
carbonate ions on the outer surface of the cell (Fig. 3)
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(12). More carbonate ions are produced on the anode than
on the cathode because the anode is at a lower potential.
Some of the carbonate ions migrate and react at the anode.
The remainder of the charge necessary for neutrality is
transferred by the migration of alkali ions to the outer
surface of the cell. The leaked electrolyte then migrates
along the manifold gaskets to the top of the stack.
Several engineering approaches to minimize electrolyte
migration have been developed, and encouraging results have
been obtained in subscale stack tessts that operated over
5,000 h.

* Sulfur contamination: It is generally acknowledged
that even ppm levels of sulfur may cause an unacceptable
loss of cell voltage. Performance loss of a MCFC due to
the presence of sulfur in the fuel and oxidant gases occurs
primarily at the anode. The sensitivity of the nickel
anode to hydrogen sulfide has been demonstrated in many
studies and cell tests (13). The presence of sulfur
dioxide in the oxidant (due to recycling of burned fuel to
the cathode or in air) does not affect cathode polarization
but affects anode performance, because sulfur dioxide in
the oxidant will react to produce sulfate in the
electrolyte and then be transported to the anode. In a
cell, a concentration gradient of sulfate ions between
cathode and anode is established, as hydrogen in the anode
reduces sulfate to hydrogen sulfide. While there is a
general agreement on the negative impact of hydrogen
sulfide on fuel cell performance, the exact mechanism
responsible for the performance loss is not clearly
defined. Several possible mechanisms exist which may
account for the decrease in cell performance: (a) Hydrogen
sulfide can poison the hydrogen oxidation reaction by
adsorbing on anode active sites and thereby blocking the
desired molecules from adsorbing. (b) Adsorbed hydrogen
sulfide can poison the water shift reaction, causing a
hydrogen deficiency in the fuel cell, which in turn causes
a drop in cell voltage (14). (c) Recently, it has been
suggested that poisoning of the Ni anode is the result of
electrochemical formation of a layer of nickel sulfide on
the anode. The layer forms by reaction between the Ni
electrode and dissolved sulfide ions in the electrolyte
(15). Sulfur tolerant anode materials are being
investigated.

* Internal reforming: It has been demonstrated that

internal reforming in MCFCs is technically feasible (16).
Internal reforming MCFCs can operate up to 5,000 h without
performance decay. The performance of internal reforming
cells is identical to that obtained with cells using
simulated reformed fuels. However, the nickel reforming
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catalyst used for internal reforming in MCFCs can be
affected by one n' another form of deactivation. To date,
MgO-supported catalysts have demonstrated the best
stability in the fuel cell (17). However, the catalyst
slowly decays at longer times. The cause for the decay is
physical blockage of catalyst active sites by the carbonate
electrolyte. The electrolyte on the catalyst was found to
be rich in potassium, indicating electrolyte transfer to
the catalyst by vapor phase as well as creepage. Recent
work on internal reforming emphasizes on developing a way
to control electrolyte vapor transport and electrolyte
creepage from the anode to the catalyst. It appears that
finding a means to prevent both electrolyte vapor transport
and electrolyte creepage for long periods of time is a
major technical challenge.

IMPORTANCE OF ELECTROLYTE BASICITY IN
MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELLS

As discussed earlier, two of the critical issues in
the development of MCFCs are cathode dissolution and
bipolar plate corrosion. In cathode dissolution, the most
important factor which determines the rate of NiO
dissolution and transport (and, thus, the cathode lifetime)
is the magnitude of the NiO solubility under fuel cell
operating conditions. Therefore, knowledge of NiO
solubility under various conditions is essential for
evaluating NiO cathode endurance. In bipolar plate
corrosion, accelerated corrosion of stainless steels in the
anode gas atmosphere is due to oxide scale fluxing. The
protective qualities of the scale is destroyed by the
dissolution of the oxide in the carbonate electrolyte and
precipitation of the oxide elsewhere as a non-protective
porous mass. Thus, understanding the solubility of oxides
in molten carbonates is important. In this respect, the
electrolyte basicity plays an important role.

The solubility of an oxide depends on the basicity
of the molten salt, and, in some cases, on oxygen partial
pressure as well. The theory of the acid/base behavior of
oxyanion salts is analogous to the Bronsted theory for
aqueous solutions. In molten oxyanion salts, the oxide
activity defines the basicity of the system. Thus, for a
solvent such as Li2CO3-K2CO3 under a partial pressure of
CO2 , the basicity of the molten salt is given by the
equilibrium

C03
2 - = 02- + CO 2  [4]

The basicity of the melt may be altered by varying
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the partial pressure of CO2 and by varying the mole
fraction of the components.

The dissolution of oxides in molten carbonates can be
classified as basic and acidic. In basic dissolution, the
solubility increases as the basicity increases. In acidic
dissolution, the solubility decreases as the basicity
increases. Plotting the logarithm of the concentration of
a dissolved oxide in the molten salt (assuming an ideally
dilute behavior corresponding to a concentration-
independent activity coefficient) versus the basicity of
the melt yields two straight lines, one corresponding to
the acidic dissolution and one corresponding to the basic
dissolution, and a minimum solubility is observed (Fig. 4).

In the case of NiO cathodes, for example, NiO is an
amphoteric oxide and can dissolve as a base or as an acid
(18,19). In a relatively acidic melt, NiO dissolves by
dissociation

NiO = Ni 2 + + 02- [5]

In a basic melt, NiO reacts with oxide to produce one
of two forms of nickelate ions

NiO + 02- = NiO 2
2 - [6]

or 2NiO + 02- + 1/202 = 2NiO 2-  [7]

In the MCFC cathode environment, the melt is
relatively acidic and the acidic dissolution is important.

For the acidic dissolution of N~fl in molten
carbonates, the solubility of the oxide decreases with
increasing basicity of the melt. Therefore, making the
MCFC cathode environment more basic is a means to lower the
solubility of NiO and prolong the life of the NiO cathode.
Basicity of the molten carbonate can be altered by (i) a
change in the gas phase in equilibrium with the melt (e.g.,
lowering the partial pressure of CO2 increases basicity),
and (ii) a change in the carbonate melt composition (e.g.,
increasing the lithium content in Li2 CO3-K2CO3 or adding
basic oxides increases basicity).

The basicity of the molten carbonate can also play
an important role in determining the properties of
materials synthesized in the molten salt via its influence
on the material stoichiometry. An example is the
alternative cathode material LiFeO 2  . The electronic
resistivity of LiFeO 2 synthesized in carbonates was found
to be dependent on the partial pressure of CO2 above the
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carbonate melt (thus the basicity of the melt). Synthesis
with partial pressure of CO 2 < 0.005 atm produced LiFeO 2
with lower resistivity and the resistivity decreased with
decreasing CO 2 partial pressure (20). This observation can
be explained as follows. The partial pressure of CO 2 will
affect the basicity of the carbonate melt (the activity of
lithium oxide) and, in that way, can affect the cation
ratio (Li/Fe) of the lithium iron oxide synthesized in the
melt. Low partial pressure of CO 2 enhances the activity of
lithium oxide, which tends to result in a more lithium-rich
compound, i.e., a LiFeO 2 compound with a Li/Fe ratio > 1.
Therefore, LiFeO 2 synthesized in more basic electrolyte is
nonstoichiometric. As a result, a lower resistivity is
observed.
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ABSTRACT

Research objectives which fit into the prospect of promoting the
applications of molten nitrates are to reduce their thermic
unstableness and define conditions which favor the passivation of
metallic materials at their contact. Quantitative considerations
about the decomposition reactions of the nitrate melts lead to
establish that two essential conditions must be fulfilled in order to
obtain an optimal stability allowing the utilization of these melts at
temperature up to about 500-550'C : i) The addition of a certain
percentage of nitrite ; ii) The control of the melt acidity (p0 2 -) by
means of a proper p0 2 - buffer system (OH'/H2 0). Concerning the
corrosion of metallic materials, the acidity has also to be
controlled, generally, in order to achieve the formation of oxidized
layers (due to the strong oxidizing power of the nitrate anion)
showing the best passivating properties. In the case of iron (and
steel) considered in this study, the formation of ferrate NaFeO 2 ,

which occurs in an intermediate p02 " range corresponding again to
the OH-/H 2 0 buffer system, leads to a maximal passivation
effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is likely that no other melt has been concerned by so many fundamental works
as the alkaline nitrates, in spite of their small number of applications. The latter may be
explained on one hand by the thermic unstableness of these melts and on the other hand by
their corrosive power towards metals and alloys, related to the strong oxidizing
character of the N0 3 ' ion. Therefore, reducing the thermic unstableness and defining
conditions which favor the passivation of metallic materials are research objectives
which fit into the prospect of promoting the applications of melted nitrates.
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In our laboratory, we were led to work towards these objectives some years
ago, within the framework of a research to adjust the use of the so-called "HITEC"
mixture (KNO 3 53%, NaNO3 40%, NaNO 2 7% w/w) as a heat transfer liquid in the

experimental solar power station "Themis" built by Electricit6 de France. As a matter of
fact, the normal working of this power station supposed the possibility that the
temperature of the melt rises to over 500'C, which required an optimisation of the
stability conditions of the melted mixture. The corrosion effects on the iron alloy
containers and tubing in contact with the 500 tons of molten salts at temperatures
varying between about 250 and 500"C was at the same time an important matter of
concern which justified a thorough study.

The work realized to reach these objectives consisted in making a serie of
experimental determinations by electrochemical methods whose results, in combination
with thermodynamical data, allowed to predict the reactions which may occur, using an
analytical reasoning.

I shall here describe the principal results we obtained -- without insisting on
technical aspects of the study which have already been described elsewhere [8,21]
mainly with the purpose of pointing out the successive steps of the reasoning.

At this point, some general characteristics of molten nitrates must be redefined
in order to make the whole description clear.

2. REACTIONS OF DECOMPOSITION

Because the anion N0 3 can be considered theoretically as an oxobase (donor of

02-), the first explanations of the )ehavior of the molten alkaline nitrates postulated the
intervention of the following autodissociation system [1]:

N03 " : N02+ + 02- (1)

considering the nitronium cation N0 2 + as the strongest oxoacid existing in solution in

these media. But two facts came to invalide this assumption :

(i) The cation N0 2+ (and nitrogen hemipentoxide N2 0 5 , originated by N02+ + N0 3 ) is

unstable and undergoes a decomposition if set in the conditions leading to its formation
(acidificating the melt). As this decomposition produces nitrogen oxide and oxygen, it
corresponds to a redox reaction which follows the dissociation of N03 .

(ii) The anion 02. cannot stay in a free state at an appreciable concentration (in
NaNO 3 -KNO 3 ) because of the oxidizing power of the N03 - ion : peroxide ions 02 and

superoxide ions 02- (already observed in NaOH-KOH [2], are formed as well as nitrite

ions N0 2 (as the product of the reduction of N0 3 ) [3]
Hence, in order to specify the "oxoacidobasic" characteristics and especially the

size of the acidobasicity range actually accessible in molten nitrates, it is convenient to
start examinating these chemical unstablenesses, related to the redox properties of the
nitrate ion.

Independently of the above-mentioned decompositions, which correspond to
acidity or basicity effects, the decomposition of the nitrate ion according to the following
reaction (independant of the acidity) also occurs [41
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N1\03  N0 2 - + 1/2 0 2(g) (2)

This redox reaction corresponds to both systems that fix the limits of the electrochemical
stability of the solvent.

As a matter of fact the two limits are caused by oxidation and reduction of the
N0 3 ion. The reduction leads to the formation of nitrite N0 2 , with the liberation of an
oxide ion 02". The oxidation leads to the formation of oxygen (as the nitrogen of N03 is
already in its maximal oxidation state), the initial step being the liberation of the cation
NO2

+ that decomposes into NO2 and oxygen. So, the whole electrochemical reaction is:

2NO3 " - 2e- - 02 (g) + 2NO 2(g) (3)

But the formation of NO 2 doesn't take place any longer if the melt is kept at a sufficient
basicity level (by the presence of an oxobase) ; a simple release of oxygen is then
observable, corresponding to the system

O(-Il) - 2e- 02 (g) (4)

In a strongly basic melt, the free 02- ion becomes oxidizable to peroxide 022 or
superoxide 02', before 02 is formed (in NaNO 3 , KNO 3 and their mixtures).

Thermochemical calculations, completed by experimental results, allow to
establish the equilibrium potential-acidity diagram E-p0 2 " that corresponds
to the stability area (from the thermodynamical point of view) limited by these
different reactions. As an example, figure 1 presents this diagram, in the case of
equimolar NaNO 3-KNO 3 at 230'C and NaNO 3 at 470'C.

With respect to the straight line giving the variation of the equilibrium potential
of the oxygen electrode (system O(-I)/02 (g)), it is possible to place the line that
represents the variation of the equilibrium potential of the system N0 3 /NO2, which
has the same slope 2.3RT/2F, by calculating the em.f. that corresponds to the teaction

MNO 2(l) + 1/2 02 (g) -. MNO 3(l) : AE* = AG*/2F (5)

As it has been shown that the nitrate-nitrite mixtures behave ideally [5], the equilibrium
potential difference between the systems O(-I)/02 (1 atm) and NO3-/NO 2 (dissolved in

N0 3 ') is then obtained from the simple relation :

AE = AE* + 2.3RT/2F log N(N0 2")

AE* + 2.3RT/2F [log m(N0 2 ) - 1.026] (6)

(N : molar fraction ; m : molality). Thus one predicts that the thermodynamical
stability range only corresponds to a very small potential Interval (only
120 mV at 470'C with m(N0 2 ) = 1 mol.kg "1 ) and that the molten nitrate cannot be

free from nitrite : according to the calculation, the equilibrium concentration under
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P(0 2 ) = 0.2 atm must be about 6.10-2 mol.kg 1 at 470'C (a value the experience

appreciably confirms).
A similar calculation leads to the variation of the equilibrium potential

corresponding to the system N03 /NO 2 (g) [i.e. N03 ' + e- N0 2 (g) + 02, (7)] as well as

to the system NO 3 -/NO(g) [i.e. NO3 - + 3e- NO(g) + 2 02-, (8)], for it is known that

NO2 is unstable (which is confirmed by the respective positions, in the E-p0 2 diagram,

of the achieved straight lines : the reduction of N03 into NO appears to be

thermodynamically easier that the one into NO 2 ).
Then, to complete the stability diagram, it is possible to process experimental

data from electrochemical studies :

(a) The unstableness of the free 02- ion is demonstrated by the vottammogram (2) of
figure 2 A, given by a diluted solution of Na20 (in NaNO 3-KNO 3 at 230"C [31) : in fact the

solution contains a mixture of peroxide 022- (oxidizable into 02 and further into 02) and

superoxide 02' (reducible into 022 and oxidizable into 02) that comes from the

reactions :

02- + N0 3- # 022- + N0 2"  (9)

02- + 3NO 3 " e-202' + 3NO 2"  (10)

The voltammogram also shows the presence of NO2 through the appearence of

an anodic wave that corresponds to the oxidation N02 - e -- NO 2 (notice that, in the
absence of a donor of 02-, the oxidation of the nitrite can only occur by this reaction. But
due to the presence of an oxobase this oxidation may produce again N03 ions : see for

example voltammogram (5) of figure 2 B, that corresponds to the oxidization reaction in
presence of the oxobase OH' :

N0 2 -+20H--2 e - - NO 3 - + H20 (11)

This reaction occurs at a lower potential than the reaction N0 2 - e -- NO 2 ,

voltammogram (4)].
Owing to the determination (from voltammetric measurements) of values of

standard potentials and equilibrium constants for the disproportionation reactions of
superoxide and peroxide lo is into oxide and oxygen, the 1--p02 -diagram can be completed
for basic media as shown in figure 1.

(b) Further, to complete it on the acidic side, it is sufficient to obtain the coordinates of a
point like P that corresponds to the chemical equilibrium :

2NO 3 ; 1/2 0 2 (g, 1 atm) + 2NO2 (g, 1 atm) + 02- (12)

Such a point is located on the straight line that gives the variation of the
equilibrium potential of the system O(1)/02 (g, 1 atm) and consequently it is only

necessary to measure its potential (potential of a platinum electrode in molten nitrate
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under bubbling of a gaseous mixture NO 2 + 02), as it has been done at about 230"C [6]

(see figure 1 A). It is also possible to use the point P (see figure 1 B) that corresponds to
the chemical equilibrium :

NO 3 - + 2NO(g, 1 atm) + 02- 3NO2  (13)

and whose p0 2 " value has been experimentally measured with a stabilized zirconia

membrane indicator electrode [8] (*).

Electrochemical decomoositlon

From the point of view of electrochemical decomposition, some important
observations have to be made.

1) The oxidation of O(-ll) into oxygen and that of N0 2 into N0 3 depend, as tar as the
potentials at which they occur are concerned, on the presence of an oxobase and on its
strength (02 donor power). On the opposite, the reduction of N0 3 - into N0 2 - depends on

the presence of an oxoacid (acceptor of 02) and on its strength. As a matter of fact, such
an oxoacid as H2 0 fixes the 02- ion liberated by the reduction of N03 and this reduction

turns easier : thus on the voltammogram (curve (6), figure 2 8), a cathodic wave whose
current is limited by the diffusion of H20 (**) appears before the reduction of the pure

nitrate. The same thing happens in presence of the oxoacid C02, and the difference in
half-wave potentials El/ 2 , with respect to the diffusion wave of H20, corresponds to a
greater oxoacidic power for C02 than for water (curve (7), figure 2 B).

Other oxoacids act in the same way : they are metallic cations. With the
exception of Ag + which is cathodically reduced into metal [111 most of the metallic ions
lead to a cathodic reduction wave which has been shown (for example for Ca 2 + and Ba2 +

[12], as well as Cd 2 + , In3 + , Pb2 +, TI+ , Zn2 + 113]) not to correspond to the formation of

a metal but to the reduction of N03 ' into N0 2 in the presence of the oxoacid (acceptor of
0 2 - ) M2 +:

N0 3 - + M2+ + 2e- - NO2 ' + MO, (15)

() At 230-250"C the decomposition of NO 2 into NO + 1/2 02 is slow enough for

equilibrium (12) to be realized. This no longer occurs at 470'C, in that case the possible
equilibrium is : 2NO 3 "_ 3/2 02 (g) + 2NO(g) + 02 ", (14).

The use of the stabilized zirconia membrane 0 2 -indicator electrode (ZME) in

molten nitrate has been described in previous papers [9T

(*) Though the limiting current corresponds to the diffusion of water, here this one
plays the role of an oxoacid and not that of a reducible substance, because no production of
hydrogen is observed [101.
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This interpretation is consistent in so far as only cations of high oxidizing power
(Ag+, Hg2 + ...) can lead to metal formation, for the reduction of a metallic ion can only be
observed if it is easier than that of the anion NO 3 ".

2) In a mixture of pure molten nitrates, the potential range between the two limits due to
reduction and oxidation of N0 3 (non-electroactivity range of the pure solvent) has an

extent of over 2.5 Volts at 230"C, which the E-p0 2 diagram can explain. As the
oxidation produces oxygen and NO 2 , it takes place in medium conditions, near the
electrode, that correspond to point P. On the contrary, the reduction produces oxygen and
NO2 , it takes place in medium conditions, near the electrode, that correspond to point P.
On the contrary, the reduction produces nitrite and 02- ions (and 022- or 02) and thus
occurs in the conditions of the strongest basic medium next to the cathode. According to
the E-p0 2 diagram, this leads to a difference of over 2 V between the anodic and cathodic
potentials (plus the overpotentials related to the kinetics of both electrochemical
processes).

On the other hand, if in the molten nitrate there is a p02 buffer system that
forces anode and cathode to work in the same medium conditions, the non-e!ectroactivity
range of the N0 3 ions reduces to the potential difference between the two (parallel) lines
limiting the stability diagram (lines which correspond to the formation of oxygen and
nitrite), that is (including overpotentials) less than 1 Volt. This change appears on figure 2
C where curve (8) corresponds to the presence of the buffer system H2 0/OH" (in this

case, the formation of NO 2 at the anode and that of 022- or 02" at the cathode are

suppressed).

3. CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMAL STABILITY

Starting from the foregoing thermodynamic considerations, it is now possible to
discuss the optimal stability conditions of molten nitrates.

The previously established E-p0 2" diagrams point out that the p0 2 scale in
molten nitrates is limited at both ends by the intervention of the described decomposition
reactions. Quantitative data concerning these reactions allow to define these limits
precisely. Thus, in the case of the equimolar mixture NaNO 3-KNO 3 at 230'C in equilibrium

with air [P(0 2) = 0.2 atm], if one wishes to limit the formation, on one side, of 02- at a
maximal mo!ality of 10-2 mol.kg - 1 and, on the other side, of NO2 at a maximal pressure

of 10-2 atm, it is foreseen that p0 2 must remain in the range

6.6 < p)2- < 34

(the maximal value is even lowered to 27 if the formation of NO instead of NO2 is

contemplated, with the same partial pressure limit of 10-2 atm). At 470"C, the data
connected with the diagram in figure 2 B point out that the limits are ony about 2.5 and
12.

In fact, adding a strong oxoacid which has a tendency to rise the pO2 - over the
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maximal value defined in this way produces decomposition of the nitrate into NO 2 or NO.
This happens for example with dichromate (at 470"C) 191 :

Cr 20 7
2 - + 2NO 3 - -- 2CrO4

2 - + 3/2 02 (g) + 2NO(g) (16)

Therefore, two actions favor the stability of molten nitrate

V) The addition of a certain proportion of nitrite, which by shift of equilibrium
(2) lowers the equilibrium oxygen pressure and thus slows down the progressive thermic
decomposition by oxygen release.

From the values of equilibrium constants given in ref. [14], in the case of the
melt NaNO 3 + NaNO 2 1 mol.kg "1 (nitrite proportion very close to that of the HITEC
mixture) the equilibrium oxygen pressure remains under 10-2 atm until a temperature of
about 500'C is reached (with the equimolar mixture NaNO 3 -NaNO2 , this temperature
would rise up to 630"C).

Through lowering of the redox potential of the melt, the presence of nitrite also
reduces the formation of 022- and 02 and permits to reach the most oxobasic media
(lowest values of p02 "). Per contra, the upper limit of p0 2' is lowered by the
intervention, at high p0 2 -, of the disproportionation of NO2 according to the reaction

3NO2 ' # NO3 ' + 2NO(g) + 02- (17)

In the case of the melt NaNO 3 + NaNO 2 1 mol.kg-1 , figure 3 A (curve 1) shows

how this upper limit varies with the temperature (according to ref. [141) so that the
partial pressure of NO should remain under 10-2 atm.

2") By means of a proper p0 2 * buffer system, p0 2' is kept in the stability range
previously defined. As it is practically very difficult to avoid the presence of moisture,
the oxoacid/oxobase system which one can most naturally think about is the system
H20/OH-. The measured values [14] of the constant (K1 ) of the equilibrium 20H-4

H20(g) + 02- show that this system is quite convenient for the required buffer effect

according to the values of P(H 2 0) and m(OH'), the value of p0 2' fixed by the buffer
varies within 2 units around pK1 , which varies according to the temperature from 4.4 at
310"C to 2.3 at 500"C. Curves 3, 3, 3* in figure 3 A show that the addition of 1%
(w/w) soda to the melt NaNO 3 + NaNO 2 1 mol.kg1 is convenient to avoid an appreciable
decomposition of the melt up to T = 500"C, taking in account a partial pressure of steam
above 10.2 atm.

In the absence of OH-, the single oxoacid H20 imposes high p02' values that

produce, when temperature rises, the decomposition of NO 2 with release of nitrogen
oxide vapors, as indicated by curve 4 of figure 3 A.

Concluding, to stabilize nitrate melts In order to heat them to
temperatures as high as possible (about 500-550"C), It Is necessary, on
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one hand to add a certain proportion of nitrite (*), and on the other hand
to add a small proportion of soda (about 1% w/w) and to keep a sufficient
percentage of moisture so as to realize the buffering of pO 2 at a convenient level.

4. CORROSIVE ACTION. THE CASE OF IRON

It has been shown experimentally that the strong oxidant nitrate ion attacks
metals, with the exception of the noblest among them (Ag, Au, Hg, Pt). Generally, an
insoluble oxide forms in the neutral melt (the end of the attack on the metal depends on the
passivating power of this oxide).

It is easy to predict this property by means of the E-p0 2 " diagrams, as on these
diagrams the position of the variations of the equilibrium potentials Eeq of the systems
M(s)/metal oxide (s) can be established by thermochemical calculations which connect
this position to that of the straight line corresponding to the system O(-1102. Thus, for

example, at 230"C, the system Ni(s)/NiO(s) gives an Eeq variation located 0.1 Volt under

the straight line corresponding to the reduction system of N0 3" into N0 2 (1 mol.kg 1 ),
which implicates the oxidizability of nickel by N0 3 ".

This oxidizability of metals corresponds to the previously mentioned
irreducibility of metallic cations in nitrate melts.

This does happen in the case of Iron which will be detailed now.

The attack of iron and its alloys by nitrate melts and nitrate + nitrite mixtures,
with the formation of a superficial iron oxide layer, has already been observed and

pointed out several times [15-18], Generally the formation of Fe20 3 (hematit a-Fe2 0 3 )
is considered ; but other compounds may also play a role, according to the acidobasicity
level of the melt, especially the ferrate FeO 2 - whose formation has already been

demonstrated for other melts (hydroxides [191, alkali chlorides [201). Hence an
experimental study proved to be necessary to clear up the nature of the (stable) oxidation
products of iron in molten nitrates as a function of p0 2 -. This study, quite recently
published [211, led to the following main results.

It has been observed that the addition of ferric nitrate to the neutral melt leads
to the precipitation of Fe 20 3 [22,231, which can be identified by X-ray diffraction.

Besides, the simultaneous apparition of nitrogen oxide induces to assign the formation of
Fe 20 3 to the decomposition of the nitrate caused by the oxoacidic character of the Fe3 +

ion :

(*) Diagram 3 B points out that in order to keep both Rartial pressures of the gaseous
decomposition products 02 and NO smaller than 10 atm it is necessary to choose a

mixture of optimal composition close to NaNO 3 + NaNO 2 2.5 mol. kg "1 (about 15% w/w)

to be able to reach the maximal temperature of 550"C, buffering p0 2 at a lower value
than 1.5. A mixture containing more nitrite involves a decomposition of the latter at
lower temperature.
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6NO 3 " * 2Fe 3+ 
- 6NO(g) + 9/2 02 (g) + Fe20 3 1 (18)

On the other hand, the addition of ferric nitrate to a melt which has been made
basic by a previous addition of OH" (and dissociation 20H -+ 02- + H20 through bubbling

of dry nitrogen) gives a reaction between the 02- and Fe3 + ions without the decomposition
of N0 3 " (except after the total consumption of the 02- ions). This reaction has been

studied quantitatively realizing the titration of 02. through progressive addition of Fe3 +

and following the variations of p0 2 - during the titration with a ZME. Typical curves are
represented in figure 4.

One can observe on these curves that a steep rise in p0 2 - occurs, which
corresponds to an end point a, = 0.4. The reaction that corresponds to this value is:

502- + 2Fe 3 + 
-, Fe20 5

4 (or Na 4Fe2O51) (19)

This reaction occurs during the first step of the titration, between a - 0 and a = al
Notice that, if the decomposition (18) occurred before the consumption of 02.

ions and the latter combined further with the Fe2 0 3 formed, the end point would

correspond, for the same compound Fe 2 0 5
4 ", to the value a = 1, very far from the

observed one.
In the second place, p0 2 " remains invariable from a 2 = 0.5 on. This invariance

must correspond to an equilibrium between two precipitated forms of iron (Ill) : a -
Fe 2 0 3 , which appears (by decomposition of N0 3 ') at the end of the reaction due to the

initial free 02-, and a form of scarcely soluble ferrate obtained from the reaction of Fe3 +

on Fe 2 0 5
4 . Identified by X-ray diffraction, this ferrate is NaFeO 2 (allotropic form 0,

although the stable form at the temperatures of the experiments is the a one ; but it has
been shown previously that at T > 300"C the reaction between Fe2 03 and NaOH gives the p
form whose allotropic transformation p -4 a is very slow [24]). It can be deduced that,
in the range [a1 = 0.4 ; 2 = 0.5], the following reaction must occur :

2Na4 Fe20 5 ,+ Fe3 + -4 5NaFeO2' + 3Na +  (20)

The value a2 = 0.5 corresponds indeed to the end point of the global reaction:

202. + Fe3+ + Na+ 
-. NaFeO 2 1 (21)

As a matter of fact, the mathematical analysis of the variation of p0 2 , in the
interval [a 1 ; a2 ] induces to admit that both the identified ferrates have non negligible

solubilities whose orders of magnitude, in the range of temperature 420-520"C, are 0.02
mol.kg "1 for Na 4 Fe20 5 and 0.03 mol.kg "1 for NaFeO2 [21]

Thus it appears possible to form three compounds of iron (111) by a contact with
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molten nitrate, each being stable in a different acidity range : Fe 20 3 in an acidic melt,
Na 4 Fe2O5 in a strongly basic one, NaFeO 2 at middle basicity. The p0 2 " values
corresponding to the successive equilibria between two solid forms (Fe 203/NaFeO 2 and
NaFeO 2 /Na 4Fe 2O5 ) which have been deduced from this experimental study, in combination
with the standard potential values of the redox systems formed by iron and its solid
oxides, calculated with respect to the system of oxy en by means of the values of the
Gibbs energies of formation given in the litterature 51, allow to establish the E-p0 2

diagram of iron, shown on figure 5. Through the superposition of the variations of the
potentials imposed by the systems of the melt (N0 3 "/NO2 " or NO 3 /NO(g), according to
the p02 range), thus it is confirmed that the only stable species of iron in contact with
molten nitrates can be those of iron(Ill).

But from the point of view of the corrosion of the metal, besides the existence of
insoluble oxidation products forming a well-adhesive layer at the surface of the metal, the
important point is the passivating power of this layer which fixes the velocity of
corrosion. As it is possible to postulate that the part of the oxidized layer which is in
contact with the melt is made out of the compound in equilibrium with the latter, whose
nature depends on the acidity, and as a priori the passivating power of different insoluble
compounds must be different, one can expect that the velocity of corrosion varies with
the acidity of the melt. Hence, for the applications, it is convenient to fix the acidity (by
means of a proper p0 2 - buffer system, as in the case of the stabilization of the melt) at a
level that corresponds to the formation of the oxidized compound which has the greatest
passivatinR gower. The results of the experimental works of EL HOSARY et al and
SPITERI [-I8 agree with this hypothesis : they show that the corrosion velocity is the
lowest in a moderately basic medium and that in these conditions sodium ferrate NaFeO 2

forms as the corrosion product of iron. Our quite recent electrochemical study with
impedance measurements, described by G. PICARD in another paper presented at this
meeting, corroborates this conclusion precising the attack mechanism. It appeared that the
layers formed in the conditions of acidity corresponding to the stability area of NaFeO 2

(that is p0 2 ' about 4.5 to 5 at 420'C) present the greatest resistance to charge
transfer, which allows to assign the lowest porosity and further the lowest corrosion
velocities to this compound.

Hence, in conclusion, the best protection layer of iron (and in all probability of its
alloys) is obtained fixing the p0 2 " of the melt, for which the use of the buffer system
0H-/H20 is again the easiest way. The positionning of the stability area of NaFeO 2(s) on

the diagram in figure 3 A shows that, in the case of the melt NaNO 3 + NaNO2 1 mol.kg"1 ,
the choice of the conditions m(OH) = 0.06 mol.kg - 1 (that is 0.25% of NaOH w/w) and
P(H 20) = 0.1 atm would be consistant with the seek for both an optimal stabilization
effect of the melt and the best protection of the steel elements in contact with the melt.

Note. Experimentally, it has been possible to put in evidence a nitruration of the steels
in contact with a nitrate melt. As a matter of fact the formation of compounds like Fe4 N
may be originated by the presence of nitrogen oxide (NO) coming from the decomposition
of NO 2 or from the reduction of N0 3 (in a very acidic medium), or from that of N0 2 '.
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Yet a thermodynamical diagram, log P(02)Iog P(NO), in which the stability areas of the
different iron oxides and nitrides, as well as the area corresponding to the molten
mixtures NaNO3 -NaNO 2 could be represented (figure 6), shows that no nitride may have a
stable existence in contact with these mixtures. Hence it appears that the effective
formation of such a compound must be interpreted putting forward the diffusion of
nitrogen oxide into the lower layers of the oxidized film, next to the metal, where a tiny
partial pressure of oxygen helds.

5. CONCLUSION

To conclude, at the end at this talk, I think I showed the importance of controlling
the acidity (or basicity) level of a melt to achieve the optimal conditions of use of this
medium (for the same reason that it is important to control the pH when working on
aqueous solutions). This appears to be quite important in the case of molten nitrates at
relatively high temperature because of the decomposition reactions that the undergo,
whose effects nevertheless can be minimized by a sensible control of the pO - with the
buffer system OH-/H 20.
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Fig.2. Voltammograms In molten NaNO 3 -KNO 3NO2- NO3" 2sa (as solvent) at 240-2650C, using a rotating
platinum mlcroelectrode.

(1) pure solvent ;
(2) addition of Na20 I mmolelkg
(3) oxidation of OF- ions ;

(t) oxidation of NO 2 In the pure solvent
(5) oxidation of NO 2 in the presence of OH-
(6) reduction of NO 3 in the presence of H 20

(7) reduction of NO 3 in the presence of

CO 2 (1 atm) ;

(8) oxidation and reduction in the presence of

H 2O/OH- buffer.

(from ref.(3) and (10))
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The Sclubilities of Metal Oxides In Fused Na2SO4 Solutions

Y.S. Zhang and Robert A. Rapp*

Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Shanghai PR China
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ABSTRACT

The baslcity-dependent solubilities of NiO, Cr2 03 , Iron oxides, and

SIO 2 In fused Na2SO4 at 1200K are presented and explained in terms of

high temperature Pourbalx-type diagrams. The activity coefficients of

solute species In Na2 SO4 melt are summarized. A comparison of the
solublilties of CeO in a pure NaSO melt and In a 0.7 Na SO -

0.3NaVO 3 solution Is also reported.

INTRODUCT ION

Metals and alloys may be subjected to accelerated oxidation when

covered with a thin condensate or deposit of fused salt In an
oxidizing gaseous environment this type of attack is called hot
corrosion. Because of its high thermodynamIc stabil Ity, Na2So4 Is the

most usual or dominant salt involved. As Indicated In much work,
dissolution of metal oxides comprising the protective scale Is

Involved in hot corrosion processes. Therefore, a knowledge of the

solubility behavior of metal oxides Is Important In understanding any

fluxing mechanisms of hot corrosion. Likewise, the subject serves to
characterize better our thermodynamic knowledge for these systems. In
this paper, the basiclty-dependent solubilities of NbO, Cr203, Iron

oxides, and SIO 2 In fused Na2So4 at 1200 K, as well as the solute

activity coefficients are presented and Interpreted In terms of high-
temperature Pourbaix-type phase stability diagrams. The solubility of

CeO2 in a pure Na2So4 melt is compared to that in a 0.7 Na2 so4 -

0.3NaVO3 solution.

1. Solubilities of Metal Oxides In Pure Fused Na 2SO 4

Fused Na2SO4 , like any other oxyanion fused salt, exhibits an

acid-base chemistry the basicity of pure fused Na2So4 can be defined

as log aNa 20 which can be measured by using a sodium sensor combined
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with an oxygen probe (M). At 1200 K, the Na2So4 melt basiclty Is

related to the voltage between these two reference electrodes:

E(V) = 1.4943 + 0.119 log aNa20 (1)

The oxygen activity In the melt Is determined from the voltage between
a platinum working electrode and the oxygen probe:

E(V) = 0.0403 + 0.0595 log P0  (2)

As expected thermodynamically, the solubility of NIO In fused

Na2 so4 at 1 atm 02 Is basicity-dependent, as shown In Figure 1 (1).

The basic and acidic solutes were Inferred from the experimental

slpe t e iO N 2+slopes to be NI02 and NI
, 

respectively.

As Indicated by the phase stability diagram for the Na-Cr-S-0
system in Figure 2, the measureme.t and explanation of the solubliity
of Cr2 03 in fused Na2SO4 offered a special challenge because of the

possiblility of forming four solute species, dissolved Na2CrO 4 , NaCrO 2,

Cr(S04 ) .5 and CrS, depending upon melt basiclty and P0 2. The

solubility of Cr2 03 at 1200 K was measured as a function of basicity

for two different oxygen activities (I.01xlO5 and 3.19x109 Pa) the
experimental results are shown as solid lines in Figure 3 (2). The
experimental slopes demonstrate the existence of all four solute
species in the Na2SO 4 melt. The dashed lines In Figure 3 represent

the calculated solubility for Cr203 at several other oxygen

activities, assuming that the activity coefficient for each dilute
solute Is constant.

Figure 4 (3) shows the solubilities of the two oxides Fe203 and

Fe304 in Na2SO4 at 1200 K as four solutes Fe(S0 4 ) 1.5' FeSO4 , FeS, and

NaFeO2 for the entire range of stability for the two oxides. The

measured solubilities at three different oxygen activities are shown
as solid lines in Figure 4. This solubility behavior is In excellent
agreement with the theoretical expectations from the Pourbaix-type
diagram for the Na-Fe-S-0 system In Figure 5. As is frequently done
for aqueous solutions, Figure 6 divides the field of oxide stability
Into regimes of dominance for the several solutes of the Iron oxides.

The solubility of SIO2 In Na2SO 4 was also measured at 900C, and

It was found that the solubility Is not dependent upon melt baslclty
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(4). A stability diagram also shows that molecular SIO 2 , and not any

Ionic solute, Is stable. The presence of a slightly soluble SIO 2

molecular solute Is consistent wIth the known excellent resistance of
SiO 2 to acidic fluxing In hot corrosion.

A compilation of measured solubllitles In fused Na2SO4 at 1200 K

and I atm 02 for the oxides of principal Interest to high temperature

alloys and coatings Is presented In Figure 7 (5).

2. Solutes and Their Activity Coefficients

From solubility measurements, the solutes and their activity
coefficients In fused Na2 SO4 at 1200 K are derived, as summarized In

Table 1 (1-3, 6). As mentioned earlier, some uncertaInty in these
activity coefficient values may result from the uncertainties in the
thermodynamic formation energy data for compounds, and from
experimental errors.

3. Solubility of CeO 2 in Fused Na2 So4-NaVO 3

Recently, the solubilities of CeO2, HfO 2 and Y203 in fused

Na2So4-30 mol.% NaVO 3 and, for comparison, of CeO2 In pure Na2 SO4 were

measured at 900 C (7). Figure 8 Is a plot comparing the solubilities
of CeO 2 In pure Na2SO 4 and In 0.7 Na S o 40.3 NaVO3 at 900 C and I atm

02. Although the basic solubilities do not differ Importantly, the

magnitude of the acidic solubility Is Increased greatly over a wide
regime of melt baslcltles. At the minimum solubility for CeO2 In pure

Na2SO4, the solubility Is increased by three orders of magnitude in

the vanadate solution. The dependence of acidic solubility upon

basicity Implies that the Increase does not result because Ce
4 +

cations complex Importantly with vanadate anions, but rather because
the metavanadate anions strongly complex oxide Ions to form
orthovanadate anions. For this reason, the increase In acidic
solubility should be observed generally for all oxides In vanadate
solutions. The effect Is significant In explaining the highly
corrosive attack by vanadate solutions.
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Table I: Activitly coefficients of Solutes In S94 at 12CD(

MN fte ,NaFG2 " Nd40 2 Naro4 NdO 2 Fe(SO.), 1 , FeWO4 FeS Qo NIS 4 '(S4) 1.5 Os

activity 430 50 50 4.6 2.3 3.610
3 0.83 180 2.5 0.12 5.8 20

Coefficlert
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ABSTRACT

The corrosion behavior of hot-pressed Si 3 N4 in alkali
carbonate melts was investigated under air. N2 , and CO2
environments. The rate of corrosion could be shown by
weight loss per unit surface area of Si3N4 . From the
experiments at 800-10000 C. the apparent activation ener-
gies of the reactions in Li2CO3 . Na2C03. and K2CO3 were
163,138. and 153 kJ/mol, respectively. The rate of corro-
sion in Li2CO3 was about twenty times faster than that in
Na2CO3 and about two-hundred times faster than that in
K2 CO3 . The rates of corrosion in Li2CO3-Na2CO3 or Li2C03 -
K2CO3 mixtures were in the middle of the rates in each
pure carbonate. The rate became faster with the increase
in the mole fraction of Li2 CO3 . From the above results
and SEM observations, the corrosion mechanism was dis-
cussed. Under CO2 environment, the rate of corrosion was
slower than that under atmosphere. Thus, it was suggested
that the basic oxide concentration in molten carbonate had
an effect on the rate of corrosion.

INTRODUCTION

Non-oxide ceramics, such as Si3N4 and SiC, are being considered
as structural materials to be used in corrosive environments at high
temperature. This consideration also includes the applicability of
such ceramics to structural materials in the molten carbonate fuel
cell. However, relatively little work has been done on the corro-
sion of such ceramics in molten salts.[l-3] Moreover, quantitative
analysis of the reaction rate is very limited. [4]

Therefore, for the first step of the study on the reaction of
ceramics with molten salts, we selected hot-pressed Si3 N4 as a non-
oxide ceramics and the alkali carbonates as molten salts. We inves-
tigated the effects of parameters such as temperature, kinds of
alkali carbonates, and environment, on the corrosion behavior of
this material in alkali carbonate melts.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Ceramic samples were prepared as commercial hot-pressed Si 3 N4

(Toshika Co. Ltd., 7%(Y2 03 -A 2 03 ). 3.25 g/cm 3 ) cut into 5.2 x 4.4 x
1.8 mma sizes by a diamond cutter. The carbonates used were analyt-
ical grade (Wako Chemical Co.).

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the reaction apparatus.
About 0.1 mole of specified carbonate, pure or mixed, in a Pt cruci-
ble was heated by an electric furnace. After the temperature of the
carbonate reached a fixed value, a Si 3 N4 sample, which was weighed
and measured precisely, was put into the crucible. After heat
treatment, the crucible was taken out and quenched in air. The
sample was washed in water and HCl solution, rinsed, dried, weighed,
and measured.

The corrosion experiments in N2 or CO2 environments were the
same as that mentioned above only with 250 ml/min. of gas flow from
the gas inlet.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was carried out with an
Akashi Alpha-10.

RESULTS AND DISCJSSION

(1) Reaction Kinetics
As an example, the weight loss of a Si3N 4 specimen in Li2CO3

melt is shown in figure 2. By measuring of dimensional change of
the specimen, this reaction was considered to proceed isotropically.
Therefore, the relation between the reaction time and the weight
loss of the specimen per unit surface area was plotted. The plots
of the reaction in Li2CO3 and of that in Na2 CO3 are shown in figures
3 and 4, respectively. The relations were approximately linear.
Consequently, the reaction could be regarded as being controlled by
surface reaction. Then, the factor of the rate of corrosion, k,
would be defined as a unit of the speed of weight loss per unit
area. The k value would be used in subsequent analyses.

(2) The Effects of Reaction Temperature
As shown in figures 2-4, the rates of corrosion varied signifi-

cantly with changes in the temperature. Figure 5 shows the
Arrhenius plots of these reaction rates. From these plots, apparent
activation energies of the hot-pressed SiSN 4 with molten Li2CO3 -
Na2 CO3 , and K2CO3 were obtained as 163, 138. and 153 kj/mel, respec-
tively. It has been reported that the value of the corrosion of
Si3 N4 in K2 SO4 melt was 724 kJ/mol. Comparing these values, it
could be postulated that the apparent activation energy was strongly
effected by the kind of anion constituting each melt.

(3) The Effects of the Kinds of Carbonate
Figure 5 also shows the effects of the kind of alkali carbonate

on the rate of corrosion. As shown in figure 5. at the same temper-
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ature, the rate of corrosion in Li 2CO3 was about twenty times faster

than that in Na2 CO3 , and about two-hundred times faster than that in
K2CO3 . It seemed that the smaller the radius of the alkali ion, the
faster the rate of corrosion.

When binary mixtures, Li2 co3-Na2 CO3 or Li2 CO3 -K2CO3 , were used

as the melts, the relations between the composition of carbonate and
the rate of the corrosion are given in figure 6. The values of the
rate of corrosion in the mixture are in the middle of that in each
pure carbonate. The logarithm of the value of the rate of corrosion
had a linear relation wit. the mole fraction of Li2 CO3 on the
Li2cO3 -Na2 CO3 system.

(4) SEM Observations

The microstructutes of the surface and the section of the Si3N4

samples, both original and corroded, are shown in figure 7. Because
of corrosion, the surface of the sample became rough with the

appearance of Si3 N4 grains. This means that the grain boundary of
the sample was eroded faster than the Si3 N4 grains in the sample.

The microstructure of the section of the corroded sample
indicates that the region, where structural change by the corrosion
occurred, is limited only near the surface.

From these observations, it could be supposed that the reaction

of the Si3 N4 samples with carbonate melts was not completed on the
surface of the samples, but proceeded by the mechanism that Si 3 N4

grains in the samples were eliminated with the erosion of the grain
boundary.

If this assumption was accepted, the difference of the rate of

corrosion of the Si3 N4 sample by the kinds of carbonates could be
explained partly as the difference of the diffusivities of alkali

ions into the grain boundary of the Si 3 N4 sample by the difference
of the ion radius. However, the determination of the reaction rate
of pure Si 3 N4 with carbonate melt, the composition analysis of the
carbonate in the reacting crucible, and other factors are needed in

order to verify this assumption.

(5) The Effects of Environment
Some of the results of the experiments, which, were carried out

under N2 or CO2 environment, are also shown in figures 2-4. The
rate of corrosion in carbonate under N2 environment was fast, and
that under CO2 environment was slow, compared with that under air
environment.

The following explanation has been reported [2,4] on the corro-
sion behavior in each environment. Under an air environment; SiO 2
film is formed on the surface of the Si3 N4 , and the film sur-resses

the reaction. But under an N2 environment, SiP 2 film is not formed;
therefore, the reaction proceeds rapidly.

It seems that the results of the experiments under a CO2
environment suggests that the basic oxide concentration in the

carbonate melt affects the rate of corrosion of the Si3 N4 sample.
Under an air environment, some of the carbonate would decompose to
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basic oxide. But under a CO2 environment, the decomposition would
be surpressed. It might be considered that the higher the basic

oxide concentration in the carbonate melt, the faster the rate of
corrosion. This also was suggested from the result that the corro-
sion of the sample occurred faster when the amount of carbonate
initially in the crucible was decreased.

However, more precise experiments under a controlled environ-
ment are needed to assure the above suggestion.

SJMMARY

The corrosion behavior of hot-pressed Si3 N4 in alkali carbon-
ates melts was investigated, and the following results were obtained:

a) The corrosion was apparently controlled by surface reaction.

b) Apparent activation energies were obtained. These energies did
not vary greatly for different alkali carbonates.

c) The differences in the rates of corrosion among the alkali
carbonates were large and increased in the order Li 2CO 3 > Na2CO3
> K 2 CO 3 •

d) The rate of corrosion of the hot-pressed Si3 N4 in carbonates

under an N2 environment was fast, while that under a C02 environ-

ment was slow. compared to the rate under an air environment.
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HOT CORROSION OF HEAT-RESISTANT ALLOYS INDUCED
BY MOLTEN FLUORIDE MIXTURES

Masahiro Kawakami, Masato Kawabe *

*2
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Hibariqaoka. Tenpaku-cho, Toyohashi 440 JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Heat resistant alloys have been heated with the coating of
molten fluoride mixture at 500 - 700 C, either in air or in
Ar. The weight change was monitored with a thermo-
gravimetric balance for 20 hrs.. The air oxidation of
Hastelloy-N, Inconel 625 and N-155 was accelerated
significantly with NaBF 4 -NaF coating. The electrochemical

polarization revealed that the corrosion current
corresponded well to the rate of accelerated oxidation.
With LiF-BeF 2 coating, some volatile materials are

formed, and oxidation is accelerated.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that high temperature oxidation of heat
resistant alloys are accelerated by the adhesion of molten salts(l.2).
The accelerated oxidation of nickel base allys ky meiten Na So has

been investigated extensively by many researchers (3-6). Those by
molten Na 2CO Nar03 (7-9) and NaCl-KCI(l0) have also been reported.

But it is not known whether molten fluorides do induce the accelerated
oxidation of alloys. Molten fluoride mixtures, such as NaBF 4-NaP and

LiF-BeF 2, are considered as candidates for heat transfer media in

molten salt reactors. Therefore, it might be of some interest to
examine the hot corrosion of alloys induced by such salts, although
the accelerated oxidation can be avoided in the practical reactor
design even if it happens.

In the present work. hot corrosion (including accelerated
oxidation) of several heat resistant alloys have been investigated
with coating of the above fluoride mixtures. The experimental
methods are thermogravimetric measurements and electrochemical
polarization measurements.

Present address; *l Suzuki Motor Co. Ltd., Sototakatsuka, Hamamatsu
432-29 JAPAN, 2 Dyama National College of Technology, 771 Nakaguki.
Oyama 323 JAPAN.
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EXPERIMENTALS

(1) Materials
Composition of the fluoride mixtures are 92molNaBF 4-8mol%NaF and

66mol%LiF-34mol%BeF2 , which are considered as the heat transfer media

in the secondary cooling loop of molten salt reactors.
The heat resistant alloys are commercial Hastelloy-N(M.M.), home-

made Hastelloy-N(h.m.), commercial Inconel 625 and commercial N-155.
Compositions of the alloys are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of the alloys.(wt%)

Elements

Alloys Cr Fe Co Mo Si Mn Ni

Hastelloy-N (M.M.) 7.0 4.0 16.7 0.3 0.5 Bal.

Hastelloy-N (h.m.) 7.1 -- 16.7 0.3 0.4 Bal.

Inconel 625 23.9 3.5 -- 11.7 0.5 -- Bal.

N-155 22.0 30.5 19.3 3.7 1.9 -- 19.8

(2) Thermogravimetric measurements
Test pieces of 5mmxlOmmxlmm were cut out from the alloy stock and

polished with dry abrasive paper of #1000. The fluoride mixtures
were pre-fused in Ar. The test piece coated with the salt mixture
was set in a thermogravimetric balance, and heated up to the desired
temperature either in air or in Ar. The weight of the test piece wbs
continuously measured for 20 hrs. After the measure-ent, the scale
formed on the test piece was examined by EPMA.

(3) Electrochemical polarization measurements
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

The working electrode was cut out from the alloy stock and graphite
rod in the form of plate or cylinder. The reference electrode was a
'ind of Ag-AgF electrode. The counter electrode was made of platinum
net. NaBF4 and NaF powders of reagent grade were mixed in the

composition shown above and kept in a dry box for 24 hrs. before the
experiment. The salt mixture was put in a high alumina crucible.
fused at 400 'C and dehydrated with Ar for 10 min.; then, the salt
mixture was heated up to the experimental temperature. Three
electrodes were dipped into the fused salt. The rest potential of
the working electrode was measured with a potentiometer. After
getting a stable rest potential, the working elecrode was polarized in
noble direction down to -1.6 V in order to reduce oxide film on the
electrode surface. Then, polarization in less-noble direction was
carried out. The potential was raised 25 mV every 30 sec up to
+2.0 V.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Thermogravimetric measurements with NaBF 4-NaF mixture

(1)-I Decomposition of the salt mixture
Figure 2 shows the heating pattern and the weight change with

time. The test piece of Hastelloy-N(M.M.) was heated with 43.3

mg/cm 2 of the salt mixture in Ar. Temperature was raised linearly up
to 700 C for 30 min., and kept constant. When the temperature
reached 400 'C, the weight began to decrease remarkably. The
weight change per unit surface area, AW/S, reached down to -

17.1 mg/cm 2for 40 min. and -20.2 mg/cm2 for 1200 min.. No change was
observed in the appearence of test piece. Thus, the weight loss was
attributed to the decomposition of NaBF 4 to NaF and BF3 which had very

high vapor pressure. Assuming that the whole weight loss should
correspond to the amount of evaporated BF3 , the composition of salt

mixture changed to 31mol%NaBF 4-69mol%NaF, after 1200 min. Refering

to the phase diagram, this composition was in solid-liquid two phase
region at 700' C. The fractions of vieight loss during heating in Ar
were nearly the same in all experiments. Thus, the salt mixture was
considered to be in solid-liquid co-existing state in all oxidation
experiments. The rate of weight loss after 40 min. was not high
and could be negligible, compared with the oxidation rate as will be
shown later. Thus, the air was introduced at 40 min. from the
beginning of heating to start the oxidation experiment.

(l)-2 Oxidation curve of alloys
Figure 3 shows the oxidation curves of Hastelloy-N(M.M.) with and

without salt coating at 700 0C. The air oxidation was very much
accelerated with the salt coating. The accelerated oxidation curve
could be divided into three time periods, namely, an incubation
period in which the oxidation was very slow, a catastrophic period
and a moderate acceleration period. With larger amount of salt
coating, the catastrophic oxidation started later and lasted
longer. But, the rate of oxidation in the moderate acceleration
period was the same, regardless of the amount of salt coating.

Figure 4 shows the oxidation curves of Hastelly-N(h.m.) at
different temperatures. The oxidation was very much accelerated by
the salt coating at 700 C. The shape of oxidation curve with the
salt coating was similar to that shown in Figure 3. At 600 'C, the
weight decreased initially due to the salt decomposition and increased
after 800 min.. At 500 'C, the weight decreased rionotonously. From
microscopic observation of the test piece heated at 500 0C, no oxide
film could be found on the surface. From these, it can be said that
the oxidation was significantly accelerated at 700 0 C, but no
accelerated oxidation was observed at a temperature lower than 600 'C.
Figure 5 shows the effect of amount of salt coating on the oxidation
curve. The amount of ooidation was larger with larger amount of salt
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coating, although crossover was observed with the curve of 6.8 and 4.8

mg/cm 2 from 500 to 800 min..

Figure 6 shows the curves of Inconel 625 with and without salt
coating at different temperatures. The accelerated oxidation did
occur from 600 'C. The amount of accelerated oxidation was larger at
higher temperature. The shape of accelerated oxidation was different
from those of Hastelloy-N. Neither incubation nor catastrophic
periods were observed, although the initial oxidation rate was very
fast.

Figure 7 shows the oxidation curves of N-155 at different

temperatures. The accelerated oxidation was observed at every
temperature. The shape of the oxidation curves are nearly the same
as those of Inconel 625.

(l)-3 Comparison of the accelerated oxidation behavior among alloys
The amount of oxidation is sometimes expressed as the following

function of time,

AW/S = a tb  ................................... k1)
where, t is time, a and b are parameters. In figure 8, the
accelerated oxidation curves of alloys at 700 'C are replotted in log-
log form. From the slope of lines, the value of b was estimated.
The oxidation is called "catastrophic", when b is larger than unity,
and "moderate acceleration", when b is less than unity. In the cases
of Hastelloy-N(M.M.) and Hastelloy-N(h.m.), b was about 2 in an early
period of time and 0.36-0.4 in later period, But the absolute amount
of oxidation was larger in Hastelloy-N(M.M.) than in Hastellcy-
N(h.m.). In the case of Inconel 625, b was slightly less than unity
initially and almost constant at 0.1 in later periods. This small
value of b=O.l shows very slow oxidation and is favorable from the view
point of hot corrosion resistance. In the case of N-155, b chanqed
from 0.7 in early periods to 0.4 in later periods. It can be said from
the figure that Hastelloy-N(h.m.) should be the best with respect to
hot corrosion resistance, among the present alloys.

The effect of chromium content on the accelerated oxidation can

be seen by comparing the result of Hastelloy-N(M.M.) to that of
Inconel 625, because compositions of the two alloys are similar to each
other, but chromium content in Inconel 625 is more than 3 times larger
than in Hastelloy-N(M.M.). Significant differences can be seen in
later periods. The value of b in Inconel 625 was very small. Thus,
chromium can be considered effective for hot corrosion resistance.
The effect of iron content can be seen by comparing the result of
Hastelloy-N(M.M.) to that of Hastelloy-N(h.m.). The amount of
oxidation of Hastelloy-N(M.M.) was always larger than that of
Hastelloy-N(h.m.). Since Haslolloy-N(h.m.) contains no iron, iron
can be considered deLrimental with respect to hot corrosion
resistance. This detrimental effect can also be seen by comparing
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the result of Inconel 625 to that of h1-155. Protective effect of
chromium seen in Inconel 625 was cancelled by the detrimental effect
of iron in N-155, because the latter contained a much larger amount
of iron.

(1)-4 Morphology of the scale formed by accelerated oxidation
Photo. 1 shows microscopic picture of the scale formed on

Hastelloy-N(M.M.) at 700 'C and distribution map of elements. The
scale was of 500 um thickness and had a kind of multi-lamellar
structure. Map of elements shows that the scale was mainly composed
of nickel oxide and contained some amounts of iron, chromium and

molybdenum oxides uniformly. Sodium was concentrated in the outer
layer. Thus, the outer layer might be a mixture of oxides and salt.
No concentration gradient of elements was observed in the alloy phase,
showing no preferential oxidation. The feature of scale formed by the
accelerated oxidation with NaBF 4-NaF mixture was similar to that

shown in Photo. 1, in all alloys.

(2) Thermogravimetric measurements with LiF-BeF 2 mixture

(2)-I Vaporization of salt and hot corrosion of Hastelloy-J(h.m.)
Triangles in Figure 9 show the weight loss of salt coated on

platinum net. The vaporlzatlon of the salt occured during heating at
700 7C, but its rate was not so fast. Circles in the figure show the
weight change of Hastelloy-N(h.m.) with the salt coating heated in
air. The weight decreased till 1000 min. and increased later.
Squares in the figure show the weight change when the alloy with the
salt coating was heated in Ar. The weight decreased faster in the
initial period of time than heated in air and continued to decrease
throughout the heating time. Therefore, it can be said that two
kinds of reaction occured simultaneously, when the alloy was coated
with LiF-BeF 2 and heated in air. The one mlqht be the formation of

some volatile material, and the other is the accelerated oxidation.

(2)-2 !,eight change of Inconel 625 and tI-155
Figure 10 shows the weight change of Inconel 625 with the salt

coating heated in air at different temperature. The weight decreased
initially and increased later. The formation of some volatile
material and the accelerated oxidation occured simultaneously, also in
the case of Inconel 625. The rate of both reactions were faster at
higher temperature.

Figure 11 shows the weight change of %-155 with the salt coating
heated in air at different temperature. 'jo weight loss was observed,
contrary to the other two alloys. The oxidation was significantly
accelerated. The amount of oxidation was larger at higher
temperature. The oxidation curve was not smooth but stepwise.
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(2)-4 Morphology of the scale
Photo. 2 shows the microscopic picture of the scale formed on

Inconel 625 with the salt coating heated in air at 700 'C. The

feature of scale was globular and very different from that in the case
of NaBF 4-NaF mixture. Although the weight change was negative at the

end of exoeriment, oxide phase was found in the scale. Oxide phase

was composed of chromium and iron oxides with a small amount of
molybdenum oxide. Nickel oxide was scarcely found in the oxide
phase. Porous layer was found in the alloy phase, just beneath the
salt-alloy interface. The layer was deficient in chromium and iron
contents. Outside of the layer, some precipitates were found, which
might be the intermetallic compound of nickel and molybdenum. The

morphology of the scale on the other alloys was nearly the same as
that shown in Photo. 2.

(3) Electrochemical polarization measurement in NaBF 4-JaF

Figure 12 shows polarization cui.es of Inconel 625 and %-155 in
Ar at 600 C. I and I are anodic and cathodic currents,

a c
respectively. The polarization curves were similar to each other,
although the anodic current of Inconel 625 was smaller in higher
potential region than that of N-155. The anodic current had an
active dissolution peak at -O.3V and showed the passivation around 0
V. Figure 13 shows polarization curves of a graphite electrode at 600
-C, in air and in Ar. The cathodic current in air was larger than
that in Ar. Thus, the cathodic current can be attributed to the
reduction of dissolved oxygen in _ie salt, in the potential range from
-0.4 to 0.3 V.

02 + 4 e = 2 02- ............................... (2)

This potential range coincided with that where active dissolution of
alloy electrode occured, as shown in Figure 12.

M = M
n+  

+ n e ............................... (3)
Thus, it can be postulated that the accelerated oxidation might occur
electrochemically by the coupling of reactions (2) and (3).

Figure 14 shows Polarization curves of the alloys at 700
0
C. The

anodic current of Hastelloy-J(h.m.) was much smaller than those of
others, in the above potential range. This accorded with the result
of thermogravimetric measurement, where the amount of accelerated
oxidation of Hastelloy-N(h.m.) was the smallest among the alloys.
Figure 15 shows the polarization curve of Hastelloy-N(h.m.) in air at

700 'C. The corrosion current was estimated as 1.32 mA/cm
2
by

extrapolating cathodic and anodic currents with the aid of the Tafel
relation. The rate of accelerated oxidation of Hastelloy-N(h.m.)was

estimated from the slope of the curve shown in Figure 4, between 400

and 1000 min. and converted to the current density of 1.7 mAcn
2

assuming di-valent electrode reaction and tne mean atomic weight of
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60. These two current densities seem to be in accordance with each
other.

CONCLUSION

The air oxidation of the present alloys is significantly
accelerated by the adhesion of NaBF 4-NaF. The amount of accelerated

oxidation is larger with larger amount of the salt mixture and at
higher temperature. The result of electrochemical oolarization
measurement indicates that the electrochemical mechanism, in which the
anodic dissolution of metallic element is coupled with the cathodic
reduction of oxygen, plays an important role. When the nickel based
alloys are heated with LiF-BeF 2 coating in air, the weight decreased

initially and increased later. Thus. it is seen that some kind of
volatile material might be formed simultaneously with the accelerated
oxidation.
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sectional areas of the bipolar electrodes stated above. According to

these equations, nine kinds of bip,,]ar electrode ccl s were constructed

and the values of design parameters were checked i the l aboriturv-scalc

tests.

THEORETICAL

Prerequisites for homogeneous circulation of melts

At first, let is consi4er a circulatitg path of the chloride melt in the

bipolar electrode cell un der steady state conditions during

electrowinning of liquid aluminum.

The chloride melt,replenished with aluminum h 'bloidn in the upper pirt
of the celis flowing down through the center hole of the electroldes
and enter into each of the inter-spas ing reartion zones 'horeil aluminum
chloride decomposes to iquid aluminun at the cathode -nd chlorine gas
at the anode surface. The residual melt and the ilorine gas evolved
will move toward the cell will and then rise up as bubbles through the
periphery clearince between the electrodes and the el 1I sal I. Final II,
the chlorine gas as bubbles transfer froni the melt into i phise at
the upper part of the celi.

Driving force for such circulation of the nilt is owing 'h t g is li ft
effect in the periphery clearanc e. ccorlin';iv, n vr , supply *I
fresh melt containing aluminum chloride into ,i:ah of tk inter

-

spacing reaction zones between the ele-ctrodes without any del iv in aII
bipolar electrodes, it is necessary for the melt to iove at constint
velocity by means of a gas bubble lift force irrespective Wr 1ev !
of the melt. For the prerequisite oif a onstant voum ratio of
the the gas bubbles have to ie mlin

t 
linod it any level

of the melt within the periphery clearances. As show-;n Fi.i, this
condition can b, satisfied by making decreases 'if both s-rtci al areis
of center holes and periphery clearinces !n inleer s",res. However, it
is not so easy to deter-ine pracicaIlly ths values bcaUsc each )f
the electrode surfaces , which gives directly the gig vol ame from the
anode, has to be determi neo from diff'renri', between thi' s''!Wi o area
of the cell and the are i sunmatini of 'he ''-r W P ."d :e lerpher
clearance. The latter area is a1o i epen'eni upon t he gas v Alume.
Therefore, it seems that an nivrs '1 devi.'I P rn i t .' - - cOstr : t i-

of the bipolar electrode cell is '' sen a] and wi 
1  s . i ss

, in the
next peragraph.

Design rules of bipolar electrodes

The volume of chlorin ,s 'vl J ved fron I1i, '! vrface i p ' t 10or-tio i to
the effective current Ip thrmgh the ip Iir . -rdn T, 'as volame
seems to be almst independent of the ,ipil ir i.,,tr,do bei A.u o t '
effective cwrrent is oxPressed to h hor] 'Or isti,' fr ill )f
the electrodes. Sinc, the v lw ii', QI i :" ho ii4Nrd dir -]y



the value of an applied current Ip was used tent3ttvely instead of the

IE value.

'raking the gas volume evolved from the anode surface into consideration
the following relationship should be obtained at the lowest bipolar
electrode.

Sgo x ig = SE ()

In this equation So is a sectional area occupied by the gas bubbles in
the periphery clegarance at the lowest bipolar electrode. i is a
current density which is defined as the current through the b~polar

electrode divided by the cross sectional area of the gas bubbles , which
can move upward smoothly in the periphery clearance. SE is an average

surface area of the electrodes, and i-p is ai applied current density.
The value of s in equation (I), which can be final ly obtained after
decision of all paraet-rs, might be assumed to equal that at the middle
level of the bipolar electrodes, namely, the n!'2 bipolar electrode,
because the bipolar electrodes have a similar shape to each other and

vary their sizes systematically.

At the n/2 bipolar electrode at the middle level, a total sectional area
of the cell vessel ST is given by the following relationship,

ST = E /2 (n/2)-( So + So + Sg
c p g (2)

where So and S
0 

are sectional areas for the center hole and for the

melt in the periphery clearance, respectively, at the lowest bipolar
electrode as defined for So

g0

In order to represent these areas of So and So as a function of S) two
additional parameters were newly introduced, namelV, g

Vg S S o (3)
g p g

and

Vm =c sp (4)

In these equations V denotes the sectional area ratio of the melt to
the gas bubbles in tAe periphery clearance an, V m the sectional area
ratio of the melt in the center hole to that of oh periphery clearance.
Substitution of the equations (3) and (4) into tlhe equation (2) yields a

following relationship.

S T = E + (n/2)'( V gV m + Vg + 1 )-So
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Sn1+ (n/2)'( V g* V + Vg + I

x Sn/2.(t (5)

Providing the values o f n, 'T'a 't Vg and V 'R , the values of ~r2 can he

determined for the cell with '3 toaIse SOt ion- arao S Llows

Sri/ 2 = S~' I + (n/2)*( V *Vr + V + I)

X( iT /~) 6

9 E 'T /'g) 7

By using the equation (7), sectional 3r-is for the electrode surface S
the center hole Sm and the peripherv cleirance ( SM+Sm )can he
determined by fol lowing, equat ions and schematicallty showJ in' Fig.2.

S= ST -m*( V g*V~ + V + I ).So (13)

=-, V -sog (9)

m + SM) m-( V + 1 ).So (I
p* g - g

In these equations m is positive integer ind denotes the iiumber ojf
bipo)lar electrode s stacked, thst is, the e-lectrode with numrber m=l is
the lowest bipolar ele-ctrode, which was apposite to an -nd-cathode
connected with a DC supplier, whereas the electrode of number M=,o is an
end anode. The aluminum particles are falling down through the center
hole and nitrogen gais as a carrier gas is introduced along with
a luminum chloride vapor. In the above considerition these effects -)f
volume of a luminum particles and carrier ,,as were ignored fo)r the
volume and lifting velocity uf the mnelt. Furthermnore, it was aissuimed
that the gais bubbles were completely sparated freen t~he melt into the
gas phase at the top level of the mnelt.

EXPERU*MNTAL

Elec-trode

The bipolar electrodes , both end-anode and end-cathode aid terminals
were ru: fromn a graphite rol to posses fift y four kinds of toie electrode
shapes ipecif ied accordifag to the desig'n rub, stated in the preceeding
-section. The pairameters adopteid fo)r the cell des--ign ire as fol lows:
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Total sectional area of the quartz cell vessel, S, is 100.3 cm ; number

of the inter-spacing reaction zones, n, is five. The applied current 2
density, iT' is 1.0 A/cm and the value of i is sipposed to be 75 A/cm

Two paramerers of V and Vm are variable, i.e., 2, 3, and 5 for Vg as

well as 0.4, 0.7, arf [.0 for V., respectively.

As one of the examples, the horizontal sections of each electrode
designed for V =3 and Vm=0.4 are given in Fig. 3. In the cell design,
a diameter for he smallest center hole was determined to allow aluminum
particles drop from the cathode surface without any interference, and
also the largest bipolar electrode limited its diameter within the
nllowable difference between thermal expansion coefficients of the cell

wall and electrode materials. The electrolytic cell consisted of a
transparent quartz tbihe, 113 mm in diameter and I m in length and is
heated externally by a nichrome wire wound furnace with an electric
power capacity of 4 kw. To look at the inside of the cell during
electrolysis a long rectangulir window was scooped through the furnace
bricks. Further, this furnaer is possible to he divided into four
blocks and surrounded by the sepiruhie wil Is fr heat-insulation. The
structure of the cell ind the furnace are represented schematically in
the center reg ion of Fig. 4.

Melt preparation-and supply of aluminum chloride

The mixture of magnesium chlorid[ and sodium chl,,ride in the propo)rtion
of 25 and 75 moil was used as a solvent melt with a niting point of
660

0 C. The solvent Tolt was firvtlv melte, in aidditional furnace anl

then poured into the cell at- about 700(C. The bottom iL the quartz. tube
cell was self-sealed by freezing of the melt and solium chloride
granules at relatively 1 ow temperatures. The total amount of the
solvent melt is about 4.5 K, in each run.

From the results obtained in our previous studies, it was found that the
concentration of aluminum chloride in the melt has to be kept as low is
possible during electrolysis at 750]C in order to establish high current
efficiency and low bath voltage. In this investigation an automatic
supplier of aluminum chloride was developed after several modifications.
This new equipment consisted of a large glass container for aluminum
chloride and a vibrational rotary feeder. As shown in Fig. 4, solid
particles of aluminum chloride first fall down th-ough the rotary feeder
into the melt composed of sodium chloride and aluminum chloride
mixtures. The aluiuinum chloride is able to vaporize and is purified
at the same time since the impurities accompanied hy the aluminum
chloride remain in the melt in the boiler. Aluminum chloride vapor can
be transferred by nitrogen las strean into the melt in the electrolytic
cell. The amount of almioinum chlo-ide supplied in this way can be
precisely determined by monitoring the weight of whole system of
aluminum chloride supplier; also the supply rates were controlled easily
by using the rotary feeder with various revolution rates.



Exhaust of chlorine gas

As shown in Fig. 4, chlorine gas evolved during electrolysis wi I I ive

toward the 10% sodifum hydrox ide solution through thu ehaust svtn;by
pumping with an aspirator Linder nitroizen gis s;treamt used tor 'Supply of
a luminumn chl1or ide into the cel I. Alwiun i ru hlor de fron the rel I and

other volatile matters were col lerted in gli ss condlenv'r oil pkIsth

separator connected to the exhaust system.

Electrolytic procedures

Prior to the start ot electrolytic experiment, pre-electrolysis was

carried out for 3G minutes in order to reorov e tho i purith ,' "eit [I,'

in the solvent imelt. Then aluminum chloride was tupplied into the
melt. accordinag to the procedures desur ibie. After the COMOMenrs io'n of

aluminum chloride in the melt reached 11r ippropriit lve

.alIumi num elec troly s is was comiimenced and cont ins riefOrr fi vi, Wiirs.

During the clectrolr'tir experiment, hat-it vart,, ). r-Ilt- 'V~rc

miniites,and the ret atiooships between wipo*ed i i its an i iih vot tie,
were measured every 30 minutes. It. ti" '' r. '" i i I) r'mrurt- if

the chlorido melt ias sampled far Chemeil in I , a is f 11i r'nt ' , 'I )ride'

and also the sod ium hydroxide sol ut ion wa s x h rigel t )J trhe
total amounts of chlorine gas evolved durngr olectro i1'is- in trie 3)
minute intervals. After a run, thre mel t was 'so-i ir,'t ram' ti'

bottom of the cell by melting dow the so] f-siWe salt.

RESUTS

Several soieples of the relit ioniship1 h,'t.w' I thO 3ppl 1: cur Iu rodII,
bath vol tage are given in Fig.5 for d if forar lesi n pi:.rmpt'-rs. Fr a
the resulIts shown in the f igures, it L is 7- Wur Icy Qurv~a h it Yc rc

bipolar electrode can be operated in a so-cat I I d mll 0 coLlI wren hO

bath voltages are larger than about 11) V.

In the intermediate range of thre app I i ad currernt I he bath vol Myg i s
directly proportional to the app I fd Aurrent Wwh n bwr" th ul.u'

the applited current the deviAt 1on of 1r,0 h itO yrvo I ti r~m tihe 17' 1 nr
relationships was deironstratei., ;hti f ting, tow irti hi i r vi 1 1 n';. t se-is

that this dleviation is due to thie 4z-s bribbi us that ,n 'i'm't r

smoothly through per iphery cIe-iiicelr to i t ,I cr- varI in'..

DISCUaSSION

The l incur rel1 tbonshill between the applied nu rt rear li y nid the h-ith
voltage could hy determiined theoret "il lv tr-ur li-; iOte cil ri mt

procedures (310L privilin pfrrsicn-uherei':a3 p r ir~ I 's 'i f th 111 ,h



melt. As shown in Fig.5, the calculated bath voltages for various

applied current densities obey the linear relationship between them. The
linear relationships calculated for nine kinds of the bipolar electrode
cells were compared with the experimental results oht.3ined for fifty
four cases. From these comparisons it was found that the calculated

relationships were in fairly good agreement with the experimental ones
for the cases of relatively small values of Vg and Vm.

Meanwhile, with increases in these values of V and Vm, the calculated
results tended to deviate fron the experi mentafly determined ones as
demonstrated in Fig.5 for the case of V = 5 and VI =0.4. It can be
considered to arise from the heterogene us distribution of the by-pass
current through the periphery c learance.

As shown in Fig.5, in the large values of the applied current the
deviation of the bath voltage was observed from the linear relationship
between them. The upper current density, at which the deviation was
initial lv observed, was denoted us the iuP in the present investigation.

Figure 6 shows the dependecioes of V on the tipper current density

obtained for various v3lues of V M. Te effective current, Ip, which
corresnonds to the rate of gas evolution at the lowest 'ipolar
electrode, was calcil ited with the modified equivalent circuit (3) at
the tipper applied current 1 '1[p. The value of i was firstly divided by
the area of the periphery clearance at the lowest bipolar electrode and
further divided by the v4 lue of T'

p . 
In tYder to reexamine the value of

i , which was 75 A "im at iT'I.O A/cm , the current densities for

s~ooth gas lift btied above, were calculated for various vilue
of Vm . It was f')uni rht the vs1es of i varied from 50 to 60 A/c-

S 2
with increase of V , irresPrctive of the values of V . herefore, the value of 60 7/cm
should be :sed forgthe des'ign of the hipolir electroe cel l.

CONCLUSION

In the present study the design principle was first considerel for the
bipolar electrode cell. In the experimental study the bipolir -l ectrode
cells with five units were constructed with the proposed design
principle and then operated for electrowinning of liquid aluminum from
the chloride melts at 750 'C.

TL was demonstrated for the moderate values of V Inc V m that the
calculated and observed relationships between the ha~h voltage and the
applied current density are fairly in good agreement. However, with

increases in both the values of V and V ,the cal c i Ited relationships
tend to deviate gradMal ly from th observed ones. This means that the

by-pass resistance,R ,in the equivalent circuit (3) might be changed
because of the heterogeneous distribut ion of bv-pass tiurrer t in the
peripherv clearance of the bipolar electrode cell



It Is worthwhiLe to note from the point 'if vieow for sa ving energy that
the applied current should exist within the 1 ine-ir relatiamshtps
between the bath vol tage and the app1lied current , and thle Cel I
design parameters such as V I, p and i, should bfo selected as low
as possible to avoid (Iecrgas VI in thle cellI eff LciencY of thle bipolar
electrode cell and increase in the bathi vol tage.
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A STUDY OF THE FLECIROCATALfI'lC ACiIVrIY OF DOPED
CARBON ANODES IN CRYCLITE-ALUMINA MIMLIS

Liu Yexiang, Xiao Haiming, and Liu Longyu
Dept. of Metallurgy

The Central South Univ. of Technology
Changsha,

AB SIR ACT

The anodic overvoltage of a carbon anode in the
existing aluminium electrolysis process is 0.4-0.6V. This

paper aims at reducing the anodic overvoltage for saving
energy by increasing the catalytic activity of the carbon
anode with dopants. The anodic overvoltage of carbon

anodes in Na3 AIF 6 -A1 2 03 (sat) melt was measured by using a
steady state technique. Obvious electrocatalytic activi-
ties were observed on the carbon anodes with Ru. Cr, and
Li dopants. The anodic overvoltage was reduced more than
0.2V under the industrial current densities. The
estimated energy saving will be 6.0% when using this
technique. A primary discussion related to the function
of dopants in the carbon anode and the mechanism of the
aforementioned electrochemical process is given also.

INTRODU CT ION

Carbon is almost the only material employed for anodes in the

production of aluminium by electrolysis in a bath of cryolite alui-
na melt. The major cell reaction is

A12 03 (s) + 3/2 C(s) = 2AI(l) + 3/2 C02 (g) (1)

with a standard reversible potential of 1.13V at 1273K. According
to the results obtained from laboratory tests and industrial cells,
the counter electromotive force (cemf) of the cell is 1.6-1.7V

higher than the standard reversible potential. The difference
between the cef and the reversible potential, i.e., the polaraza-

tion potential, equals the sum of the cathodic overvoltage and the
anodic overvoltage. Maany measurements have shown that the cathodic
overvoltage of the existing aluminium reduction cell is very low,
around 40-80 mV(4). Therefore, the polarization potential is mostly
attributed to the anodic overvoltage (ia) and is as high as 0.4-
0.6V. The later results in a great deal of electrical energy loss.
How to reduce the anodic overvoltage in the Hall-lleroult process is
very interesting, but very few reports on investigations of this
aspect have been published. According to the electrocatalytic prin-

744
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ciple in aqueous solution, it is possible to reduce the TI, by doping
the carbon anodes for aluminium electrolysis with electrocatalysts.
The effects of some dopants on the electrocatalytic activity of the
carbon anode in cryolite alumina melts was studied.

EXPERIMNTAL

Prejparation of anodes with dopnts
Pure spectrographic graphite rods (010 mm) were employed as

anodes. Catalysts were (A.R.) CrCI 3 , MnCl 2 , Cod12. NiCI 2 , RuCI 3 o
Li 2 CO3 , and NaCI. After cleaning and drying, the graphite rods were
treated by a special doping method so that the catalysts were dis-
persed not only on the surface, but in the bulk of the graphite
electrode. The same kind of graphite electrodes but without dopants
were also used in measurements for comparison. The effective area
of the graphite anode tested was 0.78-0.79 cm

2
.

Measurement t ec hnique
Steady state polarization curves were recorded on a X-Y re-

corder by using a potential step generator (XFD-8) and a JIl-2C
potentiostat. Scan rates of 10-20 mV/sec were found to be suitable
for increasing as well as decreasing the potential. The reference
electrode was a graphite electrode, which was protected by an alti-

na tube. A graphite crucible containing 100 g of cryolite alumina
melt was the counter electrode (3).

Reference electrode
Many workers (4-6) have reported that the graphite electrode,

when equipped properly, is stable and can be used as a reference
electrode. The graphite electrode, which does not require fluching
with gas, is very convenient and simple. We adopted it in this
work. It is necessary to evaluate the stability of the electrode.
Two identical graphite electrodes were dipped into cryolite melt and
the deviation of the potential difference between them versus time
was measured. The results showed that the potential deviation is
within 8 mV for a long time (5 hours), which proved that this kind

of reference electrode was reliable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical steady anodic polarization curves for graphite elec-
trodes with different dopants are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

At the beginning of a measurement prior to electrolysis, it was
found that the open circuit potential of the working electrode and
counter electrode vs the reference, respectively, was very close.
After polarization, the potential of the counter electrode vs the
reference electrode still remained unchanged. Due to the large area

m mmm h..im rman mn -7 4
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of the counter electrode (graphite crucible), much polarization
occurred only on the anode during electrolysis.

To obtain the anodic overvoltage (n.),' the standard reversible
potential at the temperature tested for reaction (1) (1 .13V) was
substracted from the polarization data (anode- reference). Th e
overvoltage data for grat'hite anodes with different dopants under
industrial current density are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Overvoltage.s on graphite al,) : jt

d'-fferent dopant 3 at inditstrial curre3b dengitiCs

(Na 3 AIF 6 -125; (wt) X1 2 0 3 , 1000 + 50C)

I Current O engitte3 (A/c:.i

70 .0%' 1.10C 1.15 l

ruone 0.14? 7 J.286 0.424 0.%-2 r)QO

RuCl 3  C .064 0. i Th 0.212 C .2 F,6 .Y 0

Cr21 - .1:2 C0.,,11 .17 5 1 .259 0 .'92

X-nCl 2  o)0 0.229 0.357 I .4E' )-

NiCl 2  10 .7-9 .4 87 C.r36 I 7p

11acI 1.176 1).2P3 0j -q 1 9-

C01 o ~ 0 1)V -756 917 i.21c 9j

h' CD7 0 . W~ 0105 1.249 249

*Orimic voltpge drop wag not eii:-nra!'ed.

Elec trocata lyt ic ac tiv ity-o-fthe ca rbon anod-e
Oxygen and fluorine containing ions discharged on a carbon

anode in the aluminium electrolysis reaction process would produce
various intermediate compounds ss'ch as exo. kte~ause of the mecha
nism of this anodic process is quite complicated, it is not suitable
to identify the electrocatalytical activity of the electrodes bN
means of the reaction kinetic parameters obtained from the above
tests. In order to evaluate the Alectroca taly tic ictivities of
various anodes, a comparison of the anode overv'l rage at constant
current density is a better cri terion. The! lower the anoui c over-
voltage the better the electrocatslytic activity.



It is evident from the data in Table I as well as from Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 that some of the doping agents '%ave a remarkable electro-
catalytic effect on the anodic reaction, In particular, CrC1 3 ,
Li 2 CO3 and RuCi have a strong positive effect, the anodic overvolt-
age at 1.0 A/cml being reduced by 0.2V compared with no dopant in
the electrode. MnC1 2 and NaC1 are also beneficial. Doping with
NiC12 and CoC1 2 has a negative influence. The electrocatalytic
function of carbon anodes with dopants may result from changes in
the stoichiometry, valence, crystal structure nature of conduction
and surface states. Generation of more active sites in the bulk
carbon after doping would be favorable to the adsorption and dis-
charge of oxygen containing ions, which may result in a higher rate
of anodic reaction or lower overvoltage. Following Rao's (6)
studying on the burning process of carbon and the catalysis of the
Boudouard reaction, Li 2 CO3 had a strong catalytic effect on the
burning of carbon. This agrees with the effects of doping Li 2 CO 3
into carbon anodes in present work. In fact, the anodic reaction on
carbon anodes in the aluminium electrolysis process is an electro-
oxidation reaction of carbon (7).

The lifetime of the electrocatalytic activity of doped carbon anodes
The lifetime of the electrocatalytic activity of a doped car-

bon anode is important for its application and worthy of study. The
results obtained are shown in Fig. 3.

Both anodes with dopants and without dopants were polarized at

1.15

with dopaits

,-~0.90'

- - - without dopants

v 0.75
'-4

0.60 , ,.

0 5 10 13 2o

t ( mi n)

FiP.3 The lasting time of electrocatalytic

activity of doped carbon anode (7 = 1.4 v)

the same potential (E = 1.4V). A higher current density was
observed to pass through the doped anode. As shown in Fig. 3, no
electrocatalytic activity decline was observed on the well prepared
doped anodes within the test period. With a few exceptions, the
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electrocatalytic activity of some doped carbon anodes began to
decline after several minutes. This may be ascribed to both degen-
eration of the electrocatalyst and to the low probability that the
catalyst could remain in the anode during the consumption of the

carbon anode. Especially, when the doping agents were not distrib-
uted homogeneously inside the bulk of the electrode or distributed

mainly on the surface of anode, the electrocatalytic activity of the
anode obviously declines. In this case, adopting an inert anode to

replace the existing carbon anodes in aluminium electrolysis will be

advantageous, because the anodes will not be consumed and the cata-
lysts will be present for a longer time. Although carbon anodes are

consumable, this doping technique, which is simple and can be adapt-

ed to industrial use with ease, is available and exhibits good
prospects as a technique for saving energy.

Estimation of the power saving resulting from reduction of the

overvoltage on carbon anodes
In aluminium electrolysis, the power required per ton of metal

produced is calculated as:

V
€

P = 2980 - ([WH/T) (2)CE

where CE = current efficiency (decimal);
Vc = average pot voltages, (volts).

Vc = E° + 4a + 
Yc 

+ 
ITR

where E
° 

is standard reversible potential; 11a and 'k are anodic and

cathodic overvoltage, respectively; I is the current; 'SR is the sum

of ohmic resistances of electronic and ionic conductors in the cell.

When all other condition are kept constant, energy saving can be

realized by reducing the ija. The estimation of energy saving per

ton of aluminium produced at 0.85 A/cm
2 

is presented in Table II.
It can be seen that, as a consequence of adopting doped carbon

anodes, the amount of electrical energy used can be reduced. The
highest efficiency of saving energy is 6.0%.

Since the concentration of doping agents in the carbon anodes
was very low, the aluminium produced would not be contaminated by

them, especially in the case of doping with Li 2CO3 . Lithium salts
were always used as additives in Hall baths and there was no contam-

ination problem.
The doping technique used in this test is very simple and can

be realized in the anode workshop. Neither additional expense nor

other equipment is needed. It is predicted that employing these
techniques in the aluminium electrolysis industry will be benefi-
cial.

However, the doping technique still needs study in order to

select doping elements with a more extended range and to lock for
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Table II Estimation of energy saving by the

reducing of anodic overvoltage when

using doped carbon anode
Doping anodic over anodic over D.. energy saving

agent -voltage at -voltage atDC. L
___85_ (/mv) reued(v) KVH/T I T

none 0.286 0 T15-38 0 0
RuIUl 0.139 -0.147 14740 497 3.3

CrCl 3 0.011 -0.275 14307 930 6.1

Li 2Co 3 0.105 -0.181 14625 612 4.0

23

I~aCl 0.283 -0-C03 15228 10 0.06

,sti-nated f rom Eq. (2 s V .5 V.CE=08

factors whicL pxvlung the lifetime of the electrocatalytic acti"ity
of the doped carbon anodes. MIeanwhile, the mechanism of the elec-
trocatalytic effect of dopants and the consumption of carbon anodes
must also be considered.
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STUDIES OF THE ANODIC PROCESS AT SnO -BASED
ELECTRODES IN ALUM1NIUM ELECTRCLYSIS

Liu Yexiang and Xiao Hamiung
Dept. of Metallurgy

The Central South Univ. of Technology
Changsha, 'CThira

AB STRACT

The use of inert anodes and stable cathodes in the aluminium

electrolysis industry is of important significance for saving

energy.
The electrochemical characteristics of SnO2 -based electrodes in

aluminium electrolysis are interesting not only for understanding

the mechanism of the anode process and infering indirectly the

structure of cryolite-alumina melt, but also for developing new

techniques for alumini um metallurgy with inert anodes.

The anode process on SnO2 -based electrodes in aluminium elec-

trolysis has been studied by several electrochemical methods and

some initial results have been obtained.

Prior to the above mentioned studies, a new reference electrode

that is itself a SnO2-based electrode has been tested and inspected

at the same time an aluminium reference electrode was employed. It

was discovered that the potential of a SnO2 -based electrode dipped

into cryolite-alumina melt was stable for a long time and fluctuated

within a few mV (+SmV). The performance of a SnO2 -based electrode

was reproducible and reversible. As a reference electrode, its

construction was simple, and it was convenient to use. The poten-

tial relationship between a SnO2 -based electrode and an aluminium

reference electrode could be expressed as follows:

ESnO2 = 1.8062-0.3332 logNA1 03-5.1409 x 10
- 4 

T+EA1

The anode overvoltage on a SnO2 -based electrode was found to be

O.1-0.2V at industrial current densities by the steady state techni-

que. The occurrence of two straight segments on the anodic Tafel

plot implied a two-step oxygen discharge reaction.

The linear potential sweep curves obtained from a SnO2 -based

anode showed that oxygen and fluorine discharged separately. No

anode effect appeared at high current densities (i 
= 12 A/cm-

2
),

which could be explained from the good wetting of SnO2 materials by

the molten electrolyte.
According to chronogalvanic measurements, oxygen evolution on a

SnO2 -based anode was a irreversible process. The current-time rela-

tion could be described as follows
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I = nFAKC exp(Kf2t)(1 - jKftl/2/DlI/2ey2 dy)
D

where Kf 
= 
0.001 cm s

- 1 .

It has been discovered from chronopotentiometric measurements
that the oxygen evolution on a SnO2 -based electrode was an irrevers-
ible process preceded by a chemical reaction. The values of K. Kf,
and K involved in this chemical reaction could be calculated (K =
0.6. Kf = 750.8 s-1, Kb = 1251.5 s

-
1) where K was the equil ibrium

constant of the reaction, Kf was the rate constant of the forward
reaction, and Kb was that of the backward reaction. Also On. = 0.85
was obtained from the chronopotentiometric technique. In the case
of Ona = 0.5, thus na = 1.7 = 2. It appeared that there were two
electrons transferred in the rate-determining step.

Based on all the results obtained from different electrochemi-
cal measurements, the mechanism of oxygen evolution on the SnO2 -
based anode was thought to be

A1OF-x =AIF3-x + 02- (A)

02- -4 0(ad) + 2e (B)

0(ad) + 0(ad) -- O2(ad) (C)

02- + 0(ad) - 02 (ad) + 2e (D)

0
2(ad) - 02(g) (E)

(B) was the rate-determining step.
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ELECTRIC FIELD IS CALCULATED BY SOLVING LAPLACE'S EQUATION

ON A CYLINDRICAL GRAPHITE ANODE IN MOLTEN NaF AND Na ,AIF,..

Christiane Brunet and Pierre Mergault

Laboratoire de Physique des Liquides Ioniques,
Universit6 Pierre et Marie Cuiie, Tour 15,

4, Place Jussieu, 75252 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE.

ABSTRACT

We have shown repeatedly in our laboratory (1.9) and it is
confirmed by some recent papers (10.13) that the surface of
the graphite anode available for electrolysis diminishes when
time increases; this produces a growing resistance R in the
cell and an increasing current density (the role of fluorine in
the insulation phenomenon of the anode is of prime importance).
To calculate R, Laplace's equation Is numerically resolved to
have a potential map of the cell, whence E, f ,I =, .d, R

V/I. In any case, the ultimate step before anod' effect
occurs, is the insulation of the anode by vaporization of the
liquid near the surface of the not yet insulated anode.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We showed (5,7) that the ohmic drop R. on an anode measured at the
interruption of the current, is greater after an electrolysis of molten
NaF or NaAIF,-, between graphite electrodes (in our case, the crucible and
a central electrode with a symmetry of revolution around a common
vertical axis, see fig.l) and even before anode effect (AE) occurs; the
ancde may be one of these two electrodes. This anodic ohmic drop IL not
a constant and can reach very high values whereas on the cathodic side,
the ohmic drop R, is small and constant: this last result permits to
assert that the bath does not significantly change.

When AE occurs, the current intensity I observed for example on a storage
oscilloscope display, decreases down to zero or almost. A discussion of
this experimental result shows that I = 0 if the anode is completely
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surrounded by an insulating sheath and then, R = R. + R. is infinite (2).
As a consequence of these experiments, we may interpret the high values
of the ohmic drop on the anode side as due to a partial coverage of the
anode by an insulating sheath. This first supposition is quite logical and
does not imply any hypothesis concerning the nature of this sheath
(adsorbed sheath, gaseous sheath, and so on..)

RESOLUTION OF THE LAPLACE'S EQUATION

Then it is necessary to have a relation between the insulating coverage
of the anode, e = S,/S (with S = S.+S,, where S is the whole surface of
the anode, S, the surface of the insulated part and S, the "free" surface
of the anodethat i to say the surface allowing the passage of the
current bctweon bath and graphite) and R. Since there is no analytical
solution of Laplace's equation, AV = 0, for the geometry we used, we
calculate R for a given coverage @ by numerically solving AV = 0 in order
to obtain a potential map with the V values at every point of a regular
network. Then we can deduce the electric field E, and by assumin4 i
constant in the whole bath, we have F by Ohm law, J = yH, I= J.dS and
R = V/I.

Some more assumptions are yet necessary to simplify the calculation:
1-Thermal and electrical conductivities are constant throughout the

bath.
2-The electrical conductivity of the bath J,. being very much smaller

than the graphite one 1,, =,/ ,. 500, we may consider Y. as infinite.
This hypothesis permits to have E and i perpendicular to the "free"
surface of the anode (the electric field in the bath near the insulated
surface of the graphite is tangestial to this surface).

3-S, is an increasing function of time, that is to say that we do not
take account of the usual statistical aspect of the coverage phenomenon.

4-The increase dS, of the insulated graphite surface part S, at a
given time occurs to the detriment of S,, S,+S, = S leads to dS,+dS, = 0,
on those parts of S, where Ti is maximal. This hypothesis permits to
keep the symmetry of revolution of the problem.

5-This "mechanism" of anode coverage is quite different from that
observed by T.Utigard and J.M.Togurl (11) wherein the underside of the
anode is first insulated from the bath by a large gas bubble. To take
account of this experimental result, we take a S value which does not
comprise the arode underside surface.

Even in this framework, the solution of Laplace's equation is analytically
impos.itle ard we have resorted to numerical calculations.
These '-alcilations are carried out for different values of the coverage in
a fiame of -ylindrical coordinates with the z axis coirniding with the
symmetry axis. Then the Laplace's equation becomes:

AV 
= 

(/r)(dV/dr)+(d V/dr ) 0.
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In doing s;o, e used the Frankel-Young method while using an optirrisation
factor determined by the Gauss-Seidel method (14,15) and with a network

of 3744 points (the distance between two nearest points is 0.5mm in the
bath): thus we obtain the curve of figure 2. In a recent paper (16), we
showed that even if the surface of an electrode is progressively
insulated by an electrochemical process, as is the case for a graphite

anode in molten fluorides or chlorides, there is always a time after
which the Joule effect gets to play a leading role in making up the layer

needed for a complete insulation of the electrode (electrode effect (EE)

onset). It is straightforward in the case of electrode effects (BE)

without electrochemical (or chemical) insulating of the electrode and the

demonstration i- very c-sy in the case of an electrochemical insulating
coverage proportional to the quantity of electricity:

dQ I I.dT = -k.dS,,
where k and I are constant (this condition fulfills the hypothesis 3- and

4- above): this demonstration is also valid for o(<2 when we have:

Q = k,(S,-S)' = l.(t-t9),
although it is very difficult to think up an electrochemical process with
0>1

DISCUSS ION

At first view, it seems that it is necessary to take into consideration
the heat of vaporization of the bath in the calculation of the induction

time of EE. But in the case wherein there is no gaseous emittance on the
considered electrode, the constitution of an insulating gaseous layer
around the electrode in question corresponds to the theoretical and

experimental intervals of induction time of the EE. Tits .. tliac w-

do not have to take into account the vaporisation heat (17). This

Interpretation tH5i[h v~ui1 fr '4 .- ! ,4 f
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PHL.i RI i i, N 1'r (T ,!igo 1 J ' LU7 ,IFFU3 IY ") F
~~1A2N- I5I~ o N MAIA NIM 1 r;LCTROLY2Ii3

Zhang Yueqiqng, Lin 4ingfu

ieortmnnt of Nnn-ferroas 1Aetoillur-y
No-rtheooi.t University of Tecnnolopy,

.3tienyaing, iion ing, (HFINA

Ad? 6. PL

The i n fIuienmc e - (I' 1itf e r nt s3or ts o- f nao1si ~n ox -
ido on trie diffusion rite of :nireu ieosition
in the :Vg2I -NaC 1,'-rCL -0<-CA 1< morlte-n .; it J.S te m

tnave heen invqesti,4,ited witii malipl, Peeetroche,--
-nica moo surin , .;ystem.

TIre v-iisances. (-F the 1 idiitinog eli-ren t ; ,rn ity
of the denosi ti on of -nagn->3idm i 10 witr tri mre 'iint
of AigO aidiid haive oen measured with linpar vel-
ta ,,o sc-an me t hoosj. PF e diffusi on coefficie-nt and
thie (iif fusion reacrwtivity energy' )f mo,- ; -m ssm I o)n
haqve been dpts rrined and the effects3 of ~ on
them riave also been Atiaod.

It wais iriown that d ift(rcn t s3ortsi of .') ave
different inflluenco'3 on the sfco offin,
aqnd the Ago outiined from the hydro'lysis o~f MgC1
6H2 U0 ha s tne moost obvious e-fftects on it.

IN 1sDUC~lN

Xagnesium ox ide h-as un favouratble ifr -t:A -)n the lcrlos
oroces.s of manesium prodi t i )n. IV A, rfe-el]t ) f it,; t in,
particles and stronrj reactivity, MqC. fror, fle hvdrolvsis, o
the magn,(, ~Ler'-ly te in - I lec1(tro,)Ly.-ne- cr-ness, Ii.

prone to being aibsorbed by trie cathode Irli I-ios inr; trie cath-
ode to he notorizea.

The Present nae-refers to the rnensiam electrolyte
system in industiial electrolysis isnd i -plips linear voltag-
scan e1-ctrochemica I tochiniq~e to -tady the in flimiences of
ivig0 on thep diffusion coefficient aind toie I imi ting carrent
den sity of the drnsi t ion -of mrigneSiLm IMn.
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cond itions

The chlorides used in the experirnnts wero, nr-drled in
oven, thpn in riredried 6-aseous HuI )n tilI they were melted.
Phe experi~nen t:5 were pe-rformnd in a qshrnf r-o ta-
bient pressure and ait the teippcrdture of 700 C.

Electrodes3

The electrode systemn invnliod -in ),1-, -4 ) cK Irr, -I,'r'
and reference electrode. A stable A~Alreference
el c t rod,!e with ce-ramic dj Iordz'am Wa aused. CuearI e
inqde of spectrnl parity -iro n an tre . r~in.- a -re trade ,,of
in oly bd enui.

ite electrolysss-r .ntu s et in a quartz ila-s conts inec.

The Inflaences of ,:go on tre .iffusio)n Coefficient and tbeP
Limitinga Current Lensity

Fit,. I ind 'i.2 ~re re-spectively toe lineaqr voltage
scan voit;-mmogramns at different scan roite with ttoe el-ctro-
lyte con taining ()/- (wt.) an d )-6Y wt.) ,ie).

?'rom the voltimrr-ograms we Kn ow tooqt, at ttoe somet !;can
rote, the pea4k current den3i-ty i s obv iou :;1y red iced aiftrr
adding a small .9:nont of .:gO into the electrol~ite, and the
depr,;ition voltage of Ag ' is also reduced 2 little v-.Ag
A.&1 electrodep. The se aill snow that the Cis nosorbed by
the cathode. therefre, ttie di i Cfus ion of .-g to' toe- an
thode sujrface is inepded, the diffusion rste and t ne diffu-
-ion current density is lowered , adthe? Catoordirc oncentra-
tion notairiza tion is more ob vious.

on the curves, it IS ailsc notice,-d too t the ccik can cot
deroosald corresoondin,,ly with ttei er'p~ of the caln
ra te. Based erm the fuindameontal electroc1 e or itri, the "Cqi
current (Ir., and the 7sr-n ro te (i) s-atify tt,c- following~ ele-
rtrochemical equation:

In = .661W i ; (1),-

Whe-ro- A, i,, toe area of the caithode, D(- j s the di ff ,i-;orn

c oe ffi ri en t (cad/a(c) of roc! ctain t , and i is, t he bu lk
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con cen tratioin ( (olI/c m') of reactant.

The plots of' vs. Vl112 Pre st7hown in Fig. . The slope

(t4A) of a niot is derived from tne equ-!tion (1)

From the equation (2), the diffusion coefficient Lo -- in
be determined. the results -ire 5jjown in Fig,. 4.

Fig. 4 stiows that the smaller, the amutof ,*1-u is, the
norj obvious tiie influences on t he d if f ui on c oe ff irien t
aqre. 'The simnilar effects on thep limiting- current d.n si ty
Pre shown in Fig. 5. 4ith the adding 9!noun t nf AgO increas-
ing fromn 0" (wt. ) to). (wt. ), t tue d if fusion c oef f icien t
L~o and thie li ting current den sity .1I de ra oqse raprid ly .
Trier , the -imount incro;.sing further, tuere as only a little
decrease of Do and Id . That is, ttue o ffect3s of V-cu become
wearcei sud ea~ur.

According to tne analysis above, it is asscune tnat tre
in creas e o)f tho absorbe d .Igj fi hn on tte ca, Licod e oca od woen
tnf-A~rO in or-) v,.d to o certain a:irn') it )n ~n P -aq
film ostructs the diffusion of umagnesium ion to the cathodic
-urface . .n trip ither icind, It aioobstructs t r,e >'A r L (or
aqbsorbtion of the catnode.

The Diffusion Activation Xeg

Iener<ll, the diffuio,n oe~ficipnt 'o i n cr-'as w a
the temperature, arid they observe the following equation:

ln1 o A - (4/a r )

Here A is a constaqnt, W is tne diffusio)n acotivaition en-
Wry ith tue electrolyte containine, _.5 lkwt. ) gtrie

imagnesium diffusion coefficients were ,measured wittu linear
voltag,1e scanj method ait different temneratures. irid the p1 at
of' nuo vs. 1/T is shown in Fig. 6. Fromn ttoe slnr- of this
plot, trie diffusion activation energy was cailculated to be
32Y)) ca1lmol.

fne 10 fluences6 of D'ifferent Forms of .'igu

TPhe reactivity of Pigu is related to the meithod and pro)-
cess of its production. The experiments of the influences
of agent Iigu, tlydrolysis ,Igo aind 1Agell~l on tuep diffusion ofC
ma gn es iumi ion have been maqde . Thte reP.sulIt s a;re -*hown in
Fig. 7.



Like the preceding discussion, all the magnesium oxides
have apparent influences on io with the amount of MgO rang-
ing from 0% to 0.3 / (wt.). At the same amount, the influ-
ence of hydrolysis :VlgL on the uo is the most, the MgulICl in-
fluence is smallei, and trie agent Mgu one is the smallest.
The differences of the influences show that there are dif-
ferent reactivities with different sources of ,IgO.

The apparent reactivity of AgOHCl is smaller than the
hydrolys 3 one. Actually, IgOliCl will rapidly decompose and
produce MgO at the experimental temperature when it is added
into the electrolyte so that the influences really are per-
formed by AgO. The weight ratio of MgU to -CI is about 1:1.
If BglAiCl is almost completely decomposed, 0.3i (wt.) MgOHCI
will proeuce 0.15% hydrolysis MgO. Based on this hypothesis,
the curve of Do (MgHCl) vs. AgJ (produced from the decomco-
sition of MgJHCl) have been made out. As shown in Fig. 8,
it is very closed to the curve of hydrolysis MgO within 0.6%
(wt.) i'gJHCI. The similarity of the two curves snows that
most of the MgOHCl decomposes into Mgj instead of the MgOH +

ion. The fact that there is only a small current peak of
MgOH+ on the wide range linear voltage scan voltamnnogrm is
one of the evidences for the hypothesis, too.

CONCiLUSION

AgO, the impurity in the electrolyte, is absorbed on the
cathode and cause it to be polarized. Therefore, the limit-
ing current density and the diffusion coefficient are
lowered.

At the electrolysis temperature, with the content of ,,gj
increasing from 0,% (wt.) to 0.3% (wt.), the diffusion coef-
ficient Do and the limiting current density ld are decreased
rapidly. Then, witn the further increasin; of tne content
of MgO, the decrease of Do and Id disappears gradually.

MgO from different sources pos-eso es different reacti-
vity. The hydrolyzed electrolyte (MgOHCl) is probably mostly
decomposed into AgO, and there is very little to be dissolved
into MgOH + in the molten salts.
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Di SPHOPO -KT I0NAT I (N R EA CT I ON I N
M() 0LTEN S ALIS AN1) T H EI H AP fItL I (AT I U)

TO SUR FACE ( 0A I N(i T REAl MEN

'lakeo Oki

Faculty of Eng.,Nagoya University,turo-Cho.(hikusa ku.
NagoyaM4r .Japan

AI -SRAU T

Surface coating treatment hy chemical transport using dispro-
portionation reaction in molten salts was studied comprehen-
sively. The metal such as Si~t'r.'li,VZr.la and etc. was
deposited to form alloy and compound coating on the surface by
application of the disproportionationi reaction in molten halide
salts K(I-Batl 2-,NalF-Me-Me salt. system. The overall reaction
can be represented as fol lows.

M(a1 :in source)-4(a2:in metal or compounds) (a,.a 2 )
Various films were coated on steels by this method; ferro-
silicon and ferrosilicon graphite composite, chromium carbide,
titanium carbide, vanadium carbide, tantalum carbide and boride
films of these metals. The surface hardness( Hv) of these films
ranged from 1000u to 30(1 and they had very high wear resistance.

I NTROI)LJCT ION

Many surface treatments have been done in an attempt to improve
the performance characteristics of material surface(1). The diffusion
treatment is well known as a representative one. The
disproportionation in molten salts can precipitate an active metal on
the surface, which is able to alloy and compound by reaction with the
component. of substrate. In this investigation, activity change of
metal at the same temperature was used for the surface coating of
alloy and compounds. This method by means of disproportionation is
one of the chemical transport process in molten salts.

The disproportionation reaction is defined as the redox reaction
of metal ions with the same metal, like the following
disproportionation reaction of AI(2)(formula .1, and ,2 ).
Disproprotionation reaction can be performed by two kinds of driving
force; the one is the difference in temperature between reaction
system and production system, and the other is that in activity. 'Ihe
former has been utilized for refining Aluminium(2). The reactions can
be described as follows.

A 373K
2Al(crude)(I) t AICIi(g) - 3AICI(g) 1,
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973K
3Altl(g) -2A1(pure)(1) -AILtIl(g)2

Temperature difference should be requisite to proceed this reaction,
AI(source) -AI(product ion).

On the other hand, the latter can be applied to coating of substrate
by precipitation in molIten saits. For example, Gay and his
coworkers ( 2) f ound tha t n ickelI cant be s i Ilicon ized by dti pp i rg intt o
molIteni Ku -\aCl-N\aF-.Na 2SiF 6  salts contai ning siliicon pcwder. The
reaction was described as follows.

Si(powder in molten salts) -Si"' 2Si 2 * 3

4Si~t 5Ni -2Si 4' 'NiSSi2(material surface) A,

the difference in activity of silIicon between powder and intermetallIic
compound should be requisite to perform these disproport jonat ionl
reactions 3 and i4, at the same temperature. Here in this paper the
latter disproportionat ion will be- appl ied to produce the coated filIms
on substrate.

RE~~SLFS AND DIStLSSIIJN

I.Prr-consideration about the mechanism of precipitation in molten
saIt s

Ihe mechanism of precipitation in molten salts was suggested as,
the following processes.

(1)tollIision mechanism

Me -Substrate -~ Me-Substrate

(2)hxcharige mechanism

Mel. Substrate -~ (Substrate componenjtjt'] - Me

Me ,Substrate -- Me-Substrate

(M)isproportionation mechanism

Aetl - Metina + Met~l b 8
or

Me~l, -~ Me t MeCl... , Ae~l_ Me -MH. '

Me t Sujbst rate -Me-Substrate '

Me(Source) ,Me(']... MeCl. Me(Source) + Me01. - Metl. 1
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There were many discussions about these mechanisms(3)-(lu), where
there art many results for which thp collision mechanism canrot give
an explanation. This experiment was performed in order to evaluate
the disproportionation mechanism and apply it to preparation of
surface coating on substrate.

2.The formation of ferrosilicon and ferrositicon-graphite composite
film on steel as alloy film formation(l1),(12)

Table I shows the chemical composition and the original hardness
of the specimens. It was immersed into the molten salts NaCI-KCI-NaF
at 973--173K, which contained Na2 SiF6 and silicon powder as additiv-
es. After dipping of 3.b -lu.8ks, the specimen was taken out of the
crucible, washed with water, dried and used in several tests. in this
treatment, the following disproportionation was speculated.

Si(powder) - oF - Silft. 2Si, 

2SiF 6
4 -  Si-Fe(on substrate) - oF . SiF+, 13

Silicon whi(h deposits on the meterial surtace diffuses into the
material and forms intermetallic compounds. Iheretore the act ivitv of
deposited si I icon is lower thar that ot silicon powder. Ihen tne
reactions 12.H13 occurred steadily.

Fig.l shows the relationship between the amount of coating and
the molar ratio of si I icon powdjer to \a 2 )Si-_. The amounit of coating
increased with added silicon powder.

frig.2 shows thie relationship between the amount of coating ard
NaF or Na2SiF6 Tuantity, while the amolnt ot siiic'on Powder was
constant. Fhe amount of coat i rig i nicreased wit h i ncreasi ng these
components. Also the lack of either Si or silion salts resulted in
non-coating. All these results suggest that Si precipitation occurs
through the disproportionation reaction.

And X-ray analysis confirmed that the ferrosiI icon films were
formed inwardly from surtace to reduce sil ico ratio in this order:
FeSt 2 , FeSi, Fe-Si . The hardness H. at the \icinitv of the surface
was about 7u.

3.Chromium carbide and other( it',V(',Zrt' and Tat) films on
steel as metal carbide film formation(12)-I0(,)

In this experiment, Cri 3 and chromium powder were added into
fused NaCI KCI-NaF. The specimen was dipped into the molten mixtuIre
salt at 1173K for lO.8ks,

Fig.4 shows the profile of \ickers hardness in the surface area
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of the specimen. It was about 1200 -2000. Cr7C 3 and Cr2C were con-
firmed in surface films by X-ray analysis. The amount of coating was
influenced by the concentration of NaF, CrF3  and chromium
powder.(Fig.5) It increased with increasing concentration of each
element under constant. concentration of the others. These results
suggest also the following disproportionation.

Cr(powder) - F- t CrFT- - 2CrF- [14,

2CrF4  - Cr-C(on C-contaning substrate) + F- , CrFr- 115,

In addition, it was proved that the proportion of chromium ions before
the treatment(44%Cr3 *t5b%Cr'') changed with reaction, and that the
relative concentration ot Cr3* increased. (After the treatment,
9b.1%Cr3 , 3.9%Cr" ). This change suggests that the reaction 14,
proceeds faster than the reaction 15. at last stage. In other words.
i|,te formation ot chromium carbide may be controlled by consumption of
precipitated chromium.

The other carbide films could be formed on steel by the same
method. The molten KCI-BaCI2-NaF salts were used as main supporting
salts in all cases. K2TiF 6 and sponge titanium for titanium carbide,
VCI 3 and Fe-V alloy for vanadium carbide, K2ZrF6 and Fe-Zr alloy for
zirconium carbide, K2TaF, and tantalum for tantalum carbide were used
as additives, respectively. SKDI1(JIS) (1.5%C) was used as
C-containig substrate for all cases and moreover S55C(JIS)(0.5%C) and
SKD3(JIS)(1.OC) especially for TaC film.

Fig.b shows the effect of the treatment temperature on the
amount of coating for TiC, VC and ZrC(treatment time:3.bks). In
either case, the amount of coating increased with increasing
temperature. The each film thickness at 1273K are indicated in Fig.b.

The effects of additives on the amount of coating for ZrC, TiC
and VC are showed by Fig.7 and Fig.8. And the lack of either metallic
salt or metal made it difficult to form carbide films. These results
suggest the following disproportionation for each carbide films.

TiC: Ti(sponge) 6 F6 t TiF 6
2  

- 2TiF 6
4 -

2TiF 6
4 - - Ti-C(on substrate) t 6F- t TiF 6

2 -  17

VC: V(in Fe-V alloy) t 2VC16
3 -- 3VC14

2 -  '181

3VC14
2- - V-C(on substrate) + 2VC16

3  '19;

ZrC: Zr(Fe-Zr alloy) + 6F + ZrF 6
2-- 2ZrF64- 20'

2ZrFb4 - - Zr-C(on substrate) t tF- - ZrF6- 721,
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TaC: 2Ta(metal) t 4F- t 3TaF7
2- 5TaF54  22

5faFs2-- 2Ta-C(on substrate) - 4F 3TaF,2  23

Fig.9 shows the profiles of vickers hardness in surface areas for
ZrC, TiC and VC coating. The hardness at the immediate %-icintity of
surface for each film is 1490, 1750 and 341,10, respectively. fig.11H
represents the profiles of hardness for TaC film coating. It reached
about 28t'u- -30U0 (Hv) at the immediate vicinity of the surface.

4.The fu:-: tio, of boride film -n steel(15) as boride film formation

The boriding of metal substrate in molten salts was investigated
by means of disproportionation reaction, too. B2U 3 and ferroboron
were added as additives into the molten K('I-BaCI 2-NaF salts. The
reaction temperature ranged from 973 to 1173K. 1u.8ks was adopted as
treatment time.

The dipping of SKDl1 in these molten salt resulted in the forma
tion of Fe2B film, which was confirmed by X-ray anaLysis. It is indi-
cated in Fig.lI -13 that the amount of coating depends on the concen-
tration of NaF, B2 01 and ferroboron. This suggests the following dis
proportionation reaction for film formation.

B(powder) , 2B'* - B 24

3B2 ' - 2B3 " - Boride of metal(on substrate) '5

Fig.14 shows the profiles of vickers hardness in surface areas.
When austenitic stainless steel(AIS13U4.316) were dipped. CrB film
were formed on its surface.

On the other hand, dipping Cr plated steel resulted in the
formation of Cr2B film, which showed high corrosion resistance.

Besides, other various boride films on steel were formed bN
combination of carbide formation and boriding. The specimen with Ti(,
VC and ZrC film were immersed in boride forming molten salts, and
TiB 2 , VB and ZrB films were made. This indicates that the affinity of
metal-boron is much greater than that of metal-carbon. ]he Vickers
hardness of all these boride films ranged from 1200 U-3ou.

5.Crystal orientation of the produced films

The crystal orientation of various carbide films were
investigated by X-ray analysis. The special orientation could not be
found for TiC, WC and ZrC films. On the contrary, (002) plane was
preferentially oriented for VC film and (421) plane for Cr7 CI film.
The orientation of Cr7 C3 film could not be found tinder the lack of
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Table I Chemical composition(mass%)

and hardness(Hv) of tile specimens
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ELECTRODEPOSITION OF TITANIUM

FROM CHLORIDE MELTS

Willy Rolland, Asmund Sterten and Jomar Thonstad

Laboratories of Industrial Electrochemistry,
The Norwegian Institute of Technology,

7034 Trondheim NTH, Norway

ABSTRACT

Electrodeposition of titanium from alkali chloride
melts containing TiC12/TiCl3 was studied in a
small laboratory cell in the temperature range
450-850 oC. The reduction step and the subsequent
anodic dissolution of the deposit gave well
defined voltammetric peaks, while the red-ox
reaction Ti(II) - Ti(III) + e- gave broadened,
ill-defined peaks. The diffusion coefficicnt for
the metal deposition step in KCl-LiC1 eutectic at
456 oC was 1.1*10-5 cm 2 /s. Potential step measure-
ments gave indications of instantaneous nucleation
of titanium on stainless steel cathodes. The
nature of the titanium deposit varied considerably
with the cd, the composition of the melt and the
temperature.

It is more than 80 years since preparation of
titanium by fused salt electrolysis was reported for
the first time by Huppertz (1). He claimed to have
obtained a reasonably pure product by electrolysis of TiOz
dissolved in CaClz. At present, TiC14 seems to be the most
suitable raw material for electrowinning of titanium. A
stepwise reduction to the intermediate stages TiC13 and
TiC1: is expected before Ti metal is depo-sited at the
cathode. This process could be performed in either
alkali chloride or alkali fluoride/chloride based systems
at temperatures from 450 to 850 oC. In fluoride.
chloride mixtures, Ti(III) is supposed to be reduced
directly to the metal (2). In chloride melts the
temperature can be lowered substantially (to -120 cC) by
addition of AIC13 (3), which allows application of l w
melting apparatus.

The fact that titanium is present in different
valences involves the risk of red-ox, disproportionati,::.
and reoxidation reactions leading to severe losses i
current efficiency. Although there are a large number f
patents and papers suggesting various solutions to th.
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multi valency problem, there is still no process adapted
for industrial application. The use of various types of
diaphragms to separate the anolyte and catholyte Cr
circulation of the electrolyte between two separate cells
have been proposed. In the latter case prereduction of
Ti(IV) to Ti(II) is performed in one cell and reduction to
metallic titanium in the other (4).

The melting point of titanium is very high (1670 eC),
so the metal is deposited in the solid state. The cathode
product can have different forms:

- powder
- dendritic crystals
- thin sheets

This necessitates periodic removal and stripping or
replacement of the cathode. If it is equipped with more
than one cathode, the electrolyzer can still be adapted
for continuous operation. A continuous process is one
reason why electrolysis looks attractive compared to
today's batch processes, such as the Kroll process
which is based on metallothermic reduction Hcowever,
steady improvements of the Kroll process using batches cf
up to 10 tons of titanium makes this process m,:,re
competitive as the time passes.

A technical break-through is not the only factor
leading to success for a new process. The price and the
demand for titanium products must also be con-iderid.
Earlier the main applications of titanium were found in
the military, aircraft and aerospace industries and to
some extent in the chemical industry. However, new
applications are developing. One example is the
replacement of special steel alloys by titanium in the
offshore oil industry (eg. seawater piping application).
The medical application of titanium as an implant material
is also well known.

The purpose of the present work was to determine
electrochemical properties of titanium in selected
chloride melts, and to study the nature of the titanium
metal deposit as a function of the operating parameters.
It is believed that some of the difficulties encountered
in process development can be overcome by a proper
understanding of the chemistry of the process.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out in a transparent
gold film furnace (Trans Temp Inc., USA). Two types of
cell containers were used; ie. transparent silica tubes
and sintered alumina crucibles. The cell was preheated
under an argon atmosphere, filled with salts inside a
dry-box and then placed in the furnace without exposing
the purified salts to air. Argon gas which was passed
through the furnace was purified by passing through
magnesium perchlorate to remove moisture and
over titanium sponge at 600-700 :-C tc remove oxygen.

The melt consisted of mixtures of KCl, LiCl arid NaC>
Titanium was introduced by adding solid TiCI3. It was
allowed to equilibrate with titanium metal in the form of
sheet which was present in the melt, according to the
heterogeneous reaction:

2 TiC13 + Ti z 3 TiC1 (1)

The total titanium chloride content in the melt was
determined by atomic absorption spectroplotometry of melt
samples dissolved in acidic aqueous solutions. The
temperature of the melt was varied in the range 450-850
':C. Three different cathode materials were tested;
stainless steel, tungsten and iron. The anode materials
were titanium and carbon (spec. pure) and the reference
electrode was a titanium rod (or a platelet).

The electrode reactions were studied using linear
sweep voltammetry, chronoamperometry and constant current
electrolysis. The measurements were carried out with a
PAR Model 173 potentiostat/galvanostat with an IR
compensation unit and a PAR Model 175 universal
programmer. Slow responses were measured by a x y recorder
whereas fast responsos were recorded and stored on a
Nicolet Explorer III A oscilloscope.

RESULTS AND DISCU:SSION

Voltammetric Studies.

Linear sweep voltammetric curves were recorded at
speeds ranging from 0.001 V/s to I V/s (in extreme cases
up to 75 V/s). A voltammogram recorded in the lower range
of sweep rates is shown in Figure 1 The deposition
reaction took place at a more negative potential than
expected. Although the cathode peak had a lower ;eak
current than the anodic peak, the ratio of cathodic to
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anodic charges during a full cycle i3 close to unity.This
indicates that deposition of titanium metal (insoluble
product) and stripping of the same (soluble product) was
taking place. In certain cases the cathodic charge
exceeded the anodic charge, prcbably due to the background
current or nucleation or pre-peak reactions. The values of
the cathodic peak potential, the cathodic half peak
separation and the total peak separation were considerably
higher than the theoretical values for purely diffusion
controlled processes, indicating some irreversibility of
the system Ti(II)/Ti.

The zero current potential with respect to the
titanium reference electrode occurred in the range from
+10 to +100 mV when operating between the potential limits
shown in Fig.l (-250 to +150 mV). When the potential scan
was extended to more positive limits, the diagram
exhibited a new and rather broad anodic peak, represented
by wave (B') in Figure 2. The peak current of this wave
(B') increased when the charge transferred in the wave
(A') was increased by depositing more titanium metal
cathodically and then reoxidizing it. An increase in the
cathodic current in a broad range (B) was also observed.
As shown in Fig.2, the peak potential of (A) shifted to
more negative potentials in the third cycle. The process
that takes place during the upper part (anodic potentials)
of the diagram is probably the oxidation of Ti4II) to
Ti(III) (at B'), with the corresponding reduction back to
Ti(11) at (B). This process seems to be rather
irreversible, as shown by the extensive broadening of the
waves. A significant cathodic pre-shoulder sometimes
occurred at a potential of -50 mV. Figure 3 shows more
distinct waves for (B) and (B'), probably caused by a
higher content of TiC13 in the bulk of the melt.

Plots of the cathodic peak current of peak (A) vs.
the square root of the sweep rate were linear, but they
exhibited positive intercepts. These plots indicated pure
diffusion control and did give some indication aoIut icw
nucleation taking place prior to the deposition peak. The
results of the voltammetric studies show that in the
presence of Ti(Ili) the metal deposition reaction occurs
il two steps.

Potential Step Amperometry Studies.

Figure 4 shows transients typical of a diffusion
controlled process. Linear 1-t I /2 relations were
obtained. As the steps were increased to an <,verpc.tential
jf abut -3 00 mV, a significant change in the 1-t
transients occurred, as shown in Figure 5 After the
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initial double layer charging the current dropped to a
minimum and then rose with time. At even more negative
overpotentials the current still passed through a minimum,
and then attained a maximum before finally decaying in the
usual way with time. This behavior indicates that nucle-
ation and growth phenomena play a part in the overall
deposition process. Such behavior was difficult to detect
below about 590 oC and at concentrations lower than a few
weight percent TiC12. After every run the deposited
titanium was removed from the surface by polarizing the
working electrode anodically. The rising part of the I-t
transients obeyed an I vs. tl/2 linear relationship which
shows that instantaneous nucleation of titanium occurs on
a stain' ,ss steel surface.

Diffusion Coefficients.

For the determination of diffusion coefficients the
melt was equilibrated with a large titanium sheet to
ensure that equilibrium (1) was established. In the
calculation it was assumed that all TiC13 was converted to
TiC12. The diffusion coefficients were determined from
voltammetric and potential step measurements at relatively
low concentrations (1.0*10-4 mol/cm3 ). From linear plots
of v1/ 2 vs. ip and t1/ 2 vs. ilim the value of DT(ii) was
calculated to be 1.1*10-5 cm2 /s in KCI-LiCl eutectic at
456 oC for both methods. The temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficients showed a linear relationship
between logD and I/T for both voltammetric and potential
step measurements. The diffusion coefficients determined
from the voltammetric studies increased more rapidly with
temperature, mainly due to a rise in the background
current. This could be corrected for in the potential step
measurements, and the activation energy of diffusion was
calculated to be about 50 kJ/mol from Fig.6. (Uncorrected
voltammetric measurements gave about 70 kJ/mol).

Constant Current Electrolysis Using a Consumable Anode.

During "long time' electrolysis (2 - 20 hrs) titanium
metal was deposited at the cathode while the titanium
anode dissolved. The cathode was a stainless steel rod of
6 mm diameter and about 2.5 cm 2  surface area. The rods
were pretreated by wet rubbing with waterproof emery

paper (silicon carbide plOOOP). After a run the cathode
was replaced by a new rod without admitting air to the
system. Most of the experiments were carried out at
current densities between 20 and 400 mA/cm 2 .

Results of visual inspection of the deposited metal
are given in Table I . These data might be summarized az
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follows concerning the effect of melt composition and
temperature:

KCl-LiCl eutectic, 450 oC : small crystals, low
coverage.

KCI-LiCl eutectic, 830 -C : larger crystals (than
above), better coverage.

KCI-NaCI eutectic, 700 oC : large crystals, good adhe-
rence and good coverage.

NaCl 850 oC 1 large crystals, good adhe-
rence and low drag-out
ratio.

LiCl-KCl-NaCl (20:40:40 mol%), 630 oC
poorly reproducible results.

In KCI-LiCl at 450 oC it was observed that an initial
current pulse of up to 400 mA/cm 2 for a few seconds
resulted in a considerably better coverage on the cathode.

The current efficiency was usually low, i.e. no
better than about 30%. At the highest current densities
the current efficiency sometimes reached 90%. Experiments
with KCl-NaCl at 750 oC indicated better current
efficiency than at 700 -DC. The reproducibility of current
efficiency determinations became poor after a period of
one week using the same melt. The lack of repro-
ducibility was usually observed for the kinetic experi-
ments as well if the measurements lasted for more than one
week.

Appreciable amounts of blackish powder and flakes
were formed in the melt during the experiments. It tended
to settle at the bottom of the cell and to deposit on the
walls. It was identified by x-ray analysis as titanium
with some oxygen in the lattice. This dark product has
been reported earlier by Baboian et al. (5) and by
Straumanis and Chiou (6) who identified it as being TiOx
(~TiO0. i8) initially which later was oxidized to TIC and
TiO2 in the presence of oxygen. The oxygen might originate
from the salt itself, from the walls of the cell or it
could be introduced during replacement of the cathode.

In the electrowinning of titanium an inert chlorine
evolving anode will be used. In experiments using a
graphite anode for chlorine evolution it was observed
that the anode chamber was free from black deposits. In
the beginning of the experiment the anolyte acquired a
bluish color which is indicative of Ti(III) and
subsequently a yellow color due to chlorine. The melt in
the cathode chamber was greenish, typical of Ti(II) A
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cathodically polarized nickel diaphragm was used to
separate the two chambers.
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Figure 1. Cyclic Voltammogram at a Tungsten Electrode
during the Reduction of Ti(II) (A) and the Oxidation of Ti
(A') in KCl-LIMi Eutectic at 456 OC. Sweep Rate- 5 my/ ,
Electrode Area 0.4 cm

2 , Concentration of TiCl2: 1.04C0
- 4

mol/cm 3 .
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Figure 2. Repeated Voltammograms on a Tungsten Electrode
with Increasing Upper Limit (more anodic) in KCI-LiCl
Eutectic at 456 oC. The Same Conditions as in Fig.i.
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Figure 3. Voltammogram Showing the Same Waves as in
Fig.2. Tungsten Electrooe With Surface Area 0.40 cm2 at
450 oC. LiCI-KCI Futectic. Total Titanium Ccntent- Calcu-
lated as TIC12 (3.2*10-4 Mol/CM3 ). Sweep Rate 100 mV/s.
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Figure 4. Cathodic Current vs. Time Obtained at aifferent
Potential Steps (Potentials are Indicated on the Curves)

for the Deposition of Ti on Tungsten (0-45 CM2) in
KC-LiCl Eutectic with 0.7 wt% TIC12 at 511 oC. Initial
Potential +30 mV.
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Figure 5. Potentiostatic 1250
Current Transients for
the Electrodeposition of
Titanium on Stainless
Steel (0.45 cm2 ) in 1000
KCl-LiCI Eutectic with
4.0 wt% TiCl2 at 602
OC. (Potentials are
Indicated on the Curves).
Initial Potential +10 mV. 750

MA
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Figure 6. The Logarithm -,_
of the Diffusion a
Coefficient of TiC12
vs. the Inverse Tempera-
ture in the Range 456-598
OC. Tungsten Electrode.
KCI-LiCl Eutectic With in D /
1.0*10-4 mol/cm 3  TiC12. 2/

Potential Step Measure- -31.2
ments.

-12
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THE SYNTHESIS OF I-VANADIUM BRONZE AND
VANADYL PHOSPHATE BY MOLTEN SALT ELECTROLYSIS

Yoshikazu Kaneko, Hiroaki Hashida and

Hironao Kojima

Faculty of Engineering, Yamanashi University
Kofu, Yamanashi, 400, Jai-an

AKSTRACT

The good electrical conducting compounds of
alkali vanadi urn bronze and the layered vanadyl
phosphate were ohtained from molten LiVO3 *
K, P2 0 7  and V2O 5  4 Li 3 1PO systems by electro',-
ysis. The experimental conditions of electrol-
ysis were determined from the recults of
cathodic polarization curves and cyclic volta-,-
mograins of melts at 700-800'C. The si ngl e
crystals obtained were Li XV0 5  and Li XVOP0. and
showed seniconducting behavior. The activation
energies were calculaten from the linear
dependence of electrical resistivity on the
temperature.

INTRODUCT IOlN

The lithium vanadium bronzes (LixV2)) have attracted
much attention because of their electricl properties. The
S-LixV2 O5  ('l.22<x<O.62) shows one-dimensional ion conduc-
tivity because Li'ion resides in tunnels of the distorted
V2 0 lattice. They may be of use for the cathode of a
1 it~1ium cell [1]. The lithium vanadium bronzes have oi
and -f phases depending on the amounts of Lilion they
contain. The vanadium bronzes have been synthesized
mainly by solid state sintering of V2 05 , V,03 and MV03
mixtures, but the Czochralski method has been reported for
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phase sodium vanadium bronze[2].

Electriucal crystallization from molten salts is

advantageous in that the compounds having unstable atomic

valence state can be synthesized at elevated temperature.
This is because the electrical techniques facilitate

control of the atomic valence state through oxi dati on- re-
duction reactions on the electrodes. A limited number of

compounds, such as sodium tungsten bronze, NaB 6 , and
nolybdenun bronzes have been synthesized using molten salt

electrolysis[3-5]. The B-LixV2 05  crystals were
synthesized from mol ten sulfate and carbonate nelts by

electrolysis[6].

In this report, attempts were made to synthesize i

LixV205 using molten salt electrolysis from vanadate and

phosphate melts. In addition, the synthetic conditions
needed and the properties of vanadyl phosphate, which was

formed during the electrolysis of molten vanadate and

phosphate baths, were investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

The systems of LiVO 3  + K P2 07, KVO + K4 P2 07, LiVO 3  +
Li 3 P04  and V2 05 + Li3 P04 were used as the el ectrolytic
baths. The electrolytic cell was constructed with a
Mullite tube with one end sealed (dia. 8 cm, depth 40 c,),

and a copper flange, which was water-conled to protect its

rubber 0 ring seal. Approximately 200 g of molten salt
was placed in the Pt crucible (dia. 5.5 cm, depth 12 cm),

and a Pt wire (dia. 0.5 mm) was used as the cathode, a Pt
wire (dia. 0.5 mm) or a glassy carbon rod (dia. 5 am) was

used as the anode and a Pt wire (dia. 0.5 mm) was used as

the reference electrode. They were inserted into the
molten electrolytic bath and held at I cil below the melt

surface. Prior to electrolysis, the cyclic voltammograms
were recorded in order to find the oxidation-reduction

potential of vanadyl ion in the melt using a Hokuto lDenko
model HA301.

The electrolysis was carried out at 600-800 'C with
constant current or constant voltage in an atmosphere of

N2  gas. At the end of the electrolysis, the cathode was
raised above the melt and the crystals formned were
recovered from the electrode surface. The products,
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containing impurities like the solvent, were washed with

acids and distilled ;ater. In the case of the products,

which were deposited not on the cathode but in the

electrolyte, the melt was cooled to a solid, and then the
solvent was removed by washings to obtain the crystals.

The electrical resistivity was neasured in the range
of room temperature to 400 'C by using a complex impedance

method.

RESULTS ANq 111SCUSSIO0N

Cyclic Vol tammogram

The cathodic polarization curves of l iVO + K4 P107
(33 mol%) melt at 650 'C are shown in Figure 1. The pea k
at -0.6V could be assigned to the reduction of V

5 +  
to V

4
.

This value corresponds to the value of -0.35 V for Li 2 SW.
+ LiVO3  melt and -0.4 V for M2 S0 4  + Li VO 3  11elt already
reported[6]. The reduction potential of the phosphate

bath was slightly negative of the sulfate bath.

Cyclic voltammograms of the phosphate melt (LiVO 3  +
K, P2 0 7 ) are shown in Figure 2. The potential was scanned
between -I .2 V and 1.2 V. The scan rates were appl ie,1
both at 100 mV- I  

(curve a) and 300 mV- I  
(curve b). From

Figure 2, it was observed that the reduction potential at
the rapid scan was -0.7 V compared to -0.6 V at lower

rate, and the current was increased. Similar potential
changes depending on the scan rate were observed in the
KVn 3  + K, P2 07 melt at 750 'C such as -9.5 V at 1n0 :nV/s,
-10.0 V at I00 mV/s, -10.8 V at 600 mV/s and -1.5 V at
1000 mV/s. [he potential changes dependence on the scan

rate iP this study seemed to show that chemical reactions
followed the charge transfer on the cathode[7]. Also, the
linear relation between the reduction peak current and the

square root of the scan rave was obtained in KVO + K P 20
melt at 750 'C and is shown in Figure 3. From these
results, the formation mechanism of vanadium Y5onzes was

postulated to be charge transfer to produce V followed
by reaction with species containing Li

+  
ion in the melt.

It was confirmed that the diffusion was rate determining

for the cathodic reaction.

The anodic polarization curve of LiVC,, + K, P 2 07 melt
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at 650 °C showed a peak at +0.2 V. This peak seemed to be
the oxidation dissolution of the vanadium bronze, which
was formed by the cathodic polarization and in contrast
the dissolution potentials for other melts were -0.15 V
for LiVO3  + Li 2 So, melt and -0.2 V for LiV0 3  + M S04
melt. From these results, the vanadium bronzes lormed by
electrolysis seemed to be more stable in the phosphate
melt than in the sulfate melt. Also, these results
suggest the kinds of electrolytic baths that should be
chosen to obtain B - vanadium bronze.

C rystal Deposition

The experimental conditions and results are suminar-
ized in Table I. It was observed that the crystals were
deposited on the cathode easier in the phosphate melt than
in the sulfate melt. Also, the crystals of s -vanadium
bronze were obtained easily from Li 3PO' + V2 05  nelt
compared with non-phosphate melts. The formation reaction
of vanadium bronze accompanying the formation of vanadyl
phosphate (VOPO4) from the melt containing phosphate ion
is believed to be as shown in the fol 1 owi ng equation:

(6*x)V 2 O s  + 2xLi-P04 ..... >
6Li x 2 0 + 2xVOPO4  + 3/2x0 2  (I)

When lithium meta-vanadate was used for the
electrolytic bath, the formation reaction of vanadium
bronze was estimated by the following equation[6].

(l-x/2)V2 0 + xLIVO3  ---- > LixV2 05  + x/4 02 (2)

When the electrolysis of phosphate nelts was carried
out at 800 'C for 9 hours with a constant voltage of I.5
V, the crystals obtained were 2 cm (length) x 0.8 cm
(width) x 0.2 cm (thick) and trigonal prism shaped.
However, the crystals obtained from LiVO + V2 0, melt were
plate-like in shape and appeared as needl es. The crystal
habits were changed by the melt composition. When we
continued to electrolyze the phosphate melt (Li PO4 + 99.1
V2 05 ), the concentration of oxide ion in the meil was
decreased through the evolution of oxygen gas at the
anode, and then VO + and PO - were formed these ions
combined to form VJP0. at tie anode according to the
following equations:

V 0O - > V03 + V02 + 3v6. 3 -  - .... > vo 2 + + 0 2 -  (4)
PO4 3 -  .... > PO 3 - + 02- (5)
V0 2

+ + PO 3 - ----- > VOP04 (6)
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Formation of LixVOP,, with the layered VOP04 intercalating

the Li + ion in the me(lt1 seemed to be favored.

Flectrical Resistiv it~

El1ect r icalI resi sti vities were neasured in the range
12 -45n IC for the 6 -Li V2 05 ( x =0 .2, 0.30) an d
L i 0.68VOWP(. The resi s i v it ies were of the order of 1 0 4

.c , for q -L i 0 2 0 05 , 102 2*cin for 6 -L i0 3 V2 05 , and 30
0 cr1 for L i0 .6 8 VOP04 a t ro'om temperature. At h ighe r

tenperati)res, the electrical res isti vities were lowered to
50 p, .cm,. 25 Q .cm 2 02 .cin, at 350 'C, respectively.
These compoun ds showed typical semniconducting behavior.
The resistiv ities were linearly tenperat tire dependent.
Their activation ener i es were 0).35, .19 a nd 0). 12 eV ,
respectively. The reason why the resist ivity of lithium
vanadyl phosphate was lower than that of the other
vanadium bronzes could be due to the dif ference of the
lithium content because these conpounds have the layered
s tr uctumjre.
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Figure 1. Cathodic Polarization Curve of

LiVO3 + K4 P2 07 melt at 650*C
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Figure 2. Cyclic Voltamrno rams of Li103 + K4P207
at 6570C. Scan Rate (a)lOOmV/sec,(b)300mkV/se-c
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and Squre Root of Scan Rate(Jfp) in Cyclic Volt-I ammograms of KV03 + K4P207 at 750 C.
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Table 1. Experimental Conditions and Results.

Electrolytic bath C~o nd it io ns Cr ys talIs

(Compos it ion) Temp'erat ure Voltage ota i tI-

1,i VO 3 4K 4P2 07 700 1 .2 r- LiV. l

(11. 3Mo It) 6 11

1. VI) 'Nat PZ0(7ttI.7 r Li 0iU

(25. Ilmolt) f,5]I 1. 2

o ; ) Z. 11

NaVO34NarP2U, 71) 11. t N tWU'

(25.Olmo 1%) N -

'Na V U P U.
7u111

t,1101

KVU * K4P2 U 711 1 5 K4 V 2 Pt A U

(25. Umol%) K (VIP) 1]0

0 UP 0

7 I].

LiVO- Li iP04 7ou1 1, r 0i

(Ifi. 7inol%)

751) .

8111] .I

Li 3PU.V2Us 751 4.~ U~

(fb. 7moI%) L. i VIII]

13 1i 0:1.

Li IP0u +VO 750) 1.l 1. i . o~n

(911. 0mo .I t
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SMOOTH ELECTRODEPOSITS OF MOLYBDENUM FROM
KF-B 2 03-Li 2MoO 4 MELT

Koichiro Koyama and Yasuhiko Hashimoto

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science, Himeji
Institute of Technology, 2167 Shosha, Himeji
671-22 (Japan).

ABSTRACT

Adherent and visually smooth deposits of
molydenum have been electrolytically deposited on
copper, nickel, molybdenum, and graphite sub-
strates in a KF-B 20 3-Li 2MoO 4 melt at temperatures
in the range 1023-1173 K and current densities in
the range 110-880 Am - 2 . The use of a graphite
anode also gave a smooth deposit of molybdenum
although its hardness( Hv: 274 at 200 g load) was
higher than that( Hv: 157 at 200 g load) of the
deposit obtained when using a molybdenum anode.

INTRODUCTION

Molybdenum metal has good physical properties at high
temperatures and excellent corrosion resistance against
molten salts, especially against sulfur-containing molten
salts(l) . However, it is very expensive and is difficult to
fabricate. Therefore, it is a good idea to coat an
inexpensive metallic substrate with molybdenum metal or to
obtain molybdenum metal in the form of a sheet or rod.
Previous papers have revealed that visually smooth coatings
of molybdenum can be obtained electrolytically on metal
substrates such as copper and nickel substrates in
KF-B 203 -MoO 3 , KF-B 20 3-Na 2MoO 4 , KF-B 2 03 -K 2MoO 4 , KF-Li 2 -
B4 07 -Li 2MoO 4, KF-Na 2 B4O 7 -Na 2MoO 4 , KF-K 2 B407 -K 2 MoO 4 and
KF-Na 2 B407 -K 2MoO 4  salt melts(2-8). Analogous to these
melts, a KF-B 203 -Li 2 MoO 4 melt was expected to give visually
smooth coatings of molybdenum. Thus, this work was
undertaken to study the electrodeposition of molybdenum in
a KF-B 20 3-Li 2MoO 4 melt and, in particular, to determine the
ranges of bath composition, temperature and current densit
that give a visually smooth and adherent deposit of
molybdenum. This salt was found to give molybdenum
deposits with lower hardness than that of commercially
available molybdenum metal. The literature on the
electrodeposition of molybdenum from fused salts has ben
reviewed in a previous paper(2).
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EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of the electrolytic
cell assemblies. The preparation of electrodes were the
same as described previously(7). The fused salts were
prepared from KF(guaranteed reagent grade), B203(guaranteed
reagent grade) and Li2MoO4(99% purity). The method for
preparation of the bath was also the same as described
previously(7). The electrolysis was carried out at
constant current densities(ll0, 220, 330, 440, 550, 660,
770, 880 and 990 Am - 2 ) and at constant temperatures(998,
1023, 1073, ll3, 1153 and 1173 K). The procedures for
electrolysis and the examination of electrodeposits were
also the same as described previouslv(7). The current
efficiencies were calculated rrom the changes in the mass
of electrodes by assuming the anodic dissolution of Mo6+
and the cathodic deposition of Mo from Mo6+.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) Effects of bath composition on the molybdenum deposition
To determine the optimal bath composition range, which

gave a visually smooth deposit of molybdenum, 15 different
baths were used for the electrolysis. Figure 2 shows the
results of the visual examination and X-ray diffraction
analysis for the electrodeposirs. The KF-Li2Mo04 binary
baths of series I and II gave no cathodic deposit of molyb-
denum metal nor of a molybdenum-containing compound. The
addition of B203 to the KF-Li2MoO4 binary baths of series I
and II gave visually smooth deposits of metallic molyb-
denum without dendrites at the edges of the substrates.
However, the addition of a large amount of B203 resulted in
the deposition of powdery molybdenum or a black matter.
Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of the black
matter. This matter was composed of M002 and the unknown
compound A, which has been described in a previous
paper(3). On the other hand in series III the addition of
B203 to the KF-Li 2MoO 4 binary bath did not give a deposit
of metallic molybdenum, but gave a codeposit of M002 and
the compound A.

Figure 4 shows the variation in cathode current effi-
ciency with the concentration of B203. The cathode current
efficiencies were almost 100 % when molybdenum metal was
deposited.

Figure 5 shows the variation in anode current
efficiency with the concentration of B203. The anode
current efficiencies were almost 100 % except for the
KF-Li 2MoO 4 binary melts.
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Figure 6 shows the variation in cell voltage with the
-ncentration of B203. The cell voltage varied with the
concenitration uf B203 in a way similar to that in the other
KF-borate-moiyhate systems reported previously(2-8).

2) Effects of bath temperature and current density on the
molybdenum deposition

To study the effects of bath temperature and current
density on the molybdenum deposition, . Ytto(4-620 3 -
(10)-Li 2MoO 4 (10 mol%) bath was selected as a rep.rsent-
ative bath because, as can be seen from Fig.7, it had t.,t
lowest melting point(926 K) among the baths that gave
smooth deposits of molybdenum under the electrolytic
conditions described above. Table 1 lists the rlectrclytic
conditions used and the results obtained. The lowest
tempeirturc w4i-h aave a visually smooth deposit without
dendrites at tha edges -L-o o cbstate was 1023 K(750°C).

The upper limits of the cathode current density that
gave visually smooth deposits withcout dendrites at the
edges of the substrates were 330 % m-- at 1023 K,
550A m-2 at 1073 K, 770 A m-2 at 1123 and 880' m-, at
1173 K. Figure 8 shows the comparison of these values with
those of the other KF-borate-molybdate systems reported
proviously(3-8) , indicating that the present system is
superior to the other KF-borate-molybdate systems with
regard to the upper limit of the cathode current density at
low temperatures.

3) Deposition of molybdenum on different substrates
Copper, nickel, molybdenum, stainless steel(SUS304),

mild steel(S20C) and graphite were tested as substrate
materials. All the deposits were visually smooth without
dendritic formation at the edges of the substrates. The
deposits were of columnar structure, and firmly attached
to the copper, nickel, molybdenum, and graphite substrates.
In the case of the stainless steel and mild steel
substrates, the adherence was good in appearance, but a
black matter, which looked like an oxide under an optical
microscope, was present here and there at the interfaces of
the substrates and the molybdenum coatings. However, when
the mild steel and stainless steel substrates were immersed
in the bath with an applied voltage, the adherence was
greatly improved.

The use of a graphite anode also gave a smooth and
adherent deposit on a nickel substrate.
4) Hardness of the deposits

Table 2 lists the values of the Vickers microhardness
of the deposits on the nickel, copper, molybdenum,
stainless steel and mild steel substrates(a graphite
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ca)nt ax Inor was used) . The hardness, va r ie-d with ehaeq-, I e q
subast rat. , i!d teat i e that the subst rate M tals somelwhat
diffused into the molybdenum coatings. Ejaure. 9 shows th
""I riat i on in the Vickers mi crohardeess of the- me l ybdentur:
depas i t enII t he molybdenum subs t rat s w i t h the b-,t h
co nt a irri ma ter Ial a nd t heI elIect r oIy t ic t emp.e r a t ure. The2
har Idness of t he de posi3t s -recm thet q i iph itet cointui rt r was a

1 i (- h i ch r) than that of The, deposits from the- plait i um
cctlcrThi s fact indicaites that the useG CJ a g raph ite(
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d eeum bu t t n tia a Ir.,m pr's, air (d by I a s ma ai Car mi2 eija th e
Ic nm ri (ll no I l ile)1 M'' shet an i.1eodeU,-( '
whi IaI the 1'aae 9 Othe2 des iat I law tomr-I iatu re o f
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'''a'iitwsfnuid that tha r, -; I t 'u s ,al t S y stem,
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put av Ocflia ralafI r tn t h 'ht (f t he a'Oflin 112 I 5 a~-] ialllbl

mulvtd e Ium me ta I Th- ha: dtn(ms t ha- do1 i a' I dcci eased
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e xpIa na t in forI t h is tact , fux t ha' i'a-'ia.a

1-eceCssa-ry. Table 3 1 i a s l, t hr 1 u c s If theC
miccohardnes s of the dep osits iabt all d ia t diif j i h' ahd,
CU rren211t dees it es ; thc hairdes did I-a, ,-,i i it h a-, vI h- (
C 11 ri-a t- al'" 1.

Tb, ''it( oaf 'ha- Vickcrs mira d' - th- dama ,s it
a itai'-e ea t 1 I >3 K who':. using a gi 'h t at w) it 27-4 a.

much hiata i th ii. that) ( 1 -)) riatai I ia 6l whi'J us IIl olxbda (-um
>ar'.odk Oilda othaj'.wis 0 idc-nt I i1C 1,TIs cs

p r~al'dui to the crarlara (M'a2C ) 1:1 t ha ta' a

CONCLUSION

'Pof ld afused salt gcvieui a smoo t h, achereni11
(1or e s i t of I l 'd um , K- B20 3-1.1 M"04 fulsed salIt bath s
wo re sub o ct cii t o e lec-t ro lbs is. Th: res ul t s a to( sunia 1 1' a, d
as te o1 ws :

(I) V i soil l Iy s moa)th aiceas i t s oht molIybdenum were-
obItcanineh fIrm K F- 13 203 - I I 2M0a04 fu sad sl t hlath11S.

(2) The' u p; at liits cauf t hc c-,-hada- curraI(.tt den s Ity
t ha t gave a v1 s ua I ly smcoat h dopersq i t i n t he KF-B a03 ( 10) -Li-

Maa04 (10 mrl)j fuse d salt baith were: 330 J m t 1023 K

r350 ,1i-2 at 1ao3 K, 770 'A a at 1 12 3 K and 8803 -7 iC- it
1173 K.

(3) Tile adhe sioni of the smaaeth do; asi tS a 'f Molbeu
te ( oappe r,* n ickel2 me. yind (n um aI d qi r-,th t c s ntas t r-a t es was
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very good.
(4) The Vickers micrehardness of th sm,-t h (1d p, i ts

was lower than or comparable with that "1 , OrJjc , }•

available molybdenum metal even whe-. a q ic',ht c rucI.
was used as a container of the bath.

(5) The use of a graphite anude alse(,;vt a smo t h
molybdenum deposit although its hcrdness w.is hiqh' I I hat
that of the smooth deposit e)fI i whC'n u m(, 1"iy-
denum anode.
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ABSTRACT

Th h, h I, vi'-)r f ti, Ia- t i no-rl, sn' ioh a s ts
I.edu't i'') '' n f-i qI J'Jl i sav),i i' n * )-i iiilI hria
in several molten halide systems, has been inves-
tigated, and usinq these data, electrodepositinn
of tungsten and tungsten carbide has been con-
ducted. Phe red,'iot ion jintials of tungstate
ion in A nolten LiF-KF eitectic system at 973K
were about 0.8V and 0.3V ( vs. Li,K/Li+,K + )
And dissociation constant K of the reactLon;

X

4 2- = W(VI) + 402-

was K=5(+l)x10 - 1 2 ( mole fraction unit ). Taking
thes-,f Iit i into z.on,;ii-rit ion, ,,qsten an1d
tLungs- t'~ - h ri -a ;" r'~ 1) iIi ha,- h irnlon,).si t l f oo
both molten fluoride and chloride. The electro-
deposit from the fluoride was dumpy or mossy.

INTROO("r [)N

Tn thi s stily, at first, xvan inns -f t1nqs t-n, or
tunqsten and carbon, were dissolved in a molten LiF-KF
system, an. h iisoi -iat inn ,-onstant n i hoha ' Ir of
oxyanion wore investigated by potential sweep methoi( ),
chrono po o niomohry 2 and ir-onia r -n)or m,tho1(3)(4).
Next, ,ai i-, 1,1 rt ,i I' , , , ,-t- , i ion of tungsten

metal and tungsten carbide has hpe n cnndiuctP1. Tunqstpn
and carbon were added to the molten salt as oxvaninns
because of their stahility and simplicity of the
experimpntal procedure.

In this 1iell, several ,rperi'nontat re 1ts have
been reported, eg., electrodeposition of tungsten etc.
from molten fluori,le by senderoff et sl.(5)(6),
electrodeposition of tungsten bronzes from molten alkali
polytungstates by Meites Qt al.(7), electrodeposition of
tungsten carbide from sodium tungstate, gr-iphite anode
serving as the source of carbon in nolten sodium chlorides
y Gomes nt al.(8), and electrodonosition of tungsten
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carbide etc. from molten fluoride by Stern et al.
(9)(10)(11). But reference electrode used in these
studies didn't have stability and reproducibility. So,
their results can not he regarded as standard reference in
considering electrolytic conditions quantitatively. For
example, Ni/NiF. electrode, which was used by Senderoff et
al., doesn't gave a stability because of occurrence of
Ni/NiO potential by contaminated ox ide ion. While
platinuc electro ic , c.iich was used by Stern rt Z1., IaC,.5
reproducibility, as well as thermodynamic significance.
So, in ti- . ! >t : to avoil cco. ifficl,It oF, alkdi]
metal electrode !/.: (M:Li,K)(12) was used as a reference
electrode, which had good reproducib]lity and har;
thermodynamic significance. Furthermore, in their
studies, relation between ion concentrations and
morphology of electrodeposit was not considered. Then,
to make it clear, dissociation constant of tungstate ion
in a melt was determined by using a zirconia-air oxine ion
indicator. By this experiment, it has becorie possible to
conduct el.t ', -,jfion by monitoring concentration of
oxide ion a.ic (f 11 other ions in the melt.

EXPERI ME]NTAL

Experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.1. As an
electrolyte, LiF-KF eutectic or LiCl-KCI cutectic was
used. Then, it was contained in a high purity HlLIMrnLa or
carbon or nickel crucible, and was dried undcr vaclilim at
just under the melting point for a few days. Alter that,
it was melted under an arqon itmosphere and kept at
experimental temperature. A nickel wire was dipped into
the eutectic salt saturated with nickel oxide centained in
a mullite tube (Nippon Kagaku Togyo Co., Ltd.), which was
used as a Ni/NiO reference electrode. As an Aq/AgCl
electrode, a silver wire was dipped into the eutectic salt
containing silver chloride in a pyrex glass tube whose tip
was very thin. Nloreover, for potential calibration,
alkali metal electrode M/ + (M:Li,Y)(12) was used, for
which alkali metal was electrodeposited on the nickel wire
in molten salt. The electrode thus prepared showed good
reproducibility. As an anode, glassy carl',, was used,
and as a cathode, a nickel plate which was placed inside
the alumina tube was used. Besides, Irconia-air

electrode(4) (Nippon Kagaku Toqyo Co., Ltd.) was used as
an oxide ion indicator or as a ref ,rei (tectrode.

After melting the salt , vqcntim dried potassium
tungstate, or potassium tungstate ahn potassium carbonate
of about 0.02%2.Omol% were added, and the electro-
deposition was conducted on th5 cathode at 823%973K with
current density of 20SOOmA/cm . The potential was kept
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neo ne at i ve- t 11A' t red~ I 'o R iO i wt i9 o I ttI1: wI-, On d,- I nod,
t r tyr1 V(- I I' .. ,o , ; I "" ,-. ", II

."1A~rni ,SA, 'IRS and X-- iffraction wrer med~.

RFt,1IuS Am1 [)I SCiJSS iWO

1. The behavior Of i njtState ion
At first-, the reduction potenit is 1 n of w 'mte wr,-

i , st i (,1t r, l b'" by pot -e0nt ja 1~e 9 ne I-f-Io I a nd
(-Itronopot (:Ift oiq -t ry. Ak t Ypi Cal vo Ita m'j' ) arv t 1)731: jn a

C1 no Po l ~-s i IT t llnv1-t a ft- wan. a -tie-, -~II t) -(-scan raite
was. 0.3V/sfnc,. The pea k i nd ica tinq the re~du (-t ion of
tunC tiqst-' i on c an he sro n aIt abhou t- n .R v a 11nd C. 3 v~ :I~inst
t he alkal-- Ii me ta -II I-ct1 rod,i r e spoct iv(- y. Axn an e-xamople
o f clIr onoooIt e ti iogra in s honw inI Fin . 3. Tn this ca se ,
-Also, olateaul which indicaites the reducit ion of tunqstate
ion is observed at about C). CV.

Next-, d issoc i at ion cons t ant- K of t unggnta t i-n
ds soc iatinl

4 %(Vl ) + 40'-1

a t q7 3V, in a molten fluoride, can bedhr Ia

foll Iows : 79qmat ion [i1i was useI an a b9asins of rc -ilat i on,
thomiqh- there are someI pose i'hi lit len :) 'a ,I a -
-1i ssociit i O. 2\f tor ca refulI est ima Ii on, it- wan cn-- irmdeI
tha t thef assuLmpt- i on o f eq. 1 I i s selt i sfactorv,, onoiph .
Then, from -]~ .(1 1 , the dissociation ConsTI;tain t in mIale
fraiction uinit in written -is

2- hIltk2

An the1 t i nq s, tate ion conce-nt ratios ( [W 4I 2- 1i
increased, the ox ide ion concoot fraition an] thgtunotIC5en

1" <e 'I i!n bulk Va ry according to the

fol lowTui np eqiat i oris

01 -[0 . ( 4WVI 1 [3

do 4  buk 1  .1 4 2 ad0,1 - [IV ( V-1 huIkL [4]

Svmhst it ut i n there re la t io(ns i nto (-(1 2] andl us i n the
theforet ical1 equiat ion

c - 3 'T 2- T~
C)= .3 3 1 o,[0 bulk1- +2 .3 011 loq ( +1 1 hulkI1k

2)'2 2F
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of the zirconia-air electrode which we derived hefore(4),

the relation between the potential of zirconia-air
electrode and added tungstate ion can be deduced. Here,
E0 shows characteristic nature of the individual
zirconia-air electrode. While K' is a constant
reflecting deviation from the Nernst line at high oxide
ion concentration. These constants ( called zirconia
constants in our previous paper(4) ) depend on individual
zirconia-air electrode, which can be evaluated by
experiments. Then, from the curve fitting similar to
that described in our previous paper(4), K can be
determined. The alternate method for determining K value
is to titrate definite amount of tungstate

S4 WO2- add(initial) ) with oxide ion ( [n2-ad d )

Oxide ion, tungsten io and tni5;*,at, ion concentration
vary according to:

2- 2- +[[0 bulk ]  = to bulk(initial)1 +[O2add ]  -4[(V T ldec ]  [61

[W.(VI) bulk) = [W(V])bulk(initial ) ]I -[t.(VI) de c ]  (7]

2- 2-1
4WO4  bulk ]I = tWO 4 2-bulk,( initial)]) +[W(VI) de c ]1 [8]

Substituting these relations into eq.[2], and using
eq.[51, K can be determined by computer curve fittina.

Here, two 4 2- bulk(initial), [W(VI bulk(initial ) I]

and [0 bulk(initial)] are deduced from eq.[21, [3] and

[4]. And, (W(Vi)decI is a decreased concentration of

W(VI) by addition of oxide ion. Fiq.4 shows relation
between the potertial of zirconia-air electrode against
the alkali metal electrode, and the concentration of
tungstate ion, where orci ci -2, and solid line show
experimental values at,, cP]ecuiqi t, values, respectively.
For the calculation, zirconia couiz.tants of F0=2.17V ( vs.

Li,K/Li+,K+ ) and K'=O, and dissociation constant of
-12

K=5xI0 , and the initial oxide ion concentration of
2-initial mole fraction were used. The

measured and calculated values are very close to each
other in a wide concentration range. Fig.5 shows
relation between the potential of zirconia-air electrode
and concentration of oxide ion. Open circles show
experimental data when the concentration of initial

2- -3
tungstate ion was twO4 add(initial )]:I.78xlO mole
fraction, and solid line shows calculated values. For
the calculation, zirconia constants of E:n=2.00v C vs.
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Li,K/Li+,K +  ) and K'=350, and dissociation constant of

K=6x10- 1 2 ,  and initial oxide ion concentration of

[02- nitia>40x104  mole fraction woro adopted. The

measured and calculated values almost amre,l. And the
equilibrium constd,,O , st i ma c by t'2,: L Vo different
ways were almost consistent. From the results of
several experiments, the dissoriation constant of the
tungstate ion in T,iF-KF eutectic melt has been calculated

to he 5(+I)x10 - 1 2 at q73K.

2. Electrodepos it ion of tunjteq
Tungsten was eloctrodeposifd under several

conditions, in which concentrations of three ionic species
in eq.(1) were monitored and the reduction potential was
controlled. Fig.6 shows 77".1 of sample electrodeposited

at 973K, by a current density of 50mA/cm2 in a TAi'-KF,

containing 1.Omol% of K2 WO 4  ( [WO4 2-]=6.3x10-4 ,

[W(VI)]=3.7x10- 4, [O2-]=1.7x10- 3 mole fraction ). In the
figure, mossy deposit can be seen. From FDX spectrum,
the deposition of tungsten could be observed. X-ray
diffraction was clearly recognized that tungsten metal
alone was deposited. 1y ESCA and RRS, also, the
deposition of tungsten was confirmed.

3. Electrodeposition of tunqsten carbide
Fig.7 shows a SK' sample electrodeposited at 973K by

a cuirrent density of 100mA/cm2  from Lir-KF containing
1.Omol% of K2 WO 4 and 2.Omol% of KCO 3 . In this figure,

uniform coating is observed, which mairn component was
concluded from FDX to be tungsten. ESCA analyses show
that tungsten and carbon are contained in the sample.
X-ray diffraction spectrum is shown in Fig.8. From the
spectrum, it is clear that WC and W2 C were electro-
deposited. Peak of nickel and lithium fluoride on the
spectrum came from the cathode plate itself and salt on
the surface, respectively. Fig.9 shows an influence of
deposition potential on the morphology of deposits.
Th(eo samples in the figure were all obtained by
electrodeposition containing 1.Omol% of K2WO 4 and 1.Omol%

of K2 CO 3 at 9U3K from LiF-KF, and (a) is a sample

electrodeposited at O.8V against alkali metal electrode,
while (b) and (c) are obtained at 0.6V and 0.4V,
respectively. X-ray diffraction showed that they were
all tungsten carbide. These SEM show that the more noble
the potential is, the more uniform become the deposits.
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4. Electodoitn from molten chloride
Elect roleposit ion) of tungsten and tungsten carbide

from molten chloridie was ilso conducted in order to find
dependence Of MOcphlg-)-(y and composition of the deposit on
anion and on a snall amount of additive element in a melt.
These results will not he- d-scribed here for want of
space, and will he described in detail in our separate
pa per "Er,FCPF-P cimrCA(h REAk'rcUN OF 4JO 4 ION IN ~iCI-KCl
EWJ'C'TrC Mrr" appearing in th is proceed in(JS.
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ErECTRODEPOSITION OF TUN(]STEN FROM
ZnBr 2 -NaBr MELTS
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Kvoto University, Kyoto 696, JAPAN

A.Kataqiri
Department of Chemistry, College of liberal Arts

Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

The possibility of tungsten electrodeposition from
ZnBr 2 -NaBr melts at 350-450 °C was examined mainly
by means of constant potential method and pulse
potential method. The morphology and quality of
the deposits were closely related to the acidity
of the melt. In basic melts, the deposits were
thick and coarse, while in the acidic melts, the
deposits were fine but thin. These results are
interpreted based on the stability of a possible
tungsten cluster species.

INTRODUCTION

For many years, a lot of useful refractory metals have been
produced by means of molten salt electrolysis (1-5). Most
of them are obtained by the electrolysis of molten fluoride
systems, where the working temperature is relatively hiqa
(700-8500 C, approximately ), and therefore the corrosion
of container materials and electrode materials is serious.

The authors have tried to find alternative solvent
materials for electrowinning of refractory metals ani
mainly have been studyino, the molten ZnBr 2 -NaBr systems.
These melts exhibit so-called Lewis acidity and have I
concentration dependent acid-base character as in the case
of sodium chloroaluminate melts. The acid is defined as
bromide ion acceptor, while the base is defined as a
bromide ion donor. The acidity is indicated by using pP-
- I lie, which is equal to SogaBr-]. So caled "hasic" mel s
ire melts where the NaiBr mole traic~lon is larier titan 0.3
aicld vice-versa for "acidic" melts.

i-present address: Departm-ent- of Synithe-tic Chomis-try,
Faculty of EnqinePrinq,Okayama Urnivern;ity, 700,Okayama ,JAPAN



So, .neutral" means that NaBr and Znbr 2 are equimolar. [n
acidic melts, some kinds of oxyanions or complex ions that
have an unusual oxidation state can be st:hle (6),
because the concentration of "free" halide ion is very low
(7-9). Therefore it is possible to obtain some metailic
elements by the electroreduct ion of these unusual oxidation
state ions. In the bromide systems, metal-halogen bond
increases their covalent character compared with chloride
systems, so the acidity of the bromide system is higher
than that of the chlloride system with same cation ratio.

The l iquidus temperature of ZnBr NaBr system is about
300OC tor compositions ranging from 10% NaBr (acidic melts)
to 70% NaBr (basic melts). Although the working
temperature of electrolysis should be higher by 100 150
degrees than that of aluminum containing melts, it is very
interesting to investigate these melts as pjtcnt ill "lvents in
refractory metal deposition and to studv the chemistry
of most refractory metal species in this melt. From tills
point of view, we have studied the ,clectrodoposition of
tungsten in ZnBr 2 -NaBr melts.

EXPER IMENTAL,

A nickel plate (square shape 2.0cm2 ) was u sed as the
substrate for tungsten elect rodeposi t ion . It was
electropolished in a mixed solution of silt Iric acid and
phosphoric acid for I minute before use. A tungsten spiral
was used as the counter electrode. In the case ot cyclic
voltammetry, a zinc wire was used as the reference
electrode whichwas separated from the bulk electrolyte ;
glass frit. The zinc wire (99.99% Rare Metallic) was dipped
in a dilute hydrochloric acid solution in order to remove
oxide films on the surface. All chemicals used were ot
reagent grade quality. Zinc bromide (Wake Chemical) and
sodium bromide (Wake Chemical) were dried individually at
300 0 C For morethan 24 hours under vacuum. Tungsten t r oxide
(Wako Chemical) and tungsten(V) bromide (Alfa Product) were
used without any purification. The elect olysis was
performed by means of constant potenat i a 1 et11od an,
constant potential pulse method. Duiring the electrolysis,
dry argon gas was bubbled through the melt for stlrrino.
After electrodeposition , the substrate was taken out from
the cell , washed by distilled water then dried in vacuo.
The electrode surface was examined by SEM and EPMA. X ray
diffraction pat fo rn .as a Iso obtl1 ned f or thie
identification of deposits.

I{1



RESULTS

Fig.1 shows an example of cyclic voltammogram at a platinum
micro electrode in ZnBr 2 -NaBr plus W0 3 solute. In the case
of cathodic scan, the cathodic current starts to flow at
the potential ot O.7V vs. Zn/Zn 2 +. A cathodic current peak
is observed at the potential of 50mV, which is considered
to correspond to t ingsten deposition. Therefore, potentials
from 0 to 1CDOmV were employed in subscquent controlled
potentiaL experiments. The peaks around I .5V correspond to
the bromine evolution and its reduction.

Photo I shows the morphology of the deposits obtained in a
controlled potential electrolysis at 5OmV in neutral ZnBr 2 -
NaBr (NaBr 50 mol %) with WO solute. The deposits were
composed of small particles J different sizes. Many cracks
between the narticles were observed. Although some amount
of tunqsten species was detected by EPMA, the existence or
metallic tungsten was not conf irmed by the X-ray
diffraction pattern. In order to obtain metallic tungsten,
pulse electrolysis at constant potentials was tried. The
pulse wave described in Flig.2 was :sed for electrolysis.
Phtns 2-4 show the morpholoqy ot deposits in cases et basic
(NalBr r0 mel%), neutral (NaBr 50 rel %) an.d acidic ( NaBr
40 mol *) compositions , respectiveiy. Xray diffraction
pattern and EPMA chart for each sample are also described
in Figjs.3-5, which clearly indicate that th(- deposition of
metallic t'ingsten occurred. By changing the ZnBr 2 -NaBr melt
condition from basic to acidic, the size of deposited
rart ic lOs decreases ald toe deposits become comnpact. In
basic composI t ion , it is clear from FI.3 that the
deposited tungsten Ii I is relati,, 'y thick. On the other
hand in neutral and acidic composI'i ns, the deposited film
is thin.

The solubilitv ot Wi 3 in ZnBr 2 -NaBr melt is %erI snal
although it is easy to InandJle WO3 as a solute. The 'fore,
WO)3 was replaced by WBr 5 as a solute. Phiot 5 and 6 show
the morphology of deposits by using WBr-5 solute in basIc
and acidic melts,respectively. The morphoV i\ and the
quality of deposits are also dependent on he melt
composit ion, as in the case of WO, solute. Phte 7 shows
the morphology of tungsten deposit obtained by constant
current method at 450 0 C. The deposited particles are cuIblc
shaped and the doposited fi Im is rather thick.



T
DISCUSSION

As described above, the acidity of the melt, i.e. its
composition affects the morphology and quality of the

tungsten deposits. The deposited particle is fundamentally
cubic shaped (Photo 7). Going from acidic to basic the
deposited particle increases its size and becomes coarse.
The following explanation can be given to the effect of
melt acidity. Thus, in basic composition, the deposit grows
faster in the direction perpendicular to the electrode
surface and most of the overvoltage component is used for
crystal growth. In acidic melt, the overvoltage component
is used for crystal nucleation and a lot of fine particles
are formed on the electrode surface, although the thickness
is small.

As pointed out by Mamantov et. al.(10), some
refractory metal halogen clusters exist in acidic melts,
for example, W6C18 4 + species in AICl 3 -NaCl. According to
the study on electroplating of chromium from fluoride

melts(11), chromium metal is not formed directly from Cr
3 +

but from Cr 2> intermediate species. This intermediate
species is insoluble below 850 0 C but becomes soluble at
temperatures higher than 893° C. By taking into account
the above resulOts, some tungsten clusto: -pecies may exist in
ZnBr 2 -NaBr melts durini the tungsten deposition process. In
acidic melts, the tungsten cluster species may be stable in
the melt, so that the rate determining step may be its
reduction process. Tnerefore, fine but thin deposits car. be
obtained. In basic melts, the cluster species may not be
stable, then the growth rate of the crystal may be larme.
By increasing the working temperature, also the stability
of the cluster species seems to decrease. This explains
that relatively thick deposits were obtained at 450 0 C even
in acidic melts.
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.noto 1 Photo 2

Photo 3 Photo 4

Photo 1-4 5PM picture of electrodeposits ohtained
by constant potentital method ( 1 -and pn isk potential
method(2-4) with W03 solute at 3-'0'(C

melt composition 1 -- T0.5:49.5
(ZnBr2 :NaBr) 2- 40.1:59.9

3 5- 0.1:49.9
4 -- 59.8:40.2



Photo 5 Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 5-7 SEM picture of electrodeposits obtained
by pulse potential method(5-6) and constant current
method at 450°C(7) with WBr 5 solute

melt composition 5 -- 40.4:59.6
(ZnBr 2 :NaBr) 6 -- 60.0:40.0

7 -- 40.3:59.7
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ELICTROCEP I CAI, PEACTION OF we 4 2- 
IN LiCI-PCI EUTECTIC NELT

Yasuhiko Ito, Takashi Shimada, Ilideki Yabe and Jun Oishi

Department of Nuclear Engineering
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Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

ABSTRACT

The electrochemical reduction of 1;0 4
2 - ion to

tungsten metal in LiCi-ECI eutoctic melt has been
studied, in order to find the optimu, electrolytic
condition to obtain desirable tungsten metal film
on the cathode. Tungsten metal was actually
obtained on the nickel substrate and its surface
state depends on the electrolytic condition. In
some condition it is flower-like and in the other
condition it is scale-like. High pure cubic
tungsten crystal could be obtained when the
electrolyte contained very small amount of silver
ion.

Tungsten ion was reduced to metallic tungsten
through several steps, which include not only
electrode reactions but also disproportionation
reactions. In order to obtain good and adherent
tungsten film, deposition by disproportionation
reaction should be avoided. For this purpose it
seems desirable to supply lCI gas into the melt
after dissolving tungstate ion and to keep
potential more negative than 0.5V (vs. Li,K/Li ,K + )

INTRODUCTION

Tungsten metal is a useful high temperature material
which has superior properties concerned with corrosion
resistance and electric conductivity, etc., and tungsten
carbide is used as a super hard material. In order to
obtain these materials by electrodeposition fron molten
halide system, a series of electrochemical studies has
been conducted by the authors(1 ). This work has been done
as a part of them and has been conducted to clarify
electrochemical reduction of W0 4

2 - ion to tungsten metal
in LiCl-KCI eutectic melt.
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T he tungsten f ilIm obtained by this r eact ion ha s
v a f u as s u rfa ce states depending on eIe c t rol y t IC
conditions, such a s concent rat ion. of t Ungstait e ion,
temperature, potential and current density , etc . Adherence
between tungsten film and substrate is also to be taken
into consideration.

Thus , i n order to fIid the opt I [Ium elIrct ro It i c
cond it ion to obt ain des ir a bIE, tunrgs ten metalI f ilm on th e
ca thode , re lat ion between surface sta tc anri el(ectrol vt i
condit ii, effec--t of a small amount -of :' aitcs , otn t he
crystalI s tructrIe a s well a s r edu c tionr uc.c ha ris m f

tunnttoion halvc been investigat-ed.

EX PER IME' TA 1

E x pe r i meert a IJ upraat 'I s 1c 1 Sh!ow) ;n Iin F 1.I.A
electrolyte, Li1C I -Vti eu t e ct- c sycste(rl wac s -e- wh 1ch
cont a ined I n a h i h pu;r it y au [mr . o r uj ia'A -I ~s c
cr ud bin(-. AlI I c hem cal c we reC r ea unt '41 ain k I k
Chemicals Co, L~t d. I In order ton cooon'( ' t.ta;-1In at
,water, it was dried- ujnder vacuum at 2CC00 fui t!e (Ia ' '
Then , a fter i , was inc Ited,1, HCI -Ar que :-ixtu i''j hil bLA
into the melt for an hour. Finally_ , Ar qace -,a b 'hhl1 o t,
remove 11C] entirely. Tns~des of hotIh ''XPei 'cc iia
apparatus and glove box were kept under: argo', atmosr'" r,
at 823-973K.

As a re foer e'pce 1icc, i dc ( l-ic.1-E ), anr Ag / AuC
elCI(.-t rode wa s us-ed, for wI Ch S IlIr wi1re wac' 'i pred intor
the eutect ic salIt ronti inianq sidl1ve(2r chl or de in r', %rez
,Il uss tuabe whose ti wa tory3S e1-1 t 1in11. Fcot notent i1
cailibration, alkali metal elect rodei *t/L ,l I Fic.1-1

)was used, for which alk,'ali :- tal was elector-r'ositecd oni
the nickel wire in the1c molten elect rolytec'. The- electro
thus prepared showed good reprodAucibiLlity "As a"r an ode
(Fi g . I-B ) , glIa s sy c arbon wa s u sed , a nd a a lt oI
(Fig. 1 -D) , nickel , gold, platinum. and lacss carbon wern
u sed . After melIti1no the salt , pota';sim tilnulstot Co
0.01 -1 .0 moI % was added , and " I ct IodepcI t Ion was
conducted on the nickeol substrate that w.as i'rs ic'
the alumina tube.

For raalys;es o)f thfe el Ic Ct rode o qocifed ei ps SEM,
HPMA, CliX and X-ray di ffract ion were used .

I n o r d cr ton ob se rve how t he c Iect rodepos it ion wa-1s
going on), transparent electric 1 irnace- Islei 5 i-Wa Sanr"C':
Co-., Ltd. ) was used.



RE:SULTS API) DISCUSEPToP

I1Ecc-t ro(I-ep -o-s i -t -i -n o -f -tunmja ten
Fiq.2 and 3 show SEP, of tungsten elect,-odemosited at

82311 by a potential of 0.5V and 0.8V (against kiE/ i,),
respectively', in ~iCi-YCI containino 1 .0 molt6 of potass ,um
tuncistate_ The figure of the eloctrodeposit is flowe-ir-like
in riqj.2 a nd scale-like in Fig.3, respectively. rig.4
shows S 3'P," o f tunnsten electredeposited a t 9 731, by a
current density of 1 00 mA/cm2 in Li CI -Cl contai ning 1 .0
molt Of pota-siumI tungstate, when a very smail amount of
silver ion was added in the melt. Cubic crystal could he
obtained. Ey X-ray diffraction ( Fiq.5 ) and UD:M (Fio.C),
it was concluded! to !1e high purity tungsten crystal. Thus,
surface state of an electrodeposited tungsten film is
.strengly dependent on the electrolytic condition.

2.)i rect observation ef the electrodgposition reaction

deposition reaction observed by using transparent electric
furnace. As the cathodic current flowed, small particles
appeared in the electrolyte near the electrode, which then
deposited( on it. T'hese particles almost fell dlown from-
the substrate as soon as the current was cut-off. Pzut
they could be recovercad as powders. By' X-ray diffractioni,
they were proved to ic me-itallic tUnr n-ten. Sr , tunnsten is
redluced not only by electrodec reaction b ut als b )hy
-d rsr)r o -ortionation in the electrolyte due- to the reaction
of , f or examr,l e, EuI. [1]

3. I'~ t nm u t r i st ud i e s

Fiq. ho veltammegrams obtai nod with the use Of
gjold(I, 'platinumi, glasrny carbon and nickel, at 8231, in LiCl-
17CI by pote-ntial swoon) methodl. Among them, an,' seen, in the-
f i qur e, th ;I ~ 15, '1' e viti v e tn11t iI IS I in

L) LI-i j d% wit hn i,,k CI . Then nickel wsu:sed as- a
working electrodeo in the following experiments.

Fii.9 show,s a typical volt,-mmogram oh~tainecl, at 823!' in
LiCl-17Cl containing 0.4 mol% of potassiur tunpstate. The
peal' indicatinq the, reduction of tungsten ion can, be seen
at about 1.2'V and 0.5'] aqainst the alkali metal electroc-e,
respectively. That is, tungstate ion is reduced to
metallic tung~sten through two steps. P umbec of electrons n
at each stzer calculateI using Nicholson's eniuatien (2):

n = -2.20 x (PT/r') /(pp/2) [2

hotli ire nea-rly eual to 2.
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lhen lI gas was supplied to the melt after the
dissolution of potassium tungstate, ( We call it k-Cl
zystem ), drastic change of volta!nrno rar has been obscrved
as shown in Fig.10. That is, current peaks can be seen at
about 1.2V, 1.05V, 0.8V and 0.5V, respectively. Thus, by
supplying 11CI into the melt, the peaks newly appear at
1.05V and 0.8V. :umber of electrons n of the reduction
corresponding to each peak can be calculated frorn En.[2],
to be 2, 1 , 1 and 2, respectively. Then the reaction at
each peak can be assigned as Eq.[3]-[6],respcctively.

E = 1.20V : (VI) - ( ,iIV) + 2e- [3]
EP 1 .35V 1(1iv' -- I ;( I) + e- [4)
T"p = 0.80V W(II ) -- , (I I) + e- [5)
lp = 0.50V : (I) - W t(0) + 2e- [6]

Taking into consideration that the reduction of tungsten
ion can proceed not only by electrode reaction hut also h,'
disproportionation reaction, the difference of number of
peaks between U-O system ( the system into which iCl was
not supplied ) and k-Cl system can be und]erstood by
assuming that disproportionation occurs more easily in U-0
system tkan in k-Cl system. That is, in W-O system, the
possible reactions are 'q.[7]-[9]

_ (VI) -- !(IV)+2e- [7]
2W(IV) -- k(I])+W(VI ) []

11(IT ) -- ..'(0) +2e- [9],

and only two peaks, concerned with the reactions of
Pa.[7] and [9], appear in the voltammogram. On the other
hand, in W-Cl system, four peaks concerned with the
reactions of Eq.[3]-[6] are to be observed.

Sometimes, also in k-O system, four peaks appear
depending on the experimental condition. This can be
explained by the shift of the dissociation equilihlium

:0 4
2  

= W(VI) + 402- [10]

to the right hand side due to the very small concentration
of oxide ion in I,iCl-KCI by some reasons. In this case,
the ligands of tungstate ion are changed from oxide ion to
chloride ion, and the disproportionation reaction may no
longer occur.
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The ceoctrodepon;ition of tungsten in LiCl1-KCl eutectic
system was investigated!. The results are surmmarized as
fol lows:

*Tungsten metal was ohtainnd en the nicke(-l suhstrate
by electro(e o -sition from. LiCl-1VCi eutectic system
containingj tungstate ion.

2. Surface state of thoeolectrodepositcd tunqsten
depends on the electrolytic condlition. Some of them
are flow,,er-like and some are scale-like. 1:1gb ur
cubic tungsten crystal could be obtained hy electra-
deposition from the electrolyte which contained very
snail amount of silver ion.

3. Tungjstate ion in LiCI-KCl w;as reduced, to metallic
tungsten through several steps , which include not
only electrodle reactions hut also disuroportionation
reactions.

4. Disproportienation reaction occurs more easil1"' in
W-0 system-. Tungsten obtained by disproportionation
is powder. In order to obtain good and adherent
tungsten film by electrodeposition in 11icl-11Cl
eutectic system containing tungstate ion, deposition
by disproportionation should be avoided. The most
desirable way to obtain good and adherent tungsten
film is to supply 11Id gas into the melt after
dissolvinq tungstate ion, and to keep potential more

negative th1an 0.5V ( vs. Li,K/Li+,KV )
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(1) Before electrolysis

cathode Transparent dark blue solution

(2) Beginning of electrolysis

Colloidal powders appear
in the electrolyte

(3) During electrolysis

Powders deposit on the cathode
to form thick laver

(4) End of electrolysis

Very thick deposit layer

(5) After electrolysis

Falling off of the deposit layer
leaving thin surface film

Fim.7 Schematic Illustration of The
lI octrocjepoition c'oaction
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are grouped in Tuable I, where suppliers and purity of the curoinCs are
summarized. NdC] -6H 0 -CaCI -2 H 0 and lithium hal ices were dehydra-
ted and dried byhe n under reduced pressure. Their max11Mm Water
content was ^-l wt C1. Other products were used in their comnmerciailly
available form.
Electrolysis operating procedure.

The experimrents were carried out in eitner alumina or glassy
carbon crucibiles placed in an Irconel-made reactor. Heating was car-
ried out by means of an electric furnace. Two types of electrojdes.
vertical or horizontal,were i,'.estiiated. as. shown in Fig. ?. Tne
anode was a graphite rod, and the cornsumab'n catrodes were iron rods.
The anode-cathode distance depended on tre n.urs. The, electro'ytic bath
was made up of a mixture of the neody-ium chloride to be electrolyzedl
and alkaline halides.

Values of the cathodic current density (cc) were 100 - 250 A.ojr
and the voltage was 4- 10 Volts. For each electrolysis operation.
tne metal produced was recovered after not pour ing irito a cast iron
ingot. mold.
Calciothermic reduction operating procedure~

lrm,- chi-rs, calci in grains. neodym..~j- fluoride and arhycrc,.s ca'-
ciu-i cnl--,iie to coristit.Je the loading were inti-atel 1 '-ixec' to-
get her.

Tre t-iount of CeO 1) added was ad.-.steo so as ',jo , a n, after
red.uctior,d Cal - CaF 2 -olten slag. The j, cunt of the redc'> - etal
(Ca) Was above tr.e s*t oiriometric guantitY, and the danoijt of iron
depended on the desired com~position of toe alloy to beI produred.

The mixtur descrilbed above was introduced into a *tantakin cnrj-
c,'hle (whose capacity was approximately one liter) placed at ti e icot
tomn of an Irconel-madde reactor. itself placed in an Plectric-res'st-
ance furnace. After redicing pressure (I c"i 0 q), t -e tererature v~as
raised to 1000-1100GC. Then the reactifor wd5, conodcted at this temiper-
ature, under atmospheric pressiure in an inert gas atr~osj.icre (3rdon I
maintained tnroughout the reduction. D0,rrnqt -2inn , two phases were
forriec in toe reaction tredium :a metallic p'-ase constituted by troe
rare eart- iron alloy, on top of wricn f C'e PC'-CF .,

After a reaction timie ranging fromi 30 :,,in tn 2 houiri. 'sit
separated from the Sljag by n ot poi.' i -ra in a, ron 1,10 -c.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solubility of metallic neodymium in various molten alkaline halide +
neodymium (111) chloride mixtures.

The so]ubili 1ty of neodymium ij 1n cr loridr~e "t s u complex
process; involving botn physical dissolutio-n as a 'etal cog. ald
cremicalI di ssolIution acrorrinin, to toe fmtt1-- 1 eqoiolo

Nd + 2 NdCl 3 *-_ 3 qd~l2  Vl
oe take into account tie over-a I I olubi lity by d ec'rindq it u to,

weight loss of a meital siiple (Kcurrin- wren it is 1imersec in) the
mrelIt.

Effect of NdCl 3  content and temperature in pure chloride melts.
Iti sfi1rs t to o-nrot th at ou o smo0 n

which does not, contd, a o l eas of a -at al t ' i. Zn " omeo
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(e.g. after 3 hours, ve observed that 2 11t." metal dissolves in a LBaCl 2
(78 wt 2)- aG] bath at 940 C). Metal solubility stron':ly deperds on
NdCl 3, content in the melt. At 800-C~for e~ample. solubility equal to
7 wt 2, in a melt containing 30 wt 7 NdCl 3  is at least tripied vh'ken WAC1 3
content reaches 80 wt %. Moreover, temperature has a great influence
on soluibility :solubility (7 wt ' at 800 C) becomes unacceptable
(- 22 wt %) beyond 1000-C, which is close to neodymium's meltinq
point. These results explain why Kurita (14) obtained only yie-lds,
lower or equal to 20 ", for the electrowinninq of rieod ymiu'r' fro"i o
NdCl 3-KCI bath.

3Benefit due to the presence of alkaline fluorides and lithium
salts. Our experiments have shown that solubil1ity is always, lower in
chloride-fluoride media th-n in pure chloride melts when tePmperatujre
is less than 1000CC. For example. solubi lity is eqL.a! to 4 w

800 C in a chloride-fluoride bath containiro 30 wt. 7 %'iCl sa t

twice lower than in pure chloride ieits (7 .s' , TV i s ef emt C),
fluoride salts may be explained by tneir -or'ple-inj. role, catisinQ *Ile
oxidation state -+ III of neodymium to stabilz, ,i, i- turn, leadt
to the disproportionation of neodymium' (1i) - lent of ecoil 'i-
bniurn 11] to the left), thus decreasino tii ''tt i, ol. oi 1ll-Y

We also observed that lithium salts 'iea iiar Pfec em
compared with iielts witnout lithium, solthijiy is 31ways lowe" iri

melts containing LiCI or LiF. lhe major .irspa,-t of 11t4-i im-, -"
be seen in electrolysis yields.

Impact on the choice of electrolytic bath composition. I~ e'oe-
rimental results described abo~e can be su-7a c , fw os s 0
metalI sol I u ity strong-Q'Y depends, or- neoly- '' mu-11 en f v
be, h ; ( i ) w-a t ever tme ba th comiposi ' , . -" j I.'

s te, ;)Iy i nc rea ses when tefmpera ture rear hes, lI !C i ii) f or, a- ,ver
iieodym iuim ( IllI) content of the ha tii sol u i I t, is hiiner i n pore
chloride m;elts than iii chloride-flboride melt,- lus, for the e-le -

trowinning of needy: iix - iron alloys, chlc ide fluor idp baths con-
taining liLhium salts with a low ai-ount of neodymiui Chlorioe are
preferable to pure chloride mielts in order to -iiize the yield loss
due to metal solubil izat ion.
Neodymium - iron alloy electrowinning on consumable iron cathodes.

The master alloy under study was the eutectic reod'i -

composition (88 wt ' N.d - 12 t 7 Fe), which melts an b-,-' ,e
Fig. 1) ;it can be electrolyzed at a, 10.; proqm te-pera,.ure '0'- ir~-
dymiurn siubi ity to remai- sufficiently lox.

Etfect of several operating parameters on metal yield. lIn the
fol lowiiig, thc metal yield R I1 des i-nitos tohe ,ni -eo ofto'o-
dymiuim obtained with respect to 'the neody'iu"' in f'-e %dCl 3 itmtrodmcei
in the electrolytic bath. Iii addition th '.ratior of tltr'vn
is given w'th respect to t which is the time tneoreticaY re-
quired for reduction of al? the tldCl 3 at 100 current efficiency P.

Fig. 3a indicates the effect of Feprt' nte'' ec '_

alloys electrowoi on consumable vertical catr odes in, a 'e ' "a'-'

25wt 7 NdCl 3'and F iq. 3h 1 yves the correspund: nqo nieociy!]- iC pitn-

these alloys. It is ob~served that th~emel iiicp
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Figure 5 Variation of metal yield as a function of et
composition. Replacement of LiCl by NaCl.
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METALLOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF Nd2 03 WITH
Ca IN CaCl2 -NaCl MELTS

R. A. Sharma and R. N. Seefurth
General Motors Research Laboratories

Warren, MI 48090-9055

ABSTRACT

Neodymium metal was produced by metallothermic reduc-

tion of Nd203 with calcium in a CaCl2 -NaCl melt by the over-

all reaction Nd203 * 3 Ca - 3 CaO , 2 Nd at temperatures
betw,.n 983 and 1063 K. Neodymium was recovered from the

salt melt by dissolution in a molten metal pool of either

Nd-Zn or Nd-Fe. The reduction process was observed to pro-
ceed through the following reactions

Nd203 (Solid) * CaCl2 (Solution) 4 CaO (Solid)

- 2 NdOCl (Solution + Solid)

2 NdOCl (Solution - Solid) + 3 Ca (Solution) 4 2 Nd
(Solid) + 2 CaO (Solid) * CaCl, (Solution)

Nd (Solid) + NdxFey (Pool) 4 Ndx~iFey (Pool)

To obtain good yields it was necessary to keep the concen-
tration of CaC1 2 in the molten salt phase at least 70 w/o.

The yield (percentage of neodymium oxide recovered as
metal) was -95% in the case of a Nd-Zn extraction pool.

Neodymium metal, freed of zinc by vacuum distillation, was

of high purity (>99% Nd). The yield was also -95% for the
case of a Nd-Fe extraction pool. The Nd-Fe alloy produced
was of high quality and can be directly used in producing
MAGNEQUENCH alloy for permanent magnets.
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INTRODUCTION

General Motors has developed a process known as MAGNEQUENCH ' * (1,2)

for producing Nd-Fe-B alloys for permanent magnets. To make MAGNEQUENCH

more cost-effective, a systematic study was undertaken to develop a

process for producing low-cost neodymium metal. First of all, most of

the existing methods of production were critically evaluated and a new
method of production was proposed (3). Experimental work was initiated

on the new process (4). In this process, neodymium oxide powder
suspended in a CaCI 2 based salt medium is reduced by calcium, and the

neodymium metal produced is extracted by dissolution in a neodymium-zinc
or neodymium-iron metallic pool of approximately eutectic composition at
T1025 K. The new process of chemical reduction and extraction is

different from existing neodymium production processes in that it is a
combination of both production and refining processes.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The metallothermic reduction of Nd2 03 by calcium is represented by
the following reaction

Nd2 03 - 3 Ca 4 3 CaO - 2 Nd [1]

The standard free energy change of this reaction, AG° , is negative at
all temperatures of interest (Figure 1). To separate Nd from CaO and
also to keep CaO from interfering with the reaction, the reduction is
carried out in CaCl2-NaCl melts. The phase diagram of the CaCl 2-NaCl
system (6) shows a broad liquid range suitable for conducting the

reaction of interest. The standard free energies of formation of
CaC12 (7), NaCl (7), NdC13 (8), and NdC12 ** are shown in Figure 2. The
standard free energies of formation of both CaC12 and NaCl are far more
negative than those of NdCl 2 and NdCl3 . Thus, CaC12 and NaCl should not
react with Nd to form neodymium chloride.

However, in the presence of CaCl2 based salt media, neodymium

oxychloride should form by the reaction

* MAGNEQUENCH is a trademark oZ General Motors.

The values of AG" for NdC12 were calculated using the enthalpy of for-
mation at 298 K, AH 98 = -168.93 * 1 kcal per mole (9) and the entropy

of formation at 298 K, AS29 8 = -40.29 * 1.5 eu. The AS 9 8 was calcu-
lated using S2g8 for NdC12 = 30.1 eu calculated by Latimer's method
(10), S2 98 !or Id = 17.1 eu (11) and S298 for C12 = 53.29 eu (11).
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Nd203 + CaCl2 * 2 NdOCl + CaO (2]

The standard free energy change of this reaction is negative at all

temperatures of interest (Figure 1). The neodymium oxychloride so

formed is subsequently reduced to neodymium metal by the reaction

NdOCl + 1.5 Ca 4 Nd + CaO - 0.5 CaCl2  [3]

The standard free energy change of this reaction is also negative as

shown in Figure 1. Therefore, reaction [11 represents the overall

reduction in the presence of CaCl2 based salt media.

It is believed that the reduction of Nd203 is effected by calcium
dissolved in the molten salt phase. The fact that calcium metal is
appreciably soluble (12) in CaCl2 -NaCl melts is critical to the kinetics

of the process.

The next step in achieving complete separation of neodymium metal
from the salt phases is to dissolve it in a liquid metallic pool of

Nd-Zn or Nd-Fe, the composition of which can be selected using the
corresponding phase diagrams (5). The density of the metallic pool will
be about 7 g/cc (13), that of salt -1.9 g/cc (14) and that of CaO

-3.0 g/cc (13). This suggests that there should be no difficulty in
separating the metallic pool from the molten salt. Neodymium which
melts at 1294 K (5) can be separated from zinc which boils at 1180 K
(11) by vacuum distillation at -1325 K. The vapor pressure of neodymium

at the temperature required for distillation is negligible (2.5 x

10-6 mm Hg, (15)). In the case of a Nd-Fe pool, the alloy produced ran
be directly used in making MAGNEQUENCHTh alloys.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Random cuttings of neodymium metal (99% purity) and zinc metal

sticks of 99.9+% purity were used to make the Nd-Zn extraction pools.
Neodymium-iron alloy pieces of eutectic (88.1 w/o rare earth) composi-
tion (99% purity) and iron metal of 99% purity were used to make the

Nd-Fe alloy extraction pools.

Sodium chloride of 99+% purity, calcium fluoride of 99.9% purity
and anhydrous calcium chloride of 99.9% purity were used to prepare the
various salt baths. Prior to use, each salt was oven baked for -2 h at

773 K to remove moisture. Calcium metal granules of 99.5% purity and

sodium metal of 99.0+4 purity were used as the reductants, and neodymium
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oxide (Nd203) powder of at least 95% purity (up to 5% praseodymium

oxide) was used as the source of neodymium. Before rejuction, the oxide

was oven dried for -2 h at 1273 K to remove moisture.

Apparatus

All experimental procedures were carried out in a helium-atmosphere

(typically less than 1 ppm 02 , N2 , or H2 0) drybox having a 12.7 cm ID by

54.6 cm deep furnace well extending beneath its floor. The furnace well

was heated by means of a tubular three-zone clamshell heating element

furnace, 13.3 cm ID by 45.7 cm long.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3. The

reduction reaction was carried out in a tantalum crucible 10.2 cm OD by

12.7 cm deep having a 0.15 cm thick wall. Experiments were also con-

ducted in mild steel reaction vessels (10.2 cm I.D. x 17.8 cm deep x

0.15 cm wall), and in some instances, mild steel stirrers were used.

Procedures

The molten alloy pool (enough to make -300 g of eutectic alloy) for

recovery of reduced neodymium metal from the molten salt was prepared by

fusing the zinc and neodymium metals together in the preweighed tantalum

reaction vessel. The iron-rich molten alloy pool was prepared by fusing

the neodymium-iron eutectic ingot and iron metal together in the pre-
weighed mild steel reaction vessel. Then the preweighed salt components

were added into the cup and allowed to fuse.

A preweighed amount of Nd2 03 was added to the molten salt bath. The
stirrer was immersed and used to enhance mixing of the oxide into the

melt. Predetermined weights of the reductants were added to the melt.
With baffle-splash guard assembly in place, the salt bath and its

contents were fast-stirred for an assigned time interval and then slow-

stirred for an additional period of time.

After stirring, the stirrer blade was carefully removed from the

melt, and the reaction vessel pulled from the furnace well and quenched.

The cool cup was removed from the drybox and radiographs were taken.

The salts were washed out of the cup with warm-running water. After
oven drying, the cup and alloy product were weighed and the recovered

neodymium was determined by the differences in weights. Core samples of

the neodymium-iron alloy product were sent for chemical analyses. The

yields were obtained from the weight gain of the metallic pool divided

by the theoretical amount of Nd available from the oxide.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental parameters, such as container material, tempera-
ture, extraction pool, reductant, reactants and stirring details, are
given in Table I while the results are presented in the subsequent
tables and in the following two sections. The first section describes
the results obtained using Nd-Zn extraction pools and the second section
describes the results obtained using Nd-Fe extraction pools. All
experiments started with 233 .3g of Nd2 03 to produce 

200 g of Nd metal,
except as noted below.

Nd-Zn Extraction Pool

The results of Nd2O3 reduction with Ca at '1000 K are given in
Table 2. Low recovery of Nd in Expts. 1 and 2 was observed. In the
first experiment Ca was added in increments to observe the completion of
the reduction reaction which was presumed to be indicated by the float-
ing of excess Ca-Na melt on the CaCl2 -NaCl melt. This did not happen
because most of the Ca was consumed by the reaction Ca + 2NaCl 4 CaCl2 +
2Na (7) to generate sodium which evaporated. In the second experiment,
Nd metal recovery was low because of entrainment as nodules in the salt
phase. The good recovery of Nd in three of the next four experiments
was achieved by increasing the amount of salt and stirring the metallic
pool at a speed of 60 rpm for one hour at the end of the four hour
reduction period. The recovery was greater than 96% in these experi-
ments. This recovery was achieved using a Nd-Zn pool and a salt phase
containing greater than 70 w/o CaCl2. The recovery dropped drastically
when a salt melt containing less than 70 w/o CaCl 2 was used (Figure 4).
Two factors, i.e., slow stirring of the metallic pool at the end and a
salt phase having greater than 70 w/o CaCl 2 appear to be essential for
good Nd recovery.

Rinck reports that calcium-sodium melts of higher calcium concen-
tration (>86 w/o Ca) can coexist only with CaCl2-NaCl melts of 70 w/o
CaCl2 (16). Therefore a CaCl2-NaCl melt of 70 w/o CaCl 2 is required to
maintain a Ca-Na melt of high Ca concentration which appears essential
for carrying out the reductions at acceptable rates and obtaining good
yields.

The chemical analysis of the representative samples of the solidi-
fied metallic pool of each experiment indicated the impurity level in
each case to be very low. Chemical analysis of Nd after removing zinc
by vacuum distillation showed Ca = 0.01 w/o and Zn = 0.002 w/o which are
satisfactory for magnetic applications. A scanning electron microscope
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photograph of a sample from the solidified melt of experiment 4 showed
no inclusion of any kind. This has also been observed in the case of
samples from the solidified melts from the other experiments.

Nd-Fe Extraction Pool

The results of Nd2 03 reduction with calcium using a Nd-Fe extraction
pool are given in Table 3. Most of the experimental conditions are
given in Table 1. Neodymium yields reaching 95% were achieved in one
hour at a stirring rate of 600 rpm. However, it appears the salt ratio
(grams of salt per gram of Nd available in the original oxide) must be
greater than 4 to obtain yields greater than 90%, and once again the
salt phase must have greater than 70 w/o CaCl2 for good Nd recovery.
The yields in these experiments were essentially as good as those
achieved using a Nd-Zn extraction pool. However, to obtain high yields
when using a Nd-Zn pool, the experimental conditions are less stringent
(e.g., 300 rpm for the case of Nd-Zn pools and 600 rpm for the case of
Nd-Fe pools).

Clear separation between the salt phase and alloy pool was observed
from the radiographs of the solidified products. The clear separation
of the alloy from the salt phase was also indicated from the surface of
the solidified alloy after the salt was washed away. Examination by
optical microscope and by a scanning electron microscope of the semples
taken from the solidified metallic pools did not reveal any salt ir.clu-
sions. Chemical analyses of the solidified metallic pools showed the
high quality of the Nd-Fe alloys produced. These alloys contain from
85.5 to 87.5 w/o Nd, from II to 13.7 w/o Fe and less than 0.3 w/o Ca.
The concentrations of the other impurities are also very low.

It appears that the yield increases with increase in agitation rate
(Table 3: 2 and 3), and temperature (Table 3: 8, 11 and 12). Data
(Table 3: 5, 7-10) also indicate that the yield increased with an
increase in the ratio of salt to neodymium produced. Duration of reduc-
tion time improved separation and also increased yield in the alloy pool
(Table 3: 1-4). The salt phase in experiments 1, 2, and 3 contained
525 g of 67 w/o CaC12 , 28 w/o NaCl and 5 w/o CaF 2 , while for experi-
ment 4 it was 500 g of 70 w/o CaCI2 and 30 w/o NaCl. In experiments 1,
2, and 3, the salt was melted prior to adding the alloy pool materials
(86.8 w/o Nd and 18.2 w/o Fe) and they were two step reductions with
Fe-metal added between steps, while for experiment 4, the alloy pool
(-425 g of 83.2 w/o Nd and 16.8 w/o Fe alloy) was prepared prior to
adding salt and the reduction was completed in a single step.
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As pointed out earlier, neodymium oxychloride forms by the reaction

of Nd2 03 with CaC12 in the salt phase by reaction [2]. The presence of
NdOCl was confirmed by an x-ray analysis of the salt sample from one of

the experiments and comparison with data reported in the literature
(17). In such experiments, immediately upon addition of Nd203 , the melt

viscosity increased and the melt turned gray. This means the reaction
of Nd2 03 with CaC12 to form NdOCl is very fast, and Nd203 mostly gets

converted into NdOCl before its reduction with Ca. Calcium metal being
lighter floats on the salt phase. The NdOCl formed settles on the top

of the metallic pool so reduction of NdOCl should take place by the Ca

dissolved in the CaCl 2-NaCl melt. On the basis of these observations
the following reaction scheme is proposed for the reduction of Nd203
with Ca in CaCl2 -NaCl melts

Nd203 (Solid) + CaCl2 (Solution) o CaO (Solid)
+ 2 NdOCl (Solution + Solid) [4]

2 NdOCl (Solution + Solid) + 3 Ca (Solution) 4 2 Nd (Solid)
+ 2 CaO (Solid) + CaCl2 (Solution) (5)

Nd (Solid) + NdxFey (Pool) 4 Ndx+lFey (Pool) [6]

In the above reaction scheme, one of the products is always leached out
so the reduction reaction will not be hampered by formation of a solid

product coating on any of the reactants. Nd2 03 will be converted into

NdOCl which will be on the metallic pool in the salt phase and so will
be easily reduced by calcium dissolved in the salt phase. The metallic
pool will not be contaminated with Nd203 because of its conversion into

NdOCl, and the Nd produced should be free from oxygen typically found as

Nd2 03 inclusions in the metallic phase.
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Table 1. Operating Parameters of the Experiments Described
in Tables 2, and 3

Parameter Tabl 2 Table 3

Container fa mild steel with fins

Temperature, K i00 1020 except 980 for
expt. 11 aiid 1060 for
expt. 12

Extraction pool -300 g of 88.2 w/o Nd* 400-500 g of -83.5 w/o Nd*
11.8 w/o Zn 16.5 w/o Fe

Reductant 91 8 g Ca (10% excess) 91.8 g Ca (10% excess)

-20 g Na* - 20 g Na

Stirrer Tantalum

Stiring Rates 300 rpm for 4 h
60 rpm for 1 h

Some exceptions noted elsewhere in tables o, text.

Table 2. Description of the Experiments of Nd2 03 Reduction
With Ca Using a Nd-Zn Extraction Pool

Salt Phase
Initial Nd Recover
Amount Initial Composition Amount Yield

Expt. (g) w/o CaC12 w/o NaC1 (g) (w/o)

1 740 65.5 34.5 65.3 65.3
2 785 90 10 170.5 85.3
3 1178 90 10 195.7 97.9

(1219)*
4 1116 75 25 194.9 97.5

(71.1) (28.9)
5 1066 60 40 99.1 49.6

(68.5) (31.5)
6 1098 70 30 192.2 96.0

Indicates final amount or composition of the salt phase.
* Additional NaCl added in an attempt to liquify the melt.
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Figure 1. Standard free energy change, jG*, of the reduction reactions as a
function of temperature (7,8).
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Figure 2. Standard free energy of formation, AG*, of the compounds of
interest as a function of temperature.
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lTE cS U bY OiN 2111: Dl d6OLV ING 1,06,i 01 kA d',
LAItIb Ml TAIS I N I'111 kECL3-KCL-CaF 2 MELT

Xii Xiuzhi ; Wei Xiijun ; Cheri Yong

Northeast Ulniversity of Terh!-logy,
Stienvang, China

Ail 13 k1AC T7

The djissolving loss of the mixed rare earth
metals 00-:) in the i(ECl13 -KCl melt was invest i-
gaIied uinder laboratory cond it ions wi th CaF2 as
an allditlive. The effects of both the Ca['2 con-
tent anA the melIt temperathire on the Ii sso lvinfu
loss were di scussed . The resi its show that the
addition of' Cal') to the i(ECl 3 -KC 1 melt can re-
duce tho dlissolvinog loss of RE, and tha t the
minimum .lissolvinv. loss occurs iit about 01 in
weight Of CaL,2 wi lthin the s htdied rane

1 . I N RO DUCT ION

Dririnu' the electrolysis process in molten silts, it is
commonily* found that. the electrolyte colour in the vicinitv
of Cd flode tiirns datrk , vi sos i tv increases, transpi rencv
decreases and currfnt e~iciericy is lowered. -his is
because of the dissolution of the -etals which are the ca-
thode produicts in the mu I en s ilts. 1h metals d1i aso lvinte
loss in the elertrolvt.e is one of tli' -"ajor reasons which
cause the cuirrent. efficioncy to be low.

Accordinv to a previotis report"l, the solubhility of
rare earth metals in molten salts is pretty highl. There-
fore, iii order to raise the current efficiency during rare
earth electrolysis in molten salts, it, is necessary to try
to explore and create such conditions uniter whti ch only mi -
nimum dissolving loss occurs.

On the has is of previous work 2) (3) in th le present
study we chose the RECI - KCl system, which is now conu'onlv
used in industry; with aF.,as an additive, we studied the'
pattern of 10. dissolving loss in the lC13-lCI-CaF.1 melt,
so that it will provide useful inror mation for the deter-
mination of the optimum process conditions of rar, earth
electrolysis in molten salts.



I I. FA 1Pi.R1 I MINIAL

I. Materials and Reaqents
The mi xed rare earth was boupht from Shanphai Yuelonv

Plant of Chemical Enoineerinp, with puritv of 09g.o The
mixed rare earth chlorides were prepared and dehydrated
in vaccnm. KCl, ,Cl and CaF are all of ,inalvtical 1i1ade.
Ar 1 'on is of 99.99r purity ano was fu, ther purified.

2. xperimental method and apparatus
The experimental apparatus was described previ ously

The sample of' the mixed rare earth metals (2.2 ± 0. 2
p)

togethr with the mixec salts of 25q was put in a molybdenum
crucible which was inan air-ti,.tt stainless steel container.
Under the protection of arpn, the container was maintained
at a constant temperatuire for 1 hour, then cooled naturally.
The loss amount was oftained by weighing tle sample before
and, after the above procedure.

3. Experimental design and data processing,
In this paper, the research plan was arranged by adopted

cornbinatorial desi,.n with ortluoonal regression. Accordin'
to the literature - and the practice in industry, tne keI-
conteints of 4(0 wtO was chosen. a'riation ranges of the Iwo
experimental factors are 2-6 wt

r 
fr CaF2 anl 420-1)0)0)ut for

temperature.

The experimental data are viven in table 1. Having

Table I. li- lost amount under different conditions.

i nIhE lost amotint in 2 5
g !-ixedD lesig n matri x

Order, melts (p) Averave

X1 X 2  ml m 2  m 3

1 -1 -1 0.7938 0.8732 0.R083 0. 251
2 0 -1 ().g(,96 0.9669 0.Q132 (. )2)

3 1 -1 1.2505 1.2476 - 1 .2191

4 -1 0 0.(149 0.73-3 0.7275 0.7(730

5 0 0 0.6372 0.6629 0.6052 0.6351

6 1 0 0.9976 1 .0-232 - 1.0104

7 -1 1 0.6942 0.7519 - 0.7231

9 0 1 0.7826 0.7401 0.7(, (0.7729

9 1 1 1.1025 0.9813 0.9399 1. (7P

* X 1 is tempe|rtiire ( P20-9)000
C
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* 2 is Cal"2 content (2-6 wt%)

processed the experimental data, we obtain the following re-
gression equation:

y=68.4529-0. 12Ot+0.0825C-1.3 OxlO -4Ct
+9.7687xlO- t2+3. 1729xI0)-2C3

where y is the lost .eight and C is the CaF2 content in the
mixed melt of 25g, and t is temperature (oc).

In order to examine the applicability of the repression
equation within the experimented range, the contrast tests
were made. TIe comparision between the values of measured
arvi calculated is given in table 2. It is known from table
2, that the maximum error of such many factory affected dis-
solving loss is less than 5.3%, which is satisfactory.

Table 2. Contrast test results

I CaF 2 t !tleasured RE lossiMeasured Calculated
Order -- averae vae rror

X)(O ) (g); 2() g5 .y(g)M

3 920 0.7330 0.768') 0.7510 0.7606 -1.26

2 5 P40 0.6648 0.6633 0.6640 O.A795 -2.27

3 5 980 ( 0.P093 O.7C95 0.7894 0.8333 -5.27

By partially differentiatinf the above equation,we obtain
the minimum JiF dissolving loss at CaF 2 content, of 4.49 and
temperature of 8390C.

111. RESUL'S AND DJ6CUSSION

1. Effect of temperature on iK dissolving loss
The relationship between temperature and RE dissolving

loss is shown in lip. 1. Vhat is, temperature t is quadra-
ticly related to tE dissolving loss y. Iro, Fify 1, we can
apparently see: the minimum RE dissolving loss occurs at
temperature of 835-8450 C. At lower temperature, raising
temperature makes RE dissolving loss decrease a little,
while at higher temperature, raising temperature makes RE
dissolving loss increase apparently. This is mainly because:
At higher temperature, the diffusion coefficient is larger,
which hence hastens the dissolving rate of metals.

2. Effect of CaF 2 content on RE dissolving, loss
The relationship between RE dissolvine loss and CaF 2
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Fig 2.Relationship between RE dissolving
loss and (CaF2 content

content. is shown in Fi.'. 2, from which one can see: At
certain temperatures, when CaP 2 is smaller than 4%-, RE
dissolvinR loss decremses gradually with increasing CakF 2
content. At Ca[ 2 content 4-5%-, RE dissolvinry loss is
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nyi i ii noim a t g i yen i eyi e ra t res . Thie miniti mum valIue! i s it tev' -

pera t ire of 9t40OC anrl Cal-, of .1. 9,. 'Ahen Cal - Cont ent i S
Ili rpe r tIt itn V~ , '1i di S SOIly i TIP loss tends to in crva se.

IV. CONCLU310N

1 . The aidit ion of' Cal 2 into thle ":Cl 3 -KCI melt appar'ri-
i ly reduces t he hi.;' d i ssnlIv i n,- l oss i n the me 1it. 1Under the
ex pe r i eo te cnd i i oils awi wi t i n the sthid ied range , the
iiitir titi loss oc cuirs a t Ca F- o f 4 .5 a nd te-mpe ra tuire o f
8.4o0 c.

2. A reieressi on equjal ioil of hiK d issolv i n loss i n thfe
welIti is oh t a ied, wh iceh i s a 1 1 i cil Ie w i thItin 920-9U0 0 C for
t vmnpera tu re and] 2-0 fonr Cal 2 runt ent.
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TIlE ROLE OF OXIDE SOLUBILITY IN THE ELECTROCHEMICAL
EXTRACTION OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS FROM FUSED FLITORI DES

A. Mitchell and B. Thomas
Department of Metals and Materials Engineering

The University of British Columbia

Vancouver, B.C., V6T IWS, Canada

ABSTRACT

The major problems of operation in oxide/fluoride cells for the
production of rare-earth elements have been those of balancing the low

deposition rates necessitated by low oxide solubility against the cell
heat balance. Unlike the Hall-Heroult electrolyte, the suitable
electrolytes for rare-earth deposition have a very limited solubility
for the oxides. We have used an electrical conductivity technique to
analyse the oxide solubility as a function of temperature for CeO9 ,
La,0 3 and Nd20 3 in the appropriate fluoride solvents. The saturation
solubility in all cases is in the range of 1-2 wt7 oxide over the
temperature range of interest. However the effect of oxide solution
on the fluoride conductivity is great enough to permit the device we
have used to be employed as a process monitor controlling nxije
additions. We are thus able to avoid both over-feeding? and anode-
effect difficulties in the cell operation. The implications of this
technique in the overall cell operation, particularly in the thermal

regime, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The operation of commercial fused-salt electro-extraction

processes usually involves either electrclysis of an anhydrous

chloride, with or without a carrier electrolyte, or alternatively the
electrolysis of an oxide dissolved in a suitable fluoride solvent.

Although the former case has been practised for many years in rare-
earth metal extraction, there are obvious economic gains to be made in
developing an oxide-based process.

The rare-earth elements have many similarities to aliminim and we
might anticipate that such a process would operate in a manner akin

to the Hall cell. The fundamental chemical reasons for the success of

this cell are strongly connected to the fact that cryolite will
dissolve a substantial amount of alumina at a reasonable operating
temperature. This fact in turn permits cell operation at economic
temperatures within the oxide concentration limiting ranges defined by
oversaturation and anode effect. In addition, the penalty for

oversaturating the cell in oxide by miscalculation of the alumina
feed-rate is not severe since the excess alumina floats (o = 1.56) on
cryolite (p = 2.10) rather than falling to the salt/cathode interface
and open-circuiting the cell. This sequence of fortunate chemical

circumstances is met within only a very few other element systems, and



although a parallel for the Hall cell has been sought for Mg, Ca,
Ti and Zr, none has yet been developed.

The rare-earths have been prepared by using oxide/fluoride
cells. Gray

I 
used an externally-heated carbon cell with a graphite

anode and a molybdenum cathode and succeeded in producing Ce metal
from CeO 2 dissolved in an electrolyte of CeF + LIF + BaF 2. This
work was also the first application of electroysis under an inert

(argon) atmosphere for rare-earth preparation. Similar cell,' have
been operated more recently but on a small scale, making t, to 350
g/hr of Ce metal at a current efficiency of up to 90%. Attempts to
operate such cells for the protracted periods nece;sary In
commercial production have highlighted several funtiamental
problems. The most important of these I- that iny addition of
oxide In excess of the solubility limit in the fluoride solvent
will cause a "sludge" to form In the cell on top of the liquid Ce
cathode. This "sludge" then causes irregular deposition of Ce,
reduces the current efficiency, changes the cell heat balance and
ultimately stops the cell operation. 'he composition of the
deposit is variable, but appears to consist of cerium sesquloxic,
cerium oxy-fluoride and cerium metal. It does -?t rorm when the
cerium oxide content of the electrolvte is less than the solubility
limit.

Gray , Morrice et al
2 

and Porter
3 

all made Indirect estimates
of the solubility of CeO in the electrolyte they used (73 wt%
CeF 3, 12 wt% BaF 2, 15 wt; LiF) using oxygen analysis of quenched
samples to determine the oxide content. Their values were also
linked to visual observations of the solution rate of further oxide
additions. The values found range from 2-3 wt% at 800OC to 2-5 wt%
at 850'C. Whilst there may be inaccuracy in these determinations,
the results highlight the Important fact that cerium oxides are
relatively insoluble in fluorides as compared with A1 2 03 in
cryolite. It is clear that an unrealistically-high cell operating
temperature would be required to reproduce the Hall cell conditions
and therefore that we must have a precise knowledge of oxide
solubility in order to operate the cell successfully. The
objective of the present work is to define the oxide solubility and
to indicate how it may be controlled.

EXPERIMENTAL

Solubility Determinations

The starting materials used are listed in Table I and were

dried under argon at the indicated temperature. Any subsequent
exposure to air was kept to a minimum and the experimental cell was
held under argon during all operations Involving oxide or
fluorides.
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The electrolyte composition used in earlier work had not been

defined and as a preliminary investigatton we attempted to define
an electrolyte composition as having the maximum CeF 3 content and
the minimum melting temperature. Differential tbermal analysis oi

a range of CeF 3 -rich CeF 3 + BaF, + LiP ternary compositions
confirmed that the composition 73-wt% CeF 3+ 12 wt% BaF 2 +- 15 wt%
LIF was the optimum -ompositIon for this definition.

TABLF I

Composition and Sources of Materials

Drying Temp.

CeO, 99.9% Cnocal Inc. 850
0 C (24h)

CeF 3  99.9% 400CC (24h)
3aF 2  99.5% Aifa Chemicals 400 'C (24h)
U F 99.5% Lithium Corp. of 4000C (24h)

America Inc.

Chemical analysis of quenched sarplos of this electrolyte after
fusion failed to rqveal any Ce contont ahove the limits of
analysis (0.1 wt*/ Ce 4+). The determination method chosen was that
of electrical -onduct ivity.

The oxperimental apparatus (Fig. 1) consists of a 50ma
diameter by 80mm high graphite crucibl which Is placed in a
vertical tube furnace. The furnace consists of a 5

4
mm diameter

stainless steel pipe which Is surrounded by two 650 watt chromel
elements. The elemonts are insulated with approxi nately 100mm of
fiberfax insulation. The pipe is sealed at both top and bottom
with water cooled copper plates which are held in place by

tube clamps. Argon is fed in through the bottom of the
furnace to maintain an inert atmosphere. A 25mm dismeter fused
quartz tube extends vertically from the furnace. The
conductivity probe rests In this tube when not in use. A 1 5mm
diameter fused quart., tube Is attached horizontally to the
vertical tube. This Is used as the feeding port for the cerium
oxide. The conducttvity probe (Fig.2) consist of a lmm Hitmeter
molybdenum wire as one electrode and a 16rmn diameter concentric
molybdenum tobe as the other electrode. A Hewlett Packard 4328A
milllohmrneter is used t) measure the resistance between the
electrodes.

A four lead probe consisting of separate leads for current and
voltage measurements is used. Two of the leads are used to impose
An alternating current between the elecrodes, and two separate
leads are used to measure the voltage drop of the imposed current.
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This enables the voltmeter to have a very high internal resistance,

and thus eliminates errors due to lead resistance and contact

resistance.

This milliohmmeter uses a high frequency (IKHz) low amperage

current (5mA). This ensures that there are no measurement errors

due to electrolytic polarization and capacitance effects. A

concentric tube conductivity c. II is used instead of the usual
parallel plate cell to prevent interfqrence from parallel

electrical paths through the fused salt hath
4 .

The cylindrical geometry of the conductivity cell results in

a cell constant that is independent of the crucible geometry or the

cell-crucible distance. The cell constant is dependent solely on a

reproducible immersion depth. This method is more precise and
easier to operate than a parallel plate cell. A platinum-platinum

10y rhodium thermocoule was used to measre the -alt temperature.

EXPERT 'ENPAL RES1I. NS

the satur.ition soluhility of cerium oxide in a CeF 3 -LiF-BaF 2

melt was determined by noting the point at which additional imounts
of cerium oxide did not decrease the conductivity of the melt.
Figure 3 shows the relatinship between conductivity and amount of
cerium oxide added. From this figure the satiration solubilities
were obtained. Thus, the amount of cerium oxide in the cell can be
controlled by monitoring the conductivity of the bath. At 800C,
the satur:jtion solubility occurs at a conductivity of 2.15
0.05 ohm cm

- I . The oxide content of an electrolytic cell could

be controlled by keeping the conductivity between 2.20 and 2.40
ohm

- cm- 1 .

The influence of the composition with respect to fluoride, was

also determined by varying the bath composition. It was observed
that when the cerium fluoride content is increased there is a small
increase in the solubility of approximately 0.1 wt% for a bath
containing 80% CeF 3.

At the oxygen potential In equilibrium with solid ,graphite,
we would not expect a significant reduction of Ce

4 
to Ce.

However, to examine the influence of this factor, a series of

experiments parallel to the above was carried out with cerium
metal added to the crucible. We did not observe any detectable
change in the solubility behaviour. The oxide precipitated on
freezing in both cases ws i 3denttfied as Ce2 0 3 as would he
expected from the ratio of Ce ICe in the electrolyte.

Determinations of the saturation solubility of La 9 0 3 and
Nd 2 0 3 have been carried out, using the equivalent salt solutions
in temperature ranges appropriate for electrolytic cell oper3tion.
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As will be seen from Figs. 4 & 5, the soltit ion behlviour is

similar, but with a more restricted solubility ringe.

D ISCUI3S ON

It is seen from the above reslts that the s,)luihi I ity range
of rare-earth oxides In appropriate flhoride olectrolytes is very
small. We may readily see why the problem of )verfeedi:ig his been
so persistent tn these electrolytic cells. The small potential
operat lng range between the onset of mode f fect and over-
saturat ion, combined with the severe probl m of heat balano
control Implies that coll operation will he possible only with
very good on-I tne cont rols of ox ie c'oacent r ion anrd oX iAP
temperature. To this end we would propose to operate such a cell
with an on-li ne predictive heat balanco te contr)l tempermtomre nd
an Imme rs ton resistance devtce s imii r to tiI t if I i .2 to co, t r,I1
oxide content. These aperitting atroctoir,a rli' heon constrnIctod
aind hiave been shown to oper ite siat 1sifitori ly at rhe labor mliry

sca le.
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APPLICATIONS OF Mo.TEN SALTS IN PLUTONIUM PROCESSINg,

1. F. Bowersox, 1. C. Christensen, and .. I). W illiams

los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABS TRiC T

Pluton ium is efficientlv recovered from scrap a

Ios Alamos by a seris of chemical react ons ,nld

se-parations conducted at temperatures ranging from 7i

to Q1O00C. These processes usually employ a molten silt

or salt eutectic as a heat sink and/or react ion mcdium.

Sal t s for these operations were selected earlv iii the

development cvcle. The selection criteria are being
reevaluated. In this art i1e we descri)e the processes;
now in use at Los Alamos and our studies; of a]Itcrlio ,

salts and eutectics.

I NTRODUCTION

Pvrochemical processes ace defii od as nnqeous; opera, ors corc'oe

it elevated temperatuIres. Records iLdicat e that cr,de tr thuds tr

toduc ing, some metals eted as early as 0M) ?'I , Cu po er , rsi ':ec r tin.

1-ac. gold, iron, and steel were made pv-octcmi cal I y 1Ot B,'

P'-ometallcirgV is st I 1l employed to make i ton. copper . :ic-. 17td 1tickel

however, the modern application stost similar to the pIuton Im Tprocess is

that used to prodtce aluminu.

Reductions of uraniull anti plutonium tetraf luo I ide to n I. t I :' w-r

developed by R. D. Baker and co-workers during the Monia a ac Projete C

However. most recovery of plutonium has been by aqueous methods dve1loped

after World War II. In the 1
9

50s. propos-hs to build metal -foled fast

reactors led to studies of pvroprocessing spent fuls. In such c.is,-s

uranium and plutonium could ne purified wi ithout alt ering t i: met al i,

states. ,i th adopt I on of the concept Jcf oxide t ui( s, clove Iop t()t at

pvrocliemical reprocessing was no longer emphasized. IIowever. th( roslt

f rom these earlier studies were adapted it o our pvrocheu ical scrap

recovery program. The recent proposal by Argonne Nat ional I atoratorv of

the Integrated Fast Reactor, which utilizes a metallic i (, includes

pvrochemical processing of spent fuels and the spent blaikot .
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At Los Alamos, high purity plutonium metal is prepared from process

residues by the flow diagram shown in Fig. 1. The two major process steps

to produce metal (usually still impure) are direct reduction of plutonium

(lioxide and conversion of oxide to fluoride bw hydrofluorination followed

Iv reduct ion. If the americium content is high, either step is followed by

uol ten sa It ext ract ion. The impure metal is then vacuum cast to shaoe -,id

cover ted to high purity metal b elctrorefining. The ,'s p exitv of the

process is increased because residues and wastes oust be treated to recover

'11 of the plutonium.

The pvrochemical research aid development st-ct ion at Los Alamos was

IoIlld to dlons rate ;r' nteg ,,ted sc-ap recover' process tnd. as a resuit

ot hii s demonstr A ,on. to provide high puri tv et il for other progtrams In

oIr studi'-, we also study methods to:

s Deve lop and demonstrate imoroved pvrochemical processes,

* Decre se waste genera
t 

ion while increasing productivity.

* Establish and maintain an expertise inl plutonium chemistry and in
pvrochemical operations, and

* Transfer applicable technology to others in tic nuclear cotrmunitv.

In this report, the four major steps in processing plutonium by our

mhods wiill be described. Salts and( eutectics in use and promising

il eroat ives will be discussed.

IAIOR PROCESSEVS

Hlvdrofluorination and Plutonium Tetrafluoride Reduction. In the

hvdrofluorinat ion and plutonium turrafluoride reduction process, plutonium

p. roxide, oxalate. or low-fired (under 8000 C) oxide is converted to the

trafluoride b hydrogen fluoride gas. Plutonium metal is produced at

1gh pressure by the high temperature reaction between the fluor ide and

ciI,'ium metal -A booster, such as iodine, initiates the reaction

PuF 4 + 3Ca + 12 - Pu + 2CaF9 + Cal
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at about 6oo0%. Wh ile the slag residue remains molten, the more d,-nse

plutonium sinks to the bottom of the crucible, and, upon coolinug, the mletal

The sWaste st reams from tb is process are a cal ciui i oduide -cal c ui

I luor ide si ig tin- react ion cruc ible,- and magniesia sand (which is re used)

uI I,, plu11t onIiusi Ii r ema i n Ig iin thle slIag or crI:uc iblIe i s recove red ii-; aqueous

pi ocecs sligF. Off - ise s from t he flIuoci na t ion) acr, scrubbed anid d i sc arded

The eIa ic - small Volume of residue and v-ast e Constitutes a Illa icr 1

exailtinge of tils prI:o"essl;. Litt le oi- no puri ficait ion occurs ducing tin-

prI'o Cess in I- On thi- oilier iatid , nic i i:-1pucr it ', s a re introduced lit-ci t he

p ioce ss. Th-r,-ltor,- , ii In-1 fe(ed iect, r ia i s 1f lien ci(i-1 .' pic- !- i it I- p rod uct

s'a ; -i ist "C -o r fioi I 1- put i I ippl tons. Y eId- c u,1, suall

I v il-i i-n t f- I- o I IIl 'I r itre ed I- tb a 1n -'tia-

t: m AiS iIIajOr- (ilisid' ailt -we ii I" I Ie pr ou ss b'c a use i t Cot.s i tt e*(-s a

hiazia tot nieo personnlel [lihe fi inj pressute system. un huh cinrpcatuites

of rv iction, and the hiphiv norrstv Fa s aI-, aIso0 po* n tal Ila,-airds

Fi al 1, Ili ph- fired, refrc-or- oxide, dcw s not hy-diofluiot iiatt and caurot

lie 1c .ClCcd to nt- 1wili this process .

Prom a lonut'-ratige -clew a miaj or change in this prot-ss; woul I In-

ct1)-plac emenIt I-,- a met-hI od cupl1o-vci Iig plIuton iutm t -i chl Il-de a s the i nitecrited ite'

r(ac I atit Suchl a proce ss mIIightl use- coaIt r-olle Ud potLent1 alI fo r itetalI

pat io OilI- de-pos it ion rlet t h lie eh%,cieslila I eri ta - ['lie new

ccocess would vie-Id high-puiits i-oral and oliiinate the Fih r adicit canl

I i, Id.i

Ii wock at Hanford in the ear lv sixties, the crichloride was pr-oduo i

Ind t est-ed as an alternate process log route. howe ver -,corrositon prohl cit's

and dif icolic in ob t a in)ing h it -li yield (s wi th ref ract-orv oxide s led to

adot tit f n -iate -.aqueous se's:em. A elr- poduce d ph 1It oliu1m

r ich-11 louI-ide ftrim ct-ide onl a 1001 F scale and reueeti-d [lie puoduct to metal

-cith Ic'ium unideu s-vet-al coiitioins.-

III the pe-tuxoreis [iOcess.- pltitonlilir t ci cllr i dt- is pciidetcv- ii1 .

p)ot Is~s lis cli lou ide melt I bcv lie 'c-act" ion ci f i ii l1C ''- dec wi i 1 i urpuli

[pi utoniuti met a I . The reaict i on i s
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2Pu + 3ZnC1 2 -2PuC1 3 + 3Zn. fP

Ills z intc hu t ton, which cont ains the l es s reac t ixs I mpur i t i Cs. is

mechan icall Iy separa ted from thle salIt and t rans fe rred toa was te. Ti Ie salIt is

then cont acted wi th calIc ium to p roduce me talI

2PriCI 3 3Ca -- 3CaCV, + 2Pul.

'The sat. w hich c onta ins thle iinpur it ices more rear :: ca ical

Iitsci'ded ot-rccVC l ed. The imrputre metalI. -. i i (-[ coni em iis iinif f, tn:

11i1ouits of (,Icium, is furthier t reaited ( and eI,.c t rai I I i d l~l~~ o hut-,c11iil

it v 1lit oilium . 'l iis process would i e "Lppi ii ,o)i o o i i, ,i -t

at, r, ims at presenit, is use d fo 0 I-co'riig pl'1)11Ito i' 0 I rem 1 IT) > , 'ipes

piroduced~ hb' cioct role P lii g

D irec t Oxide Reduction. Mo st scrra p cents- i: 'o[IF plo t bos cu-

coereted to oxi de ha' buirntng ii air- at an eIi e,.'tt ii t ,d pra nc. To te

direct oxide redu c ti on process (DOP), this oxidatlion is ca ;Ius

Sn to ensure 'cmnos' 1 of carbon and organic i mpuirite. li titc-

liih- f icred oxide which cannot hr hivdrefluoriostvd. I'.:.cc ii oxidet '-;n

liv 1c -uced to me)tal inl a solvent salt "stem h y ill addi then o I' It ion p,

1 C11 CorI lo agent. ' In t he DCR, the 'ea ('t i oi is

PuG 10 4 2Ca -Pu + P:aO .

The reaction be g ins at- about 8S s'C inaar '5 it 9 1ii t- at cshi

chlorI-id(e salIt. 'tI'l sa lie melt pr-ovide both, 1 a1 b js Iit rl c,,!olit I o

lie :allcium oiroprodited as a 1)~ -pr'odoci ssuc ' Ii 
t

ls

Fi .2. thet ox idte is soluble ciii to ab'out 2?0 ciii pt'y'cit s', 1*1 .r 'Pb

hut t on, coita ni n i ng (97 - (0 of thle fee 'd )hultin sit,1 i ci 1111' ':11' -d i' t

f rem thle sal1t.
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The fused salt block is counted to ensure a low plutonium content and

discarded as low level waste. The metal button is transferred to the next

processing step. The volume of spent salt is the largest residue formed in

the integrated process. Studies have bcen shown that i
t 

can be regenerated

to calcium chloride and recycled. The chloride-oxide mixture is melted and

maintained at 850
0
C while chlorine is bubbled through the liquid melt.

Under our operating conditions, the reaction:

C1 2 + 2CaO.CaCI 2 - 3CaCI 2 + 02 (5)

proceeds until the salt contains less than 0.1% oxygen.' Approximately 5 kg

of spent salt is converted to usable chloride in less than two hours. The

regenerated melt is purged with argon, transferred and cast for recycle.

Plutonium metal produced with the regenerated salt is comparable to

that produced with first-pass salt. By recycling, very little plutonium is

discarded in spent salt and residue volumes are significantly decreased.

Salt has been cycled up to ten times with no detectable buildup of

impurities. Yields averaged 98%. Potential waste reductions of 80% are

calculated by utilizing regeneration and recycle.

The standard DOR process produces an impure button containing

magnesium, which may be caused by the reaction of the magnesia crucible

wall with calcium in the melt:

MgO + Ca - CaO + Mg (6)

This reaction can be minimized by adjusting the process parameters such as

stirring rate, excess calcium, and operating temperature. Tests employing

boron nitride crucibles have also been promising.

The calcium chloride salt was initially chosen, along with calcium as

the reductant, because the oxide by-product is soluble in the salt.

Similar solubility has been reported in the lower melting calcium chloride-

calcium fluoride eutectic. We are currently comparing data such as yields

from experiments employing either regenerated calcium chloride or a
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fluoride eutectic with the results of the reference DOR utilized in the

integrated processes. Metal has been produced in the fluoride eutectic

system at temperatures belcw the melting point of calcium. At these

temperature- reaction with the crucible wall is minimized and thus

magnesium metal generation is reduced.'
0 

The lower temperature should also

increase furnace life. The salt/metal interface is also very well

delineated and salt occlusion in the metallic phase has not been observed.

Additional data are being collected.

Molten Salt Extraction. The more reactive elements such as americium,

the rare earths, alkali metals and alkaline earth metals can be separated

from plutonium by the molten salt extraction process (MSE). A ternary salt

composed of a calculated quantity of an oxidizing agent and a eutectic salt

is contacted with impure metal.'' The more reactive elements, such as

americium, along with some of the plutonium, are oxidized into the salt

phase. Most of the plutonium remains in the heavier metal phase, and upon

cooling forms a metal button. At Los Alamos, the MSE process is employed

when the americium would not be sufficiently reduced by electrorefining

[generally greater than 1000 parts per million (ppm)]. Magnesium chloride

is used as the oxidizing agent in a sodium chloride-potassium chloride

eutectic, The major reactions are

2Am + 3MgCl 2 - 2AmCl 3 + 3Mg (7)

2Pu + 3MgCl 2 - 2PuCl 3 + 3Mg, and (8)

Am + PuCI 3 - AmCl 3 + Pu. (q)

The americium and plutonium concentrations in the salt are dependent on the

amount of oxidant added, the concentrations of the elements in the impure

metal feed, the operating temperature, the number of contacting stages and

the mode of operation. Under our operating conditions, 90' of the

americium and 1-3% of the plutonium are transferred into the salt.'-, This

plutonium must be recovered before the salt is discarded to waste. The

relatively high americium content of the salt is a radiation hazard. The
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americium is potentially valuable, and, if it were recovered, the salt

could be recycled.

In extractions whcr- plutonium trichloride was substi tuted for

magnesium chloride as the oxidizing agent, more americium was extracted.

In addition, magnesium was not introduced by the process. The reaction is

3Am + 2PuCI 3 * 2Pu + 3AmCl 2 . (1)

Tie black salt formed during the extraction has been reported as contaii!i v-

divalent americium. 12, 3 iWe plan to calculate the distribution cotistant for

this reaction as a func t ion of cocent rat ion arid tetperat ure . The

americium and plutonium in the salt will be recovered either by aqueous or

pyrochemical methods: for example, by controlled potential deposition.

Casting. lmpui, metal buttons from DOR or MSE are collected, placed

iin a tantalum pour crucible, and vacuum cast to fit into the anode

compartment of our electrorefining cell. 13 The but tons are heated

inductively under vacuum until liquid and then bottom poured into a

graphite mold. Under the operating conditions, metallic impurities such as

sodium, calcium and magnesium are partiallv volatilized. Additional

magnesium and calcium evaporate and form a dark coating on the container

walls during cast ing. Thorium, americium, alkali metals, alkaline earth

and rare earth metals oxidize preferential ly and remain in the pour

rrucible. Insoluble impurities. such as oxides, carbides and some metals.

float on the melt surface and also remain in the crucible as 'reside.

These residues are burrned in air and cyc led back into the reco'.'er S treim.

Experiments will test the feasibility of replacing tne c; si i

operation with either a salt extract ion or dist i llit ion separatio stt p

The extraction would he conducted in a vessel Wi t h a dia"meter sIii abl- fo r

forming a right cvl!hider of metal to fit ii 7 lie canOde Cp 0f th,

,lectrorefining cell. Calcium chloride and various salt utectics arc

being tested in extraction experiments and rt-oiil is, to date. ,e it

encouraging .
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Electrorefining. AL Los Alamos, electrorefining is the major proccs

for converting impure plutonium metal to a high purity product.14 Impure

metal is placed in the anode compartment within an electrorefining cell

(Fig. 3). and a sodium chloride-potassium chloride eutectic containing

magnesium chloride is added. The cell is assembled, placed under argon,

and heated. The salt eutectic serves as an electrolyte for transport of

ionic species. The magnesium chloride provides plutonium ion in the

electrolyte prior to electrolysis by the reaction

2Pu + 3MgCl 2 - 3Mg 4 2PuCl. (11)

Current is passed through the cell and plutonium is oxidized in tlie anode

colllpairtment :

Pu (impure, P ) Pu
3  

1 3 e' (12)

The positive ions are transported thro.gh the molten entectic to the

cathode, where reduction occurs:

PuL + 3 e' Pu (pure, 7). 3

The overall reaction is

Pu (impure. - Pu (pu'e. . I

and pure liquid plutonium metal collects directly below the cathode sh ield

in the annulus between the outer cell walls and the walIs If tie anode

compartment. The elements less act ive than plut onium remain in the anode

compartalent, combining with residual plutonium to form a solid anode heel

This spent anode must be further processed to recover plutonitium.
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In electrorefining, the elements more reactive than plutonium

concentrate in the salt, along with trivalent plutonium and plutonium shot

(believed to be small uncoalesced metal product). This salt residue is

heated to 800C with calcium present as a reducing agent. The resulting

plutonium-americium-calcium button is recycled into the production stream

and the spent salt is discarded.

The purity of electroretined buttons under our operating conditions is

typically greater than 99.95%, and one-pass yields range from /5-80-. The

yield depends on the purity of the anode metal. The process has beetn ised

to produce high purity metal for a number of vears. 15

Our research has been concentrated on developing a solvent anode such

as cadmium, bismuth or lead in which the plutonium in the anode dissolves

and is oxidized to depletion.' 6 
Experiments have been quite successful with

little or no plutonium remaining in the spent anode. However. at

temperatures above the melt ing point of the sodi um chi or i de- potass i um

chloride eutect ic the cadmium in the anode is volatilined. Some of this

metal condenses in the product. and additional cadmium is lost to the wals

of the reaction vessel. In addition to experiments with lead and bismuti,

solvent anodes, substitutions of lower melting eutectics. such as lithium

chloride-potassium chloride, are being evaluated. Operating temperatures

can then be dropped into the 65-700C range.

Maspnesium chloride is used to provide trivalent plutonium in the

electrolyte upon initiation of electrorefining. This eliminates some. but

not all, of the generation of sodium and potassium during electrolysis.

However, this step adds magnesium to the anode, which is an impurity that

may interfere with the maintenance of a liquid anode. Tests show that

plutonium trichloride is a suitable substitute for magnesium chloride in

the cell.

Residues would be reduced by recvcling the spent anode (if it is a

solvent anode) and the eutectic salt. Impurities would probably; build up

with recycle, and a regeneration step should he evaluated. Since the cost

of storage of discards and residues is escalating, such a recycle could be

quite beneficial.
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SU MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present integrated pyrochemical process for producing high purity

metal I from plutoniuM scrap has been used quite success ful lv at Los l amos.

Yields from a one-pass system are about 65-75*, and the residual plutoi-m

is efficiently recovered by a series of secondary op-rt ations . However.

yields can be significantly increased and residue generat ion rduced by

altering the operat ing conditions. Many of these changes are related to

the salts employed in the operations.

Considerations of other molten salts and eutectics are particulariy

interesting and potentially useful in the DOR process The addition of

calcium fluoride to the present calcium chloride system to form a lower

melting eutectic produces a metal button that does not adhere to the salt

The reaction can apparentlv be carried out at I o wer t empratures . thus.

possibly, reducing calcium reaction with the crucible wall. Further study

of reaction parameters is underway.

A second area of concerted studv itl the DOPR svstem is rv-geiantiot of

the spent salt followed by recycle. Development tests are complete. and a

demonstration has been initiated.

Further changes in casting could evolve from the prestnt stud,- of :1.

DOR process. If DOR were combined, or followed by a salt extraction stvp

or distillation process to remove magnesium and excess calcium from the

impure metal button, casting might become unnecessarv. This is

particularly valid if a solvent anode operation, with no diTrns io

requirements for the anode materials, is adopted.

Lithium chloride-potassium chloride has been substituted for sodium

chloride-potassium chloride in electrorefining. and plutonium triCbloridLe

has been used in place of magnesium chloride. Results have her

encouraging. but more study will be needed.

Recycle of both the solvent anode and the salt in elect rorefin:ing. and

plutonium trichloride has been used in place of magnesium chlorid(-

Results have been encouraging, but more study will be needed.

Recycle of both the solvent anode and the salt in electrorefining is

feasible, and tests are planned. As impurities build up in both salt and

the anode, some method of regenera ion or pur ifi cat ion, perhaps

distillation, will he needed. Semicontinuous operation and remote control
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STATUS OF PLUTONIUM PURIFICATION BY BISMUTH SOLVENT ANODE ELECTROREF!NI-16

Keith W. Fife, David F. Bowersox, Lynn E. McCurry,
Peter C. Lopez, and Cecil Brown

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Recent investigations into plutonium purification
by electrorefining from a molten secondary-metal
solvent anode pool (metal solvent: Pu? 1) have
concentrated on bismuth and bismuth gallium
solvents contained in shallow tantalum crucibles.
Electrorefining is reversed from our standard LAMEX
cell design and occurs via plutonium oxidation from
a high-surface-area anode, using either molten
NaCI.KCI or LiCl.KCI electrolytes and reduction on
a cylindrical tungsten cathode. We are recovering
high-purity plutonium from electrorefining anode
residue and from PuO 2 reduction product. Recently,
we have been recycling the spent solvent and are

achieving overall plutonium recoveries similar to
those obtained from conventional electrorefining.

INTRODUCTION

Impure plutonium metal is currently purified at Los Alamos by molten
salt electrorefining (1-3). The procedure involves plutonium oxidation
from an impure (> 95% Pu) molten plutonium anode, transport through an
equimolar NaCl.KCI electrolyte, and reduction at a tungsten cathode.
Overall plutonium recovery from the process ranges between 70% and -5*.

considering all types of process feed. The technique is effective for
producing pure plutonium metal (> 99.95%). Overall plutonium

recoveries, however, are directly related to the purity of the feed
material. High-purity feed exhibits high oxidation and reduction
(collection) efficiencies resulting in high overall recover. Wil1
impure feed, high-melting plutonium alloys tend to form as plutonium is
depleted from the anode and the impurities concentrate. The formation

of these high-melting alloys reduces plutonium oxidation and diffusion
rates, prohibits good mixing in the anode compartment, and effective..
terminates the run leaving significant quantities of plutonium in the
spent anode.

To reprocess this rich residue, a variation of molten salt
electrorefining is being developed. Solvent anode electrorefining

incorporates a secondary-metal solvent added to the plutonium (soleV nt
metal: Pu ? 1) in sufficient concentrations to keep the resulting
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mixture liquid throughout all anticipated plutonium concentration
ranges. With the anode remaining liquid throughout the process, the
opportunity for increased oxidation efficiencies and, therefore.
increased overall recoveries is possible from electrorefining. By,
extending the solvent anode concept to rich residue treatment, these
conventional spent electrorefining anodes can be treated by a single-
step solvent anode electrorefining process.

Initial experiments were conducted with cadmium as the
solvent (4), but suffered from cadmium contamination of the prod.;ct
caused by the high vapor pressure of cadmium at cell temperatures of
690-720

0
C (cadmium boils at 765

0
C). Overall product recovery for the

cadmium experiments was 65% to 75%, depending on the origin of tthe
feed.

In addition to cadmium, we have investigated other solvents and
now have some experience with bismuth and lead. With all solvents ii.
their pure form, the amounts necessary to form a sustained liquid
throughout all plutonium concentrations of interest are norraiv',"
greater than 2:1. By adding small amounts of gallium to the system,
however, the liquid range has been extended down to 1:1 ratios.

EQUIPMENT PND PROCEDURE

Initial experiments were performed in the standard Los Alamos or LAMEX
electrorefining cell (Fig. 1) This cell is constructed of vitrified
magnesia, and the gp--:al procedure consists of placing an ingot of
impure plutonium metal (< 6 kg) in the inner cup, then loading
equimolar NaCl.KCI with approximately 100 g MgCl 2 into the cell. lWheT
the system is molten at about 750

0
C, the stirrer, anode rod, and

cathode are lowered into position and stirring is begun. Stirring is
necessary to insure reaction of the MgCl2 with the plutonium. and to
charge the electrolyte with Pu+

3 
before electrolysis begins. Once

initiated, electrolysis continues until the static cell potential
(back-emf) increases to a preset value. Back-emf is automatically
measured throughout the run by interrupting the d.c. power and
measuring the instantaneous cell potential. This cell potential
increases as impurities concentrate in the anode during electrolysis
and is used as a qualitative tool to monitor production runs.
Terminating the run at a predetermined value insures that the quality
of the product metal will be high although the quantity may be
variable. By ignoring back-emf, we can extend the process to maximize
plutonium oxidation but then create the possibility of co-oxidizing
impurities and contaminating the product metal.

Solvent anode experiments performed in the LA MEX cells u;ed
electrically insulated tantalum stirrers and followed standard
electrorefining operating guidelines. The limited anode compartment
volume of the LAMEX cell presented a scale-up problem, so we designed a
modified cell with a large-volume anode compartment (Fig. 2). This
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modified cell is also constructed primarily of vitrified MgO but
without an attached anode compartment. The anode pool is located at
the bottom of the cell and is contained in a shallow tantalum vessel to
eliminate MgO crucible breakage by solvent expansion during furnace
heat-up or cool-down. The plutonium product collection cup is also
magnesia and is contained in a stainless steel or tantalum basket
assembly suspended in the molten salt. A cylindrical tungsten cathode
is suspended above the collection cup and insulated from accidentally
touching the basket with a magnesia sleeve.

We felt this radical change in cell design was necessary t(.

accommodate larger-scale solvent anode runs and also to facilitate c
semicontinuous mode of operation. In the modified cell, all hardwar(
(stirrer, thermocouple, anode rod, and cathode/product assembly) is
suspended in the melt. When the anode pool is depleted of plutonium.
the hardware can be removed, the product cooled and collected, hardware
replaced as necessary, and additional plutonium feed charged to the
solvent without having to shut the furnace down.

Back-emf control is more complicated for solvent anode runs than

for the conventional electrorefining process. The addition of large
amounts of solvent metal and the change in cell design have caused us
to re-examine back-emf behavior during electrolysis. Although we still
use back-emf to terminate solvent anode experiments, we have not been
able to rely on back-emf for consistent electrorefining performance.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH BISMUTH

Bismuth was selected as a solvent because of its large liquid range.
It melts at 271

0
C and boils at 15600C. With plutonium, bismuth forms

high-melting compounds (Fig. 3) that apparently can be suppressed hy
the addition of small amounts of gallium. The melting point of all
bismuth-gallium mixtures is sufficiently low (Fig. 4) to apparently
exert a synergistic effect on both the Pu.Bi and Pu.Ga (Fig. 5) systems
and reduce or eliminate the formation of high-melting plutonium
compounds. By adding gallium, we have been able to electrorefine at

solvent-to-plutonium ratios approaching 1. With pure bismuth, however.
a ratio > 2.0 (at 70 mol% Bi) was used to maintain a two-phase anode
through the plutonium concentrations of interest.

Initial experiments with bismuth were discouraging becaus- of
crucible failure during the run. We suspect that bismuth was expanding
anisotropically during heat-up or cool-down, resulting in a broke-
anode cup in the I-AMEX cell. In contrast to the LAMEX cell, the
product compartment in the modified cell is unaffected in the event of
a broken anode vessel. With tantalum liners, both LAMEX and modified

cell experiments have been completed without crucible breakage from
bismuth expansion.
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Table 1 summarizes our solvent anode experiments with bi1smuth and
bismuti-gallium mixtures with both spent conventional elect rorefin ing
anodes (PMA) and PuO2 reduction product (NXuP). The PMA feed had
gal 1 Ium added for cri t i cal i tv cot rol be fore the or i gi nal
e.Iect rore fining. The XOP feed was the produt t from reduct ion of hi gh -

purity PuO2 with densit ies between 17 . 5 aiA 18.1 p/cc (pure a phase
plutonium has a density of approximately 19.7 '. Table I i lust rates
var iabl Ie oxidation and reduc t iont (cl ec t ion) Lff ic i ene ies caused sv

changes in cell design and operation. In all cas ,s, however, product
puri tv was high (i-Ale 2) but not as hig;h as conventional
elect toreIined plutonium ( 99. (5% pure). We aIe contampinating our
product me tal with magnesium and to some ext eit , with bismuth,
tungsten, andO other setals. The Ourcce of I(e m-Ign,, slm ;s Our f eed

(PMA and XOP) and t h Mgl ,l we use to i niti a liv chats, th electrolvte
with Puts. The redox potential of magnesium isv. rv simslai tc, that of
plutonium in both LiC *.KCI and NaCl.Kil systems aod t(.1ds to follo:
plutonium to the cathode. Final separat ion of magnes um ftrom the
plutonium should be stra ight forward because of t lie ir vpr pressure
differences. At 800'C, magnesium has a vapor p ress-ir about nit
ordr rs of magni tude greater than that of plutoniu a!1d should he
effectively removed h vacuum distillation or vacuum cast ins (7).

The erratic presence of other impurities in the product mrsv be a
result of any combination of the fol owin g

* onfnvorable cell current distribution.

* mc tallic hardware participating in or introducing lecrocheri cal

side reactions in the melt,

e potential for occasional cell operation at large nC-gative voltages.

* an unfavorable cathode/anode surface area rat io in the modi f ied
cell.

In addition to continued experirmentat ion with the Todi flied cell.
we are beginning to reuse solvent metal in multiple runs. Our approach
has been to keep the solvent and electrolyte molten, remove the head
assembly in a circulating arTgon glovebox. replare the affected hardware
(basket assembly and cathode) , add new feed to the molten system,
equilibrate, and restart electrolysi . We have completed several
experiments using recycled solvent and XOP feed. In this situation, it
appears that solvent recycle is not adverselv affecting operation.
overal 1 recovery. or product quality. Analyses, however, to determine

product purity and impurity bUii ld-up in the so lvent are tot vet

mailab]le.
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FUTURE DIRECTION

In solvent anode electrorefining, we plan to continue studying

" cell design and operation to achieve consistency in our performance,

" back-emf behavior in different solvent plutonium systems,

" lead and cadmium in addition to bismuth as solvents,

" use of gallium in the solvent,

" potential of solvent metal recycle, and

* different electrolyte compositions and the potential for
electrolyte recycle.

We are confident that solvent anode electrorefining can be
developed and demonstrated as a technique for recovering plutonium from
many types of rich residues. Once developed, this procedure ma';
supplement the conventional electrorefining process and provide recycle
of plutonium with lower generation of residues and waste.
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Table 1. Bismuth Solvent Anode Electrorefining fiot udi,.

Feed Plut, nium Bi/Pu Temp Oxidation P ed u,:
Run Type

a  
Feed Ratio ('C) Electrolyte

b  
Efficiency

c  
Efflic .

ER56 PMA 931 2 2 850 NaCl-KCl 67 6
ER57 PMA 947 2.1 850 N.71*KCI 8-. 3 6"
ER71 XOP 943 1.1 850 NaCI.IKC 99 6
ER74 XOP 944 1 1 880 NaCI.KCl 87 0 C,

ER76 XOP 895 1 4 880 NaClY1. 93 0 83
ER79 XOP 1210 0.95 885 LiCI.KCI 9q 3 8o

ER80 XOP 1321 090 860 LiCl.KC1 87 5 7, -

a PM-A is a spent conventional electrorefiirp anode. X'P s 1'.

product

b Equimolar NaCl.R-Cl. LiCl.40 m/o YCI, 100 g MFgCl added to tac. r

c Calculated from (initial Pu in Bi - final Pu in Bi ,(initial P, i 1- '.

d Calculated from (Pu in product )/ initial Pu in Bi - inli P11 il. Fi

e Early modified cell had a hemispherical anode contair.er and at, cf: +: -::

which resulted in poor mixing.

Table 2. Bismuth Solvent Anode Electrorefining Product Pur: P,

Run Produ-ct Product Product lcpuri ties pp- __

Density Purity Al Bi Cr Fe Ca M.  i:. Ni Si

g/cc ( %Pu

ER56 19. 7 99.9. 60 150 15 4) <10i, 307- ,
3000

ER57 19.5 90)99 50 300- 9 <20 <100 300- 100 <7 2-
3000 30no

ER71 19.6 -- 40 300 <5 -- 45 5r P <5 3 •

ER74 19.3 99.86 <5 300 90 270 104 300- 4( 20
300(1

ER>6 19 2 19,83 210 100 65 150 2.,5 3n( 20 55

ER79 19.4 99,86 55 80 25 70 5c) 3;0 5n 15 1 ,

ER80 19.1 99 83 <5 35 <5 <20 33 300- 10 <5
3 '
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ABSTRACT

Tp design studies of Compact Molten-Salt Power Stations
(Th- 2  U fueled molten-fluoride fission converters) were
presented in the two directions: [class ]I(50-300MWe) and
[class Il J(2 -30M,lJe). Both have several advantages on safety,
simplicity, easy operation & maintenance, trans-U elements
and nuclear proliferation resistance, due to the non-exchange
of core elements and the non-continuous chemical processing.
In class I, very high conversion ratio more than 95% might be
expected in low fissile inventory. In class IT, very small
but high performance could be achieved in small fissile
supply. Their inherent safety, simplicity and smaller capa-
city would be useful for developing countries, ship-propoul-
sion, and generating electricity on ships etc., improving the
world environment.

INTRODUCTION

Considering the environmental impact from fossil fuel burning all
over the world, a rational nuclear energy system should be established
for the next century in the following ways (1):
[A] thorium resources utilization,
[B] simple and practical breeding fuel cycle integraticn,
[C] separation of fissile producing breeders(process plants) and

fission power stations(utility facilities).
[D] fissile producing breeders development till the next century (2)(3),
[El smaller fission power stations development among this century.
The last [E] is a main problem to be discussed, and the thorium contai-
ning molten fluorides are technological key-materials in here.

All proven-type solid fuel nuclear reactors are principally
favoring the larger size, even though keeping some potentials toward
minimizing in size (4). These reactors have potential problems, such as
the safety aspects and nuclear proliferation issues. It has been clari-
fied by the recent reactor design study that the Compact Molten-Salt
Fission Power Stations might be helpful for improvement of all the
above, and recommendable for further reactor development. A brief
review will be given including a developmental program.



DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF COMPACT MOLTEN-SALT POWER STATIONS
(FUJI-series) AND THEIR MAIN BENEFITS

The design study and technological development of molten fluoride

fueled fission reactors were intensely and comprehensively performed by

the Molten-Salt Reactor Program (1960'1976) In ORNL, USA. They present-
ed remarkable results on the development of fission breeder, MSBR
(Molten-Salt Breeder Reactor) (a). The large fission converter, MSCR,

also examined (6). However, they had focused only on the I)OOMWe class

reactors but not on the small reactors, and their excellent proposal was

not pursued due to the non-nuclear proliteration policy of forlner Presi-
dent Carter, not due to any te hnological reason (7).

Four years ago, the design study of Compact Molten-Salt Power

Stations was started by us principally followinn a similar direction as
MSRP of ORNL; the essential reactor featjre was clarified in the follow-
ing two classes of power size :

[class 1] 50 -300 MWe,
[class 11 : 2 - 30 MWe.

The reactors of both classes ndve essentially the same design principles
explained below. Therefore, they are named "FUJI-series" in all. The
real examples are "FUJI-I (compact high conversion type) and "FUJI-If"

(fuel self-sufficient Itype) of 155 MWe size in class I, and "mini-FUJI-

I" of 4.2 MWe and "miniFUJi-Il" of 7 MWe in the class I1.

The main design principle chosen for FUJI-series (Compact

Molten-Salt Fission Power Stations) is as follows:
I) single-fluid multi-region type, graphite moderated, and molten

fluoride fueled fission converter.

2) reactor inlet and outlet temperatures : 560 -580°C and 700 -725°C.
3) thorium contained in a fluoride iiixture:

4) graphite core: no exchange thus a weld-sealed reactor vessel (simple
tank without big flanges, can be used which has:
a) low power density of about lOkWth/liter in core and blanket

regions, and of flat distribution. [possibly 15 20 Kwthil iter
in miniFUJI].

b) 99% reinoval of fission gases (Xe, Kr), and no continuous chemical

processing, which is one of the most difficult R & F items.

c) high conversion ratio and low fissile inventory.

From the above design principles, the folowing significant
advantages might be expected:
(A) Excellent Safety Aspects: low pressire; no chenical reaction of

reactor materials (no gas generation); no core melt-down; and n,, fear of
re-criticality accident due to the automatic isolation of "caked-fuel
and moderator (graphite).
(03) Simple Structure, and Easy Operation and Maintenance: no fuel

assembly fabrication and handling; short graphite size; few control rods
due to the low excess-reactivity in fluid fuel reactors in general;
self-controllable, load-following and easy restarting characteristics;
and no continuous chemical processing facility.
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(C) High Reactor Performance: high conversion ratio inherent in Th- 233U
cycled thermal reactors but unusual in sialI converters; and high ther-
sal efficiency (42 46%) by (ultra-) ultra-super critical steam cycle.

(9) Advantage in Resource Problem, thorium utilization: non-localized
and 3-4 times more abundant than uranium.
(E) Trans-U elements (Pu,An,Cm) burnup: essentially no production can

burnup trans U elements fron other reactors.
(F) High Nuclear~oliferation Resistance: inten hard-y radiation

from impurities ( -J) inherently produced with - U; very few supply
(transportation) of fissile naterials due to the high conversion ratio.
(G) Finally Excellent Economy: originated from all of the above items,

and from the feasibility of simple rational fiel-cycle system in future.

MAIN FEATURE AND PERFORMANCE OF SOME EXAMPLES
OF COMPACT MOLTEN-SALT POWER STATIONS (FUJI-series)

For the neutronic core calculation, the two-dimqensional diffu-
sion-burn-up code, CITATI)N, was used applying 9 group reactor constants
produced by QRNL (8,9). The calculations were perfor,:ied by FACOM M jP0
mnachine. The nejtron irradiation limit of core graphite will he 3x10
nvt (>50keV, following MS'i design crifiria 5,i0). Therefore, the naxi-
mum core flux should be 1 lss than OxI n/cn sec in 3n year life and 511%
load (as local power stations). Graphit- voluine fractions (G) are
chosen 93-85%. in core-zone, 65-75%, in olanket-zone nao 99% in reflec-
tor-zone. The low power density will allow to choose higjh G value such
as 93%. This is a hi g adv ntage for intensifyin neuitron-riode'ation,
which is followed by an i nproved fuel conversion ratio. The reflector
thickness was deteri inod by the neotron irrailiatiog linit in nodified
Hasteligy N qf reactor vesuel, which is I. 2x0 n,'cn-.sec (>0.,8MeV), and
6.5y' " n/ci' .s,,c ((.13 eV) at teliperatires less than 65( 0 C.

A lot of ,odel calcilations have been performed. noong them the
following four cases are shown as significantly interesting exanples.
Their nain characteristics are presented in Table 1, with MSBR and MSRE
(Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment Operated in i965 - l46v) of ORNI.

FUJI-I [155MWe:Compact High Conversion type]
This reactor has to-core zone arrangemrent of naxiuim rlia neters:

1.4 and 3.4,n, and of G: 93 and 90) (cf. Table 1). This was highly effec-
tive for achieving a flat power distribution in core/hlanket region, a
comiparatively compact size, a lower ful inventory and a hioher conver-
sion ratio 0.98 after 10001 days burn according to the calculations.

The naxiinu,,i salt flow velocity is ahout ).8um/sec only. The net
ther;nal efficiency for generation of olpctri,-ity is k,,t in very high
14.3% by ultra supercritical steam cycle, which will be improved nore to
46/ by ultra-ultra supercritical cycle only chan-ling the fuel inlet/out-
let te:nperature to 585/72bC . The conceptuial model of FIlIl-I was shown
in Fig. I, and the primary system is accominodated in the high-tenpera-
ture containnent (b000 C) of 12n in dianeter, as shown in Fig. 2.



T~e initial fissile inventory is 304 kg, and additional supply of

U in early transient stage is21out 43kg. This reactor could be
continuuiusly operated by adding 3 6g/day (=5.8kg/year) and Th
400g/Jyv only. The total demand of U in full life will be 444kg, of
which 322 Ky will be recovered. Semi-annual transport of 2.9kg of
fissile materials will not be enough even for one nuclear weapon owing
to the dirty isotope mixture. More detailed description will be found
in ref. (4).

FUJI-IlUl [155MWe: Fuel Self-Sufficient type--"near-breeder"--]
The blanket thickness and G of FUJI-I were modified for the

improvement of conversion ratio resulting in a slightly bigger size and
a fissile inventory as shown in Table 1. After about 500 days of opera-
tion, the conversion ratio settled to 1.002 from initial 1.044, and
essentially no fissile transport is required, which is significantly
safer in terms of reactivity and resistance to nuclear proliferation.

This reactor would be an ideal snall power station, and one of
the best partners for fissile breeding facilities such as AMSB
(Accelerator Molten-Salt Breeder) or IFMSB (Impact Fusion Molten-Salt
Breeder) due to the surprisingly small demand (392 Kg) of fissile
materials in full life (1,2,3). More details are given in ref. (4).

It will be possible that the above mentioned reactor performances
are weakened after the detailed design is developed. However, the
conversion ratio might be kept higher than 0.95, which will be still an
ambitious value.

miniFUJI-I [4.2 MWe:mini-size type]
Initially this was studied as a pilot-plant for develooing the

Compact M.S. Power Stations [FUJ[-series]. The design result was sur-
prisingly good and useful for practical mini-size power stations. In-
mini-FUJI-I, the core is a single zone, keeping a more flat pwer densi-
ty distribution. The total volume of core/blanket zones 3is Im , and the
reactor size is 1.71 in diameter, 2m in height and 4.5m in volume.

The conceptual model of this reactor was shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The horizontal cross sections of graphite moderators are shown in Fig.
5. In the center of the reactor core, 2-3 control rods are inserted,
and 1-2 rods of the center area are able to he used for materials-irra-
diation tests, as required. This is nearly the same as for MSRE, which
was successfully operated in 1965- 1969 without any severe troubles.
The high-temperature containment of the primary system will he only 3.5m
in inner diameter, fairly smaller than 5.8m of MSRE. The wall-thickness
of the reactor vessel is about Rcm (15cm in MSRE). The total weight of
the reactor vessel is about 10 ton, except for I ton of salt.

The cons(imption of fertile Th is about 13 g/day corresponding to
4.71kg/year. This reactor has a conversion ratio of 0.bS due to its very
small size. However, this is nearly the sameas 1WR (Light Water Reac-
tors) of 250 times larger power capacity, and _ U supply is only about
2.1 kg/year, which is not enough for one nuclear weapon.
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miniFUJI-II [7 MWe : super compact mini-size type]
The above miniFUJI-I has an average density of 9.8MWth/liter,

which is nearly the same as for FUJI-I and -II, and suitable for a
pilot-plant. However, its neutron flux is about half of FUJI-!; nearly
two times larger power capacity (7MWe) could be achieved without than o-
ing the size of any reactor component except for the reflector whose
thickness should be increased by about 5cm. If this miniFUJI-II develop-
ment had been pursued, it would have been attractive for ship-propulsion
engines or for generating electricity on ships.

DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM FOR FUJI-series REACTORS

As shown in the above preliminary design study of FUJI-series re-
actors, the complete shift from U-Pu solid to Th-U fluid fuel cycle will
be attractive since it improves the economy, safety, trans-U elements
burnup and non-nuclear proliferation.

233,As the total demand of 23U is not big and less than 400Kg for 10
years in our program, its supply could be satisfied by irradiation of Th
in LWR, for example, as MSRE. In the future, the dry chemical process-
ing (molten fluoride) method originated by the French and now being
developed at iemitrovgrad, USSR, will he more attractive (12). Until the
beginning of the next century, some useful breeders such as AMSR or
IFMSB would be developed establishing the Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy
Synergetics (1)(13).

Already the basic R & D has been comprehensively established by
ORNI. except for the data base of modified-Hastelloy N, which specifica-
tion has been settled. The pilot-plant program could accept immeasurable
contributions from MSRE. The bigger components and high temperature
molten material technologies could greatly benefit from the recent
Na-cooled reactor development. The general ideas in our program will he
presented below suggesting the bigger test rigs (cf. Table 2)

A. General R & D
Fuel-salt chemistry loop (impurity monitor, F.B.behab., mass transfer)
Coolant-salt chemistry loop(imp.monitor,tritium behab., mass transfer)
Integral steam generator test loop(material test, electric generation)
Materials development (Hastelloy N, Graphite and the others)
Salt preparation, chemical analysis, and batch chemical processing.

B. Pilot-plant (miniFUJI-1) Program
Reactor mock-up test loop(pump, heat exchanger, instrumnentations,etc.)
Reactor remote maintenance mock-up
Reactor : 1)long term endurance test, 2)materials test,
3)F.P.(tritium) behavior test, 4)power-up for miniFUJI-Il project.

C. Compact Molten-Salt Power Station (FUJI-I) Program
Full size small reactor engineering development (2 MWe loop)
Long term endurance test of the reactor
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D. Medium-, and Large-Molten-Salt Power Stations Program
E. Fissile Producing Breeder Development (AMSB or IFMSB etc.)
F. Establishment of Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetics

The time schedule in general was shown in Table 2, and the
personnel plan for the initial 7 years (AB+C) was shown in Table 3. The
total cost Tor the initial 7 years would be about 0100-150 million-.

CONCLUSIONS

Compact Molten-Salt Power Stations with excellent performances
were successfully designed promising a wider social applicability of
Th-U fuel cycled fission reactors by miniaturization. These small reac-
tors would not compete with inherently larger sized solid-fuel power
reactors, and could end several useful applications in developing coun-
tries and isolated areas, and especially for ship-propulsion engines or
generating electricity on ships, improving the world environment.

Now we have to start the developmental program of FUJI-series re-
actors, and should establish the rational Th molten-salt breeding fuel
cycle (Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetics) for the next century.
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Table 2. Developmental Program of Molten-Salt Fission Power System
-..=> construction; --- operation )

1991 1994 1997 2000

A. General R & D..
Fuel-salt loop ="-

Coolant-salt loop > -> ------
Electric generating >----

test loops (200KWe) ---- . _ -

(2 MWe)
Hastelloy N >
Graphite, etc. mechanical data

B. Pilot-plant (miniFUJI-I) Program
Reactor design -- > _

Reactor mock-up ------

Reactor remote mainte. - operation
Reactor const.& ope. > ------------ >

const. crit. m7niFJl-1I test
C. Compact Molten-Salt Power Station (FUJI-I) Program

Reactor design - - ----
Reactor mock-up > .. ...
Reactor remote mainte. - operation
Reactor const.& ope. > ->

const. crit.
D. Medium-, and Large-Molten-Salt Power Stations Program

E. Fissile Producing Breeder Development (AMSB or IFMSB etc.)
P r e l im i .R & D ......... .............. ......
Integral exp.fac. ---------- > -- __

design const. low power ope.-->high power ope.
P"'Otype fac. --------- > ........-.. __ - >

design study design const. ope.

F. Establishment of Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetics
S y s t e m d e s i g n s t u d y .............. .... .... ............. ....>

Table 3. Personnel Plan for Compact Molten-Salt Power Station
(FUJI-series) Development Program (among initial 7 years)

administration 4 chem.processing dev. 5
reactor design study 7 chemistry 10
heat transfer 3 analytical chem.dev. 5
components & system dev.14
instruments & control 4 operation 30
physics 3 in total 100
materials 15
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IMPACT-FUSION MOLTEN-SALT BREEDER (IFMSB)
USING SHAPED-PROJECTILE AND AXIALLY SYMMETRIC MASS DRIVER

Kazunari Ikuta and Kazuo Furukawa

Nagoya University, Institute of Plasma Physics,
Chikusa, Nagoya, Japan 464

Tokai University, Institute of Research & Development,
Hiratsuka, Kanagawa, Japan 259-12

ABSTRACT

A new design concept for fissile material production

breeder is proposed. The key technologies are (I) a shaped-
projectile, which has a built-in imploding mechanism with a
DT fuel-pellet eliminating a fuel target injection in fine
alignment, (2) an axially symmetric mass driver, which is
based on a rapid Z-pinch discharge between the cylindrical
electrodes expecting positionally stable acceleration of the
projectile, and (3) a molten-salt target/blanket tec-
hnology, which is similar to that ol Accelerator Molten-Salt
Breeder having a big salt bath wiLh deop vo~ix but now
adding He bubbles. The target salt incuding J prepared
in IFMSB could be supplied to Molten-Salt Fission Power
Stations, integrally constituting an idealistic molten salt
fuel cycle system.

INTRODUCTION

In the rational, economical and safer nuclear fission energy
system, the power stations of several sizes (utility facilities) and the
fissile-fuel breeders (process plants) should be separated and coupled
by a simple molten-fluoride fuel cycle. Already Accelerator(Spallation)
Molten-Salt Breeder(AMSB) and Inertial-confined Fusion Molten-Salt Bree-
der(IHMSB) were proposed (1)(2), and now another idea w11 be presented.

Impact fusion (3) is one of the approaches to produce controlled

thermonuclear power using hypervelocity impact of a target made of
deuterium-tritium (DT) ice. This concept is as follows: Small projec-
tiles with a mass of O.lg designed by appropriate materials are accele-
rated to a velocity of V- 1O cm/sec. They collide with a DT target,
and their kinetic energy Is abruptlv converted into thermal energy (-10
keV per nucleon, temperature 10f K) which is inertial ly-confined in
the shocked region. To achieve an uniform accelerationce of a small
projectile, a non-relativistic accelerator will have a length

x = V2/20. 11



The differential or tidal stresses caused by an accelerating force F
acting og a projectile with characteristics of size L are in the order
of - F/L . If these stresses are not to exceed the yield stress S of the
projectile, the minimum length of t e accelerator must be

Xmin ALV /S [2]
for a projectile of density and mass /DL

3, 
because the relation bet-

ween S and t is

pLx = S. [3]
The criterion 3) for a net gain in impact fusion is approximately
Lp- O.1log/cm. lth a reasonable value for the yield stress of
S 1 10 dyne/cm ,it is found that the minimum accelerator length is
x - 1 km. This result is generally acceptable and applicable to any
kin of accelerators. A shorter accelerator would require a material
with a larger yield stress S.

In order for impact fusion LO have a reasonable hope of practical
application, the maximum length of the accelerator should be of the
order of 10 m. This can be achieved by adopting shaped-targets, as
proposed in the literature (4) In this case, the necessary velocity of
the small projectiles is V'-l0cm/sec, which gives an accelerator length
xmin described by [2] as

Xmln . 10 m, [4]

even taking a standard value of the yield stress,

S IC
0 10 

dyne/cm
2 .

In this report the fo~llo.,n three key techiologies are applied
for the breeding of utilizing neutions generated from the Impact
fusion.

[I1 The first is the choice of the shaped-projectile (5) instead of the
shaped-target (4). It has a built-in imploding mechanism with a fuel-
pellet, and now a fuel target pellet injection in fine alignment is not
necessary.

[I1 The next is the development of the mass driver system. By the
choice of the -haped-projectile the aspect ratio ,d/h, of the shaped-
projectile must be as small as possible in order to reduce the mass of
the projectile. In this case, the positional stability of the projectile
becomes an important problem in the course of accelerating the projec-
tile. This means that the position of accelerating disk-like projectile
should be stabilized by its spinning motion and that the accelerator
must be axially symmetric in order to minimize the perturbation to the
spinning disc. We are thus naturally lead to the investlgation of the
totally axial-symmetric accelerator system developed by one of the

authors (K. l.)(6).

[III]The third is the application of the molten-salt tarqet/blanket
technology, which is similar to that of the Accelerator (Spalatlion)
Molten-Salt Breeder(AMSB), which was developed by one of the authors

;'J7



(K.F.)(1). A big molten-salt bath including Thorium fluoride will effec-
tively work for the several purposes such as

(a) non-destructive permanent target system,
(b) collision- and reaction-heat iroval system,

(c) blanket ma~ial for fissile AU production by the neutron absor-

ption of LJTh in salt, and

(d) chemical processing medium.

In chap.I I we review the accelerator system. In chap. II[ the

functions of the components composing the breeding system including the
shaped-projectile are analyzed in order to decide the breeder parame-
ters. The necessary data base for the impact fusion breeder w111 be
discussed in chap.IV.

A REVIEW OF THE AXIALLY SYMMETRIC ABLATION MASS DRIVER

The electro-magnetic accelerdtion of projectile in axially symme-

tric geometry is thoroughly described in the literature (7). The mecha-
nism for accelerating the projectile -s based on a rapid Z-pinch discha-

rge between the cylindrical electrodes shown in Fig.1.

Consider a Z-pinch between a pair of long hollow electrodes whose
axes of symmetry are on a common straight line. ixe can expect a plasma
column between the electrodes like that in an ord1nary Z-pinch in a
plane electrode geometry. In the case of a Z-pinch in the hollow elec-

trode geometry, however, a pair of plasma disks are formed at both ends

of the plasma column which propagate along the cylinder axis, down to
both ends of the cylindrical electrodes because of the force unbalance
across the plasma disk, where the disk plasma is called the "plasma

brim". If the projectile with an ablator is loaded in a cylindrical
electrode in front of a plasma brim, as shown in Fig.1, the projectile
will be accelerated by the interaction of the current through the disk
with the self-magnetic field.

The equation of motion of the projectile in the barrel is

where I is the total current in the plasma brim, M is the mass of the
projectile including ablator and the plasma brim, and g is a constant of

the order unity, depending on the current distribution in the plasma
brim. The quantity p/'o is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum.

The acceleration of projectiles to hypervelocity in a single pair
of long cylindrical electrodes is questionable from various view points,

such as the stability of the long plasma column, the energy dissipation

by the resistive loss in the long cylindrical electrode, etc.. These
problems are reduced if the accelerator is formed by many short cylin-

drical electrodes. A schematic diagram of the accelerator system with a
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segmented electrode is shown in Fig.?. An important point for mentioning
in this case is that it may not be necessary to use switches to close
the circuit because the switching is automatically provided by the
plasma brim following the projectile.

The two-stage accelerator was built to test this accelerator
concept at Texas Tech University in 1986 (8), and it was confirmed that
the automatic switching mechanism worked.

The advantages of this axial-symmetric accelerator compared with
the standard rail gun are as follows: In the axial-symmetric case, (a)
the plasma spilling over the nose of the projectile is inhibited because
there is no gap for the plasma to penetrate past the projectile in the
cylindrical electrode arrangement, (b) there is another acceleration
force by the rocket effect from the flowing-out plasma through the
field-null-line of the azimuthal magnetic field in the direction oppo-
site to the projectile acceleration, and (c) the break-down voltage
along the insulator surface between the electrodes does not depend on
the size of the projectile, although the diameter of the projectile is
the distance of the rails in the case of rail gun so that the small
projectile is rather hard to accelerate by the rail gun because of the
low flash-over voltage along the short insulator sirface.

In the next section we consider the Impact Fusion Molten-Salt
Breeder (IFMSB) under the assumptions that every stage of the Z-pinches.
except the first one, is triggered automatically by Z-pinch following
after the projecti le, and that the velocity of the projectile is a:-
tained over a value required for the impact fusion to be triggered by
the hypervelocity impact of the shaped-projectile.

IMPACT FUSION MOLTEN-SALT BREEDER (IFMSB)
WITH A SHAPED-PROJECTILE

In order to trigger the thermonuclear fusion based on the hyper-
velocity impact of the shaped-projectile with the molten salt, the
structure of the shaped-projectile should have a built-in imploding
mechanism as schematically shown in Fig.3.

Once the velocity of the projectile becomes over 200 km/sec. the
implosion of thermonuclear fuel-pellet in the cavity could be expected
by black body radiation generated by the hypervelocity impact of a thin
and high-atomic-weight material covering in front of the cavity with the
liquid(molten salt) target.

The schematic drawing of the Impact Fusion Molten-Salt Breeder
(IFMSB) is shown in Fig.4 with a shaped projectile made of the frozen
salt and thorium metal. The hypervelocity shaped-projectile is injected
into the center of voltex of molten salt target/blanket bath, and the
generated neutrons by the thermonuclear fusion penetrate deep in the

-I=I-II I ~ iii nlli ii i



target salt to produce 233U from 2 32Th (or 2 39pu from 238,j).

This molten-salt system is essentially similar to AMSB (1) except
the addition of He bubbler, which is not clear about suitable length
yet. He bubbles will be helpful for the relaxation of mechanical and
thermal shock by injection and reaction (cf.Fig.4). The size of target
salt bath Is about 4 m in diameter and 10 m in depth. lnuide of the
reactor vessel made by Hastelloy N (Ni-Mo-Cr alloy) is covered by thick
graphite blocks for nertron reflection. The target salt is circulate i-
flow-rate of about 5 m /sec by a free-surface type centrifugal pump. The
inlet and outlet temperatures of salt in reactor vessel will be 560 and
680 'C. The generated heat is transferred to thc coolant salt aF-%BF4
through the intermediate heat exchanger from target salt circuilt, and 1
used for electric power generation applying essentially same technlogy.
which is developed for Molten-Salt Breeder Reactor by ORI 'JSA (9,
except the improvement of the electric conversion efficiency to 4h7 (,r
more by the application of recent ultra-supercritical steam turbir
technology.

The composition of target/blanket salt is ,-hosen from tie -e~eral
candidates of Th or U containing fluoride salts, as presented in the
papers of AMSB or IHMSB (1) (2). At moment ori t tne 'nomt i-terist in
composition will be

LiF-BeF 2 ThF 4 233 F4  (64-18-17.5-0.5 nmol'i. H
which has the melting point of about 540 C.

The shaped-projectile i s composed of frozen glassy salt i ,ch as
LiF-BeF -ThF (64-18-18 moltI) 1 7]

cluded by Th metal. -1he D fdel-pellet accUv'odtated in it 111 b< a
metal sphere of inner diameter 8 nim.

ESTIMATION OF IFMSB PERFORMANCE

•.'e are not understanding yet the cetailed phenur'ena in ipa t
fusion in practice. However, the fol lowing scenario will he ipie . :
The fuel-pellet of about 10 g ,ncluding 67 mg DT will he ",;e.:ted lnt,:
target salt once in every 2.5 sec. The electric power requirel Yr

projectile acceleration will become about 820 M e, assurming it ,o' wt -
sion efficiency of about 10 '.

Assuming the thermonuclear reaction ef cency f lU t-e

annual yield of neutron is about 33,800 mol/year. If the soto e mp-
ition of Li in target salt of composition 71 is cho-en as about 4, "1
Li, the production of tritium will become se fficie for ont
nuous reaction operation, and the production of ?i J wil be about 3.0
ton/year, by the -stimation from the neutronic calCula f r 'l resuIts In
the case of IHMSB (2). However, i f e salt composit t.n.i i r, c-hrn e t
the compos it ion shown in [6], the 23 .J product io c . 1 te( cme about 4.4
ton/year increasing about 50 7 Icf.(l)].

-''iimm u IiIml liI••d



The neat generations in target- sal t are (I) thermal izat ion of
kinetic energy of projectile :about 82 M~curresponding to 10 '. of
electric power consumed for acceleration is and (2) trerilonUiClear teac-

Lion heat: 1820 MW produced from 10 1 burning. The total 1902 Ma th will
reproduce tne electric neower of 874 MWe, which will be able to com-pen-
sate the consumed electric power.

DISCUSSIONS

Already tne tnree ideas un the fissi le breeder taci itiec, nave
bec-s proposed:

[AJ AMSB :Accelerator(Spalaltion) Molteni-Salt Breeder (i1)(2),
[BI IHMSB :Inert Ial--coif inec Fusion diyblyt Molten-Salt Breeder 1
[Cl IFMSB :Impact fusion Molteri-Salt Brooder.

A is tne miist reliable concept depending on the sound theorectical
bases. However, vie have to widely ,narch the altenative metnods. B is
more amibitious but not clear on tecrnoog),ical feasibilI t>. Many injec-
tion holes are necessadry, 41hicon will in'toduce several engineering
difficulties. C has onlIy one injection nole as name as A, and is based
on further ambitious, simple bA, _ruoe tc i ie.Thfeir tech'ica'
parameters were chosen in some corsorsadti1 e side as sf-own in- pro ,i os
chapter, expectinu- tne hiighsr perforManc-.s of I !ISB from the fol w-Aing
reasons.

(11 Mary MAolten -Sal 1Fiss ion Po-wer St at in i I be opera nd by te
direct sujpply s, P )aotsl nld t o ~~ a u
design of Molten-Salt. Converter Reactorsimscp.) col. Id guarantee it- '0'l-
sufficient uperation, trat "'ears the nlo fIs, 1 lecnsuerpt or' Is 'at -)c-
ry operat ion evcept, rh iniitial stac e (1D) 1 ) For e 'anple evc to
small 155 M*oMSCR (niamed F 31-, -lIt n as to ronwor , ion ratino v bo,,t
95 Cor more. The possible shu, _age ot e lect -i -power for- accelerat ion
will be solved by tne electric power frcOM thes'e power, stations.

(2) The recovery of electric power irori the electric lnss oi about1,31 Ma.e in the accelerator should be ercocted ir 'nol a~rount Of l02
m ~e.

(3) The separation technology of trrtruA-1 tO iroilt er I or rr',e vs

was experimentally e-tablisned by FIPNL. Slir-. is 'u'"ir'o',' tu
trapping by the water conteiit oft secondery c~ool ant salt citer 'yir

through the tube wall of r- ermediate hear. 'ioonc'r t,?Lo
tritium~ amount handling iii reac-tor system is hui such as . 1 yi.
IFMSB is connected with 'ne accelerator actum ter-oujgn tne Inr ci o
hole. To minimize the tritiui inventory iiin tt tile i1rvmn 

1

t ri ti um b u rning effFi c ien cy i s es senit ia l, and Fthe prodo c t I on
participation in outside of breeder w ill be preferable. IFMISB caii choose
the lower isotope coincentration of 6L ,adtepriltii1JT
t ion w ill be perfor med i n the rather c:losed MSCRs consu mnj 'Aor
2 3 9Pu) (12), in which 6Li composition is increaspd than tneernay
MSCR. and the tr ,ti1um permieat ion to atrriosphrre w 1 tIh peri ctlIy procec -



ted by Mo or oxide plating of vessel and components.

(4) The Th content in the projectile is useful for compensation of Th
consumed in target salt, and the excess lii tips will be co] let t,"ty
strainer. IFMSB has not any fine structures feasible for blockage.

(5) Tne engineering of injection port is one of the most ambiguous
problems. However, the number of injection port is only one as same xS,
AMSB and miight be closed among the interrujption of injection.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of the Impact Fusion Molten-Salt Breeoer (IFMSB) is,
outl ined. The key technology of IFMSB is to develop hiqlhly efficie nt
accelerators, one of which i s being developed by one 0o ,h e
autnors(K. 1.). Once the required velocity is attai-ed, tne molten salt
target/olanket concept develope~d by moojilirition cf that o)f thec ACCele!-
rator Mol]iq-Salt Breeder (AMSB) will Provide an ideal technoloqx for
breeding U1 or ojther f-;sile mater-,als.

Many unknown phenomena exist, in thit, concept, and the esti~iati)r
of several important technical parameters is in lo , reliability sil
However, if these points, are solv'ed i) : ound bas is. IFMOFIJ mliht be
expected to become one of the most p,),werful fissile breeder, Kr'ch
target salt would besupplied a-,the ftelsalt of Yolten-Salt F ssrs1"'!
Power Statiois. integrally constit 'uting one of the mest idealisti
energy systems, for th e ne xt century.
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SUBMERGED ARC FLUX WELDING WITH CaF 2-CaO-SiO 2 FLUXES:
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ABSTRACT

CompoK; ijonal changes of weld metal from welds made by submerged

arc flux welding of steel using CaF 2 -CaO-SiO 2 fluxes are consistent
with an electrochemical mechanism in which the filler wire is anodi-

cally oxidized to form oxides and fluorides, and metals are cathodically
deposited at the weld pool-flux interface. This speculative mechanism.
if proven by further detailed studies, could make it possible to predict
fluxes which will improve the quality of welds.

BACKGROUND

The control of the chemistry of weld metal is important for producing high
quality welds. An understanding of the mechanisms which alter the compositions
of weld metal would be a primary aid in such control. Much prior work has focused
primarily on kinetically limited thermodynamically driven reaction mechanisms.
Such a pyrometallurgical approach has proven to be useful in analyzing some data

on weld metal chemistry. However, such analyses have not yet led to methods for
predicting the chemistry of weld metal. In this paper, we consider the possible

importance of electrochemical effects on the chemistry of weld metal produced in

submerged arc welding (SAW) with CaF 2 -CaO-SiO2 fluxes.

Thermodynamic models have been proposed to predict the final compoition
of submerged arc welds (1-3). In view of the very high temperatures involved and
small molten volumes, some investigators (1) assume that equilibrium is attained.
Davis and Bailey (1) propose that the transfer of elements between the slag and
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the weld metal depends on the oxide activities in the slag, which are directly

connected to the basicity index (B.I.) of the slags. Limited measurements have

indicated that the higher the basicity indexes, the lower the oxygen content of

the weld metal. However, it is probable that equilibrium is not attained and

that kinetic factors are important. For example, Thier and Dring (2) proposed

a diffusional model to predict the final content of elements in the weld metal.

Thier and Dring concluded that the slag composition where an element was not

transferred to the metal, the neutral point, is affected only by the current, but not

by the voltages changes and that the neutral point is characteristic for a specific

type of flux.

Ekstron and Olson (4) reported that the change in Si in weld metal is influ-

enced by the basicity of the siag and that this influence is higher when the basicity
index is less than two. Dallam et al. (5) found that while the Si level in the weld
metal was correlated with the basicity index, the Mn content of the weld depends
on the amount of MnO in the slag. Indacochea et al. (6) showed qualitatively the
same correlation between flux and weld metal composition.

Despite qualitative agreement among researchers regarding the flux type and
direction of elemental transfer, there is no precise determination of a "neutral
point," even though very similar types of fluxes were used in several of these stud-
ies. These discrepancies may be attributed to the different welding parameters
used, as well as to wire and flux compositions. Consideration of such parame-
ters, primarily current and voltage, could lead to a better understanding of the
elemental transfer.

It is clear that essentially all prior studies have been relatively narrowly de-
fined. A more comprehensive approach is needed in which the diverse kinetic and

thermodynamic factors involved in SAW (6,7) are examined and which also ex-
plores the possibility of mechanistic factors which have not been considered. Such
an approach is made difficult by the complexity of the processes in SAW. The
D.C. voltages and currents are very high (e.g., 30 V, 400 A) and lead to a system

containing the four principal phases, a weld wire, a molten flux, a plasma arc and
a weld pool with five interfaces among them. Most of the current is transported
by electrons in the plasma from the generally cathodic weld pool to the generally
anodic weld wire (or filler wire). The electrons heat the continuously fed wire to

melt it and form droplets which fall through the molten flux and the plasma. In
addition, not only are the temperatures high, but there are also large temperature
gradients, as well as, large temporal changes in temperature as the weld wire po-

sition is moved along the weld. An attack on such a complicated problem requires
some simplification.

One way to simplify the approach to such a complex system is to isolate the
different parts of the problems. For example, in this paper we chose to examine

electrochemical effects, which have not been considered before. All welding fluxes
when molten are, at least in part, ionic and the number of coulombs passed per
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mole of metal is very large. If v~ri a small fraction of the total current (< 0.01)
is involved in a Faradaic process, electrochemical effects at metal-flux interfaces
could be a major factor controlling the chemistry of weld metal (8). In addition.
because the very hot plasma is essentially electrically neutral and in contact with
the relatively volatile fluxes, there have to be at least as many positive ions as there
are electrons. In addition, there could be stable negative ions formed from flux
evaporates. Thus, there could also be electrochemical reactions at the plasina
metal inte.-faces (8).

In this paper, we examine the possibility that the changes in chemistries of
weld metal vith changes in the composition of CaF2 containing fluxes might be
related tc an elect rocheinical mechanism.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Experimental reagent-grade fused fluxes at differing cc £positions of the CaF 2-
CaO-SiO 2 system were used. The different fluxes used are summarized in Table 1.
The base metal and filler metal compositions and the welding process parametrs
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. All the welds were automatically
programmed in a microprocessor-controlled welding apparatus. The welds were
single-pass bead-on-p!ate. The chemistries of the welds and base plate were mea-
sured by x-ray spectrometry and those of the filler weld wires were measured by
an atomic absorption method. The contents of silicon. manganese, and oxygen in
weld metal are given in Figures 1-3 for measurements on these different mixtures.

ELECTROCHEMICAL MECHANISMS

In SAW, the filler wire is generally anodic and the weld pool is cathodic.
Current is carried between these metals by the plasma-arc and by the molten flux
with the plasma-arc carrying most of the current.

At the interface between the flux and the cathodic weld pool, the metals in
the flux tend to deposit by reactions such as

Ca 2 (flux) 2e *Ca(metal)

Si 4+ (flux) , 4e-Si(metal) (1)

The products, which are formed metastably at the interface, tend to simultane-
ously diffuse into the metal and back react with the slag components by reactions
such as

Si0 2 + Ca ,2CaO t Si (2)

Thus, the balance between the different elements, which might be deposited
is controlled by the relative kinetics of the electrodeposition process, of the back
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reactions (or volatilities), and of tile diffusive processes which carry the interfacial

materials away from the interface. Because of the high volatility of Ca and its

relative insolubility in steel, Ca is likely to vaporize through the flux and to partly

react according to Eq. (2).

The most important anodic reaction is

n02- t- M(mnetal) -'MOn 2ne (3)

where M is a metal at the weld wire-flux interface and 2n is the valence of the

metal in the oxide. Fluoride is probably also involved in an anodic reaction, but
forms relatively volatile products, which need not be considered here. Because of

large overpotentials, all of the metals at the interface. principally Fe, will oxidize.

The less noble metals in the alloy, such as Mn and Si, will diffuse towards the
interface and react with the FeO by reactions such as

FeO •fn -'MnO Fe

2FeO - SzieSi0 2 - 2Fe (4)

In addition, some oxides will diffuse into the metal and some will dissolve in the
flux. The overall effect is to greatly increase the oxygen content of the weld wire
tip and to decrease the less noble metals, such as Mn and Si somewhat. When

heated sufficiently, the tip forms a droplet, which will have a high oxide content
near the surface and which will tend to lose some of its less noble metals to the
flux. Measurements of such droplets by Lau et al. (9.10) in CaO-A120 3 based
fluxes have demonstrated their very high oxygen contents.

When these oxide rich droplets fall into the weld poo. the oxides can react
with the more active metals, including those which have been electrodeposited.

In the measurements of Lau et al. (9,10), a large fraction of the oxide associated
with the droplets is removed before being incorporated in the weld, probably by
back reactions with the most active metals in the weld, such as Ca or Si (or Al in
their measurements).

An understanding of the electrochemistry of the plasma is limited by the
sparsity of information on plasma species. M\Iost of the current is carried by
electrons. However, because of the constraint of electroneutrality of the dense
plasma, the number of positive ions is at least as large as the number of electrons
and these ions can carry a small, but significant, fraction of the current. Metals
such as Fe, Ca. and MAn are relatively volatile and are probably ionized to form
positive ions. Oxygen can be present as 0 ' and possibly as 0 and the presence

of some oxyions derived from SiO, SiO 2. FeO, or MnO vapor molecules is likely,
but there is no information on the numbers or distributions of such positively and
negatively charged ions, All of these ions can participate in Faradaic processes,
which will, to a first approximation, parallel the Faradaic processes involving the
slag.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the silicon contents of the weld metals are generally
higher than the nominal values expected from simple mixing of roughly equal
amounts of the base metal and filler wire and increases with an increase in the SiO 2
content of the CaF 2 -CaO-SiO2 mixtures, but decreases with an increase in the
current density. Since the silica in the fluxes tends to form anionic species (chain
silicates or fluosilicates), it is probably that the kinetics of direct electrochemical
deposition of silicon is not as favorable as that for the deposition of the volatile Ca.
Consequently, a small amount of Si would be directly formed electrochemically.
but more is likely to form by the evaporation of Ca, which would then reduce Si0 2
in the flux to Si. Back reactions of the Si with the oxides on weld wire droplets
would reduce the total amount of metallic Si produced by this mechanism. The
higher the ratio of CaO to CaF 2 in the melt, the greater the amount of oxide
which is produced at the weld wire tip and the greater the amount of Si which
would be reoxidized and redissolve in the flux. Of course, one also expects that
the amount of metallic Si produced would be larger the greater the Si0 2 content
of the flux. This is consistent with the results in Fig. 1. The increase of Si contelt
in weld metal with an increase of current could be understood by any one of a
number of possible mechanisms, which are too numerous to discuss here. Further
work on the effect of current is needed to completely define the mechanism.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the manganese content of the weld metal is
fairly close to that expected for mixtures of weld wire and base plate metal for
the lowest contents of SiO 2 in the flux. With an increase in the concentration of
SiO 2 , one would expect an increased amount of oxide produced at the anode and
a larger loss of Mn from the filler wire, which contains the majority of the Mn
expected in the weld. This can thus lead to the observed decrease in Mn with
increased SiO 2 in the flux.

The compositional changes of most concern are those related to oxygen. The
physical properties and quality of welds is strongly influenced by the amount
of oxygen. Fig. 3 exhibits the changes in oxygen content for the different flux
compositions. It is obvious that the concentration of oxygen in the weld decreased
with a decrease in the amount of silica in the flux. For the lowest concentrations
of silica, the concentration of oxygen differs little from that of the original metals
(-200 ppm). This difference is consistent with the electrochemical mechanism we
propose.

DISCUSSION

The measurements we present are consistent with the speculation that an
electrochemical mechanism is important in altering the chemistry of weld metal
in SAW. In prior work (8), examination of the effects of this mechanism on weld
metal compositions measured by Indacochea et al. (6) have indicated that the
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contents of Mn, Si, 0, and other elements in welds produced from SiO 2 -FeO-
MnO fluxes were also consistent with an electrochemical utiechanism. However, a
thermodynamically-driven kinetically-constrained mechaitisin may also be possi-
ble if the slag-metal interface is at very high temperatures (_1 2200 K). Heat flow
considerations make this high a temperature unlikely. A test of the correctness of
our speculations will ultimately require much more detailed mn'asurements. One
set of such measurements has been made by Lau et al. (9,10) who have shown
that metal droplets from the filler wire are very high in oxygen, which is largely
present as FeO, MnO, and SiO 2 containing inclusions in the metal (10); these
could not have been formed by a thermodynamic mechanism. We are planning
measurements of analogous microscopic compositional details to test the validity
of our speculations.

The long term goal of our work is to integrate our finding on this electrochem-
ical mechanism with a comprehensive analysis of the important thermodynamic
(6) and kinetic (7) factors. Although consideration of these factors and of all the
welding parameters (currents, voltay R, wire-feed rate, welding speed) simultane-

ously is very difficult and too complex for quantitative predictions, our results to
date have led to useful qualitative predictions on flux compositions which should
improve the properties of welds. If an electrochemical mechanism can be shown
to be important, the deduction of methods for predicting weld chemistry would
be greatly simplified.
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Table 1. Nominal Flux Compositions w'0

SiO 2  CaF2  CaO

40 10W
40 20 40
40 30 30
40 40 20

30 30 40
30 40 30
30 50 20
30 60 10

20 40 40
20 50 30
20 60 20
20 70 10
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Table 2. Base Metal and Filler Metal Compositions (w o)

0

Material C Mn P S Si Ti Al
)Pm

Base Metal 0.04 0.37 0.012 0.022 0.03 0.003 0.001 220

Filler Metal 0.09 1.18 0.007 0.013 0.58 0.002 <0.008 195

Table 3. Welding Process Parameters

Voltage 33 volts 31 volts

Current 600 amps 330 amps

Travel S peed 12.2 in/min 12.2 in min
Wire Speed 75 in min 40 in min

Heat Input 97.4 kJ/'in 50.3 kJ, in
3.83 kJimm 1.98 kJ mm
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ELEC TROCHEMICAL REACTIONS AT THE ELEC TRODE

IN SIBMER(;'ED ARC WELDIN(;
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ABSTRACT

The sub mnerged arc wetldinrg p roces, uses a D.C. are undeI'r a protV C -
tive slag cover to melt a consuniahie w~ire ehectrode. Tt, purpose of'
this work is to investigate thle relative inftluence of elect rocemt icat an d
thermochemnic at react ions at thle snurfac e of the e lec trode of' thle cmi-

~position onl the liquid mietal drop let. C'hemoicat analy~se., were carrijed

both rverse polarity (wire is anodijc) and ST raiglit polarity (wvire is ca-
thiodlic) polarities. The results suggest that both theririoclienieal anld
electrochenical reactions are important in altering the composition of'
the detachet droplet.

INTO 1?( 1 CT t10 N'

The subhmerged arc weldting proc ('55 co(nlsis ts of' a co nsumn ale elect rode. ani

electrically conducting stag andt a work piece. Figure I shows a scheinat ic Ira w-
ing of the sutbierged arc welding prroce'ss. which is compillex anid cli;trat( ilri/el h.N
large currents, large gradients of temperature. arid four onipIl('x phases. The liux
is fedt to the p~late surface ahead of the Weld, and1 the are andt weld pool0 a~re po
terted troni the atmosphere hy a miotteni ft ox layer. The weldhing euirrent iscarried
l argely, hy thle aunivirpged arc and to someI extent by condu111ction inl the no Itell ftliux
tayer. T he o(verallI c otios it iou of thle welId is con trotlled by The1 com11positin iof thIie

metal droplets which enter the wed pool, hv tthe amount of' dilution of the weld
pool1 hy the parent ptate. and hy 'eetrocemliical anl therriioceinicat react ion ilt

the weld pool stag and electrode slag interfaces4 before sotihifieatioti takes ihicc.

Three chemincal reaction sites arid two generic r('actioni niiectaniisiii are avl'(i)lh



for mtodlificattti of the weld mnetal comtposit ion by react ion withI the slag. BothI
thermocheicial and electrochemical reactions are expected to occur at the ee-
trode tip. The electrocliemiical reactions would result from ionic conduict ion of a

prion of the welding cuirren t thIirough thle nitlten slag layer. Onl)iiy t hermoc heo-
it'a I reattions are expected to occuiir at the suirfac e of thle let achled droplets sin ce
the droplets are no longer carrying current. The iriolten mietalI in thle weld pool
is iii ltetie d by hothI elect roc henical and tliertioc iem ica I react ions withI t( slag
'tefte solitdificationt occurs.

The tos t impjort ant tchemical cons idterat ionis for it imitrged airc welIdIing iii-

I udt' thle cottrolI of oxygen. oxidlat ion losses, of alloy elIcrio ots an lthtle p~icku tip
tindesi raltle elements fromn the slag. The object ivte of t Iiis wtork was to uitiders tant1

the tnatutre and extent of elect roc lItemic a I itd itl hernoochleniica I reacti ons at it'
e'lect rode tip a tit in thle det ached tdrop lets.

A m iniher of invest igat ion s have been miade cotncemnin g the natutre of c hemn-
ic al react ions at thle elect rode tip aniid in i le tdetatchbet dropn Ilets. These i tic t

wotrk by Pokhtttnva atnd Kostetikt (1), Ptttapttv antI L tiltautskii (2), Noriti antI
Nlitly~diex (3). Cnittig antI Chlristetiseti (4). Nlitrtt (5). atit Lao ct al. (6). However,
few in vest igatIo(rs hiave contsitdered thle te et roe Iiiic a I rea~c titons t Iiat occunr whlen
dlirect curretnt is utsedl in welding. Frost et al. (7) contsideretd the different lieital

effects at thle anode and cat hotde itt elect noslag welIdting. B landter aiit O)lstti (8)
1101iiiat t't ani e leectrot'hleic'al necIian istti for thet alt erat itn iitf weld Ttttal chlti-
istry in subm itergetd are weld inhg Thle putrpose of th is research is to ivest igate theit
itmportatice of electrochetnical reactions in controlling the chiemiist rv of weld iiet al
in stiite rged arc weItlitig.

The poss ibIle a nodlic react ions intclu tde thle oxidta tion of irttin and itl loy elenit 'lit.
art t the disc ha rge atd p1~ic'k up of oxygen an ionis frotm thle (I tx

(nilietal) nO102 (slag)!MN1Oii 21kv 1

where NI is iron or an alloy element at the electrttde tip slag interface. The
p)ossibhle cait hod ic react ions iticIutde tie redutct ion iof metalI ions fromti thle fltux, andit
to -mtte extent . thle ref ining ttf inonmetal lie e lemti , itlliie as oxygenl itnid stilfur

1 2 '(slag) 2v M(metal) 2

Si ' (slag) 4v' Si(tiietal( (3)

0(ntetal) t 2c 0 2 (slag) (4)

where MI atid Si represetit elect rodeposited miet als at the interfacte.

Thle t herocehettiical relactittnis at thle electrtttdI tip art' rtaptitd 1teealst' tof the
high tempileratuire., in the vicinity of' 18(00 tt 200(fti'. Thuse iitchtde deoxitlatitin



reactlions,. iuchia it, (~ toeleollitrei ti steel miaking, anid reactionIs which fl~ad To

it c'loser apprboach to) cqulilihrjiull betweenl the, flux and inetal jphasc. Examiples of'

suchi react(ion tvoiili I~e -ilicoi p)ickup1 from it high silica flux oir the oxjWtoi 1Io,

of' tranltljilu celeent, throuighit a loxidatloil rI-actioll

[-O(,ag) 2M(iutaul) S~iie~Tal) , 2Oslg)()

wvillre M~ can too Al or (ai ini reactions (5) andll (6) andh Nit ti rvictioil (6) 6
'r tip

flix , ' ,tell used ini this reseairci. ( nce tie inll~tli diroplet svparulte- fromi tip

lectroic. the electrIchemliical reaIctionis stop), and Compijtijonal chillges o~cculr

wnily Iy therinorhemic4a I reactions. The obhj(ct ives of this resea rc h are to evaIlate

thl nature anid~ rehitivevxtnIit ofic the ctrocenfiical arid therilloiillicai reaction-

whichi occur it tihe (letroi(an in I till mioiteii troph~cts itl the skit icrged iirct

wcld ngpro,. . XP I1 INTAL P OED URE

Straiight Icathodlic i((ctr(l wire) and1 reverse' (aniodic electrodie wire) piolarity

-iiuilrg(Ii arc "wld,"- were, mlade with it coniIIIrcil l ow-carboul stcl wel~lilig

wie(2.38 iid( Oil it loirv voppor pilite. Tite Co((jiI OIjI o(f I(I Wfdoihiig WItO al'I

tite commiiercial flux lire givvil ini Tah~c 1.

Tile, weldinig Jproccl, wa~s operated ini both straiiU i reverse jmaity m~ a

Iclul-tait %%, Ming currenit of 585 aipv~rv andoi acoutauli plotentlil of' 2S,.5 volt,.

T1(- (0it~ii1 culrrenlt %%~ iitsotijil(I 1i. a Iiu~tilclit of tit-, %%ire Ief-troice Xi(TN

wihicih w~i 17( inicle iiite for t1he ano'hjc wire aiid 235 iiciie illinuite f'or tue(

cat (loei wirv. Tlie ((ectrolie till- WI-rI (i)Ile(-t(( t(1l( , g v(1 toppin i rig (Jr )(

and1( p(hllirig tile clectrodec away f'roni til( e W(Ii pool1. Tile vpa1rite6 oiropi WI-,re,

(4 (hIclo(I1 Igntic sepa;raltionl it(r runinig tile, wel(l atit a ilgi velocitY over at
water cooled copper plate so thatI till, Iirop(lot- remijicd uslociiIcd in it( 4 lllt

flux.

.pvctrogralpl. 1T1e complouitioi lulld for (liillllri-ol lare avelrages of' tile compol~-

sitlions for se1verail elecrIde tips. Tie( M111ralvt(( (roplvt- wore, ailyh\ed uising ipl

walve lilgth (-.li4-)rsixl anl ' lier oit a JEOI. scaninig eiectrloll mlicroscope. Tile, re-

polrteo (Il~i anivire i ;t%( iVrulgo of' till, vo'iuill(i (01.5 for several droplets Ali~e
f'or oxygen wI-re ca~rriedl ((lIt using1( a4 ILE I i jer-.titial al~ zeV/r.



RESULTS AND D1S( 'ION

T'he piilrloes of 1ii, ilI\ve,tigatioll wats to contidethr Ow reiitive inflivit. .I'

rnitai droplett. Elec-troc-hemticail reactions iirv- txpcctel i-criiut' of I It( high crrtlit

(t, nitiIie-. a lt I thteriii,w wic it Ii react ion,, iit re xt)ecticl I i it ili(, w thii tigh t p

pottetialsii of the( varittl rehirtitt- antd irolict, iltit( he tix aiitl mcit ii ;t-.

eltctritht lia,~ \er.y low -ilicollt tllI oxygcIi cottlitilli iii-. i'llIt ;I rchi\ Vt] high

manitganese-~ conlelitrat~, v il wi It, till flux Ilitit I high -.i Ijta activitY liin it rit.lI ic
vt-ry low iiiiligait.e- oxtl,- irot ttxitic ruthit). whichl i far fromi ttqiiriuiu \witi

tri'gh tit, riuitiut ita)vi txi'haittrt lo-.c, to ilt( fux, mid Ilhi -dwion all'! "N ' g-ui

cotIttittt iti th., Itltidt \vthtit I-xptetldI ittll rtii-i thirotughi r, ithi \\j! I Ihi, filix

2tveittiei it lt of ecrtit, av2(1 _ oxyit vote of dirt igiifituiit tuuigci

itfluenetiti'v~itrott-licatitt ritit-tittiks i, 5hoti hy riw fri ihii Ilit txx.n ii I

thet tuthtiit ill tit -traighit pttiarity 1lttwr iiit (277 pptiti). lt rea;l hf,it i-

til thiit l" -trilh thrl otirt 'ii c ititty-t- O-iig-iq igil , iiT iiiliit, ial 11r d,



very low oxygen conte'nt of arotundl 0.002 wt while tlo flux has a SiO-2 COnteiit

of about 11.22 wt k. This causes the therinocheinical pickup ofi arcund 0.19 wvt ' (
silicon from the flux. The electrochemical influence is significant, as is indicatedi
hy) the fact that the cathodic tilp silicon content is albtit 0.06 Nowt, !iiglio'r than
that of the ajiodic tip andI by tihe fact that tin' cutbole feed rate is higior tha~n
the anoile fe-d rate which meaus that the( total ainoutit oIf Si in the cathiodic
tips atid droplets isrltieymch higher thiani is indicated in Figure 3.. Tie
chaounge i thle sili coin concenit rat ion fromii thle elect rodie tilt to thle let achled d rople
is mo0stly tiieriiiocietiiical . WithI silicon. illlwevclr, thlere is a (lilcrease rat her t hani

tip indiicatinig that a large fraction of till silicon~ in the dlropllet has hack reacted
with more nluile metal oxides iii the flux (e.g., F(,203). Onie of" the' possible driving
forces for this reaictiont is rlated( ill thll llrobiabilitY that thet dirolet is at at lower

tempehllrat ure anid has a higher oxygeni cottnt Than tile till.

Figure 4 shows simiilar behavior for tle i'tilngatiesI' 'onitenTt. iii tii i'l'it roll',

lie elect rode t ip, and i till d et achled d rop let . BothI thi n>,h11111ic al an Tillec tro-

clietuical reac'tioins art, indicated: hiowe'ver. the' high mianigatnese conitenlt iii tile

electrodel alll IO1W %1ii10 iroli Oxidei raitiol ii till flux heid to it thl'rilcil'tical

Tianganel'ss5 at the l'lectroill tipi. Till averapgl Tialigainese conttenlt is fuirthe-r

(IcCre asii fly thieriitcIlnlCarl'vnr lC tITS'itiTlireato- tith ill nole lnl'ta oi 111 ill ili' 0 ux

iti going frotn till electrod- tip to the seplaraitedi iiroll' which fall, through ando
reacts wvithi till Hutx.

Figutre 5 compllare', till dirole~t clltnllliitilltl. for till various alloy elerinvmito i

the initial electrode contents. S ig~tifiant clectrocioniiical rl'lctllls are lirescitt [or

iliost (If thle alloy ll'ill'Tlt. S. i!ll' il.111111 aliuuind l llatlgaljo'~' '11,wV higher "'ont

caused fby olxidaltioni 15' til Till flux lit tie altlodeI. at(ii ell'ctrolilic'ul roiuctioll

froin till flu\ at thle cathode. Tie differeiices for ii'kl'l. titanituii. andu 'iitiuiii

irI' of till orderl' of till anaillytic'al ultcert ailitic and airc' thus inTlocli s1iv'l. Moilvl,-

deIIiiuii shlows tih' oppolsite' Trendl. That is. tic l'ciitrllt ii ii ill', all~llli highe~r

than that of the c'athodie. This behiavior iiiaY be' cais( by tin' fact that milyh-

denui n is more noble thiian iron, anid the alpparenllt con~ice'n trat ion~ chiatniges arl' tih'
result of' iront oxidlationi losse1s at tile aiioude and redlulctioni f'romi the flux at tih'
cathode. Figure 5 sulgge'sts signiificanit tiilrillchl'Tticai l'iltriliiitillts ontly ill tile

case's (Ifs- licoln. a'i nul~iin. andl TilatgailewI.

'ON( LTTIOl NS

1. Comipositiotn chanS~ges at thll lectrodeil tipl atnd iti thel selaratedI droplet, iii

su~bmlergedi arc weldling aippelar to ill til l'lsiit of bothi thllrinoliiTilal ahuh

l('li riichiitiical relit ions.



2. The ther mocemiic al reactI0ills are c aue Ilac e xpected reaict ionI s hemecWi

flux anld metal. The electrochiemical reactionls at the atiode iniclude iixiibat ioi

losses oif alloy (1010(11 ts to th flu6 ~x anll the il Wischarge aind pic ku o otxyge.

aiitilon fromi the fliux. The electrochieicl reionti lit the cat hiiiih inhihi

lhe reduou 1 of intooti ions fromi the flu\ atnd thle refiliniig of oxy get -

3. Composition chtange, in the dropluts aftvr separationi fromthe ilo itbmergvd are
(lectrilile are priuLarily rhertiiocletiiica ini 1lire.

Furtlier experimienlt, with s iitlictic fliixe .which arn chio~et litoinilize titer-

llochemtical reactions, . lre planned~ andi shollld help toi better deitil( tl relative,
ittipirTilce ofll ectrorlietiniell reaictils.
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in Figure 1. Each of three reactions requiring a molten salt bath
takes place in a sealed molten salt vessel. The main feature of the
present investigation is that the reactions take place continuously
and in parallel ( 5) . As compared to the work carried -ut by p ast

investigators, the present process and apparatus possess many
advantageous features such as: safety when equipment is broCKen or
fails functionally, ability to handle pressure variations, reliable
material transport, and ease of start-up and or maintaining operation.
This. pro~ect .as su.pported by the Sunsh ine Project since 198
as a commercialization research effort.

This cormmercialization research was carried cut with the closed
cycle apparatus, consistinng of a monosilane ,eneration apparatus
snown in Figure 2, plus a silicon chlorinator, a silicon tetrachloride
separaiton and recovery unit, and a monosilane purifier. The Init.al
desijn had a prbl m with a valve operation in trancportino tr.e
molten salt. this roblun was solved by employing an overflow
transport method and a simple pump with no moving parts actuated
by jac ipressure. This modification made it pcsble to reliably run
the hydrogenation and monusilane geceration reaction, and it clearly
exposed the electrolysis problems.

When the electrolysis is performed at 2.03 to 331 A, the cuir-nt
efficiences cf electrolysis and of monosilane u;e:'eration were 90 nd

ros-t ,vely. These are essentially satisfactory numrbers for
:.roc0uction of metals b molten salt electrolysis in eneral. Hcwever,
there were signs which gave doubts about ione-ter. o ealiity, such
as erosion of the anode, a sudden drop of the anode chamber pressure,
accumulation of Li on the salt bath surface, etc.

We disccvered that, as shown in Figure 3(Left), a b.yjass current
is gener ated tirough the anode chamber caused hy Li in the Li
collector and by LL attached on the diaphrsgm. In the case of the
anode chamber which is searated and electrically isolated fraom the
rest, another bypass curent is generated caused by ' i attached on toe
anode chauaber as shcwn in Fi'gure 3 (Right) . 'nd the bypass current
causes electrolysis between the anode chamber and the anode, depos-
iting Li on the inside surface of the anode chamber wall. Thus, if the
bypass current is eliminated, we believe that the various problems
preventirng corxnersialization will be solved and that the current
efficincics would approach the theuretical values.

1LE EXPERIMENT

In order to eliminate the bypass current :' --e apjalatus shown
in Figure 2, the following steps were attem[ted:
(a) By raising the voltage potential oi the anode c'amter ind the
diaphiagm with respect to the catihode and by moans of ai, solution and
depisi t ion of the attached ,i, the Li can be tar,Frr- to fthe
cathode and to other ;urfaces.
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(b) Some Li, which moves to places other than the cathode by the above

process, may float on the molten salt and may reattach itself to the

anode chamber. In order to prevent this phenomenon from happening, the

Li is eliminated by injecting chlorine and forming LiC.

In order to carry out the above corrective measures, the

following revisions to the apparatus were made:

(a) The anode chamber equipped with the diaphragm was separated

from the collector and electrically isolated from the rest.

(b) A "Li transport power source" was installed between the anode

chamber equipped with the diaphragm and the cathode.

(c) A chlorine blow-in tube was installed below the molten salt

surface at a place between the anode chamber and the closest

equipment to it, which are the outer jackets covering three

cathode leader rods. This location is expected to be the main Li

transfer point.

(d) A chlorine recovery chamber was added which is electrically
isolated and which surround, the anode chamber and the cathode

leader rod outer jackets. This addition is a safety measure to
prevent the outside of the reaction chambers from filling with
reactive chlorine.

Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional view of the monosilane generation
test set-up after the modifications.

The following steps are used to run the test apparatus. First,

introduce the raw material, salt, into the molten salt vessel. Cover
the vessel with a simple lid, dry the material, melt and dehydrate.

Next, replace the lid with the one from which all equipment is hung,
and then start the electrolysis. As Li begins to appear at the
cathode, it will float as droplets, be collected in the collector, and

be transferred via a transfer tube to the hydrogenator. The hydro-
genator is filled with hydrogen, and the hydrogen is added as it is
consumed to maintain the hydrogenator pressure. Moreover, the molten
salt is fed at a constant rate from the moten salt vessel by a over-

flow mechanism. Li, which enters the hydrogenator, is hydrogenized

to forr. LiH, is immediately dissolvel in the molten salt and is fed to

the silane generation chamber. Since an excess amount of SiCl4 is
continually fed into the chamber, the LiN which flows in will react to

produce SiC14 and LiCI. The latter will flow out to the molten salt
vessel dissolved in the salt. Thus, the Li cycle is completed and it
is possible to operate the electrolysis continuously for a long period

of time.

The following test parameters were employed:

The electrolysis current was automatically controlled at 1100 A.

The maximum voltage potential at the anode chamber was set at
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2.6 V above the cathode potential. This voltage was applied at

the start of the electrolysis. This potential takes into account
the 0.5 V margin against the apparatus corrosion, and the figure
was computed in the following way. Also, when the Li transport
current exceeded its maximum value of l00 A, the voltage was
adjustec to keep the current at around 1C0 A.

Vinax = {Vt-Ix(Ra+Rc)-E ×(RI/R2)+(E0-El)-V-

Where,
Vt: Applied electrolysis voltage
Ra, Rc: Anode and cathode resistance
I: Electrolytic current
E0: Decomposition Voltage of LiCl at 400*C
El: Electrolytic potential of Ni/iNC1 2 against C/Cl 2 at 4'0

0
C

Rj: Molten salt resistance between the cathode and the diaphragm
R2 : Molten salt resistance betw e-, the anode and the cathode
Vp: Voltage margin for corrosion pr vention. (Voltage drop due to

the anode chamber and the cathode leader rods, etc.)

From tht start of the electrolysis, chlorine was blown in through
three nozzles at the rate of 0.5 I/min. Chlorine was diluted with
twice the volume of argon. This volume is about one tenth of chlorine
generated at the anode during electrolysis.

Main dimensions in the electlolysis area are: the anode: 30cm 00
by 60cm long; the cathode: 42cm ID by 60cm long (crown shaped); the
diaphragm: 35cm LD by 65cm long (10 mesh scrcen made of Ni). The
salt bath temperature was maintained at 40(-C in the molten salt
vessel and at 5700 C in the hydrogenator.

Since it is difficult to directly measure the bypass current, the
effect was compared by computing the electroic].is efficiency and the
monosilane production efficiency and also 1v observing the test
apparatus during and after the operat ion. The eft icitencies wcre
comluted by the following definitions.

The current efficiency Li(mol) calculated from H2 consuned
of electrolysis Theoretical i.i(mcl) Value based on

the electrolysis current

The cur.rent efficiency i.} (Mol) _actualZcollected
of monosilane production lhooret ical Si, (r-) !roduction

baced on the electrolysis current

t<1ES;LT!3 AND [,LIGCUSSION

Test operations were made at a constant electrolysis current of
1100 A. The LJ transport power source was turned on and chlorine was
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injected to minimize the bypass current. Test results are given in

Table 1. Observation of the electrolysis section was made after test

runs with the Li transport power source (total electrical consumption

was 1.1x10
9 
coul.). There was no corrosion on the anode surface near

the salt level which normally is the most susceptible to corrosion.

Even tool marks were still visible. The diaphragm and the anode cham-

ber were also quite healthy.

For a comparison, tests were ccnducted without the Li transport

power source and without chlorine injection. Results are given in
Table 2. These test results have not changed much from those obtained

in the past WIiL a _sii.idr set-up. on the other hand, table 1 shows

that there were no phenomena observed which preclude commercialization
and that the electrolysis efficiency increased substantially and
approached that of the theoretical values. Thus, we believe that these
improvement are due to minimization of the bypass current and are not
due to hardware or its arrangement.

The same conclusion can be reached by observing the voltages(the
cathode as the base) vs. elapsed time at key equipment. When the
bypass current is present, a large drop in electrolysis voltage is
observed (Fig.6) in the early stage of the electrolysis when the
electrolysis current is kept constant. On the other hand, when the
bypass current is eliminated by the use of the Li transport power
source and the chlorine injection, the electrolysis voltage stays

constant throughout as shown in Fig.5. Also, when the bypass current
was present, the voltage at the anode chamber decreased and the Li
collector increased. Since these voltage values approach the short
circuit values when the electrical pass is from the anode chamber to
the Li collector via the salt bath surface, the main bypass current is
thought to be flowing from Anode - Anode Chamber - Li Collector
- Cathode (the bypass current II) rather than from Anode -
Anode Chamber - Diaphram - Cathode (the bypass current 1).

The reason for the above is that the bypass current I is constant
because it is only created by attaching around the diaphragm of a
portion of Li freed from the cathode during electrolysis. On the
other hand, the bypass current II is created mainly by Li attached on
the exterior surface of the anode chamber. In other words, during
electrolysis between the anode and anode chamber due to the bypass
current I, Li is freed which is transferred out to the molten salt
bath. The Li then floats on the surface of the bath and is attached to
the anode chamber. The bypass current II Joes not flow until this
happens. This floating Li causes an undesirable process cycle. Namely,
it will create the bypass current II and the Li moves to attach itself

to the nearest equipment. Since the floating Li is replenished
continually, the attached Li will refloat and reattach to the anode
chamber creating more bypass current II. This cycle is repeated. The

bypass current deposits Li on the inside surface of the anode chamber,
which subsequently increases the floating Li, and which further

increases the bypass current 1I. This vicious cycle continues and the
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bypass current increases until the limit is reached which is deter-

mined by the resistance of the molten salt and the voltage of electro-

lysis. The result is that during a long-term operation, a large amount

of Li is accumulated on the molten salt surface.

Figure 7 and 8 show the relationship between the current con-

sumption for Li transport durin- operati.-n and the relative voltage

potential of the anode chamber(diaphragm) or of the Li collector. The

anode chamber voltage and the resistance to Li transport vary

depending on the location and amount of Li attached. However, in

comparison with the early stage of cperation, the current drops and

the voltage stabilizes toward the end of the run. The early

fluctuation may be due to the floating Li left over from the earlier

run.

Table 3 shows the current and power consumed for transporting Li.

This indicates that about 2% of the total Li was attracted to the
anode chamber in the normal operation. The maximum current used to
transport Li in the test was 100 A. So, th objective was accomplished
below one--tenth of the electrolysis :urrent. When a Ni-made apparatus

shown in Figure 4 is used to perform electrolysis at 5000 A, the
electrolysis voltage will be 8.5 V, and the maximum voltage and

current required to transport Li would be about 5.5 V and 500 A,

respectively.

CONCLUSION

Tests were conducted to commercialize a new monosilane production

method which utilizes electrolysis of a molten salt. The main
objective of the investigation were to remove undesirable phenomena
during electrolysis and to improve the efficiency by eliminating the
cause of the problems, ie., by minimizing the bypass current flowing

through the anode chamber.

It was possible to sufficiently remove the bypass current by the
following method: raise the voltage potential of the anode chamber and

the diaphragm with respect to the cathode, transport Li from the
diaphragm to the cathode, and attract Li at the anode chamber to the
nearest equipment and then blow in chlorine to remove Li as LiCl.
A further finding is that the anode chamber can be protected from

corrosion by selecting the proper voltage potential.

The overall effect of the elimination of the bypass current was

that the current efficiency of electrolysis increased from 90% to

97.5%. Also, it became possible to make a long-duration run while
maintaining high efficiency. Moreover, we found that there is no

danger of floating Li after shutdown and that it is easy to maintain
the equipment.
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TABLE 1. Test Run Data with Li Transport Power Source and
Chlorine Injection.

Electrolytic Current (A av .).................. 1104
Quantity of Electricity(l0 Coul.)............. 23.8

Hydrogen Consumed (moi.)....................... 120.4
Monosilane Produced (mol.)...................... 56.6
Current Efficiency of

Electrolysis (%).................. 97.5

Mornosilane Production(%) ......... 91.8
Li Accumulation on the Bath............... ..... NO
Sudden Pressure Drop in the Anode Chamber.NO

TABLE 2. Test Run Data without Li Transport Power Source and
Chlorine Injection, befor and after Modifications.
(Conventional Electrolysis)

Apparatus Used
Fig.2 Fig.4

Electrolytic Current (A av .).................. 2104 2000
Quantity of zlectricity(10 Coul.)............. 4r9.5 215.4
hydrogen Consumed (mol.)....................... 2230 1019
Monosilane Produced (isol.)..................... 1027 455
Current Efficiency of

Electroly-;is(%).................. 91.8 91.3
Monosilane Production(%) ......... 83.8 81.5

Li Accumulation on the Bath..................... YES YES
Sudden Pressure Drop in the Anode Chamber..YES YES

TABLE 3. Electric Current and Power Consumption
in Transporting Li.

Mean Current Power1
Current Ratio Ratio

____________ (A) M% M____

electrolysis 1104 100 100
Li 1st half 53.1 4.F 2.3

Trans- 2nd half 25.1 2.3 1.1
po rt Mean 41.4 3.7 1.8_
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Figure 7. Relationship between the Current for Li Transport and the

Li Collector Voltage above the Cathode.

The current readings are the maximum and the nimim, over time.
The proportional relationship is maintained only at the stable
minimum current for a short duration as the current drop. it
appears that the main Li transport comes from Li attached
around the diaphragm.
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Figure 8. Relationship between the Current for Li Transport and the
Anode Chamber Voltage above the Cathode.

The current readings are the maximum and the minimum over time.
Since the proportional I-V relationship is maintained, it is
believed that the large current is due to the movement of Li
attached around the anode chamber. The main current is believed
to be flowing in the bypass current II path.
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Alt'STRACT

The anodic reactio)n on nickel electrode wis ciri -Ut it. ~
in the molten NHl F*'IIHF 1)% a few kinds -f electrchernic,1 rrWet' ;
AIF , NH NiF anJ (NHi FeE containing ai smallI amcount (ii).et

34 3 43 , C",tiwere added into the melt in o1rder to investiqaie tlhe effet toe
additives on the current efficiency of NF,-f...rmatik~-. insi the
dissolutioni of Ni electrode. A Pt-rod w 's u-,oo :t the refersn,
trode. The anode gas was quantitatively, analy zed- bv Lo th z
tography and infrared spectroscopy. W ith n.i cke I no, theT, z:I
t ion d idn' t occur and the amnunt n f anodi c I iissrcIut 1,on wis abh out 4
In electrolysis under the controlled current, the anode ois _TmTD-
ed of N ', 0 , NF , N 0, NF_ and so on). The current etficien:i
calculated from &he ilow tate of anndF gas anrl its c-Mn'st-. Tte
ma:cimur -irrent effic iencv of NFE on Ni anodie reached3 at (0 nr t -.e
the anodic dissolution of Ni was only 3 %. In the case cf the ddi
tion of 0. .l'olit NHl N iF into the melt, the anodic dissolutieoc ,f"
electrode was about I % and then the decrease in the current efficiecy
of NFE was on ly G %. The greatest durease in the current eff icic % of
NF occurred in the melt added (NH I YeE The. addition of All-w,
no~ effective for the prevention o aiodic ds.uoitor -f Ni . o
results indicate that the addition of 0.1 rnol% NH El 1F is fivor ihle for
the electrolytic production of NFE3. ' 3

INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen triflunride (NF 3I is a stabIc Zgos at rooIm temperature and'
has a strong oxidising action at higher temperature (1). Therefore,
it has been already used as an oxidising agent for rocket fuels and a
stable fluorinating agent (20 8). It may be also used as a welding
agent for metals and a gas filler in order to increase the life andl the
brightness of lamps (9). Recently, a few researches have beon attem-
pted to develop the use of NF as a laser gas (100^ 12) , in etchant qas
for a dry etching process (1k161 and a cleaner gas for appoaus used
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Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Both flow rates didn't decrease in the
addition of AlE 3, while they decreased in the addition of NH1 NiF and
(NH ) FeF containing a small amount of (NH ) FeE This f ni

434 4 b ~ , 1 i-
cates thA~ the ions with the higher *.al ence metal such a s Ni ori Fe
would be reduced on the qathode to form the ions with the lower valence
metal such as Ni o r F e and that the formed ions would be oxidized
on the anode to form the original ions.

Table 2 showed the effect of NH 4NiE -concentration or. the yield of
eaclh product in the anode gas. This tagle revealed thit th~e !dd1ition
o~_f 4 NiF3 decreased the yield o f NF It is conclude-3, therefore,
that the concentration lo('wer than 0.1 molt N11' NiF 3is favo-rable for the
electroly..tic production of NEF in the view point of both t-he :r. -rement
of the yield o)f NE and6 the prevention of anodic dissoluticn fNi.
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus for determinatimn of anode pclar z tion
curve
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? i: First run
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2
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Potential / V vs. rt

Fig. 2 Anodic polarization curves on nickel electrode at 120YC in -l
NH4 F 211F by potential sweep method with sweep rate of 0.2 V-s
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Fig. 3 Anodic polarization curves on nickel electrode in electrlyte
of NH 4F-2HF + AlF 3 at_ 120

0
C by potential sweep method with

sweep rate of 20 mV-s (First run)
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Potential / V vs. Pt

Fig. 4 Anodic polarization curves on nickel electrode in electrolyte
of NH4 F2HF + NH NiF3-Tt 120'C by potential sweep method with

sweep rate of 20 mV-s (First run)
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Fig. 5 Effect if added AIF 3, Ni4 NiF or (Ni 4) FeF on anodic polari-
zation curves on nickel elec rode at 40'C in NH F.2HF by
potential sweep method with sweep rate of 0.2 V-s (30th run)

I: No additive, 2: 0.8 mol AlF 3: 0.4 mol% NH 4 NiF3,
4: 0.8 mo1 NIINi3, 5: 0.06 mou% (NH 4 FeF .

c .... t-t-l f Air, i ,i%

o 10 20

30

20

O 1: Addition of Alp

0 

2: Addition of NH NiF00

1 0 o /2

00

00

0 04 0.8
Concentration A n"ir

3 / nmolt

Fig. 6 Relationship between ratio of quantity of electricity dissi-
pated by anodic dissolution of nickel electrode to total
quantity ofglectricity (Q /Q ) at 120'C and current density

at 
nN -H

of 25 mA-cm and concentration of AIF 3 or NH4 NiF in NH4F.2HF
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Table 1 i ff-r t a dded NH 4Nil- -mo lar Lcicentrition un weight lss ,f
nick., n ode in electrolysis

NH 4NiP C. D. E. D. Potent IalI number of

(mol%) MA-cm ~) (hrs.) (V vs. Pt) electron

0 215 97 4.4 - 5.12

3

0.2 25 70 5.0 51.52

3

0.4 25 74 5.- .9

3

Calculation weight Observed weight P.

loss of anode Ig) loss of anodie (gI 3

26.1631 0.7330 2.680
17.387, 0.7330 4.20

20.2)60 0. 1 r3(1 0.51
13.507 0.1I6G 1.21

-10. 900 0.1391 0.(,(
13.99-1 0.1391 0.99

20.594 0.1693 0.821
13.729 0.1693 1.23

18.830 0.1100 0.63
12.573 0.1180 0.134

Headings; C.D.: Current density, D.E.: Duration of electrolysis,
R.D.: Ratio of quantity of electricity dissipated by anodic

dissolution of nickel electrode to total quantity of
eiectricity ( I 'Q)
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1(0): no additive,

C /(a): 1.Omol% AIF 3 '
o 50 ---- (0): 2.Omol% AlF3

o Id 43'

3c (6): 0.O2rol% NH NFe3 43 6

0 50 100
Tnwe / hor

Fig. 8 Change of current efficiency of HL evclutin in electiolyte (-f
NH 4F* 2HF containing added AiF 31Nn NiF 3or (NH 4 I FeF( cis a
function of time ~



6.0

21 1: calculated curve,

2(o): no additive,

3. s'o." (6): 2.0mol% AIF 3 ,

0 /3(0): 0.rmol% NH 4NiF 3'5 4
4(0): 0.2mol% NH4N F3 ,

5(a): 0.05mol% (NH4 )3FeF 60

0 50 100

Time / hour

Fig. 9 Change of flow rate of anode gas r, NH I*41".F c:,ntaining alded
AlF 3, Ni4 NiF 3 or (NIT4 )FeFe

Table 2 Effect of AIF 3 , NH 4NiF, and (Ni) 3 FeE. -molar c,§ncetr.ation Crn
each current efficiency of anode gas products

Current efficiency of anode gas products(%)
Additive mol% NF 3  N2  02 N 20 N2F 2  X(N2 F 4?) Total

- 65.5 20.1 3.3 3.5 2.9 0.8 96

AIF 1 .0 68.3 22.2 0.3 1 .4 3.2 -. Q7

AIF 3  2.0 66.7 21.8 0.2 2.9 4.' 1.0 97

NH 4NiF 3  0.1 59.8 20.9 3.8 1.0 3.1 0.9 90

NH 4NiF 3  0.2 36.0 17.0 5.8 1.0 1.6 0.7 62

(NH4 ) 3FeF 6  0.05 49.8 15.3 2.9 0.5 2.9 1.2 73

Conditions: Anode; nickel( 66cm
2 

), Current density; 25mA-cm
- 2

Temperature; 120'C
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A REVIEW OF THE CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MOLTEN ALKALI
NITRATE SALTS AND THEIR EFFECT ON MAT;RIALS USED

FOR SOLAR CENTRAL RECEIVERS

R. W. Bradshaw and R. W. Carling

Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore (SNLL), has been
responsible for developing thermal energy collection and storage
technologies for solar central receiver (SCR) applications as
the lead laboratory designated by the U. S. Department of Energy.
The focus of one of these efforts has been the evaluation of the
properties of a mixture of sodium nitrate and potassium nitdtt
as a single-phase working fluid for SCR systems. This paper
summarizes the results of a comprehensive research program that
was established by SNLL to address issues relevant to the use
of molten nitrates at temperatures up to 600

0
C. It was concluded

that molten nitrate salt is technically feasible as a working
fluid for advanced SCR and offers a number of advantages

compared to alternative fluids.

Introduction

The selection of a molten salt, consisting of a mixture of sodium
nitrate and potassium nitrate, as a heat transfer fluid for high-
temperature solar central receivers (SCR) was initially derived from a
systematic screening process which identified several favorable
characteristics, such as a low melting point (222 

0
C), the availability

of large quantities at low cost, and the minimal hazards associated with
its use 11,21. Low cost is particularly important if the fluid is to
serve as the thermal energy storage media as well as the receiver
coolant [3]. Although molten nitrate salts have been used extensively
for heat transfer in industrial processes 141 and compilations of some
of their properties are available [51, the maximum temperature intended

for SCR systems is 600
0
C, which is significantly higher than previous

applications. For this reason, a research program was undertaken to
establish a data base describing the properties of a molten mixture of
NaNO and KNO over the complete range of temperatures relevant to
advanced SCRs.

The majority of the research efforts were conducted at SNLL,
although several industrial, university, and national laboratories
participated as well. The program included studies of chemical
stability, physical properties, corrosion of metallic materials,
environmental effects on the mechanical properties of alloys, and
compatibility of non-metallic materials with the molten salt. A
comprehensive group of studies has been completed and this review

This work supported by U.S. Dept. of Energy contract DE-ACO4-76DP0789.



summarizes those research activities and the resuits obtained. The
technical issues which motivated the studies in each area are described
and their impact on engineering concerns are discussed. This review
includes results obtained during the operation of large-scale
demonstration experiments.

Chemical Properties

The important issues concerning the chemical properties of molten
nitrate salt mixtures were choosing the composition, verifying chemical
stability at high temperature, determining the effects of cover gas
composition and atmospheric contamination on the melt and assessing any
hazards which might arise when using molten salt in an SCR.

The liquidus line in the phase diagram reported in a previous study
does not indicate a eutectic, but rather a broad band of low-melting
mixtures surrounding the minimum melting point of 222 0C at 50 NaNO -50
KNO (r3l. %, 46-54 wt. %) 15). The phase diagram was re-examined sing
d~fPrential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and its important features were
confirmed 161. The data suggested that a mixture enriched in NaNO
relative to KNO would be desirable since the significant reductin in
cost would easily offset the disadvantager of a slightly increased
melting point. The composition 44 NaNO -56 KNO (mol. %, 60-40 wt. %),o3
which melts at 238 C, was chosen for a~vanced CR applications and wassuccessfully used in several engineering projects [7-9].

A key consideration in qualifying this molten salt mixture for
long-term use was chemical stability, since molten nitrate salts may
undergo a variety of reactions depending on the temperature and the
composition of the cover gas. The primary reaction is the decomposition
of nitrate to nitrite and oxygen.

NO3 = NO2 + 1/2 02 (1)

Experimental investigations of the equilibrium of reaction (i), at
temperatures up to 600°C, determined the equilibrium constant 110,111
and the enthalpy change (23.03 Kcal/mol [101). Figure 1 compares the
equilibrium constant of the mixed salt, as a function of temperature,
with published results for the pure components. The concentration of
nltritS in melts in equilibrium with air is about 3 wt.% at 5650C and 7%
at 600 C. The equilibrium data have been used to calculate the amount of
nitrite expected to form in either open or closed systems covered with a
variety of gases [111. It was concluded that air at atmospheric pressure
is more than adequate to minimize nitrite formation.

Thermochemical equilibrium calculations were used to predict the
behavior of nitrate melts over a wide range of conditions. The
thermodynamic model included reactions of nitrate and nitrite which
yield alkali oxides and gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen and NO . The
result of these studies was the construction of the phase stabflity
diagram of the Na-0-N system at various temperatures (12]. The study
determined that the concentration of oxide ions was negligible at SCR
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temperatures, but increased rapidly above 6000 C. This is an important
finding because oxide ions are known to be very corrosive (a later
section discusses rapid corrosion above 600 C). A comparison of the
oxide ion concentrations measured in equilibrium melts with predictions
of the thermodynamic calculations suggested that oxide ions behave non-
ideally in nitrate melts [131.

The stability of the melt with respect to the major constituents of
air is an obvious benefit for an SCR system. However, a concern that
atmospheric carbon dioxide and water vapor might cause the salt to
deteriorate during long-term use was also addressed. The interactions of
CO2 and H 0 with nitrate melts were studied using electrochemical and
chemical iechniques [141. It was found that CO can cause minor chemical
changes by reacting to form carbonate. Althougg DSC studies shoved that
the solubilities of alkpli carbonates in the nitrate salt were large
11, the carbonates of metallic impurities might precipitate in the
coolest sections of heat exchangers. However, problems related to
carbonate precipitation are not expected because the availability of CO2
is very limited. The solubilityoof water vapor was found to be
completely reversible up to 600 C and no hydrolysis was observed [14].
Procedures are available for removing anionic contaminants, such as
nitrite and carbonate, if needed 111,151. No adverse effects on the
molten salt were observed during approximately 1000 hours of testing of
a one-megawatt SCR electric power generating system at the Central
Receiver Test Facility in Albuquerque, NM [91.

Two reports were prepared which discuss loading, operating and
maintaining SCR systems that contain large quantities of salt [15,161.
Hazards management related to the use of molten nitrate salt has also
been discussed, although in an SCR the necessary precautions are those
associated with any hot fluid, since oxidizable materials will not be
present [15,161. A comprehensive review of the hazards associate( with
molten salts has been published by Allen and Janz [171.

Physical Properties

A knowledge of the physical properties of the working fluid in a
SCR is essential for design calculations involving heat transfer and
fluid flow in such components as receivers, heat exchangers, pumps, and
thermal energy storage subsystems. Although data on most of the
important properties (for example, viscosity, density, thermal
conductivity and heat capacity) are available in the literature for
single alkali nitrate salts [51, the properties of the SCR mixture were
not available over the operating temperature range. Experimental
measurements of these properties were made at temperatures which
significantly extended the range of existing data. The measured values
are presented in Figure 2.

Viscosity, density and surface tension (not shown) were determined
from 250 C to 6000 C using a single apparatus [181. Viscosity decreased
from about 5 gm/cm/sec at 250o to I at 6000 C, while density decreased
moderately with temperature and was nominally 1.8 gm/cm . These data
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agree with literature values at lower temperatures where comparisons can
be made. Thermal conductivity was round to be weakly dependent on
temperat yre- rom 250 0 C to 400 0 C and the measured values were nominally
0.5 W m K [191. Minor additions of NaNO2 and/or Na2CO3 to the melt
had a negligible effect. The heat capacity of the molten mixture was
determined by_ ifferential scanning calorimetry and found to be about
140 J K mol [20,21]. Difficulty in containing the salt in the
thermal conductivity and heat capacity apparatus limited the accessible
temperature range. The equations expressing the temperature dependence
of each property are available in the above references.

Corrosion of Metallic Materials

It was necessary to resolve two issues before selecting suitable
alloys and metals for containment of the molten salt. These were the
corrosion rates at operational temperatures and the solubility of
metallic oxides in the molten salt. Although the corrosion behavior of
various metals and alloys has been reported previously, the data have
been derived from short-term tests and were not considered adequate for
engineering design. The concern with regard to solubility behavior was
that dissolved corrosion products might precipitate in the coldest parts
of the flow system and foul or plug them, a phenomena called thermal-
gradient mass transfer.

Corrosion and mass transfer behavior were investigated using
thermal convection loops, which operated at temperatures spanning the
range of a SCR, 3000 C to 6000C [221. The alloys tested were Alloy 800,
304SS and 316SS. The rates of metal loss of these alloys were 5-12
micron/year at 600°C [23-261. Measurements of metal losses by chemical
descaling revealed that the majority of metal consumption was due to
oxidation [261. Chemical analyses of the salt in the loops established
that chromium was soluble, whereas iron and nickel were negligibly
soluble. The solubility of chromium, as chromate ion, in molten
nitrates is quite large; accordingly, thermal-gradient mass transfer was
not observed.

Corrosion data for a wide variety of alloys and metals were
obtained from long-term experiments in isothermal crucibles. Materials
for the complete range of operating temperature environments were
tested, including stainless steels (austenitic and ferritic), chromium-
molybdenum steels, carbon steel, aluminum diffusion-coated steels,
nickel, aluminum and titanium. Representative results from these studies
are summarized in Table 1. In general, alloys with at least 9% chromium
were quite corrosion resistant up to 600 C 1271. A nickel-base alloy,
IN600, was somewhat more corrosion resistant than Alloy 800, although it
underwent internal oxidation, which the iron-base alloy did not. Cr-Mo
steels with I to 5% Cr experienced metal loss rates as high as 100
micron/year over a restricted temgerature range 1281. Aluminized Ci-Mo
steels were very resistant at 600 C 129). Similarly, aluminum was
negligibly affected at 565 C. Titanium oxidized more rapidly than
ferrous alloys, but formed an adherent surface oxide layer, while nickel
experienced severe intergranular corrosion 1301.



A better understanding of corrosion mechanisms was obtained by
studies of the kinetics of oxidation and depletion in crucible tests.
The rate laws for both processes in most Cr-containing alloys were
parabolic up to 6000C [27,321. At these temperatures, the corrosion
products were spinels of iron and chromium and Fe O . Above 615 C,
sodium ferrite was formed [311, corrosion rates inc~eased markedly, and
kinetics were observed that indicated the formation of a non-protective
surface film [321, as shown by the plot of Cr depletion from Alloy 800
in Figure 3. The relatively rapid oxidation of Cr-Mo steels was
associated with the formation of k-Fe 0 [28!. Electrochemical
polarization studies of Alloy 800 confimed the passivation of Alloy 800
in the melt [331 and the surpression of galvanic corrosion of Alloy
800/mild steel couples by surface films ([. Some of the chemical and
electrochemical factors relevant to corrosion in molten nitrates,
including the inadvisability of cathodic protection, have been discussed
by Smryl [341.

Since the oxide scales on high-temperature alloys were very
adherent, no thermal cycling tests were done. Examination of scale
layers on the inside surface of Alloy 800 receiver tubes, that had
operated for about 1000 hours in a cyclic solar radiation environment,
revealed adherent oxides that grew somewhat faster than isothermally-
grown scales 1351. Operation of a forced-convection loop did not reveal
any obvious erosion damage to surface scales [111.

Environmental Effects on the Mechanical Properties of Alloys

The receiver tubes of SCRs present unusual problems in materials
selection and design because of the stresses which arise from one-sided
heating, as well as from the thermal cycling inherent in solar receiver
operation [36]. A key concern was whether the molten salt, in
conjunction with the thermomechanical environment, would promote
cracking of alloys used for receiver tubes and other components or
otherwise degrade their mechanical properties. The complexity of
mechanical testing in a molten salt environment limited studies to the
most favored alloys, Alloy 800, 316SS ai,d HT-9 (receiver tubes) and 2-
1/4Cr-lMo steel (steam generator tubes).

Slow strain rate tests and creep tests in the molten salt at 6000 C
established that neither environmentally-induced cracking nor
significant acceleration of oxidation due to deformation occurred in
Alloy 800 [37,381. Figure 4 shows the insensitivity of the ductility of
Alloy 800 to strain rate during prolonged immersion in the moltan salt,
as compared to air. Slow strain rate tests showed that the strength and
ductility ot 316CS were unaffected, but a measurable loss of the
ductility of HT-9 was observed [391. No significant reduction in
lifetime was found during fatigue and creep-fatigue tests of Alloy 800
in molten salt at 650 0 C when compared to tests in air [401. 2-1/4Cr-iMo
steel experienced a loss in ductility at temperatures up to 5250 C, due
to the acceleration of oxidation by deformation over a range of strain
rates [411. However, this does not preclude its use in heat exchangers
at lower temperature.



Compatibility of Non-metallic Materials

Other compatibility questions which were investigated concerned the
selection of non-metallic materials for several important functions,
including fluid seals for valves, thrust bearings in pumps, and internal
insulation and solid ballast for thermal energy storage.

A comprehensive study was conducted to evaluate materials for valve
stem seals in flow control valves [42]. Compression packings were
emphasized because this type of seal offers economic advantages in large
valves. Below 300C, good compatibility was observed with
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and graphite. Other materials commonly
used to fabricate packings for high temperature, including asbestos,
borosilicate glass, aramid fiber and perfluoroelastomers, were not
suitable. PTFE is not mechanically acceptable at higher temperature, and
graphite began to oxidize rapidly above 400 0 C, as shown in the
thermogravimetric analysis plot in Figure 5. Thus, valve designs must
limit the temperature of the packing to 300 C.

Compatibility tests were conducted with a variety of ceramics.
Silicon carbide, proposed as an thrust bearing in pumps, displayed good
resistance to the molten salt, resulting in a corrosion rate of 7
micron/year at 5650 C, due to disqolution of SiC as silica or silicate
[301. Boron nitride was relatively inert in the melt below 3000C 1421,
while dense alumina was unaffected up to 630°C 1321. Many refractory
insulating materials were evaluated as internal insulation for large
salt storage tanks, where wetting by the molten salt at 5650C would be
necessary 143]. Dissolution of the silica phases in these materials
caused unacceptable deterioration. Experiments were also conducted with
materials which would be useful as inexpensive ballast for thermal
energy storage. Taconite pellets (mainly iron oxide) were relatively
stable in contact with the salt at 5650 C, but granite was not [441.

Conclusions

A comprehensive data base on the properties of molten nitrate salts
has been established that allows SCR systems to be designed with
confidence in their performance. The data base includes information on
the chemical and physical properties of molten mixtures of NaNO and
KNO and the effects of the molten salt on many metallic and noA-
metillic materials commonly used in high-temperature applications.

Molten nitrate salt was shown to be chemically stable in air at
temperatures up to 600 C, the upper design limit. Higher temperatures
should be avoided because decomposition yields high concentrations of
nitrite and alkali oxides. The effects of atmospheric CO2 and H 0 on the
melt appeared to be minimal as a practical matter. The importani
physical properties of the melt were determined and are available to
designers. Although values of thermal conductivity and heat capacity at
maximum temperatures would be desirable, extrapolations of available
data are suitable for design purposes.
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Materials are available to fabricate all the components needed for
an SCR system. Good corrosion resistance was demonstrated by Alloy 800,
300-series stainless steels, and 9Cr-IMo at 600°C during long-term
tests. Corrosion rates of ferrous alloys increased rapidly at higher
temperatures and these temperatures should be avoided. Chromium was
slowly leached from some alloys by the salt, but thermal gradient mass
transfer was not observed. The oxide layers on high-temperature alloys
were adherent, although oxidation was somewhat faster during the thermal
cycling experienced in receiver demonstration tests. Corrosion
allowances of up to 100 micron/year may be necessary for 2-1/4Cr-lMo at
4600 C. The molten salt did not cause cracking of receiver tube alloys.
Among non-metallic materials, graphite and PTFE were resistant at 300 C,
but silica-containing refractories deteriorated at 5650C.

The fundamental conclusion of this research program is that the use
of molten nitrate salts for energy collection, transfer and storage in
SCR systems is technically feasible. This conclusion is supported by
demonstrations in multi-megawatt receiver tests and electric power
generation experiments.
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Table 1. Corrosion rates of selected alloys and metals
in molten NaNO 3-KNO 3*

Alloy Temp. Corrosion rate Reference
(0C) (microns/year)

Alloy 800 565 5 24,25
600 6-10 25,26
630 75 32

316SS 600 7-10 24,25
630 106 32

304SS 600 12 23,27

IN600 600 24 30
630 60 30

12Cr steel 600 22 27

9CrlMo 550 6 28
600 23 27

2-1/4CrlMo 460 101 28
500 26 28

carbon steel 460 120 30

nickel 565 >500 30

titanium 565 40 30

aluminum 565 <4 30

aluminized
Cr-Mo steel 400 <4 29
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ABSTRACTF

In the frame of the beneticiation program of an anatase titanium ore, a
carbo-chlorination process of very fine particles of high TiO2 content (80%) in
molten NaCI at 880'C has been developped at a kilogram pilot scale. Titanium
tetrachloride, 9917 pure, has been obtained with yields as high as 9S8% and at
mean velocity of 1000 inol.ni 2 h-1. Mass balance-heets, performed on melt,
residue and gas samples, have demionstrated the fol lows ing facts:
-the stoichiometry is two C and two Cl, for one Ti.
-the alkaline-earth and rare-earth impurities contained in thle ore are coinplctlv
chlorinated (>99%k) and dissolve in the melt enabling a subsequent reen peratann.

INTRODUCTION

An atase. an allotropic variety of rut ile. can be1 found ini ''Ii nas (ierak s st
n tile center of Brazil under the form of huge and high TiO, content deposits

(reserves over Wi0t with a 25%7 averace content), and are beinig beneficiated by
tile top brazilian mining company CtVRD., through a wide prograin called
"Projeto Titatiio".

In the present phase, this program is mainly aimed toward a 4x I ()t/y
production of a 901/ TiO2 contcentrate for the chlorine rouite pigilemi industries.

An original up-a rading process has been developped by CVR D ( 1) in order to
take in to account the speciftic ity of tis~ world unique t it ani ut ore deposit, anid a
150(00 t/y pilot plant has been runninig for 3 years productinlg a concentrate \A, ith
the characteristics collected in table I -A. In this process, quantities. as high as 4
tunes time production, are evolved as sub-product unider the f orm off fine particles
(>4I(X) mesh) of hligh titanliumi oxide content, ats showim in taible I-B.
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These particles, which are much too small to be used in the fluidized bed

chlorine process for pigment production (2), are, on the contrary, an excellent
material for reactions in molten salt media due to the high specific surface of
exchange (3,4).

The work presented here describes the batch production of titanium
tetrachloride at a kilogram pilot scale by chlorination of these anatase fine
particles, and the subsequent recuperation of rare-earth impurities of much higher
financial interest.

CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

Though chrination of titanium oxide ores be widely described (5) , few
processes have been developped in molten salts (6 to 17) and none for the
anatase variety. Consequently, parameters such as temperature, medium and
chlorinating agent have been chosen as undermentionned.

-Temperature : for kinetics reasons, most of reactions described in molten salts
have been undertaken at temperatures higher than 700'C, even with lower
melting point melts, as it has been shown that below this temperature the rate of
reaction drops sharply (11,18).

-Melt : for the above mentionned kinetics reasons, as well as for economical
ones, molten sodium chloride has been used as solvent at a temperature ranging
100 around 880'C.

-Chlorinating agent : as shown in table 2, chlorination by Cl, or by ItCI is
thermodynamically impossible for the major part of the oxides present in the
anatase concentrate at I150K (19). At this temperature, the most efficient
chlorinating mixture, carbon and chlorine, has been used, the former being
obtained from charcoal in-situ decomposition during the heating step of the
whole charge. In fact, thermogravimetric studies have shown that carbon is
obtained with a yield of 90%, while 9 to 9.5% volatile compounds are expelled
around 300'C, the balance being obtained with ashes.

-Granulometry : though this parameter be settled at less than 400 mesh by the
fabrication process, attempts to evaluate its influence on kinetics have been made
by sintering fine particles up to 3 mesh and chlorinating them respectively.

EQUIPMENT

The pilot unit is composed by four main parts, such as heating device,

reactor, condensation set, and scnibbing device, as represented in fig. 1.

-The heating device is a 13 kw furnace composed by two hemi-cylindrical parts
separable by moving them along a rail track. It is thermoregulated in three

different regions.
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-The reactor is a silica vessel, 2.8m high and 0.1m in diameter,
composed of a jacket thermoregulated top, a central body in which is
introduced a tube with a porous silica disk, and a bottom containing
a crucible for collecting the molten salt after operation. The whole
set is operated as in the pictogran represented in fig. 2.

-The condensation set is composed of two vessels. The first one,
filled with NaCi, is maintained at 200'C in order to trap NbCI5 and
FeC1 3 in the form of liquid chloride complex. The second vessel is
cooled down in order to condense the evolved titanium tetrachloride.

-The destruction of excess chlorine is obtained by scrubbing outlet

gases with a concentrated soda shower, recirculated from a 1001. tank.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The function analysis of the whole process is as represented in
fig. 3 and gave the following results:

-Chlorination proceeds according to the reaction
TiO, + 2 Cl + 2 C = TiCl + 2 CO

as the mean values of C/Ti and Cl/Ti ratios for 12 runs at 880'C
have been found equal to 2.0 with an uncertainty of 0.1 respectively.
This result is in agreement with previous works in the same
temperature range (4,9).

-The maximum chlorination yield for titanium di-oxide has been found
around 98% at 880°C, which is in good agreement with the results of
Baikova in molten carnalite at 900'C (6), and significantly higher
than in a classical process (2).

-The rate of chlorination was found respectively equal to 10
4 ,

1.3x10 3 , 7.5x10 2 , and 4xl0 2 mo1.m-2 h- 1, for 400, 32, 9, and 3 mesh
feed material granulometry. These values are higher than those
available in literature, probably thanks to anatase high reactivity
and low granulometry. For example, Sultanova and col.(16) obtained
rates in the range 3 to 6xIO- 2 mol.m-2h-1. at temperatures around
700°C in molten carnalite. Another result, claimed in a Japanese
patent(9), is 0.25 mol.h - 1. for a 0.45 kg NaCI melt at 900°C, which,
assuming a reasonable cylindrical shape, would correspond to a rate
of about 100 mol.m- h- . A velocity of 0.13 mol.h-1. is given in the
example of a French chlorination patent(17) in a 10 kg reactor,
which, with the same assumptions as above, would lead to a chlorina-
tion rate of 20 mol.m- 2h-.., a value that can be explained by the low
temperature used (470 0C) and the granulometry (100 mesh).

-The chemical analysis of TICl 4 obtained for two different yields are
reported In table 3 and demonstrate that the purity Is over 99%,
while the one obtained by the fluldized bed process is around 98.5%
(20,21). This can be explained by a trapping and filtering effect of
the molten salt bath.
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-'[he impurities contained in the feed material (see table 1) are chlorinated more or
less according to the order of AG indicated in table 2. Non-volatile ones, such as
alkaline-earth and rare-earth, are completly dissolved in the melt, as shown in
table 4. Their recuperation under the form of chloride compounds is possible by
reversing the chlorine flow and filtering the melt through the porous silica disk.

CONCLUSION

The set of results obtained on a dozen runs of this pilot unit demonstrated
the feasability of production of high-grade titanium11 tcuachloride by miolten salt
chlorination. The advantages of this process with respect to the fluidized-bed one
are, on one side, the use of a sub-product that is too fine and too rich in
compounds which give clogging non-volatile chlorides, and on the other side.
the purity of the obtained product and the possible recuperation of high-value
rare-earth compounds.

For these reasons, a prototype plant of 1000 t/y capacity is to be built at
CVRD's for e~irly 1988, by "Extramet", a French company specialized in molten
salts process engineering.
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Tal : Chemical analysis of concentrated anatase ore (I -A) and anatase fines (3-B),

in weight percent.

Oxide Concentrate A Fines B

TiO2  89.20 82.01
Fe20 3  4.80 3.77
A120 3  1.40 2.13
SiO2 3.50 0.83

P205 1.22 1.66
Nh20 5  0.56 0.7x
CaO 0.20 0.85
BaO 0.10 015
MgO 0.10 0.07
CCO2 0.39 1.45
La203 0 16 ()".2

Y2 0 3  0.01 009

Tihhle 2: Free energy valuer (kcal/inol) for chlorination reaction, at 1150 K, ac cording to ( 1).

Oxide TiO 2  Fe2 0 3 AI20 3 SiO 2  P20 5  CaO 1,1O Mg()

AG forCI) 24.38 17.70 66.17 47.44 55.29 -29,30 -56.51 2 46

AG for IICI 31.57 28.49 76.96 54.63 66.07 -25.71 -52,() 6 )5

A(i for ClI/C -75.61 -112.2 -93.82 -52.51 -94,60 -79,32 -106.5) -47.52
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Table ~: TiC14 chemical anJmv ,is (weight %) fOr 3nause fines chlorination ) icids oI 97.5

and 70.0 11, respectively.

Chlrination yield 97.5 70.0

TiCI.4  99.319 99.32

FcCIj 0.08 00

AICd3 0.18 0.28

SIC14  0.07 0.05

POC1 3  0.01 OJVI

NbCIS 0.05 0.05

CaCli 0.02 01.0 1

BaCk 0.02 0.02

Nlg4C I1 0.0 1 0,008

CCCI3j 0.15 0.15

1-10I3  0.02 0,02

Y'C]3  0.008 0.006

T~hibc 4: Ch Iorinuton %e iIds and mass percentages oI remning elemntts in thw melt at ,,',o C.

Element Ti Fe Al Si P Nh Ca Ba Mg Cc L~a C

Chlorina- 97.5 99.5 86.5 79.0 89.0 96.5 99.5 99.5 9)6.0 99.5 k)),4'
lionl jeld

q 6.0) 33.0 7.4.5 95.0 39.0 0.5 10o 100 I100 90.0 99.2

in [ttcit
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EigtinzU.: Pilot unit for hatch kilogram wcalc chlorination or anatas in molten sa'lt.
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Fii re 3: Fonction ana I sis of the c hlorinattion process of aliatse in no Iten salt.
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CATALYSIS AND REACTIVITY OF ELECTROPHILIC REACTIONS
IN ROOM TEMPERATURE CHLOROALUMINATE MOLTEN SALTS
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J. Lloyd Pflug, Lisa M. Skrzynecki-Cooke, and John S. Wilkes

The Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The molten salt composed of l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium
chloride and aluminum chloride may be used as a medium for
several types of electrophilic aromatic substitution
reactions. The melt is liquid at room temperature and its
acidity may be readily adjusted. The types of reactions
found to be catalyzed by the melt were Friedel-Crafts
alkylations and acylations, chlorinations and nitrations.
In some cases, the reactive electrophile intermediate coulo
be isolated from the melt.

INTRODUCTION

Organic reactions in molten salts have a long bit not particularly
extensive nistory. Reactions of organic solutes in genera) (1) and
chloroalim'nate molten salts in paticular (2) ha',e leen reviewed. A
very thorough treatment of organic chemistry in molten salts up to
,986 has oeen provided ty Pagni (3). Orgaric solvents are
justifiably the medium of choice for most reactions involving organic
reactants and croducts. However, in some cases molten salts offer
advantages of faster reaction, improved yield and easie, Trocuct
recovery. For eiamp'e, some interesting redox prooerties of
SbCl 3 -based molten salts were exploited by Smith et al. to facilitate
some hydrogen transfer reactions that would be highly urusual in

normal jrganic solvents (4).

Chloroaluminates are an interesting class of molten salts, due to
their relatively low melting points and rich acid-base chemistry.
NaCl-AlCl3 has a eutectic at 107'C, and may be a basic medium (in a

Lewis sense) when NaCI is in excess or it may be an acidic medium
when AIC13 is in excess. More recently, chloroaluminates composed of
l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride and aluminum chloride
(MEiC-AICI3 ) have demonstrated similar acid-base properties, but are
liquid at room temperature (5, 6). The below room temperature
melting points for the MEIC-AlCI 3 salts and their ability to readily
dissolve many organic compounds perhaps justifies considering them
more as non-aqueous solvents rather than molten salts,
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MEIC-AIC1 3 mixtures with excess AiC13 proviae a medium that is ver)
acidic but are rather easi ly prepared and handled. The compos it i or
is denoted as the apparent mole fraction of AICI 3 , N. For- N 0,5 , tne
melIts are ac idi c, and thne species responsible for the acid'ty is
AI2CI7r. In very acidic melts (N=0.75) ther-e i s mounting ev idence
that Al 2 CI6  and AlI Cl I (- may be important. It is important to(-
emphasize the nature of the species i n tre acidic melts because t~e
naive reader may be tempted to interpret the resul ts of tne o)rganic
reactions described below as simply due to dissolved Adl 3.

These very acidic, and of course non-aqueous. miedia are qujite
attractive for certain types of organic reactcons. The ke-, tot~
great utility is that they have catalytic activit., si;m iIart AIC
in more conventional media, but tne catalyti c activi ty ma;! ce ceav I
control led through the Al2Cl concentration, whicn I s determine.
the melt composi tion, N. In general the type Df organic reac'1or,
promoted by acidic conditions are those wnere electroph' ;
intermediates are generated. The most notaole _)f t-nese a'e
electrophilIic aromatic substitutions '(EAS) , which inci-ces ne ha
Category Known as Friedel-Crafts reactions. Scneme 1, Shows a general

RX+AlC1 3 + R+ AIC13X-

R+,ArH -* H-Ar~-R +~ RAr + H

H+AIC13x- +* Ald13 ,HX

Scheme 1.Mechanism of Electropnilic Aromatcc Suostitu~tion

mechan ism f or EAS , i r th is case catalyzed b -/ A5lCl 3. moe R' ,
"Ar'' and 'AIC13' are )ariables t'lat may be selected by the -.n em rr
'R" is not necessarily a4.l , 'X ' is3 not necessari ly a nal ide. a"c
"AI1 3 " is not necessarily as siocple as it arpear-s. in t"i s veto:
we will describe the ut iIIty of the rccm temnpe-ature organic
chloroaluminate melts as media for EAS. In particular, we wl crow-
that a variety of 'RX'' reactants may be usec in the relts. and th'aT
some of the 'R+'" intermediates are surcrisinql -table. We w I I alc
summarize some earlier work regarding the t rue participation :-)f
"Aid13" for organic reactions in the MEIC-AlCl3 ionic l iquids.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS
The Il- met h yI- 3 -e th yIi mi d a zoIi u m c h o r id e, aluminum chloride and the
melts derived from these ma~erials were prepared and/or purified as
described earlier (5). Acetonitrile, dichlorlometsane, carbon
tetrachloride and chloroform were dried by refluxing over 0205 for
two days and distilled into oven-dried bottles. The mono-acyl
chlorides (acetyl , propanoyl and butanoyl ) were refluxed over P20 5 ,
then vacuum distil led. The di-acyl chlorides (malonyl . succinyl,
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glutaryl and adipyl) were used as received (Fluka purum grade).

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
Melts were prepared and reaction vessels were loaded in He-filled
glove boxes maintained at less than lOppm combined 02 and H20.
Infrared spectra were obtained on an IBM model 32 FTIR
spectrophotometer. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were obtained
on either a JEOL model FX-90Q or IBM model NR-80 spectrometer. GC/MS
analysis of the reaction products was performed on a Hewlett-PacKard
model 5985 GC/MS using a 3 ft column packed with 2. OV-lOl.

ACYLIUM INTERMEDIATES
The solid crystalline reactive intermediates were all preoared in a
similar manner. The acetylium intermediate is descr'bed as an
example. Acetyl chloride (19.35 g) was added slowly to an N=0.67
MEIC-AICI3 melt (100 g), and the mixture was allowed to stand for
12-24 hrs. White needle crystals formed during the reaction. The
mixture was vacuum filtered through a fritted glass filter, washed
with 1/1 (v/v) chloroform/carbon tetrachloride, dried, then stored
under dry He.

GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR CHLORINATION REACTIONS
Benzene (I mL) was added to 5.0 g of melt (N=0.33 or 0.55). Chlorine
gas was slowly bubbled into the mixture for 1 hr in an inert
atmosphere. A I mL aliquot was removed, hydrolyzed, and extracted
into 3 mL of ether. The ether was dried over MgSO 4 and analyzed by
GC/MS.

GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR NITRATION REACTIONS
Acidic melt (N=0.67, 1.5 mmol) was placed in an oven dried 50 ilL
flask, capped with a septum, and removed from the glcve bc,. The
aromatic reactant (1.0 mmol) was added via syringe. The mixture was
stirred with a magnetic stir oat. The dry nitrating agent (1.5 mmol)
was added very slcwly. The mixture typically changed to a reddish
color upon addition of the nitrating agent and the solid did rot
completely dissolve. The reaction was allowed to continue at room
temperature for up to 3 hr. The reaction was quenched with water (10
mL), extracted with ether and analyzed by GC/MS as described above
for chlorination reactions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AKLYLATIONS AND ACYLATIONS
The alkylation and acylation of aromatic compounds catalyzed by AIC1 3
are the archetypal Frledel-Crafts reactions. In an earlier report
(7) we showed that numerous chloroalkanes will very rapidly alkylate
the aromatic ring of a variety of compounds in acidic MEIC-AlCI 3
melts. The acylation of aromatic compounds by acetyl chloride also
occurred In the same media, although at a slower rate. In these
reactions the molten salt was acting as both the solvent (benzene is
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soluble in the melts up to about 50 weight %) and the catalyst. An
important feature of the use of the MEIC-AICl 3 melts as reaction
media was the ability to control easily the catalytic activity of the
solvent, and :hus the rate of reaction.

The earlier work also revealed some details about the mechanism of
the electrophilic reactions in the room temperature melts. The
reaction rate for acylation of benzene correlated precisely with the
A12C17- concentration in the melt, which was varied by varying the
proportions of MEIC and AlC13 . Thus, in melts with N<O.5 there was
no reaction, while for N>0.5 the initial rate increased as N
increased. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of the protons
in acetyl chloride in the acidic melts indicated a reacticn between
CH3COC1 and A12C17- with a 1:1 stoichiometry. The mechanism in
Scheme 2 was proposed.

0 0

RC-C! + A12C17 - + RC-+ 2A1C14 -I II III

o 0
I1 II

RC + Ar-H - H-Ar+-C-R

IV

H-Ar--C-R AC 4  Ar-C-R + HC AlC13
V

AlC13 + AIC1 4- + A12C1 7-

0 0

i i1
RC-CI + Ar-H + Ar-C-R + HC1

Scheme 2. Mechanism for acylation in chloroaluminate melt.

More recently some electrochemical experiments have been completed
that show details about some of the reactants, intermediates and
products proposed in Scheme 2. The experiments took advantage of the
fact that neutral MEIC-AlC1 3  melt has an extraordinarily wide
electrochemical window (8). As long as A12C17 - was present in
relatively low concentration, it was possible to observe the
reduction of 1, I , 111 and V by cyclic voltammetry. First, cyclic
voltammetry of acetophenone (product V in Scheme 2, where R=CH 3 )
showed an irreversible reduction at about -0.52V in a slightly acidic
melt, and an irreversible reduction at -1.80V in a slightly basic
melt. In the acidic melt the reversible reduction of A12C17 - at



-0.040V disappeared as the V was added. If excess A12CI7  was
present, both a reversible AI(III)/Al peak and an irreversible
reduction of V were seen. These experiments simply show that ketones
complex Lewis acids, which is well known in chioroaluminate melts (9).

A similar set of experiments proved that acetyl chloride (I) does in
fact react with A12C17- as proposed in Scheme 2. Figure 1 shows that
when I is added to a slightly acidic melt, the reversible couple due
to II disappears and a broad Irreversible wave appears at about
-0.60V. A control experiment of I In neutral melt showed that
unreacted acetyl chloride is irreversibly reduced at -2.08V.
Unfortunately, both III and V have broad irreversible reduction waves
close to each other, however, the conversion of III t ) V can be seen
in Figure 1 as benzene is added. Note that after complete reacticn
of Il1, Al2 CI7- does not reappear. This is almost certainly due to
the complexation of the Al2C 7- by the ketone. Electrochemistry does
not provide structural information, so III may have a structure sucn
as

O ... AlC' 3

RC-CI

which should have a similar reactivity.

Cyclic voltammetry performed before, during and after alkylation of
benzene by chlorocyclohe~ane also showed some interest g details A
mechanism for that reaction analogous to Scheme 2 is shown in Scheme
3.

Scheme 3 is somethnng of a simplification, since GC/MS analisis -f
the products oroved that di- and tri-cyclohe<yioenzene here a'so
formed. The cyclic voitammograms in Fig,"e 2 slow that the
intermediate VII is seen during the reaction of VI i't- ce~zere
slightly acidic MEIC-AC 3  melt. the alkylation is a'ceve t tha

the acylation in that after the reaction is ccmo ece, 'e
regeneration of Al2CI 7-  is clearly shown. 'his is undoubtel, Jdue to
the lack of keto groups present to complex with the AICI7-. Neither
the reactant VI nor the product VIII are electroactive, so they are
not seen in Figure 2.

R-C1 + Al2CI7 - + R+ + 2AIC14 -
VI VII

R+ + Ar-H 4 H-Ar+-R R = cyclohe~yl
Ar-H = benzene

H-Art-R + AICI 4 -  * Ar-R + HCI + AlCl3
VIII



AIC1 3 + AIC 4- + A12C17-

R-Cl + Ar-H * Ar-R + HCI

Scheme 3. Alkylation in Chloroaluminate Melts

ISOLATION OF ACYLIUM INTERMEDIATES
During the course of the study of acylation reactions, we observed
that sometimes a solid product would form in the acidic MEIC-AICI 3melt before the addition of an aromatic substrate. For example,
acetyl chloride was added to an N=0.67 MEIC-AIC 3 melt so that it was
equimolar with the Al2C 7- present. Over a period of several hours a
mass of large needle crystals formed, which could be filtered and
isolated free of melt. These crystals are apparently the R-COt AIC]4 -
formed in the first step shown in Scheme 2, where R is CH3. There
was no aromatic reactant present to consume the R-CO* and the
tetrachloroaluminate salt was sufficiently insoluble in the melt to
allow its isolation.

It is difficult to prove that the crystal ine material is actually
R-COt AIC1 4 -. While the crystals are stable for a long period, they
are ierv reactive. Traces of moisture produce acetic acid and tne
mnaterial reacts with many organic solvents. The R-CO+AIC 4- crystals
react very rapidly with aromatic compounds to produce the acetylated
product, as expected if the crystals are in fact an isolated form of
the reactive irtermediate in Scheme 2. The elemental inalysis is
consistent with R-Cd+AlCl4 -, although the C1 analysis is expectedly
off from the tnecretica value. :nfare n and NMR analysis )f
solutions of tne crystals were ambiguous due to suscected reaction
with the solvents. Solid state IR gave the C-C stretching frequency
reported for tne R-dC +  ion (10). Determinaton of the crystal
structure by X-ray jiffraction is iow in progress. There is
precedent for compounds of the type R-C7 AC 4- (11), a1 though their
properties are not well described.

Propanoyl and butanoyl chloridps did not produce crystals when added
to the acidic MEIC-AIC1 3 melt, however in both cases a second phase
separated as an oil. We were unsuccessful in crystallizing the
oils. Both of the oils were very reactive and gave products expected
from material with the composition R-CO+AlIl 4-, where R is ethyl or
propyl.

The acyl chlorides derived from diaclds also sometimes produce a
solid isolatable material from the melts in the absence of an
aromatic reactant. Succinyl chloride, CICOCH2CH2COCI , and adipoyl
chloride CICOCH2 CH2CH2CH2COCI, produced solid crystalline materials
IX and X from acidic melt. Glutaryl chloride, ClCOCH2CH2 CH2COCI ,
gave an isolatable material XI as an oil phase. The materials
derived from the diacid chlorides have not been completely
characterized, but their products of reaction with benzene suggest
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that they are not the simple tetrachloroaluminate salts. The
products of the reactions shown in Equations I, 2 and 3 suggest that
rearranged cyclic electrophiles are formed.

CIry 0 (1)

ix

Cl .P 0 (2)

0

0

XI

CHLORINATION REACTIONS
Chlorination of organic compounds can occur via electrophilic,
nucleophilic and free-radical mechanisms. We have observed what we
believe to be electrophilic chlorination reactions in the MEIC-AICI3
melts, although these reactions are not as well characterized as the

alkylations and acylations described above. The possibility that the
chlorinations described below proceed by free-radical mechanisms have
not been rigorously excluded: however, control reactions done in the
dark mitigate that mechanism.

We previously reported that chlorine gas will cause the substitution
of the hydrogens at the 4 and 5 positions on the imidazolium ring of
the l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium cation of the melt itself (12). The
chlorination proceeds in both acidic and basic melts, but not in the
pure molten MEIC. This suggests that chloroaluminate ions are
required, but the details must be different in the acidic versus the
basic composition melts.

We report here for the first time that benzene is chlorinated by
chlorine in both acidic and basic melts. Figure 3 shows the result
of the reaction of chlorine with benzene in basic and acidic melts.
In both reactions the principal product is chlorobenzene (retention
time 3.2 min). In acidic melt substantial amounts of at least two
dichlorobenzene isomers are formed (4.3 and 4.5 min) and some
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trichlorobenzene products are seen. In basic melt no
polychlorobenzenes are observed, but substantial formation of
tetrachlorocyclohexene isomers (6-7 min) and hexachlorocyclohexene
isomers (7.5-8.5 min) occurs.

Electrophilic reactions could be occuring in both basic and acidic
media. In the acidic melts. clearly a very reactive electrophile is
formed, as shown by the eXtens ve polychlorination. In a process
analogous to the formation of the electrophile in the Friedel-Crafts
reactions discussed above, it is reasonable to suggest the mechanism
depicted in Scheme 4.

Cl2 + A12C17 - C1 AICI 4 -

C1 + Ar-H + H-Ar+-Cl Ar-H = benzene

H-Ar'-Cl + AICI 4 - + Ar-Cl + HCI + AIC1 3

AlCl 3 + AIC 4 - * A12C17-

C12 + Ar-H * Ar-Cl + HCI

Scheme 4. Chlorination in Acidic Choroaljminate Melts

It is more difficult to imagine electrophilic chlorination in the
hasic melts Oecaise the Oase wou~d ine, i"ably destroy the
electrophiie. The explanation lies in the 'act that chlorine reacts
with Cl- (the zase in basic MEIC-AICl 3 melt) to 9jrm the trichlorde
ion (C13-) (13). This in effect nejtralizes the me t, and the
trichloride coulc conceivably act as an electrophile. A mecharism
proposed in Scheme 5.

C12 + Cl- + C13 -

Cl3- . Ar-H 4 H-Ar-C1 2  CI- Ar-A = benzene

H-Ar-Cl 2  4 Ar-C1 + HC1

C12 + Ar-H + Ar-Cl + HCl

Scheme 5. Chlorination in Basic Chloroaluminate Melts

The melt itself does not catalyze the chlorination in basic melts,
and the reaction should proceed only while there is excess chlorine
available. In fact, the reactions in basic melt were run with
chlorine gas bubbling through the reaction mixture.

The mechanisms proposed in Schemes 4 and 5 are largely speculative,
and there is little hard proof for either one. They do explain the
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reIatie , L. ¢ chl " tion and the fart that chlorintiion can
occur at all in basic melts.

NITRATION REACTIONS
The nitration of aromatic compounds is the clissic textbook example
of EAS. The reaction is usually run in very strong mineral acid,
with HNO 3 as the source of the putative N02* electrophile. The high
Lewis acidity available in the MEIC-AICI 3  melts suggested that
nitration reactions may be possible in the room temperature melts.
Nitric acid was rejected as the source of the electrophile, since we
wished to avoid the introduction of protons into the medium. There
is mention in the literature (14) that nitrate can act as 3 nitrating
agent for aromatic compounds, although NO3- itself cannot be the
electrophile responsible.

When benzene is placed in an acidic (N=0.67) melt containing KNC 3

(1.5:1), nitrobenzene (55%) results. Toluene gives an expected
increased yield (77%), while nitrobenzene showed no reaction. The
amount of melt was carefully measured to have at least a 1.5:1 molar
excess of Al2C17-, since this Lewis acid species must react with KNO 3
to produce an NO21 equivalent. Unfortunately, since oxide is
scavenged from the KNO 3 by te A),C'7-, the melt is a reagent, ard
not a catalyst as it was in the slklyaticn reactions. Further
studies are oeing performed to find a catalitic nitration system.
Other ionic nitrating agents tested to Jate include NH4N03 and

-O BF4 . Tnese 3ave reauceJ vYelds with tenze'e acoiit ' % .

As %or the other electrophi lic reactions .esc7 bec n this reocrt, e

propose a mechanism to aid n the vi6arIizat'on of the -eactco-.
Scheme 6 shows a mechanism for nitration from i :iate 'n acidic me ts.

NC3- A Cl7 N 2
4  A'OCI 32- AC4 -

NO2 ' + Ar-H + H-Ar+-NO Ar-H = benzene

H-Ar'-N0 2  + AIC14- Ar-NO 2 + HC1 +AIC1 3

AIC1 3 + AIC14 - + A12 Cl 7 -

NO3- + Ar-H + AIC14- * Ar-NO2 + A1OC1 3
2
- + HCI

Scheme 6. Nitration in Acidic Chloroaluminate Melts

The crucial step in Scheme 6 is the formation of the NO2
+

electrophile from the nitrate ion; the first step shown above. A

similar extraction of oxide by the A12 CI7- in acidic chioroaluminate
melt is known for carbonate. The AlOCI 3 - product may not be the
true aluminum oxychloride species, since oxide is known to take many
forms in chloroaluminate melts.
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SUMMARY

Several electrophilic reactions in acidic room temperature
chloroaluminate molten salts have been described. They all have in
common the rapid formation of an electrophile by the melt itself.
The use of the room temperature molten salts as reaction medium for
these organic reactions has several attractive features. First, the
melts have surprisingly good solvent properties for organic
compounds. Second, the reactions are entirely homogeneous, unlike
most similar reactions catalyzed by suspended AIC 3. Third, the

rates are very rapid, and may be controlled easily by adjusting the
melt composition. Fourth, the isolation of the products is 7ast and

easy, since the melt can be hydrolyzed and the organic products
extracted from the aqueous phase. One feature of the molten salt
solvpnts not examined here is the temperature effect. The melts are
liquid at very low temperatures, yet can ;l1In be raised to high
temperatures without significant vapor pressure or decomposition.
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known viay, and o iay, in fact, be quite genor.Jl , mong theso Are
Friedel-Crafts (p-C) alkylations and acylations '1,?,3) and

Oxyalkylations (4,6).

In an earlier investigation, ise F-C alkylated PSOC 244 high
sulfjr coal 'C:55.8%, H:7.51, N:0.95", S:7.5t (total), ash:1i.5t,
0:2? (by difference)] with 2-propanol in an ambient teriperat Jre
mIolten salt, 2:1 ilu inur, chloride-pyridiniu, chloride (pyrtl-IC) 3 )
3). We found that this alkylated coal's solubility in 3:1 henzene-

methanol w as ipproximately 28%, a five-fold increase over that of
the untreated coal. The increaseJd solubility is nost lily due to
the breaking of nethylene chains holding the sub-units of the coal
macromolecjule together. The mol ten salt served as both catalyst and
solvent f)r the reaction.

Liotta and coworkers found that ony-alkylating several cmls,
including Illinois 06, ciosel A f)ur to five-fold increase in the
coal's solubility in a variety of solvents. The reason for the
increased soliuility seems t) be that the al yl group replaces a
labile hydrogen on an hydroxyl group thereby nreventling hydrogen
bonding and causing the coal to "denature", as it were. The dena-
tured coal is more easily solvated or liquified than the untreated
coal.

F-C alkylation alters the coal's primary structure and oKy-

alkylation alters its secondary structure making it potentially more
susceptible to further ,iodification, hut with minimumi damage t,) the
sub-units of the coal macrotnolecule. F-C acylation of coal is
expected to have a similar effect to that of alkylation, but because
of the acid-base equilibrium

A12 37 + Cl- 2AIC 4  [1]

may be a more efficient process if acetyl chloride is the acylating
agent. The chloride is easily removed forming the very reactive

1-oxoethylium ion (vide infra). Therefore, in the present investi-
gation, we initially acylated several coals and model coal compounds
in pyrCl-AlCl melt. We then comnbiied F-C chemistry with oxy-
alkylation chemistry by oxy-alkylating previously acylated coals.
The reactions were monitored by noting changes in the coal's solubi-
lity in 3:1 benezene-methanol (benz-:neth) and by various instrumen-
tal and analytical techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

F-C Acylation of Model Coal Compounds
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The model coal compounds 1,2-diphenylethane (bibenzyl) and hen-
zophenone were separately introduced into the pyrCI-AICl 3 melt and
allowed to react at 40'C for four hours under a nitrogen atmos)here.
This 4as done to test the extent of auto-alkylation. Bibenzyl
reacted to forn the molecules shown below.

pyrCl-AICl3 C 2'S;i 6

C6H5CH2CH2C6H5 ----------- > [2]

f CHCH --2-CH C.4 --

vh .C2CH 3

Each of these species was identified by GC/MS or by HPLC or by HNMR.
Ir addition, a polymeric material of indeterminate structure was
formed. lenzophenone did not react with itself 3nd could be
recovered from the melt. Acetyl chloride did not polymerize in the
melt. These data inJicate the initial step in the autoalkylation
reaction is the removal of a H- ion from the bibenzyl to form the
carbonium ion:

-H-

CbHb('1 2 CH2 C6 H5 ------ > C6 H5"CH-CH2 C(,HS r3]

Another bihenzyl then attacks the carbonium ion and eventually forns

the identified products via the "transalkylation" nechanisn
described by oberts and coworkers (6). The benzophenone does not
readily eliminate a hydride ion to form a carbonium ion and con-
sequently does not polymerize. Acetyl chloride probably reacts with
the heptachloroaluminate to form the t-oxoethylium ion (7):

CI COd + Al Cl CH CO+ + 2AICl4 [4]

but the pyridinium ion is too inert and positively charged, and
there is no other suhstrate for the cation to uttack, so no further
reaction occurs.
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33ilienzyl id Ieizo,Ihenone wer'? Lnen acy 1 ited 1i the pyrclI-A IC]
m,? ts rt) i tihe iflulicts sh ,wn eowj:

CH 2CH 2 0

0

(b iI)izyl ) + res1inous

CCH 3

CCH-
/ 3

Ch I A 14H~<e~ 3CJ]CI ---- r> W S

V~,) '1 dC rev, iois ,i:iper
.lC~i~i~ihii'1iile I' r2hr Qi -1 e i len t i med)

,Irj jy sly vi i IleeLi f 1el pr idou ats of Line cylit ion red Li on
of !i rizyl never onta~mne,,li t ion ine ic:y] yl~p per neenzene
ri ng. Tni is tic 4amei raydt A ~ I ws imi) amiorlars Ainm for tie
a cyI i ti i o f ien z "o i d0 1 ic I - ieiilylI - 3- ct y I i ii i ) ii JIho1r ide -

VIi ii 1 1hlor ile (hI I ,:1-Al 13: ) a,;i19 ., nt t ieor it, j r, io Ien sIlt (7)

The n hi F )r Lie ic-l it ioin ;ij~!

CHOW 1C 412I )1 7- v4 C 2AIC11- 18]

ESODAI H3 ] A]C]4  I CH3  + 11 + I13 [11]

AICi1 + AIC1]4  12:] [11Lil

Trie net react ion inci ig

CHC-] + Zi--- > iC] + -Cl)-C1 3 [12]



with the fi rst And 1 Ist steps in tne Oow ; i ichiu I i ei) ng ve ry

rapid (/).

F-C Acyl I ion o f 4

The coals Ised in this study were Illinois a6 and PSU'-I1:j3.
Their he,ni cal inalyses before and after deii neral i zat ion ar, listed
in Table I.

TABLF I

Composition of oaIS

IL 06 15 ,-1'13
Raw I)e :ii hea I i zed Paw ')e i ier 1 i zed

b3.7 1 ,3, 7. ,*7

II4.1. 4.11 .2 h.

N .1 1.36 .4

S 3.41 t). ? ?.1

Aso 5.5v S.:1 4.3. 1.64

Both coal are bi tjmin nus ,qi i the PSOC- 1 13 hei ig of i Jier ranK

than the 11- 6. All of the sobsequent coal :heistry was l:Jne
with HF!CI ,emineralized saoples (vide infra).

The coal , were slurried i1 the nelt for 16 hours at L)'C wi-
no acylating agent present and their solubilities in 3:1 'enz- ietl

were compared with their 3rijinal solubilities. The PS)C-11) n ai in

initial solubility of 4.142 wtL' 3nd a final solubility of 6.,-3 wt'.
The IL 46 had an initial solubility of 2.6o wt and a final -olubi-
lity of 2.60 wtS . These data i-idi-ate that the coal; .ore not
reacting with the melt to any significant extent. This was fHrt'ier

verified by conparing the FT-IR spectrd of each of the coals hefoire
and after contact 4itn the ,nlt.

The effects of time, teliperat,ore and acylatiny ajent on ea.h of

the coals' solubility in 3:1 aenz-ieth were neas,red. Tahle Io
shows the results of varying tie icyliting a ejnt, hut <eop iq ten-

peratire anJ time constant, on both solubility and wijht increa;,.



TABLE 1I

The Effect of Acylating Agent on Solubility and Weight Increase

PSOC-1103 (4hr, 40'C) IL #6 (15hr,40°C)

Acylating Agent t weight 5 weight t
increase solubility increase solubility

Acetyl Chloride 12.11 14.28 14.63 16.46

Acetic Anhydride 3.20 12.10 12.18 11.16

Propionic Anhydride 9.18 12.90 12.16 14.08

These data indicate a rough correlation between weight increase
and solubility increase, which is not unexpected because acyl groups
are replacing hydrogens on the coal macronolecule. The data also
indicate that acetyl chloride is the iost efficient acylating agent,

The first step of the probable Tnechanisi for the F-C acylation
and concomitant deenlyner1.ation of the coal is £q. [3) followed by:

0
if

0 CHic
II+ CH

CH 3C + 2

CH2  CH' ' I o

22

CCHj H
0 Coal CoalCoal

H3

( 1 CH3CH I3  CH / -1 /

H
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The final step is the foriation of the acyl ated deI)olyjieri zed coal
and HC1.

The effect of temperature on weight increase and solubility is
shown in Table III

TABLE III

The Effect of Temperatire on ;Weight Increase and Solubility

Reaction 401C 600 C
Coal Time (hrs) Y weight t solubility '. weight S solubility

PSOC- 4 12.11 14.28 ll.q8 14.5)
1103 8 13.60 11 .2( 9.20 13.9()

IL #6 15 141.63 16.46 14.80 15.15
30 13.83 14.76 14.10 14.20)

These data indicate there is little or no advantage to ary-
lating at higher temperatures. In the case of the 30 hr IL #6
experiment, there ,night even be a slight disadvantage because Scho~l
reactions may polymerize the coal faster than the acylation
depolymerizes it (8). However, the experimental errors involved are
such that the temperature dependent differences in soluhilities
shown in Table III nay be insignificant. Since we were interested
in finding the mildest conditions possible for coal modi fication,
the lower temperature was used in nost reactions. The data also
indicate PSOC coal jaims less weight after reacting for 8 hrs than
it gains after reacting for 4 hrs. Why thVis occurs is not clear,
but it happens at both 40"C and 60"C.
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lAKLV IV

Effect of :eaction Tinei, n Soloh)ilIity

keaction Ti ne (!-r) PSOC-11')3 Soluhility IL 06 olubility

4 1.284.

1~~D ii.81.46

3) 10 .21 14.76

The ldata in Ta!ble 17 strikingly illustrate the differences
fooin I IAeon- coil;3 ost ensiblIy treated in identic,1l fash ion. Tie
s0101 )i ity of PS', 1)01) 3 c.)i 1 eaches, a :iixi;iiO!i 1 f te r red ct inV Yet -

1e,! ai ) i irs , whereas, the solI uhi I11 ty of I i. 46 i s '3xi in i zed a fte r
re-actinyj hetien 11) al 11) hrs. The increase in weig ht )f each coal
frjl low-, the ,,i i patterrn. A possioleo reason for this is that the
aryl sites iisod f.r dcylation are neir the szurface of the PSOC coa!
flacroaolocil e, hot ire buri ed Hn the interi or of the IL. #6 coal so
that the dcylating agent has t') slowly liffuse through the coal to
thle appropri ate site to) react. The PISUC system seoIns t) reach a
steady state in ah)jot 7-3 hrs and then neitner increases , in weight
nor lecreasos in s,)lohil1ity siyni ficanitly. IL 06 takes approxi-na-
tely 16 hrs, t:) reachi a steady state. The decreas;? in the coals
solun) iity is probalbly caise l by Scholl1 type reacti ins repoly-
!ier izi n the coal .

2r-H -------- > rA ~ [13]

JYsy-AlKyl3tiOol Of \cylated Coal3

DSOdC-11813 and ',1 06 coal were oxy-alkylited in tetrahiydrofurao
(THE) Dy a mcthoud siilar to that iSod by Li ottd (4,5) and the solo-
il lit) es of the tixy-a 1 kyl atel product nea-sj red. Tee othod is sivi-

isari zel 1y the eit ions:

T HF
Coda1-,)11 + (CO-) t)H - - - - > Coal -Ol4+(C 4 f'q) 4  + 12(8 [14]

C'od"il h 4
"~9)4  + -)3 ---- > Coal-O-CM3  + (^4H)NI []

Since the als<ylammoniun hydroxide quantitatively attacks oxygens
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with acidic hydrogens, oxy-alkyl ation shoul Anrot be di rect ly
affected by a prior acylation. In other 4ords, the F-C alKyhatiOn
should break methylane Chains dod the oxy-al'<ylation shiould breakIhydrogen bonds. We tinerefore oxy-alkylated I--C acylatod coal3 aol
measured their solubilities. The resuilts of the oxj-al~ylation
experiments are Sumlari zed ii Table V. It is imniedli tely obvi ous
frani these? data that )xy-alkylation alone is at lt-(st as Pfficient

TALILF V

5Soluility of Jxy-alkylted Coal

1ol malkylatod Acylated Acylatpl +~ J-al ylatol+

0-dlkylited acylIat ed

PSOC-113 16.1 14.28 ?o .6d I I .P "

11- 06 11.4 16.46 ~ 2.2O 16.81j

a Coal 3olubi lizing technique as is F-C acylation. It is also
apparent that o)Xy-alkylating arid then acylatiny is ineffective. In
the latter case, the ether arid ester linokages foirmed durny ox o-
alkyl ati on of the coal 3rf converted t,. al :ohol s, acid s, and ii-tliyl
chloride, in the aci dic ielts, and hydrogen hondli~ o~ ccirs all over
again. Acyla t ion , f )llIowe i by oxy- alIKyla tion , i s subhsta in t iall1y
be t ter a t olI u bi I i z i ny9 t le codals th an i s a i 'her t ech n i I ue aclone , hojt
not as ffti c ien t as the tw4o met hod s sh oulId r)e i f they fuinc t ioned
together as well as ecli did separatoly. A p1 aesil)l rec-son for-
this apparent negative synerji i q is thadt 0e hu 12 not optiili 70,1 c01n-
dition fr)f5fr oxy-alkyl ati eg acyl ateri coal arid tniese corid iti 011 irt!
considerably di fferent thai for raw coal. OUr Joxy-Jl Kyat ing lih-
1 ities Were always lb-20V. lowe- than those? reportel try Li otti us i ng
the sanre coal in the sa-mie solvent, which i3 not inusmel in cmoal
researlim. This nec-is our o)xy-alkylation techrrique is effectively
"cal ibrated" for unreacted coal;. Alterniatively the coal is somiehow
polyneri zed daring the oxj-alqkl ation. Why nis wudOccuir is not
clear at this point.

CONCLUISI ON

The 2:1 pyridiuiuim clhloride-al.-ninuci chloride xi'li-t tec-
perature molten salt is an extreoely good ciediiur for F-C acylations
anid al y1 ations of coal and model coal compouinds.

Modi ficiation of the coal's primary structujre (F-C reactions)

and se~condary structure (oxy-al kyl ati onm ) ire possibly important



first steps in designing scission reactions to solubilize coal and
reoove undesirable moieties from the coal macromolecule. For
exanple, deminerdlization followed by acylation, followed by oxy-
alylation might substantially improve the coals desulfirizability.

EXPERIMENTAL OETAILS

Each coal was ground in d shatter box fir 15 ,ninutes and then
demineralized using an aqueous HF/HCl solution (see ref 3 for

details). Reagent grdd, AIC1 3 (Cerac q9.q99'1) and pyridiniui
chloride which had been di3tilled at 21q'C were used to form the 2:1
melt which was stored in a dry box and not purified further.
Weighed a;mounts of coal, acylating agents, model compounds, etc.,
were added to the melt which had been poured into a reaction vessel.
The vessel was removed from the dry box, placed i. a constant tem-
perature bath and the reaction mixture stirred with a magnetic

stirrer and maintained under a nitrogen at:nusphere.

After the requisite amount of time hi elapsed, the reaction
was cd,efilly qkA iihe, u uy first cooling the closed reaction vessel
and then dropping small pieces of ice into the reaction vessel so as
not to raise the temperature substantially. After all of the
AIC 3 had reacted with water, the aqueous slurry was filtered, and

the reacted coal dried and weighed. These operations are summarized
schematically below. For more experimental detail see ref. 2,3.

Demnineralized coal + CH3 CO-Cl

2A1C1 3 :C5H6NCI 400C

Acylated Coal, wt increase 8-16%

H20 extract

A +

Water insoluble acylated coal
1. dried in vacuo

2. henz-meth
solubilized

-K---- -----
Insluble (-80%) Soluble (14-16,)
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IFORM.IAION OF P FPY L IN F ERO) B I NA P1 TI I YLS I N MS -A

In cop.nct ion of our carlI icr i,ori. (I) on cnmensat ion
of napithialIene as a rox, ve ;i\cIad inm aronati Cs to p itcl- aIol
carbon, tlhe react ion of hi naphithvl s iwas stud i ed. B i aphthvl s
aire the first condensat ion products fl-ro Pa 1-'hthI~n cord,
therefore, their reaction is just the I cv ;ten ira : series
of compl icated rcact ions.

.N tcith r "101 of l'inailitml lasadc t. *5mI
'IS-A,i Icpt at 100,C0 in a t cst tube, and1, t'le i tir a
s t ir red t\ I IA\f tecr a ci vecn r eact ionn t i!m'mc(1I a nd 1 0 m i r
thei tc;t tub 'l)c as; imm erse d ipto(- a n Ie 'a ;):t 11 to0 In'lC' the)
react ion by sol idi ficat ion of the mixture. t<en the mixtuire
1,as dis solvel in anl icc-lid'i im:tr Ill rce
chloroform. Thle extralct i,als sm~~t to iinavi<sisF the
iu rond i i t s bev I I'l c ;i rd r

PL1Sfl IS NN i ') V h

I on t e rcsUii ts Sho01n inl !i' I I it i s 'V (-- j op s t,
p rey I cue 1,a s fo rmed from~ be(it> :1 hl1jTfTj ISi s as tie"' i:j i'yrn -
duct aIfter the 107- 7)i rv )Crion inr tit a vr'. wjic] so -
rlcer i __alt io 0 1 f I f ' b n a )! th' \ I to( thle jso Ter too01 la1 1CeC.
The csec facts arc of coiurse i m:1om1 t m11,t foi tile o)urpno'i
th is s t d y ment c " 1 a'ovC 'In ii I ' iiter-estiml l'r v ci
po inlt of aroriat ic I i. i t il' cbii

Ifa .,orl in'" hli'ot] e'i s tluzt :c 1*'eu'>Ien '-Ceed :
~rodulced only throui til qinti imofl~eul m condensat ion of

1,1 1-i'unalhtii is accept'iie, thie formation of nervelceneC
100 -h n j~ltil. -Cle -~

2,'bna phitlievl to thc I 1 i )01 ri h le ibseiince of ,1'-
somer amiong tile prFoduct ,110- I ' o -Ilin ph~~itheI can) ''c Cx -

plIain he a s siim io t Iia t tim I i chan c ol -bm~lth t o
lie ryIene i s faster thla' i t Form;l ion from! a, 11h na t I

a s ed on thcs c fac ts a nd con'; i !eri it i on thIe rc~lCt ion 11)1tm
S11Ol d b)e g ivecn a s shoman i n ",c 1i rl 4.

S. ISO Ih r 1) 11 Q I i;b l,' iONIX ACY LA I ! N )I Al '.I' C i'h'b

A Ni) RIEATE p RE:ARRANI2 EMENT I N TbS- 2

Sonic ar omatic comnooind,e re :t,- I :it ec,! it h ic i U c'm i''-
r i (Ies- in IS - ii 11 it 11i in teCreCSt 01' I Wo"el ii t1 Y 'a" t on (11IT
re Ia tecd i someri zat ion . ' oic-eiit effec t o n -oocI(,r r Stia 1-
tion is anl unsolved problem in Eriedel -ii~ift' c

004



IXPER If .H T \I.

To a solution of an aromatic compound in MS-R , kept in
a flask at a g ivon temperature, an cunimolar amount oif acv-
lating, aent as added dropwise. After planned perio.ls of
time, scp ir.-n weretaken out, poured into an ice-ICIt mix-
ture, and extraicted i.ith henbene. The extracts -. ,re so'-
jected to inalysis of t'le prodacts hy ;7;.. Sore o f t'

res;ult: 5,r o iven in Table 2.

RPhi-IS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the reactions of naphthalene are
noticeable because of the very high selectivity of substi-
tution to the a-position. Accord inc to (Iore (I', the
Friedel-Crafts ac'lat ion in or.anic solverit-s -io, i ,.idIelx
rang inc a-selectivitv depcndin, on th e noatur c o f soIv(nt;
i.e., '. 9- 9 in eIIovl it ionI and , S-91 i 1L 1 c t NI tion. C(o:-
pared xi thI these value;, tile .I-sel t tx of I n 98 °

oh)-ervcd here presents newly the highost ones.

In contrast to naphlth:ilene, ,3nhrene <ol a
fairly dispersed isomer proportion. his is also introtinu
since phenanthrene usually shows a similar react ivitv to
naphthalene in subst itut ion reaction. 'his di fferenc -<-all
be studied in relation to the characteristics of MS-V.

The a/B-isomor ratio in h)eno-ovlation of naxhth.Ileo:
did not change at reaction temperatures between -1:-,
2(°C, lxiilo rt-bentolnaphthalene a -owind to, i-ome c-i-C to
the -isonci at temperatures above c1. 15'C". c2 cxiiipe
t!c mode of tlhis isomerization an equimolai mixture of the
a-iso ,er l'ith p! elanthre l c 1,-1; hcatel zI t I-0°C ;1,. - nd
is a resillt, at least, three isoiel ic h I ( i nt , renc

,core detec ted as the cross-rearr:n 1' w ent 1)rodui s I dl ,<'10 1

in Fi .2. This i nd icat es tIa t the isomeri -t io occc
through intermolecular mechanism. In :i m.t01
henzanthrones is also shown, itiich nust he nro, iccI -"
a -henzo-lnaplitha lone and Ixenoin'' * e\ntii-ne- 'i the S, oll

i -condensation. Tlis is iind er inye- st i It loln 11,,.

4. ,-1 -POT SYNTII'SIS (): \N-11III NO N IN 'I -B (('4

Among others there is a commercial preparat ion method
of anthraquinone which consists of two steps of reaction;
i .e . , l)repara t ion of o- heno- l ein: i c ac i( f rom ,enone i nd
phltha lic anhydr ide by usual Friedol- Crafts' react ion and
its condens:ition to anthraquinone in sulfuric acid . !0ere an
improvd one - pot process (Scheme 5) shall be report od.
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[IX 111.I INL\A

Fi rs t , ph th a f i c a nh ydr i dc (1) - @02 1o ,1i Ivc
i n 'IS - h a t r ooim t emp1)e ratu11re a rid th'Iy 1 n I f h C te-ll 1

e reC a d ded d ro0P1 i Sc CUndeCr sell 1 - S t i r in h 0 - C a l ,,:
hea t ed up1 tno a g j ven temperature in 1 h and kept therc for
another 1 h . TheCP 'INtUire c .ais ponr cd i to i i ce- Ut *t i
ano1 the reCsuLlIt in11n 1 treeC i pitaZ te C r- 1sa I i t C r CJ :1 I'l ', (J. '1
fi It terc ahkeI ra s t rca ted i t h a Na - so 0 iUt i ,to 1?, t c

n 1 to a 1 ka I i - s o I rh I c, a ri0 - i rise o uh te i' t t Cr 1 ahC I' :' 1
tal i ned mra i v% thc i n tcrnecd i at. 0i e c -1,'t -o 1 , i-:c I1!
the I at t er tiie fi nal product ant hrraqu inono

RFSuILTS AND DI SCJSc ION

As shown in Tahle 3, ariaijoreI ~e ii
f ai r I , good vield . 1 i F -ric es s oCi th is *

0
'li- 't v r th

at It r ilhitah le to tlr oe2ee iIin h Iit~ I i h
s eco()nd steon o f t ')e r eaiCt ioils 11 Anthecr cI, t t t t C r t
i s i nthe seuneof add i ng the raw, mater ialIs to %IS-

When herizeone vas first addecd aind then phithal ie anhevdrid!e,
t h c i i n 1 u ct wa:is ()- Ii i)hcn o vlI 1n ori c n h i ch ra r c I
changed to anthraqau i none even afto r a prolIong-ed' reac t i on
t ime.

a) 1 . Oti a nd U tai 1 i hets rC 11 e7- I v I t

I) I t i11 c [n n 110 . or i 1r7c' i I I i ' II
CII on -o C Ia :I p ii, it 3 1 1)1)1 11 0

Ost c. r. -(, -, 11

4 [ r tIy C or t CI Il i 11 R v en f , r C 11 c

6 . Par t lx ,i Siotct in Reeere 1Tli--nki r1 S1 )1c

50 th \nnujIl Meet i n', orC (Them. ; .St Pt Ii Vt -t' ic t 10 12
I 2 28 (tIUU ) ,o Yt~o.

I Oub6



Table I. Naphtlia lone !(jnoer-* in Vie Predtic ts from :1i plicn'

H inaplllthll vIs RecQt ion1 Yields of Dimors(mol%,)
_________ ime (m in) 1,1 - 2,2' nov

11-1 35.S0 59 .0 o
1 0.) 2). 1 4i -1.

2,'1 00 94 .05S
(I___ 0. 1 n. " S0

*Otticr pro~hoct- t~ro rminl%' polymriers, of nilthi] oie.

'Ia 1Ie I. Isomer 1)iS t Ij hur i on i n Ac\I ,lIto0n*

A\r oloat ic S \ cvI l t i II Reaction Condit ions I somer P-i t i c

10 1LC~t Pii -n 17-V 21 3 0.

Iaph thanc ~ M e0 0.5 CO- I

"'oph thalI one N, - (,l' 2 0.5 .

I'lhona n - A\c -05 2(',)(:I-
th r enio 4 -

1B0i o v I'l - ('i0C, I 01 n 1 S- o I
1a 3pi th ,In ___ ____ I c n c

I c I Sue e, 0 5: t v C tIII I Ii 1 o r : I I r! t I I;i I t it I t iv 0

Ta']1)1 1 3. 2 n- nt S V .theCS i S0 of nthr F I(Ii to 0 s is0 1- S-<

Ii; Ia tor al R eac t ioni C or nit i on ll ntO 11(jtl i no I"C
1on one Ph1c 11 It aI i c -,1-) em . I i e 3F1O 7

.\nhvdr10 id (o c I~1 Id (. C)
Aml (mel ____r__I_ (] it r

1. ~ l 3 160 -4

2.1 0 . 13 17 -1 0 S

o f ethv plpri di Iitill 1'romi do an' 0 .nol ot1 .111
1* Pure a ithriy 12q1 lr fie lOIt ;iat 20
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SPECTROSCOPIC AND EI.FCTROCIIKNI CAL STUDIES OF MOIurEN SALT ELECTROLYSIS
OF ALUMINUM AND MAGNESIUM

St'ok-Yt-oi Noon and IDonaild R. -nowi

iAei a-lit of M'aterials Science anti Enyinecrillg,
Masschui'se tts Insti tote of Teehrnol og,;,

ABSTRACTr
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LITERATURE

Reasons for rthe loss of curre nt c-ft i c i enc'; i n a.l ums :ut's
(,)and magnesium cells (5.6) have been discussed in the lirera-

Raman spectra of pure >l,'C1. and solut ions if MrIEl inlli Ik-li
chlorides have he-en teaisuted (i,7-13). Ill coniti st, ill - -

aluiiust clhloride s''ste s spetr- hEIl a'.'t- ateC! 1'
solution in alkali chior id,, as pure AICl sublitte s I

under an aippliedi pressii of 1 artiosphecer-,

thxw- rie Sars, ttx qi,esiutl electiol-ptti.0 s I zi 1';i ht..'
topic of elect rochtetmical ailw' yis. In tite las' c tcre havc lbtz,
on-ly two reports, one t.- Tt noldl (19) and Oite I0 Dr ii, Dudley, and
Inman (20). As for alnitinim chloride, it llis hr.. found prit ,i tl asI~ constituent of Supporting electrolytres for use in elcctrocitemicAl
studies of other ions, particularI.' those of refractrs metalsti'-
4,5, and 6). However, thrhie hisvc been some s-,udris of the elec~rode-
Positiot Of alutt1inrim ill citlocride s-Its (21-23,.

EXPER IMENTAL

A detailed descriptitit of rthe RPn'trtins ~tin aini the,
lalocarur',-scale electrolysis cell can h)( tout2in cxi

C.Cl Ie vol tallltut..- re tWas coitdutrted itt a r qs-t tt.,rt C e. 1: '1.1

,: The stainless steelI c-qt had 7 fitting s. 2 gas ports, C I,:
fl.t. ttlh, which access~-d rho cell by means of a 3,/8" vol,, 'h,

tinc.,s Were used for a therirocouple , a refeoretnct' elect rode. i, toiLit'
aitode for pre -electrolysis, anti for x'ot1 rmetrv a cotunt i elit-,(!
tant1 two working electrodes. The vsalve it clt. llost~ tI Itt C ,'ttlt' tit':.
to lie regulated and sampled as iwell as the int rodic titot Of ai nw t-

troile. allI without interruption of tihe e..pt i,-itt

The preparatioit of anh'dr-otts sal sitt tftor c' toi
has heen tdescrihed pttc-'i Otisl ' 12' .

In jt ty iticcl exptt jjjtt: . ti1-1 .,
assettitle? with tite tIp) Il ,utci It roii'1 ill is
cell Wis rtlactti itl all lE-etnicalns" ,,tiIit -

cttmt3 t het sal t iris ti 10, I toltittti- i tig pttc it> v dltx): -

Pot- p c- - e c roilvxs i s, ai p 1a it m ii s ji -- . t- x 8 tt't--, -

Fissy carhot itti, 1 /8'' , sieivetd as cT-,ittiti 1niat,.V-s r'.-
Pt-r the working eiecr-c., eich of si lxi -pit , g0d .4lss-; citit:, ttit; r
sten , t itaniutt tibori rio aint p1,-i mn ws pltty,ti The ri fort-ncr
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electrode was a silver wire immlersed in a solution of AgCi (5 weight
percent) in the appropriate supporting electrolyte: for ma gnsiurs

electrolysis. CaCi 2-KCI-NaCl in the ratio of 6: 18:65 hy weight. and
for aluminum electrolysis, N.aCi-LiCI in thre ratio of 50:4 b(i.U weight.

Cyclic Voltainmetry was conducted with an EG&G PARC Model 173

poen lsatgavnotbtand Mlodel 175 universal pi0r i Slow
scan responses were recorded on an X-Y recorder, while fast scan
responses were recorded on a digital computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fiirurc I shows ire( Raiin spectrurs of ailiimwi ri chloride in: ,

supporting~ itctorb Is temrperatUre Of .rrfC xc i'.. !r: .i

caiused I'.' ra1diat ion of woavelen- ,th .A 5j J!, i 'O~rds irt 5C

hove heetn identifie ! 12.5 cm , 183 cim c El, ar ad 53 irm

The peak at 3,', cin is paIa rice(d the Others si're depolarized. Such a
pattern of peaks is i ndicati':c of tcirairedrail eorninac il Io rd sg1,?-

gest s the presenl-c Of theC te*lcracloa),liiiiit cip Ic. AIC I

Figure 2 shows the Ramiarn spec truri of ii.it nsriris chrlori de in its

supporting electrolyte at a temperature of E xc i cat ion was
caused by radiation of wave lenptlr, A 5}4. a ris your di stcure ?.ks

have been identifiey: 10 ' rrrT . 1-42 c m 12,49 cm .and 351 cm -

The peak or 249 cm is polar iced: the o 
t
hIts at 1 -u r:ce As w -s

the case above' with the aluriur chrlor idec s err. Such a pait' itr is
indicative of tetrahedral coordination and suses ii. it 5< ri of
t:he tetrachloroirgnesote corrplex' . gCl'

Figure 3 shows a cvclc.i voltrsrrrogrir lot ish d1,positlo' irf a,

mimn onl gold at, 700 'C frois a melt conctairit r 1, a \IC 31 ill
Li~l in the ratio of j0:40 hb' weight. Tire rtferersce electrode a
silver wirc irmmersed in a melt of AgCl'VrCI I 1il 0:5 a], rweitighrt).

The counts-c electrode W5as glassy carbon. Ti h , e, ot tire warkirns-

electrode was 0.173 cm' . Tire scan rate was n 1)3 V s . In i.ir
tire reduction arnd oxidotion peaks are clearl 1videnrt as-ri arc ss pa~it-

ed by; 56 mnV which is close to the theoretical \alue of 62 mV fora
simple reversihle 3-electron reduction ptocess 25), iHowever, h
ratio of the anodic peak current to the ca~thodic rPeak currernt is muchI
greater than unity, s,, the Process Ccanrot Ire CIeonsrdr-teds'i
versible . Tire preak pots ncisils did riot: ch 11ri' w:'.. senI ri'. iri

there<ductiorn process of aiuririrrirr air igold1rptisa1 ~r
reversible.

Figure 4 shoiws sa cycl1i c ':rl tar ri L t ir fo n it - ofnpn ('iii

ties tun on s ilvet' at SOO(-,C frii a 'isl: mOint srliPFr; r ''1't

-aClKC INiCl in tire rat io of 6 18:65 hr wi it i si ist '

0 s ' ansd the or~ so if ri1o' wot-ki rig, s" letrirrl The

will dCef ined ( trarce shows clnr'' t he rednn- ur aniln'rl oxri(!it i toil l prices-

c. The residual ckurrent was ext reims-I Ilow iiil
1 did no- t.~uwr
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pre -electra 1vs is. The valite of thei pot entialI di ff -rvtnc- I, -t n'e ii
potentials for thle cathodic and reoxidatfon pr ocesses is Arat r titan
would lbe expected for a simple reversible process (25). The scan late,

had essentially no effect onI thle peak pot~i tia
1  if avthtng, both

peaks seem to shi ft very slightly inl thle cathiodic dirction31 as 5k '0

rate increases.

For boath the a lumsinumt anid the imagne1sm st-; 'I,,- I0(1

peak current is I bnear in t lie squnare root ofSul ,1% i
range of expercint 5 coridiac-.d in the prctei t "'!
Current was mass t cans! or "ont to) ltd h%- (lit l i l
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ELECTRODEPOSITION OF MICROCRYSTALLINE CHROMIUM

FROM FUSED SALTS

T. Vargas, R. Varma, and A. Brown

Chemical Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT

Chromium can be conveniently electroplated from fused
chloride electrolytes. The deposition from LiCI-KC
(eutectic)-CrCl2 melts is known to produce large crystal
grains. Large grain size and other problems encountered
in the electrodeposition of mcrocrystalline chromium from
fused salt are discussed. The results indicate that
combined use of forced electrolyte convection and a
nucleating pulse in conjunction with a periodic reverse
pulse produces fine-grained deposits.

INTRODUCTION

Chromium metal has been shown to o'fer good corrosion resistance
in sulfur/polysulfide environments and, therefore, constitutes a
suitable material for use as a protective coating in sodium/sulfur
batteries (1). The protective action of chromium can be fully
utilized only if such coatings are coherent, have good adhesion, and
provide a thorough coverage of the substrate. Chromium electro-
deposition from aqueous solutions produces deposits which may have
microcracks and incorporate hydrogen during plating. Hence, coatings
thusly derived have not fully utilized the protective action of
chromium (2).

In principle, the use of molten salt electrolytes (e.g.,
chlorides, fluorides) represents an attractive alternative for the
production of chromium electrodeposits. Such electrolytes are
oxygen-free, hydrogen-free, highly conductive media by which it is
possible to deposit the pure metal at high current efficiencies. The
electrodeposition of chromium from fluorides has received some
attention, and the production of coherent, well-adhered deposits has
been successfully demonstrated (3-6). However, the disadvantage of
fluorides is that the systems are generally considered to be toxic
and corrosive, and their utilization implies the use of relatively
high temperatures (800-1000

0
C) (4). Chloride melts are a more

suitable alternative for the following reasonst they can be operated
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at relatively low temperatures (400-600Co), they offer high
conductivity, and they are not considered too toxic or corrosive. In

this work chromium was electrodeposited from (LiCl-KC1)eutectic-CrCl2
melts. This melt is an adequate refining media for chromium, which

can be obtained with total impurity contents of less than 70 ppm at

average current efficiencies of 96% (7). Under single
galvanostatic/potentiostatic conditions, the electrodeposition of

chromium from (LiCl-KCl)eutectic-CrCl2 melts usually resulted in the
production of highly dendritic or crystallized noncoherent coatings
(8). Clearly, a different approach was needed.

APPROACH

A notable improvement in the morphology of chromium
electrodeposits obtained from these melts has been achieved by
introducing an initial nucleation pulse (8) followed by periodic

reverse current. These steps enable the production of coherent,
crack-free, well-adhered, and fine-grained deposits. Further work

related to the characterization and understanding of the chromium
electrocrystallization mechanism was undertaken, and the result was
better control of the grain size of the deposits.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were conducted in a helium-purified glove box
(Sherman Reynolds Model B5935) which has two cylindrical furnace
wells (each with a 7-cm dia and a 40-cm length). The furnace wells,
which are provided with remoable sealed tops, can be evacuated by a
Duo Seal Vacuum Pump Model 1397. The electrochemical cell is placed

in one of the wells. The heat is provided by a Marshall tubular
furnace, and the temperature is controlled by a West S.C.R. stepless
control unit. The melt is contained in a 80-mL Pyrex beaker that is

placed within a 6.5-cm-dia by 17-cm-long stainless steel protective
container resting on the bottom of the well. The cell is capped by a
three-inlet glass head, which provides a centered stable base for the

electrodes and enables their quick interchange. The preparation and
weighing of the different salt mixtures were done within the same

glove box, which is equipped with a Sartorius balance.

To generate the different potential and current programs needed
for the tests, a Princeton Applied Research Model 273 Potentiostat/
Galvanostat and a PAR Model 175 Universal Programmer were used. The
output signals (current/voltage transients) were recorded on a
Tektronik Model R5103N Oscilloscope and on a Hewlett Packard 7044A X-
Y Recorder or a Hewlett Packard 7100B Strip Chart Recorder.

Coulometric measurements were done using the PAR Model 379 Digital

Coulometer.
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A conventional three-electrode system was used: the reference
and the counter electrodes were made of chromium pieces (purified,
carbon-free, fused) from Fisher Scientific Co. and were spot-welded
to platinum wire for electrical contact. The chromium-melt contact
azcas were approximately 2 cm

2 
and 0.5 cm

2
, respectively. The

working electrodes were Type 304 stainless steel (SS) coupons made of
0.5-n thick plate spot-welded to 1.6-mm-dia Type 308 SS rods for
electrical contact (1-2 cm

2 
melt-substrate area). In some

experiments, the working electrodes were held in a motor-driven
stirrer, with variabie speed in the range of 20-300 rpm. The SS
electrodes were inodically cleaned before use in a H2SO4 solution
(0.53 specific gravity) at 6 V for 1 min, according to a procedure
recommended for improved deposit-substrate adherence (9). The
morphology of surfaces and sections of the electrodeposits on steel
substrate were exmi..,ed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The electrolyte consisted of LiCl-KCl (41.5-58.5 mol %,
purified, Li contacted) eutectic from Anderson Physics Laboratories
and chromium (II) chloride (98%, anhydrous) from Alfa Products. The
working temperature was 450

0
C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Characterization of the System

Figure 1 shows some typical cyclic voltammograms obtained with
the (LiCl-KCl)eutectic-CrCl2 system. Two reversible waves are
observed when scanning on tungsten electrode (curve a). A small pair
of waves are on the anodic side at approximately +0.2 V, and a large
pair are on the cathodic side at approximately -0.7 V. These
potentials correspond to the reduction of Cr(III) to Cr(II) and
Cr(II) to Cr(O), respectively. Studies of similar cyclic
voltammograms obtained in the LiCI-KCl-CrCI 3 system at 500

0
C

confirmed the number of electrons associated with each wave (10).
The Cr(1lI)/Cr(O) wave does not appear in the cyclic voltammograms
for tungsten or Type 304 SS (curve b). This is precluded by the
early wave related to the anodic dissolution of the substrate. The
waves corresponding to the Cr(II)/Cr(0) pair are observed in both
substrates, and they exhibit the typical shape associated with a
deposition/dissolution process on an inert substrate (11-13).
Instead of increasing smoothly with the overpotential change, the
current on the cathodic branch rises abruptly (curve a, Fig. 1)
resulting in a sharp cathodic peak. An equally sharp fall in current
occurs after the anodic peak; this is consistent with the stripping
of a finite quantity of metallic deposit from the electrode surface.
The rising part of the cathodic wave is cathodically displaced with
respect to the equilibrium potential (E

0
) for Cr(IIl)/Cr(0). This

delay in starting the cathodic process is related to the initial
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resistance involved in the formation of the new chromium phase on a
foreign substrate. This process requires the application of an extra
overpotential related to the extra work necessary for the initial
creation of critical chromium nuclei.

The chromium electrodeposition for low-concentration melts
(0.931 mol dm

- 3
) has been observed to be controlled by mass transfer

(9). Several facts suggest that, at very high CrCI 2 concentrations,
the chromium electrodeposition process in this melt is controlled, to
a large extent, by ohmic resistance in 'he melt. Figure 2 shows
cyclic voltammograms obtained on Type 304 SS at 2.12 mol dm

-3

concentration. The rising cathodic branch shows a practically linear
current-voltage relation for the case of still and rotated
electrodes. The rotation of the electrode introduced only a slight
increase in the current-voltage slope, indicating a slight degree of
mass transfer control. Previous work on electrorefining chromium
from similar melts reported a decrease of the conductivity of the
electrolyte with an increase in the CrCl 2 concentration (7).

Chromium Electrodeposits

Chromium deposits were obtained by different controlled-
potential techniques at various CrCI 2 7oncentrations. The most-
frequent deposition technique used at this stage is the initial
nucleation pulse (INP) technique, shown in Fig. 3. In this
technique, the deposition process is started with a high, short
overpotential pulse, where a large number of isolated chromium nuclei
are formed to secure a thorough initial coverage of the substrate.
The deposit is then grown at a low overpotential, precluding the
growth of dendrites and ensuring the development of a coherent
morphology.14

Figures 4 and 5 show the dramatic influence of CrC12
concentration on the morphology of chromic electrodeposits produced
by the INP technique. At the highest concentration 2.12 mol dm

-3
,

Fig. 4), the deposit consists of large crystals that have not merged
into a continuous layer, leaving large spaces between them. Between
the large crystals, a lower layer of small crystals were formed
during the initial nucleation stage these do not fully cover the
substrate. At the low concentration (1.5 mol dm

- 3
, Fig. 5), the

deposits obtained show a noticeable decrease of the grain size and a
very compact structure (deposits of this kind already show some
metallic shine on their surface). The coatings were found to be well
adhered to surface, as shown by optical microscopy of the chromium-
substrate interface. Also, no microcracks were observed.

The observed morphological changes with CrCl 2 concentration can
be explained mainly based on the cyclic voltammograms. With the
CrCI 2 concentration variation from high to low, there is a
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USE OF IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS FOR STUDYING
THE EFFECT OF ACIDITY ON THE CORROSION OF IRON

IN THE MOLTEN EQUIOLAR NaNO3 -NaNO 2 MIXTURE

Gerard S. Picard, Herve M. Lefebvre* and Bernard L. Tremillon
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie Analytique et Appliquee

associe au CNRS (U.A. 216)
E.N.S.C.P., 11 rue Pierre et Marie Curie

75231-Paris Cedex 05-FRANCE

ABSTRACT

The iron corrosion process in the molten equimolar
NaNO 3-NaNO 2 mixture was studied as a function of melt

acidity. A reaction model has been proposed from analysis of
impedance spectra and was compared with earlier thermodynamic

and kinetic results. This model which accounts for
experimental data has allowed us to show the importance of
the diffusion phenomena through the various iron oxide layers

constituting the corrosion products. Besides, the acidity
dependence of impedance spectra and more precisely of charge
transfer resistances has revealed the existence of a narrow
range of acidity (relative to NaFe~o stability) for which
iron corrosion is minimized.

INTRODUCTION

Corrosion of iron and iron alloys in molten nitrate-nitrite
mixtures has been studied primarily because of the application of
these salts as both a heat transfer fluid and a thermal energy
storage medium. Results in the literature for salts without
contaminants indicate the formation of ircn oxides (1-11). It has
been observed that the corrosion products are Fe203 (s), which forms

the external layer in contact with the salt, and Fe304 (s), the
internal layer in contact with the metal. For temperatures greater
than 600'C, it has been shown that a highly basic species of
iron(llI), the sodiim ferrate, NaFeO 2 , appears in the external layer
(8). Studies on steel behavior in molten sodium-potassium nitrate-
nitrite mixtures at 450'C reported by Spiteri (6) indicate that there

*present address:S.A.F.T./GTA, rue Georges Leclanche,

86009 Poitiers-FRANCE
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are different corrosion rates depending on the (oxo)acidity level

[defined by p0
2 - 

= -log m(02-)]. In particular, a decrease in the
corrosion rate has been observed in moderately basic media, jointly
with the formation of sodium ferrate as one corrosion product. A

similar result has been observed by Baraka et al. (1) in sodium-
potassium nitrate for temperatures between 250'C and 400'C.

In previous work (9,10) we have demonstrated the relationship
between the nature of iron oxide species and the oxide anion content
in the melt. Stability constants of iron oxides have been determined
by means of potentiometric titrations and equilibrium potential-p0

2 -

diagrams have been deduced from them in the temperature range from
420 to 500'C. The main result of this thermodynamic study is that

different compounds of iron(III) may be formed according to the
acidity of the nitrate-nitrite mixtures. Tn strongly basic media,

Fe20 4- or Na4 Fe20 5 (s) are stable in contact with the melt. In
modeirately basic media, the stable iron oxide species are FeO - or
NaFeO2(s), and in acidic media Fe203 (s).

From the previously quoted authors' works and ours, we can assert
that the iron corrosion in molten nitrate-nitrite mixtures leads to
the formation of a multilayered product. The outer layer in contact
with the melt is constituted by iron(Ill) oxides whose surface
composition depends on the melt acidity, and the deepest laver
consisting of Fe304(s) [and perhaps FeO(s)] in contact with metallic

iron. Moreover, knowing after Spiteri (6) that alkali ions are
contained in the iron(III) oxide layer, suggests penetration of melt
inside the outer layer, we can predict for the latter a structure
formed by several secondary layers constituted by iron(IlIll) compounds

all the more acidic the deeper they are because of the oxidc ion
concentration gradient in the layer (Fig. I).

The purpose of this paper is to study the iron corrosion process
in the molten equimolar nitrate-nitrite mixture from a kinetic point
of view, thus completing our work on the stability of iron(Ill)
oxides. This was undertaken by using chronopotentiometry and
especially A.C. impedance techniques. The latter allow us to obtain
in situ information on the mechanism and kinetics of the steps
involved. This electrochemical technique has been successfully used
in aqueous solutions (12-14). However, relatively few studies have
been carried out in media where corrosion leads to the formation of

insoluble products adhering to the metal surface (15-17).

EXPERIEJiTAL RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Technical.

Preparation of the melt, procedure, and apparatus have been
described in detail in previous papers (18-20). For each experiment,
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lOOg of an equimolar sodium nitrate-nitrite mixture were introduced
into a platinum crucible. pO

2 - 
was imposed bv using the buffer

couple HO(g)/OH- whose acidity constant, given bv
Kd=P(H20.m(O2 )/m(OH-)

2
, takes the value 10

- 3
,
1 

at 420'( (20).

[concentrations m of the dissolved species are given in the molalitv
scale and partial pressure of water P(HO) is given in atm].

The working electrode was a high purity iron wire (I mm diam.)
supplied by dohnson-Matthey, with a dipped surface area in the melt
of 60mm

2
. The platinum crucible was used as a counter electrode.

The reference electrode is described elsewhere (20).

The chronopotentiograms were recorded with the help of a three
pen Y/T Servofram SRM recorder (Sefrarn).

Impedance measurements have been performed over the frequency
range 100 kllz-lOmHz using the Z computer system (Tacussell composed
of a Tacussel electronic unit and of a Hewlett-Packard 9826
microcomputer. Measurements have been carried out under linear
conditions using a small amplitude sine wave signal of lOmV. In

order to avoid external perturbations on the electrical measurements,
the cell was surrounded with a ground connected Faraday cage, and
screened wires were used for connecting elect rodes with the
electronic unit. Fifteen minutes are necessary to perform
measurements over the whole frequency range considered. Data were
stored on standard 5 1/4 inch flexible disks and further analyed bW
means of the HP 9826 microcomputer and I' 7470 A plo ter.

Chronopotentiometric evidence for a first transient phase followed by
a quasi steady-state second phase in iron corrosion.

The potential of an iron electrode under open circuit conditions
was f-Ilowed as a function of time for different values of pO

2-

(Fig.2). In all cases, the iron electrode potential increases at the
beginning of corrosion, involving the formation of iron oxides. This
transient phase was observed untii the potential reaches a steady-

state value depending on melt aciditv, which correspolds to the
potential of the NO3-/NO 2- redox coupIe as idicated by comparison
with the potential of an inert plat iinum electrode IFig. 2). The
stabilization of the iron electrode potential does not exceed _' lioturs
and is shorter at lower pO

2 " 
values. ImpedaTnce measurements were

performed at the stabi ized rest potvrit ;al it the iro(n working
electrode.

1 C. Impedance studies of the second phase of the iron corrosion
process.

Variation of impedance spectra as a function of oxide ion

bulk concentration at a given immersion time (t = 3.5 h). Fig. 3
gives in the complex plane tvpical impedance spectra obtained in the



molten equimolar NaN0 3 -NaNO2 mixture at 420'C, for four pO
2 - 

values:

1.4 and 2.9 corresponding to basic media where the stable iron(lil)

oxide is Na 4FeO 2 05 , p0- = 4.3 which is the value for which the

latter ferrate transforms into NaFeO3 (moderately basic media) and
the last, p0

2 - 
= 5.2, which corresponds to the transformation of

NaFe02 into Fe20 3 (acidic media),

These spectra are constituted, whatever the p0
2 - 

values, by two
composite capacitive loops. They show (i) that the different

phenomena involved during iron corrosion have time constants close to
each other, resulting in a convolution of capacitive loops and (ii)
that the effect of pO

2 - 
is characterized by a frequency shift f the

capacitive phenomenon (Fig. 5) and by a maximum of impedance (and so
a minimum in the corrosion rate) for a p0

2- 
value equal to 4.3, which

corresponds to the formation of the ferrate, NaFeOl.

Variation of impedance spectra as a function of immersion time at
a given oxide anion bulk concentration. Two values of p02

- 
were

considered: 1.4 and 4.3 for which a maximum impedance was observed.
Analysis of Fig. 4 clearly shows the opposite corrosion behavior of
iron for the two media considered. In the first case (p0

2
- 1 1.4),

impedance decreases when immersion time increases, to reach a low
value indicating a fairly constant corrosion rate. On the contrary,
for p01

- 
= 4.3, impedance increases with immersion time indicating

the formation of a passivating film. Iron corrosion is then st:ongiv
limited.

somewhat different behavior, depending on melt acidity, is

observed for impedance spectra toward the low frequency region.
Contrary to that. which is observed for a pO

2 - 
value equal to 4.3,

experimental data obtained at p0
2 - 

= 1.4 present a large scattering
for frequencies lower than I liz (Fig. 5). This fact suggests that

iron corrosion products can flake off the metal for this melt.
acidity.

MODELLING OF THE IRON CORROSION PROCESS

Thermodynamic and kinetic experimental studies have shown that
after the transient phase of iron corrosion (during which N01- and,'/c
NOI- oxidize the metallic iron which is quickly recovered by an oxide
layer), corroded iron can be schematically rcpresented as follows:

metallic iron is coated by a laver of magnetite, which is itself
covered by a layer of iron(III) oxides (whose surface is in coil tact
with the melt), thus defining four zones and three interfaces as

indicated in Fig. 6. It should be noticed here that the sequence

Fe/Fe 30 /Fe2 03 has been reported as the thermodvnamically most stable
system 21)and is often referred as the passive film on iron in
aqueous solutions (21,22).
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Proposed reaction mechanism.

The iron corrosion process in the molten equimolar NaNO 3 -NaNO 2
mixture can be described by the following steps:

(i) diffusion of the oxidizing species (NO3 and/or NO-)-) and 02-

anions through the outer iron (III) oxide layer from its interface I

melt to the interface II (Fig. 6):

NO z - __ D 2 (NOz-) N . 4 z  [I]
(interface I) (Interface II)

with z = 3 or 2,

02. D2 (O2 ) . 02- [2]
(interface I) (Interface :1,'

(ii) the occurrence of two electrochemical reactions at the
interface II: the NO,- species, which have diffused, can be reduced
when they contact the magnetite Jwhich is known to have excellent
semi-conductive properties (23,24)1 with the production of oxide
ions:

NOz- ze- - kl --, NO + (z -1) 0 2-  [3]

(diffusion of NO has been assumed to be sufficiently fast so as not

to be a limiting step).

The oxidation of Fe3P 4 to Fe 204, which consumes a part of both
0- produced by reaction [31 and 0- coming from the melt by
diffusion [2), according to:

2 Fe3 04 + 02-- k2 ---> 3 Fe2 03 i 2e [4]

(iii) diffusion of the oxide anions not consumed bv reaction [41
through the magnetite laver:

02 -  - D3 (02 )  __-> 02 -  [51

(Interface II) (Interface III)
and finally,

(iv) oxidation of metallic iron into magnetite (Interface III):

0.75 Fe + 02 - k,3  > 0.25 Fe30 4 + 2 e

We can state here that nitriding is a result of isolating the
surface of the metallic ir n from the melt. by oxide layers. Metallic
iron is in fact in contact with nitrogen monoxide under a very low

partial pressure of oxygen; conditions are favorable for further
nitriding (10,11).
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Determination of the faradaic impedance.

In order to test the reaction model, we have calculated the

corresponding impedance Zf by the classical method. The details of
the calculation of Zf have been given elsewhere (25). The following
expression for the faradaic impedance was obtained:

R 1 R2 R3 (1 +a)(1 +b)(1 +c)
Zf = ... . . . -- [7j

R1 R2 (1+a)+R 1 R3 (1+a)( l + c)-R 2 R 3 (1 - 0 .33b)( l c)

where: Ri = charge transfer resistance of the ith electrochemical

reaction:

RI = t3FS klb I mlI(N0 3 -)4l for [3},

R= [2FS kb ml l (02-)]
-
l for [41, and

R3  [2FS k3b3 m11 (0
2
-)]-I for [61

F = 9.6487.104 C mol
- I

S = surface area of the iron electrode (0.6 cm
2
)

Ki= rate constant for the ith electrochemical reaction
k-i exp(-bi-,)

(ki = intrinsic rate constant; bi = Tafel slope; overpotential).

mll(NO3-) and mll(
2 -

) are the concentrations of %01- and 0)
2 

Vs the
interface II, respectively.

a = k1 th [82 4jto /D 2 (NO ] IjD 2 (N03- )

b = k 2 th [52  i( '/D2( 02-)] M D2(02- )

c =k 3 th [83 I j(, !D3( 02- ))/ jo D 3(02- )

where: &2 and 63 are the thicknesses of the iron(lII) oxide laver and
that of the magnetite layer, respectivel ; D, NO3-) and D,(0

2 -
) are

the diffusion coefficients of N0 3 - and 0
-
- in the iron(lIl) oxide

layer, respectively, and D3( 2') is the diffusion coefficient of O--
in the magnetite layer.

The overall impedance was obtained by taking into account the
contribution of electrolyte resistance Re and double laver
capacitan2e Cd, as well as, the resistance R and the capacitance C of
the iron(III) oxide layer, which appears as indicated in the
equivalent electrical circuit represented in Fig. 7. Such a Lircui
has been successfully used in aqueous solution to describe the
corrosion of iron(26) and mild steel(27) coated with organic
compounds. The o 'erall impedance Z is given by the following
expression:
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Z = Re + z 11 +jwdCz] 1 [8)

with:

z = R + Zf [1 +j(o)CdZj] - 1  
[9]

Testing of the proposed reaction mechanism

Impedance spectra have been simulated from the expression of the
overall impedance (Eq. [8). A good fit has been observed (Fig. 8)
with the values of the considered parameters collected in Tables l
and 2. This confirms that the :'roposed reaction model accounts well
for all the experimental data.

Moreover, information about the elect r~cal properties of the
iron(I1I) oxide layer and the charge transfer resistances were also
obtained. In particular, the charge transfer '-esistances determined
at pO

-  = 4.3 are quite obviouslv higher ( low (.lrrosion ratel than
those determined at pO

2
- = .4. This is onsisteit with the fact

that the product RHC has a constant value tor pO
-

Q= -,. (Table I) 'hus

indicating a poor porous film, which is not 'he taso ft r pO-- = .4
(Table 1).

CONCLIUS ION

trot, c'rrosion in the molten equimoLar NaNO-NaNO- mixture
involves comple x trocesses in which diflu s ion phenomena p lay an
important role. A ieaction model accounting for impedance
measurements has been proposed and has led to the acquisition of
electrical parameters characterizing the outer iron(IIlI oxide Layer,
which is one of the corrosion products. The omposit ion ,f Ibils
layer depends on melt acidity. OnIv Na~eO-, formed in the ver';
iarrow domain ranging from pO- = 4. 1 to as2 a passivat ing
properties.
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Table 1 Immersion time dependence of impedance model parameters for iron
corrosion in the molten equimolar NaNO3 -NaNO2 mixture at p02 - 1.4
and T -420'C.

t 1,25 3,5 23 69
Re  1,1 1 0,7 0,s
R 1,8 3 0.2 Os
C 25 50 66 16

Cd 30 60 100 55

R, 200 280 100 100
R2  400 200 3 3

k 2-2(0"-) 2 2,25 26 26

C2i2/D2c() 1 1,2 1,2 1.2
R3  1 1 0,1 0,2

k31f 2D 3 (Z2) 400 400 100 150
93 4 2/D3 (02") 0.4 0.4 0.8 0,8

Table 2 Immersion time dependence of impedance model parameters for iron
corrosion in the molten equimolar NaNO3 -NaNO 2 mixture at p0 2 

- 4.3

and T = 420"C.

1 1 3.5 20.5 44 69
Re 1 0.4 0,4 0,4 0,4
R 9 11 17 18 20
C 27 13 9 8,S 7,5

Cd 15 4,5 2 3 2,5

R1  350 700 750 750 780

R2  2000 3000 4000 4000 5000

k2 H 2 2 (02-) 0,4 0.15 0,15 0,1 0.1

________ 1,7) 3 4 6 6
R3  5 20 20 20 20

k3/4-23(O-) 160 110 125 160 160

934 2/D3(0'-) 1 2 3 4 3

[In Table 1 and Table 2, all parameters have their usual units].
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Transfer Resistance 562
Transition-Metal Disulfides 632
Transpiration Method 106
Transport Number of Electrons 237
Tritium 911

Tungsten Crystals 829
Tungsten Hexachloride 437
Tungsten Nucleation Cluster Species 817
Tungsten and Tungsten Carbide

Electrodeposition 804
Tungsten, Electrodeposition 814, 825
Ultrasonic Relaxation 334

Ultrasonic Spectroscopy 324
Underpotential Deposition 595
Vanadium Boride Film 769
Vanadium Bronze 786
Vanadium Bronze Crystals 789
Vanadium Carbide Film 767
Vanadyl Phosphate and Vanadate Electrolysis 787

Vapor Pressure, Apparatus for Measuring 108
Vapor Pressure, Hydrous Melts 108
Vapor Pressure Method 93
Velocity Autocorrelation Function 261
Viscoelastic Relaxation 334
Voltabsorptometry 448
Voltammetry 448, 777, 806, 827
Voltammograms, Linear Voltage Scan 759
WON-, Reduction of 825

Wagner Polarization Technique 235
Warburg Impedance 564
Water Content 530

Water Impurity 407
Weld Droplet Compositions 931
Weld Wire Compositions 931
Welding Parameters 921
Welding, Electrochemical Reactions in 929
Welding, Flux 928

Welding, Submerged Arc 928
Welding, Thermochemical Reactions in 929

Wetting, Visual Observations 605

X-Ray Diffraction, CaCI 2-KCI 175
X-Ray Diffraction, Tungsten Carbide 808
X-Ray Diffraction, LiF-KCI, KF-KBr, KF-KI 165
Ytrria-Stabilized Zirconia 471
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Zirconia Membrane Electrode 693
Zirconia-Air Electrode 805
Zirconium Boride Film 769
Zirconium Carbide Film 767
ZnBr,-NaBr Melts 814
ZnCl2 -AiCd3 System 394
ZnCl,)-H 20 System 110
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